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(Exmci from Saluutorr. Jnljr, 1I90.)

VOL, XLI. -JANUARY, 1916—NO. 161

REDISCOVERY OF ULTIMA THULE.

MONGST the strange surprises which the war in Europe'

has brought into notice is the sudden emergence of the

misty terraqueous region known, or perhaps one ought to

say unknown, to the ancient geographers as Ultima Thule. The
Greeks spelled the name "Thoule," as they spelled the name Uranus

"Ouranus," and so on. The exact location of the shadowy

region has not been clearly ascertained, but the balance of

belief has leaned to the Orkney Islands, or Orcades, as the

true locality. Now it has been pven out as a matter of

positive knowledge that the hiding place of the powerful

British fleet which sailed away for an unknown destination

more than a year ago, and has never since been heard from or

of, has been the vast harbor of Kirkwall, on the Pentland Firth.

This sheet of water lies on the extreme northern point of the

coast of Scotland long known as "John o' Groat's House," the

limit of the human habitations on the wild Caledonian shores. On
Bressay Sotmd stands a little village or town called Lerwick,

which claims to possess one of the finest harbors in all the world,

and which is the grand rendezvous of all shipping destined for the

Northland and the great whale fishing gfrounds. This immense

water shelter could also easily have been the place wherein the

sleeping might of Britain had been lying perdu all tiie year. That

Bntered according to Act of Congrese, In the year by Benlamln H.

Whlttoker, In the Office of the Ubrarian of OongresB, Washington. D. O.
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fleet is $o bt^ that it mi^t «a«ily have be«n divided in two and

still have been strong, in either part, to defend itself against any

outside power on the high seas.

The exact spot which the inhabitants on the shores of the Pent-

land Firth claim to be the genuine Ultima Tbule is called Fitful

Head. It is a fearful spot to bdiold when, as is mostly the case,

the seas rush around in thunderous billows as if bent on wiping

it off the face of the earth forever. The channel which separates

the Scottish mainland and the Orkney Islands, one hundred in

number, is fifty miles in width—and it is for most of the year an

appalling strip of water for any boat to have to face. Then, again,

as though there had been a personal understanding between nature

and man to render the struggle for existence as diflkult as possible

for the hardy denizens, of those rough places, the methods of cross-

ing from diff to cliff, along the rugged lines of the coast, are just

as primitive and dangerous as though the earth were still in the

same condition as it was in the era of Tubal Cain
—

"the days when

the earth was young." Slender bridges, woven of ropes and wat-

tles, spanning chasms dioked with boiling cauldrons of yeasty

foam, are for the most part the only means of communication be-

tween different localities, no matter how weighty the loads which

the travelers on these dizzy paths have got to carry, to eke out a

living on that wild seaside terrain. At one dangerous point, called

the Cradle of Noss, communication with the neighboring island of

Hohn was through a cradle or wooden chair running between two

ftrong ropes spanning a ravine between two tall perpendicular

cliffs, strong hands on either side pulled the "cradle" back and

forth. The process may have been slow, but it was safer than the

swinging rope bridge which to-day spans the chasm at Carrick-a-

Rede, on the north coast of Ireland, a few miles away from the

basaltic piles of rock called the Giant's Causeway, and which is

matched on the Scottish seacoast by a similar pile of pillared rocks

at a little island called Staffa, the principal attraction of which is

the celebrated ocean temple called Fingal's Cave. The rocky con-

nection between the northern coast of Ireland and the southern

line of Scotland is not merely a geolc^cal tie. A similar race of

men inhabited both islands in the twilight period of history—the

Celtic.

Cuchulin's name is linked with the early traditions of Scot-

land, as it is with those of Ulster in Ireland. A range of hills

in the island of Skye is called after Cuchullin. Oisin's grave is

pointed out at a spot on the banks of the Almond river, in the

Lough Tay district. But nearer and dearer to the Christian mind

art the evidences of a connection between Ireland's early Chris-
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tianity, the ruins of the monasteries, abbeys, churches and schools

of the Irish ChristiaQ settlements on lona, Lindisfame and other

sacred spots along the insular seaboard. Besides the Celtic and

Gaelic connection, in the northern part of Scotland, and especially

in the vicinity of the Firths, there are many souvenirs of a race

that was more dreaded than either Celt or Gad—the Norse, devo-

tees of the terrible Thor and Freyga, whose Viking hordes made

the seas more terrible than the fiercest tempests of the skies for

the dwellers along the afflicted coast from the Baltic down to the

Mediterranean, And thrust in between the cycles of the Celt and

the Norse were the mysterious centuries which witnessed the intro-

ductimi, the rise and the decay of Druidism, and left memorials

of its cult in the shape of mighty circles of tall monoliths, whose

purpose and meaning stand as a riddle of time like the Egyptian

Sphinx. As f&r North as Ultima Thule stand remains exactly

like unto those at Stonehenge, in Britain. There is a group of the

same class of pillar stones at Callanish, in Lewis, in die Hebrides,

said by antiquarians to be the finest in the British Islands. The

stones are so numerous as to suggest the idea of a temple, as those

of Stonehenge certainly do, and as the sculptured pillars at Baal-

bek and other places in Egypt and Arabia do. Up to about fifty

years ago forty-eight of these stones were still standing, forming

a rough cross, with a circle at the intersection; the long limb of

the cross extended 392 feet, and the transverse ones 141 feet across.

In some of the Druidical remains found in Scotland circular holes

were found in some of the upright stones, and these were believed

to have been used by the Druids for the purpose of securing with

ropes the victims intended for sacrifice to the ferocious and san-

guinary deities whom the Druids worshipped. Besides these relics

of the Druid cult the islands exhibit others which are peculiarly

Celtic of the early Christian period—^religious ruins, like Uie chapel

within the enclosure of Peel Castle, in the Isle of Man, which,

according to local history, was built under the personal supervision

of St. Patrick, who spent several years among the Manx people

instructing them in the truths of Christianity and the laws of secu-

lar civilization, as be did in Ireland, where he codified the volumi-

nous books of the old Brehon law—an immense labor which occu-

pied many years of his arduous and most useful life.

On the island of Pomona, on the mainland, the largest one of the

sixty-seven which compose the Orkney group, is situated the town

of Kirkwall, the principal one in that wild maritime region. About

nine miles outside the town tftere is a great collection of pillar

stones, the remains of two immense drdes which stood, one on

each side of the loch or strait on which At mound called Maestrow,
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which contained a subterranean hall believed to have been what

the Norsemen called a sorcery hall, with runic inscriptions on the

wall of the chambers. The figure of a winged dragon, beautifully

carved, together with that of a serpent twined around a pole, were

found inside the hall, forming, probably, part of the sorcery para-

phernalia of the Norse magicians of the later Pagan period, cor-

responding to the early Christian one, in the region of Ultima

Thule. The fact that really fine sculpture has been found amongst

the work of Norse artists at such a period is remarkably signifi-

cant. It shows that the genius of sculpture was not confined solely

to the shores of the ^gean Sea, and that some undiscovered and

untaught Thorwaldsens, even at the twilight age of the region

which was believed to be the very rim of the inhabited earth, were

to be found there wasting their art upon the lonely shores of the

dim threshold of the Boreal Pole!

At what particular epoch of ecclesiastical history Qiristianity

first struck its roots in Scottish soil is a matter of considerable un-

certainty. But of the fact that the first great missionary effort

began with the era of St. Columba there can be little doubt. Irish

and Caledonian legend dwells so strongly on the presence of isolated

hermits, who earned the honorable designation of Culdees (i. e.,

servants of God), on the lonely coasts of Ireland and Scotland,

that no reasonable doubt can be entertained of the truth that neither

St. Patrick nor St. Columba was the first actual bearer of the

knowledge of Christ to the Pagans who "sat in darkness" beside

the borders of Ultima Thule. The pathetic story of St. Columba,

although imperishably linked with the history of the holy isle of

lona, does not appear to be so familiar to the readers of early

European history as its deep and solemn lessons ought to have

made it. He had been adjudged guilty of inciting men to rebellion

against the King, Dearmit, according to one story ; for that offense

he was sentenced to perpetual banishment from Erin by St. Molaise,

his confessor—the home which he loved with all the passionate love

of his emotional Celtic nature. Another cause was assigned by dif-

ferent authorities—a judgment given in the matter of the copying

of a famous Psalter, the work of monks of one monastery by the

monks of another, and a consequent dispute as to the ownership,

which Columba settled by adjudging that "the calf belonged to

the cow." The punishment of perpetual exile was hard to bear,

but when the exile's abode happened to be within the range of his

vision, as in this case it was, it became too mudi for the embittered

heart to bear. Columbus' first landing place was off the coast of

Scotland, a little isle called Oronsay, or Omsay. There he had

intended to settle down with a few companions who accompanied
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him frc»n his lost home, and establish a missionary training school,

after the manner of those established by Patrick, in order literally

to carry out the mission given by Christ to the first Apostles
—

"to

teach all nations" the truths He had made known to them. The
first objects that met his eyes, as he rose iroia his couch at dawn,

were the mist-robed headlands of the beloved Irish coast, and the

sight stirred his spirit to the depths with anguish that soon became

too much for his human nature to endure. So, gathering his com-

panions once more, he set his sails for the remote isle of lona

—

sometimes called Hy, and again lona—where he founded his estab-

lishment, destined to be celebrated throughout the world ere long

for its lustre as the centre of light and leamii^, though situated on

the border of Ultima Thule, the limit of civilization.

The ecclesiastical and mortuary ruins of the island are even to-

day the objects of reverence, awe and wonder on the part of all

who visit the sanctified locality. But though these are the feelings

with which persons of impartial and cultivated tastes regard them,

the bitter and ignorant souls among the Scots—even among
educated and bookish men like the former Ehike of Argyll,

who was lord of the soil of lona in Gladstone's time—^to disparage

and misdescribe the work of St Columba and those who succeeded

him in the mission he had founded there, thus making the place a

beacon light for the North of Europe, as Patrick had made Bangor

and Gonmacnoise, in Ireland, at an earlier period. Speaking to a

party who paid a visit to the sainted isle in his company, he said:

"All these buildings are the monuments, not of the freshness and

the comparative simplicity of the old Celtic Church, but of the dull

and often corrupt monotony of mediaeval Romanism." It is a

favorite plea of the apolc^sts of heresy that early Christianity dif-

fered from that of the Middle Ages. The doctrines taught by St.

Patrick, they go so far as to maintain, are the doctrines taught by

the Presbyterian Church of to-day. Calvin and Knox introduced

that bold sophism, and the Huguenots in France and the Puritans

in England proceeded to enlarge upon it by stripping the churches

of all embellishments and making the external worship of the

Triune God as dry and barren an exercise as a journey through

the trackless and sandy deserts of North Africa and Asia Minor.

In Cunningham's History of Scotland there is an attempt made to

detach the Christianity of Scotland from that introduced by St.

Patrick and his companions into Ireland and the Channel Islands.

Cunningham asserts that Columba and his disciples were called Cul-

dees. "They were a kind of religious recluses who lived in retired

places; and this is probably the reason why lona was fixed upon

by St. Columba as the seat of his monastery." The recognized
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authorities for the apostle's biography show that this assumption

is unfounded. He had chosen Oronsay, as much more northerly, a

retreat, but felt compdied to move away so as not to be within sight

any longer of the "hills of holy Irdand," that land wbidi held his

heart, even while his frame was in anoliier place. Cunningham
says that there were convents of Culdees at St. Andrew's, Dun-
keld, Dumblane and Brechin from remote antiquity. This would

seem to imply that at these places Christianity had been housed

even before St. Patrick's time. The name Culdees was seized upon

by the Scotch apologists for the Puritans and iconoclasts of the

sixteenth century, as denoting a distinct form of early Christianity,

but such was not the case. It does not appear in connection with

Irish ecclesiastical chronicle until long after Patrick's death. The
name, or description, seems to have been bestowed as a distinctive

token of deep perscmal appreciation of one highly prized individual,

a precursor of St Francis in sublime humility. Aengus (or Angus),

of the princely Ultonian race, because of his excessive love of God
and His poor, was designated Kele-De (meaning Culdee, servant or

lover of God). Now, this renowned son of "the black North" (as

. Ulster is often styled) was not bom until the middle of the eighth

century, whereas Columba was bom in the year 521 A. D. His

arrival in lona is assigned to the year 563—^that is to say, when

he was 42 years old ; and he is given 34 years of labor, in the chro-

nology, ere he passed away. Dtiring those years his life was very

different from that of "the rapt Culdees," as the contemplative

eremites who dwelt alone or with a few companions on little islands

in the lakes or the estuaries of great rivers, or on the numerous

"cashels" (as the solitary stairlike cliffs that stud the seashore by

the Atlantic and the Irish Channel were designated, in the Gaelic

language). To these retreats, which offered to the men of the

spiritual life so inspiring an atmosphere to place themselves in com-

mon with the ever-resonant billows and beneath the starry wonders

of the boundless heavens, the more ascetic of the Irish recluses were

wont to fly in order to study and pray in quiet, remote from the dis-

tractions of towns and kingly courts, with their pomps and vanities.

Though the Culdee preferred the solitary life, the injunction left

by St. Patrick, to make every monastery and every cell a seat of

learning, was observed, as far as possible in the vicinity of a hermit's

retreat, as may be learned from the histories of the early Irish

Church. Religious and secular education was given freely at the

monasteries; and the children of tiie neighborhood were gathered

in the vicinity of the cells and taught in dasses on the green sod

atound the huts of wattles in whidi the recluses dwelt The same

methods were followed by St Columba in lona and other mission-
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ary centres as were those instituted in Ireland by St. Patrick and

St Brigid. Educaticm went hand in hand with religion in the work

of dvilizatioa. While the strictly necessary work of teaching and

preaching was carried on in the daytime, at night the cells of the

monks in the monasteries were devoted to the pious work of tran-

scribing the Sacred Scriptures and the glorious hymns of the

early Church, in characters of penmanship, often embellished

with exquisite pictorial initial letters and scrolls and fanciful bor-

derings whose wonderful tracery cwnpelled the remark that one

of the works (the Book of Kells.) was the work of angels, not of

men. Such were the works that occupied the monks of Ireland and

Scotland in the early days of Qiristianity ; and it spread in time

to England and the Continent of Europe. In those primitive days

the trumpet of fame was blown rarely for any other cause than

that of the warrior or the monarch ; no other glory was dreamed

of by the crowd than that of the triumphant hero of the tented field

or the martial games. It is strange that so well-read and widely-

traveled an observer as Sir Walter Scott—he who had written rap-

turously of the architectural glories of Melrose and Roslyn and

Holyrood Abbeys—should have fallen into the common rut of mis-

judgment as to the genius of the monasteries and the effects of

the religious life on the higher things of the mind and the destinies

of nations. As to the effect of the ruins of lona on his mind, he

wrote:

"It has occurred to me in lona (as it has on many similar occa-

sions) that the traditional recollections concerning the monks them-

selves are wonderfully faint, contrasted with the beautiful and

interesting monuments of architecture which they have left behind

them. In Scotland particularly the people frequently learn tra-

ditions wonderfully vivid of the persons and achievements of an-

cient warriors whose towers have long been levelled with the soil.

But of the monks of Melrose, Kelso, Aborbrothock and lona they

can tell nothing but that sudi a race existed and inhabited the

stately ruins of these monasteries. The quiet, slow and uniform

life of those recluse beings glided on, it may be, like a dark and

silent stream, fed from unknown sotu-ces, and vanishing from the

eye without leaving any marked trace of its course. The life of

the chieftain was a mountain torrent thundering over rock and

precipice which, less deep and profound, in itself leaves on tiie

minds of the terrified spectators those deep impressions of awe and

wonder which are most readily handed down to posterity."

There was another poet in one of whose works is found an an-

swer to the supposed enigma upon which Scott comments. There

was no tnigaa about it ; Scott knew the reason why oblivion cloaked
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the glories of lona and many another retreat of sublime charity and

miracle-compelling love of God and the Blessed Virgin Mary. The

ruins of Melrose, Holyrood and Kelso attest it Robert Southey,

in his poem, "The Inchcape Bell," tells of what the "lazy monks"

of the Abbey of Aberbrothock did for the service of humanity.

They fastened to a float on the fierce cauldron of waters that boils

about the Inchcape Rock a large weighty bell, which the waves

kept swinging incessantly, to warn the mariners to give a wide

U'rth to that fatal piece of coast That service to mankind was

inimical to the interests of Sir Ralph the Rover, a knight who fol-

lowed the noble profession of piracy and murder; and so he got

himself rowed out to the rock and cut the rope that moored the

bell, and that impediment to success in his business disappeared

from his path. The mariners who had benefited by its sound used

to say "God Wess the Abbot of Aberbrothock," but no longer could

any mariner have cause to join in the note of g^titude, and tiie

murderous pirate who profited by the honest seamen's loss was not

likely to waste his breath in unearned blessings. Many centuries

the Abbots of the Holy Trinity on the South coast of England had

devoted their lives to the vast work of furnishing all the coast line

with warning lights, bells and other devices; and their humane

achievements are perpetuated even to-day, in the name of the Gov-

ernmental department of Britain known as Trinity Board. This

is a fact which mig^t strike a mind less imbued with respect for

the glamor of ephemeral romance than Scott's as worthy of admira-

tion and a place in history. What work those departed monks did

in the way of the salvation of souls that would, were it not for their

efforts, have been the prize of the Evil One, all around the British

Isles, in the early days of Christianity, can never be known on

earth, and it little matters that it did not come to the knowledge

of such biased chroniclers as Scott and his school.

It has been customary to regard the Culdees as the highest ex-

emplars of the solitary, contemplative and mystical life, shy of con-

tact with men, and seeking communion only with God through

nature and the spirit. St. Fursey, whose unique experiences with

the supernatural powers gave him a personal knowledge of tilings

of which Dante only dreamed when composing his wonderful

"Divina Commedia," is not ordinarily classed among the Culdees,

although he was a mystic of the mystics and educated in the mon-
astery reared by St. Brendan and his companions on an island in

Lough Corrib (then called Lough Orbsen). The first monk or an-

chorite to whom the term Culdee applied was jEngus or Angus
(above mentioned)—a member of the illustrious royal sept of the

Ulster Dalaradians, descendants of Coelberch, monarch of Ire-
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land in the fourth century—one of the stock of Ir, third son of

Milesius, founder of the Milesian line of Kings. The date of

Angus' birth is assigned to the middle of the eighth century. Though
his parents belonged to Ulster, some part of Lagenia (Leinster) is

said to have been his birthplace. He was sent at an early age to

the monastic schools of Gonenagh, in Offaly; and in these he ap-

plied himself with much zeal and diligence to the study of the arts

and sciences, for which the Irish schools were at that time renowned

all over the Continent of Europe, that when his academic course

was ended he was a phenomenon of erudition. He was, we are told,

well versed in Greek and Latin, as well as the Gaelic lore of Ireland,

and moreover a capable student of the Sacred Scriptures. He then

joined the religious community at Qonenagh, and made a deep im-

pression on the brethren there by his strict observance of the rules and

his intense devotion at prayer; above all, by a humility of bearing

and a sweetness of disposition to all those around him, with a cheer-

fulness in the performance of whatever duty was assigned him, that

his companions spontaneously gave him the distinctive characteriza-

tion, "yEng^s, Kele-De"—the servant or lover of God. That this

was a unique distinction is attested by the fact that although the

establishment at Qonenagh was renowned for the sanctity as well

as the learning of its teachers—the head of it at that particular time

being the holy Abbot Malathgenius—no one had seemed to deserve

such a distinction before the appearance of Ang^s. The name itself

(it may be remarked, by the way) must have been long in use in

Ireland because of the fact that the oldest military structure, a rath

or fortress, situate on the island of Arranmore, the largest island of

the Arran group off the Galway coast, is called Fort jEngfus. It

is a structure of the Pelasgian type—^that is, of huge untrimmed

stones, flung in loose order, in irregular fashion, but still presenting

the form of a gfreat circle, as a circumvallation to a military camp

—

on the edge of the Atlantic Ocean, as an outpost to the defenses of

the Emerald Isle. As to what period of Irish history it belongs,

there is no use in attempting to surmise, for history is silent on the

subject. The Pelasgian or Mycenean style in fortification work was

very common all over the Western regfions in the twilight cycle of

Western history. The name is frequently met with in Scottish his-

tory, as well as Irish.

But to return to the gentle Culdee and his relations to the com-

munity whose life he had stirred by the ardor of his desire to pro-

mote the sublime cause of God among men. He began to realize a

danger in the deep affection with which they regarded him as the

servant of the Most High and a model for the religious life. He
found people coming to him from many places, attracted by his rep-
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utation for wisdom as well as holiness, in order to obtain advice on

difficult problems in their daily lives and spiritual direction in the

most delicate concerns of the soul as well as worldly affairs. Such

a distinction he deemed unmerited—invidious, perhaps, he may have

also deemed it, in his own judgment of himself. Remembering the

word of His crucified Lord, "Learn of Me, for I am meek and

humble of heart," he shrank from such affectionate notoriety; he

determined to withdraw from the situation of temptation and place

himself outside the danger zone. He sought permission from his

superiors to retire to some sequestered spot where he could continue

his studies and devote himself more assiduously to prayer and medi-

tation on the mysteries of God and their relation to the human soul.

His most precious creation among all created things. His request

was granted. He withdrew to a spot in the woods on the north

bank of the River Nore, about seven miles from the monastery in

which he had been trained, not very distant from the present town

of Mountrath. In a little oratory amid the woods he gave way to

his longing for prayer and his desire to dip more deeply into relig-

ious studies and become in very truth "the rapt Culdee" that was the

dream of his youth and high-soaring young manhood. Three hun-

dred times a day he prayed on bended knees, and between one sun-

rise and the next he sang the entire Psalter—one hundred and fifty

psalms in all—^fifty in the little oratory in the wood, fifty under a

great shady tree in the open air, and the other fifty while standing in

the cold water of the river which ran near his retreat. Such arduous

exercises and austerities may seem supererogatory, there can be no

doubt, to people of the present day, but the day in which those early

apostles lived was very different. They were servants of God, sent

into the world for a specific purpose—the highest one that men
could be chosen to fulfill—that of making God known to millions

who had never the truth as to Him and His purposes. It was an age

of miracles—for these were imperative to impress the ignorant Pa-

gan auditory with the fact that those who were sent to enlighten

them did not come without credentials from the gfreat Lord of All

to prove that He is all-powerful as well as all-holy and all-just.

Many miracles were wrought while Patrick was struggling with the

Druid priesthood—who professed to be masters of the black arts

—

as the priests of Bel and the keepers of the dragon that we read of

in the Old Testament, at the end of the Book of Daniel.

There are in this hard, materialistic age many, even among the

learned professions and among the teadiing staffs of g^reat universi-

ties, who scoff at the idea of the power of prayer. If they are told

of the wonders wrought by the early saints who converted the Brit-

ish Isles and afterwards the European Continent, they pay no atten-
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loon. They will not deny tfiat snch things had been, but they are

content to maintain a cynical silence. Sneer as much as they will,

these people of a superior age cannot destroy the facts of history

which have been admitted by the most stubborn skeptics, concerning

the marvels of the Thebaid, the anchorites of the hills of Palestine

and the mountains of Syria. Although these men of exalted piety

and profound learning fled from the world for the sole purpose of

gaining wisdom by communing with God in the solemn stillness of

the desert—^the waste which the fancy of the Oriental peoples has

happily styled the Garden of Allah—many and many a traveler

went forth from the great cities outside the sandy stretches to seek

at the hermit's cenobium the help, the counsel, the refreshment, spir-

itual and physical, which they needed to help them along the dusty

road of life. Angfus appeared to have studied the life of St. Macarius

the Elder, one of the most renowned fathers of the Lower Egyptian

desert. The story of his life exemplifies the great truth that con-

quers all difficulties that beset the path of the Christian who aspires

in all sincerity and zeal to follow Christ is the one on which He
Himself laid most emphasis—humility. The erudite and delightful

Irish essayist, Mrs. Sarah Atkinson, in one of her numerous bio-

gnfhicdl sketches, believed it was the study of the life and services

of St. Macarius that impelled St. Angus to adopt the mode of life

he did, in shunning the places where he would be exposed to fre-

quent contact with men and women of the busy world, and the

tributes of adulation which such are always—and naturally—ready

to pour forth when they have received comfort and consolation in

the crises which all mortals must expect to encounter on the check-

ered highway of life. Humility, then, Macarius had made up his

mind so firmly to practice and adhere to in all things. "Satan him-

self acknowledged that the anchorite defeated all his efforts by this

resistless weapon. 'I can surpass thee in watching, fasting and many
other things,' he said, 'but humility vanquishes and disarms me.'

However, this all-conquering virtue had not been acquired without

many a sharp encounter and much long-sufFering in resisting temp-

tation. Chice he was so beset by the enemy of mankind with sug-

gestions of vainglory, and so worn out in the prolonged warfare,

diat he implored Almighty God day and night to g^ve him & true

humiliation and free him once for all frmn the tantalizing attacks

of the evil spirit. Heaven heard his petition, and he received a com-

mand to go to a certain city a considerable distance off, where two

persons lived who had reached a higher perfection than the hermit

of the desert, and who could teach him the secret of their preeminent

virttie.

"The good and ftuthful servants to whose door the spirit of God
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led the anchorite turned out to be two homely married women, who
for fifteen years had dwelt in the same house together in perfect

peace, attracting no attention, having nothing remarkable in them-

selves or in their circumstances, but cheerfully obeying their hus-

bands, taking the best care of their children, diligently laboring in

their household affairs, speaking no rash or idle words, and making

all around them happy. Having learned thus much, Macarius be-

sought those simple souls to disclose to him their way of life. 'Oh,

my father, it is not worth the trouble,' they answered. But as he

insisted, they told him that their endeavor was to keep themselves

in the presence of God while engaged in their household affairs, that

in a spirit of recollection they sanctified their actions by ardent ejac-

ulations, striving thereby to praise God and to consecrate to the

divine glory all the powers of soul and body. "That is all we can

do for love of Him,' they added, 'and it is, alas ! very little.'

"This, then, was what Macarius had come out of the desert to

learn! But it was enough—a lesson of humble fidelity to duty and

constant love—a revelation of the goodness of God, who, by lowly

ways no less than by aspiring paths, leads the sincere soul to its

heavenly destination, who makes a tabernacle for the children of the

kingdom even in the midst of Babylon, and as recompense for the

modest sacrifice of a willing soul and a loving heart bestiows the

crown of life."

Bearing this lesson in mind, the uneasy thou^ most devout Cul-

dee, Angus, grew alarmed when he found that his bosky retreat

near the river had been found out by admirers who had heard of his

fame- from former friends. The adjacent river had been used as a

convenient highway by these solicitous friends, who floated their

leathern coracles down the stream or paddled them up with the tide,

in order to get into communication with one of so great a renown

for sanctity. An idea struck him that he would succeed better in his

quest of the best way to serve his Maker by foregoing, for the time,

his ardent pursuit of knowledge and throwing himself into a life of

hard obedience, practical humility and strenuous manual toil. He
had heard of an extensive monastery on the eastern seaboard of the

island, at the foot of a chain of mountains ; and this he set out on

foot to locate and seek its hospitality. Having crossed the Curragh

of Kildare, then known as St. Brig^d's Pastures, he bent his steps

toward the Dublin Mountains, and on the open country beyond found

the monastery founded by St. Melruan, by the generosity of the

King of Leinster, Donnoch. Footsore and travel-stained, Angus

appeared before Melruan, the Abbot, and humbly supplicated to be

given employment as a menial to do the rough work of the mcwi-

astery! Though the good Abbot was not a little surprised at the
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modesty of the pilgrim's petition, he deemed it best to take him at

his word and gratify his strange desire. He appointed him to the

charge of the mill and the limekiln, and help in the field and works,

in any way he could make himself serviceable. With a sack of grain

on his shoulders and trudging along to the mill, to have it ground,

his face covered with perspiration and his hair all unkempt, the new-

comer looked anything at all but the man of letters, the poet and the

master of psalmody that he really was. But that mattered not to

him, since his new desire was to be an abject in the house of his

Maker and his Saviour, Who had humbled Himself to the shame of

the Cross for his redemption. He beguiled his time at his laborious

drudgery by singing hymns of praise in Latin or Gaelic, or reciting

the poems of St. Columba and St. Coleman, "The Altus" and "Son

of Mary, Shield Us," or St. Patrick's great invocation before the

Druids, "At Tara to-day, at this awful hour, I call on the Holy Trin-

ity," all of which were very much beloved of the disguised Culdee.

It was while laboring at his painful toil that Angus composed his

tnost famous literary work, a Festology of all the saints of the

Church, as they were known throughout the world at that particular

era. This monumental work is divided into three parts, with sub-

divisions, making altogether 590 quatrains. It is written in Gaelic,

in what is called chain verse, the last word of the first quatrain being

repeated at the beginning of the second one, and so on until the end.

The following is a literal translation of five of the verses, and they

serve to give a good idea of the key in which the work was pitched

:

Sanctify, O Christ, my words:

—

O Lord of the seven heavens!

Grant me the gift of wisdom,

O sovereign of the bright sun

!

O bright sun who dost illuminate

The heavens with all their holiness!

O King who govemest the angels!

O Lord of all the people!

O Lord of all the people,

0 King all righteous and good

!

May I receive the full benefit

Of praising thy royal hosts

!

Thy royal hosts I praise

Because thou art my Sovereign:

1 have disposed my mind

To be constantly beseeching Thee!
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I beseech a favor from Thee:

That I may be purified from my sins.

Through the peaceful bright-shining flock,

The royal host whom I celebrate.

A poem giving in beautiful and toudiing language an account of

the sufferings of the eariy Christian martyrs and pointing out how
these are remembered while the names of their persecutors are con-

signed to oblivion, follows this magnificent invocation:

Several years passed tranquilly with the disguised Culdee, toiling^

cheerily at his lowly work, and reciting his prayers and his hymns
of gladness, in the fields or in the woods, with no auditory save

the browsing kine and the sheep and lambs, and the feathered deni-

zens of the woods, keeping the happy saint company with their un-

taught melodies. But his identity was at last disclosed to Abbot

Melruan, in a sort of miraculous way : A rather dull sort of boy

had suddenly become bright and apt at his lessons, after having fled

from school and taken refuge with the Culdee. Having soothed and

encouraged the boy, the saint got from him the reason why he had

played truant, and then went and pleaded with the teacher, so that

the lad was forgiven and reinstated. But the change which had

been effected in him was so very astonishing that the teadier

deemed it proper to mention the matter to the Abbot ; and the latter,

after pondering the circumstances and remembering many things

in the Culdee's manner and speech which had often seemed incom-

patible with the humble position he had sought for, and mindful

also of the tales he had heard of the disappearance of Angus of

Qonenagh, came to the conclusion that the very retiring stranger

could be none other than the missing anchorite of the West. He
sought Angus out and put the question straight unto the wondering

culprit! The secret could no longer be kept, and so Angus con-

fessed and begged forgiveness for practicing what seemed a harm-

less deception. The Abbot was overjoyed at the revelation that he

had been entertaining "an angel unawares," as it really seemed to

him. He invited his delightful visitor to join formally the commu-
nity among whom he had been laboring in an obscure capacity and

sharing publicly in their services of worship, teaching the people all

around tiit famous monastery at Tallaght. Angus was appointed to

lecture on the higher sciences in the upper schools, as well as to

teach theology to the young religious. Abbot Melruan had long^

been engaged in the preparation of a prose martyrology, and he

now secured the cooperation of one who had already made a great

reputation as a master in that sacred field. The work, when com-

pleted, was entitled "Martyrologium Aengusii Filii Hoblenii et Mel-
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nianii." It is considered to be ooe of the oldest and at the same
time most copious authorities on the martyrs ever oxaipiled up to

that period. Angus also wrote a Festology and a work entitled

"Saltair-na-Rawn, or Psalter of Verses" in Gaelic. The renowned

Celtic sdiolar, Eugene CyCurry, wrote, concerning the works of

Angus the Culdee, that he doubted "whether any country on the

European Continent possesses a national document of so important

a diaracter as the Festology of St. Magus." Matthew Arnold, the

eminent Greek teacher and critic, declared that the diction and style

of this old Irish saint were not surpassed by any of the old Greek

authors.

It has been customary for Scottish writers, when treating of the

architectural marvels of lona and the influence of such men as St.

Cblumba, to endeavor to sustain a theory that such anchorites as

he and his companions in missionary labor were representatives of

an exceptional caste, and that they were careful to keep themselves

immune from temptation by having their cooiaculse as far removed

from the haunts of wmnen as possible. Amongst the ruins on lona

there is a very elegant one called the Nunnery of St. Mary. It is

believed to have been erected about the dose of the twelfth century.

It omtains, amongst other monumental remains, the tomb of Pri-

oress Anna, with the date, 15 ii. The nuns were driven out, along

with the priests, as soon as Knox and his iconoclasts got hold of

the reins of power. lona got into the possession of the recreant

Campbell, better known as the Duke of Argyll, whose best monu-

ments, according to the popular verdict, were the milestones w^ich

he caused to be erected on the highways, and which were utilized

by the drovers' cattle as scratching posts, with a mock benison on

the Duke's sainted memory!

The nuns were orig^ally settled, says one Scotch commentator,

on a small island near lona called the Isle of Nuns, "for St. Colura-

ba knew the human heart, and that it was well to keep the fait*

tempters out of the way of the monks." This is just the way with

such moralists as Luther and Calvin. These two certainly knew the

human heart on its wicked side, and put their knowledge to evil

uses. It was by an irony of fate that the latter's own daughter was

one of those whom he had to punish for transgressing the laws

against immorality which he had enacted in Berne when he was do-

ing heretics to death as dictator of that part of the Swiss Republic.

Not less than St. Cblumba did St Patrick "know the human heart,"

and his profound knowledge of it caused him to look to it for his

greatest help in winning over the heart of Ireland to the love of

God and His Blessed Mother. Brigid is a name not less West in

Ireland than that of Patridc, because of her surpassmg graces of
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mind and soul, and the intense love of the men and women of her

own "holy Ireland," as she was soon justified in styling her native

land, as soon as it became acquainted with the story of Christianity

as told by Patrick's lips.

Wherever St. Columba and his missionaries went, throughout

Dalraida, Strathclyde and the hundred isles of the West, spreading

the light of the Gospel, they took the devotion to St. Brigid along

with them, and her fame was no less g^eat in Scotland than it was

in Ireland. St. Bride, as Montalembert, Alban Butler, Boetius and

many other writers on ecclesiastical history attest the fact that St
Brigid was in many places hardly less venerated than Blessed Mary,

Mother of Jesus; she was known all over Europe as Brigid, "the

glory of Ireland." She was commemorated in the Divine Office in

most churches of Germany and France for more than a thousand

years. Wherever Patrick began to build a church St. Brigid came

along to crown the work by planning a convent and school. With

Patrick and Brigid education and religion went hand in hand. The
education of women in household duties formed a principal part

in Brig^d's curriculum.

Scott, in some of his works, approaches in malign bigotry the

splenetic fury of Knox himself. Speaking, for instance, of the

ridge in the cemetery in lona, which is called the Graves of the

Kings ("Jamaire na 'n Righrean"), he says "that these can now
scarce be said to exist, though the site is still pointed out. Un-
doubtedly the thirst of spoil, and the frequent custom of burying

treasures with the ancient princes, occasioned their early violation

;

nor am I any sturdy believer in their being regularly ticketed off

inscriptions into the tombs of the Kings of Scotland, of Ireland, of

Norway, and so forth. If such inscriptions ever existed I should

deem them the work of some crafty Bishop or Abbot, for the credit

of his diocese or convent."

Not very easy would it be for even so erudite a romancer as "the

Wizard of the North" (as Scott was commonly referred to in his

period) to find any reliable record of an Abbot or Bishop forging

a name on a tombstone ! There were some reverend persons at the

Synod of Argyle who might have been capable of doing bold things

for the sake of religion. At that Synod all the crosses and other

memorials of the dead and the Crucifixion of Our Lord were or-

dered to be thrown into the sea as idolatrous relics. The island was

at that time covered with these toudiing memorials; only a few

fragments of them here and there remain to tell of the pious loy-

alty of the past.

The memory of St. Columba still clings around the sacred ruins

of lona. There is a tradition that he predicted its vicissitudes, some
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time before he died, in a few lines, of which the EneUsh rendering
IS the following:

*

O sacred dome and my beloved abode,
Whose walls now echo to the praise of God,
The time shall come when landing monks shall cease,
And lowing herds here occupy their place.
But better ages shall hereafter cc«ne
And praise reecho in the sacred dome.

A powerful invasion of the Danish sea-robbers reduced the sainted
isle to the same conditions as many other holy places on the Irish
coast a couple of centuries after Columba died, and so the prediction
was m part borne out by history. But the old Church is winning its
way back in England, and even in some parts of the more northern
«land. A few of the ancient families still hold aloft the torch of
faith amidst the Highland hills and glens, and the fierce storm of
the great war may ere long fan the living sparks into a genial blaze
once more by the shores of Ultima Thule.

Phi.ad.iphta. PI.
J- ^'S^*^-
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TWO MASTERS OF THE BYZANTINE MYSTICISM—DIO-
NYSIUS THE AREOPAGITE AND MAXIMUS

THE CONFESSOR.

HE decay of Christian mysticism by the overgrowth of an

ascetic moralism within the compass of the fifth century

does not indicate that interest in the working out of mys-

tical expediences was lost sight of in the Byzantine Church. It is

true, no doubt, that the increasing weight of dogmatic contro-

versies at the epoch of the Emperor Justinian I. (527-565) and

the gradual disappearance of the Origenistic theories culminated

in a blending of theological truths and ascetic rules of life and in

the casting away of the speculative element from the systems of

Christian mysticism. But the seeds of mystical thoughts, deeply

sown into the Byzantine soul, were kept alive, and when, in the

first decades of the sixth century, the writings of an anoymous

mystic calling himself by the name of Dionysius the Areopag^te

made their sudden appearance in the Greek Church, they budded

and blossomed in a rich harvest and raised up waves of enthus-

siasm.

The veil of mystery that wraps the name and personality of

the Areopagite has not been pierced by the ceaseless efforts of

unbiased searchers. We do not tarry to discuss the hypotheses to

which gave birth the writings that came down to us under his

name. Hamack finds the most ancient reference to them in the

Church History of Zacharias Rhetor, Bishop of Mitylene. Severus

of Antioch quoted them at a Council held at Tyre no later than the

year 513.* Dieckamp follows their earliest traces in the writings

of Andreas of Caesarea.* But it is a common belief that their

welcome into the history of Christian mysticism coincides with

a religious conference held in the year 533 at Constantinople be-

tween the Orthodox and the Severians. A complete account of it

has been preserved in a poor Latin translation of a letter of In-

nocent of Mania.*

Whatever may be the date of the composition of the Dionysian

writings, it is a recognized fact that, as soon as they were cir-

culated, they awakened a keen interest in the ranks of the most

genial representatives of die Byzantine theology. Maximas the

»"Hlst. of Dogma," Iv., 283.

2 Koch, "Pseudo Dionysius Areopagita," Mains, 1900, p. S.

IHefele, "Hist, of the Coundla," Iv., 176-181; Stiglmayr, "Das AuflGom-
men der pseudo-Dionyslchen ficbriften und ihr Bindrlnsen in die cfarlst-

liche Literatur," Feldkircb, 1895; pp. 59-63.

DIONYSIUS THE AREOPAGITE.
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Confessor wrote scholia on them, and from the end of the sixth

century onwards their influence became very great in the Eastern

Church, partly because their readers felt in them the genius of a

master mind and partly because there were found in them oogent

arguments and proofs in favor of existing Church institutions

and ecclesiastical authority.*

In Western Christianity the Dionysian writings were appreciated

as oracles of the divine Wisdom and their utterances quoted as

final expressions of tiie Christian truths. For ten centuries their

mystical sap nourished legions of high mystic souls. Their genius

hovers over die greatest masters of scholastic thought Their

doctrine was the spiritual bee-bread of the whole Middle Ages.

One of the sharpest critics of his mystical teaching, Robert

Vaughan, says: 'The "Areopagite became the mythical hero of

mysticism. You find traces of him everjwhere. Go almost where

you will through the writings of the mediaeval mystics, into their

depths of nihilkm, up tbeir heights of rapture and of speculation,

through their overgfrowth of fancy, you find his authority cited,

his words employed, his opinions more or less fully transmitted.

Passages from the Areopagite were culled, as their warrant and

their insignia, by the priestly ambassadors of mysticism, with as

much care and reverence as the sacred verbenae that grew within

the enclosure of the Capitoline by the Fetales of Rome."*

It is only at the dawn of the Reformation that the! crown of

glory glittering around his name began to lose its radiance. Luther

dubbed him with the name of Luger and slurred over his fabulous

compilation.* To those who sought to abate his authority it was

not a difficult task to put in full light that the pretended disdple

of St. Paul was an impostor, "a Syrian monk, who prdbably per-

petrated a deliberate fraud, a pious fraud in his own opinion, by

suppressing his own individuality."' A careful study of his teach-

ing made plain that it is "Nedplatonic philosophy slightly sprinkled

with baptismal water from a Christian font."* The Athenian con-

verted by Paul came to be a pupil of Proclus, a plagiarist of

heathen philosophers ill affected towards Christianity.

No doubt the authenticity of the Dionysian writings in the present

state of patristic researches cannot be reasonably asserted, just as

the unmistakable stamp of Nedplatonic thought impressed on them

cannot be denied. The Christian character, however, of those price-

less masterpieces of mystical speculation has never been a matter

« Jones, p. 99.

s "Hours With the MysUca," U, 98.

•Lehmann. "MysUk im Heldentum und Ctariatentuxn," lielpitr,l»08; P. 76&

'Inge, V- 105.

*Jonc^. p. 110.
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of dispute. The mysterious Dionysius was a Christian culler of

the fairest Neoplatonic flowers. The groundwork of his majestic

building is drawn on purely Christian lines. His system is a

finished synthesis of Christian inward experiences analyzed in the

pale gleams of a rationalistic philosophy. He knew the secret of

using piously the writings of Greeks against the Greeks," and took

advantage of their experience to light up the arcana of the indwell-

ing of God in the temple of a deified soul.

The importance of the mystic teaching of the Areopagite is so

generally admitted that, in spite of the rust of modem prejudices

against mysticism, they do not cease to be highly ippndaXed by

competent judges. In many ways this anonymous monk, says R.

M. Jones, who was to teach the foremost Christians for ten cen-

turies to come, served the truth. He kindled in multitudes of souls

a pure passion for God, and taught very dark ages that the one

thing worth seeking with the entire being is God. He iterated

and reiterated that God Himself is the ground of the soul, and

that there is an inward way to Him open to all men. He insisted

on personal experience as the primary thing in rdi^^, and so be-

came the father of a g^reat family of devout and saintly mystics,

who advanced true rdigi<Hi in spite of errors of conception. And
he did well in maintaining that there is an experience of Reality

which transcends more head-knewledge—a finding of God in which

the whole being, heart, will, and mind are expanded and satisfied,

even though language cannot formulate what is being experienced

(P. Iilf).

"The importance of Dionysius," according to Miss Underbill,

"lies in the fact that he was the first and for a long time the only

Christian writer who attempted to describe frankly and accurately

the workings of the mystical consciousness and the nature of its

ecstatic attainment of God. So well did he do his work that later

contemj^atives, reading him, found their most sublime and amazing

experiences reflected and partly explained. Hence in descriUng

those experiences, they adopted in their turn his language and meta-

phors, which afterwards became the classic terms of contemplative

science" (P. S45f). "His works," says Thorold, "which succeeded

in demonstrating that all the truth which the Platonist school had

discovered in humanity was found m Christianity in a far purer and

more perfect form, gave to mystical speculation a soUd basis on

which the flowing centuries did but continue the edifice already

b^n."»»
The Dionysian mystical schemes are clothed in a tangled envelope

»Ep., vll., 2.

»» "An Essay on Catholic Mysticism," London, 1900; p. 77.
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of new-coined words, of abstruse metaphysical terms, and, as W. R.

Inge says, hidden in the mists of a barbarous jargon (P. 106). His

style seems to Vaughan to be verbose, turgid and destitute of all

genuine feeling (1,97). justice has been done to these re-

proaches by unbiased wTiters. In coining new words to shape new
aspects of the truth or new conceptions of the mind, Dionysius fol-

lowed a rule that finds its general application in the historic develop-

ment of each of the sciences. Besides, if in his philosophy he goes

to the further extreme of refinement in definitions, it must be re-

membered that the subtleties of the Greek language made possible

to him expressions of thought for which Latin is cumbrously

inadequate and of which English is incapable.^^ In any case his

neologisms enriched the style of Christian philosophy and became

familiar with later mystics.

The main theses of the mystical teaching of Dionysius are as fol-

lows: (i), God, considered in His essential immobility, is an un-

fathomable abyss of supereminent perfections; (2), God pours

Himself through His creatures by the diffusive power of His

infinite goodness; (3), Creatures attracted by God return to Him,

their first cause and last end. The central conception of Dicmysian

mysticism is the abstract perfection of tlie Absolute. Of God he

speaks as a philosopher rather than as a mystic. He attains to God
on the wings of his speculative genius rather than on the wings

of his God-loving heart. God is the exhaustless source of all per-

fections. Assuming all names. He cannot be named. To draw

nearer to Him there are two ways, the affirmative and the negative,

because at the same time God is of much utterance, and of briefest

utterance, and without utterance.^* The affirmative way fmm the

above descends to the lowest. The negative way, on the contrary,

frcan below ascends to that which is above, and, in proportion as

we ascend to the higher, the expressions meaning God are circum-

scribed, and after a complete ascent we become voiceless.** The

Areopagite does not at all ignore the affirmative way in his mystical

experiences. He names God the Super-God, the Super-Essential,

the Super-Living, the Super-Wise." He is the essential Source and

Middle and End ; the Cause, in every way, of things existing, and all

things existing are predicated of Him." He is the Almighty, the

self-existent Wisdom, the self-existent Life, the self-existent Power.

He is named from things existing, and especially from the first

existing.** But the sympathies of Dionysius are with the negative

" Jones, p. 93.

"•MyBt. Theol.," 1.. 3.

"lb.. lU.
'< niv. Nom., II., 8.

'»Ib.. v.. «.

n-.. xl.. 8.
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way, and all the great mystics gave their sanction to his method.

The Godhead is above all names, above all expressions, above all

created minds. "God has no name nor expression. We lift the

soul out of things kindred to itself, and conduct it through all the

divine conceptions above which towers that which is above every

name and every expression and knowledge, and at the furthest

extremity attach it to him."" The super-essential illimitability is

placed above things essential, and the Unity above Mind above the

Minds, and the One above conception is inconceivable to all concep-

tions, and the Good above word is unutterable by Word. God is

speechlessness and inconceptioa and natndessness.^* The words of

the Areopagite, newly coined to point out the narrowness and un-

fitness of human language and mind whenever we attempt to soar

into the regions of dazzling light, are often of an uncommon bold-

ness: God is par excellence "nothing in anything at all"" "God is

the abstraction of all."^" The names common to the whole Deity

belong to the superlative abstraction.*' God is inccwnprehensible to

all. Of Him there is neither perception, nor imagination, nor sur-

mise, nor names, nor expression, nor contact, nor knowledge ; He is

without name and above all names."

Thus the God of Dionysius' system can hardly be looked upon as

a reflection of the earlier Christian faith. It is the off-spring of a

laborious evolution of mystical thought. The new Dionysian

phraseolog}' clothes Qiristian theodicy with sheer Neo-Platonism.

The conception of the Godhead in the mystical teaching of the Areo-

pagite is truly the fruit of a ripe speculation, the supreme ab-

straction of a reasoning mind rather than the burning bush of a

God-loving heart. Perhaps it might be said that Dionysius descants

on God as He reveals Himself in the highest regions of ecstatic

experiences, as He shines to souls filled and fired with love in the

last state of perfection, in the rapture of the divine contemplation.

No doubt, in the splendors of the beatific vision, the deified souls

dose the eyes to external things, and need no longer the percep-

tions of the bodily senses to gaze at the eternal fountain of the light

of each created intellect. By the divine action in the loftiest stages

of the spiritual life, the knowledge that we have of God becomes

metaphysical in the sense that it perfects itself in a purely intel-

lectual way of abstraction from earthly things. But It cannot be

denied that the emotional element is wanting in die speculative con-

niv. Xom., xlil., 3.

iBDIv. Nom., 1., 1.

""Myst. Theol.," 5.

soDiv. Nom, II., 4.

»i lb., 11., 3.

22 lb., 1., 5.
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ception of God, as elaborated by Dionysius, and it would be no

wrong to agree here with the views expressed by R. M. Jones : "One
sees at once that we are far away from the simplicity and concrete-

ness of the Gospels. We are dealing not with the Father Whom
Christ has revealed, but with the Absolute One of metaphysics, who
is beyond all revelations. We have, too, passed from the Pauline

conception of an immanent God in Whom men live and move and

are, to a mysticism based on emanations from a hidden centre. The
mischief of turning away from the concrete to the abstract, from

the God Who is known to an unknowable eity, is fully committed

in these writings, and the gropii^ of centuries after a God Who
hides is the pitiful result."**

The metaphysical idea of God, so fully developed in the Dionysian

writings, is a preliminary step to the teaching of the mystic com-

munion of God with man and of the gradual development of the

Christian's spiritual life. Like all created beings, the soul is at-

tracted by God and sunned in His light. Dionysius employs beau-

tiful comparisons to show that the attractive force that lifts man
heavenwards comes from above. "God elevates us to the higher

ascent of the divine and good rays. As if a luminous chain were

suspended from the celestial heights and reached down hither, we,

by ever clutching this higher, first with one hand and then with

the other, seem indeed to draw it down, but in reality we do not

draw it down, but ourselves are carried upward to the higher splen-

dors of the luminous rays."** Being attracted by God, the mystic

souls hurry after the final goal of the spiritual life, the deification,

that is, the assimilation and oneness towards God as far as per-

missible,*' a divine participation in the divine perfections, the most

luscious meal of the banquet of contemplation.

The process of the blossoming and flowering of contemplative

light is outlined in a very synthetic passage of the Divine Names:

"The Good is called spiritual light, on the ground that it fills every

supercelestial mind with spiritual light, and expels all ignorance and

error from all the souls in which they may be, and imparts to them

all sacred light, and cleanses their mental vision from the mists

which envelop them, from ignorance, and stirs up and unfolds those

enclosed by the great weight of darkness, and imparts, at first, a

measured radiance : then, whilst they taste, as it were, the light, and

desire it more, it more fully gives Itself, and more abundantly en-

lightens them, because they have loved much, and ever elevates

them to things in advance, as befits the analc^ of each for aspira-

tion.""

•->p. 111.
'

»4 1>iv. Nom., lU., 1.

»» "Bcclea. Hler.," i., ».
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The divine nattire is portrayed as energetic power, cleansing, il-

luminating and perfecting. God is a holy purification, tUamination

and perfection above purification, above light, preeminently per-

fect.*^

In this super-essential light of God all celestial and human minds

participate. God's perfections are reflected in the works of His

hands, by a wcmderful progression from the highest to the lowest

degree. The participated perfection of God follows the rungs of a

mystical ladder. As far as beings placed on them go down from

God, the rays of the divine sun lose somewhat of their intensity

without ever dying away in a complete extinction. In a few words

the process of mystical life throughout the chain of rational being:

ascent in the scale of the minds that commune with God and lon{

for being lost in His Being. This geometric progression in th

pathway of the mystical life is called the hierarchy, that is, "a sacre'

order and science and energy, assimilated, as far as possible, to th

likeness of God, and conducted to the illuminations granted to itsel

from God, in due order, with a view to the divine Imitation."'' Th

hierarchy is the central thought and the vivifying principle of th

mystical scheme of the Areopagite. It gives to it a logical basi

and a clue to the multifarious participation in the life of God h

rational beings.

The scope of the hierarchy is assimilation and oneness with Go
holding Him as the leader of all religious science and energy, lool

ing unflinchingly to His most divine comeliness, and moulding i

self as far as possible, and perfecting its own followers as divii

images, as mirrors luminous and without flaw, receptive of tl

primal light and the Divine ray and devoutly filled with the radian

committed to itself, but, on the other hand, imparting this radian

ungrudgingly to those who follow it. Since the diffusive pow
of God expands both in heaven and on earth, the streams of mys
cal life pass over through Angels and men; the radiance of Gc

by degrees, from heavenly summits sinks into, earthly valleys. "T
system," observes Vaughan, "reminds one of those pictures whi

are divided into two compartments, tfie upper occu[Hed by Ang^

and cherubs on the clouds, and the lower by human beings on 1

earth, gazing devoutly at their celestial benefactors."**

The mysticism of heaven is loftier than that of earth because ang
share in the participation of the divine gifts in a higher degree

Angels are divided into three threefold orders by the divine Init

"Dtv. Nom., Iv., 5.

si'HJoel. Hler.," Ml.

J«"CoeI. Hler.," 111.

94.

»o"Coel. Hler.," Iv.
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tor. At the highest stages of the heavenly mystical ladder we find

the most holy thrones and the cherubim and the seraphim, for they

are immediately near to Ihe earliest illuminations of the Godhead.

The second order is composed of the authorities, lordships and

powers. The third, the lowest, of the angels, archangels and princi-

palities.**

Man is the central point of the mysticism of earth. Like angels,

men are to be purified, illuminated, and perfected in their loftiest

aim at a conscious fellowship with God. A hierarchy of ministers

achieves that threefold function. Deacons clean the uninitiated

through the initiations ; priests impart light to those who have been

deansed ; bishops complete the partakers of the light by the perfect

skill in the illuminations contemplated.**

The first rank of mystic souls is that of those who are being puri-

fied ; the next of those who after their purification contemplate the

mysteries; the third of tiiose who are illuminated with the perfect

science of the divine contemplation.

The purification of the soul, achieved by the baptismal water, is

pursued by the throwing off of both sensible perceptions and intel-

lectual efforts and all objects of sense and intelligence.**

Man ought to live an angelic life, and to go back to God when
he has departed from Him by sin.** It is to be noted here that

Dionysian mysticism does not assume an ascetic shape. In his teach-

ing the purification of the soul takes place in the realm of meta-

physical truths and abstractions. The Areopagite does not linger on

the description of the fierce struggle between mind and senses, be-

tween hig^ aspirations and downward inclinations in man. The

purification of the soul is an intellectual one. The nearer we ap-

proach to God, the purer from the mingling of the perceptions of the

senses our mind becomes. Evil itself is spiritualized in the mystical

system of the Areopagite. Evil is not in nature.** Evil is not an

actual thing, nor is evil in things existing For evil, qua evil, is

nowhere, and the fact that evil comes into being is not in conse-

quence of power, but by reason of weakness.**

"Man is ptirified when he becomes able to read in the book of

nature the symbolism of God, when he looks upon visible beauties

as reflections of the invisible comeliness : and the sweet odors of the

senses as emblems of spiritual bounties; and the material light, as

a likeness of the gift of die immaterial enlightenment."*^

"lb., vi.

WDcclea. Hler.,"

»»"My8t. Theol ," \., 1.

** DIv. Nom., vl., 2.

••lb., tv.. 26.

Mlb.. Iv., »4.

•J"CotI. Hler.,'' 1-
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Purification is followed by illumination. The beauty of the

Being shines like the sun in the purified soul, more or less, i

ing to the natural capacity of the recipient. Illumination, is

ward flight of the soul that enters into the atmosphere of the

A new field, an unlimited field of vision, stretches out bef

spiritual eyes. The atmosphere surrounding the Ineffable On
impalpable, invisible, super-essential, super-bright gloom, a

beyond all and above mind, a deepest darkness.'* In the insc

presence of God we stand out of our whole selves and become

of God.** By gradual ascents men pluck from within the infi

God the hidden meaning and unsurpassed values of the divine

and mysteries: they adore God in a wordless prayer, in a

adoration. Their contemplation is not a monotonous inc

They are supremely active in the bosom of God.

The contemplation of God fires the soul with love. The
j

the mystical life, the oneness of God, may be attained only by

But the love of God as portrayed by Dionysius is not character

those outbursts of passion which are the dominant featur

deeply religious mysticism. As Jones truly says in the Die

writings we hear enough of love, but it is no longer the love

fills the primitive message. The love of this monk is not i

which means self-sharing and self-giving. It is rather an em<

sensuous thrill, an exhilaration, intoxication even, which die

experiences from divine contact—and it descends easily to ur

some dreams and pathological states (P. iiof).

By love and contemplation the mystic soul enters into the

stage, attains to perfection. Perfection, in the Dionysian myi

is the departure of the soul from the visible world and its

tion to the invisible one.

In this final state of mystic perfection the knowledge of Go'

comes the powers of the bodily senses. By a resistless and a

ecstasy it is carried on high, to the super-essential ray of the

Darkness.** It gazes at the Divine Being in a full agnosia

agnosia is " a gloom veritably mystic, within which man cli

perceptions of knowledge and enters into the altogether imp

and unseen, being wholly of Him Who is beyond all and o

neither himself nor other: and by inactivity of all knowledg

united in his better part to the altogether unknown, and by k

nothing, knowing above minds."** On this highest rung

mystical scale the deified soul loses its power of reasoning, it

ssDIv. Nom., v.. 2; "Myat. Theol." t, 1, 2; IL, 1; 111., 1.

»»Dlv. Nom., vl!., 1.

«*> "Ekiclea. Hter.," I.

«i "?.Iy8t. Theol.," I.. 1.

«=Tb.. 1., 2.
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tration of mind. Its spiritual eyes are blinded by the exceeding in-

tensity of the divine lig^t. But its ignorance is not to be oon-

sidered as a want of perfection. Man does not longer either see

or understand God : but he feels His all-absorbing presence ; in the

night of his mind, he tastes God in his burning heart As melted

by love, as fired by light, he seeks for an intimate union with God.**

He dismisses himself and makes himself one with the super-luminous

ray." He shares in the divine nature, but this participation has no

bearing whatsoever on pantheism, because God is not in being, al-

though being is in Him.**

Dionysian mysticism, as it appears frofn the little sketch which

we have attempted, bears undoubtedly the deep impress of a pow-

erful speculative mind. It blends harmoniously the sublimest theses

of theodicy with a psychological analysis of inward Christian ex-

periences. At first sight, it seems not to be the spontaneous off-

spring of a profoundly felt love for God, but rather the vagaries of

a philosopher who sets forth the results of his musing on God. The
mysticism of the Areopagite is indeed too spiritual, too misty, so to

speak, to be appreciated and tasted by a tame mediocrity. There-

fore, it exerted a momentous influence at a time when the chief

aims of mankind were metaphysical subleties and theological ab-

stractions. It permeates scholastic thought, which, by the dryness of

its speculation, little by little evaporated the fresh and limpid water

of religious mysticism. Dionysius became the guiding light of

mediaeval mystics because he uplifts man to heaven on the wings

of reason, and mediaeval mystics were first of all dialecticians. But,

as Vaughan remarks, "his system as never appropriated by the

West. The Areopagite was reverentially dismembered, and so

mixed up with doctrines and questions foreign to him, by a dif-

ferent order of minds, of another culture, and often with another

purpose, that I wotild defy his ghost to recognize his legacy to the

Church."**

In the Greek Church Byzantine thought never ceased to vibrate

with Dionysian mysticism. No doubt, from the very outset the lovers

of traditional mysticism looked upon Dionysius' system as frozen

Christianity and speculation, as a mysticism slavish, symbolic,

creeping under sacerdotal vestments. But Byzantium had ever a

fondness for symbolism and ritualism, and of course more heartily

welcomed a teaching that enhances the hidden meaning of eccles-

iastical rites and the lofty mission of the priesthood. If the sug-

gestion of St. Epifanovitch is true, the sudden appearance of the

<»D!v. Nom., 111.,
1'

"lb., vll.. 8.

"U>., v., 8.

108.
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Dionysian writings was soon followed by heretical reaction. T

Gnosimachoi are mentioned by St. John of Damascus as stating tl

God may be reached without any speculative search for Him. Si

plicity and good works are the wings on which man is triumphan

borne to heaven. Other heretics, asserted that the soul, like t

body, is doomed to death.** These sporadic voices of protest, ho

ever, did not lead astray the deeply religious body of Byzantiu

The Dionysian writings focused the mystic yearnings of the Byzj

tine soul, and the admiration which they excited on their comi

to light increased in a great measure when the genius of Maxin

the Confessor set himself the task of disclosing their hide

beauties.

SAINT UAXIMUS THE CONFESSOR.

Maximus, sumamed the Confessor (obit. 672) is a mystic of

purest water, the inheritor of the spiritual legacies of

Areopagite, a genius who marks a new era in the historic devel

ment of Byzantine theology. Eclecticism is the dominating char

teristic of his scholarship. In his mind he centers the various <

often conflicting tendencies and results of both Byzantine theol<

and Byzantine philoso{^y, and builds up a new system that in its

ner spirit and in its outward shape perfectly mirrors the outstand

features of the Byzantine soul. In his writings we trace back

their sources the rivulets of Neo-Platonic thought carried to 1

through Dionysian mysticism; ascetic rules mingle there and n
with deep speculation, outbursts of passionate love, and glow

dogmatic controversies. Briefly, the teaching of Maximus mi

the various elements of Byzantine culture.

It is true, indeed, that the popularity of Maximus and the wei

of his influence on the mystics of later times is beyond all c(

parison with that exerted by St. John of Damascus. The rea

of it we find in this fact, that, carried away by the heat of

polemics, Maximus had no leisure to blend together in an organi

system the elements scattered in the writings. But, as concerns

mystical teaching, he truly became a master of a long line of Gi

mystics tiiat reverently followed in his steps. His chief mear
was to vivify the dry speculation of the Areopagite by the eth

element of contemplative asceticism. Thus, he created a new t

of Byzantine mysticism, upon which later mystics rested their <

experience. No wonder, if competent judges call him a crea

genius of Byzantine mysticism,** whose influence on the Gi
Church vies with that of Augustine on Western Christianity.

<'"De Haerestbus, PG.," xclv., 767.
*f "Krumbacher-E%rhard, Oesehictate der byzantlniachen Ldtteraf

p. 141.
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The main basis of Maximus' mysticism is an ascetic one. His

method of treating spiritual matters greatly differs from that of the

Areopagite. Maximus lays stress upon the purification of the soul,

the struggle against the passions and the removal of the moral

hindrances from souls straining after perfection. In man, by a

felicitous symbolic phraseology, he finds a temple of God, that is the

body, a sanctuary, the soul, and the altar of deity, the mind.

Mystical life goes on from the portal of the soul to the altar con-

cealed in the inmost recesses of the sanctuary. To reach the sym-

bolic altar, where man is placed before the dazzling radiance of

the Divine Being, it is necessary to pass through three stages and

to exert a threefold activity. As a sheep gives wool, a lamb and

milk, so our nature needs food, clothes and riches. The first aim

of the mystic soul is to be cleansed from the grime and filth of

sin, and it is practical {rfiilosophy that achieves the purification of

the conscience** and maps out the way to the contemplation of

God.**' A purified soul crushes all animal desires, walks on in the

road of a higher spiritual life and enters in the illuminative state

by the contemplation of the divine being.*' Contemplation enables

us to pluck from the heart of God the spiritual meaning of the

things that are the objects of our knowledge'* and to invade the

field of mystical theology or theological philosophy.** By the latter

God reveals Himself to us in a multiloquent silence and in His

atmosphere of infinite Ught.**

Thus in the spiritual life he distinguishes a progress that con-

sists in the dispelling of those mists that put our soul out of all

touch with God, an ascension diat raises up our soul to a brighter

knowledge of divine and hiunan things, an asstunption that makes

us grasp the meaning of mysteries, and the marvels of the divine

life."

A soul that would concentrate itself within God ought to contend

against the world of passion, and to slay the sinful self that inter-

cepts for us the vision of the divine glory** are to be placed under

the leadership of God. True happiness to man is afforded by his

victory over sensuous passions.*^ The spiritual healing of a soul

clogged by sin requires a hierardiy of virtues that are headed by

«"Quaest Thai.," vl.. PG., Ixxx., 281.

•« "Amblgtia, PG.. xci., 1300. 1869, 1883.

Mlb., 1277. 1297.

•»3b.. 1367.

•»Ib., 1297.

M-MTrta*.," Iv.. PG., xcl., 672.

*>"Ambi^a." 1240.

•CQuaast. Thai.." 39. PG., xc, 898.

""Ambifua." 1196.
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the fear of God, and crowned by love.'* The ascetic discipline, bj

a ceaseless exercise, establishes the soul in a state of apathy, a stab

of inner peace and immunity from evil,** that implies a detachmen

from the visible world and an insatiate longing for God. The lov(

of Gods glows in the purified soul, which is borne upward to <*

hi^er state of perfection. Instead of being a loving-God soul sb

becomes a deified soul.*** The radiimce of love is followed by i

ecstatic experiences. The soul gives itself entirely to God, wb
embraces it and makes it like to Him.** It feels the stirring of ;

super-natural love. A new life sprouts through the clods of hi

body and expands into the mind in the sunshine of the eternal lighi

Man is attracted within the sphere of the divine life. He crave

for a deeper knowledge of God. His chief aim is contemplatioi

Under the guidance of practical philosophy he has been crucifie

into apathy. He has been nailed to the cross and made worth

to share in the sacrifice of Calvary by the inward crucifixion c

himself. From the sight of the body of Christ he is carried c

to His soul and delights himself in contemplating his Saviour. I*

soon as a whirlpool of new energies brushes away the sinful sel

the beams of the divine glory dispel his mists of spiritu

ignorance.*' Contemplation makes man tower up to God,** conqui

death, partake of the angelic life.** This heightening of the spiritu

faculties is the best fruit of the flowers of grace, the final point i

an inward illumination, coming from above in the perfect rest i

apathy; it is a spiritual knowledge that changes the fibres of tl

heart,** a supernatural gift that effects an inexpressible and inco

ceivable union and fellowship between God and man.** A si

rising and pouring streams of light on earth reveals itself and, in t

radiance of its glory, makes visible the beauty of within the sar

tuary of a purified soul, shows Himself, and in the mirror of F
divine mind are reflected the essences of the beings that He call

into existence or that will be called by His almighty power.*^

By a progressive enlightenment man draws nearer and neai

to the transcendent Light, to the effulgence of God. The vision

the abstract Infinity runs before his admiring gaze.** Natural c(

templation fades away. His insight into the world of the sen;

»«Bp., v., pa., xcl., 421.

»o "Qua. st Thai.," Uv., 612.

«o Ep , 2. PG., xcl., S97.

"1 "Ambigua," 1249.

" "QuanRt. Thai., Uv., 512.

<"Ib.. Ix.. 617.

M ••Mysta^r.," 24.

«» ".\mblgua." 861.

•«"Quae8t Thai.." I., 262.

"Cap. de Char.," 1.. 96.
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becomes a deeper insight into the world of intellect, and of the

beings perceived by the intellect alone.** An immaterial science is

bestowed upon him. The contemplation of the visible things is a

preliminary step to the grasping of the treasures of the divine Wis-

dom/* to the strictly theological vision, when man sees and enjoys

God face to face.

Standing then on the highest rung of the spiritual ladder, man
is initiated into the mysteries of God. His mind swims in the

radiance of God above all material things and forms.'* The yawn-

ing abyss between God and man is bridged over. In a constant

thrill of love the shining soul is entirely carried into the immensity

of the divine Being.^* It enters into an ineffable fellowship with

Him ;'• it merges itself in the Ocean of the Godhead ; it is imbued

with the spirit of God ; it becomes the perfect mirror of the Infinite

Beautiful, the faithful echo of His unspeakable silence. United to

God by the knot of love, it enjoys bliss far beyond au^t that we
can imagine in the mystic embraces of the Deity." Still living on

earth, he is hearing the super-celestial harmonies of the angels that

magnify God.**

With Maximus the Confessor we are at the end of the golden

era of Christian Greek mysticism. When compared with the teach-

ing of the Areopagite, tbe mystidsm of Maximus marks a coming

back to the noblest tradition of genuine religious experiences.

Maximus is aware that the soul cannot in a single bound ascend the

mountain heights of perfection. Hence he quickened his mystic say-

ings with that spirit of deeply felt religion and love for God which

made his writings a luscious spiritual food for the mystics of later

times.

Considered from this point of view, the system of Maximus in

a certain sense soars higher than that of the Areopagite, because it

establishes a link of connection between heaven and earth, while

that of Dionysius evaporates in the realm of the driest abstractions.

To Maximus the perfection of the mystic life does not stop the up-

welling tides of die divine love, and the practical exploitation of

diat principle by him lays open to us the reason of the great in-

fluence of his writing upon the later m3r8tic8 of tlie Greek Church.

If St. John of Damascus is followed closely by the Areopagite,'*

•« "Amblffua," 1860.

••"Quacst. Thai.," x.. 292.

'»E)p., xxxvl., «2».

T> "Myatag.." xxlli., 70».

""Ambteua." 1118.

^*Vb.. 1220.

»«"AinWgua," 1241.

nib.. 1124, 1220. 1881.
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the Greek mystics of the eleventh century, as Simeon, the

Theologian, and Nicetas Stethatos, tread on the heels of Maxir

The mystics of the fourteenth century, as Gregory the Sii

Callistus Xanthopulos, Callistus Kataphygiotes, Nicholas Kaba
are the pupils of Maximus, the followers of his method, die in

tors of his phraseology, the borrowers of his mystical rules, th'

mirers of his symbolic interpretations. While the exaggerated

ulation of Dionysian mysticism paved the way to the faddis:

Hesydiasts, the ascetic mysticism of Maximus never ceased ii

Greek Church to nourish the souls straining after perfection, f

convinced that God is not a cloudy abstraction, but the beating

and the animating reality of our religious life.

F. A. Palmieu, O. S.

Lawrence, MaM.

f«Darboy, "CBuvres de St. Denys I'Artopftfftte," Parl% 184>; p. 14
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SOME EARLY EXPLORERS AND MISSIONARIES IN THE

TERRITORY NOW KNOWN AS THE

UNITED STATES.

THERE is no page of American history that is more pregnant

with romantic situations and dramatic incident than the

one devoted to the pioneers and missionaries of the period

of discovery and exploration. The soldier with his sword and the

priest with his Cross and his Rosary have given repeated exiimplcs

of the most remarkable daring, the most patient suffering and the

most indefatigable and self-sacrificing effort for the salvation of

souls.

After the fall of Granada and the expulsion of the Moors from

a Christian land they had ruled for nearly eight hundred years, the

death-knell of chivalry seemed to have sounded for Spain. Thus
it came to pass that many of the youthful cavaliers who had flashed

their swords along the walls of the Alhambra crowded the ships

of the discoverers of the New World in the hope that a new
career of arms was about to be opened to them—a sort of crusade

into splendid and unknown regions of infidels. The very weapons

and armor they had used against the Moslem were drawn from their

resting places to equip the heroes of these remote adventures, and

some of the most noted of the early commanders in the New
World will be found to have made their first essay in arms un-

der the banner of Ferdinand and Isabelle, in their romantic cam-

paigns among the mountains of Andalusia.

In the singular cruise of the brave but credulous old cavalier,

Juan Ponce de Leon, who fell upon the flowery coast of Florida

in his search after an imaginary fountain of youth, only to meet the

arrow of death, and also in the checkered fortunes of Cabeza de

Vaca and de Soto, we find some of the most striking incidents in

the history of the New World, and their fate might furnish a

theme of wonderful interest for a poem or a drama.

Let us follow a few of these personages in their expeditions and

thus gain an insight into early American Catholic history not to be

found in the average histories that come within the reach of the

general reader.

Pamfilo de Narvaez, a Spanish adventurer, was born at Val-

ladolid about the year 1482. After holding various positions un-

der Velasquez, he was sent to Mexico to compel Cortez to renounce

his oommand. Failing in this and having suffered defeat at Cem-

padla, he returned to Spain. Later on he succeeded in obtaining
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from Charles V. a grant of the Floridian peninsula as far a:

de Palmas, and in 1527 he sailed with five ships, on which he

besides some secular priests, five Franciscan Fathers, with the

brated Father Juan Juarez as their superior, and a force vari

estimated at from three to five hundred men. He landed '.

where near Tampa Bay on April 12, 1528, and by June 3

reached "Apalache." His perilous journey proved to him

all his fabulous dreams of wealth were illusory and he decidi

return to the coast In the following month he reached Bah

los Caballos (so called because of the number of horses

here for food) at or near San Marcos. Here he built boats

with his much reduced company sailed thence for Mexico, bi

vessel was driven to sea by a storm and he perished.

His lieutenant, Cabeza de Vaca^ with three companions es(

These three were Dorantes, Castillo and Estevan (or Stephe

Negro. After years of suffering and privation they reached ]

Ian, in Sinaloa, April i, 1536.

This expedition of Pamfilo de Narvaez would hardly mi

place in the pages of history had it not paved the way for the

derful adventures of Cabeza de Vaca and his three compa
These four Catholic laymen, while heroically battling for exii

and a return to civilization, found themselves at times forced to

missionaries, physicians and almost everything else, for the Ii

into whose hands they fell insisted upon them performing

and when the Spaniards endeavored to convince them that th(

not possess supernatural powers, not even the healing art,

were deprived of food. "At last," says Cabeza de Vaca, "we
ourselves in such great want that we were forced to obey,

method we practiced, was to bless the sick, breathe upon ther

recite a Pater and an Ave, praying with all earnestness to Gc
Lord that He would g^ve us strength and influence them to

some great good. In His mercy He willed that all those for

we supplicated should directly, after we had made the sign (

Holy Cross over them, tell the others that they were soui

health. For this the Indians treated us kindly, depriving

selves of food that they might give it to us; they also pre:

us with some skins and some trifles."

With this reputation of great "medicine men," the four

tives made their escape while their masters were on a huntin

1 Cabeza de Vaca, or the Cow's Head. His family derives its oris

not very euphonic name from Martin Alhaja, a mountaineer of '

Feri-al, who, placing the bones of a cow's head aa a landmark, w
strumentat In gaining for the Christians the decisive battle of Las
de Tolosa (1212) and was ennobled in consequence.
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pedition, and journeyed in a northerly direction to the Tennessee

River, thence westerly and crossed the Mississippi River, which

Cabeza de Vaca described as "a' mighty river running frc«n

North towards South." They seem to have crossed this river

about the mouth of the Arkansas and continuing in a westerly

direction they probably crossed the latter river near the Canadian.

The Indians in the villages through which they passed would bring

their sick to them to be healed, and this done, they would mani-

fest their gratitude by bestowing all their personal property upon

their benefactors. When the three white men and their ne^gro com-

panion left their villages, the Indians invariably escorted them to

the next. At this next village the same healing of the sick would

take place, the same offering would be made to the wonderful

"medicine men," and they would turn it over to their escort.

Cabeza de Vaca, in his Rebacion tells us that up to this point he

and his companions left all the land through which they passed,

in peace, and that they even taught the inhabitants by signs that

in heaven was a "Man called God, who had created the sky and

the earth," that the white men worshipped Him and had Him for

a Master, that we did what He commanded and from His hand

had come all good." The Spaniards found these people so

"ready of apprehension" that it was only a lack of the knowledge

of their language that prevented them from effecting their con-

version.

While the Spaniards sojourned in the village of these Indians,

Castillo noticed the buckle of a sword-belt on the neck of an Indian

and stitched to it was the nail of a horseshoe. When questioned

about them, the savage replied that they were from heaven. Fur-

ther questioning elicited the statement that "certain men who wore

beards like us have come from heaven and arrived at that river,

bringing horses, lances and swords, and that they had lanced two

Indians." It was further learned that these men had gone to sea

and had sailed towards the sunset. This was cheering news, and

the Spaniards resumed their journey.

From the account given biy Cabeza di Vaca,' he and his com-

panions would seem to have crossed the Rio Grande del Norte some

distance above the mouth of the Pecos River, and no one can fully

realize the extraordinary character of their journey or appreciate

the sufferings they must have endured. Fr<Mn the Rio Grande they

seem, from his description of the country, to have gone through the

>"La Relaclon del grovemador Aluar Nufies, Cabeza de Vaca de lo

acaecldo en las dos Jornadaa que hizo a los Indloe." This narrative, writ-

ten after his Journey, is at times somewhat confusing aa to his exact

Itinerary.
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Guadalupe Pass to the head waters of the Yaqui River, passi

probably through the Misilla Valley. Here he described the peo|

as having; "permanent habitations and an abundance of maize," a

they gave him a large quantity of "grain and flour and calabash

beans and blankets of cotton." Of these he loaded the people w
had guarded him there, and "they then returned the happiest cn

tures on earth."

The Spaniards continued their march by the junction of the R
Chicos and Yaqui and thence down the course of the latter stre;

one day's journey, after which they struck south and crossed '

Mayo and Fuerte Rivers, where Cabeza di Vaca was rejoiced

meeting a party of Spanish soldiers under the command of Capt

Diego di Alcaraz. Caboza di Vaca reached the City of Mexico

July, 1537, nine years from the date of the setting out of the ex

dition to Florida, and he is the first white man to have crosi

North America from East to West—^and that on foot.

Don Antonio di Mendoza, the wise and honorable viceroy and s

cesser of Cortez in Mexico, having heard the strange story of '

beza de Vaca's adventures from his own lips, conceived the g^n

idea of sending zealous missionaries into the country now kno

as Arizona. The Franciscan Fathers had long been yearning

plant the cross in this far-off portion of the American Contin<

Vasquez di Coronado was to be sent out as Governors of Sina!

and Father Marco, from Nice, Italy, sometimes called Fat

Nizza, started at once to survey the country. The Negro, Este\

sometimes called Estevanito, who had accompanied Cabeza de Vi

from the East, was to act as guide, and the Indians were giver

understand that they were no longer to be made slaves, and t

nothing was desired save the salvation of their souls. Viceroy M
doza's instructions to Father Marco were as follows :

•

"If God Our Lord is pleased that you find any large town wl

it seems to you that there is a good opportunity for establishin

convent and sending religious to undertake their conversion,

are to advise me by Indians or return in person to Culiacan. .

You are to give notice so that provision may be made without de

because the service of Our Lord and the good of the people of

land is the aim of the pacification of whatever is discovered."

Father Marco, taking Estevan as his attendant, made a long jc

ney, passing through Sonora and beyond the Gila River, and p<

trated the villages of the Pueblo Indians, north of the Gila, wl

he found a people who raised cotton and wove cloth of that m
rial, which cloth they used as gfarments, and they had also ves

of gold. The houses were of stone, three and four stories high,

doors adorned with turkey-stones or turquoises. "The Ind;
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along the way brought their sick to him to be cured, over whom he

read the Gospels."* . . .

Father Marco, having made all the observations he thought neces-

sary, prepared to return to Culiacan and report as directed. Before

doing so, however, learning that he was near a large town, he sent

Estevan to reconnoitre and bring him a report, but the Negro, be-

having indiscreetly with the people, they lynched him. (See Her-

rera, "Historia General.") This seems to have been the first case

of lynching on this Continent. Father Marco laid t<^ether a heap

of stones, erected a cross upon it, took possession of the region for

the King of Spain, and after ascending a hill and looking over into

the promised land, returned alone to Culiacan without accomplish-

ing the object of his mission.

Father Marco's report on the wonders he had seen and the mirac-

ulous things he had heard about tlie "seven cities of Cibola," etc.,

induced the Viceroy, Mendoza, to hasten preparations for a large

expedition to Arizona. This expedition, which left Mexico in 1542,

was placed under the command of Francisco Velasquez de Coro-

nado and moved in a northeasterly direction. It was composed of

cavalry, infantry and artillery and was accompanied by several

Franciscan Fathers, among whom we find the names of Juan de

Padiila and that "very holy person. Brother Luis Descalona" (some-

times written de Escalona). After meeting with considerable oppo-

sition on the part of the Indians and worn out by a two years' cam-

paign, Coronado resolved to return to Mexico with his troops. But

his journey had been by no means fruitless. He had first "set out

across the plains in search of Quibira, more on account of the story

which had been told him, . . . and after proceeding many days

by the needle (i. e., to the North), it pleased God that after a march

of thirty days they found the River Quibira, which is thirty leagues

helow the settlement. While going up the valley they found a peo-

ple who were hunting and who were natives of Quibira. What there

is in Quibira is a very brutish people, without any decency whatever

in their houses nor in anything. These (houses) are of straw like

the Tarascan settlements; there are 200 houses together in some

villages. They have com and beans and melons ; they do not have

cotton nor fowls, nor do they make bread which is cooked, except

under ashes."*

During the expedition Coronado traversed the present States of

New Mexico and Arizona and discovered the Colorado and Kansas

» "RelatSon au voyage & Cibola, entrepres en 1540 o4 I'on tralte de touU

IM pruplades qui habltent celle contree, de leurs moeura et coutumet,"

par Pedro de Castafteda de Naguera.
* Coronado's letter to Mendosa.
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rivers. The whites also made their first acquaintance with I

American bison or buffalo. Finding it impossible to spend the w
ter in these rcgicns on account of the extreme cold, "because thi

is no wood nor cloth with which to protect men, except the sk

(buffalo robes) which the natives wear and some small amount

cotton cloaks," and having explored the country for ixxi leagi

and more around Cibola, and having reached a point 400 leagi

from the North Sea and more than 200 from the South Sea, w
which it was impossible to make any connection, Coronado resolv

as we have seen, to return to Mexico.

But Father Padilla and good Brother Descalona were not d

posed to abandon a field that promised so many spiritual triump

They besought and obtained permission to remain and evangel

the country; they hope to improve the condition of the poor peo

they had found and to baptize at least a small part of the numerc

population living in ignorance of the truths of Christianity. Tl

we find that Arizona and New Mexico possessed native Christis

and that the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass was offered up daily witl

their borders nearly eighty years before the Mayflower anchored 1

Plymouth Rock.

But good Father Padilla's missionary career was not destir

to be a long one, for one day, while on his way to QuiWra to vi

another wandering tribe, he was attacked by hostile Indians on 1

plains. He thought not of himself, but of his companions, a

urged them to save themselves as best they could. As for himse

realizing that escape was impossible, he fell upon his knees a

commended his soul to God, in Whose service his life had be

spent. While yet in this position a shower of arrows pierced 1

body and he fell, the first martyr of Holy Church in this portion

the American Continent.

Father Padilla is, strictly speaking, the proto-martyr of t

American missions. Others before him have fallen by the w
overcome by disease and the hardships inseparable from expeditic

engfJiged in exploring new countries or from the effects of sava

cruelty, but these had not as yet entered upon the real work of t

missionary.

The history of the early missions in Arizona is not without i

terest. With the Spanish conquerors, even from the very first, m
sionaries were not slow in going into the wilderness to engage

the heroic work of evangelization. The warrior went forth to co

quer new lands, but the missionary sought only to win souls

Christ. Their weapons were as different as the ends they sougl

The one carried the sword with which to strike down the aborig^n

he could not enslave ; the other held aloft the Cross to console ai
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set him free. The tnissionaijy and the soldier moved with rapid

strides. Scarcely thirty years had passed after the conquest of

Mexico by Cortez when all the missions in New Mexico, from Paso

del Norte to Taos—that is, nearly the entire extent of Arizona, from

north to south and extending to the Rio Grande—were fully estab-

lished and amply provided with priests to attend them.

The march of civilization was not so rapid to the west of the

Sierra Madre. Nearly a century elapsed after the martyrdom of

Father Padilla, before the Jesuits (1567) undertook to revive the

old missions and preach the Gospel to the Papagos and Pimas along

the banks of the Gila Jtnd also to the Cocomaricopas and others in

this vicinity. Prominent among these Jesuit Fathers was the fa-

mous Eusebio Francisco Kuhn (who was always known among the

Spaniards as Padre Kino). Father Kino had associated with him

Father Ignacio Xavier Kelier and Juan Jacobo Sadelmayer. Their

missionary field extended from Culiacan to San Xavier del Bac,

more than 200 leagues."

Father Kino was a native of Trent and was at one time professor

of mathematics at the University of Ingoldstadt. He was a man of

great learning and of remarkable powers of endurance and was

hig^ily esteemed by the Elector of Bavaria. On one occasion, when
dangerously ill, he made a vow that if he recovered he would de-

vote the rest of his life to the conversion of the Indians of America.

His prayer was answered ; he enlisted under the banner of Loyola

and served as chaplain in Admiral Otondo's expedition to the coast

of Lower California. On May 13, 1687, he established his first mis-

sion, Nuestra Senora de los Dolores, at Upper Pimeria. He like-

wise urged and aided in the establishment of missions in Lower
California. In 1684 Father Kino paid a visit to a tribe of Indians

known as Pimas, who dwelt along the shores of the Gila as far as

Casas Grandes. There were two missions here—one known as the

Incarnation and the other as San Andres. Father Kino gave in-

structions and baptized quite a number of the natives. Year after

year he visited these regions, taking missionaries with him, when

he could get them, and founding permanent missionary stations

wherever he found suitaUe places.

On February 7, 1699, Father Kino took another journey towards

the Gila and visited the Yumas and Cocomaricopas. These Indians

told him about the different neighboring nations, especially about

the Iguanas, the Culganas and the Achedunas. These three tribes

have since disappeared or changed their names while amalgamat-

ing with others.

• "Provlncla de Sonora; sub termlnos y conflnes," 1761-62; Scui AsrusUn

de la Florida, Alio 1868.
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This band of Jesuits had pushed their explorations along i

whole western coast as far as the Gulf of California. In i;

Father Kino proved that the old Spanish maps of the Gulf of G
fornia made by Cortez were correct in representing Lower Calif

nia as a peninsula and not as an island, as European geographies

the latter half of the sixteenth century had declared on the testimc

of Sir Francis Drake and others.*

The prediction of persecutions made by the Redeemer of

world to His disciples was destined to be verified even in the far-

missions of the New World. The zealous Jesuits had already mi

a very considerable number of converts to Christianity, and

indications were that they would gain many more, but all of a si

den the Pimas revolted and murdered the father attending tli

mission at Cabonca. Shortly after the missions were called u{

to bear another trial no less severe, but independent at least of I

man action. It was the death of Father Kino, the very life of

missions. He died at the Church of St. Francis Xavier, at Magi

lena, to the dedication of which he had gone at the invitation

his devoted co-laborer. Father Campos. "Praying before the al

over which hung a picture of his patron, the Apostle of the Ind:

Father Kino felt that his life work was over and he prepared

death, which was the holy crown of his devoted life."'

Father Kino was a most extraordinary man. He is said to hi

traveled more than 20,000 miles and to have baptized more tl

48,000 children and adults. He never failed to say Mass daily z

never slept in a bed.*

The restlessness of the Indians and the death of good Fati

Kino had a depressing effect upon the work already undertak

In 1727 Monseiior Benito Crespo, Bishop of Durango, Mexico,

whose jurisdiction all the Jesuit missions in New Spain were subjt

after having visited a portion of the Province of Sonora, madi

report of the condition of the missions to King Philip V. T
resulted in such pecuniary aid as to enable the missionaries, in 17

to found three new missions.

From this time on until 1750 the reports are very meagre and

the main confined to a few incomplete registers at the Papago W
sion of St. Francis Xavier, some nine miles south of Tucson. Fr

these enough can be gleaned, however, to show that the mission \

been supplied with priests frc»n its very beginning, which must h:

been in 1690, the time when the missionaries arrived among
• TiiiiTmap was pubUahed lir~the~"Lettres BJdlflantes," Vol. V., in 1'

It was reengravcd in Paris In 1754 by the ffeogxapher Buuche, and i

later by Sayer, of London.
' Shea's "The Catholic Ch'irch In Colonial Days," Vol. I., pag« 627.

» Clavlsero's "Storia della California."
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Sobahispuris. From the number of baptisms registered, the mission

must have been a very large one.

But the period of trials was not yet ended. On November 21,

1751, the Pimas, together with the Seris and all the Indians of the

northwestern portion of the province, again rose up against the mis-

sionaries. "The Alta Pimeria Indians, being still new in the faith

and coming in daily contact with the pagans of the tribe to which

they belonged, were unstable, aggressive, obstinate and very strongly

attached to their old superstitions."

The ufM-ising lasted two years and resulted in the death of three

missionaries. Fathers Francisca Xavier Saeta, Enrique Ruen and

Tomas Tello, while others were obliged to abandon their churches

and allow the Indians to drift back to their former superstitions.

It was not until 1754 that the Jesuit Fathers were aUe to resume

their labors at such of the missions as had escaped the general de-

struction. Father Frandsca Paner, who took charge of the San

Xavier mission, has left the following record

:

"On November 21, 1751, the entire Pima nation revolted; for

this reason this church was without fathers from that time until

the year 1754. In testimoi^y whereof I here affix my signature:

Francisco Paner."

This same father had also charge of the missicms of Tucson,

Tubac and Tumacacori, all in the valley of Santa Cruz and along a

line extending some sixty miles, and he reocn-ds 177 baptisms dur-

ing his administration. After the visitation of peace the mission-

aries began the work of restoration, and in 1761-62 the Jesuit Fath-

ers had within the territory of what is now Arizona twenty-nine

missions, divided into four rectorates, viz., St. Francis Borgia, with

eig^t missi(Mis; Holy Martyrs of Japan, six missions; St. Francis

Xavier, seven missions, and Nuestra Senora de la Pimeria Alta,

eight missions, comprising sixty-three pueblos of Qiristian Indians.

No sooner did the missionaries begin to feel secure in their work

and from revolts among their own Indians than they found them-

selves threatened from without. The terrible Apaches roamed

along the entire northern frontier of the province and made con-

stant incursions upon the missions. The records of the missionaries

repeatedly show that these savages were not merely the cause of

trouble and losses to their Christians, but that they were the cause

of the death of several of their fathers, and also of the entire ex-

tinction of the Sobahispuris tribe of San Pedro. Nor was this the

only trial these good apostles were destined to endure. Jealous

and unprincipled men in Europe had been plotting for some years

past to deprive the Jestiit Fathers of the support their missions had

• "Provlncia de Sonora," already quoted.
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been receiving from the Spanish Government, until finally, in 17

they succeeded in securing the suppression of the society. A yi

later the Jesuits were driven away from their missions in Lov

California and some were even lodged in jails. They were accui

of no crime and condemned without trial, perhaps for the same r

son that they were later on suppressed in Europe, "not in puni

ment for any fault, but as a political measure."

During the same year the Marquis de la Cruz, Viceroy of Mexi

at the command of King Charles III., applied to the Francis(

Fathers at the Colegio de la Santa Cruz, at Queretaro, for twe

or fourteen priests to take the places of the exiled Jesuits. T

guardian responded favorably to this appeal and sent fourteen fa

ers to conduct the missions of that part of Sonora within the pres

territory of Arizona.

It would seem that Pimeria Alta was the part of the provi

that suffered least since the departure of the Fathers of the Soci

of Jesus. This is, doubtless, due to the military posts establis

along the frontier at the time of the Pima revolt. The Francisc

established their headquarters at San Miguel de Horcacitas, ;

from here Father Francisco Garcez attended the mission of I

Xavier, which he continued to do up to 1781. This zealous pr

repeatedly visited the tribes scattered along the banks of the (

and the Colorado for a distance of more than 300 miles.^*
'

knowledge he had acquired of the country on his numerous jourr

in almost every direction naturally led to his selection as guide i

military expedition organized in 1774 to open the way that wc

bring the Sonora missions in communication with those of M
terey, in California. In the following year he was sent to gi

another expedition as far as the port of San Francisco. From
various Relaciones left by Father Garcez concerning the tribes al

the Gila, it appears that their number reached somewhere al

25,000 souls.

On his return from one of his visitations this zealous mission

encouraged by the friendly disposition of the Yumas, applied to

superiors for assistance with which to found new missions am
them. Three priests were sent to him—Fathers Juan Diaz,

'

Matias Moreno and Juan Antonio Bereneche. With their assist:

he succeeded, in March, 1778, in establishing two missions on
right bank of the Colorado—that of the Immaculate Cbnceptior

the junction of the Gila and the Colorado, and that of St. Peter

St. Paul, nine miles further down.

At first these missions gave great promise of future benefits,

lOThe knowledge. he had acquired of the country on "Corona Ser

y ApostoUca del Colegio de Santa Craz de Queretaro."
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these hopes were not destined to be realizd. On Sunday, July 17,

1781, the Indians, under pretext of some damage done to their crops

by the horses of the soldiers, and for which they felt they had not

been adequately compensated, fell upon the churches while the faith-

ful were hearing Mass and massacred the priests, the soldiers and

every one present. Father Garcez and his three assistants, Fathers

Diaz, Moreno and Bereneche, ended their apostolic labors with the

crown of martyrdom.

That the missions flourished under the care of the Franciscans

as they did under the Jesiiits is evinced by the monuments these

zealous apostles have left all over the country, notwithstanding the

fact that many of them are now in ruins. San Xavier, Termacacori,

el Pueblecito and Taborca are places in which the traveler loves to

wander and ponder over the ruins of works which modern ceviliza-

tion has not yet been able to imitate in these regions.

As indicated by the date, 1767, found in the Church of San

Xavier, and as borne out by the tradition still existing among the

Papago Indians, the present church is not the one erected by the

Jesuit missionaries, but the one built in its place by the Francis-

cans. It is a handsome edifice of brick and stone, of the Roman-
Byzantine style, ornamented with bas-reliefs and paintings. It has

(or had at one time) over forty statues, many of which are regarded

as models, the most remarkable being those of the apostles. The
others, besides those of Our Lord and the Blessed Virgjin, represent

nearly all the saints of the Franciscan Order. This church, until a

quite recent date at least, was still in a good state of preservation

and is still used.

The churches of Timiacacori and Pueblecito, although of more

recent date, are no longer in use. The Franciscans attended these

missions until December 2, 1827, the period of the Spanish ex-

pulsion.

The early Franciscan missionaries in the field, like their Jesuit

predecessors, were men worthy of remembrance in the annals of

the Catholic Church in America. Father Tomas Hermegild Garcez

(sometimes called Francisco) was born at Morata del Conde, in

the Kingdom of Arragon, in Spain. Having enlisted under the

banner of St. Francis in a zealous community, he was sent to Mex-
ico and began his labors in the Apostolic College de Propaganda

—

that of the Santa Cruz, at Queretaro, as stated above. Here he was

distinguished for his zeal in the confessional—he was essentially

the children's confessor. When the suppression of the Jesuit mis-

sions toc^ place and the Franciscans were called upon to replace

them. Father Garcez, as we have seen, was sent to San Xavier del

Bac, in Arizona, a mission so severe that even the Jesuits regarded
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it as a novitiate. Few of the fathers, it is said, could endure

hardships more than a year. Father Garcez labored here for twel

years among the Papagos, Sobaipuris and Pimas, sharing the I

of his flock, "living on Indian corn, with no bed but the earth a

often with no shelter of any kind." Things that were not of prii

necessity, such as chocolate, tobacco, etc., which were sometin

given to him by the whites, he always gave away.

He had been but three months in his mission when, in 1768,

began those apostolic journeys whidi have made his name fame

even in the secular history of our country. We learn that his fi

exploration was in 1768, to the nations lying to the west of

mission. The following year found him carrying the banner of

'

Crucified to the east, toward the terrible Apaches, and penetrati

several hundred miles into the territory held by these fierce peoj

In 1770 he visited the tribes of the Gila, everywhere proclaim]

the truths of the Gospel. The next year he went some hundreds

miles to the west, and by 1772 he had reached the new settleme

in California.

The sixth journey undertaken by Father Garcez extended fr

October, 1775, to September, 1776, and during this time he crosi

an immense district to the north, visiting the mission of San (

briel, in California. The object of these journeys was the found

of a series of missions to connect Sonora with California, N
Mexico and Texas. It was with this in view that he visited

natives, gaining their good will and such knowledge of their p<

tion, numbers and connection with one another as would make

plans possible. His aims were not attained without great hards

and even hunger, nor without dangers from wild beasts, frighl

precipices and savage and hostile tribes; but his devotion to

cause of Christ made him weigh all these trials as light when c<

pared with the great advantages he foresaw.

Father Garcez often .traveled alone, without guide or guard,

ing on roots, seeds or any animal he could capture. It is rela

that on one of these occasions his horse ran off, leaving him al

and destitute. On another occasion his horse fell dead and he '

soon surprised by a band of Apaches, who, providentially and to

surprise, no doubt, recognizing the good missionary, asked w
had become of his horse, and on learning his loss sent some of tl

party to get the saddle and other articles the good missionary ^

obliged to abandon, and placing them on a new horse allowed 1

to continue his journey.

On another occasion, while kneeling on the ground absorbed

prayer and reading his office, he was surrounded by a party of

dians, and immediately their bows were bent and their arrows w
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ready to take the life of this solitary servant of God. A mysterious

awe restrained them. When at last the priest perceived them, he

continued his devotions and after he had concluded won them by

his affectionate words.

In 1780 Father- Garcez was sent to found two new missions on

the Colorado among the Yumas. He reached his destination and

soon succeeded in establishing the missions of the Immaculate G>n-

ception and of St. Peter and St. Paul. The plan adopted was a new
one in Spanish missions. The Jesuit Fathers had followed the sys-

tem of "reducciones,"" or the bringing of neophytes and converts

into a kind of community directed by the missionary. The Fran-

ciscans adopted the same plan, but as the Jesuit system had been

the object of violent attack, it was resolved not to have on the Colo-

rado any presidio or post occupied by troops to defend the mission

village, but to place in each mission eight soldiers and eight married

settlers, in whose hands all temporal affairs were to be left, the

missionaries confining themselves to spirituals alone. Moreover, the

converted Indians were to remain among their pagan countrymen.

The missions were founded with the usual ceremonies and the

fathers began their labors. Father Garcez devoted himself to the

mission of the Immaculate Conception, assisted by Father juan An-
tonio de Bereneche, a native of the Basque Province of Navarre,

m Spain. He was a man of most exemplary life, a model of relig-

ious observance and rigid penance. Like many other youths, he had

gone to Cuba in quest of a fortune, but at the age of seventeen, like

the good Las Casas before him, he abandoned a promising business

future and donned the coarse habit of the seraphic state. His vir--

tues were soon recognized, and after edifying the Cuban capital

for three years, he spent seven years in the college at Queretaro, to

which he traveled on foot from Tampico. Of him it was said:

"His habitation was the choir; his breakfast, abstinence; his rest,

watching and prayer ; his delight, a discipline of blood ; his visits,

paid to the Blessed Sacrament ; his whole care, to continue through

life the punctual, scrupulous observance of the practice of his no-

vitiate."

Father Juan Diaz, who had charge of the mission of St. Paul,

was bom at Alaxer, Archdiocese of Sevilla, in 1736, and received

the habit of St. Francis at the age of eighteen. He came to Amer-

ica in 1763 and labored zealously, never heeding the hardships that

fell to his lot.

Father Juan Matthias, bom at Almoza in 1744, took the habit at

Logrono when but seventeen years of age. He was known as a

man of great modesty and humility and as a profound philos<H)her

II Neoptaytorum oppidum.
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and theologian, but he longed for work in foreign lands. In a let

ter written to his sister and dated March 26, 1769, he describes th

missionary college of the Santa Cruz at Queretaro, and conclude

as follows: "It is true that there is much hardship, hunger an

thirst, intolerable heat and painful journeys, but what is this i

comparison with what the souls cost Christ and the benefits whic

I have received from Him?"
Nine months had scarcely elapsed since the foundation of th

missions in the Colorado when the evil eflfects of the Government

system produced their fruits. The settlers and soldiers occupie

fields the Yumas had for their scanty, ill-raised crops of maiz(

beans, squashes and melons, while their cattle consumed a larg

portion of the grass seeds on which the Indians subsisted. Th

was aggravated by an injury done by a soldier. The Indians wer

aroused and they resolved on a general massacre. The missioi

aries, who were constantly visiting the Indian huts instructing tl

neophytes, encouraging them amid temptation and inviting all 1

the general instructions, had some suspicion of danger. They sei

Father Diaz to Sonora to lay the case before the authorities. H
visit was fruitless; he returned with his companion and, gatherir

his people together as if at a mission, he prepared them for death.

On July 17, 1781, the storm broke. Father Barrenecke had ]v

finished Mass and Father Garcez was about to celebrate anoth

Mass, when the yells of the Indians and the shrieks of the wound
and dying burst upon their ears. The mission of the Concepti<

was doomed; the missionaries hastened to the dying; Father Bj

renecke, though wounded and maltreated, heard the confessions a:

gave absolution to all who came within his reach. The Indians

the meantime, having completed their bloody work here, hasten

to the other mission, ten miles away. Here Father Diaz had ji

finished Mass and was about to give the last sacraments to a si

woman when the Ytunas arrived. He and Father Moreno were 1

first victims. Father Diaz was beaten to death and Father More
was cut down by a hdow on the head with an axe. The murder
then set the churches on fire, leaving the bodies of the missionar

there, and continued the massacre until, satisfied with their wo
they retired to an adjacent woods.

Fathers Garcez and Barrenecke, though suffering from th

wounds, remained at the mission all that day and the next, prep

ing the survivors for the death that awaited them. The latter p
posed to Father Garcez to take refuge at the other mission. A;

light had come to him from above, he replied : "It is useless ; tl

have already"destroyed our people there." Finally they set out, h
ing to get their little band of followers to a place of safety. A
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lake, where they halted. Father Barrenecke heard a wounded Span-

iard calling to him from the opposite side. Forgetting his own con-

dition, the good Franciscan swam across the lake and, crucifix in

hand, administered to the wants of the dying man. Father Garcez

shared his clothing with some of the band who had lost their all and

then swam across the lake to join his brother in religion. These two

holy men reached the wigwam of a pagan Indian, where, on the 19th,

they were discovered by a band of Yumas, who soon put them to

death.

Five months after these dreadful events a party of Spanish sol-

diers, under the command of Lieutenant Colonel Pedro Fages,

started for the missions. They found all in ruins and the bodies of

Fathers Diaz and Moreno still unburied. They lay some distance

from each other and they were placed in coffins. Search was made
for the bodies of Fathers Garcez and Bereneche. After a long

search their graves were found and the bodies, strange to say, were

perfectly intact. The expedition of Colonel Fages returned with

the bodies of the four martyrs, worthy sons of St. Francis, and they

were delivered to the superior of the Sonora mission. It was not,

however, until July 19, 1794, thirteen years after their martyrdom,

that these precious relics foimd their last resting place. They were

carried to Queretaro on this day, a Solemn Mass of Requiem was

celebrated and a sermon on the virtues of these heroes of the faith

was delivered in Spanish by Father Diego Miguel Brigas de Man-
zaneda and another in Latin by Father Jose Maria Carranza.

An ancient father of the Church says that "the place where a

martyr dies is his native place," and this statement made it desirable

that the exact position of these two missions be established beyond

all doubt. Much of the territory once held by Spain is now within

the limits of the United States, and as these missions were near the

mouth of the Colorado, there was some doubt as to whether the

American Church could claim these martyrs or whether the honor

belonged to Mexico.

Father Zephyrin Englehardt, a zealous Franciscan, who labored

for many years on the Indian missions until impaired health made
it necessary for him to find a more congenial climate, was sent by

his superiors to labor in the region. The stories he heard of the

old missionaries inspired him with the desire to identify their

missions.

"I gladly undertook," he says, "to find the mission which I was
told was on the west side of the Colorado, ten or fifteen miles north

of Fort Yuma, as Father Chancot, of Yuma, insisted, though he

had never been there, and though all the Indians who preserved any

tradition of the mission agreed with him. They knew, however,
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only one mission. Some old Mexican women contended that one

mission was 'right on the hill where Fort Yuma stands,' which is

exactly opposite the Gila river and ten miles from the Mexican bor-

der on this side of the river.

"The Yumas insist that they 'have always lived right here' so dtat

the missions established among them could not have been in Mex-
ico. The reservation at present extends five miles south of Fort

Yuma and two miles north, running six miles west, and the Indians

maintain that this has always been their home. They have not even

any tradition of having come from any other place. Well, two

miles north of Fort Yuma is a ridge of mountains, running from

west to east, and on the east sloping down to a level with the Colo-

rado. Just at this point on the river I found vestiges of some large

stockades and of buildings that must have stood there. It is a beau-

tiful place. On the north and west it is shut in by mountains ; on

the east are the Colorado and Arizona, while to the south a wide

plain on both sides of the river extends to Mexico, with only here

and there a solitary mountain. It is just such a place as the mis-

sionaries would have selected. I found only one piece of a post

projecting about two inches from the ground. The whole place

is now perfectly bare. It is rocky, and the rocks and indeed the

whole surface is still blackened, showing that the fire must have

swept over it. This, the Indian explained to me, was the case. The

ground or rocky soil was dug up in various places, and the Indian

explained that this had been done by the Mexicans, who came after

the priests had been killed. They came to find the gold which the

fathers were said to have buried there. This is his version of it;

probably it was to find the bodies or sacred vessels. The breaking

of the ground might have been done by miners, however, as well,

as there are silver mines not far away. The Indians could not tell

me where the priests were killed, unless it was right here, or where

buried at first. In fact, they know or want to know very little

about it. Now if, according to Spanish accounts, one mission was

only three leagues north of the other, then the place I describe

above was the mission of St. Peter and St. Paul and Fort Yuma
was La Concepcion. The place at the end of the mountain ridge

is the boundary of the Yuma reserve north and is just ten miles

from Fort Yuma. This is their sacred ground."

In connection with this report Father Engelhardt made a little

map giving the exact surroundings. He marked the site of La Con-

cepcion with a cross a little above Fort Yuma. St. Peter and St.

Paul appear on the Gila.

In summing up the events related in this article the writer may
be permitted to add a few explanatory notes.
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The wonderful journey accomplished by Cabeza de Vaca and his

c<Mnpanions—a journey, as we have seen, performed on foot, occu-

pying nine years in its accomplishment and extending from the At-

lantic to the Pacific, through an unknown and frequently a hostile

country—is fraught with many interesting details, which, when we
consider the times and circumstances under which they occurred,

assume an added importance. A careful reading of Cabeza de

Vaca's "Relacion" and "Coronado's Letter to Mendogd' will afford

occasional references to the inner life of the aboriginies. For in-

stance, we learn that the Indians of some of the tribes the Span-

iards encotmtered gave the strangers an insight into their domestic

life. "They gave us," on one occasion, says the "Relacion," "beans

and pumpkins for our subsistence. . . . The method of cooking

is so very new that for its strangeness I desire to speak of it.

. . . Not having discovered the use of pipkins to boil what they

wanted to eat, they filled the half of a large calabash with water

and threw in the fire as many stones of such as were most conve-

nient and readily take the heat. When hot they are taken up with

tongs of sticks and dropped into the calabash until the water in it

boils from the heat of the stones. Then whatever is to be cooked

is put in and until it is done they continue taking out thg cooled

stones and throwing in hot ones. It is thus they boil their food."

Verily, "necessity is the mother of invention."

In another account we are told that the Spaniards met a people

who "for a third part of the year eat nothing but the powder of

straw." We wonder whether the German food scientists of to-day

are indebted to the poor American Indians for "some points" in

this direction. The houses of the aborigines, we are told, "are of

earth, the rest all of cane mats," which indicates a certain knowledge

of trades and handicraft.

Among the people the women are treated "with decorum. They
wear a shirt of cotton that falls as low as the knees and over it half

sleeves, with skirts reaching to the ground, made of dressed skin.

They soap this with a certain root that cleanses well, by which they

are enabled to keep it becomingly. Shoes are worn." I wonder

what these Indian maidens would think of the street dress worn by

many of the highly civilized ladies of to-day!

On another occasion we learn that the Indians brought the Span-

iards gifts of "grain and flour and pumpkins, beans and shawls of

cotton." Although cotton is especially mentioned here, in many parts

of the country there is no cotton and the shawls are made of the

feathers of fowls raised more for their feathers than for food.

Qoaks or shawls are also made of henequen, a fibrous plant, and the

skins of deer and sometimes of "curs." The Spanish word manias
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is variously used for capes, shawls and coverings of skins—^i. e.,

cow (vaca), which here means the bison or buffalo.

Cabeza de Vaca makes frequent reference in his "Relacion" to

meeting "Christians." The natives in many places expressed "great

fear at their approach." It must be borne in mind that the epithet

Christionos so often met with in Spanish works of the period of

discovery and explanation is intended to mean white men, Euro-

peans, and does not necessarily refer to men noted for their resplen-

dent Christian qualities. So, too, the word corsario does not neces-

sarily mean a corsair or pirate, but a cruiser or coaster.

The "Seven Cities of Cibola" seems to have been a sort of charm

word among the early explorers of the Sonora region. In place of

being a sort of centre of civilization—a group of cities supplied

with all the modem improvements, including an economical and

patriotic Board of Aldermen—let us see what Coronado has to say

on the subject:

"Father Marco de Nizza understood, or gave us to understand,

that the location and neighborhood in which there are seven villages

was a single village, which he called Cibola, but the whole of this

population and region is called Cibola. The villages have from 300

to 200 and 150 houses; some have the houses of the village all to-

gether, although in some villages they are divided into two or three

divisions, but for the most part they are all together, and within their

courtyards; and in this are their hot rooms (estufas, sometimes

called kivas) for winter, and they have their summer ones outside

the villages. The houses have two or three stories, the walls of

stone and mud and some with mud walls. . . . For Indians the

houses are too good, especially for these, since they are brutish and

have no decency in anything except in their houses."

In speaking of the religious condition of these people, Coronado

tells us that their rites and sacrifices were somewhat idolatrous, and

that "water is what they worship most, to which they offer small

painted sticks and feathers and a yellow powder made of flowers,

and usually this offering is made to springs." This worship of

water seems to be an act of gratitude, for they say "it causes their

com to grow and noaintains their life, and that they know no other

reason but that their ancestors did so."

Some authorities claim that the Zuni Indians have preserved the

tradition of the coming of Fra Marco di Nizza and of the killing of

the Neg^o Estevan, whom they named the "black Mexican" at the

ruined pueblo called Quaquina. They even go so far as to claim

a tradition relating to Coronado's visit and another concerning

Cabeza de Vaca. Marc F. Vallette.

Brooklyn, N. T.
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JEAN HENRI FABRE—THE HOMER OF THE INSECTS*

• -The nghUnsr Wasps." New Topk: Dodd, Mead ft Co., 1816.

"Social Life In the Insect World." Dodd, Mead ft Co., New Torit, 1»14.

•The Ufe of the Fly," with which are interspersed some chapters of

autobiograiAy t>y J. Henri Flabre. Translated by Alexander Telxeria de

Mattos, Fellow of the Zodlogical Society of liondon. Oodd. Mead ft Co.,

New York, 1918.

^T^HESE excellent translations make available for English

readers a few of the great chapters in science which Jean

Henri Fabre has contributed to the ever more and more

important scientific department of entwnology in his "Souvenirs

Entomologiques" during the past fifty years. Those who can read

French will find an inexhaustible mine of information with regard

to the insects of the world in Fabre's some twenty magnificent

volumes. I understand that most of this material is to be made
available in English, but those who can only read English will have

to await the convenience of translation and publication, as is always

true of the student of science who cannot read more than one

language. In the meantime the death of Fabre within the year

makes a review of his work not only opportune, but quite demanded

by his importance in modern science.

Probably the most interesting work that has been done in science,

certainly the scientific writing that has attracted most popular at-

tention all over the world in recent years, was that of M. Jean

Henri Fabre, who died, at the age of ninety-two, October 11, 1915.

His work belonged in its great b^nnings at least to a preceding

generation, for Darwin spoke of him as "an incomparable observer"

and Victor Hugo gave him the title of "the Homer of the insects,"

a designation that has been popularized by Maeterlinck's use of it

in our own time. The title is most appropriate, for that was literally

what Fabre was, the epic poet of the lives of the insects. While

he was thoroughly scientific, he was not at all a mere dry-as-dust

acctunulator of facts and classifier of observations, and yet he gath-

ered together an immense amount of information about his loved

insects and presented it in cbanning^y readable form. Gladstone

once said that there is more information about the Greeks in Homer
than would have been found in a many volumed encyclopedia writ-

ten about them at that time, and .yet Homer is poetry. Fabre has

given us the lives of the insects in minutest detail and yet made
genuine poetry of it, or at least real literature, so vivid is his

vision and his power of portraying it

Indeed Fabre wrote so interestingly ^t some people, and

especially some dry-as-dust scientists accustomed to ordinary scien-
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tific books and their arid style, suspected the thoroughly scientific

quality of his underlying observations. This did not disturb Fabre,

however, who continued to write his delightful prose with flashes

of fancy and bits of humor here and there and some eminently

human reflections, and in addition did not hesitate to declare tliat he

detested the barbarous argon and utterly austere statements of fact

which made science so thorny and repellant to the young. This

unjust scientific suspicion faded in the course of time, while Fabre's

literary reputation constantly grew. Edmund Rostand, the famous

French poet, characterized Fabre as "diis great scientist who thinks

as a philosopher, sees as an artist and feels and expresses himself

as a poet." Maeterlinck called him "one of the most profound and

inventive scholars, one of the purest writers and one of the finest

poets of the century that has just passed."

It is sometimes said that an adequate yet thoroughly definite

and concrete definition of genius is that it is an infinite capacity for

taking pains. If this be so, then surely Jean Henri Fabre was a

genius almost beyond compare. No amount of trouble was too

much for him to take in order to secure absolutely first hand knowl-

edge with regard to insects. It was nothing for him to watch

patiently for hours in order to determine a single apparently quite

unimportant point with regard to insect activities. Nothing but

actual observation would satisfy him. Sometimes, so minute are

the organs of insects that he was studying, he was cwnpelled to use

a glass in order to determine just what it was that he was seeing,

but all of the pains necessary only added zest to his search after

what was as yet unknown in these matters.

Fortunately for Fabre, the vogue of nature study books began to

awake about a generation ago and the sale of his works afforded

him the meagre support which was all that he demanded in order

to be able to continue his investigation.
,
Even with this, however,

toward the end of his life he felt the severe touch of poverty and

had for a time to be cared for in. the Sisters' Hospital until Mistral,

the well-known Provencal poet, learning of his destitution, appealed

to his friends and brought Fabre's case before the French Govern-

ment, who allowed him a pension and this enabled the old man
to go on undisturbed once more with his work. It is the way of

this dear old-fashioned world of ours to give its largest rewards

and to give them very readily to those who amuse, not to those

who instruct and above all, not to those who merely devote their

lives to finding new truths for us.

All his life, however, Fabre wanted only the opporttmity to pur-

sue his studies without too much distraction. Money meant literally

nothing to him and he was absolutely blessed in having found his
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work and needed only the' chance to go on with it. He illustrates

very well in his career the fact that genius makes its way in spite

of obstacles and discouragements, for there was abnoet notiitng to

encourage him in the course of study and a great many things to

discourage him. Very probably few men have had happier lives.

He was constantly occupied with problems, some of which looked

insduble, and yet most of which he succeeded in solving by patient

observation. He was constantly finding some new thing or lighting

quite unexpectedly on some novel significence of an old fact. It is

easy to understand under these circumstances how much of happi-

ness must have been his.

Fabre had none of the advantages that are often supposed to be

helpful in the pursuit of scientific studies. In the chapters of lus

aotobiog^I^y which he included in "Souvenirs Entomologiques,"

and which have been printed in English with his papers on "The

Life on the Fly."* Fabre has argued out the question of the infloeaee

of heredity and environment in his own case and leads in-

influence of heredity and environment in his own case and leads in-

evitably to the conclusion that it is nature and not nurture that

counts, though the nature does not necessarily seem to come from

the family stock, but is a free g^ft accorded the individual. Those

who are interested in this world-old dispute as to whether heredity

or environment counts the most in helpmg human beings will find

these chapters of Fabre's autobiography very interesting, but rather

disappointing if they hold any sides in the matter.

Fabre's maternal grandfather was a process-server who kne^v how

to read and write and spell in "primitive fashion," but nothing more.

His maternal grandmother "looked on the ali^bet as a set of

hieroglyphics only to spoil your sight for nothing." His paternal

grandfather was a herdsman farmer, who would have been dumb-

founded to learn that one of his family became enamored of those

insignificant creatures, the insects, to which he had never vouch-

safed a glance in his life. His grandam, by whom Fabre was

brought up, because there were so many children at home, could not

read or write, though she could tell the children wonderful stories

of the animals that Fabre remembered to the end of his life. As
the youngest of the household he "had a right to the mattress, a

sadc stuffed with oat chaff; the others had to be content with

straw. His mother was quite illiterate. His father knew how to

write, though he Xock the greatest liberties with spelling. He was

•'•The Uf* of the Fly," with which are Interspersed some chapter* of

autobiography toy J. Henri Fabre. translated *y Alexander Teixeria de

Mattos, FUlow of tbe Zo6IoKical Society of Liondon. New Tork: Dodd.

Head fk Co. 1913.
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the first of his line to allow himself to be tempted by the town and

he lived to regret it. Badly off, having but little outlet for his

industries, making God knows what shifts to pick up a livelihood,

he went through all the disappointments of the countryman turned

townsman. Peresecuted by bad luck, borne down by the burden for

all his energy and good will, he was far indeed irom starting me
in ent(Hnolc^. He had other cares, cares more direct and more

serious. A good cuff or two when he saw me pinning an insect to

a cork was all the encouragement that I received from him. Per-

haps he was right ! Farther back all Fabre's "ancestors were sons

of the soil, ploughmen, sowers of rye, neat-herds," and yet before

he was six Fabre's power of observation had wakened up and he

was beginning to make experiments for himself.

He tells the story of his first experimental scientific observation,

made when he was between five and six. He saw the sunrise one

morning and looking at it wondered why it gave him so much
pleasure. His only pleasure before this had been that of taste for

food, though poverty had not permitted much of that nor any

great variety, still he thought that peiiiaps the sun affected him

through his mouth. He opened his mouth then and shut his eyes

and the sun vam'shed. When he shut his mouth and evened his

eyes, all the glory of the sun came to him. "I had learned by de-

duction that I see the sun with my eyes. O what a discovery ! That

evening I told the whole house about it. Grandmother smiled fondly

at my simplicity, the others laughed at it It is the way of the world.

Subsequent discoveries were not published for fear of the great

laughter that greeted my story about the sun."

Just as heredity furnishes no clue as to why this boy in the midst

of his sordid poverty-stricken conditions should become interested

in insects and nature study with an ardor that could not be quenched,

so the story of his education would seem to furnish many reasons

why he should not have become interested in nature study. How a
modern educator would sniff at the idea of teaching children any-

thing in the crowded distracting conditions amid the utterly inade-

quate facilities of the school to which Fabre went. Besides being

schoolmaster, the teacher was barber, bellringer, chcnrmaster, clock-

tender to the village and also had charge of the estate of an ab-

sentee landlord in the neighborhood. "He was an excellent man,

who could have kept school very well but for his lack of one thing,

and that was time," and yet Fabre's taste for nature-study and his

love for the insects was not stifled, but he snatched every opportunity

to learn more about the little creatures around him. "The rustic

school even in the heart of winter furnished continuous food for my
interest in tilings." He was slow to learn his letters until they

came to be represented for him as the initials of the nameb of

animals and insects. Reading was difficult until he got hold of
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Fontaine's "Fables" with the crow, the magpie, the fox, the wolf

and the insects, all persons uf his acquaintance, and then reading

came easy.

Like many another man who was later to bz famous in tlie an-

nals of science, Fabre owed the opportunity to get more than an

elementary education to the interest of his parish priest. With
the help of the cure he entered as a serving boy in the chapel at

Rodez College, and for his services he was entitled to free in-

struction as a day boarder. \'irgil, with his stories ot the bee,

the cicada, the turtle dove, the crow, the nannygoat and the golden

broom, made Latin easy, just as Fontaine had made French read-

ing like play. All his leisure time was spent with insects, though

he was only ten.

Then suddenly failure came to his father in his little business

and Fabre had to turn in to earn his own "peneorth of potatoes"

as best he could and help in the support of the family. "Life be-

came a hideous inferno of hunger and hard work." "Amid this

lamentable chaos my love for the insect ought to have gone un-

der, but it did not." He found his consolation at odd moments

in the discovery of what were to him new and wonderful insects,

which "were as a ray of sunshine in the gloomy wretchedness of

the day." Finally, when he was about fourteen, he got a posi-

tion at a school that assured him food—"dried chestnuts and

chick peas." His penchant for nature-study kept dragging him,

but he pushed it aside and took up mathematics, because there

seemed the hope of rising above the primary school, whose staff

could barely earn their bread in those days.

Fabre has described how he learned his mathematics and phy-

sical sciences for himself. "Mathematics remained, with its very

simple equipment a blackboard, a bit of chalk and a few books."

"So I flung myself with might and main into conic sections and

the calculus—a hard battle, if ever there was one, without glides

or counsellors, face to face for days on end with the abstruse prob-

lem which my stubborn thinking at last stripped of Us mysteries.

Next came the physical sciences, studied in the same manner, with

an impossible laboratory, the work of my own hands."

Then for a time Fabre suppressed all his aspirations after

knowledge of nature, for natural history could not bring him any-

where in the educatiooal system of the time and he devoted him-

self to mathematics. He taught for some years at Ajaccio, in

Corsica, but he could not quite resist the temptations of the treas-

ures in biology of the Mediterranean lying all around him. He
says of these years: "We are the wisp of straw, the plaything of

the winds; we think that we are nu^ng for a goal deliberately
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chosen. Providence drives us towards -another. Mathematics, the

exaggerated preoccupation of my youth, did me hardly any service,

and natural science, which I avoided as much as ever I could, is

the consolation of ray old age." He was discovered by visiting

naturalists, who recognized his talents for observation and en-

couraged him to broaden his knowledge of biology. One of them,

Moquin-Tandon, professor at the University of Toulouse, showed

Fabre oat day the anatomy of a snail in a soup plate filled widi

water, using a pair of scissors from the family work basket and

a couple of needles stuck into bits of vines. "This was the only

never-to-be-forgotten lesson in natural history that I ever received

in my life," says Fabre.

When it is recalled how much money has been spent in the last

half century in the training of embryo-scientists and in the supply-

ing of proper facilities for sdentiiic investigation, this simple tale

of the boyhood and scientific training of Fabre, one of the greatest

of our scientists, becomes doubly interesting. All that was needed

for him in anything was a start, and then he did the rest for him-

self. He received that start as a rule only after he had manifested

a special talent for the work. We are constantly talking in our

time about the necessity of interesting young folks in their edu-

cational work. Everything in the world was done consciously and

unconsciously to discourage the beginnings of Fabre's life-work,

and yet his nature brought him back to it and worked out its pur-

pose. He talks himself of his liking for the insects and his faculty

for observation as a quality resembling the instincts that are such

prominent features in the lives of all manner of insects. His ob-

servations and studies on diese little creatures brought him to the

conclusion that instincts were gfifts. He suggests then that human
abilities of a special order are practically always g^fts, and that

without this predous basis, opportunities and a favorable environ-

ment mean very little.

Fabre sums up the influences at work in his life in a single

paragraph as follows:

"After the details which I have already given about my an-

cestors, it would be ridiculous to lode to heredity for an explana-

tion of the fact. Nor would any one venture to suggest the words

or example of my masters. Of sdentific education, the fruit of

college training, I had oooe whatever. I never set foot In a lecture

hall except to undergo the ordeal of examination. Without mas-

ters, without guides, often without books, in spite of poverty, that

terrible extu^fuisher, I went ahead, persisted, fadng my difficulties,

until the indomitable bump ended by shedding its scanty contents.

Yes, Aey were very scanty, yet possibly of some value, if circum-
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stances had come to their assistance. I was a bom aninialist. Why
and how? No reply."

Very probably the most interesting resuU of Fabre's long life

of studies is the demonstration that any and every insect is a mar-

velous being, with instincts and habits, organs and functions that

represent simply wonderful adaptations of means to ends. All the

world has known that certain insects, as the bees and the wasps,

were possessed of the most delicate instincts tliat had been favorite

subject of study for years. What Fabre has shown, however, is

that every insect when studied deeply enough presents the same

sort of wonderful picture. There -are mysteries of function and

organs and habits of life that only the most patient careful study

duddate, but which illustrate very clearly the mysteries that exist

even in the smallest and apparently most trivial beings in the world

arotmd us. It is this calling to popular attention of the univer-

sality of the underlying mysteries intricacy of insect life that has

made Fabre's reputation. He has made the grasshoppers and

beetles and the flies and every other minute flying thing a subject of

profotmd interest. He does not think for the moment that he has

learned all about them, but, on the contrary, he confessed that he

was only beginning to know how little he really knew about them,

in the face of how much remained to be known, as the term of ex-

istence approached for him.

The cricket would not seem to be ordinarily a very promising

subject for study, and yet by the time Fabre gets through with

his researches, the cridcet has taken on an interest quite equal to

that of the bee or the ant. Indeed, it is apparently only because

the bee and the ant are more familiar to man and have been more

studied that they seem to be of so much more interest. Manifestly

none of these little creatures are without wonderful exhibitions of the

ad^>tations Of means to end that require all of human ingenuity

and patience to eluddate and that respect wondrous mysteries, the

origin of which can <Hily be attributed to an Overseeing Power that

cares as marvelously for the least as for the greatest of His crea-

tures. The growth of the cricket's wings, for instance, seems to

Fabre to present a marvdous summary of the processes of growth

in general, which usually pass unperceived, because growth is so

tlow that it is obscured beneath the veil of time. Here by ex-

oepttm growth is aocomplished with a swiftness that forces the

attei^on. "The wing of a cricket, that wonderful piece of lace

work emerging from a tiny sheath, speaks to us of another Archi-

tect, the author of the plan accordmg to which life labors." Fabre

adds:

"Whosoever would gain, without wearisome delays, a glunpae
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of the inconceivable dexterity with which the forces of life can

labor, has only to consider the Great Cricket of the vineyard. The
insect will show him that which is hidden from our curiosity by

extreme deliberation in the germinating seed, the opening leaf and

the budding flower. We cannot see the grass grow, but we can

watch the growth of the cricket's wing."

Long ago Pliny said: "In his tarn parcis, fere nullis, quae vis,

quae sapientia, quam inextricabilis perfectio!" In these humble

creatures, so small that they are almost nothings, what power, what

wisdom, what inconceivable perfection I After contemplating what

even the vineyard cricket has demonstrated, though every one from

the oldest times to our own who have studied insects has noted it,

Fabre grows impatient with those who think to explain the world

of life as merely so many chemical forces, or as summed up in

some combination of chemistry and physics for which a long Greek

name is secured. George Eliot said we map out our ignorance in

long Greek names. After making his marvelous minute observa-

tions, Fabre, whose long life of study has given him the right to

express himself with regard to life's problems, has this to say to

the over-confident theorist with regard to the origin and significance

of vitality:

"I have heard that a learned inquirer, for whom life is only a

conflict of physical and chemical forces, does not despair of one

day obtaining artificially organizable matter—protoplasm, as the

oflicial argon has it. If it were in my power, I should hasten to

satisfy this ambitious gentleman.

"But so be it; you have really prepared protoplasm. By force

of meditation, profound study, minute care, impregnable patience,

your desire is realized ; you have extracted from your apparatus an

albuminous slime, easily corruptible and stinking like the devil at

the end of a few days ; in short, a nastiness. What are you going

to do about it? Organize something? Will you give it the struc-

ture of a living edifice ? Will you inject it with a hypodermic syringe

between two impalpable plates to obtain were it only the wing of

a fly? That is very much what the cricket does. It injects its

protoplasm between the two surfaces of an embryo organ, and the

material forms a wing cover, because it finds as guide the ideal

archetype of which I spoke but now. It is controlled in the laby-

rinth of its course by a device anterior to the injection, anterior to

the material itself. This archetype, the coordinator of forms, this

primordial regulator, have you got it on the end of your syringe?

No ! Then throw away your product Life will never spring from

tiiat chemical filth."

No lorm of insect, no matter how trivial or commonplace it
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might appear, has failed to be of interest to Fabre if it came

wiHiin the sphere of his attention, and invariably when he in-

vestigated, he was sure to find wonderful instincts at work and

his patience elaborated the explanaticMis of them. One of his

classic studies is on the elephant beetle, ^t grotesque-looking in-

sect, a living caricature in the insect world of the elephant, the

beetle with the prodigious snout. It was very hard to understand

for a long time just why this creature had to carry "this em-

barrassing pike, this ridiculous snout, stiffly outstretched like a

lance, in rest in order to keep from stumbling." When Fabre be-

gan his study he could not help but feel that for most people the

answer to the question that he was posing was of so little im-

portance that all they would do over it would be to shrug their

shoulders. His reflection is, "Well, if the only end of life is to

make money by hook or by crook, such questions are certainly

ridiculous." He answers his own reflection, however, with the

counter reflection:

"Happily there are some to whom nothing in the majestic riddle

of the universe is little. They know of what humble materials the

bread of thought is kneaded—a nutriment no less necessary than

the bread made from wheat, and they know that both laborers

and inquirers nourish the world with an accumulation of crumbs."

Fabre soon found that this trunk-like appendage in the elephant

beetle was an awl for boring into acorns. He worked out that its

length was adapted to penetrating into the cup of the acorn in

such a way as to provide a place for the larvae that would hatchi

from its egg just in that portion of the acorn where the new-bom
grub will find light and juicy and easily digested nutriment. Though
the process of boring the acorn with a slow to and fro motion,

such as men use in inserting an awl, often takes the better part

of a day, mother will try many acorns in order to assure herself

that the food provided for the young is of just the proper kind.

The surprise is that the long canal shall be made through the full

length of the acorn in many cases instead of boring directly

through the cap, which would be much easier, and depositing the

egg there. In the making of the long canal, however, mother

provides an amount of finely divided food material which the

young grub after feasting on the succulent material at the base

of the acorn consumes from day to day, gradually growing in

strength until it is able to tackle successfully the harder and less

digestible material of the solid acorn itself and complete its growth

by the nutrition thus obtained.

In a word, this gp-otesque-looking beetle mother possesses in-

stincts that enable her to anticipate very exactly the need of her
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unborn offspring and to provide for them, even though it takes

her comparatively quite as much trouble as any human mother to

provide for her little ones. No trouUe is too much to take, aad

with tenacious perseverance the ovum is ^skeed just where the

new-born grub cail drink from a living spring of nourishment in

the acorn, and at the same time mother prepares for the next

stage of nutrition a long tube of fine easily digested meal.

"But these are trivialties! Not so, if you please, but high and

important matters, speaking to us of the Infinite pains which pre-

side over the preservation of the least of things, witnesses of a

superior logic which regulates the smallest details."

Fabre's studies of insects have led him above all to question the

ordinarily accepted explanation of odor as being invariably due to

minute particles of the substance which ccHitains or causes the

scent floating in the air or else to gaseous products which are

given off from it. His studies particularly of such butterflies as the

so-called peacock butterflies make it very clear that this explana-

tion of the power of scent which they exhiWt is alt<^fether in-

adequate. Within twenty four hours after the great peacock female

butterfly is bom dozens of males come from miles around to visit

her, though none of them had been noted before in that neigh-

borhood. Manifestly there was some lure in the atmosf^re that

attracted them, latere is not the slightest odor that is in any way
discernible to human senses connected with this great moth. Not

only that, but if the creature be surrounded by a ,whde series

of strongly smelling materials, they do not seem to disturb in any

way the attraction which the moth has. In a room that is full of

strong scents and rank odors of all kinds the male moth will

go straight to the door of a closet in which the female moth is

confined and beat against it till exhausted. If the moth Is con-

fined, however, within a closed bell jar sealed with a glass plate,

even though it is placed in the open window in the light where ita

magnificent colors are very striking, the male moths will pass by

this apparently unescapeatie object to seek the wire cage in which

the female was previously cc«fined and to which manifestly still

dings the lure that has attracted them.

Fabre argues then that while many odors doubtless are due to

emission processes, sene ot Ibtm tmdoubtedly are due to vibra-

tions, and he insists that smell has two domains, that of particles

carried in the air and that of etherie waves. We human mortals

know only the first category of odors. The second categ^ of

odor, far superior in its action through space, escapes us completely

because we lack the essential sensory equipment. The moth does

not emit molecules, but somethiog about it vibrates, causing waves
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c^Ue of pn^>agation to distances incompatible with an actual

diffusion of matter. Ihe great entomologists conclusion is: "Like

light, odor has its x-rays. Let science, instructed by the insect, one

day give us a radiograph sensitive to odors, and this artificial nose

will open a new world of mar\els."

Some of Fabre's observations have revoluticmized the tradi-

tional significance of insects and their ways very strikingly and not

infrequently modified profoundly also the scientific knowledge with

regard to these little creatures. Perhaps one of the most strik-

ing revolutions in popular science came with regard to the cigale,

a word that may be translated grasshopper, though Fabre's studies

were with regard to a species not usually classed as grasshopper-

in English. Nearly every one remembers the fable of the cigale,

or the grasshopper, and the ant. According to this story with a

moral the cigale spends its time all during the warm weather of

die summer singing idly for its own satisfaction, careless of the

future and apparently forgetful of the fact that the cold weather is

coming, when it will not be able to obtain food and therefore

must perish if it has no store of provisions. According to the

&Ue, the cigale in its extremity in the winter weather goes begging

to the ant for food and is refused in the famous words, "You
tang all summertime, now you can dance during the winter."

Fabre in his. book "Social Life in the Insect World" has traced

this fable or legend back to the distant classic Uterature. M^op
has it and probably it is even older than that. It has been one o(

the means of teaching children thrift among many nations and

will doubtless continue to serve that same useful purpose, though

Fabre has shown that it is entirely false to the realities of nature.

According to the old story, the cigale begs for grain, though any

such diet would be absolutely incompatible with her delicate mouth

arrangements, which are meant only for drinking in the sap of

trees, for this is the only food that the cigale takes. The child

is the best guardian of tradition and Fabre suggests that "he will

doubtless preserve for future generations the absurd nonsense of

which the body of the fable is constructed; the cigale will always

be hungry when the cold comes, although there were never cigales

in winter; she will always beg alms in the shape of a few gfraind

of wheat, a diet absolutely incompatible with her delicate capillary

'tongue' and according to the story, in desperation 'she will hunt

for flies and grubs although she never eats.'

"

As a matter of fact, as Fabre proceeds to show In his article

on the cigale, it is the ant that comes to the cigale for food, not

the opposite tiiat is ever the case. There is just exactly a cor-

responcUng reversal of significance to diat which has taken place
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with regard to the spider and the fly. Children used to be taught

to look upon the spider as an awful ogre, who laid in wait for

and devoured the innocent flies. Many a fable has been constructed

ih which there was a warning of the dangers of life for young
folks represented by the story of the spider and the fly, who is

invited to walk into the spider's parlor and meets her do<Mn there.

Feelings of abhorrence were created for the q>ider, while the fly was

looked at as an innocent victim of her enemy's wiles. As a matter

of fact, instead of the spider being an enemy of mankind, deserving

in any way to be dreaded, recent knowledge shows him constantly a

helpmate of mankind, while the fly is perhaps man's worst enemy
in the insect world. More diseases and death are due to the fly

than to any other of the winged creatures. At last we are getting

to know something of the r^ities of insect life.

The ant is not only a shameless beggar from the dgale, but even

does not hesitate at theft horn the cigale's private well which that

creature is wont to bore, especially during the season of drought,

through the bark of some suitable shrub until she reaches the little

rivers of sap within the branch. Fabre has seen ants gnaw at

the daws of the cigale, tug at the ends of her wings, climb on her

back, tickle her antennae, try to move her in any possible way in

order to get soait share in the liquid that she was drawing out of

the branch. The great French entomologist still further reverses

the action described by the fable by the observation that when the

cigale dies, as it does toward the end of the summer, the ants often

discover the remains, dissect it into tiny fragments and store it

away in their stock of provisions. They sometimes do not wait for

the death of the insect, and Fabre has often seen a dying cigale

whose wings were still trembling in the dust drawn , and quartered

by a gangi> of bandit ants.

A good old story with a fine moral to it is thus spoiled, but a

series of true observations comes in to take its place. One of the

younger Proven(^l poets has told the newer story in verse of the

real grasshopper and the ant, and the terminal stanzas carry that

other moral, that the practical man of affairs is always prone to

think of the artist as doing nothing, though it so often proves that

the artist's work is ever so much more enduring than that of the

sdf-sufficient maker of money and storer up of "unconsidered

trifles ;" for the dreamer lives forever and the toiler dies in a day."

"Here is the tale related duly,

And little resembling the fable, truly

!

Hoarders of farthings, I know, deuce take it.

It isn't the story as you would make it!
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Crook-fingers, big bellies, what do you say,

Who govern the world with the cash-box—^hey?

"You have spread the story, with shrug and smirk.

That the artist ne'er does a stroke of work;

And so let him suffer, the imbecile I

Be you silent! 'tis you, I think,

When the cigale pierces the vine to drink.

Drive her away, her drink to steal

;

And when she is dead—you make your meal I"

Fabre himself emphasizes over and over again that the insects

far from being unthrifty or sluggards, ire usually workers of

the most strenuous kind and accomplish purposes that seem quite

beyond them. Nature has little ro(»n for drones of any kind and

usually they are disposed of without much ado by those around

them. Indeed, the great purpose of insect life seems to be that

there shall be no waste in the world. Whenever there is any-

thing lying idle, apparently there is an insect provided to use it

up in some way. As soon as the fruits are ripe, many different

kinds of insects find their way into them to lay their eggs, and the

larvae then hatched are thus provided with a plentiful store of food.

If wool garments are put aside, it requires the most careful pre-

caution to keep them from being eaten by moths. Meat tiiat is

unprotected soon becomes the home of various crawling things,

whose own purpose is their nutrition in the meat, but whose place

in the scheme of things in general is to help dispose of some-

thing that is not being used. Nature has no use for the accumu-

lation of materials that may be stored away where they accom-

plish no good purpose. Insect life was especially designed to

prevent such idle accumulations and there are some wonderful in-

genuities in the process.

Fabre discusses what seems to be at first glance the awful cruelty

of the insect world, needless apparently or at least often gratuitous,

quite purposeless. As in the case of philanthus, which after kill-

is^ tiie b^ by stinging them in the cervical ganglion, presses the

honey out of the bee's stomach and greedily laps it up, gluttony

sometimes seems to be the only impelling motive. More careful

study, however, always reveals other purposes and often redeems

nature from the chai^ of cruelty. Indeed, this has so often proven

to be the case when the subject was carefully investigated that it

seems almost sure that whenever enough is known about the events,

there is some much deeper justification for what seems needless

cruelty than could possibly be imagined from superficial informa-

tioa.
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Fabre found that pkilantkus after killing the bees by a sting,

which brought practically instantaneous and therefore quite pain-

less death, fed the bodies to her larva. These little creatures are

exclusively proteid eaters, are quite incapable of digesting honey

and the slightest amount of that material or anything resembling

it, if it is mixed with their food, leads them to refuse it, or, if

they are hungry enough to eat it, causes them to sidcen and did

from it. The mother insect philantkus then in removing the honey

entirely from the bee's stcmach is in reality saving her offspring

from being poisoned. Men in the preparation of foodstuffs have

learned how to eliminate a number of materials that would prove

harmful if allowed to remain. How philantkus learned to do this

and came to the knowledge that food material which she her-

self liked very much would be fatal to her young we do not know.

The whole procedure, however, of jM-oviding food for her young

and seeing that toxic material was not allowed to contaminate it

is so c<Mnpletely reminiscent of what men do in their preparation

of animal food as to constitute a very striking compUtaent to the

instinct of the insect.

Much has been made of the presence of cruelty in the animal

world, and particularly among the insects, as if this arg^ued the

absence of Providence or any spirit of kindliness in the universe

around us. Fabre 's investigations, however, show clearly that

while in poetic phrase nature may be "red in tooth and claw,"

there is always something behind the apparent needless cruelty

that justifies it. Above all, his studies demonstrate that even the

animals and insects are "cruel to be kind." It is almost as a rule

in the exercise of the maternal instinct of providing food for

their young that the insects seem to be most cruel. They deprive

others of life, but it is surprising how often this is done under

circtunstances that make the death agony as brief and as painless

as possible. These little creatures know how to find the vital spot

in the armor of their prey and to attack that portion which will

most surely cause rapid death. How they learned their lessons in

comparative anatomy is indeed difficult for us to understand, but

such facts represent some of the most wonderful mysteries that

there are in the science of living creatures.

The principle of the struggle for existence so often quoted in

justification of cruelty among men, or at least of egotistic striv-

ing and forgetfulness of others, has its true significance illustrated

very well among the insects. The various species do not quarrel

among themselves, though they may sacrifice members of o&er
species for their own benefit and particularly for their children.

What is particularly found among the insects is mutual aid. A
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great many of diem live in oomnumities and prove by their help-

fulness to each other how much can be accmnplished in this way.

Above all, the instincts for the care of the young are devdoped

to such an extent as to make the study of tiiis j^iase of insect

Hfe <me of the most interesting in biology. Nowhere is the Scrip-

tural i^rase that the weak may confound the strong so well illu-

strated as in the results of the studies of insect life. These Iktle

creatures would seem to present only the most childish interests

and traits of the simplest possible description, but, on the contrary,

dieir lives are very complex and are full of a wisdom far above

anything that man had imagined in their regard.

Commenting on the fact that philanthus larvae is so exclusively

carnivorous that even small amount of other food material proved

disturbing and even fatal to it, suggests that believers in trans-

formism, that is, in the theory of descent according to which

species become gradually transformed into others, would explain

it on the evolutionary principle that all of the very early animals

were carnivorous, as man was himself at the beginning, but that

such creatures as the bee have learned in the process of evolution

to dispense completely with chance won aliments, and renouncing

the chase forever have acquired a degree of moral and physical

prosperity that the predatory species are far from sharing.

Fabre says, "This is what I should say if I were a transformist.

All this is a chain of highly logical deductions and hang^ together

with a certain air of reality, such as we like to look for in a hositi

of transformist's arguments which are put forward as irrefutable.

Well, I make a present of this pretty deductive theory to whoso-

ever desire it and without the least regret; I do not believe a

single word of it, and I confess my profound ignorance of the

origin of the twofold system of diet."

Over and over again Fabre insists that the spinning of theories

means very little for real advance in science, and that it is the

making of observations that count. While Father Wasmann, S. J.,

after Fabre perhaps the best known of European entomologists,

though his labors were more particularly confined to the ants and

their hosts and guests, has come to be persuaded that there is not

only a possibility, but an actuality of the transformation of certain

species into others, Fabre, whose knowledge is ever so much wider,

whose powers of observation are, if possible, more acute and whose

years of study far exceed those of his Jesuit colleague, has no

patience at all with the theories of evolution. Like Virchow, Fabre

did not hesitate to say that the spinning of theories of evolution

has wasted an immense amount of time in the science of the last

half century, and that we are not nearly knowing enough as yet to
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undentaad anythii^ about tfie amtttr and it is fuite futile to

speculate until we know ever so much more.

Fabre's greatest work is his "Souvenirs Entomelogi^ues," which

has ffmt into many editions. A few di the volumes of this series

have, as we have said, already i^tpeared in Englidi and others are

about to appear. The best known is his "Social Life in the Insect

World," but practically any of his bo<^ is intmsely interesting

and has a certain sympathetically human point of view that is al-

most sure to attract attention. One need not be an entomologist

or even much interested in insects to find these marvelous stories

a real wonder book. The tales of insect life are as interesting as

fairy stories for children, and in many ways and cases quite as

surprising as those fables for diildhood; but Fabre's stories are

all realties of actual observation in the little creatures around us

that seem to be of such little importance and yet prove to have

been ^e subject of the most loving care, the most beneficent wis-

dom and the most ingenious adaptation of means to end.

With all his wonderful knowledge of details in his science, so

far surpassing other men in his department, Fabre was one of the

humblest of men. What he craved was not recognition, but the

chance to do ever more and more of his beloved work. He had

to work as hard in die midst of poverty and trial for himself and

his family as Millet, the great French painter, had to and with as

marvelous success. Indeed, a striking parallel between the lives

of the two men might very readily be drawn, and probably the

most interesting feature of it would be the fact that these two of

the greatest geniuses of France in their generation lacked anything

like appreciation until toward the end of their lives. When one

looks around and sees the trivial accomplishments, espedally if

they provide superficial entertainment for the multitude, that are

richly rewarded and then considers that Francois Millet and Jean

Henri Fabre had to be rescued from poverty by friends or they

might have perished in the midst of their work, and that Millet's

life was probably shortened by the sufferings he had to endure, then

indeed the supreme trivialty of popular estimation is brought home
to us. If you can use your heels in some novel way, there is a

fortune in it. To have something in your head, however, that sets

you far above the rest of mankind, so that what you accomplish

in life may be a precious heritage for all future generations, in

no guarantee against starvation.

It is a long while ago since Publius Syrus, himself probably a

slave, who had been brought to Rome, yet whose reflections on

humanity probably represent as profound insight into human ways

as were ever written, declared "Ingenium laudatur et alget"

—
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"genius is praised"—and starves. Fortunately neither his trials

nor his hard work shortened Fabre's life. the contrary, his

constant occupati<Mi of mind with his beloved insects and the new
discoveries that he was ever making and the pleasant surprises

of unexpected knowledge that were ever coming to him gave a

zest to existence that made life supremely interesting even be-

yond fourscore and ten. Until the very end Fabre was able to

go on widi his work and his writing.

It was not until he was seventy that he was able to give up all

other work and devote himself to his insects. By that time his

writings brought him the meagre income that was all sufficient

for lus modest wants. He wrote at Uiis time: "The wish is

realized. It is a Uttle late, O my pretty insects! I greatly fear

that the peach is offered me only when I have no teeth wherewith

to eat it Is the time remaining enough, O my busy hymenoptera,

to enable me to add yet a few seemly pages to your history ? Or
will my failing stret^fth cheat my good intentions?"

His cottage was not in the midst of lovely gardens and with

the romantic surroundings that one might readily anticipate in

Southern France. On the contrary, it was on one of those sun-

baked wind-swept wastes which the Provencals call hamas—
nothing but weeds grew around him. Land was cheaper in such

surroundings and economy had always to be a compelling mo-
tive widi Fabre, but the principal reason for his location was that

in the weeds all round him insects swarmed in great profusion

and that made it a paradise for Fabre.

With all that he knew toward the end of his life and, above

all, all that he had added to human knowledge, the one deep im-

pression that had been produced by him was how little he knew.

He had learned so much, had undone so many false impressions

of his own, had found the facts that he discovered so often to

contradict the theories that he had formed, that he came to realize

what an immense amount remains still to be known. This he

tttifhasiztd over and over again, and above all was impatient with

those who because they knew a few things, or had learned a new
fact or two about life, wanted to theorize about the whole subject

of vitality and dictate their theories to others. He once said:

"Because I have stirred a few grains of sand on the shore, am
I in a position to know the depths of the ocean? Life has un-

fathomable secrets. Human knowledge will be erased from the

archives of the world before we possess the last word that the

gnat has to say to us. Scientifically, Nature is a riddle without

a definite solution to satisfy man's curiosity. Hypothesis follows

hypothesis; the theoretical rubbish heap accumulates and truth
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ever eludes us. To know how not to know (what is not so) might
well be the last word of wisdom."

Fabre is one of the men whose serious studies would give him
a right, if any one were to have it, to spin theories. Ordinarily,

however, it is exactly those who have least rig^t from their per-

sonal studies who insist on making theories supposed to fit into

nature studies in various ways and which often seem logical enough

until some small newly discovered fact or other completely revolu-

tionizes our knowledge and shows that nature usually does things

much more simply than man imagines. For a time, Fabre, be-

cause of his refusal to pay any attention to the various theories

of evolution and their many developments, which were supposed

to exi^ain so many things otherwise inexplicable, was looked upon

among scientists as being old fogyish or influenced by some ex-

traneous consideration to oppose what they were sure represented

the last word in science. Virchow, the great German pathologist,

as I have recently shown in a sketch of him in "Makers of Mod-
ern Medicine," suffered some of the same scientific disfavor for

the same reason. Vitalism, that is, the belief in a principle of life

independent of physical and chemical forces, became unpopular

and its adherents were looked upon as exhibiting some senile attri-

butes of impossibility of advance in thought. The wheel of opinion

has swung round in science, however, and now vitalism is in favor

once more, conservatism has become the rule and the decade from

70 to Bo in the nineteenth century, when so many superficial scient-

ists were sure that they could explain "everything under the sun

and a few other things besides," is now often spoken of as "the

silly seventies."

Fabre lived long enough to see this change of opinion. A. great

many of the older scientists of the nineteenth century, however,

including particularly our own Agassiz, who always stood out

against natural selective theories of the explanation of evolution

and insisted that the world would some time come to recognize

how utterly superficial they were, did not have that privilege.

Now that those theories are nearly two generations before the

public without any proof being afforded of their doctrinal char-

acter, it is much easier to understand on what dubious grounds

they were presented and how well it was for science that at least

any of the older scientists stood out against them. The objec-

tion of old fogyism so often urged against the conservative scient-

ists is now seen to be only an expression of impatience on the part

of superficial students of subjects who think that they have ex-

hausted all knowledge with regard to it when they are as yet only

on the threshold of their knowledge. Fabre's death closes the
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roll of the scientists who lived through the stormy period, and it

is a consolation to know that he lived to see the reaction toward

conservatism in full swing before his passing.

James J. Walsh
Nevr Tork City.
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OUTLINES OF THE DOCTRINE OF THE MYSTICAL LIFE.

THE MIRACULOUS.

"Vere tu es Deus absconditus," says the Prophet. "Thon, O Liord. art
indeed a hidden Qod." (la. xlv., 16.)

OD is hidden behind the veil of natural causes as far as HU

-J
natural presence and action are concerned. He is hidden be-

hind the veil of faith and the sacraments as far as His super-

natural action and presence of love in the soul of the just are con-

cerned. During the thirty-three years of His life on earth the Son of

God was hidden behind the transparent veil of His sacred flesh, taken

from the most pure womb of the Virgin Mary, and He is now
totally hidden behind the veil of the sacramental species in the

sacrament of His love. Hidden ! hidden ! hidden

!

Is then God without the power of showing forth His presence

and His action? Is He deprived of the means of raising or draw-

ing aside from time to time one or the other of these veils which

are of His own making? Cannot He, when He so wills, intervene

directly in the affairs of this lower world and manifest Himself

to men? It would be absurd to admit it, for it would be settling

bounds to the Infinite power of God, which would amount to a

denial of God, pure and simple. Besides, we have positive evi-

dence of such an interference of God in human affairs. History,

both sacred and profane, that of our own times as well as that

of all past centuries, bears witness to the fact that God has a way
' of His own of showing forth, when He so wills, His presence

and His action. God has a sign all His own, which, when it

appears, men, even the most obtuse or the most obdurate, are

compelled, unless they deliberately stultify themselves, to exclaim:

"Digitus Dei est hie!" Here surely is the finger of God, the mark
of God, the sign of God, the unmistakable sign of His presence

and of His action!

That sign is the miraculous.

What is a miracle? What place does it hold in the ecenomy

of religion? What place does it obtain particularly in this de-

partment of religion which we call the "Mystical Life?" Is the

miraculous the all in all of mystical life, as some modern writers

would fain have us believe? Or is it but an exception, or at least

an accidental adjunct to mystical life proper?

It is time that we should at last grapple at close quarters with

this question, which is not difficult in itself, but which has been

terribly obscured by the rashness of s(xne writers. I propose to
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do so in this and the next (two) chapters. I want to show (clearly)

that the miraculous is not an essential element of the mystical life,

and that it is a grievous mistake to make the two terms miractdoMs

and mystical synonomous. In order to do this successfully, I have

thought of nothing better than of offering first (in this chapter)

a summary of the doctrine on miracle as I have gfathered it from

the "Sununa Theolc^ca" of St. Thomas. However, in order not

to be taxing the patience of the reader by incessant quotations, I

will give here all at once, for the use of the diligent student,

the references in their proper order. Prima: 9. 105, a 6, 7, 8.

9, 110. 4.—III, 3, 4.—114, 4.—117. 3 ad I. Prima Secundse: 9.

III. 1,4.—113. 10. Secunda Secundae: 9. 171-178. Tertia:9. 13.

—

27-36,—38. 2 ad £.—^40. 2 ad i.—^43-45.—76. 8.—84. 3 ad 4.

What then is a miracle?

A miracle is an event of the sensible order, which totally ex-

ceeds the capacity of created nature, and therefore can have but

God alone for its secret cause. It is a marvelous sort of event,

calculated forcibly to draw upon itself the attention of men and

excite their admiration. It is a kind of a sign, the special sign of

God, which He employs in order to give to men an extraordinary

demonstration of something supernatural, as, for example, of His

divine attributes—infinite power, justice, mercy, love, etc., or of some

mystery of religion, as the Holy Trinity, the Incarnation, the Re-

demption, the glory of Christ in heaven, His real Presence in the

Blessed Sacrament ; or, again, in order to give some glimpse of the

Qiurch Triumphant, or of the Church Suffering, or of the present

or the future state of the Militant Church, or of the awful secrets of

the world of sin and damnation, or, finally, in order to set in its

proper light the wonderful sanctity of some servant of God, even

during the days of his pilgrimage on earth, or to enable him to

accomplish some special mission. This was the case, for instance,

with St Catherine of Siena when she brought back the Papacy

from Avignon to Rome, and with Blessed Joan of Arc when she

delivered France from the yoke of the English, to the greatest

weal of both nations.

Frwn this description of miracle as a marvelous sign of God,

totally exceeding the capacity of created nature and given to men
to teadi them something supernatural, it will be easy to determine

and useful to point out what is no miracle.

First. The work of the six days of creation was not a miracle

properly speaking, though indeed the immediate work of God ^d
stupendous beyond expression, because it was no exception to the

laws of nature, but titeir very institution, and there was no mani

as yet to be a witness of the process. Secondly, the immediate
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creation of souls by Almighty God day by day, generation after

generation, throughout all centuries is no miracle, since it evades

the direct observation of man and is inviolably linked with the

natural laws which rule the propagation of the race. Thirdly,

the purely spiritual effects of g^race, under all its forms, of the

Sacraments, of Prayer at all its degp-ees, of the Holy Sacrifice of

the Mass, the justification of the sinner, the internal illumination

and invigoration of a soul, the transformation of the fervent

Christian into Christ, the wonderful ascent of the same Christian,

from virtue to virtue, even to the highest peak of heroic sanctity

—

all these purely spiritual effects are not miracles, because, in them-

selves, they are out of the sphere of the direct observation of men.

Fourthly, the intervention, cm the one hand, of our guardian angel,

on the other of the devils in the affairs of our soul, have nothing

of the miraculous as long as they do not take some tangible or

visible form. Fifthly, the illusions of the devil, as is obvious,

cannot be called miracles. Sixthly, the tricks of cle\'er mounte-

banks, the frauds of sacrilegious scoundrels, be they never so in-

explicable to the simple-minded, are not miracles. Seventhly, nor

are miracles those natural jAenomena of rare occurrence and the

cause of which may happen to be unknown, such as an eclipse of

the sun or of the moon, the aurora borealis, comets, shooting stars,

etc., which have the privil^e of exciting intense wonder, especially

among the unlearned. Finally, though most of the ecstasies of the

great servants of God are genuine miracles, some, however, are

not, as we shall explain in its proper place, in Part II. of these

"Outlines."

There are three degrees of miraculousness—the lowest, the

higher and the highest. The lowest d^ee of a miracle consists

in the manner in which an event took place, as, for instance, when
a sick person is suddenly cured, as is related of St. Peter's mother-

in-law (Mat. viii., 15), or when a conversion from unbelief and

sinfulness to sanctity is made, as that of St. Paul, in an instant,

all gradual process being dispensed with. The higher degree is

the miracle called in the person, as, for instance, when a dead man
is made to live again, or one born blind to see. The highest de-

gree of miracle is when the whole substance of the event totally

exceeds the forces of created agencies, as when the shadow on

the clock of Achaz was made to go back so many degrees, or when
two bodies are made to occupy the same space, as was the case

in the virgin birth of Our Lord, and in His coming out of the

tomb without removing the stone, and in His coming into the rocMn,

fhe doors remaining closed; as will be the case also with all the

predestined, after the resurrection of the bodies, whenever they will
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encounter material obstacles and go through them with the ease

of a ray of light passing through clearest crystal.

Not all miracles are public. Some are accomplished in secret,

so that he only that is the object
,
of miraculous intervention knows

the fact and can give testimony of it. Such miracles have very

often happened in the lives of the saints. Some hidden miracles

are articles of faith ; ^us the conception of our Lord from a virgin

and His vii^n birth. But those wrought in confirmation of the

truth faith are necessarily manifest; such were the many miracles

performed by our Lord during His public apostolate, as also tliose

in favor of the people of God in the Old Testament and those

which the Apostles, the first Christians, the martyrs and the saints

of all centuries have performed in order to establish or to con-

sdidate the religion of Christ.

Although the gift of miracles is of the kind of graces called

"gratis datse" and therefore must not be confused with the g^ace

"gratum fadens," which is properly sanctifying grace, neverthe-

less, certain dispositions, such as a lively faith, either in the per-

former of the miracle or in him who is the object of it, perse-

verance in prayer and fasting, chastity and an heroic spirit of mor-

tification contribute greatly to the operation of miracles, as our

Lord has taken pains to inculcate time and again in His Gospel.

£xcq>t in the blessed Soul of our Lord, Who had it in its fullness

to exercise it for Himself and to communicate it to men as He
willed, the grace of miracles is not an habitual possession, but only

a passing impression.

To what sort of the presence of God is the performance of

miracles to be ascribed? Simply to His natural presence; God

suspends the laws of nature by the same power that He established

them. The invisible ministrations of the angels are pressed into

service for the carrying out of miracles, just as it is pressed into

service for the government of this material universe. "Nonne

onmes sunt administratorii spiritus?" Are diey not all ministering

sfMrits, sent to minister for them who shall receive the inheritance

of salvation? (Hab. i., i6).

Almost innumerable are the varieties of miracles that have been

wrought out by Almighty God at various times in the sky, on the

earth, on the sea, on the persons of men, in beasts and plants and

rocks and all the elements, in all departments of this material uni-

verse, as was fitting indeed to show forth His absolutely sovereign

dominion over the works of His hands.

Here, now, are some of the most oranmon miracles

:

The marvelous command given to some men over brute nature,

animate and inanimate. This was very conspicuous in Moses,
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Elias, Elisoeus, Our Lord, His Apostles and certain privilc^^ed

saints—^the gifts of tongue, of healing, of casting out devils, of

prophecy, of reading the secret thoughts of men and the hidden

state of their conscience.

Seeing God face to face in bodily form, as did Adam, Abraham,

Moses ; or after the Resurrection of Our Lord, seeing Him in some

incident of His earthly life and dolorous passion, or in His glory,

or in the Blessed Sacrament also seeing the saints in glory, or

the poor souls in put^tory, or angels or devils in bodily form and

having speech with them.

The constancy of martyrs in the midst of the most horrible tor-

ments. Certain extraordinary diseases of the saints, as, for in-

stance, those of St. Lidwine of Shiedam. Living a considerable

time without food or on no other nourishment but the Holy Euchar-

ist. Bearing the Sacred Stigmata or a Crown of Thorns, some-

times visible, sometimes invisible, etc.

Levitation of the body in the air its instantaneous transporta-

tion at enormous distances, apparent bilocation.

Visions, revelations, locutions, either imaginary, i. e., perceptible

to the senses or purely intellectual, raptures or the like extraor-

dinary phenomena met with in the lives of the saints.

The rules for discerning genuine miracles from apparent or

spurious ones will find their proper place in the third part of these

"Outlines," when we shall have to treat of the "Discernment of

the Various Spirits." Suffice it to say that the Church is the su-

preme, infallible judge of the genuineness of miracles, because she

has received from our Lord, tc^ether with the Holy Ghost, the

fullness of teaching authority and the promise of His own per-

sonal assistance: "Behold," He said to His Apostles on the day

of His Ascension, "I am with you even till the consummation of

the world."

MIRACULOUS VERSUS MYSTICAL.

How it ever came into the mind of some modern Catholic writers

to make mysticism synonymous with miracle passes my under-

standing.

Compare the two notions; they are simply contradictory with

one another. The essence of mysticism consists in its pure spiritual-

ness and secrecy ; on the contrary, that of miracle in its manifesta-

tion, its coming into the order of things perceived by the senses,

its striking wonder in the mind of those who witness it.

Mystical life, as we must by this time have realized, is nothing

else but the intercourse of a loving soul with the loving God
in the secret of the heart. It is something hidden, secret, hence
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the name. Now, as long as God is blindly perceived by the loving

sod in the secret of her heart, there is no miracle, because it is

a purely spiritual ^t; but the moment the vision of God takes

a definite aspect, or words either intellectual or articulate are

spoken and a distinct message delivered to the mystic, or some ex-

traordinary, sensible token of what is passing between God and
him is given to the outside world, then we are in the miraculous.

I am not far from thinking that if all Christians lived the fuU^

ness of Christian life, lived the mystical life, pure and simple and

common, as I am endeavoring to describe it in these "Outlines,"

Hved it to the best of their ability and to the fullest extent of Ihe

grace that would undoubtedly be given them—they all would be

favored, at some time or other of their pilgrimage, publicly or in

secret, oftener in secret, with some miraculous OMnmunication from

God. I am inclined to believe that whenever God meets with a

truly faithful and generous soul, He cannot restrain Himself, and

in the impetuosity of His love, He feels compelled to lift a comer

of the veil and allow His servant a glimpse, just a passing glimpse,

of heavenly things, or to deal out to him, now and again, one oif

those entrancing, heavenly delicacies which fill a soul with unutter-

able, unearthly delights.

The wonder perhaps is not so much that this should occur now
and again, as we see in the lives of the saints, but that it should,

even with the saints, be but the exception, and not the constant

rule. The wonder is that the supernatural presence of the loving

God in the loving soul and its body should not betray itself oftener

by miraculous effects, and that this marvelous new being, the fer-

vent Christian, this true child of God, this little God, should go

through life appearing in no way different physically from the other

men, abandoned to sloth and sin and infidelity. But there is good

reason for such being the case. A comparison will help us to un-

derstand this.

During the earthly life of Our Lord for obvious reasons it was

not desirable that the glory of His hypostatic union should break

forth openly and habitually upon His human countenance and shine

in the eyes of all. It would have interfered with the [dan of God
as to the way of our redemption, made the Passion of Christ ani

impossibility and rung frcnn men, by a sort of moral violence, the

assent they ought to have gfiven Him only freely. Still, the divine

g^ory was, even tfien, by right due to His sacred Humanity, and

it was, no doubt, in order to teach us this truth that the incident

of the Transfigfuration todc place. Was the Transfiguration a

mirade? It was rather the momentary cessation of a long con-

tinuied miracle. It was by a mirade that the divine glory did not
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shine all the time around our Saviour, from the moment of His

virginal birth to that of His entombment and the transfiguration

was but a shc»-t respite, an interruption for a brief space of time, of

that life-long miracle.

Now, very much in the same way we may assume that, for

obvious reasons, it is desirable that during the days of their pil-

grimage on earth the essential glory of the mystical union of the

saints with God should not be allowed to shine in the eyes of men
continually by miraculous phenomena, such as visions, revelations,

raptures, the gifts of healing, of prophecy, of cmnmand over na-

ture, etc. Otherwise it would gravely interfere with the conditions

of our present life of trial, during which we are to walk by faith.

It would put an earthly premium upon sanctity, tamper with the

purity of our intention, take away the merit of faith and threaten

the solidity of the whole supernatural order. It would so glorify

the true Church in the eyes of men as to interfere, by a sort of

moral violence, with their free will. Moreover, it would have within

the Church the grave inconvenience of revealing not only who are

mystics, but also by contrast who are not; of publishing to the

world the secret of consciences, since we would have in our hands

a test whereby to tell who is a saint and, by implication, also who
is a sinner. Furthermore, it would make the lives of the saints

unbearable, by reason of the many who would gape at them, dog
their footsteps everywhere, in order to see miracles, crowd around

them, importunate them. Finally, the constant gift of visions and

revelations would make lives of the saints unbearable also by reason

of the too intense joy and proportionately intense revulsion of sor-

row which would be their lot; intensest joy at what they would

be made to see and taste of the heavenly mysteries, and imme-
diately after, sadness unspeakable at being compelled to live yet

a while in such-a world of sin and to mix with men who love not

God.

From all this it clearly follows that we must look upon it as

one of the laws of the general economy of grace that with the saints,

as well as with Holy Church and the world at large, miraculous

phenomena are the exception and not the rule.

Is it not evident in view of all this that those modern writers who
now talk of mystical states, meaning thereby only extraordinary

and miraculous states, make themselves guilty of an intolerable

misuse of language? The mystical states are the following: First,

that of a beginner, which is called also the way of Purity ; secondly,

that of one making progress or the Illuminative Way ; thirdly, that

of the Perfect or the Unitive Way. There are in reality no other

mystical states but these three, and they are so irrespective of the
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presence or absence of any miraculous element. If some miraculous

phenomena are occasionally superadded, these are something abso-

hitely accidental, distinct from the mystical state as such and must

not be confused with it.

Some miracles may, indeed, be a manifestation of the mystical

life within, but they are not the mystical life itself, nor are they

essential to it; Ihey are simply an overgrowth, a sort of divine

superfetation or ornament, as ivy on the wall of a beautiful castle

or on the rugged trunk of a giant of the forest. It is not because

of some miracles wrought in their favor or performed by them-

selves that the saints are mystics, but just the reverse; it is be-

cause they are mystics th^t some miraculous phenomena happen

to them occasionally. The saints are mystics first; and for some

of them, at some time of their life, miracles are thrown in by Al-

mighty God, according to His Will, for some wise purpose of His

own, over and above the measure of common mystical life.

In fact, one can very well be a mystic without any miraculous

adjunct, as, on the other hand, one may happen to be no mystic at

all, and yet, for some wise purpose of God, be the subject of mir-

aculous intervention or even a performer of miracles. Thus the

Fathers of the Church are agreed, on the evidence of the Grospel,

that Judas exercised, as well as the other Apostles, the gifts of

healing and of casting out devils. Thus also at Lourdes, among
the many persons miraculously cured, have been found infants and

adults in the state of actual sin, and even downright infidels. Ivy

is found also on crumbling walls, and through it adorns them and

the scenery at large, it is no sig^ of their solidity.

THE TWO DEFINITIONS OF MYSTICISM.

Now, then, we find ourselves confronted with the two definitions

of mysticism ; on the one hand the more modern or narrow defini-

tion, very much in favor of to-day, both with Catholic and non-

Catholic writers, which confines mystical life within the circle of

extraordinary, miraculous phenomena; and on the other hand, the

wide definition, the truly Catholic, traditional one, which places the

essence of mystical life in the secret intercourse of a fervent soul

with God.

I could name a mighty host of witnesses in favor of my conten-

tion that the broad definition of mystical life, as simply the life

of union with God, is the Catholic, traditional one. Let a few

suffice for the moment. The "Theologia Mystica" and other

treatises of Dyonisius the Areopagfite, the "Scala Paradisi" of St.

John Qimachus, the "De Quantitate Animse, Epistola De videndo

Deo" and other works of St. Augustine, "The Conferences of
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Cassian," the "Holy Rule" of St. Benedict, the "Moralia" of St
Gregory the Great, the mystical works of Hugh and Richard of

Saint VictOT, the treatise of Albertus Magnus, "De adhoerendo

Deo," the second part of the "Summa Theolc^ca" of St. Thomas,
the "Vitis Mystica" attributed by some to St. Bonaventure, the

"Following of Oirist," the many and marvelous treatises (alas!

hardly known tp-day) of John Gerson on mystical life, the "Via
Compendii ad Deum" of Cardinal Bona, the "Exercises of the

Spiritual Life" of Abbot Cisneros, the celebrated "Exercises" of

St. Ignatius Loyola, the treatise of the "Love of God" of St Fran-

cis of Sales, the deep and luminous treatises of St. John of the

Cross, the spiritual work of Blosius—^all these, (and I may re-

peat it, hundreds of others), every one of which is in its own way
a practical introduction to the mystical life, make no mention

whatever of miraculous manifestations as an essential part of the

mystical life. It is true that a contemporary writer of no small

repute informs us that "The Following of Christ" is not a mysticail

book.^ Well, well; what next? Perhaps we shall be told soon

that the Epistles of St. Paul or even the Four Gospels are not

mystical bodes. I suppose the Sermon on the Mount will not be

considered as very mystical; there is no mention in this "Magna
Charta" of Christianity of any miraculous states or miraculous

phenomena. We only read there: "Blessed are the poor in spirit,

the clean of heart, they that suffer persecution. If thy right eye

scandalize thee, pluck it out and cast it from thee. Let your speech

be yea, yea, no, no! Love your enemies, that you may be the

children of your Father who is in heaven," and such like thing^.

There is one saint in the Middle Ages who towers above all others

as a mystic—St. Bernard. Let us single out this well-known and

universally appreciated master. Now what is for him- the main

thing in mystical life? For St. Bernard the only thing that mat-

ters in the long range of spiritual life is loving union with God,

no mention being made of miraculous manifestations of any sort in

favor of the loving soul, spouse of Christ Read his "Sermons

on the Canticle of Canticles" and all his other sermons and treatises

and letters and you will remain convinced that for him mystical

life is the loving intercourse of the soul with God in the secret of

the heart, simply that and nothing else. Here is a real master of

the spiritual craft and (do not fail to note this) one so highly favt-

ored with the gift of miracles, who brings back for us the notion

of mystical life to its true and <Mily legitimate meaning.

How mischievous the modem idea of mysticism is will readily

appear when we consider that it has a tendency to make us lose

» R. p. Augr. Poulaln, S. J., "The Graces of Interior Prayer."
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si^t of the real value of the most wonderful i^fts of Goi, which

are not the extraordinary and miraculous ones, but the common
QKS. The best gifts of God in themselves, if we only knew how
to appreciate them, are Baptism, Confirmation, Penance, Holy Com-
mnnion, the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass and the Real Presence, day

and night, <m our altars. No other gifts of God here below can

come in comparison with these.

It has also a tendency to make weak-minded, superficial Christians

desire the extraordinary favors for themselves, not indeed for any

spiritual good there is in them, but only for their exterior iclat,

and the admiration of men, which they conciliate to one. And
it has given occasion not infrequently to bad men to play on the

credulity of people and to pretend spurious miracles, thus making

themselves guilty of sacrilegious charlatanry.

Let us understand, once and for all, that what is greatest and

most admirable in the saints who have visions, revelations, rap-

tures and perhaps stigmata and who perform mirades is not these

things, but their tmion with God ; yes, just what they have in com-

mon with us—Iheir union with Christ through Baptism, their of-

ficial enrollment in the active militia of Christ through Confirma-

tion; and if they are priests, this stupendous fact of their sharing

in the eternal priesthood of Christ, and whether priests or lay-

men, the marvelous privilege of eating the flesh of Christ and drink-

ing His blood in Holy Communion. Only the saints knew how
to cooperate with the grace of these Sacraments and make them

yield the fruits of sanctity.

They make me laug^, those men who, like Father Poulain, write

treatises "strictly for the guidance of those who are favored with

extraordinary and miraculous graces." They seem to me to be

acting just die reverse of the Good Shepherd. They do not leave

on the mountain ninety-nine good sheep in order to run after one

single erring one and bring it back to the fold; they seem rather

to abandon the many erring ones, the enormous number of tepid,

unsatisfactory Christians, to their sad and d^gerpus condition, in-

stead of shepherding them back to mystical life, pure and simple, to

the mystical life that is meant for all in common with the saints,

to the mystical life of Faith and the Sacraments, of the Theologfical

Virtues, of the Seven Gifts, of the Beatitudes, of unmiraculous

mental prayer, of unmiraculous contemplation and of Good Works.

And they labor uselessly in the endeavor to establish the rules of

miraculous mystical life for just a few souls here and there who do

not need such direction and will never read their book. I feel

tempted to tell them: "O my friends, '.^imulamini charismata

mdiora.'

"
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Need we add that the saints never desired the extraordinary

favors of God? They feared them. They knew that the safest

way, because the one where there is no room for illusion, is the

common way, the unmiraculous one, where one walks by faith un-

der the steady guidance of Holy Mother Church. They knew that

private revelations, though they may come from God, may come
also from quite another sort of spirit, either from the devil or

from one's own hallucinations, and that even when quite genuine

and coming from God, a private revelation may be unconsciously

wrought upon, added to or distorted by the recipient's own bias

of mind and imagination. Hence the extreme reserve of the

Church in receiving and approving visions and revelations, even

the most authentic, vouchsafed to the greatest servant of God and

related by them in obedience to their confessors or superiors or

moved thereto by the Holy Ghost. The personal element is so

subtle and so difficult to eliminate. Hence also tlie absolutely child-

like obedience of the saints to the directions of their spiritual

fathers, even when these went counter to their revelations, well

knowing that obedience is more pleasing to God than sacrifice.

The great St. Theresa is an example in point.

Before leaving this question of the respective merits of the two

definitions of mysticism, the broad, traditional one and the modem,
narrow one, it may not be amiss to call the attention of the reader

a last time to whal may be considered as the logical aspect of the

case. In his "Doctrine on Development," ch. i., sec. 3, Newman
lays down seven distinctive tests whereby one may be enabled to dis-

tinguish between true and legitimate Development of an Idea, and

what is no development, but a downright Corruption of it. In

a genuine development of an idea there is always to be found

:

1. Preservation of type or Idea.

2. Continuity of Principles.

3. Power of Assimilation.

4. Early Anticipation.

5. Logical Sequence.

6. Preservative Additions.

7. Chronic Continuance.

Now the idea of mysticism in the Catholic Church up to the

sixteenth century has been that of a secret intercourse of love be-

tween God and Christian man. Can we say that the modern idea

is a desirable substitute to this primitive, traditional idea of mystic-

ism? Can we say that it is a legitimate development of this

primitive idea? In the light of the above seven tests does it not

rather appear as a deviation, a rash, unwarranted and mischievous

deviation, from the traditional idea, a corruption of it? A volume
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coald be written in proof of this. Let it suffice to call the attention

of diligent students of philosophy and theolc^ to this line of ob-

tenration. It would repay the labors of any one to work it out

for himself.

My present task is quite different. It is not contentious or con-

troversial, except within the strict limits of absolute necessity. My
purpose in these "Outlines" is to state the traditional notion, to

formulate it, to show it forth under all its aspects, set it in its

proper light and let it speak for itself. In the very harmonious-

ness of the development of this doctrine, in its weight and depth and

unity and logical sequence, there is, I trust, a sort of persuasiveness

that can hardly be resisted.

TEPIDITY IN THE LIGHT OF MYSTICISM.

Thus far we have been considering the part played on the one

hand by the loving God, on tlie other hand by the loving soul, in

the joint affair of the mystical life. Now for these Preliminaries

to be complete, we have to consider also the case of the bad ser-

vants, of those, that is, who, in some way or other, refuse them-

selves to the loving advances of God and will not work with

Him.

There are three different ways or degrees of being a bad ser-

vant—^first, Tepidity; secondly. False Mysticism; thirdly. Mortal

sin. They will help us, as shades in a painting, more clearly to set

forth and bring into its proper light, by contrast, the idea of

mystical life. For one thing, they serve at once to show us the

essential requirements of a mystic, namely, orthodox faith as

against false mysticism; the state of grace as against mortal sin,

and fervent love as against tepidity. No one can be called a

mystic to whom any of these three gifts is lacking. Indeed, he

that has suffered shipwreck of the faith through heresy, or even

never had the faith, who consequently is outside the pale of the

Catholic Church, how could he lay daim to the most exquisite

familiarities of God? He is not of the family; he is not even yet

born to supernatural life. As for the man, even if he be a Christian,

who is fallen into mortal sin, he is dead to God ; there is an abyss

between him and God which must be bridgfed and passed over be-

fore he can have again with God the intercourse of love. The

case of the tepid Christian, though not so desperate in itself as

the other two, is bad enough, as we shall now see, and is perhaps

the most puzzling of all.

What is tepidity?

We may define it a certain state of the Christian soul which our
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Lord declares most unsatisfactory to Himself ; that of being "neither

hot nor cold," neither greatly criminal, nor at all fervent.

A Christian in that state provokes the divine nausea. Our Lord

says of such a one: "I know thy works, that thou art neither

hot nor cold. I would thou wert cold or hot, but because thou art

lukewarm and neither cold nor hot, I will begin to vomit thee out

of My mouth." (Apoc. .iii., 15-16.)

The tepid Christian does as little as he possibly can for God.

He has no relish for heavenly things. He grudges all the time given

to pious exercises, reduces his Confessions and Communions, Sun-

day devotions and daily prayers to the strictest minimum and finds

all religious functions tedious and irksome. The fact is his heart

is elsewhere. Without perhaps owning it to himself, he secretly

worships at the altars of the world. He has tried that compromise

of which our Lord speaks in the Gospel, serving two masters, and

has proved in himself that it will not work; so he takes inwardly

and outwardly the attitude of a worlding and he follows the

maxims of the world and he repeats with conviction its shib-

bdeths.

It can hardly be said of him that he wants to avoid mortal sin

;

no, what he wants to avoid is purely and simply eternal punish-

ment. Mortal sin as such has no terror for him, but he fears dam-

nation. His faith avails him at least thus far. Has he still hope?

Oh, yes. At least he has a sort of presumptuous hope of, some-

time and somehow, reaching heaven, as there is no choice ; but he

has certainly no keen desire of getting there, and if it were pos-

sible to loiter indefinitely here below, he would by far prefer it.

Has he still charity? Well, he has yet a spark of it, just enough

for him to be still in the state of grace ; but the spark is quite out of

sig^t, buried under a mountain of ashes, in perpetual danger of

going out for good and forever.

Tepidity is a sort of half-way house between mysticism and its

opposite or diabolical life, which is the life of sin. For the

Christian who does not resolutely turn to mystical life, the state

of grace itself is but a very precarious possession, and no one must
be surprised to see him fall again and again into mortal sin. The
tepid one falls thus occasionally, but because he manages some-

how to rise again by means of attrition and the Sacrament of

Penance, he is not a bit alarmed at his own sad state.

The tepid Christian is well satisfied with himself as he is, and
is quite determined to remain as he is. In fact, this self-com-

placency in the midst of the grossest and most alarming imperfec-

tions and this firm resolve not to change for the better are the two
characteristic features of tepidity. Our Lord rebukes him in these
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seatlung terms: "Thou sayest, I am rich and made wealthy and

have need of nothing, and knowest not that thou art wretched and

miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked. I counsel to thee to

twy of me gold tried in the fire, that thou mayest be made ridi,

and mayest be clothed in white garments, that the shame of thy

nakedness may not appear ; and anoint thy eyes with eye-salve, that

thou mayest see." (Apoc. iii., 18). But the lukewarm takes no

heed. He is quite pleased with himself; he lives in a fool's

paradise and persuades himself that all will come out rig^t in the

end. He is like the foolish virgins of the parable, up to the moment
when the cry goes up in the middle of the night: "Behold the

Bridegroom cometh; go ye forth to meet him!" Then indeed

there is sudden trepidation of the lukewarm and confusion and

loddng for assurance to others who are not aUe to help him. What
if Jesus carries out His threat and when this foolish one knocks at

the gate of heaven, answers: "Amen I say to you, I know you

not?"

"Behold I stand at the door and knock," says our Lord Himr

self, still speaking to the lukewarm; "If any man shall hear My
voice and open to Me the gate, I will come in to him and sup

witii him and he with Me." (Apoc. iii., 20). Here we have in

these few words a most touching invitation to mystical life and

descripti<m of it, but the tepid Christian will have none of it. He
does not hear, or he does not want to hear, the gentle knocking

and the pleading voice of his Saviour and Lover. He will not

open to Him.

I may perhaps venture further to illustrate the negative attitude

of the tepid Qiristian in regard to Grod by a homely similitude. If

one were to drop into the sea an empty vessel, say a bottle, the

sea water would rush into it at once and fill it to its utmost capacity,,

would it not ? But suppose the empty bottle, instead of being open,

is tightly stoi^>ed up and sealed, then the whole ocean presses

around it in vain ; no sea water will get into that empty vessel. The
whole strength of the mighty ocean is defied and set at naught by

that puny thing. The sealed bottle may be caught up in the cur-

rents of the sea or tossed up by the waves or finally dashed against

the rocks and shattered to bits, but so long as it remains whole

and sealed up, it will also remain empty. The case would be

the same with a vessel filled to the neck with some extraneous

matter—^pitch, for example, or cement; as long as that vessel is

thus filled, the whole ocean pressing around cannot force an en-

trance into it. Behold here an image of the -tepid Christian soul.

The Christian is immersed, body and soul, into the infinite ocean

of the love of God, into the divine supernatural order. If he be
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void of self, and of all worldly, inordinate affection, he will be

filled to his utmost capacity with the divine element. He then be-

comes, so to say, a form of God ; every mystic is in himself a form
of God.* But if the Christian is stopped up against the inrush

of God by self-ccmiplacency or filled with inordinate love of created

things, no entrance can be made into him.

It seems at times that it would be easier for God to break this

human being, the lukewarm Christian, to annihilate him altogether,

than to put an end to his obstinacy and persuade him to lay him-

self open to the advances of divine love. But God does not anni-

hilate. It is repugnant to this transcendent goodness that the end

of His act should be nothingness. He has not created His own
image and likeness in order to destroy it. What He has made
out of love and for sharing His own happiness will have to stand

for ever. The whole ocean, then, of the love of God is pressing

around this puny vessel in order to fill it with sanctity and hap-

piness; but a time must come at last when the very love of God,

defied and set at nought, will compel him to cast away the vessel

that will not be turned to the purposes of love—cast it upon the

shores of eternity, into the waste and desolate land which is called

the hell of the damned.

The bare thought of such a formidable perspective causes souls

of good will to shudder, but the tepid one will not be moved nor

will he fall into despair, not he! Nothing can move him out of

his serene self-complacency. Will he even have had the patience

of reading this chapter? Perhaps on reading its title he shrugged

his shoulders with the remark: "Oh! that old chestnut! A sub-

ject worn out threadbare by all the preachers of retreats!" and

skipped over it.

In beautiful contrast with the callousness of the lukewarm stands

the anxious sensitiveness of all souls of good will. When they

hear the subject of tepidity mentioned they fear that all that is

being said applies to them, and this very fear is the best proof

that it is not so. A great searching of heart takes place on their

part and they find themselves so full of imperfections. I ask one

who in his distress applies to me: "But do you love your imper-

fections ? Do you want to keep them ?" "Ah ! no ; I have a horror

of them; I am constantly fighting against them, but they always

manage to come back." Be of good cheer, my friend; the very

fact that you are fighting your imperfections, with whatever meas-

ure of success, makes it plain that you are not a slave of tepidity.

Let us never tire of repeating it, the characteristic feature of

2 The word Is not of my own Invention. I have found it In Bishop day's

treatise on the "Christian Virtues."
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the tepid is not that he has imperfections, but that he will not

amend them. Even fervent souls may happen to have a good
many imperfections. One may not yet be a saint, not yet have

attained to a very high degree of perfection ; one may be but a raw
recruit, a beginner, just emerging from the slough of an impure

life and the bondage of sin—^provided <Hie be, nevertheless, fervent

and zealous, provided one will set to work with fervent love and

press on with fervent love and persevere in fervent love ; yes, even

in the midst of distressing imperfections one will really be a

mystic.

There are even souls who are eternal beginners, who seem un-

able somehow to get any further than the threshold of mystical life,

and who yet should not be considered as tepid. Where the trouble

lies with them may not be easy to determine; sometimes it is the

fault of a wrong spiritual direction. But the very fact that they

have the courage to keep beginning over and over again shows them

to be of good will. Let them keep on ; our Lord will give them, at

any rate in heaven, a very great reward for their brave fight-

ing.

Not unfrequently it happens also that a truly fervent soul whilst

passing throug.i the ordeal of spiritual darkness and interior desola-

tion will mistake her state for that of tepidity, suffering theieby a

twofold distress. Such a soul ought to be tenderly consoled and en-

couraged. One ought to tell her that all is well with her an J assure

her that, in the loving Crod's good time, she will see again the light

of His countenance. Meanwhile let her be patient; she is gaining

great merits for heaven. It is in the hottest and driest days of

simuner thai the harvest turns to golden sheaves and the fiu*.; comes

to full maturity.

To sum up all this chapter, we may say that as tepidity is the

unmistakable sign of the non-mystic, so is fervent love the hallmark

of mysticism at all its degrees, from its bare beginnings to its very

sub'.imest ron-iunimation.

PSYCHOLOGY OF THE TEPID CHRISTIAN.

The root of the trouble with the tepid Christian lies in this, that

he is satisfied with simply being a Christian and will not act as one.

It is the same disorder as that of a man who should be satisfied

with simply existing and should refuse to make use of his limbs

or of his other natural faculties, should refuse to play the man,

should not, in fact, act as a reasonable free agent. When one has

been raised to the supernatural state, one is expected to act up to it.

This the tepid will not do. God wants the Christian to think of

Him a great deal, and lovingly and tenderly ; this the tepid will not
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do. God wants the Christian to use creatures as a ladder by which

to raise himself into the sphere of the supernatural and not as a

snare in which to remain entangled ; this the tepid will not do.

It is true that all the human acts of a Christian which are morally

good are in themselves supernatural and worthy of an eternal re-

ward; they are, so to say, automatically directed heavenward by

the very fact of his being in the state of grace. But this holds

jgooA only on condition that he does not introduce into his acts an

element positively unchristian, such as an unworthy or perverse in-

tention, either explicit or implicit. Now this is precisely the mis-

fortune of the tepid man, that in his acts the Christian element,

the implicit, habitual, pure intention, is positively eliminated and

the quite explicit intention of simply gfratifying self substituted.

This, apart even from any material, sinful disorder, which often

creeps in, is enough to take away from one's acts all relish of

sanctity, all supernatural meritoriousness.

The whole substance of the Christian, body and soul, has been

made one with Christ ; the tree, we may say, has been taken bodily

out of the sphere of pure nature and rooted in God. Does it not fol-

low that the fruits of such a tree should now be all supernatural?

Is it not a disconcerting phenomenon, a monstrous anomaly, when

the tree, root and branch and all, is divine, that the fruits thereof

are not divine ? The explanation is not far to seek. We are two in

one. The old Adam, though mortified in the Christian, is not yet

dead, and when not kept down with the strong hand of the will,

helped by the grace of God, when allowed to raise his head again

and have his own way, the old Adam becomes the rival of the new
man, Jesus Christ, and supplants Him and bec<Mnes the ruling

power and the principle of all the acts. Thus his actions will have

a bitter earthly taste and will lose the divine flavor. For the old

Adam is of the earth earthly, and his natural inclinations are to

pride and covetousness, and lust, and envy, and gluttony, and anger,

and sloth.

The Council of Trent, Sess. vi., ch. 5-7, declares that in the

work of the justification of an adult person two distinct activities

concur and cooperate in order to bring that man to the illumina-

tion of faith and the Sacrament of Baptism. By Baptism he has

been made a new creature, the adopted child of God, brother of

Jesus Christ and His living member and the living, breathing temple

of the Holy Ghost. The two activities are on the one hand that of

God and on the other that of the party interested ; God by His

fjace rousing and strengthening and uplifting and upholding man
above his natural self, and man by his will consenting and coop-

erating in all these divine effects. Such a happy concurrence of
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the two activities ought not to end at Baptism ; on the contrary, it

is more needed than ever henceforth ; for to live up to the require-

ments of the Christian state is no child's play. In the midst of a
world of sin and of invisible spiritual enemies, the devils, full of

cunning and of malice and with the wounds of the threefold con-

cupiscence in one's nature, man stands in imminent peril without

the divine assistance. Not only is the grace of God necessary, but

it must be abundant and superabundant, or, rather, let us say, it

must be taken by man abundantly and superabundantly ; for, on the

part of God, grace is proffered with prodigious prodigality. Look

at the Sacraments and the treasure of Holy Scriptures and all the

other means of sanctification found in the Catholic Church, to say

nothing of the countless multitude and variety of interior, actual

graces showered constantly upon all, good and bad, without any dis-

tinction. Truly, it is not God who ever fails man; it is man who
fails both God and himself, when, through tepidity, he will not make

use of all the love of God, of all the graces at hand.

The two activities, that of God and that of man, should

then go hand in hand, working harmoniously all through the life

of the Christian in order to bring out this most marvelous result,

the sanctity of n ystical life. G'.d, on His p-art, 11 most desirous

to do so, and, on the other hand, is free either to cooperate heartily

with God or to haggle and drive a hard bargain, yielding himself as

little as he possibly can, or even refusing completely his coopera-

tion

The tepid Christian has everything that God can give him in order

to make him a mystic. He has received (to use the words of the

Gospel) one talent. On the one side of this talent is stamped

the grace of the orthodox faith; on the other, the gnot of the

Sacraments. Now it is required of him that with this he will earn

yet another talent. It is required that he will by his own exertion

draw out of his orthodox faith the illuminations of divine con-

templation, and out of the grace of his Sacraments the practice

of all Christian virtues, the three Theological ones and the infused

moral ones. The lukewarm Christian is too lazy to do this, or, at

any rate, he has not love enough. His first talent he keeps wrapped

up, so to say, in a napkin and put away out of sight ; he will not earn

the second talent, and so he fails through his own fault to become

a mystic

One can sometimes be made a Christian by Almighty God with-

out any actual cooperation of one's own will; this we see in the

case of infants when they are baptized ; but one can never be made

a mystic by Almighty God without erne's own cooperation.

"Why stand ye idle all day?" asked the householder in the parable
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of those whom he wanted to send to his vineyard. It is not said

that they were idle after they went. The tepid Christian is in the

vineyard and it is there he is idle. He is in the Church of God,

in the state of grace, and he makes nothing of his privileges and

opporttmities. He neglects the exercise of virtues and divine con-

templation through mental prayer; this is enough to deprive the

sacraments, even if he receives them frequently, of the greater part

of their efficacy.

The Israelites in Ae Desert, cared for and fed, so marvelously, by

the constant intervention of God should have been carried beyond

themselves with admiration and gratitude, and all the time, alas!

they repined and grumUed, calling to memory with loud voices of

regret the flesh-pots and onions of Egypt, and they were ever ready

to throw themselves into some gross, monstrous infidelity; these

Israelites, I say, are not a bad image of the Christian who allows

himself to fall into the natural life of the old Adam. He is moving

in the midst of a supernatural world infinitely more marvelous than

the Desert of Sinaie. He is every day the object of divine favors

incomparably more prodigious than those of the Israelites ; such, for

instance, as Holy Mass, Holy Communion, if he will but make use

of them; the real presence of Our Lord in the Blessed Sacrament,

day and night, the presence of love, of God, in him, with the infused

virtues and the seven Gifts of the Holy Ghost and innumerable

actual graces, if he will only attend to them: but all these most

precious favors of God make no impression on him. He looks aside

and lusts after the worldly pleasures of those who know not God.

The Holy Will of God, even when he is the direct object of all it3

tenderest cares, has no attraction for him.

How different the attitude of the true mystic, whether only a be-

ginner or already progressing or perfect! With his lips, with his

body and soul, with his whole heart, he cries out to God constantly

:

"Behold, Lord, here I am! Lord, what wilt Thou have me to do?

Behold, I cc»ne, and Thy law is in the midst of my heart! I am
Thy servant and the son of Thy handmaiden ! Behold the handmaid

of the Lord, be it done to me according to Thy word I Father, not

my will be done, but Thine ! Thy Will be done on earth as it is in

heaven
!"

THE HOTHOUSE OF PURGATORY.

We must now turn our attention to the ultimate results of

tcfpidity.

S. Mark, xi., 12-21, relates how one day, as Jesus came out with

His Apostles from Bethania, He was hungry. And when He had

seen afar off a fig tree having leaves. He came if perhaps He might
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find anything on it. He found nothing but leaves, for it was not

the time for figs. Then He said : "May no man hereafter eat fruit

of thee any more forever." And the next day, "when they passed

by in the morning, they saw the fig tree dried up from the roots.

And Peter said to Him: "RabW, behold the fig tree, which Thou
didst curse, it withered away."

The fig tree with leaves and no fruit is the lukewarm Christian.

He has a certain promising appearance from afar, but never a fruit

to slake the thirst of our Lord. It is said of the fig tree in the

Gospel that it was not the time of fruit, and therefore it seems at

first it was a strange act on the part of our Lord to curse it, but in

tfie tree He corsed the Christian who yields no fruit, because with

the Christian there is no time when he is not expected to bear fruit.

The swift withering away of the tree is a terrible image of the doom
of a barren soul, abandoned by g^ace and called suddenly to its

account.

Is it even this? Does it mean death, i^ysical death, or is it not per-

haps purely and simply the death of the soul, i. e., its being definitely

abandoned by our Lord, and in consequence falling in mortal sin

and remaining in it till death supervenes, whenever that may be?

Either interpretation may be accepted.

Sometimes the doom does not overtake one quite so swiftly. In

St Luke, xiii,, 6-9, our Lord speaks also this parable. "A certain

man had a fig tree planted in his vineyard, and he came seeking

fruit on it, and he fotmd none. And he said to the dresser of the

vineyard : Behold, for these three years I came seeking fruit on this

fig tree and found none. Cut it down therefore ; why cimibereth it

the ground? But he answering, said to him: Lord, let it alone

this year also, until I dig about it and dung it, and if haply it bear

fruit : but if not, then, after that, thou shalt cut it down."

Thus we see that if some are lost suddenly, instantly, some also

are granted a respite. The parable does not state whether after the

year of grace the fig tree hitherto barren did produce some fruit and

was saved ; but let us suppose it was. The dresser of the vineyard,

the guardian angfel of that tepid soul, intercedes for it and obtains

a res|Mte, and by dint of the most urgent solicitations he wrings from

it at last some poor paultry fruits of good works. And, on the other

hand, the mercy of our Lord is so unspeakable ; He will seize upon

tiie least excuse in order to save even a lukewarm Christian. Very

well, he will then be saved, "but so as by fire."

For whom is Purgatory if not for the tepid, unsatisfactory Chris-

tian? Who will make a stay there, long and terrible, if not thd

Inkewarm? He would not burn during life here below with the

flames of fervent love; he will have to be burnt after death with the
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flames of divine wrath. He has wronged God very much ; he owes

His divine justice and slighted love very great and prolonged satis-

faction.

Apart even from the debts to the divine justice, it would seem

that the tepid Christian's soul has to be detained in Purgatory also

for its own sake. The following comparisons will make my mean-

ing plain.

The tepid Christian whilst on earth makes no progress. He may
be compared to a rose-bud which would fail to open out and be-

come a full-blown flower. The light, the heat, the dew and rain,

all the atmosi^eric influences, so to say, of the love of God, Sur-

round him, press on him on every side. But by a sad sort of miracle

he will not open out under the action of divine Revelation and the

grace of the Sacraments. All through life he remains as a rose-bud,

shut in himself and self-contained and will not become the full blown

spiritual man. In vain does God call him to an active, holy life and

the joy attendant upon it. He will not drink in the light and heat

of the love of God shining full upon him; he will not rejoice the

eyes of God and His angels by putting on the vivid, bright colors

of deeds of charity; he will exhale no perfume of supernatural

goodness, but rather the rank odor of an almost purely natural life.

Now even if such a languid, undeveloped bud of a Christian does

not eventually die out altogether on its stem and have to be thrown

away on the heap of rubbish, which the fire of hell is to burn for

ever, at all events, before it can be transplanted by the divine

Gardener into the bowers of paradise, it will have to go through a

very violent process of treatment by fire in the hothouse of Purga-

tory.

I would again compare the Christian who fails during Hfe to be-

come a mystic to a silkworm which has entered its chrysalis state

without ever progressing to butterfly's estate. The worm is our

old man of sin, as he is before Baptism; the chrysalis is the infant

or adult as he comes out of the Baptismal font, wrapped about with

the dazzling white cocoon of innocence. He is then a new being,

with all the outlines and rudimental beg^nning^ of the splendid

supernatural faculties of Faith, Hope and Charity and the infused

mOTal virtues. All these are as so many lovely wings, which must

spread out and take their full development before he can wing his

flight into the azure of the Divine Essence and bask in the warm
light of God's love and alight on His infinite perfections, as on so

many bright flowers, full of sweetest honey, out of which he would

draw his nourishment. Only he must first of all break through the

fetters of spiritual sloth, spread out his wings, that is to say, exer-

cise his faith and hope and charity and other virtues, raise himself
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above the earth, and, through mental prayer, fly on high and go in

quest of the divine nectar of -the sweetness of God, which he will

draw into himself by holy contemidation. But all this the tepid

Christian leaves undone, satisfied with remaining a stunted,

apathetic, motionless and colorless being, until God takes it and

thrusts it into the dread oven of Purgatory, where the poor soul

cannot help but stir itself at last and become through most severe

treatment by fire the perfect butterfly of God, worthy of the garden

of Paradise.

But are we not carried away here by our imagination? Yes, but

only to a slight extent. It is so difficult to express the mysteries

of the next world. The truth is that on the one hand the tepid soul

which is finally saved arrives at'the end of her life undeveloped, but

that the development after death is made in instanti and not

progressively, whatever length of time that soul may have to abide

m Purgatory.

There are two views about the state of a separate soul which has

to undergo the punishment of Purgatory. The first view is that

which finds favor with the popular mind ; the second, that which is

the expression of strict theological truth. The first view is equi-

valent to what we say of the sun when we speak of it as rising and

setting and moving, according to the time of the year around us

through all the signs of the zodiac; the other is equivalent to the

bald statement that it is not the sun which moves, but that it is the

whole world of planets which moves around the sun. The com-

parison, of course, must not be pressed; it is brought here only to

illustrate two different attitudes of the human mind respecting an

objective, concrete fact of the next world as revealed to us by the

lig^t of faith.

The popular mind about Purgatory is that one finishes there grad-

ually to become pure, gradually to become a saint, whilst the truth

is that one not a reprobate at the moment of death becomes a full-

fJedged saint the moment after, whatever be his debts to the divine

justice, which indeed will have to be paid to the very last farth-

ing.

It is not every one who can gfrasp this theological truth, and

that is why we need not try to make it prevail in the popular mind.

But the greatest theologians assure us that the very first effect of

the separation of the soul and body of a man who dies in the state

of grace is to constitute that soul in full and absolute moral recti-

tude. This is due to a certain law of the world of pure spirits

in which this soul is now entered. Her very first act in her new
condition has all the qualities proper to the acts of pure sfMrits;

it is prodqced with full intensity and irrevocabteness. Now as this
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first act is one of adhesion to the divine goodness suddenly mani-

fested to the soul, it is an act of perfect charity, which does away

at once with all past blemishes of the soul.

Then, one will be tempted to ask, why should this soul be de-

tained at all in Purgatory when by her first act she is constituted

in perfect sanctity? Simply to pay the debts incurred during the

days of her vanity. Can we not conceive the case of a personal

friend of a King, loving his sovereign perfectly, and still more loved

by his soverdgn, and yet detained for some time far from him in

order to purge in prison some previous condemnation, so that per-

fect justice be done? This, then, is how the case stands with the

poor souls in Purgatory.

OUT OF THE CHURCH NO MYSTICISM.

Truth in whatever order of ideas is uncompromising, intderant

Thus, two and two make four, means four and not three or three

and three-quarters, nor again four and a half, or four and one-

eighth, or one-tenth of a unit, but four purely and simply and abso-

lutely and exclusively.

Out of the Qiurch there is no mysticism just as "Out of the

Qiurch there is no salvation."

This may appear at first sight not only an intolerant, but also a

preposterous and unjustifiable proposition, and yet when we look

closely into it, we find it to be as sober a scientific statement of

the matter in hand as was ever formulated, whether in the ab-

stract sciences or in those of observation.

First of all let us see the meaning of these words : "Out of the

Church." They mean out of the one and only Church which God
made, out of the Church which Jesus built, out of the Church which

is One, and Catholic, and Apostolic, whose visible head is the suc-

cessor of St. Peter, the Pope of Rome; out of the Church of the

seven Sacraments and of the true Sacrifice of the Mass. Out of that

Church no mystdsm, no mystical life, no salvation.

On the Day of General Judgment all the redeemed will be

found to have been whilst in life real Catholics at heart, whether

they knew it or not, whether other men knew it or only God.

They will be found to have been saved by no other agency than

the grace of God through faith in Jesus Christ and incorporati<Mi,

public or secret, to His mystical body, the Church, which is His

Bride; and to have lived th^ life supernatural, the life of gfrace:

thus and no otherwise shall they be proclaimed worthy of admission

to the eternal Nuptials of the Lamb. None but such shall find an

entrance there 1

Taken in this sense and with this qualification that many who
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are not known to men as diildren "of the household of the faith"

are, nevertheless, really so in the eyes of God, are really in the

Church and not out of it, these propositions, "Out of the C3iurch

no salvation" and "Out of the Church no mysticism," are abso-

lutely uncompromising, uncontrovertible, intolerant of any addition

or retrenchment.

Do we then really contend that only a Catholic can be a mystic?

Most assuredly sol

Mysticism is a gift of God. Now God is the Master of His

gifts and He has laid down His law in regard to precisely that one

gift, the intercourse of mutual love between Him and man. It

cannot be contested that God is the lawgiver of the supernatural

order as much at least as of the natural. Man has there not a

word to say. Whenever he has attempted to establish the mystical

connection outside of the conditions laid down by Almighty God,

he has conspicuously failed, and not unfrequently fallen into mon-

strous errors.

God has laid down as the supreme law of mystical life that the

means of union with Him are FAITH IN CHRIST; before His

coming, faith in Him as in the Promised One of God, the Messiah

;

and after His coming, as in the acknowledged true Son of God and

Redeemer of the world. Man has no right, no power to change tliis

ordinance of God, to introduce another name whereby he shall be

illumined, whereby he shall be united to God, whereby he shall

finally be saved.

These are really axioms and need no demonstration. The wonder

IS that they should have to be recalled.

Therefore any one in the past history of the world or at the

jreseut lime or in the f iture laying claim to supernatural autlioritv

to teach and power to unite to God outside the Catholic Church, or,

within the Church, outside her sanction, stands convicted of being

either deluded or a sacrilegious impostor. Show us the sign of God,

we may ask such an one; show us miracles; or, without miracles,

show us the sign manual of the Bride of Christ, her approbation.

Of course, he cannot.

Thus all pagan, idola.trous worships of one God or many Gods,

of devils, of nature, of natural objects, or of the dead are disproved

and rejected. False mysticism, all the occult sciences of the past,

they could never procure a loving intercourse between man and

God. False mysticism, all the ancient Mysteries, whether austere or

licentious, of Kore, of Eleusis, of Dyonisius, of Adonis, of Attis,

of Mithra, of the Celtic religions. False mysticism, that of the

Greek and Roman jAilosophers, "who," says St. Paul, "have known

God, but not glorified Him as God, and professing themselves to be
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wise became fools (Rom. i., 21-22), as well as that of the neo-

I^tonists of subsequent epochs. False mysticism, tike Gnostic

heresies of the first centuries, A. G., and of the Middle Ages. Also

the Judaic religion after the destruction of the second Temple, since

it ccHisists in the rejection of the true Oirist and the vain exiHxta-

tion of one of tlitir own invention. Also the religion of the Koran,

started by that impostor, Mahomel, and which spread so rapidly

well nigh threatening the extinction of Christianism. Fa>« mystic-

ism, Pantheism, vnder all its forms, the religion of the Brahmins,

of Buddha, Shinioism, Hinduism, Totemism, whedier of the Primi-

tives past or preserit or of ancient ^lypt—all forms of divination,

magic, sorce/y.

False mysticism, all Protestant heretical worship as such and all

emotional forms of religion without any doctrinal foundation, all

the pious extravagances of revivalists, whatever be their names and

colors, as, for instance, the so-called Salvation Army, of to-day.

False mysticism, Theosophy, Spiritualism, Christian Science, Oc-

cultism; also the grotesque and abominable rites of Free Masonry

in all its degrees, and iinallly the "farrago of all heresies," branded

by Pope Pius X. with the name of Modernism. It is self-evident

that none of these human or diabolical inventions can lead a man
to God and establish between him and his Maker the sweet inter-

course of supernatural love.

One can be very spiritually minded indeed, really and truly

spiritual and austere and ascetical in one's mode of life, as

was, for instance, Plotinus, the founder of neoplatonism, and yet

for all that not be supernatural. The faint shadow of mysticism

that is discernible in such a case bears the same relation to true and

genuine mysticism as nature to the supernatural order. It is not

the thing itself ; it is at an infinite distance from it, and yet it shows

already an aptitude for it. This aptitude may become the substra-.

tum or pedestal for true mysticism to rest upon if it be ever given

by Almighty God; that is to say, if that man will ever law him-

self open to the illuminations of faith and the inrush of the love of

God.

The real mystics, known to God alone, that have existed before

the time of Christ outside the people of God, and after the time

of Christ outside the public membership of the Catholic Church,

are such not by virtue of their heresy or schism, but in spite of it.

By virtue of their genuine faith, either explicit, or implicit, in Jesus

Christ the Redeemer and of their good will, they have been enabled

to accomplish the law of God according to their light. "I know,"

exclaimed the illustrious Patriarch of Idumea, in the midst of his

most grievous afflictions. "I know that my Redeemer liveth, and
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ia the last day I shall, rise out of die earth and I shall be clothed

again with my skin, and in my flesh I shall see my God. This

my hope is laid in my bos<Mn." (Job. xix., 25-27).

We conceive it as very likely that Job stands as the type, the

representative of a comparatively large ntunber of righteous men
scattered among the Gentiles, of all ages before Christ, whose pr'wi-

legt it was, by the grace of God, to have preserved faith in the

primitive revelation and led a pure life, and thus to have laid them-

sdves open to the mystical ccMnmunication of the love of God. Fur-

thermore, this may have been the case, and may be to this day,

and yet in times to come with a ntmiber of souls known to God
alone from among the wild tribes of the American forests or of

darkest Africa, where Catholic missionaries more than once , have

come upon undoubted remains of the primitive religion, standing

as majestic and indestructible ruins in the midst of the most cmel

and degrading superstitions. As a matter of fact, before they have

heard from the lips of the missionary the Gospel message of salva-

tion, these people seem to me to stand in regard to our Lord in the

same relation as the Gentiles before His coming, and consequently to

be under the same regime as to the economy of divine grace that

was vouchsafed to them.

Marvelous indeed are the ways of God and the inventions of

His love for the salvation of men of good will wherever found,

at all times and under all circumstances, be these ever so unpromis-

ing in appearance.

Theologians assure us fliat even those heretics who have not really

received the Sacrament of Baptism, either because it is not admin-

istered in their sect or because it is administered so wrongly, or

so carelessly, as to vitiate its form, may happen nevertheless to have

the Baptism of desire ; that is to say, the grace of Baptism, without

the Sacrament The consequent result in such a case is that original

sin is blotted out of the soul, and such a soul becomes as truly as

other Christians the adopted child of God, the living member of

Jesus Christ, a secret member of the Church, and is, of course, en-

abled to live in the mystical intercourse of love with God.

The Holy Bible, where it is not vitiated and interpolated, as it

is the true Word of God, helps a large number' of souls of good

will whose heresy is but material and not formal to get glimpses of

the mystical life, to come very near to it; nay, even to begin to

live it, when they read, not in a spirit of contention, but in a spirit

of prayerful humility and for the very purpose of seeking God and

finding Him.

It is true, at the same time, that they are at a terrible disadvan-

tage, in that being left to their own private interpretation, they may
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be led ino the grossest forms of self-delusion. The evolution of

Protestantism has but too vividly illustrated this grave peril.

Still another terrible disadvantage of heretics is that they are de-

prived of the Sacraments of Confirmation, Holy Eucharist, Penance

and Extreme Unction, the first three of which are such mighty

helps unto mystical life. The Greek schismatics and. other Oriental

churches which have preserved an unbroken succession of duly or-

dained priests and Bishops are in this regard much better situated.

From all this it must appear how greatly favored we Catholics

are, being children of the household of the faith, true children of

light and in full participation of all the treasures of grace to be

found in the Church. How easy for us to be mystics if we only

desire it, and indeed it is inctmibent on us to desire it. Oh ! what

confusion if when we come to judgment, we are found wanting,

when some poor savages, some sorely puzzled heretics have suc-

ceeded in the midst of most inauspicious circumstances in making

their way to God and leading the mystical life! What a horrible

judgment, though so palbably just, if the children of the Kingdom
have to be ejected when these strangers from the east, west, north

and south shall come and be seated at table in Paradise with Abra-

ham and Isaac and Jacob and all the saints

!

FALSE MYSTICISM WITHIN THE CHURCH.

"Beware lest any man cheat you by philosophy and vain deceit;

according to the tradition of men, according to the elements of the

world and not according to Christ." (Coloss. ii., 8.) Such is the

warning of the Apostle to the faithful of his time at the very out-

set of Christianity. This same warning assuredly holds good after

the life of nineteen hundred years of Holy Church. The manifold

and varied experiences through which she had to pass have proved

that, among other things, not only is there no salvation for mystic-

ism outside the Church of God, but even within the Church there

is no salvation for mysticism but in perfect docility to her teach-

ing.

Every form of spurious mysticism within the Church has proved

simply a perversion of the idea of mutual love that ought to subsist

between God and the fervent soul.

It is always a palpable, gross deviation on some particular point

from the true spirit and express teaching of the Gospel of Christ,

a perversion, one way or another, by exaggeration or attenuation,

of the Gospel ideal of Christian perfection.

All forms of false mysticism tend to one or other of the two ex-

tremes. Rigorism, or what, for want of a better word, we will call

Laxism. Either they lay upon the man of good-will who wants to
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g/b to God btfrdetis which our Lord dofsi hot iiApOs^a yok6 Which

is not Hii own, fight and swe6t; ot they fTrockim the g&te to be

wide tod the way to be broad that leadeth to life; wh'6i-eas, out

Lc^d declared these to be natrOW and sffait. Either they faiSe

gratuitous <^tacles between the loving soul alnd God, Who is the

object of its love, or they wafttofily do away with the necessary

safeguards to perfect love, which are parity, piety and justice.

Whether they are aware of it or not, false ftiysticS derive tfieir

peculiar principles from some formally hefefical doctrine Or from

one tending to formal heresy. Rigorism links itself to Jansenism,

which in its turn has a close affinity to Calvinism. Lastism, on tine

Other hand, not unnaturally links itself to Quietism, which in its

turn has affinities with Protestant Antmomianism and Hindu Pan-

theism.
I

It is only fair to remark that much spurious mysticism is not

mysticism at all, but only talk, a mere dissertation upon mysticism.

"My little children," says St. John, "let us not love in word nor

in tongue, but in deed and in truth." (John iii., i8. ) True mystic-

ism is all for practice.

It is difficult to avoid the snares and pitfalls of spurious mystic-

ism? Most assuredly not. I would even contend that it is more

difficuh to be a false mystic than a true one; more science and

erudition and skill of a sort are required thereto. One has for this

to be able to discourse with g^eat subtlety upon God and man,

upon grace and nature, upon free-will and delectation and many
other things, and one has to force one's own soul into attitudes

which are neither natural nor supernatural.

The plain Gospel is all that one needs in order to enter into the

ways of mystical life and to discern true mysticism from false. With

much more reason even than the Psalmist can the Christian ex-

claim: "Thy word is a lamp to my feet and a light to my paths."

cxviii., (Ps. 3.) The true mystic guards himself as carefully from

Rigorism as from Laxism, testing every suspicious doctrine by the

plain teaching of the Gospel, and where doubt may still subsist, re-

ferring the matter to the judgment of Holy Church. It is not neces-

sary even to know that there are such spurious forms of Mystic-

ism ; all that is necessary is to keep the Gospel in mind and follow

the lead of interior grace, just as it is not necessary to know the

heresies in order to avoid them, but simply to keep in mind the

lessons of the Catechism.

Here one may perhaps be tempted to ask: But if true mysticism

is so easy, why should there be any false mysticism at all ? I an-

swer by another question : Why should there be toy sinners at all?

The truth is, there need be no sinners and there need be no false
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mystics, but God has placed man in the hands of his own counsel;

he is free to do right or to do wrong, to love truth and embrace

it, or to prefer error. This is the root of merit, and it is one of

the trials of our present condition that a wrong course of action

should offer allurements to us. The love of novelty, the pleasure of

having a following, of starting, as it is called, a school of thought,

of posing before the world, the natural restlessness of some minds,

the wish to show one's erudition or skill in dispute—all these causes,

(and there are many others) would suffice to account for the ex-

istence of so many false opinions in matters where the Gospel teach-

ing is as clear as daylight and where it is of the greatest importance

not to swerve from it.

St. Paul says to his disciple Timothy: "The end of the Com-
mandment is charity from a pure heart and a good conscience and

an unfeigned faith ; from which things some going astray are turned

aside to vain talk, desiring to be teachers of the law, understanding

neither the things they say nor whereof they affirm." (Tim. i., 5-6.)

And again in the same Epistle, vi., 3-4: "If any man teach other-

wise and consent not to the sound words of our Lord Jesus Christ

and to that doctrine which is according to piety, he is proud, know-

ing nothing, but sick about questions and strifes of words, from

which arise envies, contentions, blasphemies, etc." In his second

Epistle to the same Timothy, ch. 3, St. Paul says again: "Know
this, that in the last days shall come on dangerous times. Men
shall be lovers of themselves, having an appearance indeed of godli-

ness, but denying the power thereof. Of these sort are they who
creep into houses and lead captives silly women laden with sins, who
are led away with divers desires, ever learning and never attaining to

the knowledge of the truth." One might almost fancy in reading

these prophetic words that St. Paul had in sight the Abbe de Saint

Cyran, with his famous Mother Angelica, and the Barnabite Father

Lacombe, with his no less famous Madame Guyon.

The affection of embracing the most rigorous opinions either in

matters of faith or morals is usually the failing peculiar to men
without experience, such as theologians who spend their whole lives

indoors, at their studies, or, again, men, young and rash, who have

not yet come into contact with real life and the souls of their fel-

low-men. Seldom is rigorism found among the evangelical workers,

priests and missionaries, who have gfrown g^ay in the care of souls.

Their zeal, matured by experience, is naturally sweetened with char-

ity and mercy, and their opinions in matters of doctrine, in con-

sonance with the Gospel of Christ, are those that exalt the mercy of

God above His justice. They know how necessary it is to comfort

the faint-hearted and encourage the poor sinner in his hard struggle
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against evil habits, as also tlie man of good will and the saint him-

self in their many difficulties. They know how easily weak souls

fall into discouragement and despair. And they know the yearning

tenderness of the heart of our Lord and of God for all, even for

sinners the most wretched and abandoned.

The Jansenists have given us a horrible idea of God, a caricature

representing Him not as the Heavenly Father and Divine Saviour

and Spirit of Joy that He shows Himself in the New Testament,

but as a harsh, whimsical, tyrannical master, unloving and unlov-

able. They make of the Sacrament of Penance such a difficult pro-

cess that men finally gave it up in despair. They frightened people

away from Holy Communion. They cast such a gloom over all the

practices of religion that it is no wonder large sections of Christians

practically left the Church and would have nothing to do with it

for the rest of their lives.

Could these men have ever read in the Gospel that God is charity?

And did they realize that God made us, His reasonable creatures, to

His own image and likeness, that is to say, capable, with the help

of grace, of loving Him and of deserving to be loved by Him? Is

it possible that they ever read the merciful utterances of our Lord,

the history of His miracles, the parables of the Good Samaritan, of

the Prodigal, of the Good Shepherd and the moving drama of His

Sacred Passion ? Tn order to frame their new Gospel so harsh and

conducive only to despair, they must have deliberately turned aside

from the Gospel of Jesus and from the lessons of divine mercy and

tenderness which breathe forth through all the Epistles of St. Paul

and the other Apostles, just as the Pharisees of old turned away
from the person of our Lord.

A spirit of rigorism persisted long after the main tenets and

maxims of Jansenism had been routed. Those of us who have

passed the meridian of life may remember having seen in their

childhood very saintly priests whose usefulness in the Church of

God was married by their unbending severity. Thanks be to God,

this rigorism has at last been exercised from our midst, and Pope

Pius'X. has dealt its death-blow in his decrees concerning Holy

Communion daily for all classes of Christians, and even for little

children. It now requires but very little skill to detect and reject

any Jansenistic venom whidi may yet be lurking in some old books

of piety. Unfortunately this is not the case with that other form of

false mysticism summed up and represented by Quietism, as we shall

presently see.

QUisnsM.

There is a great resemblance between laxism and tepidity, but
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there is also a difference, and this is that, whilst tepidity tnakes no

pretense at giving itself a theolc^cal status and justification, laxism

does.

Laxism is the system of so-called spirituality which Would con-

ciliate piety with the widest concessions to worldiiness, sensuality

and self-love. It is a conception of Christian liberty growing beyond

all reasonable bounds, even to unlimited licentiousness. It will, for

instance, take hold of such a maxim as this of St. Augustine ; "Ama
et fac quod vis," "Love God and do what thou wilt," which, rightly

understand, is an affirmation that he who truly loves God can be

trusted never to stray away from the faitihful observance of His

commandments. But people of this stamp twist it and pervert it

to quite another meanit^ wholly foreign to the mind of the great

saint who formulated it. Thus a frivolous Qiristian lady will suc-

ceed in forming her own conscience, or rather deforming it, to the

point of finding it quite the correct thing to be seen in the morning

of a great feast-day, Christmas or Easter, at Holy Ctmimunion as

modest and pious as an angel, and in the evening of the same day,

in the ball-room, en grand dicolleti, taking part in those fashion-

able dances which as at present carried on are revolting to every

feeling of delicacy and propriety. The world approves of such

doings. Now what is our Lord's verdict in the Gospel ? "You have

heard that it was said to them of old: Thou shalt not commit

adultery; but I say to you that whosever looks on a woman to lust

after her hath already committed adultry with her in his heart."

(Mat. v., 27-28.) But if it is a grevious sin for a Christian man to

look on a woman to lust after her, will it be no sin on the part of

the Christian woman who exposes herself to be gazed at and lusted

after? "Ah, but there can be no harm in it," is the excuse; "my
intention is not evil." As well might the incendiary say he does

not want to bum the house when he applies the flaming torch

thereto. Is it not evident that these public exhibitions of im-

modesty offer the greatest possible incentive to both private and

public immorality in its worst and most insidious form ? It is even

said that there are spiritual directors who countenance, excuse and

justify such a course of action. Blind are they, leading the blind.

If they do not open their eyes in time and do penance, they will

together be cast into the pit of hell fire.

Upon the vantage ground of the wrong interpretation of "Ama
et fac quod vis," these worldly-minded Christians meet with an-

other class of dogmatists who have deluged the world of piety with

books about the pure love of God and at the same time have au-

thorized under the garb of mysticism all sorts of licentiousness.

Gentle reader, beware of books written "on the pure love of God,"
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except those written by paints, if such t^erfi ar^; {or I Qtuat con-

fess that though I have seen 9m infinitude o| hopMs from the pens

of saints on the love of GqH, under one titl^ or another* I do not

remember a singly one to bav« hpme th« snspicious label of "the

pure love of God."

Sin)p^-mind^ jwrsow may tw 5«wcl»li»ed at this warning, hut

whoever knows the history of Quietism will readily understand my
caution-

As Jansenism is answerable for the falling away of large num-

bers of people in Cathcdic countries from the public practice of

religion, so Quietism, with all its vagaries, is answerable for most

of the odium and ridicule that has been thrown upon the very idea

of mysticism, as also for the prejudices which are entertained against

it to this very day- Many persons unite in the same reprobation

—

genuine mysticism and spurious mysticism. No distinction is made
between them- Pp>gln will put on tlw Index all bcwka on mystic-

ism, even those written by canonized saints and full of the true

spirit of the Gospel. They are afraid of reading such books ; they

not only will not reccmmtend them, but will even dissuade others

from reading them- They prefer to such works pious literature of

an inferior quality, written by authors devoid of experience in the

ways of God. And thus it is that souls are famished and that mod-
em piety has descended to such a degree of weakness and inef-

ficiency.

This is as yet but an indirect result of the influence of Quiet-

ism. Were we now to detail all the direct injuries it has done to

religion, were we to track its baleful influence in all the branches

of the spiritual life, and to point out how many otherwise good

books of piety, especially in the sixteenth century, have been damaged
by just one touch of Quietism, it is not one chapter only, but a whole

volume and a very large one indeed, which would have ot be written

in order to do full justice to the subject. It will suffice for my
present purpose to state what are the working principles of Quiet-

ism. Besides, we shall have more to say on the subject, later on,

in Parts ii. and iii. of these "Outlines," when treating at length of

Divine Contemplation and Saintly Action.

he capital error of the Quietists is that they propose to the mystic

a state of union with God absolutely impossible in the present life.

They naake perfection to consist in uninterrupted contemplation.

But here words are misleading. For every right-minded and un-

biased person on hearing the word contemplation would naturally

think of an active application of one's mind to the thought of

God. Now that is not at alf what the sectaries mean- In the state

of quiet in whkh they pretend to plunge the soul, one must cease
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to reason, to reflect, nay, even to think on either one's self or on

God. One must even cease to perform any of the ordinary acts

of faith, hope or charity, the sole function of the spiritual man
being, as they say, passively to receive the infused heavenly light

supposed to accompany this state of inactive contemplation.

Carried to its logical conclusions. Quietism would infallibly lead

to Antinomianism. This error would pretend that to the perfect

all things are permitted, they being incapable of losing their spiritual

holiness by any act of theirs, be it never such a direct violation of

the law of God. In this sublime state of contemplation all external

things are held to become indifferent to the soul, because it is ab-

sorbed in God. Hence good works, the Sacraments, prayer, are

not necessary, nay, they are hardly compatible with the repose of

the soul. Hence also in so complete a self-absorption the soul is

said to become independent of corporeal sense, to the point that

even obscene and licentious representations, impure motions of the

sensitive part, criminal actions of the body fail to contaminate the

contemplating soul or to make it incur the guilt of sin.

The Spanish priest Mclinos (1640-1696), the father of modem
Quietism, does not shrink from giving expression to these mcm-
strous tenets, as may be seen in Denziger's "Enchiridion Sym-
bolorum," by the list of sixty-eight propositions extracted from his

works and duly condemned by Pope Innocent XI. Madame Guynon,

the French propagandist of Quietism, though she protested that she

had not read Molinos' works when she elaborated her own system

of spirituality, and though she professed to be horrified at the

logical conclusions which might be worked out of her own prin-

ciples, fully deserved the strong denunciations and severe measures

of which she became the object, both from the Church and State.

Fenelon himself, the otherwise saintly Archbishop of Cambrai, can

hardly be absolved of rashness and obstinacy throughout all the

controversy which raged around his book entitled "Maxims of the

Saints," which culminated in its condemnation by Popelnnocent XII.

Quietism is the very antithesis of Mysticism. Mysticism is, if

anything, an active intercourse of the loving soul with the loving

God ; Quietism, on the contrary, condemns activity as a wicked thing

and is all for passivity. Quietists in aiming at the simplification of

man do not take into account his complex nature and the present

conditions of our life on earth, so removed from the direct intui-

tion of God. Catholic Mysticism takes man as he is at present, and
without trying to bring about an impossible simplification of his

nature, it simplifies his life in sanctifyng hm body and soul through

the efficacy of the Sacraments and the practice of all virtues, cen-

tering all his aflfections upon God through Jesus Christ.
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Our deification as described by Catholic theology and as brought

about by true mysticism is not an absorption of our own substance

into that of God, for then we would cease to be our own selves,

that is to say, we would simply cease to be. God would not (I

speak in a human way) gain anything thereby and we would lose

all. Nor is our deification a sort of transubstantiation of ourselves

into God, as Eckart contended; for this also would be tantamount

to a suppression pure and simple of our very existence. The
Giristian, the true mystic, in his union with God, whether in this

life or the next, will always preserve his own identity. He will re-

main himself for evermore in the individual substance of his own
created being, personally distinct from all the rest of the world and

from God—a little god by the grace of God and yet not God. The
divine transformation which gradually takes place in him through

his vital union with Jesus Christ to be consummated in glory is

a mighty change indeed, but accidentia! and not essential; a stu-

pendous change in the quality of his substance and in the habits of

his faculties and in the merits of his acts, but his person remains es-

sentially the same human person forever, marked with his own
individuality, such as he will have formed it for himself. Adam
will be Adam forever. Paul will be Paul forever, and it is in this

preservation of their identity that their happiness will be rooted

ineradicably.

Therefore when St. Theresa tells us that in her raptures there

were moments when she could not distinguish any more her own
being from that of God, we must take it in this wise, that though

she at the time was unable to discern the distinction, nevertheless

her own being remained quite distinct in itself from that of

God.

Quietism has a very pronounced leaning towards the monstrous

error of Pantheism, whilst orthodox Mysticism has an invincible

horror of it.

THE BEST MANUAL OF MYSTICISM.

The Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ, the holy Gospel as it has

been written by the four Evangelists, Matthew, Mark, Luke and

John, die pure and simple Gospel, is the first and by far the best

manual of Mysticism, as high above those written by the hands of

men as the heavens are above the earth. And the best commen-

tary upon this first manual of mysticism is, taking them altogether

as one book, the Acts of the Apostles and the Epistles of St. Paul

and the other canonical Epistles and the Apocalypse. Only the

commentary is, in places, much more obscure than the text it is made

to illustrate, and so it is not every one who can understand it or
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profit by it. But every one, even the least cultured and most ^im-

pleminded, can understad all that is needful from the Gospel to

profit by it without diving below th^ surface to its very depths. Fpr

it is the dw^cteristic o{ this nwrv«lou$ hook that the ippst subMme

genius will never be able to grasp its full meaning, whilst there is

not «^ven a child's mind to which it does not bring the pUip me^-

sf^e of the love of God in all its splendor.

The Old Testameqt is ?Iso a eoounentary upon the Gospel, but

still more obscure and diijficult to understand than the Epistles of

St. Paul iMld the rest of the New Testament, because, though it is

the preparation aad preface of the Gospel and contains it in antici-

pation, as the bind contains the flower, $till it prjssents to us a dif-

ferent character and physi<^omy. Hence it is a mistake, under

the law of Christ, to go back to the terrors and harshness of the

first covenant. This mistake has been made by many a false mystic

apd it is one reascm, among many others, why the Church h^s foup^

hierself compelled to put some salutary restraint upon the indis-

criminate reading of the Scriptures by any one.

The Gospel is a manual of mysticism at one theoretical and prac-

tical, illuminating and moving. All others are borrowed from it

9nd are but echoes and repetitions, commentaries or explanations pf

it All must conform thereto most accurately, under pain of failing

to be in any way mystical. Some of these so-called spiritqal tritfitis^

are weak, very weak dilutions of the Gospel—just a few drops of its

generous wine, drowiied in a sea of meaningless verbiage. Wby
Qot h»ve the pure wine? There it is, at your elbow, in thp New
Testament : "Eat, friends, and drink, and be inebriated, oh my dearly

beloved. (Cant. Cantic. v., i.)

Christians at the present day, as a rule, do not know their Goppel

well enough and are QOt conversant with it. It is small wonder

thaf they are so we^ and unstable, so easily upset or led astray. He
that reads the Gospel assiduously alone can realize how far short

he falls from practising it, and only he that really tries to put it

into practice comes at last to understand it.

There are two ways of knowing—the first is by rote, mechani-

cally, without touching the inner consciousness; the second is by

9 vital process <^f discpvery or rediscovery, as it were, of what

befor(| made no impression apd a vital process of tasting, «njqy-

iqg a^d assimilating the s^e. Thus, until by much re^^ing and

r«c^ia4iiig, prayer a^ meditation, one has made this discovery or

rediscovery of the Gospel, one can hardly be $aid 0 pQs^s$ the

Iqi^wledge pf it. Whien the ppint if arrived at wIkt^ it $eems w«
had hereitofoire npt Icnown it, then if the $pi4l flopded with light

a;nd inufidated uritfa an inexprefsitily wtnnnng spiritual (klfght
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We must co^[» last to ^1 tl^t th« Qospel i$ «ot » bpok, 4 de»d

letter. l}fut a tte^cher, a living perspo what a pemw^ tl)# very

One we sought for in our mystical li£e, God Himself, lavr Ijord

]tstis Christ, the Son of tl^ie living God! He ii is %nd not the

Eviu^list who speaks to us from the Gospel page, straig^ into

oiir very heart, if we only lay it open before Him. Then our Lord

will ce^ to he a Strang, a far-?way person, shadowy aad un-

rieal; we shall ^ome into touch with Him, we shall live in His

C(wipaiiy, even as the Apostles did; we shall watch Him lovingly

and He will discover to us His secrets.

Alas! some have never read the holy Gospel, not even once,

from end to end. They only Ioiqw the extracts which are read at

^ Swday Masses through the liturgical year, always the same,

yeair after ye^r. This is certainly good as far as it goes, pnly it

does not go far enough ; it leaves out too many of the sayings and

doings of our Lord. These persons have not the omiplete knowledge

of Our Lord that they could and should have and their souls suffer

a loss in proportion tQ their ignorance. The Church does not in-

tend that we should content ourselves with these extracts from the

Gospel ; she gives them to us as choice morsels and samples of the

fea#t that is in store for us, to tmpt our appetite and lead us on to

{^ttake of the whole course.

I would therefore suggest that every Christian read one of the

many learned and beautiful lives of Christ written of late years by

eminent Catholic writers and in which all the events and discourses

of our Lord in the four Gospels are fused into one continuous story.

This done, I should suggest that he take up the text itself of the;

Evangelists and read at least one chapter every day. Let him

read and reread it until he becomes quite familiar with it, and even

then keep on reading and rereading it, for it is the experience of

all who have done so that at every fresh perusal new grace is im-

parted and new light and a new infusion of joy. Of course this

is on condition that it is read slowly, thoughtfully and prayerfully.

Once a habit has been formed of thus reading the Go^>el and tast-

ing the sweetness of it, there is little danger of becoming tired of

the exercise. It would be easy to read the whole of the New
Test^m^ent once a year, as it contains in all but two hundred and

sifty chapters whilst it would take a little over three years to read

the whole Pible, from Genesis to Apocalypse, at the rate of one

chapter a day. Most pious priests make it a practice of reading

their 4aily chapter of Holy Scripture on their knees ^nd of devoutly

kissing the Sacred text. This certainly helps to enter into the

sitting down at ei^se whilst reading, pen in hand, in order to follow

spirit 9/ reverence and love. Still one cpuJd not he Warned for
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up and note down any lig^t received from the sacred page. The
pen plied industriously is a marvelous instrument and a revealer of

hidden secrets, even of the secrets of God.

If every educated Christian, layman as well as priest, were thus

to feed his soul every day with the marrow of spiritual life as

it is in the Gospel what a change there would soon come upon the

world I How much more enlightened piety and sterling virtue and

happiness for men and glory to God there would be I Then indeed

we should see Christians worthy of the name, like those of the

Middle Ages, or, still better, of the first centuries of the Church.

It is for us, priests and religious, to bring again into the world

such a happy state of things. It is in some measure within our

power to achieve this desirable result. But we must begin by

being real mystics ourselves before we can think of making others

such, and for this purpose we must use the means put forth in this

chapter.

Every good priest ambitious of entering on tlie ways of true

mystical life and of teaching them to others should make an analysis

and a synthesis of the Gospels, breaking them into their component

parts and industriously reconstructing their whole scheme for him^

self upon some kind of a plan. The following would be as good as

any: First, all that Jesus is; secondly, all that Jesus did; thirdly,

the sayingfs and discourses of Jesus ; fourthly, all that Jesus suffered

in order to enter into His glory—^bringing all the texts of the

separate Gospels under one or other of these headings. Or, again,

one could marshall all the texts under the two headings which form

the double characteristic of mystical life—^first, its uncompromising

austerity ; secondly, its unutterable sweetness ; for our Lord has said

:

"Narrow is the gate and strait is the way that leadeth into life;"

but He has said also: "My yoke is sweet and My burden is light"

In these two sayings of our Lord we have the whole Gospel in a

nutshell, and it would be a labor of love to distribute all His other

sayings and all His acts under one or other of these two funda-

mental principles of spirituality. It may prove still more interesting

to the priest if he uses a plan of his own devising.

Now I feel quite sure that a person will not go far in this kind

of work without being struck with the beauty and loveliness 'of

the Gospel in a way previously unknown. He will be led naturally

to the loving contemplation of Christ, He will spontaneously set

himself with a will to make the Gospel the rule of his every thought

and word and desire and act. He will sweetly and irresistibly be

drawn into imitating the apostolic of his Divine Master. Jesus

will thus become to His priest a living reality and a personal pres-

ence and an inspiration beyond words to express. Oh ! what fruits
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of sanctity may be expected from such a one, and what good work

he will do in his Master's vineyard I

A mystic? Yea, and much more than a mystic; for he will be

also a father and a teacher and a guide of mystics. All this, thanks

to his earnest, unremitting study of the first manual of mysticism,

the Holy Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ, to Whom je giory for

evermorel

S. LOUISMET, O. S. B.

Devon, England. i& \-
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THE CHURCH IN WESTERN CANADA.

THE PIONBBK MISSIONESS.

IN NO country in tlie wprH h^v^ they bf^^ ff^kipg history

fast in Canada, and they ar^ certain tp ad4 ma^y
more well-filled pages to it as time goes on, so vast t)te

regpn^ 9nd resources to be developed in that wide-stretching

Dominion which reaches from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from

Lake Superior to the Arctic Ocean. The history of Catholicism

in this great new country of Catholicism has kept pace with its

civil history. Ever ancient and ever new, the Catholic Church has

adapted itself to its environment in this most modem portion of

the British Empire; for it is always modern in the best sense of

the word. It does not retrograde -or stc^^nate; it is progressive;

and, while it stands with firm foothold on the ancient ways, it does

not disregard the new ways and new methods which advancing

civilization puts within its reach. It goal, its objective, is always

the same ; but, as all roads lead to Rome, it is ever ready to break

new ground and strike out new paths to arrive at its destination.

Father Morice, an Oblate missioner, has related in three bulky

volumes the history of the Catholic Church in Western Canada

with an amplitude of details which leaves nothing to be desired.'

It is a succession of acts of herdsm, of fidelity to duty under the

most painful circumstances, of sufferings patiently endured and

moving adventures almost without a parallel in modem times. To
ameliorate the moral and material condition of the lowly of this

world and gather them into the True Fold, Catholic missioners

have bade an eternal farewell to home in order to labor in the

snowy regions of the Nordi, in the sombre forests of the extreme

East and in the valleys and broad prairies of the centre. The history

of the Church in those boundless regions is practically that of the

country itself; for Catholic missioners can legitimately claim to

rank among the makers of Canada. They were the first in the

field of explorations and discoveries; Catfadics were long the sole

representatives of civilization; and people of other creeds, who
came after them, were only followers and not pioneers. The first

governor of the colony, which was the genesis of what is now
known as Manitoba, was a Catholic, as were the missioners within

its circumference. It was Catholics who wmng freedom of com-

merce fr<Mn the monopoly, under the yoke of which the country

long groaned, and it was they who later played a leading part in

1 "Htstolre de VEgUae CathoUaue dans l'Ou«at Canadien du Lac Supe-
rleur au Faciflque" (1869-1906), par le R. P. A.—G. Morice, O. It L
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the ditectioti of the young nation which slowly grew up on the

banks of the Red River. It is to professors of the same faith the

Manitobans of tO'day owe the constitutional guafante«s they enjoy

and to which they have a legal Hght.

Catholics were the pioneers even ift distant British Coltittlbia.

The exploration of the northern part of that country and of its

great waterway, the Fraser River, was the work of a Catholic,

seconded by a Catholic who Was accompanied by Catholic oarsmen.

The first whites who settled in Vancouver Island and the portion of

the Continent facing it, as well as the missioners who fitst preached

the Gospel in both, wefe Catholics. Even coming down to our own
days, the first infant bom in the commercial metropolis of the

Canadian Padfle, YaficOuY<ir, was the offspring of Catholic parents

and received baptism at the hands of a Catholic priest.

Tlffee hundred years ago the immense region between Lake Su-

perior and the Canadian Rockies was a silent, solitary country, with-

out a trace of civilization. Its only human inhabitants wete hordes

of primitive Indians who worshipped the Kifchi-Manitou, or Great

Spirit, whom they regarded as the Master of life, who created the

world and all that is good in it, and lived in dread of the Matchi-

MaHitOMj or Bad Spirit, the author of all the evils and miseries to

which mankind is subject, and whom they sought to appease by in-

cantations and sacrifices. They were divided into four tribes and

led a nomadic life, contending with the bison for the free posses-

sion of the soil to the south of the Churchie River and the north

branch of the Saskatchewan; alternately at peace and at war with

one another. Came a day when it gradually dawned on them that,

far away to the south, pale-visaged bearded people, who had at

their disposal marvelous products and terrible weapons, had made
their appearance in the midst of the Indians. Among these were

two adventurous Frenchmen, Pierrc-Esprit Radisson and Medard
Chouart Sieur Desgroseillers, both Catholics. The latter spent his

early youth with the Ursulines of Quebec, and the Ven. Mother

of the Incarnation speaks of him in the most flattering terms. Later,

he became a kind of lay brother, devoting his time and his money

to the Jesuit missions. Radisson begins his journal with the for-

mula, "For the greater glory of God," which is reminiscent of the

Jesuits who had helped him on his way with their money and their

advice. Referring to them in his memoirs, he says: "Their sole

desire is the extension of the Kingdom of God. They give proof

of a charity truly admirable towards all who work and who by

their honest conduct «how dietnMhres wordiy of being helped. This

is the pure timth. It is the reply I make to all those who should

ever assert the contrary. I speak here with knowledge of the sub-
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ject." It has been claimed by Dr. George Bryce and other writers

that they were Protestants, but Father Morice conclusively proves

that they were Catholics. They were the first Frendunen who pene-

trated into the country of the Crees, cme of the aboriginal tribes of

Indians. This was in 1659-60.

Radisson, dissatisfied with the way in which he had been treated

by the French authorities, turned towards the English in the hope

of receiving assistance from them, telling them of the fabulous

quantities of valuable furs they could procure if they put them-

selves in communication with the tribes on the great Canadian

plains. This led to the establishment of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany, which played such an important part in the early develop-

ment of Canada. The French fur-traders, who r^;arded the Eng-

lish as intruders in a domain which they claimed by priority of dis-

. covery, redoubled their activity in the West. After many fruitless

efforts to discover a passage to Asia through Hudson's Bay and

some waterway which they believed intersected the American Con-

tinent from east to west, they came to the conclusion that it was to

be sought by land. Geographers at that time knew very little of

the Pacific coast. They knew that beyond the continent was a sea

which extended northward to what one called then the Strait of

Avian; with this they imagined was linked a gulf, followed by an

isthmus that led to the steppes of Tartary. In 1718 a Vincentian

priest named Bobe wrote a learned dissertation on all that one knew
or conjectured then touching the geography and ethnology of that

part of the world; not forgetting to mention that it was by this

isthmus the Tartars and some Israelites had penetrated into America.

This document concluded by declaring that the discovery of the

"western ocean," as they originally called the Pacific, would be a

subject of glory to the King, useful to France and meritorious in the

eyes of God. To attain this object it was necessary to pacify and
civilize the terrible Sioux, through whose territory they would have

to pass, and for that purpose a mission was established among the

aborigines on Lake Pepin (1727).

The man who conducted the perilous enterprise of the discovery

of the extreme west was a French Canadian, Pierre Gaultier, son

of the Chevalier de Varennes, who assumed the surname of De la

V^rendyre, or Lav^rendrye, under which name he is known in

history. He set out from Montreal on June 8, 1731, taking with

him as chaplain, Pere Charles-Michel Mesaiger, a Frendi Jesuit, the

first priest who ever saw the Lake of the Woods.
A great deal of the early history of Western Canada revolves

around the keen commercial competition between the Hudson's Bay
Company and their rivals, the French fur-traders, until the amal-
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gamation of both companies in 1821. The chief obstacle to the

conversion and civilization of the Indians was the drink abuse, which

degraded and demoralized them. Whisky, with which unscrupul-

ous traders plied them when they wanted to drive a good bargain

with the natives, was very aptly called by the Indians "fire-water,"

for it inflamed their passions to white heat. "The English and

French, by their accursed avarice," wrote one of the missioners.

Father Aulneau, "have given them an appetite for whisky;" add-

ing, "I must say, however, in justice to the French with whom I

have traveled, that they have nothing to do with this infamous

traffic, and that, despite the reiterated requests of the Indians, they

have preferred to reject every deal with the different tribes rather

than give them whisky in exchange." A contemporary English

writer (1746-47) explicitly declares that the Indians got their strong .

drinks "from the English, contrary to the wise maxims of the

French, who do not sell them."* The zealous Jesuit missioner, above

named, and Jean Baptiste Lav^rendrye, the eldest son of the enter-

prising discoverer, were massacred by the Sioux. The priest was

found kneeling upcm one knee, his left hand resting on the ground

and his right raised as if in the act of giving absolution. Towards
the close of his life he had a presentiment of the fate that awaited

him, for about a fortnight before his premature death, he wrote to

Father Degonnor: "Continue to pray to God for me, dear father,

and recommend me to the Blessed Virgin. I hope soon to end

my career, but fear to end it badly."

When not hunting herds of buffaloes on the plains or warring

with one another, the Indians raided the trading forts. An unin-

terrupted series of hostilities on the part of the Sioux led to the

abandonment of Fort Beauharnois and the mission. Laverendrye,

then, resumed his explorations and discoveries along with his son,

Pierre Gauthier, who was the first white man to see those im-

portant geographical points, Lakes Manitobe, I>au{^in, Winnipeg

and Bourbon, as well as Lower Saskatchewan, while Father Coquart,

a Jesuit, was the first missj^oner who gazed upon the site of Winni-

peg. The chief explorer devoted the last thirteen years of his

strenuous life* to the work of exploration and colonization. He
established at his own expense six forts, and not only explored

but described on several maps the region situate between Lake Su-

perior and the Rocky Mountains and from Missouri in the south to

Saskatchewan in the north. "Posterity, whose horizon is less

limited because it is more distant from the hero," observes Father

» Henry EJUs, "A Voyage to Hudson's Bay," p. 187. Ix>ndon: 1748.

» He died on December «. 1749, at the a«« of sixty-four, and was buried

in the crypt of the Church of Notre Dame, Montreal.
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Morice, "and whidi can appreciate at its just worth the iolid ^naif-

ties of this traly great man, this good Chrfsttan and trut patftet,

will doubtless decide that fall justice will not baTe been doot to

his meoiory as long as oti« stttll tiot haye rsfiwd a gfatoe Vb him
in the territory which was the scene of his glorious deeds."*

But the time of French expansion and new foundations on the

great Gtnadian plains was drawing to a close. Canada was aboat

to pass into the possession of England. It was a case fuit Iliufft;

or, as Father Morice pithily puts it, "Lt Canada ftawiois atneU vecu."

It marked the close of the first epoch of the Church's history in

Western Canada.

At the time of the cession of Canada to Great Britaiil (1763), a

large number of French priests returned to France rather than

serve under the new masters of the country. The result wa4 a

great difficulty in providing for the spiritual needs even of regularly

constituted parishes. Moreover, by the suppression of the Jesuits in

1773, the Church lost the only missioiners it then possessed in the

Northwest. Of the 181 priests who served the iiftmense EXocese

of Quebec during the last years of the Seven Yeafs War, only 136

remained in 1760. Even before the official suppfSssion of the

Jesuits, the new Canadian authorities condemned them to a slow

but certain death by forbidding them, as well as the Recollfects, to

. receive novices. It was no longer a question of the extreme West,

abandoned by the civil government. It is mofe than prob&ble,

Father Morice conjectures, that some of the Canadians and French,

enamoured of the free, wandering life of the prairies, at who had

already contracted marriage ties with native women, preferred to

remain in the country than to return to a life which had lost its

attractions for them. From them sprang the half-breeds. He thinks

the origin of the Metis or half-breeds has been fixed at a date too

near to our times. A Metis family named Beaulieu was found in

1778 at the Slave River, when the fur traders reached it for the

first time. It cannot then be reasonably doubted that several ser-

vants of the French explorers contracted with the natives matri-

monial unions which perhaps received the blessing of the Church,

and that, burthened with Metis families, they would be in no greater

hurry to leave their adopted country than people of their sort were

in the sequel. They had the gift of faith and strove to communi-

cate it to their children, and subsequent events proved that they

completely succeeded. It is even very probable that to them and

their masters redound the merit of certain conversions, commonly

placed to the credit of the missioners. Daniel W. Harmon, a trader

in the extreme West, wrote in 1800 that a French priest had his

* Op. clt.. Vol. I., p. 86.
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residence at the mouth of the River Dauphin and that "there are

still Indians who remember the prayers the missioner taught them."

Now there never was a priest at the Dauphin River or Lake of

that name under the French regime; but in 1741 the Chevalier de

Laverendyre established a post at the latter. The prayers Harmon
speaks of would have been taught by that officer or his people, some

of whom might have married into the tribe served by the Fort.

Prudhomme gives the year 1775 as the possible, if not probable

date of the first unions of French with the wild Indians. John

McDonnell, one of the most important men in the Northwestern

Company, the rival of the Hudson's Bay Company, married a Metis

named Poitras several years before 1800. Apart from these pioneers,

there were the French-Canadians who migrated towards the "Pays

d'en haut," as for a long time they called Manitoba and the other

provinces of the Canadian plains. Among those coureurs de bois

several went thither between the cession of Canada and the organiza-

tion of the Company of the Northwest. A certain Louis Nolin

settled in the Red River valley in 1776. Another Catholic of the

same race, Augustin Cadot, was there in 1780.

Before the cession all the Western traders were French, and for

more than fifty years French was the language universally spoken

in Western Canada. Knowing the preference of the Indians for the

French, the Company made it a rule to be represented on the plains

by as many of that nationality as possible. Though they could not

all be called exemplary Catholics, cut off as they were from the

wholesome restraints of a settled civilization, they were not irreligi-

ous and were as observant of the laws of God and of the Church

as circumstances permitted. Daily prayer was not rare among them

;

they remembered and kept, as well as they could, the principal feasts

of the liturgical year, baptized the children, attended the dying and

always recited public prayers at every interment. Thus the Catholics

at this period insensibly filled the gap which the absence of the mis-

sioners left. John McDonnell, the Scotsman—an unique figure,

strict and conscientious in the midst of a crowd of officials whose

lives were a continual defiance of all the laws of justice and decency

—was an excellent Catholic, called by his employes "the Priest,"

on account of his scrupulous observance of the Church's feasts and

the Friday abstinence, as well as his zeal to make them be kept

by those under him. The historian of the Company of the North-

west, Beckles Wilson,' declares that McDonnell drew out of it

because he would not "brave every principle of law and justice;"

the most honorable testimony, says Father Morice, to a man in his

position. He remained in the West from 1796 to 1815. Ross Cox,

•"The Orwtt Company," Vol. n., p. 118.
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who visited him at his hospitable house at Long Sault on the St
Lawrence in 1817, says: "This gentleman was a strict Roman
Catholic, and during his residence in the wilds, the Canadians dis-

tinguished him from other individuals of the same name by calling

him 'the Priest,' on account of the rig^d manner with which he made
his people follow the different fasts of the Catholic Church. This

circumstance, joined to what travelers said of him, led me to ex-

pect to find a second St. Francis in Mr. McDonnell. But, in place

of the austere monk, we saw in the former trader a satisfied, good-

humored hale old man, which proves that true piety is not in-

compatible with social gaiety."* The influence of religion was most

necessary to keep within just bounds people emancipated from every

human law and devoured with an ardent greed of gold; and this

sterling lay Catholic of strong faith and manly, resolute will well

represented the influence of Catholicism as the greatest of all civiliz-

ing agencies.

The first organized and continous missionary work was coinci-

dent with the establishment of the Red River colony by Lord Sel-

kirk (1811-1815), a broad-minded, large-hearted and philanthropic

Scotsman, much interested in ameliorating the lot of the humbler

classes of his fellow-countrymen as well as of Catholic Ireland.

Having acquired a large number of shares in the Hudson's Bay

Company and purchased 110,000 square miles of excellent land in

the Red River and Assiniboine valleys, he entrusted the direction

of its colonization to a former officer of the Royal Regiment of

New York, promoted in 1796 to the rank of captain in the Canadian

militia. This was Miles McDonnell, brother of John McDonnell,

who had gone to America with his father in 1773, and at the epoch

of the war of independence migrated to Canada with the breadth of

view which was his characteristic. Lord Selkirk selected his colonists

among Catholics as well as Protestants, appointing as chaplain to

the former the Rev. Charles Bourke, of the Diocese of Killala, in the

north of Ireland. Among the first batch of emigrants who set out

from Stomoway on July 26, tSii, and arrived on September a
at the York Factory on Hudson's Bay, were several Irish Catholics.

Lord Selkirk was of opinion that personal intercourse between

Roman Catholics and Presbyterian Highlanders, who had forcibly

resisted eviction from their farms, would convince the latter ' that

a Catholic might be an excellent citizen." The result of this ming-

ling of races and creeds did not altogether correspond with the

oi>timistic views of the Scotch peer, whose ideas were 'n adv?i,ce

of his time. The total number of colonists he brought out was
280. There were already more than 700 Catholics, French-Canadians

• "Adventures on the Columbia XUver," pp. 802-SOS.
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or Metis, inhabiting the central plains, who were incited to give them

a warm reception, but not in a hospitable sense. The Company of

the Northwest, who saw in the colony in process of formation,

a danger to their supremacy in the West, disguised a number of

tlicir Metis employes as wild ..ndians, who terrorized the pooi Scotch

and Irish, not one of whom had ever fired a shot in his life. The
hot rivalry between the two commercial corporations led to an

arnid struggle, cubninating ir what is chronicled as the battle of

the marsh or fen in French-Canadian annals and referred to as the

skirmish of the seven oaks by the English. It made it evident to

Lord Selkirk that, without the powerful help of religion, the best

plans for the success of an enterprise like his were condemned

to failure. For six years he had been compelled to do without any

minister of worship among his colonists, with disastrous results.

The Catholic population had been increased by the arrival of new
French-Canadian families and the accession of his Meurons,^ mostly

of German stock. It, therefore, needed the presence of a priest, if

the work to which he had put his hand was to have any stability.

In default of one, Miles McDonnell had to fulfill such of the func-

tions of a chaplain as were not incompatible with a la^^ state. "Last

winter," he records, "I married two of our servants to daughters of

colonists and, baptized four children bom among us" (1814). Then
he adds: "I hope the arrival of some minister of worship will re-

lieve me of such a terrible task." Father Morice regards this as

evident proof that the first baptisms and marriages in Manitoba

were according to the Catholic rite.

Although as yet destitute of any ecclesiastical organization, these

immense regions appertained by rights to the Bishop of Quebec, then

Mgr. Joseph Octave Plessis. He had already turned his attention

to the West and, since 1815, had made overtures to the Company
of the Northwest with the object of obtaining facilities for the

passage of a missioner from Montreal to Rainy Lake. It was at

first his intention to undertake the journey himself, but circum-

stances compelled him to relegate it to one of his priests. It was
to be made in the stunmer of 1816, but before the prelate could

execute his project. Miles McDonnell addressed to him in the be-

ginning of Spring a letter which caused him to change his plans.

After thanking God for the preservation of the young Red River

colony, McDonnell proceeded : "You know, my Lord, there can be

no stability in the government of States or kingdoms if religion

does not form the comer-stone. My chief object in accepting the

' A troop of soldiers, whom he had raised and to whom he had assigned

holdings. They took their name from one of their offloers, l4eutM»ant

Colonel Count de Meuron, a French Swiss from Neufchatel.
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direction of this arduous though laudable enterprise was to act in

a manner that the Catholic faith should be the dominant religion

in our establishment, if Providence deemed me an instrument worthy

of carrying out this project. With the liberal spirit which distin-

guishes him, Lord Selkirk willingly consented to let me bring an

Irish priest the first year. Our spiritual needs are increasing with

our numbers. We have many Catholics from Scotland and Ireland,

and, moreover, the Canadians are always with us, and we are go-

ing to have a vast accession to our ranks in the people of that veiry

country. There are hundreds of free Canadians who are wandering

around our colony. They have families by Indian wives and are

all in a deplorable condition through the want of spiritual succor.

A large religfious harvest might also be gathered in among the na-

tives who surround us; their language is that of the Algonquins;

they are easy to lead and well-disposed, allowing for the corrup-

tion of morals introduced among them by rival traders and other

demoralizing habits. I have learned with great pleasure that this

year you sent two missioners as far as Rainy Lake. I shall be glad

to give passage in my sloop to one of these gentlemen from here*

to the Red River, which is only six days' march from there. If he

were to remain permanently with us, the company would once a

year provide him with means to go and see his brethren in the

Lord's vineyard at Rainy Lake." The noble founder of the colony

himself, though not a Catholic, did not think it derogatory from

his dignity to openly support McDonnell's request in an accom-

panying communication, in which he said: "I am absolutely per-

suaded that a zealous and intelligent ecclesiastic could do an im-

mense good to these people (the Canadians), among whom every

sentiment of religion seems almost extinct. It would be a great

satisfaction to me to cooperate to the full extent of m^* power in

such a good work ; and if your lordship is pleased to select a person

fit to undertake it, I can have no difficulty in assuring him that I

shall supply him with every convenience and give him all the sup-

port your lordship may deem necessary." The Abbe Pierre Antoine

Tabeau was the priest chosen. His Bishop gave him his credential

in these words: "Robust health, solidity of character, remarkable

intelligence, zeal and good will, ever>'thing is united in this eccle-

siastic in favor of the projected work. Estranged from every tem-

poral view, he thinks only of the salvation of souls and great pleas-

ure of seconding the laudable intentions of your lordship towards

the poor creatures whose vices must increase in proportion to their

ignorance of God and His religion." This priest, after accompanying

Mr. McDonnell in an exploration as far as the Rtd River, reported

Montreal.
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adverse to a permanent mission and recommended instead periodical

visits. Lord Selkirk, however, persisted and got up a petition in

its favor signed by twenty French-Canadians and three Scotchmen,

in which they declared that almost all the Giristian population,

colonists or free Canadians, were Catholics, and begged the Bishop

of Quebec "in the name of their hopes of a future life to graciously

grant them the succors of a priest of their holy religion, succors

which their conduct would have deserved if irreproachable, and

which were only the more necessary if it is regarded as faulty."

Mgr. Plessis decided in favor of a permanent mission and sent two

priests and a seminarist, who were to be the founders of the Church

of Saint Boniface ; besides establishing temporary missions at Sault

Sainte Marie and Fort William. Father Morice thinks it is very

probable that the Catholic mission at the Red River contributed

largely to the fusion of the two rival companies, which took place

three years later.

The man who was the immediate Providential instrument in the

estabUshment of the Church in Central Canada was the Abb6
Joseph Norbert Provencher. A grand priest of the old French

school, a remarkably handsome man of majestic presence, six feet

four inches in height, his personality stands out in bold relief

among the group of ecclesiastics who did pioneer work in the now
far off days when the only diocese in Canada was that of Quebec.

His co-worker was the Abbe Dumoulin. Up to this all authors

have been unanimous in admitting that these two priests were the

first clergymen to penetrate and reside in what is now Manitoba,

since the beginning of the English domination. Father Morice has

had no difficulty in disposing of the pretension of Dr. G. Bryce that

one Jane Sutherland, a Protestant catechist, was the first person

"in orders" who went to Selkirk's colony. John McLeod, in his

Journal, published in 1908—a year before Dr. Bryce's book ap-

peared—says that he set out from Montreal with forty French-

Canadians, "led by my two good friends, the priests, who were the

first missioners in the North since the French regime."

It is worthy of note that the fund raised in 1818 in support of

the Red River mission was, as the Bishop's circular stales, "power-

fully encouraged by a number of Protestants." Lord Selkirk gave

the missioners, before their departure on May 19, 1818, unequivocal

marks of his esteem; while Lady Selkirk made herself as service-

able to them as she could, providing them with a beautiful chapel.

"I have never seen a lady so well informed, intelligent and obliging

as Lady Seklirk," wrote Father Dumoulin to the Bishop. "She

has done everything imaginable to procure us all that we might

want, and always so graciously that it increases the value of all her
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attentions. It seems that his lordship does nothing without con-

sulting her." The future apostles were instructed by Mgr. Plessis

to learn the dialects of their neophjrtes and prepare grammars and

dictionaries of tbem; to regularize union between French-Caradinrs

and their native wives; and to establish schools wherever possible.

The prudent prelate struck a distinct note of loyalty to the new

rulers : the missioners were to make known to the natives and others

the advantages they enjoyed under British government, and to teach

them by word and example the respect and fidelity they owed to

the English sovereign. This was returning good for evil Since the

cessun of Caiuida to Great Britain the Catholic Bishops oi Quebec

had never succeeded in getting their tribes recognized by the Eng-

lish authorities; they were even forbidden to officially use them.

Mgr. Plessis, after ix:ing nominated coadjutor, preached a famous

sermon on the victory over the French forces at sea by Nelson,

which was destined to conciliate the English element in Canada.

For the first time since the extinction of French rule, he gave his

ecdesisatical title to the Bishop of Quebec in a pamphlet which con-

tained that prelate's mandement and the text of his own sermon;

and, in consideration of the latter, the authorities shut their eyes at

this innovation. The missioners in the West carried out with

scrupulous fidelity Mgr Plessis' loyal instructions. This attit'i<'o and

action had their after effects when England wisely conceded re-

ligious liberty to Canada, a measure which, along the subsequent

concession of autonomy, has done much to attach the great Do-
minion tc the mother countrj'

The two missioners were joyfully greeted on their arrival at

Fort Douglas, Red River, on July i6, 1818. A hastily constructed

hut, formed of the trunks of aspens, served the double purpose of a

mission house and chapel. The moral condition of the mixed popu-

lation they ministered to was deplorable. The French-Canadians

dispersed over the plains had no more religion than the savages

who surrounded them; and it was chiefly by the aid of the sacra-

ment of penance or confession—that great regenerative agency

which the Catholic Church possesses—that the missioners were at

length enabled to effect a gradual reformation. The portion of

Father Provencher's house which was to serve as a temporary

chapel having been finished on November, 1818, the first Mass
at the Red River was celebrated on that date. This chapel was
placed under the patronage of St. Boniface in order through the

intercession of their national patron to bring down the blessings of

heaven upon their German Meurons, Catholics not over ren arkable

for their fervor.

They had a hard time of it indoors and out-of-doors. Father
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Provencher for long months had not a bit of bread on his table,

hardly possessed flour enough to make altar breads, and his pro-

vision of altar wine was nearly exhausted. Without taking into

account miseries of the material order to which the missioners had

to submit, he had also to endure |jeat moral trials arising from

the religious apathy of the Indians, corrupted by contact with un-

principled whites, and the callousness of some Canadians and Ger-

mans long habituated to the most unbridled license. It was no easy

task to secure the reign of peace and morality in a r^on where

chaos and passior had held sway. "The Protestants here," wrote

Father Dumoul<n to Mgr. Plessis, "are extremely pleased with the

Catholic mission; they appear to take the liveliest interest in it,

particularly Colonel Dickson. He says he is enchanted with our

work and often writes of it to England. On Christmas Day I gave

his first Communion to his daughter and to Miss Powell, born of

a I^otestant father." This salutary influence of the priest in favor

of order in localities which, a short time before, had been rent by

the most frightful discord, is the more striking if we compare the

new order of things introduced by his ministry with the ceaselessly

renewed strifes and affrays, ending too often in Upodshed, which

at this very epoch disturbed the distant district of Ahabaska, which

the beneficent hand of religion could not yet reach.

Another step in advance was made when, in October, 1820,

despite the protests which his humility inspired. Father Provencher

was nominated titiular Bishop of Juliopolis and coadjutor of the

Bishop of Quebec for the Northwest. With increased dignity

and responsibility, however, came increased difficulties. The words

which Shakespeare puts into the mouth of Henry IV., "uneasy lies

the head that wears a crown," might be paraphrased by many pre-

lates into "uneasy lies the head that wears a mitre." Seeing that the

civil authorities still refused to allow the creation of a Catholic

hierarchy in Canada, with metropolitans and suffragans, he was

simply a vicar general in episcopal orders. By a treaty concluded

on October 20, 1818, between the government of London and Wash-

ington, all the territory to the south of the 49th degree of latitude

was left to the United States, with the result that Pembina was

just outside the British possessions in North America. Lord Sel-

kirk having died at Pau, in France, on April 8, 1820, his powers

devolved to his executor and brother-in-law, John Halkett, who was

not at all so favorable to Catholics and who, in rather stiff terms,

summoned Mgr. Provencher to transfer his people from the Ameri-

can territory to the vicinity of Fort Douglas, a proceeding whidi

the prelate declared to be absolutely impossible. Halkett was in-

exorable and the exodus took place. Father Duraoulin was recalled.
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and the flock were urged to transfer themselves to Saint Boniface

or its neighborhood. Some acted on this advice ; others reascended

the Assiniboine and founded on White Horse plain what later be-

came the mission of St. Francis Xavier; and others again went to

Lake Manitoba, despite the Scotchman's edict, while thirty-five

Canadians petitioned Washington for the protection of the American

Government. On July i6, 1823, Father Ehimoulin left, after five

years spent at the Red River, leaving Mgr. Provencher nominal

Bishop of a territory almost as large as Europe, with only

one priest to help him to administer, and that priest already revolv-

ing the idea of returning to the East.

In the fall of 1821 the Catholics in the Red River colony num-
bered 800 ; Saint Boniface, containing 350 with 46 catechumens and

Pembina, 450, plus 50 catechumens. These were dispersed over a

rather large extent of country, since up to a relatively recent epoch,

there was no centre of population, or at least no agglomeration re-

sembling even a village, in what is now Manitoba. In the begin-

ning of 1822 Swiss emigrants, including seven Catholics, arrived.

Then, in consequence of the fusion of the two companits in iSa'i,

numerous posts, no longer needed, were abandoned, and the em-
ployes with their families, turning their eye towards the Red River,

considerably increased the Catholic population in that region where

Lord Selkirk had ceded 10.392 acres to the mission. Abjurations

of Protestantism though not frequent were a source of comfort to

the missioner-Bishop, who, in 1822, chronicled the conversion of a

Scotch lady, and, two years later, that of several Swiss wives of

Catholic husbands. Father Dumoulin, although he had left the

Red River mission, was not unmindful of it, and did all he could

to promote its extension. In 1824 he published a little tnemoire

destined to justify the creation of a bishopric in that distant coun-

try, remarking that on his departure from the West they had al-

ready administered 800 baptisms, celebrated or regularized 120

marriages and given first Communion to 150 persons; adding that

the country already then contained more Catholics than the Bos-

ton district when it was erected into a diocese.

While keeping always steadily in view the spiritual interests of

his flock as of paramount importance. Mgr. Provencher did not

lose sight of their intellectual and material needs. Though he

strove to prepare for the ministry Canadian or Metis youths, neither

during his lifetime nor during the greater portion of the episcopate

of his immediate successor was any Metis raised to the priesthood

in Western Canada. But the g^eat institution now universally

known in the West as the College of Saint Boniface, founded in

1821, attests his zeal for education. In 1818 he opened the first
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elementary school and in 1822 the first college in Manitoba; while

his solitary priest for a good spell, Father Destroismaisons, was
the first who exercised the ministry at Lake Manitoba. The good

Bishop not only daily catechised the children, but, wishful of chang-

ing the wandering habits of the Canadians, Metis and Indians and

attaching them to the soil and promoting the prosperity of the colony,

he taught them agriculture in a practical way by putting his own
hand to the plough. His solicitude for their material well being

was recognized, and when the Council of Assiniboia became the

legislative body of the country, it placed the Bishop at the head of

a committee appointed to encourage by prizes and otherwise manu-

factures and branches of agriculture connected therewith. The chief

governor of the Hudson's Bay Company, Mr. George Simpson,

kept the headquarters in London informed of "the important ser-

vices which the mission is rendering to the country," and the annual

meeting of the same corporation held at the York Factory officially

recc^ized "the great services rendered by the benevolent and un-

tiring efforts of the Catholic mission on the Red River for the

prosperity and moral and religious education of its numerous

adherents," and noted with much satisfaction that "the influence of

the establishment directed by the Very Reverend Bishop of Juliopolis

has always been in favor of the true interests of the colony in par-

ticular and of the country in general." As a testimony of its grati-

tude it accorded the mission an annual subsidy of £50 and a

supply of provisions which the poor prelate received with the

liveliest satisfaction. Governor Simpson, who greatly esteemed the

Bishop, voluntarily subscribed iioo towards the trection of a stone

cathedral at Saint Boniface, to replace the wooden edifice put up

in 1820. When finished it was the pride of the colony and has

been immortalized by the poet Whittier as the edifice with its "tur-

rets twain."

The Red River mission was a very hazardous as well as a very

arduous one. Surprises and massacres were the order of the day.

American Red Indians, particularly the Sioux, frequently made
raids on the Canadian Indians, not sparing either the French-

Canadians or the Metis. Father Dumoulin had been twice fired upon,

at one time fwhen he was reading his Breviary on the banks of the

Pembina River, the redskin wanting to test if the priest was vulner-

aUe or not; and Father Belcourt had a narrow escape from the

murderous savages. The latter, whom Alexander Ross* describes

as "an active, intelligent and enterprising man "who knew the

language of the savages better than themselves," formed an Indian

village on the banks of the Assiniboine, to which Governor Simp-

• "The Red River Settiement.''
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son assigned a piece of land five miles long. There he erected a

church and maisonnettes surrounded by small fields, sparing neither

fatigue, manual labor nor expense. Harassed by visits from the

bellicose tribes, he had to transfer it to a site on the left bank of

the river. It is now known as Saint Eustache, although Belcourt

called it Saint Paul's, having placed it under the patronage of the

Apostle of the Gentiles. He was a man of ideas and projects, but

they did not always accord with those of his immediate superior,

who put the spiritual before the temporal, conversion before ma-

terial civilization. "Grace," comments Father Morice, "may trans-

form a depraved pagan into a model Christian, but it has nothing

to do with racial characteristics. It makes little in going to heaven

whether you are a farmer, fisherman or hunter. To ask an in-

veterate nomad to become rooted to the soil before becoming a

Christian is to go too far and to overturn the normal order of

things." Mgfr. Provencher would have preferred more of the

catechism and less of the plough ; and there was occasional friction

between prelate and priest. "If I do not shed my blood for the

salvation of the infidels," wrote Belcourt, "I shall have shed' many
tears." He was popular with all classes of society and turned the

influence thereby acquired to good account. A Protestant author,

Alexander Simpson, testifies to his "indefatigable zeal while of the

other Catholic missioners he says. "These men, whose lives are a

continual sacrifice, are of exemplary conduct and animated by a zeal

which makes no account of fatigue in their efforts for the good of

others." He notes the conversion of a large number of Indians

due to their persevering eflForts. The Bishop's clerical staff was

soon afterwards increased by the arrival of Father Jean Baptiste

Thibault, a good preacher, in whom he discerned "a valuable sub-

ject for missions;" Fathers Blanchet and Demers, who were both

to be elevated to the episcopate on the Pacific coast; and Father

Mayrand, who was to spend seven years on this mission.

In 1838 Father Belcourt, at the price of what are described as

superhuman efforts, founded a mission at Wabassimong, at the

confluence of the English river with Winnipeg. It was another at-

tempt to civilize before Christianizing, and only lasted twelve years.

Its church was under the invocation of Our Lady of Mercy. In

the same year he prepared a dictionary and g^rammar of the

Sauteux dialect and in the year following published in Sauteux a

reader, catechism and prayer book combined as well as a pamphlet

on the "Principles of the Santeux Idioms." in French; deferring till

later the publication of his dictionary.*"

After a brief absence he returned to Canada in June, 1839, at the

10 It stUI exists in manuscript at Archbishop's house, St Boniface.
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request of Monsignor Provencher, who wished him to finish his

dictionary, "which might be useful to those who would come after

him." His heart and soul were in the work, notwithstanding their

divergence of views. To him redounds the credit of having

been the first priest to baptize one of the aborigines of the Arctic

regions.

During twenty years the Red River colony had developed under

the government of a single man. In 1832, when its name was

changed to Assiniboia, it was placed under a quasi-legislative coun-

cil. In the b^^ning the religious authorities were not officially

recognized in the formation of this assembly. It was only on Feb-

ruary 12, 183s, that the Catholic clergy were permitted a share in its

deliberations in the person of Mg^. Provencher, and then in pursu-

ance of a special invitation and not in the exercise of a right to

representation. On June 16, 1837, five years after the inaugura-

tion of the new form of local government, he was formally sworn a

member. His public services had already been recognized. A fur-

ther testimony to his worth and work was an increased allocation of

£100 to the mission, voted by the committee of the Hudson's Bay

Company.

The advent in 1840 of some Methodist ministers and the traffic

in souls which they introduced, purchasing so-called "conversions"

by gifts and bribes; restrictions imposed upon the missioners by

the Hudson's Bay Companjy, and the greed, drinking habits and

superstition of the natives raised serious obstacles to the spread of

Catholicism. But ahhough the sectaries employed all the artifices

of the professional proselytizer, they did not make headway. One
of the Wesleyans stationed at Rainy Lake said : "We have labored

there for the last eleven years and have followed the ordinary sys-

tem without having been able to establish a single school or work

a single conversion." This clashing of creeds had only the effect

of confusing the natives and confirming many of them in their own
crude beliefs. The Protestants were well supplied with money ; the

Catholics had little or none. Alexander Ross says of the latter : "It

must be confessed that this poverty redounds much to their honor.

When it is proposed to establish a mission and its incumbent is nom-

inated, the Bishop gives him £10 to outfit himself ; then he adds

his blessing, and the affair is settled." Ross is not the only Prot-

estant author who noted the disadvantage which impeded the action

of the Catholic missioner. "The Catholic priests," wrote Alexander

Begg, "had to surmount numerous difficulties and, on account of

their poverty, could not extend the sphere of their labors so rapidly

as the Protestant missioners. But what they lacked in material re-

sources was compensated by a perseverance full of devotedness, and
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they gradually cleared a way for themselves through obstacles and

disappointments."^*

The epoch from 1841 to 1843 marked by an extension of

Catholicism in the West. The Indian missions were about to enter

on a new i^ase, a gradual development to more distant regions.

The important trading base, Fort Edmonton, where the employes

with their families numbered not less than 130—the nucleus of the

present archiepiscopal city of Edmonton—^had then at its head as

Chief Factor, John Rowand, whose name is writ large in the early

history of Canada and who was known in the West as "the Gov-

ernor." He had received the direction of the districts of Saskatche-

wan and Athabaska, and his territory extended as far as Fort Cum-
berland. A tower of strength to Catholicism in Western Canada,

he informed the authorities that the Protestant minister made no

progress in the conversion of the natives, the majority of whom
were Crees, who appeared disposed to lend a willing ear to the "true

praying men," that is, the Catholic priests, and thus was the means

of introducing Monsignor Provencher's missioners. Rowand was

a Ehiblin man, a typical fur-trader; "an emperor in miniature,"

Father Morice says. He was also a typical Celt, Catholic and Irish

to the backbone, a strong, militant Catholic, who manfully stood to

his guns and would not lower the flag to please anybody. One inci-

dent shows the manner of man he was. He was present one day

at a grand dinner, where most of the guests were anti-Catholic.

As a toast was being given, one of them was so ill-advised as to

sing a song, the words of which were an insulting reference to the

Pope. It was more than Rowand could stand. "I am a Catholic,"

he exclaimed impetuously, "and I shall never let any one in my
presence insult the head of my religion;" and in the twinkling of

an eye he flung the contents of his glass at the speaker. Father

Morice notes that he has left the reputation of a man" who shone

more by his indomitable energy than by Christian meekness. But

it was such sturdy and strenuous Irish Catholics who won for their

co-religionists in Ireland the civil and religious liberties they now
enjoy, and have made themselves abroad a power and an influence

to be counted with.

Father Thibault, who knew the Crees' language, was sent to Fort

Edmonton in the spring of 1842, making a journey of some 2,200

miles across the great prairies of Western Canada. With the con-

veniences which civilization has put within the reach of the modem
traveler, it is difficult to form an exact idea of the fatigues and per-

il "History of the Northwest," Vol. I., pp. 281-282.

12 Born between 1776 and 1780, he died suddenly at Fort Pitt In 1864.

His grave Is in the Catholic cemetery at Montreal.
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ils inherent to such a journey. Without mentioning the dangers

due to savage hordes of Indians in the state of nature—ever ready

to rob, pillage and massacre—^the missioner had many times to ford

rivers with the water almost up to his neck or cling to the mane of

his swimming horse. And then, how is one to realize the inex-

pressible weariness of a ride of six months, under the rays of a

burning sun, with no shadow to temper it but that of his horse,

monotonous and often insufficient nourishment and ntunberless

accidents and difficulties of all sorts? As regards the march, the

missioner was scarcely more than the humble servant of those whose

guidance he had to follow, willingly or unwillingly. And the jour-

ney was hardly less painful when the saddle gave place to the ex-

cessively primitive Red River cart in a country almost destitute of

roads, with vehicles in the construction of which not a scrap of iron

was used.

When Thibault, through the intermediary of an interpreter, an-

nounced the good news to a band of Blackfeet, "the wickedest sav-

ages in those countries," he was listened to with the greatest respect.

Then the Indians bade him a solemn farewell after their manner

—

that is, by passing their hands over his head, shoulders, breast and

arms. Affectionately clasping his hand, they left him one by one,

expressing the good resolutions they had formed for the future.

"Thy words are engraven in my heart ; I wish to follow thy way,"

said one. "I have not been a very wicked man ; I wish, however,

to become better," said another, adding that he had bore the mis-

sioner in his heart because he had had compassion on him and taught

him the way of life. A third was oppressed at the thought of his

past wild life, or was perhaps more scrupulous. "I have had a bad

heart," he confessed. "I have been a wicked man. I am shamed

in thy presence ; but have pity on me ; I promise thee to live other-

wise, now that I have seen and heard thee." The missioner gave

them a paper on which were marked the days of the week, so thatj

they might know when Sunday came round and sanctify it.

"All the Metis and most of the savages have abandoned the

Methodist ministers to listen to the Catholic priests," wrote exult-

ingly Monsignor Provencher to the Bishop of Quebec. "Despite

the falsehoods and calumnies which fanaticism and hatred have

circulated against him and the doctrine he came to teach, he has

succeeded in causing the truth to triumph." This, we are told, did

not assuredly mean that all the savages were thenceforth Catholics,

and that nothing remained to be done but to keep them up to it.

The Indian is by nature impressionable. In presence of the new

and the unheard of, he is easily persuaded, particularly when the

habit, the kind of life, the spirit of prayer and, above all, the celi-
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bate, are there to show him that he is in contact with the representa-

tive of the Divinity. But these first impressions are too often fleet-

ing, although they may sometimes have enduring and mor,e salutary

effects."

A tragic event, which marked the climax of Protestant opposition

to the Catholic mission, took place in 1844—the murder of Father

Darveau, a zealous priest, who had undergone great physical suf-

fering in the course of his ministry. To render the Catholic mis-

sioner odious in the eyes of the Indians, they likened him to "the

windigo," which, to Indians of the Algonquin race, is a person

possessed of an evil spirit, a demoniac, a cannibal, or both combined,

who might be killed at sight. To give this name to a priest, and

they knew it, was like passing sentence of death upon him; the

execution or slaughter of the doomed man might be left to the

native fanatics, and was a foregone conclusion. "Hell," wrote the

missioner, "has here employed every wile at first to drive me away

and then to render all n^ efforts useless. They have come to warn

me, no doubt to intimidate me, that they were going to hunt me
out if I didn't go. When they saw me determined to remain until

they should drag me out of the mission, bound hand and foot, pres-

ents were lavished on the savages and their wives and still more

promised." The Indians were led to believe that the priest was the

cause of the epidemic that a short time previously had decimated

the tribe; his exhortations were disregarded and his fate was de-

cided. During a journey he was making in company with a Metis

and a little boy of the Muskegon tribe, the former was first shot for

fear the contemplated crime should be reported to the whites, the

latter being spared because he was one of their own. Three mis-

creants lay in wait for him and the fatal shot was fired by a savage

named Vizena. The body was afterwards found in a decomposed

state, a bear having partly devoured one of the limbs. The mur-

derer afterwards, at his execution, confessed to the crime. The
two other wretches ended their lives miserably, one being burned

alive. "The death of M. Darveau," says Father Morise, "was due

to the malice of man, and not the result of an accident, as has been

said up to this. It is also very probable, if not certain, that his

premature end was occasioned by hatred of the Catholic name and

a superstitious fear of the priest inspired by the representative of a

Protestant sect."" His remains were conveyed to St. Boniface,

where later they were deposited alongside those of his own Bishop.

Up to this time the titular Bishop of Juliopolis had only been an

auxiliary, or, as has been pointed out, practically vicar general of

IS Morice, Vol. I., pp. 287-2S8.

i«Morice, op. cit., Vol. L, p. 26C.
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the Bishop of Quebec. On April 16, 1844, his vast district was, by a

Papal bull, detadied fn»n that ancient diocese—ancient as things

count in the New Worid—and constituted into a distinct Vicariate

Apostolic of the Northwest. By this measure Monsignor Proven-

cher became independent of Quebec, which had been erected into

an archbishopric Material ameliorations, the arrival of the Grey

Nuns or Sisters of Charity," along with Fathers Lafleche and Bou-

tassa, and the creation of the vicariate were to the Church of St
Boniface the dawn of a new era in its history.

R. F. O'Connor.
Dublin, Ireland.

i»xy>unded In 17S8 toy iMadaue dToavlllek sister of Jenuneraye^ nephew

of Lavfrendrye and bis Ueutenant in his explonitlona. Tbe foundreas

used to send to tbe Indians In tbe West olotbes made with her own
hand*. Bier daugtateis bad a. presentiment that one dsr tl>«r would A>Uow

ffSr '^mele" to tbe country where he died.
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THE ROSARY TRADITION DEFINED AND DEFENDED.

"Jiutitla «t pax oaculatae sunt
Veritaa de terra orta est."

Fm. Izzxlv.

^ ^ T TT T HAT, the Rosary again !" the reader may possibly feel

Y Y inclined to exclaim; "really, what difference does it

make to whom we owe this devotion ?" But that is

just the point ; it makes a very great deal of difference indeed. Not
only is the name of St. Dominic in question, not only is the wis-

dom of seventeen Sovereign Pontiffs at stake—nay, even the very

common sense of at least five of them—but the fair name and fame

of our Blessed Lady herself are also, as must be admitted, most

deeply involved. For if the Rosary does indeed come to us from
her, if it really is a gift from her virginal hands, surely the very

least we can do is gratefully to acknowledge it. Nay, on the sup-

position that our Lady did deign to reveal this devotion to St.

D(xninic, it would be all but an insult on our part deliberately to

ignore it. For this reason, therefore, in the first place, and also

on account of the unfounded statements on the subject which oc-

casionally appear in the Catholic press, I propose to examine in

the following pages the truth of this old Tradition.

"But it cannot be proved historically that St. Dominic instituted

the Rosary," the reader may again object. Well, what of that?

Let us suppose that it cannot be. Why, for that matter, it cannot

be proved historically that our Blessed Lady was assumed into

heaven. Indeed, the only differences between the tradition that our

Lady was assumed into heaven and the tradition that she revealed

the Rosary to St. Dominic, are, first, that the former rests on the

authority of Greek and Latin Fathers, the latter to a great extent

on that of the Sovereign Pontiffs; secondly, that whereas we have

no historical evidence whatever in favor of our Lady's Assumption

for over five hundred years—no words, no pictures, no monimients

of any kind,*—the two hundred and fifty years between the death

of St. Dominic and the date (1471) when the Rosary Tradition

is admitted on all hands to have existed, supply us with a con-

siderable amount of evidence—words, pictures, monuments, etc.

;

thirdly, that whereas the tradition of the Assumption belongs to

Christian Doctrine, so that no Catholic may openly refuse to be-

lieve it, without at least the sin of pride, the tradition of the Rosary,

> There are certain obscure apocryphal wrltingrs a century earlier, but

although certain theoloKians take them to be at least signs of the true

tradition, the remainder deem it safer and more becoming to ignore them
altogether. Cf., Vacant-Maug«not, "Dictionnaire de thtelogte cathoMque;"

Paris. 1903;
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on the other hand, concerns merely the origin of a devotion, so that

everybody is at perfect liberty to accept or reject it

"But the Assumption has always been unanimously accepted," the

reader might, reasonably enough, interpose, "whereas the truth of

the Rosary Tradition is. even now called in question." Turn, then,

for cmnparison to the Immaculate Conception.

Before that dogma was defined, there were not a few discordant

voices, as there had been for centuries, including those of men
illustrious for their learning and holiness, and only the infallible

decree was able to hush them. The Rosary Tradition, on the other

hand, not being matter of Qiristian Doctrine, can never be defined

as "of faith," and we shall always, as I have said, be at perfect

liberty with regard to it, and always, no doubt in consequence, find

people who will choose to reject it. Nevertheless, we must be

careful to remember that Rome has not been altogether silent, and

it will not perhaps be out of place to recall here the circumstances

of the decision to which I refer.

When, in 17 15, Qement XI. made the feast of the Rosary obliga-

tory for the whole Church, the' lessons of the second nocturn at

Matins were simply taken from some work of St. Augustine's, and

did not (as did those in the Dominican breviary) relate the Rosary

Tradition, the churches in Tuscany alone receiving permission to

recite the Office of the Friars Preachers. A few years later, how-

ever, (1725), a petition was presented to the Sovereign Pontiff,

Benedict XIII., himself a Dominican, that this privilege of Tuscany

might be extended to the universal Church. We need not pause to

speculate what the Holy Father would have done had he allowed

himself to be guided by his personal convictions; he was Christ's

Vicar on earth and had to act in that capacity and to proceed with

the prudence which is characteristic of the Holy See. Moreover,

the antiquity of the Rosary and the circumstances of its institution

had already, it seems, been called in question, so that some sort of

enquiry was obviously necessary. Benedict XIII., therefore, put the

matter into the hands of the Sacred Congregation of Rites. The

members of that Congregation studied the whole question, 1 may
say probed it to its very roots, and the result was that in 1726 the

lessons which are now recited in the Office for Rosary Sunday

(or one day following) and which record the Rosary Tradition,

were made of obligation and remain of obligation for the tvhole

Church. This, I take it, was the utmost the Holy See could do.

We have no need of further decrees or declarations, though as a

matter of fact five succeeding Pontiffs have vouchsafed them ; and

we may now proceed to examine the tradition itself.

In what, then, precisely does the Rosary Tradition consist? Sim-
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ply in this: that our Blessed Lady revealed to St. Dominic, and

bade him preach, the devotion as we know it to-day, excepting that

the three sets of Mysteries were probably not more precisely defined

than as concerning the Incarnation, Passion and Glorification re-

spectively, excepting as well, of course, the second part of the "Hail

Mary," which was not then in vogue, and possibly also the "Glory

be to the Father," which certainly does not belong to the essence

of the devotion. When and where' this revelation took place,

whether it was made by means of an exterior vision or whether by

means of an interior manifestation, whether St. Dominic preached

the devotion holding in his hands the fifteen decades, or only one

decade, or no part of the rosary at all, whether finally, he instituted

the Rosary Confraternity with formal rules, or merely bade the

people, or certain people, arrange to recite the mysteries together

(which, however, constitutes a true confraternity*)—^none of these

things matter in the very least, for they do not in any way whatever

affect the essence of the Tradition. The case is exactly the same

with regard to the Assumption. When and where it took place

—

whether at the very moment of our Lady's death (whenever that

may have taken place) or only after several days, or even after

some still longer space of time, whether at Jerusalem or elsewhere,

whether the voices of angels were really audible to those on earth,

whether the Apostles were present at our Lady's death and whether

the arrival of St. Thomas three days later was the occasion of their

opening the tomb and finding it empty—all these details are quite

secondary to the great fact of the Assumption itself, which alone

we are asked to believe.

So much then for what the Rosary Tradition is; it remains for

us to investigate something of its history. Now all admit that the

Tradition was in existence in 1141, and since that date it has been

treasured and handed down in a manner quite without parallel in

the Catholic Church. Sixteen Sovereign Pontiffs have explicitly

declared St. Dominic to be the Founder of the Rosary—I^o X.,

St. Pius v., Gregory XIIL, Sixtus V., Clement VIIL, Alexander

VIL, Qement IX., Qement X., Innocent XL, Qement XL, Bene-

dict XIIL, Benedict XV., Qement XIV., Pius VII., Pius IX. and

2 Clement vm., in hla ApoetoUc Letter, Ordo Fratrum Praeiieatorum, 1601,

says that "St. Dominic first Instituted and promulgated the Rosary of

the Blessed Virgin Maxy" in the Church of St. Xlstus, in Rome; and the

editor of the Bullar. Ord. Praed., but not the Pope, adds the date 1216.

The opinion of the learned editor may be respectfully acknowledged;

the words of the Holy father still leave us fairly free as to the when
and where of the vition.

• Alexander VI. and Leo X. are, I think, the only Pope* who exidlcitly

state that St. Dominic founded the ConfraterMtif, but dixtus X. and Bene-
dict xrv. as well obviously imply it.
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Leo XIII., the last five being particularly noteworthy because their

declarations were made in the full knowledge that certain eminent

priests and scholars rejected the TraditicMi as spurious. In exhort-

ing the faithful to the practice of this devotion, in enlarging upon
its immense advantages, in lavishing upon it the most extensive in-

dulgences, they need have made no reference whatever to the ques-

tion of its origin ; b!ut as a matter of fact, it would seem that they

have deliberately gone out of their way to render testimony to St.

Dominic. Modem research, moreover, far from tending to dis-

countenance the Tradition, produces periodically further evidence

in its support. For notice well, it is not proof that is wanted, but

justification. If we had proof positive that St. Dominic founded

the Rosary, the Tradition to that effect would at once cease to

exist and we should have history pure and simple. As it is, we
have the tradition, and all that we want is some justification of

our thesis that this same Tradition was not invented in the middle

of the fifteenth century, but is traceable to the very times of St.

Dominic himself. We have no material justification, remember, for

the Assumption, since for the first five hundred years it rests en-

tirely upon oral tradition ; but as a question of doctrine it has been

accepted by the whole Church, and that is enough. The Rosary

Tradition, on the other hand, does not affect the doctrine of the

Church. Moreover, it belongs to more modem times, and one would

naturally expect to find at least some traces of it. These traces we
have in abundance, since for the first two hundred and fifty years

St. Dominic's connection with the Rosary rests upon both oral and

written tradition.

But, first of all, let us see something of what the critics say.

And here let me remark that a great many questions have beet

hotly discussed in the past which, to my mind, cannot affect, much
less upset, the Rosary Tradition in any way whatever, such ques-

tions, for example, as whether St. Aybert (4-1140) was in the

habit of reciting 100 Aves with genuflections and another 50 with

prostrations, or, whether a holy Carthusian named Henry Egbert

had a vision in 1390 of 150 Aves divided like our Rosary into tens by

Pater nosters, or whether in 1458 another Carthusian, Dominic of

Prussia, invented a species of Rosary; for, whatever one thinks

about them, they cannot be said to constitute objections to our

Rosary Tradition. What then are the objections? If the reader

makes any study of the controversy, he will find that there is really

only one objection, which is that the Tradition is a tradition and

not a fact historically demonstrable. This is the whole crux, and

this is why the critics are so powerless, for no amount of purely

negative evidence, with whatever scholarship it be arranged, can
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destroy a tradition that has anything at all to say for itself ; clear

positive proof to the contrary is necessary, and this the critics have
failed, and failed absolutely, to produce. What they can do, and
what in fact they have done, in the interests as they say of science

and truth, is to deny the authenticity of the documents, pictures

or monuments quoted by the Popes and advocates of the Tradition,

or if their authenticity be unassailable, to deny the interpretation

placed upon them. To-day, happily, not only are we in possession

of further evidence, but the question of interpretation also has re-

ceived additional light.

There is, however, one negative argument urged in objection,

which, under the pen of a skillful writer, can be made to assume

gigantic proportions. It is that of the silence of the first biographers

of St. Dominic. "The revolutions which at different times swept

over Europe," write the critics, "the Black Death which carried

away one-third of the human race, the Reformation and consequent

destruction of 1,150 converts of the Dominican Order, everything,

in fact, which could contribute to the loss or destruction of manu-
scripts and monuments—all this may account for a great deal, but it

does not account for the silence of the writers whose works we
possess. If the gfreat St. Dominic really instituted the wonderful

devotion of the Holy Rosary, Jordan of Saxony, the saint's suc-

cessor as general, would surely have mentioned it, but in point

of fact, he says not one word about the Rosary in his life of St.

Dominic, nor anything like it, and the later biographers are on this

point equally dumb." But, in answer, it must be pointed out, first,

that to make this argfument of any value it would be necessary to

prove that Blessed Jordan's silence is inexplicable, and this proof

will never be made out; secondly, that the objection in this case

is open to the accusation of being an attempt to play upon the

ignorance or credulity of the reader, for the explanation and an-

swer are to be found by referring to Jordan's "Life of St. Dominic"

itself. Go in search then of this work and you will find not the

bulky tome you expected, but a tiny little pamphlet, in which, I

might almost say, a multitude of other incidents, and verj' remark-

able incidents and miracles, in the life of St. Dominic are also

altogether omitted. Having made this first discovery, continue

the enquiry and you will find that Jordan of Saxony, far from

being intimate with St. Dominic, only saw him twice in his life, once

at Paris in 1219 (that is before he was even a member of the Or-

der), when he went to confession to him and heard him preach (we

are not told what St. Dominic preached about*, and once again at

* We have not a single one of St. Dominic's sermons, and the tradition

la precisely that he prenchfil this devotion to the people.
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the General Chapter of 1221 ! This being the case, it is even con-

ceivable that B. Jordan did not know anything at all about the devo-

tion now called tlie Rosary, had perhaps never heard of it, for St.

Dominic no sooner gathered followers around him than he scat-

tered them to the four winds; or, if he had heard of it, had for-

gotten about it when he wrote his "Life" some ten years after St.

Dominic's death. Supposing then that he was ignorant on this

point, how can we expect those who came later to have been better

informed who knew perhaps less of the holy Patriarch than he did ?

And if the silence of the whole fifteen biographers (so to call

them) be urged and insisted upon in objection, we may answer that

even the whole fifteen have omitted several other facts in connec-

tion with St. Dominic which we learn from altogether other sources."

But what to the present writer seems by far the most reasonable

view to take with regard to B. Jordan in particular is that he knew

indeed that St. Dominic had preached this devotion, but that along

with many other important things he did not think of mentioning

it. At the same time this raises the interesting question, which we

come to now, as to what proportions the Rosary assumed in the eyes

of St. Dominic's immediate followers.

He who would prove too much proves nothing, and I am of

opinion that on this point zealous advocates of the Tradition—^but

not the Sovereign Pontiffs—^have often asserted and striven to in-

>e. g. <1) The Dominican Congregations of 0\ir LAdy; 1. e., Confra-

temltlea, the origin of which is unknown and the existence of which
thirty years after St. Dominic's death Is only revealed to us by briefs

of the Holy See and letters of the masters general. (2) The foundation

by St. Dominic of the MlUtla of Jesus Christ, i. e., the Third Order, which
is generally accepted on the authority of the celebrated Raymund of Capua
(^1399), who refers to what he had himself read and heard. (3) The
writings of St Dominic, which are accepted as having probably existed

even by the Bollandists, on the authority of St. Antoninus <tl4S9). who
refers to these writings as having been seen by men worthy of belief.

These examples are given by P6re Hazard, to whose work full reference

Is given below, p. 18. With regard to the Rosary, it is not so much a
question of loss of manuscuipts as what has >been called the "neKllKence"

of the early Dominicans about the history of their holy founder and their

apparent desire rather to hide his fame than to publish It, to "hush up"
the miracles rather than to make a parade of them. The facts are well

Itnown. It may be added that the General Chapter of Cologne (1246),

recognizing that the lives of St. Dominic were sadly Incomplete, ordered

the brethren to search for more miracles (St. Dominic had already been
canonized) and to send them up the next Chapter, tout the ordination

does not seem to have had altogether successful results; at all events,

it was repeated ten years later. Compare also Father Cuthbert's inter-

esting account ("Life of St. Francis," Longmans, 1914, pp. 477-486) of

the silence of the early Franciscan writers with regard to the Porsiunoola

Indulgence. Perhaps I may be permitted to adapt the author's conclusion

and say that the rejection of the Rosary tradition raises questions as

difficult to answer as does its acceptance.
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sist upon far too much. We must not forget the indubitable his-

torical fact, also testified to by Pope Leo X., that the devotion of

the Rosary had almost died out by the middle of the fifteenth cen-

tury. This decline is easy to explain if we allow that although- St.

Dominic himself preached the Rosary to the immense good of souls,

the devotion itself was not taken up universally in the Order. And
why should it have been? If St. Dominic chose to keep all but

absolutely secret the fact that he had received both the devotion and

the instruction to preach it from the Virgin Mother of God—and

we know that he could keep a secret*—if he considered, moreover,

that this injunction had been addressed primarily and principally

to himself, why should he speak about if or insist upon his fol-

lowers preaching as he did? That some of them did so we may
well believe*, but that it became the universal practice is, in the

opinion of the present writer, an untenable proposition; for not

only, in that case, should we naturally expect more evidence than

exists, but it would also render the decline of the devotion much
more difficult, if not indeed impossible, to explain. After all, if you

conceal the fact that the Rosary was revealed, the devotion itself

(I do not say its effects) is not so very remarkable, and would not

have been considered very wonderful at the time of St. Dominic.

The Pater noster was the common prayer, the first part of the Ave
was also at least known, and the three sets of Mysteries contain

simply)' the chief truths of our religion. It was the union of these

three ingredients in their special sequence which was divinely in-

spired and which made it, and still makes it, such an incomparable

prayer. The union itself, however, offered nothing very particular

to strike the imagination, and the very string of beads seems to have

been nothing new. The fact again, as attested by the Sovereign

P<»itiffs, that the preaching of the Rosary by St. DcHninic was the

• I refer, of course, to the well-known fact that he concealed the history

of the origin of the White Scapular until after the death of B. Reginald

of Orleans.
T Father Thurston, in the fourth point of his definition of the Rosary

tradition, says that "St. Dominic and his followers prized th« Rosary
as one of their greatest privileges and treasures, and preached it through-

out the world, establishing also Confraternities of the Rosary," and then

adds in a footnote: "This last fact is distinctly affirmed in the Bull Ordo
Praedieatorum of 1601." (Cf., the Month, January, 1901, p. 69). First of all,

however, the document in question should be referred to Ordo Fratnm
Praedicettonm; secondly. Its date la not 1(01, nor 1603, as IHather Thurston
writes later (/Md., March, 1901, p. 288), but January 19, 1602; thirdly.

It distinctly affirms nothing of the kind, but merely, as I have already

quoted, that St. Dominic first instituted and promulgated the Rosary of

the Blessed Virgin Mary in the Church of St, Xlstus, in Rome. However,
taken in a general way, and as relating to the history of at leaat the

first four centuries of the Order of St. Domini-c, Father Thurston's words,

what»ver their source, may well stand for the truth.
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occasion of miracles—^miracles of nature and miracles of grace

—

was not enough to make it an altogether unforgettable thing. St.

D<Mninic attracted crowds by his preaching and worked miracles

whefever he went ; a multitude of his miracles went unrecorded, and

apart from what the Tradition tells us we know nothing of what

he preadied about.

Again, look at the effect the preaching of the Rosary will have

had upon the people—nothing outwardly very striking.* If they

followed St D(Mninic's advice, they would have recited the mysteries

privately or in common, at home or in church, counting the Aves

on their fingers, if they had not a chaplet ; for, it must be remem-

bered, there was no question of indulgences in the beginning, and

it was not necessary to possess beads blessed by a Dominican Father

or any beads at all for that matter.* Even nowadays, be it noted,

when the Rosary is recited in common, it is only required for all

present to gain the indulgences that the leader of the devotion

should have a blessed rosary, the remainder need not (I do not

say should not) hav or hold any rosary at all. Finally, a chaplet

of one decade or of three was almost as good as one of the whole

fifteen, for, as I say, there was then no question, as there is now-

»X kindly critic after reading these pages padres in manuscript mig-

g(8ted that the objection urged against the tradition on the ground of

the alleged silence of the witnesses of St. Dominic's canonization should
not be altogether ignored. Let us deal with it here, then, and examin«
the true facts of the case which are given us by PSre M^zard. There
were thirty-live witnesses of the canonization—^nine bore testimony at

Bologna, twenty-six at Touloute, and the testimony of the latter wa«
accompanied by more than 300 signatures. The depositions of the wit-

nesses, although distinct, are exceedingly brief, and appear to have been
made In answer to questions asked by those who were holding the Inquiry.

Besides many interesting details, there are a very greet number of gaps
or omissions which are decidedly difficult to account for. Not one of
the witnesses, for example, speaks of St Dominic's devotion to the Mother
of Ood. Are we to conclude that he had none, that he did not recite Our
Lady's Office with the rest of the brethren, or that he did not pray to
her specially at all? Fortunately, we know otherwise. Again, not one
of the witnesses speaks of St. Dominic's miracles. Can these people
have been unaware that the Saint wrought the most striking wonders?
Not one speaks of the purpose of his preaching, nor of the conversions
which he made, nor of the extraordinary graces which he received; e. g.,

the gift of prophecy and discernment of hearts—nay, the very Albigenses
are not mentioned, and St. Dominic's labors among them are summed
up in the two words perteoutor haertHeortm. The reader will realize tha,t

the thirteenth century Is not the twentieth, and that this prima ^ao<« sound
objection must on examination fall to pieces.

*E>en when indulgences were first granted they were granted, it would
seem, to the recitation pure and simple, not as nowadays to the recitation

on blessed beads. Take, for example, the certainly authentic indulgenc*

granted by Innocent vni. to members of the Rosary Confraternity In 1488.

Ot; Procter, The Rotarp CoKfratentity, C. T. S., 1»16; App. n.
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adays, of blessings and indulgences restricted to chaplets of five, ten

or fifteen decades.

With these general data before him, then, the reader will per-

haps be able to see how very easy it must have been in course of

time first, for changes to creep in, in the matter of forgetting the

mysteries altogether and simply reciting the Aves, or of varying

the titles of the mysteries to a very considerable degree ; secondly,

partly due to this circumstance and partly (as I take it) to the

fact that the Rosary was not taken up universally in the Order

for the devotion to fall into disuse.

A few facts justifying the Tradition."

I. OUR lady's psalter as said by the beguines.

St. Dominic died at Bologna in 122 1. In 1227 we have the first

mention of the Psalterium Beatae Mariae Virginis to be recited by

the Beguines at Ghent. A Dominican influence is apparent in that

the document, an act of foundation, is signed by the Prior of Ghent

and two other Dominicans.'^

Indeed, the Beguines at Ghent seem to have been placed under

the direction of the Dominicans from the very first, and they re-

main so to-day.

In their rule, which goes back to 1236, there is an article which

runs: "Quaelibet porro Beghina ad eum modutn recepta debet

quotidie tria serta orando persolvere, quae Psalterium B. Virginis

dicuntwr, tuque hunc ritum, nisi justa gravique caussa, praeter-

mittat." (i. e., each Beguine has to recite daily three chaplets which

are called the Psalter of the Blessed Virgin.)

Doubts, of course, have been raised as to the authenticity of this

text, the manuscript being no longer extant But these doubts must

be laid to rest by Alan de Rupe, who in 1475 bears witness to the

fact that at Ghent and elsewhere the Beguines had said the Psalter

of our Lady in place of the Canonical Office for nearly two hun-

dred years.'*

10 OA. M6zard, Etude tur les Origitiet du Rotaire (a reply to Father Thura-

ton'8 articles In the Month, 190<l, 1901, one volume In 12o., Vni.-488 pp.),

to be obtained for 3 fr. 80c,, from the author, Couvent de la Visitation,

Calulre (RhOne), France, and EAcheverry, Le Saint Rotaire et la ifouvelU

Crittgtte, 240 pp., Dupeyrac et Cie., Boul. Notre Dame 81, Marseilles, Ftance.
11 Mezard, pp. 97, 98.

li Ihid., p. 98.

IS Alan's words are: "Eet sacranun Virgrlnum monaaterlum Oandavl In

quo ab annis fere ducentls istud haibent psalterium quotidie, In canonl-

carum horarum vicem, persolvendum, inde usque a majorlbus ale traditum
et acceptum. Pervetusti codtoes evldentlsslme teatantur Ipso facto me
vera memorare, sicut In Gaudensl Ordinls nostrt conventu alilsque multls
terrarum in locis probarl potest." Apolog. Cap. vnn.,, apud HSsard, p. 98.
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Now was this Psalter of our Lady the same thing as our Rosary ?

We have the explicit testimony of, for example, St. Pius V., Gre-

gory XIII., Sixtus V. and Qement VIII." The Rosary was called

our Lady's Psalter in Alan de Rupe's time, and the name has been

preserved in the lessons for the feast of Rosary Sunday. We have,

Moreover, all but absolute proof that the two things were identical.

What was the Psalter and how was it to be recited? Even the

critics admit that the Psalter consisted of 150 Aves, divided into

three groups of 50,** and, as will be seen below, it sometimes in-

cluded also a ntmiber of Paters and the nieditation on certain

mysteries. For how were the Beguines to recite it ? Their Rule it-

self did not say; but there was an appendix to the rule, the

Psalterium, which explained precisely how the Psalter was to be

recited. It said: "At each Our Father and at each Hail Mary let

the head of the Beguines read and recall some mystery of the Life

of Christ or of the Blessed Virgin."**

Now this is a very dear piece of evidence, so dear indeed that

the critics, naturally enough, are at pains to prove that the Psal-

terium, which contains it was added at a later date to the old rule

of 1236. They point to the fact that the rule of the Beguines was

augmented and approved in 1354, that it was examined and ap-

proved also in 1531, and finally in 1623. But the words in ques-

tion, if allowed to remain, were certainly not added in 1 531 or 1623,

long after the time of Alan de Rupe and when there were few who
did not know that one of fifteen mysteries had to be called to mind

bfore each decade. Therefore we may well suppose that they w£re

added*^ in 1354. But 1354 is quite an early date for what we want,

This evidence must, I think, be deeined uncontrovertible, whether the

reader chooses to regard Alan as a saint, a rogue or a hoodwinked sim-

pleton. Nor can the estimated date of the Flemish of the rule as now
preserved to us affect the question in the least. Antiquated words and
expressions may well have been modified and altered when any fresh copy

of the rute was made In later days.

i<Cr., MSzard, pp. 410-411.

Cf., Eftcheverry, p. 27.

i«"Beguina praeses ad singula Pater Noster et ad singula Ave Maria,

mysterium allquod vltae Christi aut Beatae Virglnis legat et praemlttat."

Cf., Stohard, Beriptoret Ord. Praed., in Supp., Vol. H., p. 6. Som» authors

read legebat et praemittebat, which if it shows that the passage was added,

hows equally well how the Psalter was recited of old.

>TIt ta astonishing that Father Thurston (.of., the Month, November,
1990, p. 614) can urge against the antiquity of the Ptalierium that the use
of the term mii»terte» is posterior to the fourteenth century. Father
Mesard refers him to St. Thomas, Contra Otntet, XV., 64, Sitnwna 2a 2ae. Q.
U, art. III., obj. 2a, and In P»aUn VIII., to the Preface for Christmas In
the Missal, and to Hugh de St. Chef In Paalm L., and In Eteok I., where
the word muttcrium or mv»ttria is used, and used In the ordinary sense.
Nor is the practice of the Beguines by any means a solitary instance (aa
JVithcr Thurston would seem to believe, IM.) of meditation accompany-
ing the recitation of Avt». Cf., Father M«sard's instructive chapter VI.
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and indeed this constitutes so strong an argument that the critics

will have next to set themselves to prove that the description of the

Rosary (a mystery at each Our Father and Hail Mary!) is not

nearly accurate enough to be of any value. But there again they

will find themselves mistaken. Some people, indeed, in view of what

has been said above (page 136) may see in this manner of reciting

the Psalter a corruption of the true Rosary which the Beg^ines

had practised in the beginning. It is possible that the^y had gcte

into the way of hurrying through their Psalter and neglecting the

mysteries when some good superior, came into power, who, seeing

the abuse, went to the opposite extreme and ordered the separa-

tion of even each Hail Mary by the mention of a mystery. The
fact, however, on the other hand, that those who examined and

approved the rule in 1531 and 1623 allowed these words to remain

is a conclusive proof, it seems to me, that they considered them a

sufficiently accurate description of the rosary, which it was the duty

of the Beguines to recite. Nay, more, not only have we ourselves

known of at least one priest in ngland who advocated this method of

reciting the Rosary, but it is actually in vogue to-day in the Diocese

of Le Puy, in France. There the women lace-makers recite the

Rosary in common while at work, and they say before each Hail

Mary some words, learnt in their childhood, which remind them

of the individual mystery. These formulas, very brief, are printed

(M externa in their catechisms.

If the reader reflects upon these indisputable facts, as I take them

to be, he will find it difficult to believe, in view of the olid Tradi-

tion, that the Psalter of our Ladiy as recited by the Beguines was

not what we now call the Rosary of our Lady. The Beguines,

moreover, go back almost to the very time of St. Dominic, and the

fact that they have always been under Dominican direction is strong

presumptive evidence in support of the Tradition that St. Dominic

instituted the Rosary.

II. THE CONFRATERNITIES.

I. In 1254 the Rosary Confraternity at Placentia was indul-

genced by Pope Alexander IV. This fact is attested by Pope Bene-

dict XIV.," but it is rejected by the critics because in Alexander's

brief neither rosary nor chaplet was mentioned. But, first, the

name rosary did not exist; secondly, we do not know that the

Rosary itself had any fixed name—indeed everything points to the

contrary
; and, thirdly, as an example of the same sort of thing, St.

Pius V. after the battle of Lepanto purposely avoided, for his own
reasons, instituting the feast of the Rosary under the title of the

"f'A, Etch«verry, pp. 183-184.
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Rosary; the title he chose, "Our Lady of Victories," was changed

by his successor.

2. In 125s there was a Congregation of the Glorious Virgin

Mary at Bologna, to the members of which Humbert, the fifth

Dominican master general, addressed himself, conferring on them

all the privileges of the Order.** Why ? For the same reason that

Father Excuria, provincial of Holland, granted to members of the

Rosary Confraternity participation in the good works of the prov-

ince in 1470?" Nor is it accurate to say in objection that Hum-
bert in his plans of sermons for confraternities (there are only two

such plans) describes seriatim all their pious practices, yet makes

no mention of anything resembling the Rosary.** He simply men-

tions in a general way such practices as might well be common to

ahnost all kinds of confraternities, e. g., Mass on days of meet-

ing, conferences or sermons, offerings and almsgiving, suffrages

for the dead and prayers to be said, which last point, of course, would

cover Rosary and all."

3. Between 1261 and 1264 the Rosary Confraternity was in-

dulgenced by Urban IV. This fact is attested by Pope Sixtus V.,**

but is rejected by the critics for the reasons given- in No. i, or

rather because Urban's documents no longer exist.

Later we find Confraternities of our Lady under more restricted

titles, e. g., those of Blessed Mary of the Annuntiation, B. Mary of

Consolation, B. Mary of Pity and B. Mary of the Redemption of

Captives.** Of course, these confraternities may have had nothing

to do with the Rosary; but on the theory that a chaplet of one

decade was nearly as good for practical purposes as a chaplet of

the entire fifteen decades, would it not have been natural enough,

seeing that the Rosary had no fixed name, to call the confraternities

after various mysteries? And if some of the titles just mentioned

seem rig^t out of the circle of our fifteen, may not this also be

explained by what has been said above, viz., that nothing could

have been easier than for individuals wittingly or unwittingly to

vary the titles of the mysteries to a very considerable degree?

4. In 1272 there was a Congregation of our Lady at Lucca, to

the members of which Blessed John of Vercelli, the sixth general,

extended all the privileges of the Order.*'

» Ct; M6zard, pp. 2S2-23S. In 1262 John the Teuton, the fourth general,

bad acted in much the same manner with regard to another confraternity

of the same kind at Bologna. IbU., p.. 233.

"OA. The Month, December, IMO, p. 622, n.

»/M<l.. January, 1901, p. 72, n.

>*Cr.. M«sard, p. 263.

**Cf., Eftcheverry, p. 182.

^*Cf., Etcheverry, p. 189; M^zard, p. 236.

»CA, Etcheverry, p. 191.
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5. In 1268 a similar favor was grantd to Congregations at Viterbo

and Orvieto by Munio de Zamora, the seventh general. Munio de-

scribed the congregation at Viterbo as that of the Blessed Virgin

Mary and St. Dominic. Now this circumstance is of particular in-

terest, for when in 1470 Alan de Rupe established the Rosary Con-

fraternity at Douai and asked for the participation of privileges,

etc., the vicar general, in granting them, called the confraternity not

the Rosary Confraternity, nor even the Confraternity of the Psalter

of our Lady, but the Confraternity of the Virgin Mary and St.

Dominic"
6. In 1316 there was a Rosary Confraternity indulgenced by John

XXII., attested to by Pope Sixtus V.,*' but rejected by the critics

for the same reasons as Nos. i and 3.

7. In 1403 Father Thomas de Firnio, the twenty-fourth master

general, granted the participation of privileges to a confraternity

of the Blessed Virgin erected in the Dominican church at Utrecht.**

8. In 1439 Eugenius IV. in his Constitution Advesperascente so

speaks of the Society of the Blessed Virgfin that Leo XIII. quotes

it as referring to the Rosary.**

9. (a) In 1475 Father James Sprenger composed rules for the

ancient and very holy Confraternity of the Rosary at Cologne.*"

(b) Alan de Rupe speaks of restoring an old confraternity:

"Confratemitatem dudum collapsam, rwrsus ad observantiatn pris-

Hnam instaurare.""^

(c) In 1476 Alexander, Bishop of Forli and Legate of Pope

Sixtus IV. in Germany, is even more explicit: "Ut igitur ejusdem

becttissimae Virginis laudabilis Fratemitas de Rosario nuncupata

. . . salubriter instituta, into potius renovata, quia per beatis-

simum Dominicum legitur praedicata."**

(d) In 1478 Luke, Bishop of Sebenico, said similarly that the

Friars Preachers of Lille had founded a confraternity (viz., as all

admit, the Rosary Confraternity) in honor of the Blessed Virgfin

Mary; or, rather that they had restored one, founded, as it was

said, by St. Dominic.** And a year later Father Michael Francis, of

Lille, speaks of the same confraternity as having existed of old.'*

i*Cf.. Ktcheverry, pp. 191, 196, 202-8.

" Ihid.. p. 182.

!^ Vf., M^zard. p. 234.

"VI., Bullar. Ord. Praei. and Lewsher.

Washtoourne, 1902, p. 13.

— Cf., Dtcheverry. p. 180.

" Of., Mteard, p. 238-9.

»* lUd.
«* ntd.

»*ihid.

St. DomtnU) and the AoMry.
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(e) In 1495 Alexander VI. expressly attributed the Rosary Con-

fraternity to St. Dominic."

(f) In 1500 Father Stephen, of Milan, dedicated his edition of a

book on the Psalter of our Lady, i. e., the Rosary, in the following

terms: Umversis fratribus atque sororibus fraternitatis beatissimae

Matris Mariae per totam pene Italiam sparsis, saiutem supernique

roris solatium."" This again should go to prove that even where

there were large or numerous Rosary Confraternities, the title of

Rosary or Psalter was by no means necessarily employed.

(g) In 1520 Pope Leo X. wrote: "Prout in historiis legitur a

S. Dominico quaedam Confratemitas . . . instituta et in di-

versis tnundi partibus praedicata fuit," etc.*'

10. Finally, we have one case in which the recitation of our

Lady's Psalter is specifically mentioned, for we read that certain

members of the Confraternity of our Lady of La Treille, founded

in 1237, used regularly to recite the two Psalters, the Davidic Psal-

ter and our Lady's," though how far back that custom prevailed it

is impossible to ascertain.

These, then again, are the facts. One or more of them may
need further sifting, and I by no means claim that all the con-

fraternities named were necessarily Rosary Confraternities. Two
points, however, do seem to stand out indisputably. First, there was

scmiething existing right back to the thirteenth century, connected

wth the Dominican Order, which might well correspond to our

Rosary Confraternity and which the Sovereign Pontiffs down to

Leo XIII. have taken for that confraternity. Secondly, there is

abundant fifteenth century testimony that the Rosary Confraternity

was very ancient, St. Dominic himself, in many cases, being claimed

as its founder.

III. THE PATERNOSTER.

Before 1261 Dominican lay brothers used to wear Paternosters,

for in that year the General Chapter of the Order forbade them to

wear valuable ones. Was there any difference between these Pater-

nosters and those that we read were used by priests and people in

the world?" Very likely there was, though by no means neces-

»/&j<t., p. 406.

"Ibid., p. 241.

«T(7., M6zard, p. 240.

**lbi<l., p. 246-7.

"e.g. In 1270 Father Nicholas of Dacla, O. P., gave the Patemo*t«r

which he had worn {portaverat) for four years to Blessed Christina of

Stommeln. In the thirteenth century, the nuns O. P., of Toesz, used

Patcmotters. St. Agnea of Montepulclano, O. P. (+1817), did the same.

In 1314 Blessed Ventura of Bergamo led a throng of irilgrtma to Rome
bearing each a Patemotler In their left hand, tin 1864 Humbert, a Daupbtn
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sarily so. The evidence at hand seems to show that Paternoster

was a generic term and was applied to chaplets of very different

length. It is true that the lay brothers had and have to recite a

fixed number of Paters and Aves, but if of old they counted them on
a Paternoster, to-day they use an ordinary rosary, so that it is not

unreasonable to suppose that a chaplet of one decade or of three

or more decades, was found equally convenient in the thirteenth

century. Blessed John Dominici records as a remarkable fact that

a fellow Dominican Blessed Marcolino of Forli (+I397) had a

Paternoster of lOO beads, and all^it a priest, used to recite the

Paters and Aves like a lay brother." I do not think, however, that

any one will want to maintain that lay brothers always used Pater-

nosters of loo beads. The very nature of their Office would sug-

gest objections; for, apart from the 150 Paters and Aves (divided

up as they chose) which they had to say privately when a member
of their convent died, they were never obliged to say more than

40 or 43 at a time, often indeed only 28 or 31, viz., for Matins, Lauds

and Prestiosa; for Vespers they had to say 14 and 7 apiece for each

of the remaining five Hours. The whole Office together, then, gave

a total of not more than 92 Paters and Aves, often indeed only 80.*^

The question then may remain open.

The point at issue, however, is this: if the Paternoster included

pretty well every kind of chaplet, have we anything to show that

it ever meant what we should now. call a rosary of one, or five, or

more decades?

Firstly, then, in 1332, we have the instance of the devout woman
who touched the dead body of Blessed Francis Fabriano, O. F. M.,

with her Paternoster. Accipiens signa Paternoster, id est Cbronam

Beatae Virginis, posuit in manu'Sancti, . . . putans suam coro-

nam, sive signa Dominicae orationis et coronae Virginis, ex tactu

Sancti facere sancta.** ("Taking her Paternoster, that is, the chaplet

of France, entered the Order of Preachers. He used a Paternoettr, and on

his tomb two diminutive flsures of Dominicans are represented with

beads In their hands. ' St. Catherine of Siena (tl380) had a Paterno$tm:

In 1107 a Paternoster of gold was presented to the Prior of Polssy. In 1417

Blessed John Dominici gave some nuns, O. P., Patemoiter: St. Antoninus

(tH59) finally speaks of Paternottert. (Of., MSzard, pp. 267 to 28B.)

(7., Mfizard, p. 258.

«i C'A, ConstituHotiet Ord. Praed., D. n., num. 11B9 and 1167. Another in-

stance of a one-hundred bead Patemoiter Is much clearer, for St Cath-
erine of Siena instructed the recipient to recite on It dally one hundred
I'liiirt tmd Ave*. (Cf., Mizard, p. 262.)

«2 Cf., Btcheverry, p. SO, quoting the Aota 88., April; Vol. HL, ad <Ue«im

t2. p. 996. (In the edition 1738, which I considted, p. 988.) Slather M«a-

ard's account is as follows: "Accesslt pia femlna sanctum corpus venera-

tur*, et rosario, ut solet tactura, haerentls dngulo rosarll extremom ele-

vavit et super sancti vlrl manum coUocavit. (Aet. 88., t ill., April, p.
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(or crown) of the Blessed Virgin, she placed it in the saint's hand,

thinking by the touch of the saint to sanctify her chaplet, namely,

the signs of the Lord's Prayer and of the chaplet of the Virgin.")

This certainly seems to be a clear piece of evidence.

Secondly, the Rosary is still called Paternoster in certain parts of

the world. "Besides the names derived from the Latin," writes

Father Zaniovic from Ragusa, "rosarium and corona, in vogue in

some places in Croatia and Dalmatia (in the neighborhood of

Spalato, for example, and on the island of Curzola) our people also

use the word Ocenasi, i. e., the plural of Oce nas or Paternoster.

In some places, again, they say brojenice, i. e., literally, counters or

reckoners, from the verb brojiti, to count; also cislo, a name men-

tioned in old documents signifying a large number to be counted,

and finally patrice, derived, as is obvious, from the Latin Pater. In

Croatian vocabularies, as well, all these words are to be found."**

This evidence, then, would seem to show that in early days as

in modem times, the Rosary, sometimes at least, fell under the

generic term Paternoster.

IV. THE SOSARY IN EFFIGY, REALITY AND BY NAME.

1. In the Church of Saint Maria at Florence there is a tombstone

of the Dominican tertiary Monna Tessa (+1327), showing the

chaplet or rosary with proper decade.**

2. (a) There is an illustration in Mamachi of a monument

( 1354) in which a Dominican is represented holding a three decade

rosary.

(b) There is another illustration in Mamachi of the monumental

brass (1355) of Humbert, formerly Dauphin of France. Two
diminutive figfures of Dominicans are seen to be holding beads.

(c) A third illustration in Mamachi shows a perfect*" fifteen

decade rosary, the cross hanging not from the end of a decade, as

customary nowadays, but from the middle of a decade. The date

of the tomb illustrated is 1353.**

"The author of this life Is Father Dominic SoevoUnl, who lived about the

same time. This would be the first time that the name of Rosary appears
as applied to the instrument of the Psalter and also to the devotion
ItMlf." Mtaard. p. 201.

'** Vf. The letter published in the Annee DomMeaine, January, 1914.

" Cf.. M6zard. p. 260.

It Is sllRhtly Imperfect as reproduced In the Month (April, 1901, p. 401)
—a curious fact, for in the volume of Mamachi which I consulted it is

quite accurate. However, considertngr that e'^en down to modpm times
accuracy of such detail Is often not aimed at in art, whether it be sculpture,

painting, glassmaklng or metal work; e. g., in the illustration of Alan
and the Rosary in the Uonih, March, 1901, p. 290, the illustration, even as
reproduced in the Month, is quite near enough the mark.
**C^, BKcheverry, pp. 63-55, and Mamachi, pp. 227, 229, 226.
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3. We have the five decade rosary of St. Vincent Ferrer (+1419)
preserved at the Providence Convent, Nantes.*'

4. Blessed Qara Gambacorta (-I-1419) used to recite the Rosary

on her Icnees, when only a child.** The critics finding themselves

obliged to accept this fact as vouched for by contemporary evidence

seek to belittle its value as having nothing to do with Clara's life as

a Dominican. Surely the truth is that, whereas it would be a fact

not worth recording that a nun used to say her rosary, the facti

that a little girl took to the devotion while still quite young is some-

thing which might well be mentioned in the life of a saint.

5. (a) Father Conrad Gross, O. P., (+1426) preached the

Rosary in Germany, according to a manuscript of the convent of

Colmar preserved in the archives of the master general.

(b) Father Bernard Maia, O. P., (+ 1438) preached the Rosary

in Sicily, at least by his pen—a fact quoted by Echard (t. i. p. 791

)

on the authority of Mongitorius.

(c) Father John Augustine, O. P., (+1476) preached the Rosary

in Spain, according to the "History of the Province of Aragon"

published in 1599.**

6. Alan de Rupe (+1475) the Restorer of the Rosary, biases his

testimony that St. Dominic was its founder on both WriHngs and

Tradition." (N. B.) The Archives at Ghent, where Alan lived

for many years and where is situated the gp-eat Beguinage, were

burned and destroyed by the Protestants in 1566."

Alan relates that "in the Order of Preachers, especially in Eng-

land, when any one is either clothed or professed, along with the

habit and belt the Psalter (i. e., the rosary beads'* of the mother

and queen of the preachers is also put on, according to the old cus-

tom continuing down to the present day.""

"It is certainly true," writes Father Thurston, "that at the close

of the fourteenth and the beginning of the fifteenth century, we
hear more of the Rosary in England than almost anywhere else, and

it is particularly true that that form of our Lady's Psalter in which

the Aves are divided into decades by Paters seems first of all to

have become general in England."* A passage illustrating this has

already been quoted from Sir John Maundeville (c. 1400), and

*TCf., Mfizard, p. 264.

«8 Ibid., pp. 201-202, and Acta 88., t XL, AprU, p. 606.

«o Cf.. Ktcheverry, p. 120-121, or the Aeta 8. 8«M» Pro. 8oe. 88. RomrU.
Vol. U., p. 1259-60.

>« Cf., M^zard, p. 296, quoting Alan's Apoto^., vap. xv.
»i Cf., Etcheverry. pp. 117-118.

"Cf., the ilonth, November, 1900, p. 266, n.

•* Cf.. l[«zard. p. 266.

M Would It not have been more accurate to have said that we first have
blstorlcal evidence of its becoming general in Ekigland?
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amongst the materials so diligently accumulated by Father Bridgett

and Mr. Edmund Waterton, I would appeal especially to the statutes

of Eton College dating from about 1440, which require the scholars

to say daily 'the complete Psalter of the Blessed Virgin, insisting

of a Credo, 15 Piters and 150 Ave Marias.'""

7. Finally, Sixtus IV. issued two bulls in favor of the Rosary,

declaring Our Lady Psalter to be a very ancient devotion, in use of

old among the faithful in different parts of the world. It is in-

teresting to note that in describing the Psalter with its 150 Aves

divided into decades by 15 Paters, the Pope makes no mention of

the mysteries, his point being rather to emphasize the resemblance

of this Psalter to the Psalter of David. I think that even the most
hostile critics will allow that the Rosary, or Psalter, the use of which

Sixtus was encouraging, most certainly included meditation 'on the

mysteries, for the Pope wrote three years after the death of Alan

de Rupe."

CONCLUSION.

As to the sincerity and trustworthiness of Alan de Rupe, bbth

these things are well proved by Mezard and Etcheverry. Quite

apart from this point, however, the historical facts whidi have

been mentioned in the foregoing pages are, I take it, more than

sufficient to justify the Tradition attributing the institution of the

Rosary to St. Dominic. We have, firstly, what reads exactly like a

genuinely old-fashioned description of the Rosary, I mean our

Lady's Psalter as recited by the Begfuines almost from the very time

of St. Dominic's death. Secondly, we find traces of what, on the

testimony of many fifteenth century ecclesiastics of repute, were old

Rosary confraternities. Thirdly, there are the significant facts which

seem to show that the Paternoster was the name sometimes given to

what we now call the Rosary, and the monuments, as well, con-

nected with the Dominican Order, with rosaries engraved upon

them or placed in the hands of figures representing Dominicans.

.Finally, we have the facts that members of the Order preached the

Rosary, and thit we find thfe Rosary existed, and existed under that

name, long before the time of Alan de Rupe. Whereas, then, we
have no historical evidence to ustify the Tradition of the Assump-

tion, we have abtmdant evidence to justify the Rosary Tradition.

The very fact that the Rosary Tradition spread so swiftly and so

swiftly and so successfully throughout the entire world seems in

itself to be a repudiation of the idea that it had its oripn in th^

false words of an author or of a preacher unworthy of credence.

»»CA, the Month, November, 1900, p. 622.

•«C7., M«i!ard, pp. 403-404.
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If the Tradition be rejected, this fact of its rapid spread, as well

as all the evidence adduced in its favor, must be satisfacto-

rily explained away, and I confess that I do not see how
tiiat is possible.

We began these pages by supposing that the Rosary Tradition

was true. Now that we have seen that the Tradition really rests

upon solid foundations, let us for a moment suppose it to be false..

If, then, the whole thing was a myth, if it was after all but the

invention of an untruthful or demented or hoodwinked friar, surely

it would be highly displeasing and repugnant to the Blessed Virgfin,

who is the Mother of Truth. And when the great shrine was being

built at Lourdes in honor of her who, rosary in hand, had there ap-

peared to Bernadette, do you not think that she would have breathed

a word into the ear of her Son and God to prevent the false fable

from being perpetuated just there, of all places, whither men would

flock to pray to her from every quarter of the globe? Do you not

think that it would have hardly been allowed to enter into the

heart of man to erect just there, besides the Lourdes statue, a

second image precisely to represent this fable, and thus to illustrate

at once .the victory of a lie and the ignorant folly of so many
Pontiffs ? Yet the contrary is the case. There at Lourdes, in a most

conspicuous place, is a grand image of Our Lady bestowing the

Rosary on St. Dominic, thus teaching the whole world the truth of

the Tradition. The faithful, certainly, are not bound in any way

to believe in it, but at least there is now no fear that the Tradition

will ever be destroyed. If it was destructible, it would have perished

long ago when the first great attacks were made upon it by its ad-

versaries; and I say this deliberately, for, with all respect to both

them and their motives, recent critics have really adduced no more

evidence against the Tradition than did their predecessors two hun-

dred years ago.

Nor can the argument ad hominem be turned against the de-

fenders of the Tradition, or it be asked: Why, if the Tradition

be true, did not our Lady secure that the evidence in its favor

should be plainly incontestable? Because that would be paramount

ta a demand that no tradition should be tolerated, and that history

pure and simple should always be given us, whereas, in point of

fact we have the contrary case of the Assumption under our very

eyes. But see, on the othtr hand, with what care the Tradition of

the Rosary is guarded. An image representing the rosary being

bestowed by our Lady upon St. Francis and St Qare was2 con-

demned by the Holy See in 1663. A similar image, a few years

later, representing this time two Jesuit saints (I am sure tfie good
Fathers of the society were not responsible for this image) was
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also condemned in 1683. It is the Dominican image alone, illtisrat-

ing as it does the true Tradition, which is sanctioned and blessed

and whidi alone is ioand throughout the world.

ABBOT SAMPSON.

(fbou an old chkoniclb, by jocelyn, of brakelond.)

^ HE Chronicles oi Jocelyn of Brakelond, a monk, at the

celebrated monastery of Bury St. Edmond's in the

twelfth coitury, were translated from the original

Latin by the Camd«i Society in 1844 and then puUished

in ^igland. They contain an account of one Abbot Samp-
son and his monastery and incidentally throw most interesting and

curious sidelights on mcMiastic and social, but particularly monastic

manners and customs in that most interesting of the Middle Ages,

the twelfth century. The writer, erne of the Abbofs subjects and
for eight years his chaplain and therefore in a position to know
htm intimately, describes himself as "an insignificant person of no
repute" but judging from his Chronide he hardly does himself

justice. He had certainly a sense of humor and he had one great

qualification for a biographer—^he admired his subject Tery much
if he did not love him, although he does not scruple to mention

some of his faults, and he had not a few. Jocelyn was something

of a scholar, for his Chronicle is profuse in Latin quotations g^-
erally from the Bible, but frequently from the classics also. He is par-

ticularly fond of Horace, but he also quotes from Ovid several times,

Qcero once or twice, Lucan, Virgil and Terence. It is true his

quotations are for die most part familiar, as for example, "So
many ~men, so many opinions,''* from Terence's ; "Nothing is alto-

gether blessed,"*

—

from Horace, but they are mostly very aptly

introduced, sometimes rather at the expense of his Abbot, as when
speaking of Sampson having sent a present of some dogs to propi-

tiate King Richard I., he quotes Ovid's line, "Jupiter himself is

a{^ased by gifts given."* Another time he quotes ironically from

Isaias, "Hear, O heaven,* the ttnag that I speak, listen, O earth,'

to what Abbot Sampson did."*

I Terence, "Phormio," Act 11., Scene I, 14.

*. Nihil omni parte be&tum. Cum. Ub. H., IV.

* Placatur don1« jBpIter lp«e ^Atli. OvM. Art. Am. t. Ml.
* IsaiM. I.. 2.

»Ib!d.

R. P. Devas, O. p.

WoodcheaiMT. IBtasland.
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The Chronicle begins with an account of the famous monastery of >

Bury St. Edmund's from the year 1173, and describes briefly the

unsatisfactory state under the rule of the predecessor of Abbiot

Sampson, particularly with regard to secular and financial affairs,

for Jocelyn is careful to insist that the religious observances were
always strictly fulfilled under Abbot Hugh's governance. From
the Abbot's election, which is described at some length, in 1182,

Jocelyn becomes more diffuse, but his biographical sketch of Abbot

Sampson terminates abruptly in 1202 with the departure of the

Abbot on a highly important mission. This sudden ending is most

tantalizing, and the reason for it is not apparent, for the Abbot

lived nine years longer and Jocelyn survived him.

The subject of this sketch was evidently a bom ruler and a most

capable manager of the estates of the abbey, a g^eat stickler for the

rights of the monastery, not afraid of opposing the Bishops or even

the King himself, if these were in jeopardy, and occasionally show-

ing himself guilty of sharp practice, if not actual deception, but, as

Jocelyn might have said, but did not, "other times, other manners."

Abbot Hugh, the predecessor of Sampson, was an old man, and,

says Jocelyn, "his eyes were dim," like Jacob's; he was "a pious

and kind man, a good and religious monk, yet not wise or heedful

in worldly affairs. To be sure, good governance and religion waxed

warm in the cloister, but outdoors affairs were badly managed; in

fact, every one serving under a simple and aged lord did that

which was right in his own eyes, not that which ought to have been

done."

When the riches and power of a great monastery in those days

are remembered, it is not surprising that under these circumstances

the affairs of the Abbey were in confusion. The cellarer whose

office was so important that he ranked next to the Abbot, got into

debt to the Jews, who charged usurious interest, and he was de-

posed from his office. The monk Sampson was then appointed

sub-sacristan, but although he was often unjustly accused by his

enemies, he was chosen to fill one office after another—now he was

sub-sacristan, then g^est-master, then pittance-master, then third

prior and then sub-sacristan again. He would never condescend

to flatter the Abbot as the other monks did and already showed

himself a man of strong character.

In the month of September, 1180, the old Abbot Hugh went

on a pilgrimage to the shrine of St. Thomas, who had been martyred

just ten years previously, but during the journey he fell from his

horse and sustained a somewhat remarkable injury according to

Jocelyn, who says that his 'Tcnee-pan was put out and lodged in the

ham of his leg. The physicians tortured him, but they healed him
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not." On the contrary, the poor old man was brought home to his

Abbey, where his thigh mortified and he died on November 15. His

servants robbed him of almost everything he possessed, leaving him

with only two ragged quilts and a coverlet, and not a penny wad

found in his house. The Abbot did not live in the monastery in

those days, but in one of his manor-houses, with a large staff of

servants, horses and hounds; the house Abbot Hugh died in ap-

pears to have been close to the monastery, but Abbot Sampson fre-

quently went and stayed at distant manors.

After the burial of the late Abbot, Sampson and' another monk,

named Rufus, were sent by the prior to France to announoe the

death of the Abbot to King Richard I. On their return the other

monks, especially William the sacristan, showed great jealousy of

Sampson and thwarted him in his project of building the choir and

the tower of the church, an enterprise very near to his heart. He
overlooked the builders and saw that neither "breach, chink, crack

or flaw" occurred in their work. The section of monks who op-

posed him, headed by William the sacristan, plotted against him

and succeeded in getting the building stopped so long as the seat

of the Abbot was vacant.

Great discussions went on in the monastery at the spring blood-

letting among the monks as to who the new Abbot would be, ob-

jections being raised by some one to every monk proposed. Jocelyn

reports that he watched Sampson while the others were talking and

saw him "sitting with the other quietly chuckling and noting the

words of each." At length the prior and twelve of the monks were

summoned to appear before the King to elect a new Abbot.

On the day after they received the letters from the King com-

manding their presence, the monks met in chapter and solemnly

charged the prior to name twelve of thdr number to accompany

him to court. He named six monks from one side of the choir

and six from the other side and among them were Sampson the

sub-sacristan, William the sacristan and Roger the cellarer. This

being settled, some one asked what was to be done in case the

prior and these tjvelve monks could not ag^ee as to the Abbot's

successor. Sampson the sub-sacristan then suggested that they

should elect three monks who were most eligible as Abbot before

they left and write their names secretly on a piece of parchment

and seal it up and take it with them to Waltham and let it be opened

in the presence of the King. And in case the King refused to

allow one of the Edmondsbury monks to be elected, this packet

was to be brought back and the contents kept secret on the peril

of their souls. All agreeing to this proposal, it was carried out, the

electors being chosen from among the older monks, and the next
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day the thirteen started for Waltham. Jocelyn thus describes die

departure. "Last of all was Sampson, the purveyor of their charges,

because he was sub-sacristan, carrying about his neck a Uttle box,

in which was concealed the letters of the convent—as if he alone

was the servant of them all—^and without an esquire, bearing his

frock looped under his elbows, who going out of the court-lodge,

fdlowed his fellows afar off."

In their absence one of the monks named William, of Hastings

had a dream, in which he saw Sampson standing before the high

altar, between two other monks, than whom he was head and

shoulders taller, and St. Edmond the Martyr appeared and pointing

with his finger to Sampson, said, "He shall veil my feet" This

was interpreted by Jocelyn as being fulfilled by Sampson, after he

was Abbot, completing the building of the tower of the church be-

gun a century earlier. Several other monks also had dreams about

the election which were published in the cloister and outside the

monastery, and various prophecies as to the new Abbot were afloat

both in the monastery and in the town.

On February 21, 1182, the prior and the twlve monks stood before

the King and when the sealed packet was opened, the three names

in it, in the following order, were Sampson the sub-sacristan,

Roger the cellarer, and Hugh the third prior. Now Hugh had

been one of the electors, so Jocelyn says, "the other monks flushed

and marveled that he was also one of the three selected as one

of the most eligfible candidates," but they thought it wiser to keep

their own counsel on the matter anl say nothing before the King.

A long discussion followed, in which King Richard took part

and in the end Sampson the sub-sacristan was chosen as Abbot,

and his reception of the news is thus described by the chronicler:

"Sampson being thus chosen, and falling down at the King's feet

and kissing him, hastily arose and forthwith went towards the altar,

singing, 'Miserere mei Dtmiine,' together with his brethren, erect

in gait, and with unmoved countenance. The King observing this,

said to the bystanders ; "By the eyes of God, this one that is chosen

seems to himself worthy of keeping the abbacy.' We gather from

this that Sampson was a man of fine presence and dignified in his

bearing and possibly not disposed to underrate his own qualifica-

tuMts for the honor conferred upon him.

The news of the election was received at the monastery with joy

by "all or nearly all of the monks and some of the officers also,

but only a few." He was received on his return to the monastery

widi great solemnity by all the monks, who went to meet him at

the gate of the cemetery, the bells rin^ng loudly both inside and

outside die dioir. The new Abbot as soon as he arrived in sight
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of the Abbey dismounted from his horse and at the threshold of

the gate took off his shoes and was received barefoot and conducted

by the prior and the sacristan into the church, where he prostrated

before the high altar, while part of the office was sung by the choir.

He was then led to the Abbot's throne by the precentor, who then

b^;an the "Te Deum," which was sung by the choir, while the

Abbot received from and gave the kiss of peace to all the com-

munity.

After these ceremonies were concluded in the church, the Abbot

entertained more than a thousand guests at dinner.

Jocelyn was now made prior's chaplain, and four months later

chaplain to the Abbot, which waS' promotion.

The day after his installation the new Abbot, who did not let the

grass grow under his feet, called the prior and two or three other

monks together, ostensibly to consult them about making a new
seal for himself with a mitre engraved on it, a thing none of his

predecessors had ever had, but Jocelyn considered the consultation

superfluous, for, said he, "he himself knew what he would do."

Then Sampson set his house and his stables, which contained twenty-

six horses and his servants and his commisariat in order, command-
ing that there should be no lack of food or drink for his guests, and

requiring no help from any one in all this, which displeased his

knights, who condemned him as arrogant. Disregarding all critic-

ism, he began at once a series of reforms in the management of

the convent and its estates, collecting rents which were overdue,

building new chapels where needed, repairing old halls and tumble-

down houses, enclosing numerous parks, replenishing them with

game and engaging a huntsman and setting up a back of hounds.

He frequently sat with some of tiie monks watching the hunting

and coursing, but Jocelyn never saw him taste of the game.

Finding that William the sacristan had been pledging, unknown
to the rest of the conveent, the ornaments and vestments of the

church, and had also been tampering with the rents of the monastery,

he deposed and inhibited him, and put Hu|^ the sub-sacristan in his

place as sacristan. He tempered his severity with mercy towards

William, who seems to have richly deserved punishment, for he

ccmcealed irom the other monks the real reason of his deposition.

Furthermore, he ordered tiit houses of William, which had been

the scene of winebibbings and other revels to be pulled down level

with the ground.

At Easter he went over all his manors and also over all the farms

belonging to them and to the Abbey, and wherever he went, says his

dironider, "there xaune about him Jews as well as Christians, de-

manding debts and worrying and importuning him, so that he could
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not sleep, and thereupon he became pale and thin and was constantly

repeating, 'My heart will never rest until I know myself to be out

of debt'

"

At Michaelmas he took the management of all the estates of the

monastery into his own hands, and soon showed himself a most

capable manager, though his enemies slandered him on that account.

Seven months after his election the Pope sent letters making him

a judge to determine causes, for which office Jocelyn says he "was

incompetent and inexperienced, although he was endowed with lib-

eral learning and divine knowledge," but apparently knowing his

own weakness, he appointed two clerks learned in the law of the

land to assist him, at the same time studying the law and the decre-

tals till in a short time he became celebrated as a most discreet

judge. And because, says Jocelyn, "his aspect was acute and pene-

trating, with a Cato-like countenance, rarely smiling, it was said

that he inclined to severity rather than to kindness, and when it

came to receiving money, he seldom remitted what by law he was

entitled to take."

Sampson's next important step was to order that all the seals in

the convent, and there turned out to be no less than thirty-three,

should be given up to him. This was to prevent the monks from

incurring any debt above the sum of twenty shilling^ without the

consent of the convent ; he returned the prior and the sacristan their

seals, but he kept the rest. Then he ordered all the keys to be given

up and forbade any one to have any locked chest or box or to pos-

sess anything which the rule did not permit, but he generally allowed

each monk to have as much as two shillings in his possession.

Jocelyn thus describes him : "The Abbot Sampson was of middle

stature, nearly bald, having a face neither round nor yet long, a

prominent nose, thick lips, clear and very piercing eyes, ears of the

nicest sense of hearing, lofty eyebrows and often shaved; and he

soon became hoarse fnxn a short exposure to cold. On the day of

his election he was forty-and-seven years old and had been a monk
seventeen years, having a few gray hairs in a reddish beard, with

a few gray in a black head of hair, which somewhat curled, but

within fourteen years after his election it all became white as snow."

He was always very temperate, and after the news of the fall of

Jerusalem reach the monastery, he wore haircloth and abstained

from meat, though, that it mig^t be given to the poor, he alwayk

had it placed on the table before him. He was very eloquent, both

in French and Latin, and at the same time a silent man, hating talka-

tive people. He seemed to Jocelyn to prefer an active life to one

of contemplation, and when he heard of any one resigning his pas-

toral office to become an andiorite, he never approved of it.
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One thing that strikes us particularly in reading this chronicle

is the devotion of the monks to their patron, St. Edmund, and their

faith in his protection, not to menticxi their fear of offending him.

This peeps out ag^in and again in the course of the narrative. Once
when Samps<Mi was only a monk, he was sent on a mission to Rome,

which failed owing to the Papal schism which was then disturbing

Quistendom and to no fault of his. Nevertheless, when he returned,

his Abbot was so angry with him that Sampson had to hide in the

shrine of St. Edmund as the safest place he could find, and no choir-

man or layman dare bring him food or drink except by stealth. He
was then exiled to Acre and imprisoned in chains.

On one occasion William of Longchamp, Bishop of Ely, slighted

St Edmund by refusing to help Abbot Sampson to protect the

privileges of his church and abbey, to which the monks all clung

most pertinaciously, whereupon Sampson appealed to St. Edmund,

assuring the Bishop that the saint would get justice done to him.

Jocelyn records that within a year of this threat the Bishop, who
was also lord chancellor, was driven from the kingdom. Once the

Bishop on his return to Germany sent word to the Abbot that

he was coming to hear Mass in the abbey, but the Bishop of Nor-

wich sent word to the Abbot that William Longchamp was excom-

municated, and that on no account were they to allow any of the

offices of the Church to be performed in his presence. Accordingly,

on his arrival in the church, all the priests who were saying Mass,

including the one at the high altar, all stopped when he entered and

remained standing until he had left the church.

In the year 1196 a fire broke out in the church, which is attrib-

uted by Jocelyn to St. Edmund, who, he says, "was pleased to strike

terror into our convent and to instruct us that his body should be

kept more reverendy and observantiy than it had hitherto been"

—

a lesson that seems to have been sadly needed from the description

of the state of the shrine. The fire broke out on some flooring be-

tween the shrine of St. Edmund and the high altar and was caused

by two tapers which were always kept burning, having been stuck

on to the remnants of the old bumt-out ones, insecurely, so that

they fell to the ground and set light to the floor and to a lot of rub-

bish which had been allowed to accumulate under the boards. The

keepers of the shrine fell asleep on the night before the feast of St.

Edielreda and were awakened by the flames. It fortunately hap-

pened that the rood-screen and the b^m on which it stood had been

removed to be repaired or that and the figures would have been

destroyed. The monks were all roused and succeeded in putting

out the fire before any very serious damage was done.

The shrine was evidentiy very ridily decorated with gold and
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silver, as Jocelyn mentions that the naiU fell out of the silver plates

which decorated it, and they were left hangiqg loosely, but as for

the gold of the holy of holies, that was t»-ighter than before, being

pure gold. Abbot Sampson was absent when the fire occurred, and

on his return was very much grieved, but improved the occasion by

lecturing all the monks in chapter, declaring that a greater danger

would befall them if they did not repent of their sins, and especially

refrain from complaining of their food—a fault for which he had

no sympathy, being himself indifferent as to what was set before

him. In fact, says Jocelyn, he blamed the whole convent rather

than the keepers of the shrine. He then gave all the gold in his

possession to repair the damage done.

Dreams were considered of much and grave import in those days,

and a rather amusing account is given of the different interpreta-

tions of a dream of a certain person of quality, who told the Abbot

he had seen a vision in which the holy martyr St. Edmund was lying

outside his shrine despoiled of his clothes and his body wasted away

by hunger and thirst. This dream the Abbot related to the monks,

interpreting it to mean that St E^dmund complained that he was

naked because they defrauded the poor of their old clothes and that

he was hungry because they reluctantly gave them what they were

bound by their rule to give in meat and drink. The convent, says

Jocelyn, looked very grave on hearing this and, meeting together,

proceeded to put their own interpretation upon the vision, which

was that they and the convent were the naked members of his body,

and that this was because the Abbot had everything, the sacristy,

the cellary, the chamberlainy, all under his control. The Abbot was

away when this interpretation was reported to him, and he was very

much annoyed and said: "They will wrest that dream against me,

will they? By the Face of God, when I get home I shall Restore

to them the customs that they say are theirs, and I shall withdraw

my clerk from the cellary, and I shall leave them to themselves, and

I shall see how wise they will be at the end of the year." Nevern

theless, although he kept his word, he humbled himself before them

because, says Jocelyn, he had the intention of translating the body

of St Edmund.
A longer account follows of this translation, which, as we have

said, is ushered in by Jocelyn in the words of Isaias (Vre are nolt

sure that he does not employ them ironically) :
" 'Hear, O heaven,'

the things that I speak: 'Listen, O earth,' to what Abbot Sampson

did."

Three days before the feast of St Edmimd a solemn fast of three

days was proclaimed to the people of St Edmondsbury, as a prepa-

ration for the elevation of the shrine of the holy martyr to the h^
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altar, where a new marble pediment had been made to receive it.

Now the Abbot, who had a great devotion to his patron, had always

desired to see him, so he decided to have the coffin opened, and

chose two of the monks to view the body with him and twelve

others to carry the coffin to its new resting place. All this was done

secretly at night without the knowledge of the rest of the convent.

The twelve monks and the Abbot and his two chosen companions

were all vested in white albs for the occasion, and Jocelyn describes

minutely the wrappings of the body when the coffin was opened,

which was done with great reverence and devotion. A document

in parchment signed by the twelve numks and the Abbot was en-

closed in the coffin before it was closed up again, testifying to what

had been done. It was then raised to the new resting-place. News
of what was going on had oozed out, and one monk, John of Dissy,

witnessed the proceedings from the roof of the church, ti^ether

with the servants of the sacristan.

But when the monks all came to matins and saw what had been

done, they were all very sorrowful, saying, reports Jocelyn, among
themselves, 'We have all been deceived." The Abbot after matins

made a speech to them, telling them it was not fit that all should

have been present, and then, with tears, they sang a solemn "Te

Deum." This took place on the 20th of November, 1198, St. Ed-

mund's feast.

The devotion to St. Edmund at this time was very great in Eng-

land; King Richard I. had had a g^eat devotion to him and was

most generous in gifts of money, and Sampson had taken care to do

everything in his power to curry favor with him, so that he might

support the convent in all its undertakings, and "now," says Joce-

lyn, "all his labor and pains were lost," for the King was killed in

battle the following year.

King John, immediately after his coronation, came down to St
Edmund's to fulfill a vow and pay his devotion to the saint. The
monks expected him to make an offering of r^;al magnificence, but

all he gave was a silken altar-cloth, which he borrowed of the

sacristan and had not paid for when Jocelyn wrote this chronicle.

Some years previously, when in 1193 King Richard was captive

and his brother, then Prince John, had raised a rebellion against

hiin. Abbot Sampson opposed hun and excommunicated the knights

who were associated with him. Shortly after Sampson went into

Germany to visit King Richard, as a truce had been proclaimed, and

he todc hun many presents. Later, when King Richard was a pris-

oner there, the Abbot refused to allow the church or shrine of St
Edmund to be despoiled to help pay for his ransom, says Jocelyn,

"there was no treasure in England but was eidier to be given up
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or redeemed." Abbot Sampson was very firm on this point, and

standing up before all the Justices who came to claim some of

gold and silver, threatened any of them to dare to approach the

shrine, and so great was their fear of St Edmund, that all of them

swore they dared not touch the shrine.

An amusing incident is recorded of a certain windmill which Her-

bert the Dean dared to erect on one of the convent's manors, which,

when the Abbot heard of it, he was so angary that for a day or Wo
he would hardly eat or drink or speak. Then he ordered the sacris-

tan to send and have the mill taken down, and the wood carefuHy

taken and put aside. The dean, hearing of this, he went to remon-

trate with the Abbot, saying that the wind, at any rate, was free to

all, and that he only wanted to grind his own corn, not to do anjr

damage to neighboring mills. The Abbot, however, was inexo-

able and swore he would not touch food till the mill was taken

down, and ordered his carpenters to go and remove it. The dean,

however, was before him, for he himself sent his own men to re-

move the offending structure, and when the Abbot's men arrived

there was no mill to remove.

On another occasion the Abbot outwitted the Bishop of Ely in

regard to s(Mne timber the Bishop wanted for building at Gemes-

ford. His messenger made a mistake in the name of the wood from

which this timber was to be cut, and called it Elmswell instead of

Elmseethe. The Abbot wondered, but with a bad grace he granted

the request, as he dared not refuse. Then Richard, the forester, in-

formed him that the Bishop before sending his messenger had

marked all the best trees in the wood at Elmseethe with his mark

to be cut down for him. The Abbot thereupon went into the wood
with his carpenters and had all these trees and a hundred more:

marked with his mark, and before the Bishop had had time to send

his messenger back to correct his mistake, all the timber in Elm-

seethe wood was felled and taken by the Abbot for the building of

his church towers.

In all things pertaining to the rights of the convent. Abbot Samp-

son was obdurate. When the Pope's legate, who was also Archbishop

of Canterbury, desired to make a visitation of the abbey, which was

exempt from Papal visitation, Sampson not only outwitted him, but,

meeting him between St. Edmundsbury and London, withstood him

to the face, and in a long and bitter altercation, in the course of

which the legate told the AM^ot he knew he was a keen wriangler

and a better clerk than he himself, to which Sampson replied that

he was a man who would never suffer the privileges of his Church

to be shaken, if it cost him his life or involved his banishment
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Finally the Abbot lowered his tone and induced the legate to aban-

don his intention, and they parted on good terms.

The cellarers were always a trouble to Sampson, as they were

always getting into debt, and although he deposed them one after

another, ten years after his election it was the same story. At length

in 1 192 he appointed a clerk to act with them, which displeased the

convent, the monks grumbling and saying : "He distrusts his monks,

he trusts clerks, he consults clerks, he loves them and we are made
a byword to our neighbors."

The appointment of a clerk, however, did not mend matters, for

at the end of a few years the cellarer was again in debt, and then

the Abbot took charge of the cellary himself, to the annoyance and

disgust of the monks, who considered themselves to have become

a laughing stock to their neighbors and to be disparaged in the eyes

of the townspeople.

The Abbot also at this time took upon himself the offices of guest

master and the stewardship of everything, indoors and out of doors,

and appointed a clerk to assist him in purveying food for his guests

and for the convent. This action appears to have caused a great

deal of gossip, both inside and outside of the convent, some saying

the Abbot was the only one among the monks capable of managing

their affairs wiohout getting into debt, others complaining that he

took too much upon himself. In fact, the Abbot's throne was by

no means a bed of roses, and he might well have said with Pope

Adrian IV., "that he was always between the hammer and the anvil."

The day after Christmas Day, 1197, the Abbot's servants and

some of the Burgesses of the town were guilty of sacrilege, hold-

ing wrestling matches and a regfular sort of orgy, which ended in

fighting and bloodshed, in the churchyard. The Abbot, whose cus-

tom it was to invite the Burgesses to dine at his own table during

the octave of Christmas, did not do so in consequence, and more-

over he summoned all the rioters before him, and, having heard

the evidence against them, told them he should publicly and by name
excommunicate all those who had been guilty of this sacrilege. Ac-

cordingly, the same day the monks put on their robes and lighted

the candles and the Abbot excommunicated the offenders, beginning

with his own servants. Then they all went out of the church, and

presently some one came and told the Abbot that more than a hun-

dred men were lying prostrate and half naked ouoside the door of

the church, whereupon he wept. The offenders were then whipped

and absolved, and they swore to abide by the judgment of the

church. The next day penance was assigned them and the Abbot

restored them "to unity and concord" and threatened them with

terrible punishment if they ever offended in this way again. He
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also foilKule any ptiblic shows or meetings to be held in the dhorch-

yard. Jocelyn concludes this -episode thus : "The Din^[esses feasted

on the following dajrs with their lord, the Abbot, with great satis-

faction."

Not very long after King John's visit to St. Edmund's a terrible

dispute between the convent and the Abbot arose in the monastery

—

a veritable storm in a tti cup, for the cause was a slight one. It

seems Ral|^, the porter, had been maintaining some causes, to the

detriment of the Church of St. Edmtmd and the convent, and when
this came to the knowledge of the chapter the prior, in the absence

of the Abbot, decided to punish the porter by stopping some of his

perquisites which the cellarers allowed him without the knowledge

of the whole convent. On the Abbot's return, Ralph complained to

him, misrepresenting his case, and Sampson believed him and, says

Joceljrn, "in otherwise than became him, was excited, affirming that

Ralfrfi was innocent, and that what had been done was done to his

prejudice and without his consent."

The prior then said that what had been done was done by him

with the consent of the whole convent. Abbot Sampson was, says

Jocelyn, confused at this, saying, "I have nourished and brought up

children and they have rebelled against me." He then ordered the

cellarer to restore all that had been taken from Ralph fully and

wholly and forbade him to drink anything but water until he had

done so. The cellarer for that day chose to drink only water rather

than obey the Abbot, who on hearing of it forbade him meat or

drink until he had restored all, and having given this order, he im-

mediately went away and remained away eight days.

Directly he had gone, the cellarer gave up the keys of the cellars

and said he would rather be deposed from his office than do anything

in opposition to the convent. Then, says the chronicler, "there arose

such a tumult in the convent as I had never before seen." This

disturbance appears to have lasted for some days, the elder monks

taking the part of the Abbot and counseling obedience to him, the

yotmger ones being for opposing him, even going so far as to refuse

to sing the psalm "Verba Mea" for the dead, as was the rule, at the

dose of the chapter. In the end the counsel of the elder monks
I*evailed; but not before the Abbot had sent several messages to

them and refused to return home, as he said they were plottii^

against him and threatening to kill him with their knives. However,

at Ae end of a week he did return, "and sitting in his imier chan>-

ber gave orders that one of the iM^ethren whom he vehemently sus-

pected should come to him, hvA he, fearing to be taken and bound,

refused to come, and was therefore excommunicated." Three other

ftioidcs were punished in a lesser degree, and then the following day
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the whole convent submitted and said they were willing to humble

themselves before him, and this being done, the Abbot, weepmg, de-

clared he had never grieved for anything so much as for this scan-

dal before in his life, and that he had gone away on account of

being so angry unUl his anger had cooled, and then he arose still

weeping and embraced them all with the kiss of peace. He then

abisolved the monk whom he had excommunicated and "there was

a ^eat calm." But he had his own way, for he gave private orders

that all that Roger had been deprived of should be restmred to him.

Jocelyn thus comments on this finale: ''But of this we took no

further notice, being at last made to understand diat there is no lord

who will not bear rule, and that battle is perilous which is under-

taken against the stronger and is begun against the more powerful

party." Certainly Abbot Sampson, although apparently a tender-

hearted man, was tiom to rule and would not stand any resistance

to his authority, nor would he suffer the slightest derogation from

his own dignity, although he appears to have been humble enough,

even though he would oppose the highest in the land if they at-

tempted to defraud either him as Abbot or the abbey of any of the

rights and privileges belonging to them.

When the Abbot of Quny came to St Edmund's and was received

by the monks with befitting honor. Abbot Sampson would not give

place to him, either in chapter or in the procession on Sunday in

the church, but took care always to sit or stand in the middle, with

the Abbot of Quny on one side of him and the Abbot of Chertsey

on the other. In the year 1200 the prior died and there was another

di£Ference of opinion between the Abbot and the convent as to who
should succeed to the priorship, the Abbot choosing the monk Her-

bert, who was young and not at all learned, and the convent pre-

ferring the suh-prior, Hermer, who was both eloquent and learned

;

but the Abbot had his way and chose Herbert, who is described as

"a very amiable man, handsome and comely, always in good tem-

per, of a smiling countenance, be it early or late; kind to all, calm

in his bearing and g^ave in his demeanor, pleasant in speech, pos-

sessing a sweet voice in chanting, young, brave, of a healthy body

and always in readiness to tmdergo travail for the need of the

church, skillful in conforming himself to every place and time, lib-

eral and social, not spiteful in correction, not suspicious, not cov-

etous, not drawling, not slothful, expert and fluent of tongue in the

French idioms, a man of moderate understanding, whom if too much

learning should make mad, might be said to be a perfectly accom-

plished man."

Thus does Jocelyn sum up the qualifications of the new prior, and

comes .to the conclusion that although such a man might become
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rery popular, he had better "wait and sec" what sort of men he

chose for his counsellors and be sparing in his praises of the Ab-
bot's choice.

In the year 1201 the monks of St. Edmundsbury had a contest

with the monks of Ely about a market which the Ely monks wanted

to set up at Lakenheath, and did set up to the prejudice of the mar-

ket at St. Edmundsbury. After protesting in vain against this

market, Abbot Sampson went to London and, after taking legal ad-

vice, commanded his bailiffs to abolish this market by force, so in

the dead of the night six hundred men, well armed, proceeded to

Lakenheath to do so. They succeeded in abolishing the market, but

they had to restore the cattle and sheep which they seized, the

Bishop of Ely, who was a very eloquent man, protesting loudly

against the arrogance of the Abbot in doing this. On St. Agnes'

day, in this same year, Abbot Sampson and the Bishop of Ely were

both ordered to attend the King, to make inquiry al^t some

knights who had taken the Cross in order to join the Crusade, and

whom the King wanted to be discharged, as he needed them for the

safety of his kingdom.

The poor Abbot was not allowed to depart in peace, for before he

went his monks endeavored through the prior to get him to restore

certain of their liberties, and especially they brought up the old

grievance- about the cellarer and the sacristan. At first Sampson

was very angry, saying that as long as he lived he would be the

master. But repenting, he talked more mildly to the prior, and the

next day in the chapter he told them that he had paid all his ser-

vants and made his will just as if he was going to die, and when

the monks pressed for a redress of their supposed grievances about

the cellarer and other matters, he promised that on his return he

would cooperate with the monks in everything and render to each

what was justly his. Upon this there was calm, but, says the

chronicler, "the calm was not very great." We greatly fear that

on the Abbot's return the storm broke out again, for they most prob-

ably got into debt in his absence, but the chronicle* ends here ab-

ruptly. It is considered to be one of the most entertaining of the

mediaeval chronicles, and it certainly gives us an excellent picture

of the monastic customs of the time, as well as a striking portrait

of Abbot Sampson.

Darley Dale.

• "'Cttronic-les of Jocelyn of Brakelond," translated by T. B. Tomllna from

the original L«tin as printed by the Camden Society, liondon, 1844.
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GLENGARRY.

OLLOWING on the account of the life and labors of Bishop

Hug^ Macdonald, first Vicar Apostolic of the Highlands of

Scotland, which recently a^marcd in these pages, it is hoped

that the following account of Glengarry will prove of interest. The
episcopate of Bishop Hugh Macdonald was begun and was ended

in Glengarry. It was a district which figured very largely in the

Catholic life of the Highlands for fully two hundred years, and
the name is an honored one wherever the traditions of those days

still linger, as they linger in so many Highland families of the

New as well as of the Old World.

The earliest account which we have of the mission of Glen-

garry, and also the most detailed, is contained in the very interest-

ing report on the Highland mission made by Mr. Alexander Leslie

in 1677. He had come to the mission about 1670 and was thus

a very young man to be entrusted with so important a duty. Yet

his report shows great determination and a charming gaiety of dis-

position which enabled him to overcome all difficulties. He later

went to Rome, whence he returned in August, 1681. In 16S9 he

was thrown into prison and was not liberated till 1691. In the

register of priests for 1673 he is entered as Alex. Leslie, "Hard-

boots." He served in succession the missions of Enzie, Strath-

bogie, Banff, and dying in 1702, on the 14th of April, he was buried

in the Enzie. He had been forty years on the Scotch mission.

After stating his surprise at being appointed visitor and giving

details of certain preparatory arrangements, he continues: "I

stayed in Banffshire until the middle of Lent, 1678, and tlien started

for Inverness, through the country of Moray. From Inverness I

wrote to Mr. Robert Munro, a Highland missionary, asking him
to meet me at the bog of Gight, in the Enzie, sometime in April.

This he did and I must confess that I could not have visited the

Highlands without him.

"Whilst I was in Inverness I ministered to many Catholics, who
had not seen a priest for a long time. This was especially the

case with one gentleman and his wife, who had come a distance of

forty Scotch'miles, about eighty Italian miles, to see if perchance

they might find a priest in Inverness, not having seen one for over

two years. They came across me quite accidentally and were so

filled with joy that they could not restrain their tears. It was in-

deed with difficulty that I could restrain my own emotion, all the

more when I thought of the rest of these poor Catholics, so ne-

glected that one might say they were entirely abandoned. This

consideration forced me to remain in Inverness longer than I had
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intended. My stay was, however, a great consolation to those most
excellent and devout Catholics who flocked in from all the surround-

ing country, making their confessions, receiving Holy Communion,
hearing Mass and giving themselves up entirely to devotions and

prayers. Such was their fervor—indeed, such was the fervor of all

the Catholics in the Highlands—that it was difficult to say Mass
without distraction. Their sighs and their ejaculations interrupted

the celebrant to such an extent that it was often necessary to speak

sharply to them and to chedc them if one would finish the Holy"

Sacrifice.

"Leaving Inverness, I betook myself to the bog of Gight, the

property of the Marquis of Huntly. This castle is on the banks of

the River Spey, which is here the boundary of the County of

Moray. On my arrival I found Mr. Munro, the Highland mission-

ary, and for the space of eight days we rested, discussing the work
before us. We then started direct through Moray to Inverness,

where we had to lay hid for some days whilst we made provision

for our journey into the Highlands. In particular we had to pro-

vide ourselves with clothes after the fashicm of these people. They
dress quite differently from the Lowlanders and more in the style

of the ancient Romans, as far as one can judge from the statues

of the latter. We all had to dress in this style, even our servants

and guides.

"When our preparations were completed we set out along the

bank of the River Ness until we came to the beginning of the lake

from which that river flows and here we fell in with Mr. Francis

White, with whom he had a long consultation, and arranged some

further details regarding our journey through the Highlands and

island.

"From here we sent on our horses by a longer road, whilst in

order to shorten the journey, we ascended a mountain so stee]) tliat

often we had to climb on hands and knees. We now entered the

district called the Aird, fourteen long and weary miles from Inver-

ness. We were received at the house of Sir Alexander Fraser, of

Kinnaries, and treated with great kindness. Sir Alexander had once

visited Rome and had there made the acquaintance of my brother,

and on this account was highly pleased to meet me.*

*Mr. William Mackay kindly writes as follows: "Colon«l Praser, of

Ktnnarles—or Kinerras, as the name now appears on the valuation roll

—

was ;.ioiiii. !:i.r of that estate In 1678. Kim-na.'i is in the parish of Kiltarlity

I 'll Ir r i^ 'neratlons formed part of the Lo'.'ate estates. Fraser also
owned Kinniylees, near Inverness, which he sold to D«.vld Poison In 1688.

He was alsT proprietor of Abriachan, which he sold to the Laird of
Grant. He was alive In 1695. I did not know that he was entitled to be
railed Sir Alexander Fraser. He does not appear as such In the valuation
roll of the Countv of Inverness of the year 1531 or in any other referencei
which I have come across."
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"Two days afterwards we passed through mountainous tracks

into the district of Strathglass. The chief here is a most zealous

Catholic and so are practically all his vassals, having been recon-

ciled to the Church by the missionary, Munro. I stayed here eight

or ten days to obtain full information, and what I learned was

most satisfactory. At this stage of our journey we had to leave

our horses behind, as our road for the future was over precipitous

mountains and almost impenetrable forests. Further, we here put

off our Lowland dress and donned the Highland costume.

"From Strathglass we continued our journey in the direction

of Invergarry. The weather was very adverse, the wind blowing

like a hurricane and the snow falling in blinding showers—^this,

too, when we were well on in May. We found that we could not

reach Invergarry in one day, so we stopped at Pitmains, some miles

short of our destination. Next day we arrived at Invergarry, and

there I stayed five days in order to receive many reports from the

chief, a most zealous Catholic of tried prudence, faith and constancy.

Here I fell ill and remained very feeble with a continuous fever for

fourteen days. Though I then began to feel better, yet I was still

so weak that I could scarcely stand on my feet, much less travel

in a country where it is all ascending or descending precipitous

mountains.

"Lady Macdonel, a most pious Catholic, tried to persuade me to

go back, saying that I should be a dead man before I reached the

islands. Indeed, many of the Catholics had prophesied the same

before I reached Inverness. But Lord Macdonel encouraged me
and persuaded me not to give in, saying that in six days I should

regain not only my health, but my strength as well. He then

reprimanded those who were persuading me to the contrary, and

especially her Lac^yship, telling them that it was far better for me
and for them if I did die on the way rather than turn back. If I

went back, Rome would conclude that the country was the inac-

cessible haunt of rude savages and would send no priests to them

at all. He had no difficulty in persuading me to follow his advice,

as I had already made up my mind rather to risk a hundred lives

than fail in my duty to the Holy See. Over and above the motive

of obedience there was the compassion I felt for these poor people.

Every day something new came to my knowledge—their great need

of priests and how well they had deserved that Rome should send

them some, their great piety and their insatiable thirst for the Holy

Sacraments and for religious instruction. All this redoubled my
courage and filled me with constancy in the prosecution of my mis-

sion. My weakness, however, was so great that for the first week

our day's journey was but short: indeed, the first stage from In-
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vergarry was only five miles. By the grace of God my health im-

proved, as Lord Macdonel had foretold, and as it improved our
stages also lengthened."

So much for the report of Mr. Alexander Leslie. Glengarry was
the spot selected by Father White as his principal residence and
he there established a Catholic school, with a teacher named Ewan
McAlastair. This was only possible by reason of the protcctioti

afforded by Lord Macdonel, who at that period aspired to be the

most powerful chief in the Highlands and whose property extended

from the village of Aberchalder, five miles east of Invergarry, to

the west coast of Scotland, a distance of over forty miles. It was
in the very year after the meeting of Mr. Leslie and Father White
that the latter died after twenty-three years of most devoted labor

in the service of religion in the Highlands.

Regarding the school in Glengarry, some very interesting letters

exist proving the strange fact that as early as 1650—only one hun-

dred years after the Reformation and when its influence had

scarcely beg^in to be felt in these outlying districts—no vocations to

the priesthood were forthcoming even in so Catholic a district as

Glengarry. One cannot but wonder, if this was due to the martial

spirit which pervaded the clans, how did they obtain vocations

previous to the Reformation, when that spirit was surely equally

strong?

In 1668 the prefect of the mission, Mr. Alexander Winster,

writes to the agent in Rome: "I sent five youths this year to our

college in Paris, of whom three have already received the tonsure

and are studying philosophy. But in the Highlands matters are

quite different, for during all these years of those educated in our

school in Glengarry we could not persuade one single youth to go

abroad to study. This is due to the opposition of the parents, for

I have tried my best. Of the necessity of procuring some youths,

I was fully persuaded myself, and I was further urged thereto by

the superior of the said college at Paris and by Mr. William Leslie,

our procurator in Rome. The parents, however, consider their

children sufficiently educated when they have learned the first ele-

ments of gframmar. They then take them away from school and

have resisted all the attempts of Mr. Francis White and myself.

Still I have great hopes of better success in the future, when they

will have become a little more refined (aliqualiter mitiores) by edu-

cation and religion." Elsewhere in the same report it is stated-

In some parts of the Highlands schools with Catholic teachers are

tolerated under the protection of the pious and influential Lord

Macdonald. Still it will not be easy to find teachers in future, for

with the exception of Ewan McAlastair—who has an allowance
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from Lord Macdonald—who would be willing to stay in a district

so wild and so uncultivated? He could expect nothing from his

pupils and would therefore need some attraction in the shape of a

handsome salary. Certainly, thirty scudi per annum would not be

sufficient.

In 1677 the prefect of the mission reports : There are two schools

in the Highlands the masters of which receive the same stipend

as the missionaries; but so far are they from receiving anything

from the parents, that these are hardly abde to support their chil-

dren when absent from their own homes. This arises from the fact

that all their substance consists in flocks, which afford them meat

and dairy produce for food and wool for clothing. One master,

Ewen McAlaster, who is married, has been teaching for many
years. Another has just left because he could not stand the hard

life. The two schools are under Mr. Francis White.

In 1678, according to Mr. Thomson, who for manjy years was
agent in Rome and left notes for a history of the Church in Scot-

land, the school was transferred from Glengarry to Barra. No
doubt the increased vigilance of the military made the former dis-

trict unsafe, for about this period government soldiers were actually

quartered in Invergarry Castle.

Qosely connected with the subject of vocations from amongst

the Highland youths is that of the Irish priests who at the urgent

request of the superiors of the mission and also of such lairds as

Lord Macdonel, Qanranald and McNeil, of Barra, came over to

give their services to the Catholics of the Highlands and western

islands. Fathers White and Dugan have already been mentioned.

Mr. Hug^ Ryan came to Scotland in 1680; in 1688 he was in

Strathglass; in 1696 he was taken prisoner and died in November

of that year.

Father Francis Macdonell, Franciscan, came to the mission in

1668; in 1671 he sent a report on the Highland mission to the

Archbishop of Armagh, who transmitted it to Rome. It is worthy

of note that at that date Rome proposed placing the Hebrides under

the jurisdiction of Armagh. In 1677 Father Macdonell was still in

the Hig^ands. Father Peter Mulligan, an Augustinian, was

brought from Rome by Bishop Gordon and they arrived together

in Aberdeen in July, 1706. In 1722 Bishop Gordon writes to Rome

:

"Mr. Mulligan has left us after sixteen years in the Highlands. He
wished to serve his own countrymen and during the many years

he has been on the mission he has reaped most abundant fruit of

his labors, having reconciled over seven hundred persons to the

Church."

Father Peter Gordon, Recollect, also served sixteen years on the
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Highland mission and left it in 1722, "at the command of his su-

periors, who advanced him to a post of dignity in the order." Many
other Franciscans accepted the invitation of the superiors of the

fission, bkit as they were largely under their own superiors, they

do not appear in the annual lists of clergy. For Father Antony

Kelly, Bishop Hugh Macdonald had a special regard. He had been

recalled by his superiors, but Bishop Hugh made every endeavor

to get him back. "If poor Antony Kelly should come, I would

willingly dispense with all the rest," and in his letter to Propaganda

he calls him "a most worthy and truly apostolic man, who was on

this mission for many years and did an immense amount of good."

To return to the series of priests who attended the Glengarry

district. Mr. Robert Munro, mentioned in the foregoing report as

the indispensaUe companion of the visitor, was another of those

wonderful men whom no adversity could conquer. He was three

times imprisoned and sentenced to death if he again returned from

his banishment; but on each occasion he at once came back to his

field of labor. In 1704 whilst lying prostrate with fever in a mis-

erable hut in Glengarry, he was discovered by some English soldiers,

who carried him off to the Castle, where he was thrown into the

dungeon and where, after receiving the vilest treatment, he was

allowed to perish. He had been thirty-four years on the Highland

mission and during the greater part of that time his principal resi-

dence was Glengarry and its neighborhood.

Father McGregor, a Benedictine, was priest in Glengarry in 1728.

He had come to Scotland in 1724, but only remained till 1730.

Father William Grant, also a Benedictine, was in Glengarry in

1734. whilst in 1735 Mr. Peter Grant had this mission, but he, too,

was here only two years when he was sent as agent to Rome. Mr.

James Leslie followed and he was still here in 1741. After him

came Mr. Aeneas McGillis, who accompanied the expedition of

Prince Charles Edward Stuart as chaplain to the Glengarry men.

These numbered over six hundred, under the command of Loch-

garry. The chaplains with the Stuart army all wore the Highland

dress, with sword and pistols, and went under the name of cap-

tain.

It is a strange coincidence that Prince Charlie slept at Inver-

garry on the 26th of August, 1745, one of the first days of his

campaign, and returned there two nights after the fatal battle of

Colloden. On the devastation wrought in the district after that most

unfortunate undertaking there is no need to dwell. Situated as it

was midway between the hostile garrisons of Fort Augustus, Fort

William and Bemera, it suffered even greater barbarities than any

other district.
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Mr. Aeneas McGillis returned again to Glengarry and was priest

there from 1759 to 1767, when he reckoned that he had 1,500

Catholics under his care. He also at this period had the ministra-

tion of Loehaber, with its 3.000 Catholics, at first on account of the

great age of Mr. John Macdonald, and later—on the death of this

most holy priest—until a new appointment was made. In 1763

Abbate Grant, the agent in Rome, described Mr. McGillis in his

Report as a "learned, prudent and devout man, who had studied at

the Scots College, Rome, and is now about forty years of age."

In 1775 the Bishop's report to Rome: Alexander Macdonald and

Roderick Macdonald had just arrived on the mission ; one had been

placed in Uist and the other (Mr. Roderick) in Glengarry, in place

of Mr. Aeneas McGillis, who was entirely invalided by gravel. In

the previous year the Bishops had greatly praised Mr. McGillis;

"he had often served several missions at one time, and these most

difficult ones by reason of their size and the number of their Cath-

olics. He suffers so much from gfravel that it is only with great

pain that he can do any work. If he is called to attend the dy$ng,

as not rarely happens, he never refuses, but he is prostrate for sev-

eral days afterwards." Mr. McGillis died in 1777, when the annual

report states "for thirty-five years he had labored with great zeal,

and had given great satisfaction."

About this period Bishop Hugh Macdonald resided at Abercalder,

on the eastern boundary of Glengarry. He g^ve such assistance as

he could, having chosen this district on purpose to be able still to do

something in his old age. He died at Abercalder on the 12th of

March, 1773, and was buried at Kilfinnan, in Glengarry. Bishop

Macdonald seems at one time to have intended making Glengarry

his principal residence throughout his episcopate, even as it had

been that of Mr. White and Mr. Munro. His first letter to Rome
far wrong in writing to Propaganda : "The priests in the Highland

1732."

The hope expressed by the prefect of the mission in 166S that

vocations to the priesthood would soon come from the Highlands

was at this time amply fulfilled. Although the number of priests in

the Highlands district never came up to the needs of the people,

as the letters of the Bishops clearly show, stilt the supply was fairly

adequate. Of these, the clan Macdonald supplied a remarkable ma-

jority, often to the great confusion of the authorities in Rome, since

in 1777 there were no less than four Alexander Macdonalds out

of the twelve priests. The lists for 1786 and 1794 are interesting

in this connection and go to prove that Austin Macdonald was not

far wrong in writing to Prt^Miganda ; "the priests in the Highland

district will soon be all Macdonalds."
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Priests in th« West Highland in 1786: Samalaman, Bishop

Alexander Macdonald; Lochaber, Angus McGillis; Glengarry,

Ranald Macdonald; Moydart, Austin McDonald; Arisaig, Alex-

ander Macdonald and Norman Macdonald ;
Samalaman, Allan Mac-

donald; Knoydart, Alexander Macdonald; Morar, Ranald Mac-

donald.

Priests ih the West Highlands in 1794: Samalaman, Bishop John

Chisholm; Lochaber, Angus McGillis; Glengarry, Ranald Mac-

donald; Kintail, Qiristopher McRae; Arisaig, John Macdonald;

Moydart, Norman Macdonald; Morar, Ranald Macdonald; Knoy-

dart, Austin Macdonald; Lesser Isles, Antony Macdonald; Barra,

Allan Macdonald; Uist, Alexander Macdonald, Ranald Maceachan.

One other list may be inserted here. It shows how at this period

the Scots College, Rome, was almost the sole source of priests for

the Highland district.

Nomen Ordinatu*
Hugro MacDonald, Scalan . . . 1726
Aeneas MacLiauchlln. PariaiU . 1712
Joannes Macdonald, Roma .... 1720
Alanus Macdonald, Roma .... 172S
Nilua MadFle, Roma 1727
Aeneas MacQilUs, Roma 1741
Alexander Macdonaid, Roma . . 174(
Aeneas Macdonald. Roma 1752

Nomen Ordlnatus
Jacobus Leslie, Roma 172S
Alexander Forester, Roma ... 17M
Jacobus Grant, Roma 17SS
Petrus Qrant, Roma 17SS

°"'™HSrrn
Joannes Macdonald, Roma . . . 1751
Alexander Macdonald, Roma. . 175S

Mr. Roderick Macdonell remained in Glengarry until 1783 when
he went to Canada. He had taken the mission oath with the ex-

press stipulation that he should be free to go to America, whither

all his relations had already preceded him.

It will not be out of place to insert here some account of the

new Glengarry in Canada, where many of the families of distinc-

tion found a new home and where Greenfield, Scotus, Abercalder,

Leek and other names familiar in the history of Glengarry are

perpetuated in that of the daughter colony. The first settlement

was in Prince Edward's Island, then called St. John's Island, but

this not proving very successful, many of the emigrants moved
to the mainland of Nova Scotia, where the present county o( Anti-

gonish has many inhabitants whose forefathers came from Glen-

garry. By far the largest emigration, however, was that which fol-

lowed Father Alexander MacDonell, after the disbatuknent of the

Glengarry Fencible Regiment, about which a word must be said.

Father Alexander MacDonell, who proved so great a benefactor

to kit ItHow-clansmen, was bom in Glen Urquhart, Invemessshire,

about the year 1760. He probably spent some years at the school

of Bourblach near Loch Morar, then under the care of Bishop

MaodCNMld. The greater part of his student life was passed at

Scots CeSkgt, Valladolid, which he entered in 1778 and where he
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WM ordained in 1787. His first parish was tivat oi Badsnocfa and

here he remained till 1792. He then went to Glasgow, in diarg^

of the Highlanders who had been evicted insm thek- holdings and

had accepted tint offer oi the leading Glasgow merchants to settle

in that d^. To them Father MacOoneU was everything—their

priest, father, lawyer and protector.

But the trade of Glasgow declined rapidly at the outbreak of war
between France and Finland, consequent on the French Revolu-

tion, and the Highlanders lost their employment and their means

of livdihood. Father MacDonell then conceived the idea of utiliz-

ing them by forming a Cathdic regiment. In 1794 a meeting for

this purpose was held at Fort Augustus, at which Mr. Maxwell, of

Terregles, presided. It was attended by Bishop John Chishcrfm, the

cbief of Qengarry; Mr. Fletcher, of Dunans; Father MacDonndl
aod many others. The meeting unanimously resolved that a Cath-

oHc r^fiment he formed, with a Catholic commander and Githdic

diaplain. The uniform was a close-fitting scarlet jacket, kilt and

plaid of Macdonell tartan—dark green, blue and red. The officers

had each the broad-bladed, basket-hilted claymore, a dirk and

Skene dhu in addition to the long Highland pistols.

The regiment numbered over eight hundred men, half of whom
came from the neighborhood of Glengarry, and they were described

at their first parade as "a most handsome body of men." Thait

undoubtedly they were. The following is the list of officers

:

Colonel—^Alexander Macdonell, of Glengarry.

Lientcnant cdcmel—Charles MacLean.

Major—^Alexander MacDcmell.

Ct^>tains—Archibald M'Lachlaa, Donald MacDonald, Ronald

Macdonell, James MacDonald, Archibald Macdcmell, Roderick

MacDonald, Hugh Beaton.

Captain lieutenant—Alexander Macdonell.

Lieutenants—^John MacDonald, Ronald MacDonald, Archibald

M'Lellan, James Macdonell^ James M'Nab, D. MTntyre, Donald

Outhobn, Allan M'Nab.

Ensigns—^Alexander Macdonell, John MacDonald, Charles Mac-

Donald, Donald Macdonell, Donald MacLean, Ardiibald Macdonell,

Alexander Macdonell, Andrew Macdonell, Francis Livingstmie.

Adjutant—Donald Macdonell.

Sttt^|«on—^Alexander Macdonell.

Qtiulermaster—^Alexander Macdonell.

Chaplain—^Rev. Alexander Macdonell.

The r^[iment at once faiwd the good-will ol the War CMBce

by volunteering for service anywhere in Great Britain or the Chan-

nel Islands. They were accordingly sent to Guernsey in 1795, where
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tfaey remained till 1798. They were then removed to Ireland, and

here they saw the rest of their period of service, being disbanded

after the peace of Amiens in i8oa, along with most of the other

Fencible regiments. Father MacDonell had followed the regiment

to Guernsey and to Ireland and wm now sorely perplexed what to

do with the good fellows. After many difficulties he in X803

literally extracted from the Government "a grant of land under the

sign manual of the King" for every officer and soldier of the late

Glengarty regiment whom he might induce to settle in Upper

Canada. Thus was formed the County of Glengarry, Ontario,

which in 1848 numbered 15,00 inhabitants and in 1900 over 50.000.

Father MacDonell remained still with the emigrants, who on

more than one occasion showed their loyalty to the British Govern-

ment. In 1812 the Glengarry Light Infantry Regiment was raised

mainly through his exertions, ihey took part in no fewer than

fourteen engagements and on all occasions where fighting had to

be done, "Maighster Alastair" was at hand to see that it was well

done. In 1819 he became Vicar Apostolic of tlie newly created dis-

trict of Upper Canada and in 1826 Bishop of Kingston. He died

in 1840, at Dumfries, while on a visit to Britain in connection with

his emigration projects.

At the time of the raising of the Glengarry Fencibles in 1784,

Bishop Hay wrote: "I am much edified with Glengarry. He is an

amiable young gentleman and I hope will one day \jp an honor and

support to his country and to religion." He certainly maintained

the character of the "last of the chiefs," appearing at Holyrood

Palace with his "tail" of retainers which surprised George IV. by

its extravagance. He was intimate with Sir Walter Scott, whose

Fergus Maclvor, in "Waverley," is none other than the diief of

Glengarry. He was drowned in the sinking of the Sterling Castle

in 1828, when his son, a youth of twenty, succeeded. But the

extravagances of the late chief and of his predecessors had so en-

cumbered the estates that tliejr had to be sold and for many years

now tlie chiefs of Glengarry have owned no portion of the glen

of their fathers.

To return again to the series of priests, Mr. Lamont was in

Glengarry for some years between 1800 and 181 5. Mr. Donald

Forbes, the veteran of Lochaber, spent the first seven years of his

life as a priest in Glengarry (1819-1826). Bishop Ranald Mac-

doiMtld in his report for 1822 says that the Catholics of Glengarry

then numbered eight hundred, under Mr. Donald Forbes, a young

priest of great piety, bat ddiote heaUii, an alomnus of Samalaman.

He also bad charge of two hundred Catholics in Glenmoriston and

of eighty in Stratherrick. In view of the fact that Mr. Forbes was
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priest in Lochaber for the almost unprecedented period of fifty-

two years, the remark about his delicate health is certainly inter-

esting.

The chapel at this time was at Newton, Abercalder, where the

foundations may still be seen. There would often be five hundred

people in church here. The altar was against the south wall, in

the centre of it, and there was one entrance for the Kilcummin or

Fort Augustus people at the east end of the building, and another

for the Glengarry folk at the west end. Half a mile distant, just

below the bridge over the Aberchalder Burn, is the site of the

house where Bishop Macdonald died.

A hundred yards distant in the "chapel field"—the point between

the canal and the river where these flow into Loch Ooich—is an

ancient burial ground now measuring no more than thirty-six feet

bjy twenty-seven feet. Each year more and more is taken into the

field which surrounded it. The Frasers, of Foyers were buried

here, and it is not very long since there was an interment. An
ancient chapel existed twenty yards from the cemetery, but of this

the last remains were removed when the canal was being made.

There have always been two exclusively Catholic cemeteries in the

district—the one at Munerigie, five miles up Glengarry; the other

at Auchterawe, formerly a most central position for Fort Augfustus,

Aberchalder and the east end of Glengarry, but now separated from

the two former by the Caledonian Canal.

The Ettrick Shepherd, James Hogg, visited Glengarry in 1803

and recorded his impressicms. "On reaching Glengarry, the first

place we came to was Greenfield, possessed by Mrs. Macdonald.

The house was really a curiosity. It was built of earth and the

walls were all covered with a fine verdure, but on calling we were

conducted into a cleanly and neat locking room, having a chimney

and the walls being plastered. The ladies, Mrs. Macdonald and

her sister, were handsome and genteelly dressed, although unap-

prised of our arrival unless by second sight. They were very easy

and agreeable in their manners and very unlike the outside of their

habitation. The family are Roman Catholics and kept a young

priest among them, but he had lately been obliged to abscond for

some misdemeanor in marrying a couple secretly. He was much
lamented by the whole family."

The Macdonalds, of Greenfield had been amongst the lai^^t

tadanen in Glengany, but ait tiie time the above letter was written

they were holding prominent in Canada. The first large emigra-

tion was in 1773, for in the fdlowing year the Bishops reported

that "the prosperous settlement of emigrants from South Uist un-

der Glenaladale encouraged a large emigration from Canada, oon-
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sisting chiefly of Catholics to the number of three hundred, in-

cluding most of the leading country gentlemen. They sailed from
New York in the autumn of 1773, attended by Mr. McKenna, mis-

sionary priest in Braelochaber."

Thirty years later Dr. Macdonald, of Taunton, received an in-

teresting account of the Glengarry emigrants from his friend, Mr.

D. McPherson. I give it ahnost in full as it occurs in "Memoir of

Macdonald, of Keppoch."

"Chambly, Canada, N. A., 26th December, 1814.

"My dear Sir: Having just returned from a visit of a montli

to the new county of Glengarry, I cannot help endeavoring to give

you some account of it, as well as of the present condition of many
of our countifymen who were driven from their native land and

who directed their course to America in search of better fortune.

The county is a square of twenty-four miles, all of which and tlid

greater part of the next county (Stormont) are occupied by High-

landers, containing at this moment from 1,100 to 1,200 families,

two-thirds of them Macdonalds. More able fellows of that name
could be mustered there in twenty-four hours than Keppoch and

Glengarry could have done at any time in the mother country.

"You might travel over the whole of the county and by far tha

greater part of Stormont without hearing a word spoken but the

good Gaelic Every family, even of the lowest order, has a landed

property of two hundred acres, the average value of which, in its

present state of cultivation, with the cattle, etc., upon it may be

estimated at from iSoo to £1,000. However poor the family (but

indeed there are none can be called so), they kill a biullock for the

winter consumption; the farm or estate supplies them with abun-

dance of butter, cheese, etc., )etc. Their houses are small but com-

fortable, having a ground floor and garret, with a regular chimney

and glass windows.

"The appearance of the people is at all times respectable, but I

was delighted at seeing them at church on a Sunday; the men
clothed in good English cloth and manjy of the women wore the

Highland plaid. ...
"The chief object of my visit to Glengarry was to see an old

acquaintance, Mr. Alexander Macdonald, a priest, who has been

a resident in this country ten years. I believe you know him or

at least you know who he is. A more worthy man is not in Canada.

He is the mainstay of the Higblandvrs here ;
they apply to him foi*

redress in all their grievances, and an able and willing advocate

they find him. He is well known from the poorest man to the

Governor and highly respected by all. Were he amlutious of en-

riching himself, he might ere now be possessed of immense property.
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bnt diis appears not to be his object ; his whole attention is devoted

to the good of the settlement and the -great and numerous servicfes

vhidi he has done, cannot well be calculated. . . .

Colonel John Macdonald, of Aberchalder, died seme years ago

and leff one son. The colonel's sister, Mrs. Wilkinson, died a few

months since and left a son and three daughters. Mr. Macdonald,

of Greenfield, who was married to the other sister, has a very con-

siderable property here ; he is lieutenant colonel of the Second Regi-

ment of Glengarry militia. One of his sons, Donald, is also lieu-

tenant cc^onel; his second son is a captain in the same corps.

, . . Mr. Macdonald, of Lundi, died in this settlement some time

since, but his brother, Allan, now upwards of ninety, is still alive

and well. . . . George Macdonald, son of Captain John Mac-

donald, of Lulu, who died captain of invalids, at Berwick, recruited

the Glengarry regiment of light infantry, and is now lieutenant

colonel commanding in this district and inspecting field officer of

militia. The good conduct of the Glengarry light infantry, as well

as the militia re^meat of the county, has been so frequently noticed

and thanked in public orders that it is unnecessary for me to say

anything in their praise. Tbej have on emy occasion, when placed

before the enemy, supported the character of Highlanders.

"The emigrations of 1773 and of subsequent years left but few

of the older families in Glengarry; and at the present time there

is only too much trutii in the lines of W. Allan." (Celtic Magazine;

October, 1885)

:

"The glen of my fathers no longer is ours.

The castle is silent and roofless its towers,

The hamlets have vanished and grass growing green

Now covers the hillocks where once they had been;

The song of the stream rises sadly in vain.

No children are here to rejoice in the strain.

No voices are heard by Loch Oich's lone shore;

Glengarry is here, but Glengarry no more."

Moreover, it happened in Glengarry, as is so often stated with

regret by the Bishops in their annual letters, that the families of

substance emigrated and left behind few but those whose circum-

stances did not permit of their following. Time after time the

Bishops complain of the poverty of the priests at this period, so

that we cannot be surprised to find Mr. Donald Macdonald, who

was priest in Glengarry from 1826 to 1835, inserting the following

appeal in the "Directory" for 1832.

"At present the place of worship is a most miserable hovel, in-

capable of defending the people, when assembled, from the in-
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clemency of the weather. It is in so ruinous a state that it can

scarcely be used with safety. To this may be added that the clergy-

man has no house of his own and is under the necessity of living

with such families'as are willing and able to receive him."

Mr. Macdonald was succeeded by Mr. Donald Walker, who re-

mained till 1840, when he was in turn succeeded by Mr. Alexander

Gillis (1840-1842). Mr. Gillis built the church and presbytery,

which were in use till 1883, and are now incorporated in the convent

of Benedictine nuns. Though the chapel was thus moved three

miles further from Glengarry, the good people still continued to

attend it with striking regularity, whilst those living in the distant

portions of Glenquoich were known to come the thirty miles to

Fort Augustus, starting four o'clock in the morning. Indeed, it is

noticeable that in the early directories, Glenquoich is mentioned as

served occasionally from Fort Augfustus, but no mention is made

of Glengarry, as though the seven miles were no objection to its

being considered as part of the one parish. In 1888, however, the

Benedictine fathers at Fort Augustus began to say Mass in Glen-

garry itself and in 1891 a small chapel was built at Mandally, where

Mass is said every second Sunday. On the greater festivals, how-

ever, and especially at Qiristmas, the people of Glengarry still at-

tend the church at Fort Augustus.

Mr. Alexander Gillis was succeeded by Mr. Valentine Chisholm

(1842 to 1852), Mr. Donald Mackenzie (1854-1860), Mr. John

Macdonald (1860-1871), Father Coll Macdonald (1871-1883),

when the venerable mission of Glengarry and Fort Augustus was

taken over by the Benedictine Fathers.

The late Prior Vaughan was a man of great enthusiasms and also

of great ideals, and the circular which he issued at the time of the

building of the Monastery of Fort Augusttn Jorms interesting read-

ing now, after a period of nearly forty years. The Benedictine

Order, he wrote, is about to return to Scotland after an exile of

some three hundred years and the monks of the Benedictine con-

gregation have accepted the large quadrangular buildings of Fort

Augustus, Invemessshire, offered them by Lord Lovat.

The fort was built to accommodate a gfarrison of between two

and three hundred soldiers and has fallen into disuse as a military

.station since the Crimean War. Dr. Johnston, who visited the fort

in 1773, says of it that "the situation was well chosen for pleasure,

if not for strength." It is indeed eminently beautiful, commanding

towards the east the long picturesque stretch of Loch Ness and to

the west the grand rugged range of the Glengarry mountains. The

fort was erected in 1729 to overawe and subdue the Highlanders;

and the Duke of Cumberland, who established his headquarters
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there after the battle of Culloden, used to send fordi parties to dis-

arm and desolate the country, who did their work so ruthlessly as

soon to cause the place to be held in general execration. * * *

The fort was purchased from the Government by the late Lord

Lovat as recently as 1867, with a devout hope of his being able

some day to find a religious order who would venture to establish

diemselves therein.

The pious desire of the late Lord Lovat will now be fulfilled. Not

only will this spot—once the soourage and terror of the Highlanders

—^become the source of many spiritual and even temporal blessings

to be surrounding neighborhood, but here also the old English

monastery of Lamspring and the Scotch College of Benedictines

which formerly existed at Ratisbon will be restored and the old

Scottish line of monks perpetuated. Of these there is still one

venerable father surviving, destined to be the connecting link be-

tween the monks of the past and those of the future, and whose life

appears to have been preserved thus far that he may at length see

the day he has desird and prayed for so long. Dunfermline and

Melrose, Coldingham and Arbroath, Paisley and Dundrennan, Kelso

and lona, with some twenty other abbeys observing the rule of

St. Benedict, will live again, and the old chants which have been

silent for so many years will be heard once more in the land. How
great and wide an influence the new monastery is destined to exer-

cise over the people of Scotland we cannot venture to predict.

Whether the Abbey of Fort Augustus has realized all these hopes

it is not for me to say. I cannot but feel, however, that if the good

Bishops and priests of old, who had such an uphill struggle in their

day, were to be asked for their opinion, they would look with as

great pleasure and pride on the work being accomplished to-day

as we look with admiration on the work which they themselves

accomplished. To the men of their day and to themselves, they

seemed to be doing little ; to us who look at it from a distance their

achievements were great and lasting. May it be so, too, with the

work of the present generation and of the abbey of which so much

was hoped by its founders.

Fred Odo Blundell, O. S. B.

Fort Augustus, Scotland.
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A Study ix Socialisk. By BenMKft Bider. 12mo., pp. 128. St. IjouIb: B.
Herder.

As Socialism is an active movement, ever varying and present-

ing new claims for the attention and support of the multitude; as

men have needs to be satisfied and grievances to be redressed for

which Socialism claims to supply the only adequate remedy; and

as the advocates of Socialism and its defenders never tire setting

forth its claims and its merits in book, pamphlet and newspaper, on

the platform and in the market place, so those who oppose its

claims must be ready to answer its arguments through all their

shifting changes, with the same means of propagation, in order to

reach the same ears and the same minds.

This is probably the best explanation of a new book on Socialism

from the negative side. It might be said, with much truth, that

we have enough books of the more pretentious kind on this subject,

and that we need more short, clear, fitting appeals to the masses.

The excellent treatises of Cathrein, Goldstein, Ming and Ryan, not

to mention others of equal excellence, seem to answer all the needs

of the man in the library, but what about th^ man in the shop?

The golden promises of the Socialist are thrust under his door in

the morning, dinged into his ear during the day and placed in his

hand at night, and the answer must come to him as frequently, as

persistently and as clearly. It may be said in defense of the fuller

treatise that it furnishes material for the briefer, and this is true

;

but the multiplication of the ready answer is a real need.

This is brought home to us if we consider the very first question

that arises when we approach the subject, namely, what is Social-

ism ? The writer of books will sometimes devote pages to this ques-

tion and will give mudi more space to telling us what Socialism is

not than to telling us what it is. The result is doubt, uncertainty

and a scattering of forces. The Socialist, on the other hand, will

present a brief, clear, attractive definition which catches the ear

at once and tickles the fancy. The writer of this notice saw a strik-

ing illustration of this at a public debate on Socialism between the
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most prominent defender of the system in this country and the pro-

fessor of social sciences in one of our leading universities. The

Socialist began with Schaelfle's definition that "Socialism is Col-

lectivism," or the ownership of the means of production by the

people, and the distribution of the fruits of production to the people.

Now there was a clear, concise thesis from which its defender val-

iantly went forth, and to which he victoriously returned, according

to the popular verdict, for it was clearly evident that, in spite of the

philosophically correct though laborious efforts of the professor, the

crowd was with the Socialist

But we have wandered far afield Mr Elder knows Socialism

and his book is a valuable addition to the literature of the subject.

He divides it into three parts : "The Principles of Socialism," "The

History of Socialism" and "The Aims of Socialism."

He tells us that this book is the first of a contemplated series

whidi will treat of modem social evils and their correction. The

ntmibers of the series which are to follow will deal more directly

with the principal social ills, pointing out the chief causes as well

as the occasions for their existence, and suggesting possible means

of getting rid of them. The list of autihiorities at the end of this

volume is a valuable part of it, and the appearance of the other

numbers of the series will be awaited with interest.

A Manual of Apolooktiob. By Sm. F. J. Koeh. Tnuialated from tb«
revlaed German edition by A. M Buchanan, H. A. Renriaed and edited
by the Rev. Charles Bruehl, T>. D. 12mo., doth, net, 76 cents. New
Tork: Joseph F. Wafer.

A concise handbook of apologetics, for the use especially of the

classroom, has been greatly needed. Eminent schoolmen are in

diese days pointing out the vital importance of equipping our young

Catholics with at least an elementary knowledge of apologetics be-

fore sending tfaem out into the world. This book will be found to

meet in a most satisfactory way tiie requirements of such a hand-

book.

In this age of magazines, short stories and short cuts to every-

thing, including the teamed professions, it is difficult to get mem

to sit down and think seriously on the one tiling necessary, or to
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realize that it is still true and will always be divinely true that man

must seek first the kingdom of heaven.

If they could be induced to read and study the subject of religion

they might with prayer and the gfrace of God come to the knowledge

of truth. But serious study of any subject is becoming rarer every

day, and the question of religion receives hardly passing notice.

We are told in the most flippant manner that the age of dogma

has passed and science has given the lie to the fundamental truths

whidi we supposed were founded on an impregnable rocky founda-

tion. A more audacious declaration of this kind, cdten made by

impossible teachers in the halls of our secular universities, seems

to be sufficient to upset the learning of the ages, and the weak intel-

lects that are fed on this blasphemous pap give up in a moment,

without so much as a word of protest or a call for credentials, the

whole scheme of creation, for which their ancestors fought and bled

and died throughout the centuries.

At such a time and under such circumstances a study of apolo-

getics ought to work wonders. But it is hopeless to get the rank

and file of busy Americans to devote themselves to a lengthy treat-

ise on the subject, and hence the value of a manual like the one be-

fore us. It has already proved its worth in the original German,

and it should be no less effective in the excellent English dress

which the translator has given it.

Dr. Bruehl, who has revised and edited it, says:

"The present volume wishes to meet tliis want of our ii:irjs. Its

pages contain a systematic, yet withal siifTiciently poMiilar vindic.i-

tion of our faith. In a concise and lucid form it presents a

mary of fundamental theology. Avoiding purely technical phrajcol-

ogy, it is addressed to the student and the average cdn -atcd Ca.lio'ic

desirous of rounding out his religious knowledge. Tho.igh mainly

adapted to the requirements of a seminary course, it can be pc rnscd

with profit by any one who is willing to give serious thought to ihe

most tremendous issues of human existence."

tat MiBSIOHB JlSD MiB8I0NA1?ikf or CAt.n on-i \. ry Fr. T.tpJtnnn Enffct-

hardt. O. F. M. Vol. rv., Upper California, Part III. Gen, ra'. Hi'^tory

San Pranclaco: The James H. Barry Company, 1915; pp. xxvii.-S17.

This volum*" closes the series on the general history nf the Cali-
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fornian missions by Father Zephyrin, which is undoubtedly the

standard work on that subject. It contains a continuation from the

preceding v<dunie of the general history of the Franciscan missions

in Upper California and is divided into three sections. The first

of these (pp. 1-192) comprises ten chapters and deals with the ad-

ministration of Father Narciso Duran, Comisario-Praefecto (1836-

1840). The second section of the voliune (pp. 193-537) covers twenty

chapters and treats (i) of the administration of the Right Rev.

Francisco Garcia Diego y Moreno, Bishop of California (1840-

1846), and (2) of Father Narciso Duran, Comisario-Praefecto

(1840- 1846). The third section (pp. 538-771) embraces twelve

chapters and has to do with the Very Rev. Father Gonzales Rubio,

O. F. M., administrator (1846-1851), with the Most Rev. Jose

Sadoc Alemany, O. P., Bishop of Monterey (1851-1853) and Arch-

bishop of San Francisco (1853-1884), and finally with the Right

Rev. Thaddeus Amat, C. M., Bishop of Monterey (1854-1878).

There is an ample Appendix, in which the author discusses various

interesting questions raised in the course of the work. Among

these latter special attention may be called to what is said under the

title of "Mission Tales in Word and Picture" (pp. 804-815), with

a view to correcting and refuting the misrepresentations of the

mission enemies, past and present. Like the other volumes in the

same series, the book is very handsomely produced and is illustrated

by good reproductions of portraits, views and facsimiles. There

is also a valuable list of "Additional Authorities." Taken as a

whole, the present volume yields nothing in interest or importance

to those which preceded it. I-ather Zephyrin is as much at home

in the later as in the earlier period, in the byways as in the high-

ways of tlic history of the California missions. Of all tlie works

that li.ive yet api>t;;rc'l on subject <heio is none which can com-

pete with that of Father Zephyrin for fullness, accuracy and clear-

nefs. The author lias not only a lomplete grasp of his subject,

owing to his deep and dilif^cnt personal researches, his extensive

reading and his thorough familiarity with the country, but he has

also a striking element of fairness in handling the succession of dif-

ficult and delicate qii-^-li; n.. v':;:'! p i".' over his page^. Father

Zephyrin deserves our best cnn)^ratii'.*".ions on having discharged

with such conspicuous success the arduous t?sk he was so admirably
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and, indeed, exceptionally qualified to undertake. In making such

a rich and permanent addition to our previous knowledge of the

missions and missionaries of Gilifomia he has rendered a service

for which he will, we trust, receive the full credit and recognition

which are his due. P. R. .

Ok thx old CAifpnca axoxmo. By Jfory E. Mamttm. l2mo. 8S ceata With
IDuatrated Jacket and frontlsptoce. New York: Benslger Brothen.

The author has laid the scenes of her latest story among the In-

dians of Southern California. This is the ground with which she

made us familiar in "The Children of Cupa" and "Cupa Revisited."

Those who have had the pleasure of reading these delightful books

will be glad to know that some of their old friends make their reap^

pearance within the pages of "The Old Camping Ground."

To those whose desire it is to obtain literature for the young
which inculcates virtue at the same time that it entertains, will not

be disappointed with this new book, for the author's wdl-known
ability guarantees both the entertainment and the instruction.

The Blesskd Peace of Pbath. A little book of good cheer. Adapted
from the Oerm&n of the B«v. Auguttktt WWMtt. 16mo., clotli, net, 7B
cents. Benslsrer Brothers, New York.

Of the original an eminent reviewer wrote: "We owe a special

dd>t of gratitude to the author for treating of Death in such beauti-

ful and poetical manner, clothing the dreaded skeleton with com-

forting light and peace, and drawing much joy of living frran an

intimate diat with Death. Even youth, with no thought of dying,

will enjoy this rare book; and ripe age, setting its house in order

for the approadiing departure, will gain from its perusal serenity

and heart's ease. To ttit priest on his sick-calls the comforting and

pious thought of this book will prove of greatest assistance and

value."

THOTTOHTS OF SoBUB TmsBBSs ("The Uttle lilower of Jeaua"). Salaoted
from the writing! of "The Uttle Flower of Jetnu" and tranalated br
the Carmelites of Kllmaxsud, Dublin. 16mo., pp. ilt. Net, M esntal
New York: Kenedy & Sons.

Herein are gathered together in a very attractive volume the

most impressive passages in the works of "The Little Flower of

Jesus." The selections have been made with the utmost care, and

may wdl be c<Hiadered the essence of her writings.
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PIERS THE PLOWMAN.

'Ven will call a universal satirist like T<ingland a 'momlnc etar ot
the Reformation,' or some nvch nfl>Mrti; whsreas the HefDnnatlon waa
not larger, bnt much smalUr than Lanidand. It whm Mmply tke vlctoiy
of one clan of his foes, the greedy merchants, over another class of his
foes, the lazy abbots."—O. K. Cberterton.

WERE we to cetnpare modern tteee wi& flie ftfe of 650

years ago, there would immeiKaMly be evident some

striking dtilerenoes. Since literstTn-e is to a large extent

the reflection of social and inteHectial history, tiiere are ^90 some

striking differences between enr <wTMng8 ei ^e-daj and those of

so many centuries past. The feurlieenA centtny was an age in ad-

vance of the Protestant Revolt; and so Qithdlicism loomed large

across the literature.

Nor is it fantastic so to speak of #ie age -eif ^rs the Plowman.

Learning and letters wiere centred about^ menasfteries and the

clerics. Chaucer speaks of *^eyes tff mirades.'" The ^beginnings

of English drama were in the Church. iSfalory's medieval romances

are distinctly Catholic ip tone, symbolii^g 9n (he quest of tiie Grail

the very Mass itself. Mks Mary Segar lias recently pttMshed a

diarming "Mediaeval Anthology"* containing verse to "flie Five

Wounds of Christ, to God's Modwr and to InmmietaUe tfflier vivid

subjects which were ilhimitied by the %rig|lft <flu6i of those times.

Mr. Patterson has collected in a s^laiiy volume some "Middle

> Longmans, Oreen Jk Co.

Xnt«red acoordingr to Act K« Wwigwss, In tJie year t»l«, by Benjamin H.
'WUttaker, In the Office of the librarian of Congress, Washinaton, D. C.
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English Penitential Lyrics."* Dan Chaucer wrote devoutly into his

Canterbury series "The Prioress' Tale," "The Tale of Melibeus,"

"The Persones Tale" and "The Second Nonnes Tale." The two

poems by an author or authors unknown, "Qeanness" and "Pa-

tience," are as exquisite religious verse as perhaps the world shall

ever see.

And one man wrote "The Vision of William Concerning Piers

the Plowman." Scholars dispute if it was the work of one or of

several hands. They suggest that perhaps it was a simple priest

of London who produced this work, William Langland. But what

are all these varieties of judgment? It is possible, as Carlyle has

said, to agree very tolerably except in opinion. And one point on

which they do agree is in the sort of society which is represented,

the kind of life from which this old manuscript came.

It is possible again to imagine the sort of man who wrote it

He would not have been much unlike Dan Chaucer's Persoun

:

"A good man ther was of religioun.

That was a povre persoun of a toun

:

But riche he was of holy thoght and werk. ,

He was also a lerned man, a clerk.

That Cristes gospel trewely wolde prccl:e

;

His parisshens devoutly wolde he teche.

Benigne he was, and wonder diligent.

And in adversitee ful pacient:

And swich he was ypreved often sythes.

Ful looth were him to cursen for his tythes,

But rather wolde he yeven out of doute,

Un-to his povre parisshens aboute,

Of his offring, and eek of his substaunce.

He coude in litel thing han suffisaunce.

Wyd was his parissh, and houses fer a-sonder.

For he ne lafte nat for rain ne thonder,

In siknes and in meschief to visyte

The ferrest in his parissh, muche and lyt,

Up-on his feet, and in his hand a staf.

This noUe ensample to his sheep he yaf,

That first he wroghte and afterward he taughte.

Out of gospel he tho wordes caughte

:

And this fig^e he added eek tfaere-to,

That if golde ruste, what shal iren do? . . .

And though he holy were, and vertuous,

He was to sinful men nat despitous,

* Columbia University PreM.
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Ne of his speche daungerous ne digne,

But in his teching discreet and ben^e
To drawen folk to heven, by fairnesse,

By good ensample, was his bisinesse:

. But it were any persone obstinat,

What-so he were of heigh or lowe estat.

Him wolde he snibben sharply for the nones.

A bettre preet, I trowe that newher noon is.

He wayted after no pompe and reverence,

Ne maked him a spyced conscience.

But Cristes lore, and his apostles twelve,

He taught, but first he folwed it himselve.

This was the man produced not only the Chaucerian treatise

on penance or the songs to the Christ-Child, but the long poem in

so many bodes on Piers the Plowman.

Granted that such a work should be studied textually so as to

learn that one version dates from 1362, another from 1377 and a

third possibly frcmi 1392, granted that it should be scrutinized for

something more than its mere art, we come to the poem itself.

One could go through the text and explain the political allusions.

There is first the famous tale of the mice who would hang a bell

about the dangerous cat (B. Prol., I46ff.), where the mice are

the commons, the rats the lords and the cat the king, relating to the

good Parliament of 1376, "And leten here laboure lost, and alle

here lange studye." When reference is made to the catdiing of

rabbits instead (B. Pro., 133), does it mean Frenchmen? Where
the author says, "What this meteles bemeneth, ye men that be

merye deuine ye" (B. Pro., 208-9), is he having a laugh at the

passive mouse?* Yet in the last analysis perhaps the gentle stu-

dent, like the mice of old, cmisiders his labor lost and all his long

study in attempting such guesswork interpretations.

An attempt might be made to explain away some anadironisms.

The passage

"For Dauid in his dayes dubbed knigtes.

And did him swere on here swerde to seme trewthe euere,"

(B. I., 102-3)

might be checked with the knighting of King Horn with an accolade

in another old tale. But it is guesswork again.

Professor Skeat has cleared up many local allusions. "To Wy
and Windiestre I went to the faire" (B., v. 205) refers to old gath-

erings at Weyhill, near Andover, in Hampshire, and to Winchester

•D'iprael!: "Amenities of Literature" <I., 21«), tHes his wlt« at thl«.
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fair on St Giles Hill. Little incidents in Anglo-French diplomacy

and warfare account for a long passage (c iv., 2^-243) and a short

phrase, "Caleys to selk" (B. iii., 195). Direct political manipula-

tion of the old kings by bribery is reflected in the accusatic»i against

Mead, "Yowre fadre she felled, thorw fals biheste" (B. iii., 120).

But, though this is less guesswork than the other, it is equally un-

profitable.

Another passage leads us to the main issue. In tiie case of a

political pamphlet like Spenser's "Shepherd's Qilendar" political

interpretation is both useful and allowable. But in a religious poem
like "Piers Plowman" the religious element is the useful tiling.

After an exposition of the Gregorian Rule (a vi., I47ff.) and a

severe condemnation of those who have wandered down the prim-

rose paths, our author says:

"And zut shal came a kyng, and ctMifesse zow alle.

And b«(ft yott, a« ^e bible wlleth, for brekyng of zour« reule.

And amende zoW ttionkes, monials, and chanons

And put £oa to zbure p«naunce, di pristitum stcautn ire."

(C. vi., 169-172.)

This hat b««6 callted an amazing prophecy of the activity of

Henry Vlli. in tht abolitidn of the monasteries, asstnming that it

would tak* a pot»«rf(i1 mati to makt ttx punishment fft the crime.

The absurititf is writ lafge across the face of such a foottiote.

First wt most laibgh if w« attempt to tiiink of Henry VHI. hav-

ing an "object tM sublime." The matrimonial and fificndal advan-

tages of th« bwak twA Romt far outweigtied any lofty ideal of

pristimm sHatim in, and the inflated tone given that revolt has

bedomt to sM hiMwriaitt except Anglican divine a soorce of inno-

cent merrkMeM. Th« passage tocM not have been a prophecy. The

use of the word "KMtfiast" dearly indiaiteg that die "kyng" meant

as tin one suprane Kii^ of Kings to alt religions. The tone of

the whole poem is distinctly religious, tending toward reform and

not revolt. Omnia restaurare in Christtm is merely the modern

echo of ad pristinum statum ire. An able scholar, Mr. Rupert Tay-

lor, has $aid in a volume on "The Political Prophecy in England"*

that we are too willing to read prophecies into the past. In many
a case tiit nun whom glib modems liail as the "forerunner" of this

movement or of that would have run before, not exultingly, but

wildly ; not with a torch of illuminatiwi, but with a red lantern for

a danger signal. It aU results from kraUng back rather than thTt>w-

iag ourselves back. We see always through tiie glasses of our own

Columbia Untvp'sHty Press.
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time, aad should not seise with avidity on chanoe possagos, evm on
sly huinor, a« trcmendoualy "indicative."

We could therefore diaagree with Skeat't religious interpreta<

tions time and again and with the annotations of countless other loyal

Anglican commentators. Often we need some one to explain the

explanation. Too many have been AngUcans believing that an

imaginary Kenaissance caused an imaginary Reformation, assunn

ing a grandeur unknown to the Protestant Revoh of petty princes,

finding attadcs where there were none. It is a matter of prc^r
sympathy. For manly St Paul, Gutzon Boi^lum is the proper

American sculptor; for the Stations of the Cross, Mr. Barnard.

The subject of Piers Plowman must be approached with care, with

a knowlec^e of political and social history, a familiarity with the

Church and with literature, and with the understanding that this

is a difficult problem. Our writer has been studied almost ex-

clusively by Anglican divines, and they have, naturally, misunder-

stood his simple priest's meaning. Against the background of

Chaucer, the teller of tales, and Wiclif, the rampant reformer, they

have made two great mistakes. With Wiclif they have mistaken

anti-dericalisoH-exactly what it says) "against clericalism," not

"against clerics"—for a Protestant movement, instead of realising

it as a CathoUc mood. With Langland they have assumed that he

was a critic of institutions when be was merely a critic of men, a

plain parson telling sinners to mend their ways. Sometimes in de-

tailed "notes," sometimes^ in general interpretation, these commenta-

tors have erred.

* * *

At the very beginning (B. Pro., 3) fault could be found with

Skeat's note on "In habite as an heremite, vnholy of workes," taken

"to express the author's opinion of hermits in general," for the

"vnholy" is here used for the alliteration, and we know that Lang-

lancl did not think thus "of hermits in general." The word means

merely "lay" as opposed to cleric, and is used as is "lewede" in

many other passages.* Again, he has translated "All of the cardi-

nales atte courte . . . inpugnen I nelle" in the King's Qassics

as "I dar« not" when his own vocabulary says "wish not." It is

once more a matter of 83rmpadiy. Also, speaking of the telling of

im-wis* tales by pilgrims and palmers, we get a clean bill for Lang-

land as a Githolk author. If It were not clear from the rest of the

poem it ought to be clear from his widely recognlz.ed Irony in a

passage where he says they "hadden leue to lye al here lyf after"

(B. Pro., 49), that he did not believe—as he fears the pilgrims and

»r X 1«0; R Pm. 25-29; n. Pn. 72: B. »«.. 82; B. HI.. 148.
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palmers were all too eager to believe—that they could gain an indul-

gence, or leave to lie all their lifetime afterward. It is this nominal

and unspiritual attitude against which he is continually inveighing.

Coming at the text thus tO' explam the religious allusions we find

a large field for labor, some of the detail of which may be briefly

indicated. Lechery (B. iii., 58) is roundly condemned because one

of the Seven Deadly Sins. "Seynt James" (B. Pro., 47; B. v., 57)

was the most prominent saint of pilgrims. The intercession of re-

pentance for sorrowing penitents (B. v., 485-516) conforms to

Church ritual confessio "in worde, thoughte, or dedes." The efficacy

and the abuse of Sanctuary must be understood for a proper read-

ing of another passage:

"Tyl pardoneres haued pite, and pulled hym in-to house."

(B. ii., 2i9.)«

a phrase "that in churche wepeth" (B. i., 178) does not refer to

an unruly child at service as some might suppose, but to deep and

true contrition, as explained, for instance, in Chaucer's "Person's

Tale." A knowledge of the activities of the Franciscan lay preach-

ers and of the quarrel between the parish priest and the wandering

ones explains very easily why we should find a "confessoure coped

as a frere" (B. iii., 35).^

But all this detailed annotation, however valuable in this indi-

vidual instance, gives one only a scattered and a fleeting impressim

of connection between a manuscript and its time. It is in a wider

way that the most valuable interpretation can be done.

In a broader sense, then, he is persistent and insistent on the

supernatural in the Catholic faith. It is bad when (C. i., 102)

prelates suffer "lewde men in mysby lyve, leuen and deien" like

a good Catholic he finds fault with actual worship of images" (C. L,

1 18-124) ; and complains that "Here messe and here matynes, and

many of here oures am don indeuoutlych" (B. Pro., 97-8).

Further he emphasizes specific reward and punishments and is

ecclesiastical at every turn of a (^rase. There is a regular sermon

on the Ten Commandments ^d they are continually mentioned.*

Men who have "chastite witii-oute charite, worth cheyned in helle"

(B. i., 186), giving us the true sense of charity as love of oneself

and one's neighbor in God. Hell is not a mild earthly sorrow or

regret, as the French rationalist Holbach would later have us believe,

but something real and actual.

«Cf.. G. M. Trevelyan. op. cU.. pp. IIB, 1S8-140.

TCf. al80. B. li.. 210; B. II., ISO. and G M. Trevelyan:"EJngland In th«

Ag« of WicMf," pp. 89, 92.

»C. vlll.. 2')4ff.: B I!., 7S-?»: R. vil . ISS.
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"They shall have and hold, and their heirs ever after,

A dwelling with the devil, and be damned forever,

With th' appurtenances of purgatory, in the pain of hell;

Yielding for this thing, at one year's end,

Their souls unto Satan, to suffer like pains

With the wicked in woe, while Grod is in heaven."

(B. ii., 101-106.)

There we have it: supernatural punishment. Ordinary social re-

formers are too inclined to dwell on ordinary natural punishment,

(as the French philosophers, Holbach and Helvetius,) as even our

Catholic friend. Sir Thomas More. At times it seems that Langland

is a trifle too inclined to adopt this point of view ; but then he flashes

through clear and sharp with an insistence on the necessity for true

contrition, the loss of heaven and the pains of hell. That is usually

his last shot, calculated perhaps to be the most effective.

To avoid this punishment Langland offers the alternative offered

by Catholic doctrine. Ruled by Conscience, a man may avoid sin

(B. iii., 119), but if he has sinned he may properly do penance on

earth in place of feelit^ the pains of hell.* But it must be done

prt^rly.^" The whole lesson of the end of Passus II. in the B-text

is on the harm of improper contrition. What Chaucer wrote out

formally in "The Persones Tale" is here delivered in allegorical

{orm: the divine element in absolution and confession, the essence

of true contrition, the resolution to sin no more, the intention to

amend one's life by the aid of Divine g^race and the help of God, and

restitution and reparation.'^

Langland's preaching applies to all classes, "the lasse and the

more" (B. ii., 45), and reminds one forcefully of a scene in a mod-

em novel. In Benson's "The Dawn of All" a Pope is seen for one

brief instant, at confession to his attendant priest; and the same

theme is devel(^>ed in two places in Piers Plowman (B. v., 607-9;

B. vii., 176-8). Just so King Alia in Chaucer's "Man of Lawes

Tole" goes to Rome

"to recognize his penance

And putte him in the popes ordinance

In heigh and low, and Jesu Crist

Foryeve his wikked werkes that he wroghte."

The forgiveness of sins and the value of the sacrament of pen-

ance as opposed to the Cahrinistic theory of predestination is one of

the most distinct points of difference between the rebels and the

•C. iv.. 101.

WB. Ul., 89-72; B. v«., 17«: B. xlv., «84-».

i>B. 104. 109. 142; B. v.. ISS, SOS, 670, 62<; B. .. 276-9, 298-S0<.
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regulars at die time of ihc Protestant Revolt Thi» char atatement

of the definite claiau of tfit Cburch came just at ^ r^ht time

—

before tite y»ifpaiean»6 oi rcadioiiary Protestant mysticism:

"For it is an um-esonable religion that hath rizte nouzte of certeyne."

(B. vi.. 153.)

"For is no gutt here so grete that hys goodnesse nys more."

(B. v., 455 )

"Beleve-so or thow beest nouzte y-saved." (B. v., 598.)

And so he writes the book for religious purposes, for

"Hit by-cooieth for derkus Crist for to seruen." (C. vL, 6a.)

And he tries to preach, not only in the fields in ifie day, but td

the worid when he writes in his study at night

"All tymes of my tyme to profit shal turne." (C. vi, loi.)

Thas we find the poem shot through and through not only with

chance allusions, but witii doctrinaire intent. It was, as we know,

supposed to have been written by a secular priest. We are told

that it is an allegory. It differs from the allegory of the "Roman
de la Rose," which preceded it, and the allegory of the "Pilgrim's

Prc^^^s," which followed it, by the fact that it is distinctly Cath-

olic doctrine. It was an individual morality which the Roman put

fortii with nothing of the supernatural. It was a Protestant moral-

ity founded on a reading of the Bible alone whidi Bunyan pro-

duced. This is mediaeval Christianity ; not the glamour of idealized

knighthood, as in the Arthurian tales, but the plain and sometimes

disjointed preaching of a plain priest

The most noteworthy resemblances of a superficial nature are

that of a pifgrfanage on the road meeting various significantly

named characters (B. v., 568ff.) to "Pilgrim's Ptogfress" and that

of the first setting of the scene that May morning on Malvern hills

(B. Pro., 11-19) to the actual stage setting for a contemporary

play, "The Castel of Paseueranee."" This, it seems to me, is a

very important point. Langland'a writing is not very philosophical

or argumentative—at least when he talks about actual oonditions

—

his figures are visualizations, pictorial, dramatic—in much the

same manner as Bunyan's "Pilgfrim's Progress." The essentially

dramatic instinct in the human race is seen in the Church services

and in other metiiods of !^>peal tiiat teach truths which are to be

apprehended by persons not versed in the clarity of Aquinas and

scholastic reasoning. The drama itself was at the first a method of

i»Cf.. V. An>ri»bt: "Th« ShukMpcarean Stage," pp. 18-14.
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iUnstratbisr and teaching rd^ous truths. All allegrories are dnwfBr

tiatioos of ideas: asd so is Piers Pt»wnianl

We mig^t criticize the poem because it is seoKtimes too digress-

tve, too much inclined to wander at the least suggestion ; and the

reason is that it is really a didactic piece of work, really a sermon.

It is not a consecutive drama, though it uses pictorial repres^nta-

ticm. It is a sermon in which obvious facts are taken as texts, com-

mented upon and illustrated, as so many of the "Gesta Romano-
rtHB" were used. "Infans et Mundus" was dramatic without being

a drama. So was Piers Plowman!

But before we examine a little further the definite social teaching,

apart from the religious emphasis, it must be distinctly understood

that this is a book of reform and not of revolution. Where Wiclif

took sides and critkized from tiie outside, Langland produced in-

ternal critid»n. He thought that each man should do his own task

and do it well. "The poor have a poet in Langland" He depicts

greed, oppression, knavery and bad relations between the classes.

He is net against reform ; he is on fire for it ; but it must be reform

from the irregular, the false, the officious. He has a catholicity in

his dear ^rit. He would reform the revolutionary reformers as

well as the corrupted conservatives.

"Kynde witt wolde that eche a wyght wrouzte

Or in dykynge or in deluynge, or trauaillyng in preyers,

Contemplatyf lyt or actyf lyf, Crist wolde men wrouzte."

(B. v., 249-51)

And the experience of centuries is thus repeated in thousands of

parochial sermons the world over.

* * *

First he preaches vigorously against indifference and ignorance,

indifference about religious duties, ignorance of religious faith, ig-

norance about doctrine, ignorance about the welfare of other folk.

Just as a tragedy in dramatic technique is the result of a broken

law, lawlessness in life results in like tragic drcumstances, and lay-

man and deric are critidzed equally." For sometimes it is, as Car-

lyle said, "We demand arrestment of the knaves and dastards, and

begin by arresting our own poor selves out of that poor fraternity."

He complains that the peace is violated and enumerates all the

wrongs that wrong has done in the land, including the oppression

of the tower classes and the yeomen (B. it., 48S.). He enumerates

the various sodal wrongs in tfie land." Where the tales of

»B. ill., 9S, 148: B. v., IS, 15, 2S2-28», S14ff., 404-8, 422; B. vJI., tt«-T.

B. xHI., 884-9; C. iv.. 121; C. x., 102-4.

>«B. i., 19; B. Pro., 129-130; B. v., 814ff.; C. til., 129; B. iv., *Stt.
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Qiaucer, the Falstaff legend, the "Tunnying of Eleanor Run-

nyng," are class satire : this is satire on wrong without being class

satire. It attacks social injustice.

"Some ploughed with the plough; their play was but seldom;

Some sewing, s<Mne earning, with sweat of their brows,

The gain which the g^reat ones in gluttony waste."

(B. Pro., 20-22.)

He tells of the poor of London, the poor lunatics, sham beggars

and true ones, false hermits and true ones, faithful and unfaithful

pastors (c. x., 71-280).

The chiefest of the wrongs which he attadcs is Meed—^bribery

—

daughter of Fals, who is no friend to Holichurdie. He finds

bribery in the clergy and contemns it.^* He finds sheriffs, sizers

and sumnors saddled with silver, justices guilty of bribery, lords

even and the king, and Meed has misled law which is loath to make
an end, and overmastered it** He condemns bribery here, too. He
finds tfie difrfomatic bickerings with France riddled and perverted

with bribery and condemns it tiiere.*^ To be sure he pauses to say,

"There aren two manere of medes" (B. iii., 230), and explains

that the real Meed is Reward, and there may be deserved rewards,

even heavenly rewards, but that this reward idea has become so

perverted that, separated from truth, it does harm everywhere, es-

pecially "Holy churche thorw hem, worth harmed for eure" (C.

iii., 248)."

The reason clericals were engaged in so many other occupations

is very simple (B. Pro., 87). Men with brains had to be secured

for certain civil positions, and these men had usually been g^ven the

monastic or clerical training, as Sir Thomas More beoMning chancel-

lor later, if you please. There were no other schools. And this con-

ftision of ecclesiastical and of secular interests caused two great

evils—^first, the claim on tiieir time became so great that in many
cases they neglected their church duties (c. i., 102), so that many
men even lived and died without proper instruction ; and, secondly,

these men were exposed to tfie tremendous corruption of the lay

professions of the time (B. ii., 57-61). The solution of the diffi-

culty is of course fairly simple. Langland suggests that men
should render unto Caesar only the things that are Caesar's {B. i.,

52-3), says that an intensive reform is needed where eadi man shall

MB. iL, 20-2S, W, M, 76-C, Miff., 126, 280; B. lU., Mff ; B. v., 1<».

i«B. ii., 131-2; B. ill., 19, 164ff.; B. iv., 162, 174.

"B. ilL. 196; C. iv., 2S2ff.

u Other referencea: C. iii., 182fl.; C. vlii., 202; B. li., S4-5, 129. 147, l$S-6.

187, 194; B. iii., 164-8, 226-6, 244, 246, 288; B. yil.. 89; B. ir., 10, 48. 87-98,

llS-6, 157. 190-5.
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dig his own little garden plot and dig it well ( B. Pro., 205-7) > "ind

gives a simple and individualistic solution by saying that each man
should begin at home (C. xviii., 58-71), and that just as a king

should defend his people, so a good pastor should lay down his

very life for his flock (C. xviii., 289-294) : and then In a spiritual

sense perhaps he may save "sixty thousand lyves" (C. iv., 234).

The poem of Piers the Plowman is a very important social docu-

ment. But it is more. Let us start by assuming that there is sc»ne-

thing really wrong with the world and that men are actually in some

degree unhappy, that some are overworked and underpaid, and

others, overpaid and underworked, remain in idleness, "the norice

un-to vyces," as Chaucer says. On the one hand, then, we have a

man who fcMnents class hatred, stirs up class struggles, persuades

men that happiness is to be gained by active bitterness towards his

oppressors. On the other hand, we have the true reformer who
thinks that material things of tibemselves do not bring happiness if

one is bitter at heart The first wants a revolution, the second a

reform. And in a complex organism like human society changes

must be very slow if we really are to gain the greatest happiness

for the greatest number of people.

Langland is a real reformer. He deprecates the arrogance of

the peasantry, the awful pride of a "ccmsdous minority" (as radi-

cals call themselves) who think themselves so much better than the

rest of the world. The "letter of love" is despised (B. i., 69), and

real sympathy should rule any movement, sympathy and mutual

understanding (B. L, I59ff.). The proud revolt of Lucifer and

his fall is but one example of the intolerant rebel (c. vi., 188-9).

peasants' uprising of 1381 is a case in point—^to the conditions of

which Langland probably referred directly.** He took no sides, he

made no distinction between high and low, but only between right

and wrong (B. ii., 45). He wished to avoid class struggles, be-

cause he knew that neidier side was wholly right and neither wholly

wrong. He wished to abolish all unkindness (B. i., 190; B. v., i43fF.),

to establish peace, the most precious of virtues (B. i., 150), and

to estaUish love between the two parties (B. i., 157-8). Both "the

lasse and die more" needed improvement, the lower classes needed

more material things, the upper more of a spirit of charity and

kindness in the ordinaty doings of life. And there could be no

reform till the world were cleared of bribery, till the king as well

as the poor man gained a Ittde idealism, a little of the phik>sophy

of his own and other people's happiness.*'

" (B. vil , 62-t6.) See also "Vox Clamantls" of Oower 1« referred to

Jn H. «Je Gibbons' Industry In E)nT!and," P. n. I.

»«B. I.. 83-4; B. Iv.. 184; B. Iv.. 190-B.
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So he preachet to kings aad knigbts and tells lima to neod thioir

ways, to be miadful q< Hm foor, to rvtvkl tbe cUa>«g« of their

reckless luinting over peasaat fields. Each bmq should do bis duty

and gain hairiness not through the pursuit of an ambitioo, but

through simple industry. It was no mere chance that when the

many people asked Piers the Pk>w»a& how they would find truth

that he b^gaa by simfrfy putting them to work.*^

All dasaes must work, without ill feeling or hatred or envy, work

witii a vigorous sincerity. No loafing would be permitted. No
landlord should take advantage of his peasants and no peasants try

to gain advantage of their landktrd. And frcMn their work well

done would cotne the deserved reward.*' In this way the world

would be bettered. There would be justice aad peace in the world,

and eadi man would take his duties and tasks in thdr proper spirit**

But man would require a guide (B. v., 520). And this guidance

as to the true and proper life he could gain by ft;^lling his churdi

obligations, by repenting of his past negligence in word, thought

and deed (B. iii., 384-9). So the people and the conditions of the

times were, according to Langland, not to be improved by creating

ill-feeling, but by direct preaching to the individuals concerned by
making each one fully cognizant of what he owed to his fellows.

With a tremendous power of vivid description and forceful exposi-

tion, our author drives home the points of his long sermon. He
preaches the Trinity (B. x., 330-248), the perpetual incarnation of

God in the Church (B. ii., 29), and explains how the breaking of

the Ten C(Miunandments and the falling into the Seven Deadly Sins

makes for trouble in this world—trouble for the individual, for

the society of which he forms a part, and back again in a drde to

the individual. "I am the Truth" has been the proud boast of the

Catholic Church. In the days of Langland, as to-day, it firmly held

that it was not a mere vague philosophy apart from life, but an

actual rule of conduct which would make the world better. And if

the world is worse it is merely because "Ae ten hestes" are not

properly obeyed.

This is the teaching of Langland. He is a preacher preaching a

social sermon—em^asizing the Scripture and the Faith in daily

Ufe, showing how these can cure the ills of the world if only aoh

cepted and followed. His teadiing might weU be duplicated to-day

in every parish diurdi in the country. It has, in fact, been dupli-

"B. 1., 94; B. vl. 160, 19e-»: C. vl.. 147-H8! B. t., 178; B. Ut. SU-II:

B. v., 4S; B. v., 147.

22 B. Pro. 120; B. 111., 307-8; B. v., 24-86, 43; B. vi., 80-3. 67-8, 220;

B. vH., 39; C. X., 102-4, llOff.

21 B. Hi., 288, 297-302; B. v., 400tr.
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cated to some extent in Leo XIIL's bunous De rerum novarum.

Respecting the riglrts of all, opfuttssing none, eadi man doing his

own task, we may work to happiness and content

Tangiand taught how it mi^t be done 600 years And yet

to-day the same tort of class agitator persists in the same sort of

class agitation which assails not the evil itself, bvtt the ocmditions

resttking from the evil. If we got rid of the sin of Pride, if we got

rid of dte sin of Covetonsness, if we got rid of tiie sic of Luxury,

if we got rid of aU the sins whncfa Langknd. attacked, and spread

abroad a little of the diarity and justice and sincerity wfaidi Lang-

land advocates, the w<M-td to-^ay would be a manreloos place. And
dwre would at least be no agitators promulgating hatred. If, like

Piers die Pkywman, we pot all the dtsoontented fctka to work, Truth

would come to light without a frantic search.

FkAKCTS Paul.
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THE VALIDITY OF ANGLICAN ORDINATIONS IN MOD-
ERN RUSSIAN THEOLOGY (1840-1866.)

y'-x UTSIDE of the pale of the Catholic Church an old question

of great historical value, viz., the question of the validity

of Anglican Orders, is ceaselessly holding minds in suspense

and calling forth the laborious investigations of ecclesiastical

scholars. I say outside of the pale of the Catholic Church, inasmuch

as the long debated question has been definitively settled by the

bull "Apostolicae Sedis." The supreme authority in matters spir-

itual, he whom the Christian tradition names the chief pastor of

the flock of Christ, pronounced and declared that "Ordinations car-

ried out according to the Anglican rite have been and are abso-

lutely null and utterly void." "Roma locuta est, causa Hnita est."

Of course, the negative pronouncement of Rome did not and never

will meet the agreement or the submission of the Anglican Church

and of her offspring, the American Episcopal Church. It has been,

indeed, a blow inflicted upon the vital parts of the Anglican body,

and not to seek to avert the stroke would be for the Anglican Church

a sentence of death. No wonder then if Anglican controversialists

are toiling and moiling to confute the verdict of the infallible

magisterium of the Church. They make no account of the reasons,

both historic and dogmatic, upon which the apostolic letter "Apos-

tolicae curae" is based and they prefer to appeal to their own
secret consciousness of being truly ordained ministers of Christian

priesthood. Thus indeed one of them writes: "Whilst recognizing

that there have been many faults on our part in the past and in

the present, we are yet well aware that we have never departed

from the unity of the Catholic Church. We therefore confidently

believe that the grace of our Orders remains unimpaired, as we
are persuaded that historically and canonically alike our succession

is unassailable, and we look forward to the time when both these

things will be recognized throughout the whole Church." (W. E.

Collins). I could not say whether that time will ever come. In

any case, it seems likely, rather it seems certain, that the claims

of Anglicans as to the validity of their own orders and sacraments

will never be recognized by the Catholic Church. Yet a ray of

hope shines frwn the East: Ex Oriente lux! A g^eat part of

Christianity, the so-called Orthodox of the Eastern Churches,

though separated from tiie centre of ecclesiastical unity, are pos-

sessed of a valid hierardiy, of a priesthood tiiat preserves the un-

broken apostolic succession and tfie most precious treasures of the

Catholic faith. Now it is a recognized fact that the Eastern

Churches as yet have not promulgated any official document deny-
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ing the validity of Anglican Orders, and their silence is generally

interpreted in an optimistic sense by optimistic Anglicans. For

instance, the author of the best handbook of the history of the

Greek Church, the Anglican clergyman, Alexander Hugh Hore,

writes as follows : "The Greeks invite our clergy into the Sanctuary

during the celebration of tibeir Liturgy; they treat our Bishops as

they do their own : they admit the validity of our orders, and hold

that marriages performed by English priests are valid. They bury

our dead, when no English clergyman is present: they frequently

ask members of our Church to stand sponsors for their children;

they tfaemsevles stand sponsors for English children, according to

the English Prayer-Book, and promise that they shall be brought

up in the faith of the English Church."^

Do these statements conform to the reality of things? Do the

bright hopes of Anglican divines rest on solid ground, on the ex-

plicit declarations of the Eastern Churches or on the authoritative

teaching of Eastern theology? The answer to these questions

ought to be given not by the Church of England, which has her

own interests to forward both in Russia and in Greece, but by the

Eastern Churches themselves, which more than once have been

prompted to pass judgment upon the validity of Anglican orders.

And we can ascertain that this judgment has already been uttered

by competent authorities, and that it does not satisfy the secret

hopes and long-caressed yearnings of Anglican Grecophils.

The recent history of the question of tiie validity of Anglican

ordinations in Greek and Russian theology starts with the first

visit to Russia of Deacon William Palmer, Fellow of St. Mary

Magdalene College in the University of Oxford (1840-1841.) Ac-

cording to Cardinal Newman, William Palmer was an earnest-

minded and devout man, a scholar deeply convinced of the great

truth that our Lord has instituted, and still acknowledges and pro-

tects a visible Church, one, individual and integral, and holy, as

being the dispenser of His word and Sacraments.*

From a Catholic point of view, the conviction of the Anglican

divine had nothing objectionable. The true Church of Christ is

one, and holy, and, still more, is visible. But Palmer wrongly con-

ceived the unity of the Church, that unity which is one of the main

characteristics of the true Church of Christ. He professed that

the one, visible Catholic Church on earth is divided into three local

parts, all agreeing in the necessary faith, viz., the Orthodox Eastern

Churches and the Western: the latter being subdivided into the

1 "Eighteen Centuries ot the Orthodox Greek Church," Londou, 18M,

pp. 871-672.
>FWmer, "Notes of a Visit to the RuMlan Church «n the Tears 1840-

1841." selected ani arranBed by Cardinal Newman, tendon, 1882, p. H.
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Coatmeatal and the Britisb.* It was thiough misunderstandings

that the true Catholic Church divided herself into three cora-

munions/ As concerns their faith, liturgies aad discipline, the

Eastern Churches are nearer to the old undivided Chiuvh. On the

contrary, tlie Roman Qiurch was led astray by her novelty-loving

spirit, and cooaaqaently withdrew from the conununion of thi

Eastern Churches and became guilty of the great sin of «chism.

Finally, the Anglican Church preacrres most of the treasures of the

true faith bequeathed by the Roman Church and longs for an

intimate reunion with the Eastern Orthodox Churches. Hence it

follows, Palmer argued, that the Blood of Qtrist and sacramental

grace stili run in the veins of the three disioined parties of the

mystical Body of Christ This being so, the Atylican Church is

possessed of a legitimate priesthood; die sacraments conferred by

licr Bishops are valid to the full extent of the word ; tbe ties bind-

ing her with the Eastern Churches are not entirely broken, and

consequently an Anglican may parttc^tate in the jacraraents of the

Orthodox Church without being asked to abjure his religious be-

liefs. "As regards myself," he wrote to Count Protasov, the Chief

Procurator of the Holy Synod, on At^gust ssy, i&to, "I do not come
from any heresy or schism seeking to be reconciled to the Church of

God which is in Russia: but being a Catholic Orthodox Christian,

as I trust, aad comiqg from a Catfiolic and Ortbdox and Apostolic

Church, I seek £nm the legitimate aad canonical Bisho|>s of the

country, in whatever country I may be, and from each one of them

in his own tliocese, the oamnaon xif^ -of communion."*

Thus the mission of Palmer in Rossia consisted in askii^ for

and obtaining die recognition of the Atiglican claims to inter-com-

munion with the Orthodox Cbofdw^ as a preliminary step to the

recognitaon by tbem of the validity of Anglican Orders. For,

suppose the Anglicans were allowed to receive the orthodox sacra-

ments without r«pudiattng their own ccnununuui, they would have

logically inferred that their Uetarcfay and narrammts <wene iqion

a pat with those of Eastern Christianity.

In Aiignst, 1840^ Palmer neached Petragrad with a hope£ul heart

and a strong desire to carry oat Jiis audacious plans. Before leav-

ing England, he had provided biauell wiA a commendatory letter

from J>r. Martin Josqpii Roalh, |iee«dent of St Mary M^dalene
College. By it die Holy Goaneming SysmA was requested to allow

Palmer to receive the Holy Gmmunion in the Ordtodox Churches.

In Rusua, William Palmer was not slow to &el that the task

*n>td., p. 364.

Ibid., p. 174.

Tbld.. p 129.
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whidi he had set himself was most difficult Russian prelates and

prominent laymen received him with ceremonious politeness, invited

him to aristocratic dinners, spoke of England in terms of deeply

felt admiration, held with him very interesting talks, but, at the

same time, they smiled and sneered at his ingenuous requests and

once and again they ventured unpleasant remarks on the peculiar

condition of the Church of England and the unreasonableness of

her claims.

Metropolitan Philarete could not conceal his great astonishment

at hearing from him that the Western Church was divided into

two branches, the Continental and the British, the latter claiming

to be a part of the whole Churdi of Christ, whidi is composed of

three Branches grown on the one tree at different times. He de-

clared that he was not able to understand such a theory, unheard

of in the Orthodox Church throughout the long centuries of her

life. Palmer, however, did not give up his opinions, and when driven

to his last intrenchments by the logical objections of Russian

divines, he frankly oonfested diat tiie strongest of his arguments

was his consciousness of being a member of the true Church of

Christ

But he was not at the end of his roqr iUtuions. Russian Church-

men did not hesitate to blurt our unusual declarations in respect to

the inconsistent position of tiie Anglican Church and the jurisdic-

tional rights of the Roman See over her. Count Muraviev, who
in 1840 took the hehn of the Holy Governing Synod, harshly

criticized die idiism of die Churdi of England from the Roman
obedience. "We know you," he said to Palmer, "only as heretics.

You separated from tiie Latin Church three hundred years ago,

a3 the Latins had before that fallen away from the Greeks. We
think even the Latin Church heretical; but you are an apostasy

from apostasy—a progression from bad to worse; you were part

of the Pope's patriarchate, and you rebelled against him.* We
know you only through the Latin Church, through the Pope. If

we had any communication with your Church, it must be through

the Pope and die Church of.Rome, nor can we recognize you other-

wise. Reconcile yourself to your own patriarch first, and then come

and talk to us, if you think you have anything to say to us.' We
do not say that the Latins are in all respects heretics—only in some

points, as on the Procession and in giving only half the Sacrament

of Holy Craimunion to the laity. And if we were to admit any

odiers to be part of the true Church besides ourselves, it would

certainly be rather the Roman Churdi than yours; for there is

•Ibid., p. m.
^Ibld.. p. 2S0.
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comparatively but a slight difference between us and them.* The

Pope had acquired a right of jurisdiction over the CSiurch of

England. The Latin Churdi had taken the Gothic form and con-

stitution, and your separation was made by secular violence. If

I had been an Englishman then, I should have adhered to the

Pope."*

The monks of the Lavra of St. Alexander Newsky said to him

that Rome may recover its full rights and place in the universal

Churdi, the primacy of the Roman See included, by merely cor-

recting its faults and submitting itself again to the Ecumenical

canons, against which it has rebelled (sic).^" Palmer could not

get over his surprise. He had thought he would find in Russia

zealous orthodox, ill-a£Fected towards Rome and her innovations

and ready to pvt their support to the opposers of her ambitious

claims. On the contrary, Russian Churchmen pleaded biefore him

the cause of Rome, exhorted him to return to her allegiance in

order that his propoaah of reanioa with the Eastern Churches

mig^t be taken into consideration. He had no words to express

his astonishment and his bitter diss4>pointment.

The second visit to Russia of Palmer took place in 1841. This

time he extended his ingenuity to the point of submitting to Metro-

politan Philarete a copy of the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church

of England, and of joining to them a quite orthodox commentary

of their quite Protestant statements. Philarete was horrified at the

reading of what he believed to be the standard of faith of the

Anglican communion. In his eyes, Palmer became the excellent

defender of a bad cause. He said to him that he could not un-

derstand at all the position of the Anglican Communion which

boasts of being a part of the true Catholic Church, in spite of the

Lutfieranism and Calvinism of her teaching. Palmer answered

him that the monster of Protestantism was dead in his own Church,

for the Hierarchy or the so-called High-Church party was imbued

with a spirit of extreme conservatism. His explanations, however,

did not convince anybody. Count Muraviev declared to him that

the union of the Russian Church with a National Church, which

leaves sudi latitude for denying or asserting all kinds of opinions,

was impossible: "One of you sees a thing in one light, another

in anodier. No two of you agree. There are your Thirty-nine

Articles, to which any one may subscribe and be a thorough-going

Protestant."" After the reading of the Thirty-nine Articles, Arch-

Ibid., p. S67.

• IbM.. pp. 380-381.

"OTbld
, p. 197.

"Ibid., p. 3«5.
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priest Fortunatov said to him: "As we think the Latin Church

agrees almost entirely with us, we have never been disposed to

recognize any other churches or societies in the West as com-

peting with it, but we recognize only the Latin.""

These declarations of individual prelates or divines clearly fore-

boded the complete failure of the mission of Palmer in Russia. In

fact, when he formally asked the Russian Church to recc^ize the

validity of Anglican Orders, and to admit him to the communion of

the orthodox church without any formal abjuration of his own
communion, he was answered tiiat his wishes could not be satisfied

unless he acknowledged the Thirty-nine Articles to be in their plain

literal sense and spirit a full and perfect expression of the faith

of the Churches of England and Scotland and to contain forty-

four heresies: unless he renounced and anathematized the said

heresies, the Thirty-nine Articles as oontaining tliem and the

Churches of England and Scotland as implicated in them; and

further admitted the Greek Church to be the Oecumenical Church,

and unless he were received into the same as a proselyte. Metro-

politan Philarete made known to him that he who would recerve

the Communion from an ordiodox Bishop, must submit absolutely

and without restriction to all the doctrines, discipline and ritual of

the Orthodox Eastern Church."

The disappointment of the Anglican pioneer of Christian re-

union could not have been greater. By denying the catholicity of

the Anglican Church, by asserting the heretical foundations of her

standards of faith, by imposing reordination upon Anglican priests

desirous of embracing the Orthodox Faith, the Russian Church

imidicitly affirmed the invalidity of Anglican Orders.

But Palmer did not consider himself beaten. He left Russia

accompanied by the blessings of Metropolitan Philarete, who told

him that he was very glad to have seen him in Russia, and that good

had sprung from the seed sown by him. After his return to

England, he carried on a correspondence with Alexis Stepanovich

Khomiakov (1804-1860), the leader of the Slavophile movement,

and an original iJieologian, whom his admirers, as George Samarin,

decorate with the gorgeous title of Father of the Church.

Khomiakov was admirably equipped with theological erudition and

versed as none other in the orthodox teadiing of the Church. There-

fore he had no difficulty in dismantling the theological view of

Palmer that particular churches can fall into partial errors without

<5easing to possess catholicity. "Such a theory," declared

Khomiakov, "is inadmissible. The continual presence of the Holy

"Ibid., p. 817.

"Ibid., pp. 415, S9«.
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Cihost is a promise given to us by Truth Itself : and if this promise

is believed, the light of pure doctrine must burn and shine brightly,

through all ages, seeking our eyes, even when unsought for. If it

is once bedimmed, it is obscured forever, and the Church must
become a mere word without a meaning in it, or must be considered,

as many German Protestants indeed do consider it, a society of

good men differing in all their opinions, but earnestly seeking for

Truth with a total certainty that it has not yet been found, and

with no hope at all ever to find it""

The Oiurch, he truly stated to Palmer, cannot be a harmony of

discords: it catmot be a numerical simi of Orthodox, Latins and
Protestants. It is nothing if it is not a perfect inward harmony of

creed and outward harmony of expressicm, notwithstanding local

differences in the rite. The question is not whether Latins and

Protestants have erred so fatally as to deprive individuals of sal-,

vation, which seems to be often the subject of debate—^surely a

narrow and unworthy one, inasmuch as it throws a suspicion upon

the mercy of the Ahnighty. The question is whether they have

the truth and whether they have retained the ecclesiastical tradi-

tion unimpaired. If they have not, where is the possibility of

unity

According to Khomiakov all sacraments are effected only in the

bosom of the true Church, and tiie ceremony of recoodliatioa whidi

is performed for the admission of heretics into the orthodox church

renovates them, or completes them, giving a full and orthodox

meaning to an insufficient or heterodox rite.'* Khomiakov avoided

pronouncing a sentence of nullity upon Anglican Orders, but the

general trend of his theological thought militates against the validity

of the Sacraments conferred by non-orthodox churches.

In despair not without cause, Palmer turned his eyes towards

the Greek Church. In order to win over the sympathies of Greek

divines he wrote a book : "A Harmony of Anglican Doctrine with

the Doctrine of the Catholic and Apostolic Churdi of the East,

which may serve as an appendix to the volume entitled the doctrine

KW. J. Blrkbeck, "Russia and the SngH'sh Church During the Last

Fifty Years," Vol. I., containing: a correspondence between Mr. William
Palmer, Fellow of Magdalene College, Oxford, and M. Khomlakoff, In the

years 1S44-1854, London, ISflS, pp. S9-40. In Russian, the correspondence

between .Palmer and Khomiakov has been Inserted In the second volume
of th? complete works of Khomiakov, "Polnoe sobranie sochlnenli Aleksiei

StepanoTlcha Khomlakova," ed. IV., t. n., Moscow, 1900, pp. 316-400. A
thoroughly elaborated analysts of the same correspondence Is contained

In the monumental work of Baaile Zavitnevlch, "Aleksiei Stepanovloh
Khomiakov," 1902, t. I., 2, pp. 1062-1250. See also "Russkil Arkhlv." 1894,

.3, pp. 7S-98.

"Blrkbeck, p. 69.

"Ibid., p. 62.
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of the Russian Church" (Aberdeen, 1846). His work was trans-

lated into modem Greek and published at Athens in 185 1. The
previous year, being in G)n5tantinople, he sent a declaration to the

Greek Patriarch, declaring he was ready to abjure all the acknowl-

edged heresies of the Anglican Church for the sake of receiving the

orthodox coiumunion.*^ But he met with a new and more painful

awakening. Greek prelates stated that -not only die priesthood of

the Church of England was invalid, but that even the Sacrament

of Baptism administered by Anglicans as well as by Latins was to

be considered as null and void of sacramental effects. Therefore

Palmer was asked to receive a second baptism for his admissicMi

into the Orthodox Church.** He was incensed at the pretension

of the Greek hierarchy, and gave vent to his indignation in two

elaborate volumes, the titles of which proclaim the flagrant con-

tradiction between the Russian Orthodox Church, which acknowl-

edges the validity of the Latin baptism, and the Greek Orthodox

Church, which anathematizes the unbaptized Latins.**

Meanwhile the ideas of Palmer had taken another direction. The
one Catholic Church which exhibits the characters of the true

Church of Christ and at the same time is constantly endeavoring to

realize united Christianity on earth, this one Church manifested her-

sel to him as embodied in the Roman Church. He went to Rome,

had several conferences with Father Passag^ia, die learned theolo^

gian of the dogma of the Immaculate Conception, cleared his mind

of all his doubts about Catholic doctrine, and on February 28, 1855,

he embraced the Catholic faith by the simple act of abjuration, his

baptism having been acknowledged as valid by the Roman Curia.

His death took place in the Eternal Gty on April 5, 1879.**

11 Athens, 1350. The Bnfrlish translation of the document Is Inserted

in th«« valuablo work of Palmer: "Dissertations on Subjects Relating to

the Orthodox or Eastern Catholic Communion," London, 186S.

It is noteworthy that the necessity of rebaptlzing Western Chrlstlaaa

has been recently asserted by Antoni Krapovitzky, Russian Archbishop

ot Kharkov, In a series of pamphlets addressed to Mr. Robert H. Gctrdlner,

secretary of the World Conference on Flalth and Order. I4iter on m
shall have the opportunity of pointing out the main results of the potomlo,

or rather irenlc, contest between Russian theologians and the leaders ot

the World Conference.

'•Athens, L, 1852; n., 1854.

io"Mysll Anglichan o pravoslavnoi tserkvi 1 ob otnochenll k nel tserkvl

angllkanskoi" ("The Views of Anglican on the Orthodox Church and Her
Relations to the Anglican Church"). "Dukhovnala besleda," 1859, t. vn.,

pp. 2C2-265; Paul E^rthimovlch, 'Y>braztsov, O popytkakh k soedlnenlu

angllkanskoi eplskopalnol tserkvl s pravoslavnoiu" ("The attempts at

a reunion of the Anglican Episcopal Church with the Orthodox Church"),

"PravoBlavnoe Oborrieple," Moscow, 1866, t. XTX., pp. 41-70: HS-201;

246-270; Basil Joannovich Fortunatov, Vospomlnanie o W. Palmer (Reo-

ollectlons of William Palmer), Dukhovnaia besleda, 18«7, t I . PP- 206-16;

2!^-4?: 267-^4; n.. 297-805: 828-28; 847-58; 884-89; 422-S"».
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The conversion of Palmer to CatiK^idsni exceedingly grieved

Khomiakov, who lost his sympathies for the Anglican Qiurch. No
wonder, then, if two years before his death he poured fiery invec-

tives upon his old friends: "In so far as she is Roman or Dis-

senting, England sails in the wake of continental thought But

looked upon as Anglican, she is devoid of solid standing ground.

Anglicanism is indeed a misconstructed scaffolding in the Reformed

world, like Gallicanism in that of Rome. Gallicanism died. An-
glicanism, in turn, is doomed to an approaching death. It is a

fortuitous congeries of oonventional principles which do nof agree

with each other by virtue of a common bond: it is a small sandy

neck beaten by the powerful waves of two rival oceans, and which

is ceaselessly crumbling on both its sides of Romanism and Dis-

sent. By the mouth of its most distinguished representatives, An-

glicanism has thrown overboard the characteristic beliefs of the

Roman schism. At the same time it is unable to give any reason

which could restrain it from becoming orthodox. It is within the

pale of the Church by its principles, but outside of it by its historic

provincialism, a provincialism which puts upon it a Protestant

mask, and deprives it of every tradition and of every logical basis.

Yet it cannot throw off that mask owing partly to the national

pride of Englishmen, and partly to the acquiescence in accomplished

facts, which characterizes the English mind. Anglicanism is at

once the purest and the most illogical of all the Western com-

munions. It is at once in the very heart of the Church by the

religious element of its vitality, while it acts as a rust, corroding

even the notion of the Church. It is neither a tradition nor a

doctrine, but a mere national establishment, an edifice built up by

the hands of men. Sentence has been already passed upon it. Its

case is a desperate one, and sooni it will gasp its last breath."*^

The adventures of Palmer in Russia and in the West stirred

up Russian divines to a more accurate study of the Anglican com-

munion. Many pamphlets and papers were published widi a view

to acquaint Russian readers with the fundamental doctrines of the

Church of England. The greater part of that literary production

did not conceal a feeling of distrust with r^[ard to Anglican re-

ligious beliefs. Optimists, however, were not wanting. For in-

stance, in the Stratmik (The Wanderer), an ecdesiastical magazine

of Petrograd, Gregory Povessky declared in i860 that the An-

21 "L'EgUse Latine et le Frotestantlsme," Lausanne, 1872, pp. 267-268.

The name ld<>a is to be found in a letter to Palmer dated in 1860: "The
position of Anglicanism is completely defined. It is a narrow ledge of

dubious terra firms, beaten by the waves of Romanism and Protestantism,

and crumbllnif on both sides into the mifrhtv waters. The po<itlon cannot
be maintained, but where Is the egress?' Blrkb?ok. p 102.
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glican Church aj^roached nearer than the other Western cwn-

municHis to the Orthodox Church and better preserved the teaching

of primitive Christianity.**

uPoUevsky Gregory, "Vzgilad na sovremennoe rellgtoznoe dvlzhenle

T angUcanakoi tzerkvl" (A view on the present religrlous movement within

the Anglican Church),, Strannlk, 1660, t. n, pp. 235-274; IV., S9S-426

<Becond section). Among the studies devoted by Russian theologians to

the Anglican Church between 1869-18S4 we quote the following: '^Hysll

AngUchan o pravoslav noi tzerkvl 1 ob otnochenll k nel tzerkvl angllkan-

skoi" ("Anglican views on the Orthodox Church and on her relations to

the Orthodox Church"), "Dukhovnaia besleda," Petrograd, 1869, pp. 2<2-

2«5: D. B., 'tOcherk istoiil anglikanskoi tzerkvl" ("A Sketch of the History

of the Church of England"), Ibid., 1860, XI., pp. 214-237; 284-296; 350-364;

Popov Ehigene, "Ivanovich, Ustroistvo 1 byt anglikanskoi tzerkvl" ("The
Constitution and Life of the Anglican Church"), "Pravoslavnoe Oboz-
rtenie." 1860, t. n., pp. 41&-428; 617-528; m., 149-160; "AngUkanskala
tzerkov" ("The Anglican Church"), "Pravoslaonoe Sobeslednlk," Kazan.
1860, t. U., pp. 1S4-175; 413-4S2; Mikhalkovsky Basil, "Ob Anglikanskoi
tzerkvl" ("The Anglican Church"), "Pravoslavnoe Obozrienle," Moscow,
1860, t. II., pp. 308-331; Popov E. J., "O partilalih na kotoryla razdlellaet-

alia V nastolachschee vremla anglikanskaia tzerkov" ("The Factions into

which the Contemporary Anglican Church is divided"), "Khristlanskoe

Chtente," Petrograd, 1861, t. it, p. 3-21; 487-60; "Otnoechenle Anglikanskoi

tzerkvl k rlmskoi 1 pravoslavnoi" ("The relations of the Anglican Church
to the Roman and Orthodox Churches"), "Pravoslavhy Sobeslednlk," Kazan,

1861, 1. 1., pp. 48-76; Mikhailovlch Ba)ill, '^goslujenle tzerkvl Anglikanskoi"

("The liturgy of the Anglican Church"), "Dukhovnaia Besleda," Petrograd,

1861, t. XIV., pp. 864-864; 417-428; 449-466; "DvUenle v Anglikanskoi epls-

kopalnol tzerkvl k snocheniu s tzerkovlu russkoiu" ("The movement within

the Anglican Episcopal Church towards the establishment of relations with

the Russian Church"), "Pravoslavnoe Obozrienle, 1868, t. X. pp. 194-202; "Va.
liliev Ivan, Mysli po povodu vyskazannago anglikanskoiu tzerkovlu zhelania

voltl v bllzkoe snochenle s vostochnolu katholicheskoiu tzerkoviu"

("Thoughts on the desires expressed by the Anglican Church to enter into

relation with the Orthodox Catholic Church"), "Voskresnoe Chtenle,"

Moscow. 1863. pp. 340-44; 361-68; 886-91; Ouettte Vladimir, "Lettres sur

les divergences qui exiater.t entre I'Sglise d'Orient et celle d'Anglecem,
Union Chrttlenne, Paris, 1863, t. V., pp. 29-32; 44-46; 61-54; 'VSovrenn nnoe
sostiane Anglikanskoi tzerkvl" ("The present status of the Church of

England"), "Dukhovnyi Viestnik." Moscow. 1863, t. v., pp. 285-810; Mik-
hallovsky Basil, *<Anglikanskala tzerkov 1 eia otnochenle k pravoslavlu"

("The Anglican Church and her relations to the Orthodox"), Petrograd,

1864; Oslnin Ivan Terentievlch, "O tzerkovnom soatolanil Anglll" ITtM
religious conditions of England"), "Khristlanskoe Chtenle," Petrograd.

1864. t n., p. 461: III., 8. 178; Ptopov E. J. "Natchatkl dvtJenlU v angU-
kanskol tzerkvl k 8?edlmeniu s votochnoiu" ("The origins of the move-
ment of the Anglican Church towards a union with the Orthodox").

"Pribavlenlla" (f'SuppiemenU to the works of the SVitbers of the C!hurch

translated Into Russian"), Moscow, 1864, t XXin., pp. 488-602; Moscow,
1866; 'Sviet pravoslavlla: po povodu predlojenlia pastora anglikanskoi

tzerkvl o soedinenii tzerkvel" ("Lux ex orlente: the proposal of the

reunion of Churches made by Pastor Toung, of the Anglican Church"),

"Pravos^avnlj Sobeslednlk," 1864, t. ID., pp. 8-8; "Duknovnyl Viestnik."

1864, DC. 461-53; Oslnin. "Nleskolko slov o sovremennykh stremlenllakb

snglo omerlkanskol tzerkvl k sbll]enlu s pravoslavnolu" ("A few words
shout the modern tendenclps of the Anglo-American Church for an ap-
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Anglicans in turn gave a stronger impulse to die attempts at

an official recognition of their hierarchy by the Eastern Churches.

This purpose lies at the bottom of the "Association for Promoting

the Unity of Christiamity," founded in London in 1857 and in which

many Catholics joined. The same purpose was made evident in the

Eastern Church Association, established in 1863 with a view to

acquaint Eastern Christians with the doctrines and princiides of the

Anglican communion; and to help Eastern Orthodox Bishops in

the spiritual training of their flocks.'* A few Orthodox prelates,

as Archimandrite Constantine Stratulis and the Metropolitan of

proach toward* Orthodoxy"), "KhriBtlaMkoe Chtenle," 18«6, t L, pp.

188-197; Ibid., "Obzor XXXDC, chlenov angUkansk&ro vlerolspovledaniia"

("Examination of the Thirty-nine Articles of the Anglican Communion"),
Ibid., 1866, t. I., pp. 671-603; Ibid., ^ovoe zaiavlenie v polzu abUshenlla

anKliiekoI tzerkri b pravoslavnoiu" ("A new declaration In favor of

approach of the Ansriican Church"), Ibid, 1867, t I., pp. 67S-688; Popov
E). J., "Popytkl V angllkanskoi tzerkvi k aoedineniu b pravoslavnolu v
XVm. stolieUi" ("Attempts of the An^lcan Church to unite herself with

the Orthodox in the eighteenth century"). Ibid., 1866, t. n., pp. 269-7*

;

884-407; Troitzky Ivan E^rovich, , "Soedinenno-Amerikanakie Chtaty v
religlozno-tzerkovnom otnochenil" ("The United Statea of America from
a religious and ecclesiastical point of view"), llbid., 1866, t I., pp. 64S-80;

11, 3, 189; Nechaev Basil, "Po povodu prlbytila v Roaslu aiovero-amerl-

kanskayo posolstva" ("The coming into Russia of an American deputa-

tion"), "Duchepolesnoe Chtenie," .Moscow, 1866, t. ni., 9, pp. 80-88; "Po
voprosu o soedinenil angllkanskoi taerkv! a vostoohnolu pravoslaynoiu"

("The queation of the union of the Anglican Church with the Eastern

Orthodox Church"), "Khristianskoe Chtenle," 1866, t. II., pp. S48-S68;

Obratzov Paul Eiuthsrmovich, "O popytkaldi k aoedineniu anglUcanSkol

eplacopalnol tzerkvi a pravoslavnolu" ("The attempt at a union between
the Anglican Bplacopal and the Orthodox Churchea"), "nravosiavnoe
Obozrlenie," Moacow, 1866, XIX., pp. 41-70; 169-201; 246-270; UaAvle««ky
Paul Aleksleevich, "Traktarianskoe v anglikanakoi tzerkvi v 18>8-8S
godakh" ("The Tractarian movement in the Church of England during

the years 1833-62"), "StramUk," Fetrograd. 1866, t n., pp. 69-98; "Zamle-
chaniia o predpolagaemom aoedinenii protestantskikh eplskopalmykh
tzerkvie s pravoslaznolu luttholiscbeskoltt tserkovlu" ("Some remarks
upon the plans of union of the Protestant Episcopal Churches with the

Orthodox Catholic Church"), "Dukhovnala besleda," 1868, t. II., pp. 49-118;

Vasliiev J., "Polezdka v Anglin dlla sobesiedovanlia o soednenil angllkan-
skoi tzerkvi pravoslavnolu" ("A visit to lOngland for a meeting con-
cerning the union of the Anglican Church with the Orthodox"), "Chtenla"
of the Society of Russian History and Antiquities, Moacow, 1866, L, pp.
142-159; Fllaret, "Metrop. M. v ego zabotakh o vseobchschem tzerkovnom
edlr.enll" ("Philarete, Metropolitan of Moscow, and his cares for the wilon
of the whole Church"), "Voskresnoe Chtenie," .Moscow, 1868, t XXJUL,
pp. 333-341; Lopukhin Alexander Pavlovlch, "Snochenila amerlkaaskol
episkopalnol tzerkvi s pravoslavnym voatokom po voprosu o soedlnentl

tzerkvei" ("The relations between the American Episcopal Church and
the Orthodox East as concerns the union of Churches"), Petrograd, 1881;

Sokolov B., "Anglikanslde popytkl k sbllshenllu a pravoalavnol grtko-
ruaskol tzerkoviu" ('^Anglican attempts at an approach to the Orthodox
Greco-Russian Church"), <'Strannik." Petrograd, 1901, t. I., pp. 826-862.

2»Hore. p. 678.
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Serbia, were enlisted as members of the Standing Committee of the

Association. At the same time the movement towards an under-

standing with the Eastern Churches expanded in the United States

under the auspices of the American Episcopal Church. The Gen-

eral Convention of this Church held in New York in 1862 ap-

pointed a Russo-Gredc Committee to consider the expe<Uency of

opening OMnmunicaticMi with the Russo-Greek Church and to pro-

mote intercommunion between it and the Anglican Churdi. The

following year at the first meeting of the Convocation of the Prov-

ince of Canterbury of the Church of ^igland and Ireland, a peti-

tion was presented to the Upper House of Convocation by many
members of the Lower, who asked the Bishops to endeavor to bring

about such intercommunion. A committee was appointed to com-

municate touching that matter with the American Russo-Greek

Committee of the United States. The same year Samuel B. Rug-

gles, an eminent member of the General Convention, who had been

commissioned by the Government of the United States as its rep-

resentative to the International Statistical Cong^'ess of Berlin, took

advantage of his mission to visit Russia, where he had some inter-

views with the leadmg members of the Russian Church, especially

with Philarete, Metrc^litan of Moscow. He laid stress upon the

fact that the religious sympathies between Russia and the United

States would be strengthened by the mutual interchange on the

part of the two Churches of the religious dfices common to both,

and especially the Christian duties of visiting the sick and burying

the dead,**

In 1864 a clergyman of Trinity Church, in New York, John Free-

man Young, secretary of the Russo-Greek Committee, and in 1867

Bishop of Florida, visited England, where he conferred with the

Committee of Convocation, and afterwards went to Russia. The

Chief Procurator of the Holy Synod, Metropolitan Philarete, and

his vicars, Leonidas and Sabas, received him with the utmost

courtesy. He presented to them commendatory letters from certain

American Bishops. The letter of Samuel Allen McCbskry, Bishop

of Michigan, contained the following passage: "Ex animo quidetn

eupimus arctiorxbus unitatis nexibus cum magna ista unius Ecclesiae

catholicae et Apostolicae parte coniungi. Tempus vero jam adest,

quam Uvicula omma quae Ecclesiam dividunt out negligenda sunt,

out deponenda, et unitas christianorum per orbem terrarum stabi-

»< "Journal of the Proceedings of the Bishops, Clergy and Laity of th«

Protestant E^ptscopal Church In the United States of America," assembl«d

in a General Convention, held In St. Andrew's Church, In the city of

Philadelphia, from October 4 to October 24 Inclusive, in the year of Our
Lord 18«S; Boston. 1865, p. 3!tl.
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lienda."* In order to secre to the plenipotentiary of the American

Episcopal Church the benevolence of the Greek hierarchy, Bishop

McCoskry launched a dart against the Roman Church as the hater

and oppressor of Hellenism in the Eastern countries.

What results followed the mission of Young in Russia? Ap-
parently Russian prelates were pleased with his proposals, and above

all with the suggestion of the building of an Orthodox Church at

San Francisco. Philarete of Moscow abounded in kind and warm
expressions towards the Bishops of the American Episcopal Church,

whose greetings moved him and whose letters gave him great

pleasure. He charged Rev. Young to bear his kiss of peace to

the whole venerable hierarchy of the American Church, and to as-

sure them of his warmest sympathy and love, of his prayers and

hopes that they may soon be one with the Russian episcopate, as

they are already one in heart in Christ Jesus.

Encouraged by these kind words. Young addressed a memoran-
dum to Isidor, Metropolitan of Petrograd. By that document he

strove at first to certify that the Anglican communicm was not row-

ing in the same boat with Protestantism: "Standing alone amidst

the numerous Protestant communions by which she is surrounded,

because of her tenacious adherence to the apostolic succession of

her priesthood, her Catholic liturgy, creeds, tradition and cere-

monies, the g^eat Anglican oMnmunion, of which the American

Church is a considerable part, ever since her release from the

thraldom of the Papacy, has r^;arded with interest and lively

S3rmpathy the venerable Orthodox Church of the East."** Follow-

ing in the footsteps of Palmer, he claimed the possibility of an

harmonious understanding between the American and the Orthodox

Churches without the surrender of fundamental principles on either

side.

The memorandum revealed the true object of the mission of

Young to Russia, that is "to make known to the Orthodox hierarchy

the well-established claims of the Anglican Churdi to recognition

as an intergral portion of the One, Holy, Catholic and Apostolic

Church, having ultimately in view (should it appear feasible and

desirable when we oome to know eadi other better) such mutual

recognition of Orders and Sacraments as will allow members of

the Anglican communion to avail themselves of ibt offices of the

Eastern Church, with die coasent of its Bishops and clergy, with-

out renouncing the Qxiunimion of their own Churdi, and as will

permit members of the Eastern Churdi with like consen!, as oc-

casion shall serve, to avail themselves of the ministrations of the

itibid., p. m.
s'lbld.. p. 338.
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Anglo-American Church, without forfeiting thereby the privilege

of diurch membership in their own communion."*^

The answers of the Russian prelates to the proposals of Young
were animated by a spirit of decdtful oondesoension. According

to a Russian Bishop, an understanding between the two Churches

mig^t have been had at once on most points by the Hierarchy of

the two communions. But with the masses on both sides it would have

been more difficult, especially in Russia. "Time will be required," he

said, "for the diffusion of information, the softening down of pre-

judices and the conciliation of mutual regard."^^ Another Bishop

spoke to him as follows: "The feelings which prompted the move-

ment of the American Church towards the Russian could not but

meet with warm sympathy on the part of the Russian Church, which

is always ready to negotiate with those who desire to staud on the

basis of primitive truth and who- admit the apostolic claims and

dignity of the Russian Church. Besides, the cordial political har-

mony which has always existed between Russia and America, aad

die more intimate social relations between the Churches, strengthen

those ties which bind heart to heart in the fellowship and love of

our Saviour."

Yet the profuseness of these flowery compliments did not forward

the establishment of intercommunion between the two Churches.

The lips of Russian prelates let fall no words which would have

meant a sturender of the traditional positions of the Orthodox

Churches. In her official documents the Russian Church stands

firmly as a preserver of the old discipline, as an opposer of every

kind of oomprxxnise with the heretics of the West
In ^ite of his honeyed words and promises, Philarete frankly

dedared that he disclaimed the validity of Anglican Orders. As
is well known, Philarete Drozdov, Metropolitan of Moscow (1782-

1867) is praised by Russians as an enlightener of the orthodox

church, as a man of purest and holiest life, as the greatest theologian

of his century. His "Solutions" of canonical or theological ques-

tions, gathered up and published in many voltmies, enjoy in Russia

the same authority which in our Catholic Church is granted to the

decrees of the Roman Congr^[ations. His "Christian Catechism of

the Eastern Greco-Russian Orthodox Church," published in 1833,

although tainted with Protestant teadiings and forbidden at first

by the Holy Governing Synod, became later one of the standards of

faith or symbolical books of the Russian Orthodox Church.** No

»Ibtd., p. 386.

Mlbld., p. SS7.

*» A. Palmleri. "La Chlcsa t ussa," Florence. 1908. p. 688; IbW . "Theologla

dORBiatlca orthodoxa B>ocI««lae gneco-ruMlcae," Florence, 1911, t. I., pp
•44-64».
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wonder then if Young earnestly desired to win him over to the

cause for whidi he pleaded.

Philarete requested the American clergymen to give him an answer

to the following questions: (i) Are not the Thirty-nine Artides

of the Church of England a doctrinal obstacle to an understanding

between the Anglican and Orthodox Churches? (2) Does the

Church of England admit the Procession of the Holy Ghost from

the Father alone? (3) Are there no doubts about the validity of

Anglican Orders? (4) Does the Church of Elngland acknowledge

tfie necessity of Christian tradition for the right interpretation of

Hoiy Scripture? (5) Is not the sacramental system of the An-

glican theology impaired by Protestant novelties? Young tried

to dissipate the susfMcious of Philarete with regard to the Anglican

faith. A learned helper came to his assistance, namely William

Stubbs (1825-1901), at that time Lambeth librarian, and afterwards

Bishop successively of Chester and Oxford. Bishop Stubbs sent

a letter to Philarete, in which he explained the controverted points

between the Anglican and Russian Churches and the reasons mili-

tating in favor of the validity of his own hierarchy. Philarete read

attentively the plea of die Anglican scholar, tmt he did not give up

his adverse opinion as to the validity of the Anglican priesthood.

He believed himself to be bound to disclose his doubts of Anglican

claims, and published his remarks on the letter of Stubbs in a widely

circulated periodical of Moscow, Pravoslavnoe Obosrienie (the

Orthodox Review), which for long years was highly praised as

the leading organ of Russian theological thought.

According to Philarete, the study of the documents brought for-

ward by Anglican divines leaves it greatly doubtful whedier the

separation of the Church of England from the Roman extinguished

the living power of the apostolic consecration and its inner in-

fluence, although the outward ritus was kept on. If we admit,

as history teaches, that Crammer and Barlow denied to the epis-

copate the spiritual grace of oooferring tiie priestfiood and lodced

upon ordination as an act not necessary for the performance of

pastoral duties, there is ground to infer that the apostolic succes-

sion was brc^en in the Church of England. After a thorough

analysis and refutation of tiie letter of TA^lliam Stubbs, Metro-

politan Philarete closed his paper in the following terms: "What
judgment must a true son of the Orthodox Church form upon the

uninterrupted preservation of the Apostolic Succession of Orders

in the Church of England? Must he not, strictly speaking, answer

the question in the negative? Even in case he wishes to soften

the severity of his judgment for the sake of fostering his aspirations

towards the reunion of Christianity, will be ever be able to settle
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the long-debated controversy in a sense favorable to Anglican

claims? Will he not constantly waver between a negative and an

affirmative solution in a relentless doubt? And if the uncertainty

concerning the validity of Anglican Orders cannot be put aside,

will the Anglican Bishops find any way to enter into communion

with the Orthodox Church? When there is no possible way to

prove that a certain one has been validly bs^tized, die disdplinaty

laws of the Church enjoin that such a man shall be considered as

unbaptized, and that the ceremony of baptism shall be repeated

upon him. Similarly, when it may be doubted whether a Bishop

was validly consecrated, the consecration of that Bishop should be

treated as if it were null, and die Bishop should submit himself to

a conditional consecration. It is needless to say that Anglican

Bishops would hardly agfree with our statement. Therefore, we
have to rest upon God, Who will open for us an easier way to

the longed for communion and union of the Churches."*"

As might be expected, the pronouncement of Philarete caused a

great stir among theologians, both Russian and Anglican, and its

influence never ceased its work in the ranks of the conservative

wing of the Russian Church. Anglican theologians felt the weight

of the blow inflicted upon them by the Etdightener of the Russian

Church, and strove to avert it by rumoring that Philarete had not

carefully investigated the historical and liturgical facts asserted by

Anglican divines to establish the episcopal legitimacy of their own
hierarchy.

In the Old Catholic Union Conferences held at Bonn from Sep-

tember 14 to 16, 1874, under the presidency of Dr. von Ddllinger,

the Anglican canon Henry Parry Liddon ( 1825- 1901) said that Met-

rq>olitan Philarete, a year before his death, confessed himself to have

drawn up his declaration of die invalidity of Anglican Orders with-

out a sufficient knowledge of the history of the Anglican Church,

and that it was based solely on the g^round of Latin prejudices.**

However true may be this tardy explanation, it is beyond all

doubt that Metropolitan Philarete never surrendered his opinion.

Thus, the first attempts of Anglican divines to win over to their

cause the Russian hierarchy met with complete failure. An An-

glican priest, Charles F. Hoffman, in his preface to an Anglican

edition of the Bull "Apostolicae Curae" declared that efforts for

unity, in the main, must be outside of Rome, and the East and the

"Neprenrvnost eplakopskagro rukopoloztaenlia v ang'liiskol tserkvi"

("The non-lntemiptlon of the episcopal consecration In the Anglican

Church"), "Pravoslavnop Oboirlenle." 1866, t. XIX., pp. 85-94.

»» H. Reusch. "Berlcht Ober die am 14, 16 und 16 September lu Bonn
S^haltenen Unlon8-Confer«'nzen Im Auftrage dea Vorsltienden Dr. von
t>61UnKer," Bonn. 1874, p. 87.
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West must' join hands to bring Rome to her knees. Our researches,

however, make it plain that a brotherly joining of hands of two

national Churches, the one isolated from continental Cadiolidsm,

the other cut off from Western Christianity, did not take place

in their earliest meeting, and perhaps their future attempts to

formulate a treaty of alliance, as will be shown, will meet the

same fate. The reason for this is that national particularism chills

and kills the buds of the Catholic ideal of the Church of Christ

Unity outside of Rome means for Catholics a unity without a vital

bond of union, a fictitious unity whidi fosters in its heart a solvent

of the supernatural compactness of the Body of Christ, to the

spreading of the petty dissensions of a most narrow nationalism.

And, at the close of this paper, it will periiaps be to the purpose

to quote the beautiful saying of William Palmer to a Russian lady

concerning the disastrous role of nationalism in Christianity:

"Nationality in religion has been our ruin ; it has made us all but

apostatize from die true faith, and we in England are struggling

now to crawl out of tiiat pit into which I hope you may never fall

deeper than you have fallen already.""

F. A. Palmiem, O. S. a.

Lawrence, Kasa.

»» Palmer, "Notes of a Visit." p. 408.
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BLESSED CATHERINE OF RACCONIGI.

WHEN the merchant, Lucchesk) of Poggibonzi, In Tuscany,

meeting St. Francis casually, as the Poverello of Assisi

was wending his way from Florence to Siena, suggested

to him the idea of giving a rule of hcdy living to persons living

in the world, whereby they might strive to attain to the higher

Ufe, he was sowing a seed which, like the typical grain of mustard

seed, was to grow up into a g^eat tree that would expand its

branches far and wide. Germinating in the receptive and far-see-

ing mind of the saint, it produced the Third Order, of which

Lucchesio's house was the birthplace and of which he and his good
,

wife. Bona Donna, were the first members, receiving from St.

Francis a simple, modest, ashen-gray habit similar to that primi-

tively worn by the Friars Minor, which was an adaptation of the

humble h(Mne-spun work-a-day garb of the Italian peasantry of the

Apennines. Thus, in 1221, originated the oldest of all the Third

Orders, simple and spontaneous in its beginning like that of the

first Franciscan Order. A gfreat future awaited it. It effected a

social and moral revolution, or rather renovation, in medixval

society, to which no historical parallel can be found. Reinforced

by the kindred Third Order of St. iXmunic, the tertiary develop-

ment of the Franciscan and Dominican spirit rapidly spread all

over Europe. Just as the waters of the Nile, overflowing its banks,

fertilizes, while it irrigates, tiie sun-parched earth, so the spirit of

the two g^reat mendicant orders, poured out from the cloisters and

diffused through society by means of these channels, cleansed,

purified and reinv^iorated the family and social life of the middle

ages. As one belonged to a family by blood, to a corporation by

the office one filled, to the Church by baptism, people wished to

belong by self-devotion to one of the two gbrious militias that

verved the Churdi in charitable and penitential worics. "They put

M the livery of St Dominic or St Francis," says Lacordaire. "They

were engrafted on one of those two trunks and nourished by thelir

sap while still preserving- thdr individaality. Thqr frequented their

churches, participated in tiieir prayers, cultivated friendly relations

with them and followed as close as possible in the track of their

virtues. It was no longer thought necessary to fly from the world

to imitate the saints; every room might become a cell and every

house a Thebaid."*

A new force had arisen, a new weapon had been forged and

added to tfie Church's armory. "The Third Orders of Dominic

and Frands," says a well-known writer, **eompleted the conquest

> "Life of St. Dominic," bv P»re Lacordaire, O. P.
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of the world. They placed the religious habit under the breastplate

of warriors and die robes of Kings. They were like streams,

carrying the fertility of Paradise to many a dry and barren region,

so that the wilderness blossomed like a rose. Something of the

barrier between the worid and die cloister was broken down, and

the degrees of heroic sanctity were placed, as it were, widiin the

grasp of thousands, who else, periiaps, had never risen above the

ordinary standard. These Third Orders have given us a crowd of

saints, dearer to us, perhaps, and more familiar than any others,

in so far as we feel able to daim their close sympathy with our-

selves ; and the more so that they are a perpetual witness to us, that

no path in life is so busy or so beset with temptations but that God's

grace may cover it with the very choicest beauty of holiness. As

time went on and the drcumstanoes of iti first institution had passed

away, the militia of Jesus Christ exchanged its name for that of

the Order of Penance of St. Dominic, and degrees assumed

more and more of the religious character, particularly after St
Catherine of Siena had by her example given a new shape to the

order, in so far as r^^arded its adoption by her own set, and in her

life and that of the numberless saints who have trodden in her

steps, we see the final triumph and vindication of what we may
venture to call the primary Dominican idea ; namely, diat the high-

est walks of contemplation are not incompatible with the exercise of

active charity and labor for souls, but that a union of both is pos-

sible, which more nearly fulfills our conception of the life of Christ

than the separated perfection of either."*

Among those numerous Dominican tertiaries, true heroines of

the home, who practised in the domestic interior the virtues of the

cloister, attaining to a high degree of heroic sanctity, was the

Blessed Catherine Mattei, of RaccooigL A great number of authors,

particularly Dominicans, have written about this holy tertiary, but

all have derived their information mainly from her life written in

elegant Latin by her contemporary and friend, John Francis Pico,

Prince of Mirandola. The Onndi, rq>eatiiig die expression of an

old author, says of her: "Between the Virgin of Racconigi and the

Virgin of Siena there is no difference but canonization." She was,

in fact, in constant mystical and at times even visible Intercourse

with the famous daughter of the Sienese dyer, although she does

not figure prominentiy in ecclesiastical history like the latter. Both

had this in common, that they were at once types of citizen saints,

of secular tertiaries and of heroines of the home.

t "The life of St. Dominie, with a Sketch of the Dominican Order," by
Augusta Theodosia Drane (Mother rran"!!< Raphael, O. S. D.), fourth

edition, page 191.
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Daughter of Giorgio Mattei, a tool-maker, and Bilia de Ferrari,

she was bom in June, i486, at Racconigi, a town of Piedmont,

about twenty-three miles from Turin, where her cult has ever since

existed. Her house in the centre of the dty is still seen and a

street bears her name. An old and constant tradition indicates

die large wainscotted room in which she was bom and wherein

she lived for diir(y-e^^ yean. Her modier, unaUe to nurse her

or pay a nurse, used to send the infant by her little brother to some

diaritable matron, whcm she bulged to give her child the natural

nutriment From her earliest years she was made familiar with

poverty and suffering. The Duke of Savoy, who at that time was

waging against the lord of the soil, the Marquis of Saluzzo, one

of those internecine petty wars of which the history of mediaeval

Italy is so full, liaving sacked the town, Catherine's parents, in

consequence, were reduced to destitution, often wanting the barest

necessaries of life: but they bore it with patience and fortitude.

When she was nine years old and constrained by stress of extreme

poverty to work without intermission, unable to allow herself a

moment's rest, thinking of her mother's hard, sad lot, she laid her

head upon the loom and began to weep, appealing to God to relieve

the misery of the home. Immediately, on raising her eyes, she saw

before her a boy of ten, having on him only his shirt, who be^;ed

an ahns. She replied that for love of God she was prepared to

give her Mood and life, but that then, tmtb to tell, she had nothing

to give him; neverthdess she would go and search through the

house to see if there was a bit of bread left or an|ythlng he could

eat. It was Christ, it is said, who appeared to her under that form.

He gave her wherewith to relieve thdr necessities, omiforting her,

and encouraging her to endure patiently all adversities after His

example. One day at the beginning of Lent, she was very afflicted

on account of some disturbance that had arisen between her father

and mother and fasted on bread and water, weeping so much that

ber face was bathed in tears. Our Lord, who appeared to her on

this occasicwi in the semblance of a yootfa of fourteen, told her, for

ber consolation, that her mother would have a happy old age and,

in the end, be saved. Then, taking a loaf and breaking and blessing

it, He invited her to eat. In remembrance of this she ever after

brdce the bread with her own hands, instead of using a knife.

She was very charitable. Although poor herself, the daughter

of a fabbro-ferraio and born at a time when her country was in

great distress, being only barely able to provide for her own wants

and help the family by working hard at ribbon weaving, still she

distributed to the poor all the food and clothing she could, and

-when powerless to afford them any temporal relief, sipritually min-
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istered to them, afflicting herself with fasts, vigils and disciplines

on their account and for love of them.

One Saturday, when she was nine years old, as she was returning

from the baker's with bread, unable any longer to endure the fast,

she was met by St. Catherine of Siena, who appeared to b«r in the

form of a pocM* little girl of ten, clad in white, who be^^ed relief.

Fearing that her mother would scold her if she gave away the

bread, so much needed at home, she made an evasive reply and

pursued her way. But no sooner had she arrived home than great

remorse of conscience seized her and she said to herself: "What
little charity, what little compassion reigns in me! How would

I like such an answer to be given to me ? How do I know but that

poor little girl is in greater want than I am?" So saying, she

retraced her steps, praying that she might meet the little beggar

girl, and, having found her, aaid: "Forgive me, sister, if I have

behaved cruelly towards you. Here is the loaf you asked from

me. Another time I will be more courteous and diaritaUe." The
young girl took it with a smiling face, and having tasted a bit

thanked her and told her that her alms would be most acceptable

in the sight of the Divine Majesty. Quite consokd and full of

spiritual joy, she pwted from her, not knowing, until some years

afterwards, when it was made known to her 1^ the ftiat herself,

who the Uttle girl really was.

Similar visitations often put her cbsrity to the test and afforded

opportunities for its ezerdse. Qnce Our Lord appeared to her in

the form of a half-naked poor man, to whom she gave a shirt. On
another occasion, in the depth of winter, she met a poor woman,

whose arms were bare, to cover which she cut off the sleeves of

her own dress, saying to herself: "My God, I was born poor

and, for love of you, I wish to live and die in poverty. I would

rather be without a garment than without charity." .^gain, she

met a poor little boy who was suffering from cold and hunger and

took him home and gave him a warm bath and food. These are

acts of benevolence, one will be told, that many good-hearted people

frequently perform; but do they spring from a hig^ supernatural

motive, such as always actuated the saints? Natural virtues re-

ceive natural rewards and sometimes lead to the attainment of higher

virtues ; but it is the supernatural and heroic which give to the acts of

the saints their distinctive cachet. The Master, who promised that

even a cup of cold water given in the name of a disciple, should

not be without its reward, was not slow to signify His approval

and acceptance of a charitable deed, done through love of Him who
has made the poor His representatives on earth. He appeared to

Catherine and presented her with red and white roses, saying: "For
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this act of chari^, which thou. My spouse, hast performed to this

poor one, give thee now these roses and in the next life will give

thee a greater reward." Those who lived with her, although it

was then winter, related that they were conscious of the most de-

lightful perfume of roses.

All her life, which was very mystical, she was recipient of special

graces. Her childhood had but dawned, when it already disclosed

foregleams of future sanctity. The Holy Ghost several times de-

scended upon her: at one time in the form of a white dove, at

another as a wonderful Light, emitting three rays; then in the

form of a luminous cloud or as a globe of fire, from which issued

seven tongues, increasing in her soul the fervor of divine charity,

zeal for the honcn- of God and the aalvatioa of souls and infusing

an enlarged knowledge of divine things. A certain white light,

tinged with red, was visible in her face, so that people marveled,

some thinking it was produced by artificial means; but she assured

them that she used nothing else than the Most Holy Sacrament of

the altar, and that this light came from the Holy Spirit There was

on these occasions imparted to her a clear understanding of the

difference between true revdatioas and visioas and those that are

false.

On the Pentecost of 1491 she became a spouse of Christ, who
appeared to her, accompanied by Our Lady, many saints and

angels, including a six-winged seraph, St. Jerome, St. Peter Martyr

and St. Catherine of Siena. Her Italian taographer* relates minutely

the visi<Mi in which the mystical nuptials were solemnized, and which

twenty years afterwards were twice renewed—the wonder of the

innocent child, the simple language in which she tremblingly ad-

dressed the Mother of God ; how our Lord put on her finger a ring,

espousing her in faith, hope and charity, bade His Mother take

her for her daughter, commanded the seraph and her angel guardian

ne\'er to abandon her, and assigned to her St. Jerwne, St. Peter

Martyr and St. Catherine of Siena as her teachers. It was the be-

ginning of a succession of similar marvels, of which her whole

life is a record.

The most marvelous event of her life took place on the eve of

the feast of St Dominic, 1512. She had been begging the Lord
with tears to give her a dean heart, when, at the hour of Prime,

Christ appeared to her along with many saints, and, having blessed

sVite dc SantI e Beatl del eaero Ordlne de 'FVatl Predlcatort, cuosl

Huomlni come Donne, con MTglonta dl molte vlte che nella prima Im-
prea«lona non erano. Scrltte dal R. P. Maestro Seraflno Razsi dell'

ixtPBvo Ordlne, e profeaao di San ICferco dl FIrense. Con L4censla de* Sic-
corl Superiorl. In Flrenze, nella Stampa di Bartolomeo SermartellL

MDLXXXVin.
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her, removed, as it seemed to her, from her breast her heart in

which was traced, as it were in silver letters, the words, "Jesus,

spes mea," and, after changing them into golden letters, restored it

to its place.* This is recorded as being subsequently repeated four

times, the last taking place in presence of the vicar of the Convent

of San Domenico and her confessor, who saw in her face the ex-

pression of acute pain and heard her moans, but saw or heard

nothing else. She told her confessor that while her heart was in

the hands of angels, she snliVr ' such pain that she did not know
if the pain of death was greater.

It was at the bidding of Our La4y ^^'^ became a Dcmiinican

tertiary, her reception taking place in a convent of the Friars

Preachers at Raoconigi, tlie erectioa of which she predicted long

before it was built, naming the friars who would officiate there.

When she publicly made her solemn profession many indicaticms

of her holiness were given. Before she went to the church she

had to endure many threats and assaults from demoniacal as-

sailants, but, (HI the other hand, was consoled by angels. The Lord

of Racccmig^, along witii the noblest in tiie land, wished to be present

at the ceremony. But most of all was the honor bestowed upon

by heaven itself. The most delightful odors perfumed and pervaded

the route she traversed; St. Peter Martyr, invisible to others, but

visible to her, blessed the habit with which she was clothed; the

harmonious canticles of angels were heard by many, while others

saw a fiery cloud* hovering over her head.

If she was predestined to be the recipient of special spiritual

favors, she was also predestined to tread the rugged road of suffer-

ing, that via dolorosa, the wearisome way of the Cross. When
she was only seven years of age, as she was walking in the cloisters

of the Servites and saw a fresco of St. Peter Martyr with sword

and palm, a great desire of martyrdom seized her, and, praying

that it might be her lot, the saint appeared to her holding a chalice

full of blood, which he presented to her, saying: "Take, my
daughter, this dialice and taste its precious blood, for in time you

will have many tribulations." Fearing that it might be an illusion,

she prayed the Lord not to abandon her nor permit her to be de-

ceived. He at once appeared to her in the guise of a boy of ten,

with a cross on His shoulder, and said : "Doubt not. My spouse,

for he that appeared to thee is My faithful servant, Peter Martyr,

whom I have already given thee as father and director. As he,

* "L>e trasae dl p«tto II cuore tutto liyldo e terreo eccetto in quella parte,

nella quale era scrltto a lettere d'argrento, Jesus, Spes mea. « pol mon-
datolo. e conv<»rtlte !e lettere d'argrento !n oro gllle lo restltnl." Raszl,

op. cit., page 136.

Una nugrola come di fuoco. Razsl, op clt.
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for love of Me and zeal for My faith, has drunk of the bitter

chalice of My Passion, so thou, too, through love of Me and zeal

for souls, shall endure maiqr adversities." Then, placing the Cross

on her left shoulder. He said : "This will seem to thee iMtter only

in the b^^inning, but in the end sweet and pleasant, thanks to My
love, which makes all things light." On the feast of the Exalta-

tion of the Cross our Lord again appeared to her with two angels

preceding Him, carrying a larger cross, which also He placed on

her left shoulder, saying: "This, O beloved, is the cross that for

the whole of thy life will not be wanting to thee. I give it to thee

now, since it is fitting that the Bridegroom should make some

present to His bride. It will seem to thee troublesome at first, but

in the end the more glorious." In receiving this cross she felt such

a pain and burthen, that from that moment her left shoulder was

visibly more bent than the other. When, for the third time, she

received from the hands of Christ the cross, it was in the form of a

staff, given to her with these words: "You will overcome all

tribulations and adversities with patience by means of this staff,"

to which she replied: "My Lord, my hope, solace of my soul and

sweet refuge, I have borne and will willingly bear the cross for Thy
land and glory, confiding in Thy goodness and help, which I am
certain will never fail me." After she had received the three

crosses, two shining angels appeared to her on the night of the

feast of St. Nicholas, and, on the part of God, presented her with a

stole covered all over with crosses, which they placed over her

shoulders and arms.

At daybreak one Eastertide morning, as she was meditating on

the agony in the garden, which increased in her the longing for

martyrdom, Christ appeared and impressed upon her the stigmata.

A blood-stained thorn projected, as it were, from the hands, feet

and side of our Lord and penetrated her. She was like one dead

from excessive pain; 00 recovering, she bagged and obtained that

the stigmata should not be visible to every one. She was also im-

pressed with the crown of thorns. Pico and some others affirmed

that they had seen and touched it. It extended from the crown

of her head to her neck and cut into tiie bone. She was then in

her twenty-fourth year.

In 1519, on the feast of SS. Simon and Tude, as she was praying

the Lord to enlighten her enemies and those who persecuted her,

so that they might not fall into sin and calling to mind the words

of the Psalmist, "Domine Deus, in te speravi, salvum me fac ex

omnibus persequentibus me, et libera me," the Prophet David ap-

peared to her, accompanying her so sweetly on the lyre that it

seemed as if her soul would leave her body, a detail which recalls
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a similar incident in the life of St. Frands of AssdsL" Having

ceased chanttng, David said to her: "Remember, my daughter,

that all men in mortal life are, for die most part, sinners, who,

however, can more easily do penance in it than in that which is to

come; the more willingly endure all the adversities that will befall

you, and know that all that you ask of the Lord will be granted

to you."

Many saints appeared to her from time to time, whose varying

characteristics she minutely described. She often received Com-

munion at the hands of Our Lord, the angels and saints. From

St. Michael- the Archangel she received the visible impress of a

<:ross on the breast, which remained for a few days. Unable to

provide personally for all her needs, she was often the recipient

of many gifts from God and the saints. She was once led in spirit

to Jerusalem, where she witnessed all the mysteries of the Passion,

when Christ gave her two pieces of the wood of the cross, one of

which she gave to Count Pico, of Mirandola, and the other to his

daughter, wife of the Doge of Genoa, Count di Renda, and, as the

Count relates, it wrought the miraculous deliverance of some

possessed persons.
' An instructive incident, which illustrates how Christ is personified

in the suffering members of His mystical Body, is related by her

Italian biographer. When ^e was once in spiritual converse with

Our Saviour and was summoned to render some service of cbarity,

but excused herself, she was ordered by Christ to leave Him and

go whither she was wanted; but, stibmitting that it was not fitting

for the creature to leave its Creator, Our Lord replied : "Although,

my daughter, it may be hard for thee to go, neverthdess. It is pleas-

ing to Me that for love of Me and your neighbor's good, thou

shouldst deprive th3rself of perscnal oMisolations. And let your

mind be at ease, for thereby thou dost not leave nor I abandon thee,

.for I am always with thee." Having received Our Lord's blessing,

she went promptly and performed this work of charity through

simple obedience.

She was often carried invisibty by her angels^ to distant regions

to deliver her friends from imminent danger. Once, invisibly, but

actually in the body* she traversed a distance of one hundred and

• See Life Of St. t^tancts by ftev. liSopoM de Chdranefi, O. S. V. C.

Third edition, page t2S.

' Besides the sUM-dUn mogtil wbO watched over her troiA her birth, she

had also assigned to her a siz-wlnsed seraph, the former appearing in

white vesture and the latter In red.

8 Her Italian biographer tars ^•l v«ro oorptt." But It must have
been In whit is called the human essence, ss dlstlnot from the physical

body.
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sixty miles to rebuke a great noble who was the cause of the most

cruel wars in Italy and commanded him, in the name of Christ,

to desist fr<Mn fomenting discord and disturbances in Christendom,

otherwise the divine wrath would be visited upon him. Disturbed

at first by the aspect and language of his visitor, having learnt who
she was and for what reason she came, he gave her hope of peace.

The chrwiicler notes that she made the journey, three hundred and

twenty miles going and coming, in the space of three or four hours.

She appeared in the same way to a famous preacher long antagon-

istic to her, thinking she was under demoniacal influence. She

was accompanied by another Dominican tertiary, and, having com-

plained of his incredulity, said : "Get rid, father, of this sinister im-

pression lyou have of me, although I do not deserve your good

opinion; nevertheless, respect God, who can do with His handmaid

what He pleases."

' She had the gift common to saints and favored souls of reading

conscience. She knew, by divine or infused knowledge, the secrets

of hearts and revealed them to many, rebuking them for their

hidden vices. The gift of prof^ecy was also given to her. She

predicted many things that stibseqtientiy came to pass, such as

the death of Pope Julius II., the conring of the French into Italy

and the imprisonment of their King.

The Church and the world, particularly in Italy, were sore afflicted

in the age in which Catherine of Racconigi lived. It was an age

flicts—an age when triumphant vice, naked and not ashamed,

of deplorable decadence, of unbridled luxury and internecine con-

flaunted with unabashed insolence and sullied with its slimy pres-

ence the holiest places and the highest office, vice against which the

Dominican Friar Savonarola, with the courage of an apostle and

the prescience of a prophet, declaimed from the pulpit; the age

when the Medici ruled and reveled in Florence and an Alexander

VI. occupied the Pontifical throne. Catherine Mattel was four

years old when the prior of San Maroo, after preaching in Brescia

and Genoa, returned to Plorenoe at tfie instance and entreaty of

Roo of Mirandola. It was in July, 1490, he reached Tuscany, after

parting with the mysterious Strai^(ier he met on the way at Pianoro,

who accompanied him as far as the Porto San GaHo, sajring: 'Take

care to discharge faithfully the tnisnon entrusted to thee by God."

To another Dominican another mission was assigned, which had a

certain relationship to his. Catherine of Racconigi. years after

Savonarola's mission ended in the tragfic scene which the fair city

on tfie Amo witnessed in 1498, was leading her hidden life of

mystical suffering for the Church in the midst of poverty and toil

to an obscure town in Piedmont, while the tide of corruption rose
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higher and higher in the south, until it flooded and fouled the very

sanctuary of the Holy of Holies.

The moral condition of die Church and the world was revealed

to her in symbolical visions. Once, rapt in spirit, she was led into

a church, the walls of which were draped in black, and she saw

herself similarly vested, whereupon the Blessed Virgin appeared

to her and said : "Wonder not, my daughter, to see the church with

its sombre veil ; for the sins of the world, and particularly of those

who should be pastors and spouses, have thus darkened it. Thou
art also vested in black through great grief and sadness of soul,

seeing that blood and labors of my dear Son, thy beloved spouse,

so little prized, and tribulations to come, which God wills to send

to His deformed Church, will sadden thee much more." Then she

saw two combatants, one in black, of horrible aspect, and the other

in white and red, armed with a sword having in its pommel an

image of Christ, with which he fought and conquered. The same

year there were visioned to her two great armies, one of which had

a red and white standard, with the Madonna and Child surmounted

by a cross, and the other a black standard, on which was a forbidding

face, against which a young man under thirty waged war and ob-

tained a victory, although at the cost of the loss of many on )iis

side. It seemed to her that those who were taken alive in the

enemy's ranks were baptized. Similar armed conflicts, likewise end-

ing in the baptism of the conquered, were foreshown to her in later

visions.

In 1521, when pestilence ravaged Turin and its vicinity, gfrieving

for her country, she offered herself to God as a victim to appease

the divine wrath, praying that He would pardon the people and

punish her for their sins, whereupon two angels appeared, carrying

a coffined corpse and said: "Thou knowest, Catherine, that God
is angered on account of the multitude of wicked men, and if thou

hadst not interposed, offering thy body to the scourges. His most

just anger woald have already fallen ttpon mortals, but as they

have not amended, lo, we bring the pestilence, indicated by this

coffin." "Tell the Lord," she replied, "not to be angered ajrainst

His people, but to punish their sins in my body." Her petition was

heard and through her merits the plague ceased.

Her ecstacies were frequent She was often rapt into heaven

and participated, as far as it is possible for a motrtal still in via,

in the beatitude of the saints. She was led to hell and witnessed

the tortures of the damned, and into purgatory, where she conversed

with the suffering souls, whom she consoled. Once, on the feast

of the holy angels, she was again rapt into heaven and saw the

glorified state of tiie Messed, indescribable in human language and
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only dimly adumbrated in similitudes. When she emerged from

the ecstatic state, a ridily adolraed palace appeared to her like a

squalid abject cabin. On the feast of St. Jerome, as her mind
was raised to the cmtemplation of the celestial spheres, she heard

the most hanuoniotis canticles in FarBdise, and it was shown to her

how by her {Mayers many souls would be saved. One Corpus Christi

she was borne by angels into the presence of God and saw, nigh the

throne of the Divine Majesty, a gireat book sealed witii seven seals,

in which, by a special favor, she was permitted to read the names

of her spiritual diildren, for whom she prayed that they might

never offend God mortally. Her prayer was answered for many,

but not for all ; for all were not disposed. It was, however, promised

her that at the end they would arise from sin and be saved.

One day as she was reading the Gospel of the marriage feast,

she was rapt into heaven and saw the divine nuptials represented

and was clothed with a purple garment and crowned, but her crown

was not yet complete and perfect. On another occasion she was

again rapt in spirit and saw the Most Holy Trinity, and her sout

was filled with such a sense of complete contentment by the beatific

vision that, like the Apostles on Thabor, she longed for it to last

and prayed not to return to the prison and stable of the world, but

was given to understand that her crown was not yet finished. She

was shown by a symbolical vision how it is the three theological

virtues, faith, hope and charity, which obtain for us entrance into

heaven, and that without innocence and purity no one can see

God.

Praying the Lord out of His great charity to shut the mouth of

hell, the answer was given to her that that could not be, for Divine

justice must have its place. Urging that the glory of God would

be thereby made more resplendent and His immense goodness be

praised by a greater multitude, she was told that His glory will be

reflected not less in His divine justice than in His mercy. Then

she besought the Lord to execute His justice upon her. "Thou
couldst not," said Christ, "endure such punishment, nor is it reason-

able that thou shouldst do penance for the sin of another." "Where-

fore, then," she asked, "hast Thou infused into my soul such an

ardent desire of suffering if Thou wiliest not, my sweetest Jesus, to

satisfy it?" "This thy desir«," replied Our Lord, "will be to thy

rejoicing and to many others on thy account, but not possibly to

an, as My Passion has not its effect in all."*

In 1520 St. Peter and St. Paul appeared to her, one placing on

her shoulder the sword of Avine justice and the other In her hands

the keys of infinite mercy, exhorting her to pray fervently for the

*"Cbe ne anco la mla paasione ba effeto In tuttl." Sic In ortf.
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Church. Beseeching the Lord to g^ve good pastors to His Qiurch,

'Christ appeared to her vested in black, holding a blood-stained

poniard and displaying great anger towards ungrateful sinners;

whereupon she prostrated herself, pleading for pardcm and mercy

for those who administered the sacrament, for ^e knew God was

chiefly angered against them. And that divine justice might be

satisfied, she received in her heart from tiiat poniard a wound

which lasted for many years and gave her incredible pain. Sudi

was her love and diarity towards God and her neighbor diat she

took upon her great pains and torments not only for the Churdi, but

also for many private persons.'

One day when she was oppressed with great heat, she began to

meditate on the pains of purgatory and said within herself : "What
wouldst thou do if thou were so tortured in purgatory ?" upon which

she heard a voice that said: "Thou dost well to think of those

pains; but in order that thou mayest better realize their intensity,

thou shalt experience for a while ^t fire." Imme<£ately she felt

a spark of fire in her left cheek, which gave her such pain as she

had never hitherto endured. Having once offered all her merits

for a soul that had just passed out of life, after five days it ap-

peared to her, liberated from purgatory, a^rming that the suffer-

ings therein were much greater than was said. Led again in spirit

to purgatory, the soul of the mother of a certain Dominican prior

begged her to make known to her son his mother's state in the other

world. She did so, taking upon her a portion of the punishment

meted out to that soul, which, upon its release a few days after-

wards, appeared to her accompanied by angels and thanked her for

her charity, commending her son to her prayers, Catherine replied

that she did not know who could better help him than his mother,

who now saw God face to face. It elicited the following response,

full of instruction for us: "Nevertheless, not being in a condition

to merit and to suffer as thou art, I cannot so efficadously remem-

ber him." From her fifth year she was wont to help the souls of

the departed and many obtained their release from purgatory

through her prayers. In 1513 Sister Margaret of Biandra, another

Dominican, having died, Cadierine went to her obsequies and asked

of the Lord some sign of the state of the soul of her deceased sister

at that moment. The dead woman suddenly raised her right hand

and, seizing Ckdwrinefa^ BltDugly pressed it, and after a while re-

laxed her grasp. Qitherine interpreted from Ais that she had

escaped the pains of hell, but was in purgatory, which moved her

to oi^r her merits lor Iwr fdeue and on the fifth day she was

liberated.

Her humility, habitual and deep-seated, expressed itself in her
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«peedi, gestures and actions. When she beard any person of holy

life praised, she wept for her tepidity and little fervor in the divine

service. Once, when entreating fotgiveness for her sins, she saw
above her a globe of fire, from which was outstretched a hand that

blessed her.

Her love of solitude was such tliat, when still a little girl, she

avoided churches where she knew there would be a gfreat concourse

of peoi^e. This desire to lead a solitary life grew in her to such a

-degree that, in 1512, when she was in her twenty-seventh year,

oa the night of November 9, the ground being then covered with

hoarfrost, she rose without disturbing her mother; and, crucifix in

hand, knelt and invoked the Holy Spirit to g^ide her across the

Alps and lead her into some solitude or some monastery where

she mig^t shut herself up. Then she heard a voice utter tiiese

words: "Whither wouldst thou go? I do not will that thou

shouldst leave." Looking around her and seeing no one, she thought

she had offended God by what she conceived -to be her presumption,

and, unable to give effect to her wishes, remained inconsolable until

the feast of St John Baptist, when Christ s^peared to her and said

that the reason He had conferred so many gifts upon her was not

tiiat she should shut herself up in a hermitage or convent, but, re-

maining in her father's house, by her example and life, be the

means of eternal salvation to many. He taught her to build the

spiritual edifice on the foundation of humility and tiie walls thereof

with tribulations. She seemed to live at once on earth and i»

beaven, combining the active with the contemplative or interior life.

While she labored with her hands, her mind was raised on high;

-as the old Italian writer says, she read in the book of nature—con
la mente leggendo nella libreria della natura—and by means of

visiUe things rose to the oontemplaticm of what is "heavenly and

invisible."

This illiterate Italian peasant, who had not known the letters of

the a^habet, did not know how to read until Our Lord Himself

taught her, and who could read nothing but the Office, was con-

sulted by many eminent and learned personages, Archbishops,

Bishops and nobles like Qaudio of Savoy, Lord of Racconigi, who
souc^t her counsel and declared they had never found any one en-

'dowed with such luminous intelligence.

She led a very mortified life. Before she had passed her early

youth she began the practice of astounding austerities and pen-

ances, fasting for some years on bread and water every day except

Sunday from the beginning of November until Christmas. The
great abstinences of die early saints ymt, lor the most pert, under-

Sone in warm or temperate climates, like Eg3rpt, parts of Syria and
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Greece, but she practised this austerity in very cold seasons and
in a country where, one of her Italian tuc^^i^ers naively remarks^

people are hardly content to eat only three times a day. She wore

round the waist an iron chain, which penetrated through the skin

into the flesh.

Learning from theologians that every act of virtue performed

under vow is more meritorious and earns a higher reward, after

trying herself for some time by these austerities, hearing a preacher

one day dilate on St. Catherine of Siena, on her return home she

made a vow of perpetual vii^nity, consecrating it to the Most Holy

Trinity and the Blessed Virgin. On the following night St. Cath-

erine of Siena, more luminous than usual, appeared to her and said

:

"My daughter, your vow is pleasing to your spouse, to His Blessed

Mother and to me also. Be of good heart, for we will help you

in the spiritual warfere, and not foil thee at need. Take now these

two roses, one white and one red, sent to thee by Thy spouse, which

will be as a token on thy heart. The red rose will remind thee of

the most ardent charity which He has manifested towards thee and
all the human race when He shed His blood, and the white rose

will remind thee of His great purity and innocence, which thou

shouldst imitate."

She had much to endure in body as well as in spirit from
demoniacal assaults, being attacked sometimes by one, sometimes

by two, at other times by five and often by innumerable demons

—

supernatural conflicts, recorded in detail by her early biographers,

in each of whidt she achieved a complete victory over Satan.

Testimony to Catherine's holiness was borne not only by the

saints in glory but by mai^ persons on earth as well as by many
miracles which she wrought. A venerable priest related to Count

Mirandola that, praying one day with great concentration of mind,

he was called by his guardian angel to witness a marvelous thing

and saw a young girl of between ten and eleven, very resplendent,

and, on asking who it was, he was told it was Catherine of Rac-

conigi and to pray for her; for, being a little girl and physically

weak, she had great need of prayers. Mgr. Gaudio, of Racconigi,

who held the virtuous girl in high esteem, affirmed that he had

often frcMn his palace windows seen at night heavenly splendor over

Catherine's poor little house, and ascertained that at that moment
she was in converse with saints from Paradise. To a priest during

the celebration of Mass the form of a little boy dad in red ai>-

peared over the altar and, taking a particle of the consecrated

Host, said, "I want this for Catherine of Racconigi," and then

suddenly disappeared. That holy priest knew that it was Christ

who was that morning providing the food of angels for His angelic
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spouse. Similar particles of the Host \yere taken by invisible

iiands from other priests and given to this holy virgin when tmable

to go to the church for Communion. In 1514 two priests, one

of whom was a Dominican, saw the ring with which she was
espoused to her Saviour. When praying in her room there was
often seen over her head a light like a radiant star. Her face

underwent a chaise and became more beautiful when in presence of

the saints who visited her. A Benedictine monk named Maurus
once, when in prayer, saw Christ hanging on the cross and Cath-

erine, as it were, inlaid in all His members which suffered such

torments for our salvation, an incident which prompted him to visit

her, although he lived about three hundred miles from Racconigi.

A holy friendship, which even death did not interrupt, was formed

between them; for dying not many years afterward, be appeared

to her and said he had gone to a happier life and frequently visited

an.i consoled her in her tribulations. Persons were often conscious

of a supernatural perfume in her room and believed it came from

the presence of the saints, whose apparitions were of daily occur-

rence. This fragrance was inhaled by many who conversed with her

outside her own house. She was once seen going to the church

at Racconigi accompanied by three other Sisters of the same order,

and, asked by her confessor who they were—as there were none

others in that particular locality but herself—she replied with much
hesitation that they were St Gitiierine of Siena, the Blessed

Osanna of Mantua and the Blessed Cblomba of Rietl. In some
of her numerous journeys she was visibly accompanied by the

Blessed Virgm, St. Jerome, St Peter Martyr and St. Thomas of

Aquin. She made frequent journeys to Garessio, a populous town
in Piedmont at the base of the Apennines; to VerMlIi, where the

Duke, Duchess and other princes of the House of Savoy received

her in their palace ; to Casale, to Anne, Marchioness of Montferrat,

a relative of the King of France, who would have liked to have

kept her always with her and who said to Count Pico of Mirandola

that in the midst of all her vicissitudes, her greatest consolation

was to talk to Catherine, and to Mirandola, another castle of Rodo,

which belonged to Count Pico, to whom she foretold that he would

write her life and be assassinated by one of his near relations,

prophecies which were fulfilled in the last year but one of her

life.

For many years beforehand she knew that she was to migfrate

to Caramagna, a small town about three miles from Racconigi

fsunous for its ancient abbey dedicated to die Blessed Virgin. God

made known to her the house she would inhabit and when ordered

to go there, she obeyed like Abraham the voice of the Lord and
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Itit ber countty, her family, her fatfacr't hooM and went into the

country indicate! to her to spend there the twenty-three last years-

of ber life, and die there, a martyr of charity. The celebrated

preacher and writer, Father Paul Segneri, S. J., in his celdnated

work, "L'Incredule sans excuse" (second part, c. xxviiL) places her
among the most illustrious heroines of Christian charity who have

ejcemplified the Catholic religion.

Towards the close of her life, to still further purify and exalt

her, Providence permitted her to be tried by severe persecutions

on the part of those who oug^t to have consoled and defended her.

After the removal of her cMifessor she remained deprived of all

htmian solace and comfort. When almost at the point of death,

she was abandmed by all her friends and could have none of her

order near her. She was thus made more conformable to her Divine

Master in His Passion when "all leaving Him, fled." Like Him,^

too, she lx>re this desertiion and desolation with indescribable

patience, resignation and fortitude. Although, like St Paul, longing

to be dissolved and to be with Christ, nevertheless, like St. Martin,

such was her love of her neighbor, such her thirst for souls, that

she prayed the Lord that for their sakes He might leave her longer

in this valley of tears, visiting upon ber body the sins of Uie world.

In her last days her heart was so aglow with divine love that it

seemed as if it would spontaneously detach itself from her body.

She lay as motionless as a oorpse, and, scarcely breathing, seemed

as if dead. Finally, on Sunday, the 4th of September, 1547, after

devoutly receiving the last sacraments from a venerable priest, a

Benedictine monk, many spiritual persons being then present, with

her eyes raised to heaven she gave up her blessed soul to God, so

calmly and sweetly that, tbou^ dead, she seemed only sleeping. The
supernatural odor, so often exhaled and inhaled during life, was as

perceptible after death as before.

In conformity with her last will, prefaced by the words so dear

to her—"Jesus, Mary, my firm hope and my repose"—^she was

buried, not in the Rosary Chapel of the Friars Preachers at Rac-

conigi, as she had signified in a previous will in 1535, but in her

Dominican Church at Garessio, to the great regret of die inhabitants

of Caramagna, who, however, had custody of her remains for five

months. The whole population, the secular dei^ as well as the

Dominican friars, went out a long distance from Garessio to re-

ceive, imder a canopy, her sanctified body, which was tn a perfect -

state of preservat^ and continoed to exhale a delightful odor,

with the rii^fing of bells, the chanting of kymns, and by the light

of torches, they bore it to the church, where it was exposed for

veneration under the chapter altar, whidi is consecrated to her.
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In 1761 the Bishop of Alba made an authentic verification of her

remains and an examination of a large number of graces obt&ined

through her intercession. On account of portions of her remains

having been given as relics to Caramagna and Racconigi, the en-

tire 1>ody did not rest there. At the time of the suppression of the

regular orders in Piedmont in the b^^nning of the last century,

the cmiTent and church were sold and destroyed, the perpetrator

of the sacrilegious qtoliation subsequently dying in misery. I'he

remains at Garessio, encased in wax and clothed in the haUt of a

Dominican tertiary, were deposited in a chapel dedicated to her in

which her feast is annually solemnized.

Garessio was the native place of Father Peter Martyr Morelli,

for whom she obtained many favors and to whcwn she foretold that

he would be twice prior of the new convent at Racconigi and her

last cmifessor. Father Augustin of R^^o, a Dominican religious,

had been previously assigned to her by Our Lord as the director

of her conscience. He went to Racconigi and in her name—for she

was always ill—answered the numerous letters addressed to her

by princes and great personages. Later, when advanced in years

and debilitated in health, he obtained permission fnun his superiors

to remain at Caramagua, whither he went with her and where he

died a year before her in the reputation of holiness. Father Morelli

revised her life by Pico of Mirandola, adding thereto things un-

known to her first biographer, who had predeceased her. Thus was

fulfilled her prophecy that the graces she had received would be

made public in the Church and related by two different persons,

well known to her. This life, although called a compenditun,^** is

the most complete and reliable.

.V decree of Pius VII. raised her to the honors of the altar.

Fadier Pius Anthony Molinier, of Chieri, near Turin, the suc-

oeasiFul pronnoter of her cause as well as of the causes of other

saintly Dominicans, who composed the lessons and prayers for the

proper office and Mass, died in 181 1 on the eve of her feast, doubt-

less to keep it along with her in the ownpany of the blessed, the

FaniiUa DvMninicana who form a part of the Churdi Triumphant

Devotion to this holy soul has never ceased to exist in Italy. Her

•"Compendium of the Admtnbl* deeds done by the Blessed Catherine

Of Racconigi. a most pure virgin of the Order of Penance of St Domi-
nic, divided into tea Books and onai)OM« by Jolin Wancis Pico. Prince

of Mirandola and Count of Concords, and flnlihed br the Servant of Our

I^rd Jesus Christ, Father Peter Martyr Itorelll of Garessio, of th« Order

of Friars Preachers: with Notes. Chieri and Turin: Press ot Tory and

tMniasao, ISM." ploua tartiary of Turin h»d this worli republished,

tAilng tkereto both her WUIs. and with a Preface by Father Dominic

Musaoli. O. P. Father Hyacinth Daniel, of Turin, formerly a Jesuit, pub-

lished a short Life.
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room in her humble home at Racconigi was converted into a chapel.

Over the altar is represented the Redeemer restoring to His spouse

her heart adorned with rays in the form of a cross, in which are

read the words "Jesus, my hope," and upon the altar is a reliquary

containing a bone of the Beata, perfectly preserved, a gift made
in 175 1 by the Dominicans of Gressio. When any public calamity

befell the town, the faithful of all classes, even from distant dis-

tricts, repaired in pilgrimage to this sanctified centre of devotion,

where they heard Mass, presented offerings, petitioned for favors or

returned thanks for favors received through her intercession. In

1835, when an epidemic of cholera brought death and desolation in

its train, they carried her image in procession, promising to fast for

twenty years on the eve of her feast and present a rich chalice of

gold and silver, whereupon the epidemic ceased. In gratitude they

erected a church, dedicated under her invocation, in the vicinity of

her birthplace, the pious Queen, Maria Theresa, wife of Charles

Albert, securing for a site an adjoining house, the foundation stone,

laid in 1836, bearing the following inscription:

B Catherine De M&tteia, conelTl
Ob morbum indlcum aano

Abhinc JuKatum,
Racconixlum Memor,

Provida. Reg. Karl Alb et Mar Ther Aur*
Prior D Plaaco Cum Prop Sacco
Utroque Clero, munlclplo, populo .

Adstantlbus
Ad complendum novs civltatls votum
Prld. Non. Sept. Anno. MIXXX3XXXVI.

Sacelli prlmum lapldem p.

This church, raised at the public expense, was so constructed that

from the floor one could see Catherine's room and ascend thereto

by a small stairs. King Charles Albert and his Queen often heard

Mass in this church and room; for during her life and after her

death she has always been an object of affectionate veneration to

the House of Savoy." Mary Adelaide, wife of Victor Emmanuel

I., presented a rich and handsome chasuble, worked by her own

hands, which is used every year, on September 4, when her feast

in kept in presence of a great concourse of priests and people. There

is a chapel dedicated to her in the parish church of St. John Baptist,

erected seventy-six years ago on the site of the older church in

which Catherine was baptized. On the first Sunday of every Sep-

tember a pious confraternity keeps her feast therein with gfreat

solemnity. Mass is celebrated, a panegyric delivered and after ap-

propriate chants and hymns her statue is borne in a processiMi

in which the municipal council take part. The stuccoed chapel is

adorned with statues and frescoes, the altar piece representing Our

Lady, Catiierine and some of the saints who appeared to her. The

It The Italian royal fUnlly have a summer residence In Baoeontgl.
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GXy Coondl rq>airs to this altar on August 29, makes an offering

sted asssts at Mass, while the Dominican convent keeps her feast

on the day fixed for the whole order.

The house in which she lived at Caramagna, on the outer door

oi which is inscribed, "House in which lived and died holily the

Blessed Catherine of Racconigi," has also been converted into a

dtapeL Among the frequent visitors bo this sanctuary were the

late King Humbert, Prince Amadeus and the Princesses Marie

Qotilde and Maria Pia. Father Francis Thtxnas Jesa, O. P., form-

eriy professor of theology in the University of Turin and later rectw

of the Pontifical Seminary at Rome, composed the following legend,

which epitomizes the history of Ais house:

"The Blessed Catherine Mattei of Racconigi, of tile Third Order

of St Dominic, in this dwelling for ma^y years led a holy and

marvelous life, and from this little cell, later changed into a chapel,

the saint who inhabited it quitted it for heaven on the 4th of Sep-

tember, 1547. This house, after several centuries, was bought by

the theologian, James Callus of Caramagna, Canon-Ardideaoon of

the Cathedral of Irvea. He made it his presb3^ery, added to it

the present chapel and enriched it with gold, marble, stucco and

paintings. It was very fitting; for in a place witness of the

mysteries of such lofty sanctity, the dty of Caramagna could not do

less to testify its gratitude no less than its piety to the memory of

the illustrious spouse of Christ."

In addition to this there is a chapel dedicated to her in the parish

church. She is also held in particular veneration in Turin. On the

publication of the decree of the Holy See approving of 'her cult,

Napoleon I. donated an altar for the new chapel erected in her honor

in that 'dty. It was to have been marble, but only the modem
portion was made, enridied with painting^. She is likewise honored

in other churches in Turin, and the ribbon-workers of that dty keep

her feast on the first Sunday of September. The Dominican nuns

of Chieri, on the rig^t bank of the Po, not far from Turin, have

her portrait, the head environed with an aureda, her brow encircled

with a crown of thorns, a large cross on her left shoulder, a small

cross over her heart, the stigmata, a lily in her hand, three ring^s on

her fii^fer, and the Holy G^ost, as it were, descending upon her.

One of the lai^ chapels in an older convent in Turin, where the

order had two,^* is dedicated to her, and the Dominican tertiaries

venerate her ae their patroness.

R. F. O'Connor.
Doblln. Ireland.

i*One of the coovents was deatrored at the suppression, the purchaser

dying In poverty; the other has passed out of the possession of the order

and been converted into a college.
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THE ESCHATOLOGY OF THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS *

*The special principles employed In the following exegesis are, tor the
moEt part, not original with the author, who desires to aclmowIedg« his
Indeotedness to the article, "Jesus Christ/' by the Rev. Lieonoe de Oraad-
malson, In the "Dlctlonnaire Apolog«tique de la Foi Cathollque."

^ - AHE records of human history present the figure of a single

man whose life-story has arrested such universal atten-

tion as to become a part of the common knowledge of

mankind. That man is Jesus, the pro{rfiet of Nazareth. His four

biographers unanimously record that He made for Himself the

most tremendous claim that the human mind can even conceive—

the daim of His own personal identitjy with the Deity. To sucb

a claim the human mind, with its natural instinct for truth, im-

mediately responds in the words of the ancient dilemma: "Aut

Deus, aut non bonus." Either His assertion was true or He was

an impostor. It then remains to choose between these two alter-

natives by examining the records of His life.

First, the Gospels themselves have been examined, not by im-

partial critics only, but by declared adversaries. Yet their his-

torical value has never been successfully impeached. Simplicity,

sincerity, self-consistfency in the highest degree, first-hand ex-

perience of the facts recorded, unity of theme and purpose, historical

and geographical accuracy and a marvelous concord in substantial

combined with precisely that individual freedom in detail which

precludes conspiracy—^these are the notes which the Gospels bear

upon their every page and line, and which stamp them as genuine

and truthful if ever human writing was. No contemporary writer

questions them, or even indirectly contradicts them. Many bear

external testimony, int^tional or unconscious, to their truth. And
thousands of their readers, in many generations, have calmly and

deliberately surrendered their very lives rather than assent to the

doubtfulness, not of the naturally credible portions of this history,

but of those of its assertions which appear most extravagant and

improbable.

There is, therefore, no course remaining for the reasonable mind

but to accept the truth of the record, and go on to examine the

character of its hero. Again the dilemma, "Aut Deus, aut non

bonus." He must therefore be taken as His bi<^^phers present

Him, and judged on His own merits. In such a process the step

must be from the second alternative to the first, as from the more

easily to the less easily known. Was Jesus merely a pretender?

For nearly twenty centuries the civilized world has been engaged

in examining this question, each successive generation bringing to
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bear upon the subject its newly acquired knowledge. Hie result is

nothing less than startling. It is unanimously the verdict of Jesus'

own supreme judge on earth: "I find no fault in this man."

But the obvious ccmclusion, to the former alternative, is to many
an unwelccane one. Resentful of the prc^Kwal to assent to the

truth of an inscrutable mystery, they tell us that all such conclu-

sions are a priori irrational—as if, forsooth, the human intellect

should only be discredited in confessing itself finite. This class

of critics has sought refuge in a third possiUIity—^diat the hero of

the Gospels was deluded. This theory has appeared in every stage,

not even excluding the supposition that Jesus was insane. Such a

charge was made against Him twice in His own lifetime—once

by companions of his early life, startled by a misleading report of

His sudden notoriety,^ and later by some carping critics among His

auditors.* The same charge has been occasionally repeated in later

ages; but it is now definitely abandoned, as, indeed, it had bjeen

before His death. His contemporaries recorded its absolute re-

jection on their part, and they were surely the best judges. They,

subjected Him to five serious criminal trials, scourged Him to un-

ccMisdousness, nailed Him to a malefactor's gibbet and gathered

around to overwhelm His d3ring moments with the bitterest re-

proaches that hatred could invent No human society, civilized,

barbarous or savage, ever meted out such treatment to a deluded

visionary.

The defenders of the delusion theory, therefore, have been obliged

to take up a milder position and search the records of Jesus' life

for ordinary human error, aware that this, if established against

Him, is no less fatal to His paramount claim. To summarize the

history of this method of attack is not our present purpose, nor

is it worthy of serious effort, since the general objections to which

it appeals are so far-fetched that the least attempt at candid examina-

tion at once dispels them. There is, however, one particular de-

partment of the gospel history whidi seems to present more obvious

difficulty, and which, in consequence, is a fruitful field for a certain

modern school of rationalistic criticism. We refer to those por-

tions of the predictions of Jesus which appear to involve a con*

fusion of two distinct events: the end of the national existence of

the Jews and the end of the world.

The nature of the objections derived frcun tiiis source can only

be understood by viewing the controverted predictioiu in their his-

torical setting. The ideal of tiie Christ, the Messiah or Anointed

of God, who was to appear as His vicegerent upon earth, had grown

iMark Hi.. 21.

2 John X., 20.
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in ckamtss and d«finitin«S8 frmn Moses thnx^ the proi^etical

writitigs until the bst toodi was added to the picture bj Malachias,

with whose mesaage the prophetical canon of the Hebrews had

cloeed some fotir centufiea before the time of Jesus. During this

latter interval the teachers of Israel, pondering over the more evi-

dent niessiaaic passages in the sacred writings, had observed therein

two distinct functions attributed to the Christ who was to come.

On the one hand thty found Him depicted as a lineal descendant of

the great David and the ruler tA a tuiversal reahn of wder, justice

and peaee under the sway of those moral principles which as yet

were the inheritance of Israel alone among the nations.* On the

other hand, they saw the prmnised Girist standing in the majesty

of God amid the ruin of a falling universe, and, fai the name and

authority of the Creator, pronouncing upon every human soul the

sentence of acceptance or of reprobation which its own moral

decision had merited.*

These two ideals, the regal Chnst and the "eschatological," the

Jewish nation as a whole never succeeded in harmoniously uniting

in the concept of a single person. In consequence, there arose two

distinct schools of messianic doctrine and literature. Since the

notion of an earthly reign of universal justice was preponderant

in the vast majority of messianic passages of the. Scriptures, it was

but natural that Israel's official theologians, tfie rabbis of the various

schools, should have emi^asized the Christ of political supremaqr

(as they conceived him to be), to the virtual exclusion of His coun-

terpart, the Christ of the final consummation. It was also but

natural that this Christ of the rabbis should have become the ex-

pectation of the people and have rendered them incapable of com-

prehending a Christ whose visible reign on earth was to be but

brief,* but whose sway in the person of His successors would be

both tmiversal and perpetual.

But the eschatological concq>tion of the Christ as final and su-

preme Judfe, though far kss prominent both in the Old Testament

and in the mind of the people, was by no means doomed to extinc-

tion. Appearing in the later period of the sacred writings, it gained

in force, after the last of the Prophets, to such an extent as to

become the central theme of those* of the Hebrew apocryphal writ-

«Cf. Pa. xllT.. Ixxl.; Isa. U., 2-4: ix., 0-7: xxxUi.. 1-4; xl., 1-11; xlU..

I- 12; zUx-; Izt.; J«r. xxzi.. 81-34; xzziL, S7-40: ICiecta. xxxlv., 32-S4:

Dan. ii., 44; 45; vll., IS. 14, 27; Amos iz., 11, 12; Mich. Iv., 1-S; Zach.
1*.. »-10; et al

Of. Isa. xxxtT., 1-4; H.. 5-8; Jer. xxv., 21-8S; Dan. xll., 1-2; Jo«! HI.,

II-15; 'Soph. in.. 8.

'John xU., 34.

Book of Enoch; Book of Jubilees; Psalms of Solomon; et al.
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ings whidi pertain to the cj»ss of littratun known as "apocalyptk."

The authors of these works did not, it is true, wHoliy njact Hha

idea of a perpetual nwMianic reign on earth, nor of its piriitical

nature; but they foresaw this reign as inaugurated by the collapse

of the whole existing social order and by a general judgment, the

signal for which would be the very appearance of the Qirist upon

earth. The class with whom this idea found favor seems to have

been the necessarily small fnternity of mystical and ascetical

zealots; and Jesus Himself, in one of die passages which will be

discussed, fwetold that ia future times of crisis and doubt there

would arise impostors in whose doctrine the statements "I am He"
and "The time is at hand" would be understood as virtually identical

in meaning.''

It is maiidy this historical distinctness of the eschatological from

the regal ideal of the Christ that has furnished the above-men-

tioned rationalistic school with the peculiar viewpoint from which

its attack on the inerrancy of Jesus' doctrine is derived. The mem-
bers of this school differ somewhat in details of both matter and

method; but their main contention is that Jesus Himself belonged

to the eschatological school of Jewish interpreters. Neglecting or

rejecting His clear and frequent references to the permanence of

His doctrine through years of history yet to come, they lay a dis-

proportionate stress upon His every utterance with regard to His

office as supreme and final Judge. They would have us believe

that this was in His estimation the central truth of His system;

that His view of His own office was, if not actually inadequate,

at least much more limited than His followers have always be*

lieved; and that, r^rding Himself as the Christ in this aspect

only. He also expected, as His own utterances show, that the end

of His earthly teStimMiy would be intimately connected, if net

identical, with the end of all things earthly. Could this be indeed

established, Jesus would stand convicted of serious error. The old

argument, "Aut Deus, aut non bonus," would no longer be con*

elusive.

So inadequate a view of the mind of the Master could not hare

persisted, even for a generation, without some objective supptwt

The supposed evidence lies in some real difficulties presented by

those passages in the gospel narrative to which allusion has already

been nMde. These passages are, mainly, four in number, and their

OMitents may here be bri^y indicated.

The first passage is peculiar to Matthew and occurs in his tenth

chapter, where he records the first mission of the twelve apostles

during the early part of Jesus' ministry, and Ae instructions which

n^ake xTl.. t.
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He gave them on that occasion. Among these instructions we find

a warning of persecutions to come, terminating in a prediction that

"the coming of the Son of man" will find Uie evangelization of

Israel not yet completed.*

The second passage is common to the three "Synoptists"

—

Matthew, Mark and Luke. All of them place it in the same con-

text—directly following Peter's great confession of faith and pre-

ceding the narrative of the Transfiguration. This passage begins

with the lesson of constant self-denial in the following of Christ,

and ends with the prediction that some of his present hearers shall

see His coming with their mortal eyes.*

The third passage—the longest, the most complex and by far

the most diiHcult—is also common, in its main content, to the three

Synoptists. By all of them it is placed directly after the last public

discourse of the Master's life. Upon His departure frcMn the Temple

at the conclusion of this discourse, on the Tuesday after His

triumphal entrance into Jerusalem, an allusion to the magnificent

buildings elicits from Him the amazing prediction that they will

one day be razed to the ground. A little later, when asked how
soon this is to happen and what events will herald its approach,

Jesus utters the remarkaUe series of predictions whidt appear in

this section, comprising an entire chapter in Matthew and Mark and

the greater part of a chapter in Luke.**

The fourdi and last passage in question is again common to all

the Synoptists, and pertains to Jesus' own cc»fession of His Mes-

siaship, uttered before the Sanhedrin at a trial which, according

to Matthew and Mark, took place during the night following His

arrest, while Luke assigns it to the dawn of the following morning.

This solemn profession of His divine office and mission Jesus pro-

ceeded to confirm by a prediction that His judges should wit-

ness His appearance in the full majesty of divine authority.**

The difficulties arising from these portions of the gospel nar-

rative may best be exhibited in their concrete analysis. We shall

therefore beg^n with the third of the four passages above cited, as

most fully exemplifying the principles of interpretation which

govern all the four alike.

I. ll'E THIKD PASSAGE.

This lengthy discourse has been called "tiie Eschatolog^cal Gospel"

on account of its exclusive devotion to "the consummation of

s Matt. X.. 16-tt.

oMatt. xvl., 24-28; Mark vill., S4-S9; Luke iz..*2;-27.

i« Matt, xxiv.; Mark xlll.; Luke xzl., 5-SS.

" Matt, xxvi., 63-64; Mark xlv., 61-62; Luke xxil., 66-70.
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things" and to the moral lessons deduced therefrom. The rational-

istic argument against Jesus' perfect comprehension of His own
mission and of the destiny of his doctrine on earth owes its whole

force to certain real difficulties in the interpretation of this pas-

sage, which cast their shadow upon the mc»-e restricted assertions

recorded in the other three. The first of these difficulties lies in

the fact that the two events here predicted—^the end of Jewish

national existence and the end of the world—are strongly similar

in some of ^Sofox characteristic aspects. SeocMidly, their predictions

are recorded by the evangelists in one and the same context And
thirdly, the distinctness of the two themes in the mind of die

speaker is not always evident to the reader, owing to sudden and

somewhat obscure transitions from one to the other.

These are the facts whidi lend countenance to the theory of the

"esdiatologica) school" of rationalistic tsxegem. We are not con-

cerned with the more moderate portion of this sdiool, who would

safeguard the inerrancy of Jesus only at the expense of the his-

torical value of the narrative, by viewing the passage now under

discussion as a conglomerate of preexistent apocalyptic fragments

with authentic discourses of the Master. Such a position is neither

sound in itself nor necessary to the purpose. Insisting upon the

historical int^frity of the entire gospel record, our aim is the

refutation of the more radical tfieory, that Jesus was possessed by

the idea that His very presence on earth was a sign of the end

of all things, whidi was to oune, at the latest, within the life of

His own generation; and that this is proved by the obvious sense

of the passage now under discussion.

Had this passage never been written, the above theory would

find little support elsewhere in tiie Gospels, many of whose state-

ments are, in fact, its most abundant refutation. For Jesus every-

where speaks of His Church—^the "Kingd<Mn of heaven," "the King-

dom of God," and therefore the realm over which the Christ should

rdgn—as destined to a prolonged history, and requiring, moreover,

such a gradual growth and development of its latent powers as

could only be consistent with the iinite and imperfect social order

of the present state of man, and not with the new and perfect

order which is to succeed it. Now He likens the Church to a tiny

seed destined to becmne a g^t tree;** now, to leaven permeating

a mass of meal now, to a field in which both wheat and cockle

are to reach their full maturity before the time of harvesting.** In

a society whose misskm was "to all nations,"" and whose benefits

UMatt xlli.. 81-S2.

uibid.. St.

i«Mark xlli., t4-S0. S7-4S.

"Matt xxviU., 19.
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were to be offered to "every creattrre,"" the concepts expicssed

in these iipires cotdd not be verified in one generation, nor, in-

deed, in many, bat only through centuries of continuous existence.

And as if to make His purpose clear beyond possibility of dispate,

J^estts frequently rtfers to His own visible absence from His Church

as prolonged far into tiie future. He is the master "gcui^ into a

far country"** and leturning only "after a long time;"" He is the

son and faeir of the lord of ^ vineyard, which, after His murder,

is to be kt out to eiftcr and irorthier occupants than the first.^*

In the light of these teachings, the theory tiiat Jesus was only

a representative of die esdiatolc^cal sdiool of messianic inter-

preters of His own time UHh utterly to tiie ground, unless it can

be successfully maintained that in the passage now under eicamina-

tion He actually and cfearly cofrtradicts Himself. It is evident that

sudi a claim cannot be reasomtUy eeteMished by any nmre off-hand

assertions based upon a superficial reading of the passage in ques-

tion. To f(rfk>w such a method would be to set at defiance the

simplest principle of exegesis by opposing a single passage of

doubtful import against what is clearly the mind of dte Gospel as

a whole. If any reasonable explanation of the "esdiatologica]

gospel" can be offered whidi is in accord with the rest of Jesus'

teachings, the presumption is certainly in favor of that exi^ana-

tion.

Not only, we believe, can such an explanation be found, but even

more Our purpose is to offer a reasonable explanation of the

three sources of difficulty already indicated. This involves:

(a) An explanation of the elements in which the two events

here predicted are similar and of those wherein they differ.

(b) An explanation of their appearance in tiie same context.

(c) The assignment of obscure transitional portions to their

proper connection with one theme or the other, and the reasons

for such assigmnent.

Before proceeding, however, to this discussion, it becomes neces-

sary for the convenience of flie reader to transcrftie in full tiie pas-

sages under treatment. Tn doing so, we shall indicate at once the

division which the subsequent arguments will tend to justify.

THE INTRODUCTION.

Matthew xjdv. Marl( ;f»\. Ijike xfi.

(1) And JeBUB being (1) And as be waa go- (S) And some faylna
come otrt of the tern- ing out of the temple, of the temple, that ft
pie, went away, Aii4 hte one of liia dI)Mlplef aaM ma adome4 wltti «oodlr

"Mark xvi., 16.

~~~
"Luke xlx., 12.

"Matt. XXV., 19.

" Matt XTt., 83-41; Mark xll., 1-9; L«ke xx., »-l6.
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dlactplsB came to show
him the bufltinga of the
temple. (3) An« he
mnreitas. mM to tbem:
Do you MO an Omm
thingrs? Amen I aay to
yon, there shall not be
left here a stone upon
a «t<me that tdian not
be aegtroyed. (3) And
when he tras alttlnr on
moimt OHvet, Dt« dts-

cijrtea came to him inl-
vately, sayiiw: Tell us
when shall these thbigs
be? and what shall be
tiie sign of thy coming,
and of the oonsnmma-
tion of the worldT

(4) And Jesus an-
swering, satd to tbem:
Take heed that no man
seduce you: (S) <or
majty will come In my
name saying: I am
Christ: and they will se-
duce Many. «) And
yon shall iMar at wars
•ad rumors of wars.
See that ye be not
troubMd. For these
things most cone to
iwss, but the and Is not
yet. (T) For nation
ittaB rise against na-
tion, and kingdom
against kingdom; and
there shall be pesti-
lences, and famines, and
earthquakes in plaoea;
(8) now an these are
the beginnings of sor-
rows. (}) "Hien shall
they deliver you up to
be afflicted, and shall

put yon to death: and
you shall be hated by
all nations for my
name's sake. (10) And
then shall many be
scandalised: and shall

betray one another, and
•hall hate one another.
(11) And many folse
prophets shall rise, and
•hall seduce many. (12)
And because iniquity
hath abounded, the
charity of many shall

grow cold. (IS) But he
that shall persevere to
the end, he shall be
saved. (14) And this

gospel of the kingdom
•hall be preached In the
whole world, for a tes-
tlmonv to all nations,

and then shall the con-
•ommatlon come.

to him: Master, behold
what manner of etoaes,
and what bnlldlngs are
here. (2) And ^Mnu an-
swering, said to him:
Seest thou all these
great buildings? There
shall not be left a stone
upon a stone, that 4AialI

not be thrown down. (8)
And as be sat on the
mount ot Olivet, over
against the temple,
Peter and James and
John and Andrew asked
him apart: (4) Tell us,
when shall these thtaigs

be? and what shall he
the sign when all these
things shall begin , to be
fttlfllled?

PAKT 1.

(S) And Jesua answer-
ing, began to say to
them: Take heed lest
any OMtn deceive you.
(<) For many shall
come in my name, say-
ing, I am he; Md they
•hall deceive many. (7)
And when you shall
hear of wars and ru-
mors of wars, fear ye
not. For such things
must needs be, but the
end is not yet. (8) BV>r
nation shall rise against
nation, and kingdom
against kingdom, and
there shall be earth-
quakes in divans places,
and famines. These
thlngK are the begln-
nlaca of . sorrows. (•)
But look to yoursetvea.
For they shall deliver
yea up to eounoils, and
la Uie synagogues you
shall be beaten, and you
shall stand before gov-
ernors and kings fOrm
sake, for a testimony
unto then. (10) And
unto all nations the
gospel must first be
praaeked. (11) And
whan tbay idiaU lead
yon and deliver you up,
be not thoughtful be-
forehand what yon shall
•peak; but whatsoevor
shall be given you In
tha hour, that speak ye.

Iter tt to mot 70U that
speak, but the Holy
ebeat (U) And the
brother shall betray his
brother unto deaUi, and
tits Cather hto son; and
children shall rise up
against the parents, and
shall work their deatii.

stones and gifts, he
said: These things
which you see, the days
will come in which there
shall not be left a stone
upon a stone that shall
not be thrown down. (7)
And they asked him,
saying: Master, when
Shan these things be?
and what shaU be the
sign when they shaU be-
gin to come to pass?

(8) Who said. Take
heed you be not se-
duced; for many wlU
eome in my nane, say-
ing: I am be; and the
time is at hand: go ye
not therefore after
them. (9) And when you
shall hear ot wars and
sedltitHM, be not terri-

fied: these things must
first come to pass; but
the end is not yet pres-
ently. (10) Then he said
to them: Nation shall
rise against nation, and
kingdom against king-
dom. (11) And there
shall be great earth-
quakes In divers places,
and pestilences, and
famines, and (12) (But
before all these things,
they will lay their hands
on you, and i>ersecute
you, delivering you up
to the synagogues and
into prisons, dragging
you before kings and
governors, for my
name's sake. (IS) And It

shall happen unto yon
for a testimony. (14)
Lay It up therefore IB
your hearts, not to
meditate before how
you shall answer: (It)
for I will give you a
moutn and wisdom,
which all your adver-
saries shall not be able
to resist and gainsay.
(1<) And you shall b«
betrayed by your
parents and brethren,
and kinsmen and
friends; and some of yam
they wtn put to death.
(IT) And you shall be
hated by all men for ny
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(It) AM yoa ahail tte name's sak*. (IS) But a
hated by all men tor my hair of your head ahall

name's sake. But he not jwrlah. (It) In your
that shall endure unto patienoe you shall pos-
the end. he shall be seas your souls.

saved.

PART 1.

(16) When therefore (14) And when you (20) And when you
you shall see the abo- shall see the abomlna- ball see Jerusalem
minatton of desolation, tlon of desoIatio,n compassed about with
wtal<^ was spoken of by standing where It ou^t *» army; then know
Daniel the p r o p h e t. not: he that readeth let that the desolaUon
standing in the holy him understand: then thereof Is at hand. (21)

place: he that readeth let them that are in Then let ttiose who are

let him understand. Judea, flee unto the in Judea, flee to the

(16) Then they that mountains: (16) and let mountains; and those

are in Judea. let them him that is on the who are in the midst
flee to the mountains: housetop, not go down thereof, depart out: and
(17) and he that Is on into the house, nor those who are In the

the housetop, let him enter therein to take countries, not enter into

not come down to take anything out of the 't. (Ji) For these are
anything out of his house: (16) and let him tbe days of vengeance,
house: (18) and he that that shall be in the field, that all things may be
is in the field, let him not turn back to take up fulfilled, that are wrlt-

not go back to take his his garment. (17) And ten. (28) But woe to

coat. (1») And woe to woe to them that are them that are with
them that are with with child, and that give child, and give suck In

child, and that give suck in those days. (18) tbose days; for there

suck in those days. (20) But pray ye that these 'ball be great distress

But pray that your things happen not In In tbe land, and wrath

(21) For there shall (19) ^r in those days
be then great trtbula- shall be sucb tribula-
tion, such as hath not tions, as were not from
been from the beginning the beginning of the
of the world until now, creation which <3od
neither shall be. (22) created until now.
And imless those days neither shall be. (20)
had been shortened, no And unless the I<ord had
flesh should be saved; shortened the days, no
but for the sake of the flesh should be saved:
elect those days shall be but for the sake of the
shortened . (22) Then elect which he hath
if any man shall say to chosen, he hath short-
you: Lo here is Christ, ened the days. (21) And
or there; do not believe then if any man shall
him. (24) For there say to you, tio, hm« Is

shall arise false Christs Christ; lo, he is here:
and false prophets, and do not believe. (22) For
shall show great signs there will rise up false
and wonders. Insomuch Christs and false
as to deceive (If pos- proi>hets, and they shall
slble even the elect, show signs and wondMS,
(25) Behold I have told to seduce (if it were
It to you beforehand, possible) even the elect.

(26) If therefore they (2S) Take you heed
shall say to you: Behold therefore; behold I have
he is In the desert, go foretold you all things,
ye not out: behold he
is in the closets, be-
lieve it not. (27) For as

flight be not in the win- winter,
ter, or on the sabbath.

upon this people. (24)
And they shall fall by
the edge of the sword;
and shall be led away
captives Into all na-
tions; and Jerusalem
shall be trodden down
by the OentUes; till the
times of the nations be
fulfllled.

PART >.
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ligbtnlng cometh out ot
the «curt, and appearetb
even Into the west; so
tlhaU also the coming of
Uie Son of man be. (28)
Wbereaoever the body
ahall be, there ah«U the
eaglea also be gathered
togetber.

PART 4.

(2») And immediately (24) But In those days, ^ (2W And ^"r*
after tbetribul&Uon of after that tribuUOon. ^^
those days, the sun shall the sun shaU be dark- "»e moon, aad In tt»

be darkened, and the ened. and the moon ^!
moon shaU not give her shall not give her light earth distress or na-

KwSdthestSsshaU (26) And the stars of tlons. by rea»on of toe

Si from heaven, and heaven shall be falUng confusion of the roaring

the powers of heaven down, and the powers of the «^^„"'L,^*'
shall be moved. (30) that are In heaven shall ^ves; (26) men wlth-

And then shall appear be moved. (28) And erlng away for fear. Md
the sign of the Son of then rtiaU they see the ^'
man In heaven: and Son of man coming In «^ ^«
then ShaU aU the trtbes the clouds, with great whole world. For the

of the earth mourn: and power and glory. (27) powers of heavm shaU

they shall see the Son And then shall he send be moved; (27) and

of man coming In the his angels, and shaU 2»en they shaU sw ti»e

clouds of heaven with gather together his elect Son of man cof»to«

much power and from the four winds, cloud with great poww
majesty. (81) And he from the uttermost part and

^^'l.
Shall send his angels of the earth to the ut- when these things begin

with a trumpet, and a termost part of heaven. P^.',J°2L*12'
great voice: and they «P '""L^?^f'
£all gather together bis

elect from the four tlon is at hand.

winds, from the fafth-
eat parts ot the heavens
to the utmost bounds of
them.

PART 6.

(32) And from the (28) Now of the flg- (2» And he spoke to

flg-tr«e learn a parable: 'tree learn ye a pcuuble. them a similitude. See

when tbe branch there- When the branch there- the flg-tree, and all thA

of Is now tender, and of Is now tender, and trees: (80) when ttaeiy

the leaves come forth, the leaves are come now shoot forth their

you know t*"^ summer forth, you know that fruit, you know that

14 nigit (St) So you summer Is very near, summer Is nigh; (81) so

also, when you shall see (29) 60 you also when you also, when you shall

all these Uilngs, know you shall see these see these things come to

ye that It Is nigh, even things come to pass, pass, know that Uie

at the doora (14) know ye that it Is very kingdom of Ood is at

Amen I say to you, tiiat nigh, even at the doors, hand. (82) Amen I say
this generaUon shall not (80) Amen I say to you, to you, this generation

pass, till all these things that this generation shall not pass away, till

be done. (86) Heaven shall not pass, until all all things be fulfilled,

-and earth shall pass, but these things be done. (38) Heaven and earth

my words shall not (81) Heaven and earth ahall pass away, but my-
ptM. shall pass away, but my words shall not pass

words Shan not pass away,
away.

PART «.

(SC) But of that day (12) But of that day (84) And take heed to
and hour no one know- or hour no man yourselves, lest perhaps
•th, no, not tbe ang«ls knowetli, neither the your hearts be over-

«f heaven, but tde angels In heaven, nor charged with surfeiting

Bother alone. (87) And the Son, but the FYither. and drunkenness, and
«s In the days of Noe, (83) Take ye heed, tbe cares of this life,

so Shan also the com- watch and pray. For ye and that day come upon
tag of the Bon of man know not when the time you suddenly. (86) Tor
IMl (88) For as In the Is. (84) S^ren as a man as a snare rtiall It come
<ieru before the flood, who going Into a tax upon all that sit upon
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tb«y were eating and country. left hla lioiwe; «be at the wJmI*
drinking, marrying and and gave autUorlty to eartb. (SO Watch 7%
giving in marriage, even hia aervaats over every taeratore. firaying at all

till that day in which work, and commanded tlm«a, that yo\> mar be
Noe entered Into the the porter to watch. (S6) accounted wwrthy U>
ark, (89) and they knew Watch ye therefore (for aaca|>e all theae thinga
not till the flood came, you know not when the that are to con*, aoA
and took them all away: lord of the house to stand before the Son
o also shall the com- cometh: at even, or at of man.
ing of the Son of man mldnlgh^ «r at the cook
be. (40) Then two shall crowing, or In the mom-
be In Aie field: «ne shall iac), <M) leat oavlag on
be taken, and om ahall » —Msn, he find yon
be left. (41) Two elaa«tng. (ST) And what
women «ban be grind- I sajr to ^u I aar to aU:
ing at the mill: om Watch,
shall be ttltKn, and one
Shan be lett. (4C) Watch
ye therefore, because
you know not what hoar
your Lord will come.
(4t) But thla know ye,
that if the good man oC
the house knew at what
hour the thief would
come, he wo«ld cer>
talnly watch, and would
not suffer his house to
be broken open. (44)
Wherefore be you also
ready, because at what
hour you know not, the
Son of man will come.
(46) Who. thlnkest
thou, la a faithful and
wise servant, whom his
lord hath appointed over
his family, to give them
meat in season? (4t)
Blessed is that servant,
whom when his lord
riiaU cotne, he shall find
so doing. (47) Amen I

say to you, he shaH
place him over all hia
goods. (48) But if that
evil servant shall say in
his heart, My lord is

Icwg a coming: (49) and
shaU begin to strtte hto
Cellow-oervaBts, and
ahaU eat, and drink with
drunkards: (60) the
lord of t&at aervaot
shall come In a day that
he hopeth not, and at
an hour that he kauwvlh
not: (SI) and shall aep-
arate him, and appoint
his portion with the
hypocrites. There shall
be weeping and gnash-
ing of teeth.

In dif above division of this mudi-discnssed passage we neglect

for the pr«aeot a minute analysis of die discourse and confine our-

selves to the indication of it$ dominant themes. The resulting

division shows one introdoctory paragraph and six other.s compris-

ing ijait body of the diaeoorse. The introdaodon** rdates the (it

-

"loMatt: zxiv., 1-8.; Mark xiji-. 1-4: X«ke zxt. 6-1
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cuai^ncts ef Jmos' fitst ^redtttkie' and disdple^ rticjuesf for

fartber iafonmtioa. The roc reiuetitiing> ^agraphs Record the

Master's pitedktiiMis and adtBoniBoBs on tiie two arehjects ptvp09t<i:

the fall of Jerusalem and the final ju(^gmMt of aK aankind. The
first paragra{^** enumeraCes the caJieUnfties whkb are to precede

atrf foreshadow the destruction of Jerusalem and the ruin of the

Jewish nation; the second paragra^** fMeteHs the catastrophe it-

self. Now the theme changes, and the second question of the

disdples—^"what diaB be the «gn of Thy coming, and of the con-

summation of the world?"—is answered in a similar order, die

third paragn^h** warning them of calamities which must afflict the

Oiurdi before the end of the world, while the fourth** foretells

the sudden and unprefigured arrival of the end itself. In the fifth

poragrairfi*" we are again recafled to the fall of Jerusalem' by a

brief parable, waraing the (fisdples of the unerring certainty with

whidi that event shall follow the calamities already designated as

its signs. Finally, the sixth paragraph** performs a corresponding

office with respect to the final coming of Christ, embodying an

admonition, also by means of a parable, to be ever watchful and

prepared for an event which no determinate signs shall prefigure,

and which shall come suddenly and without warning upon all.

We are now prepared to examine successively the root-principles

of the difficulties presented by our passage, in which principles alcme

can be found the key to a true solution.

(a) charactbristics of the two events.

The first source of difficulty in distinguishing the two events

here predicted lies in the fact that they possess certain marked

diaracteristics in common. Both are represented as real historical

events in future time. Moreover, several of their physical and

moral aspects are expressible, and in some cases actually expressed,

in terms which are equally appropriate to either the one event or

the other. Thus, although the term "Parousia," literally "a bemg
present," and hence "a becoming present" or "arrival"*^) has in

modem exegesis been by common consent restricted to the final

coming of the Christ in judgment, it is nevertheless true that the

fearful' abolition of the ancient sanctuary and its rites, together

with the miraculous powers and diffusion of Christianity, was also

tt lfatt. iv., 14; Hark v., it; LMk» rHt. 10.

MMatt rv., SO; Mark zlv., 18; link* zz., 14,

**Matt. zxi.. 28; Mark xlx., 28; Luke elsewhere.

•Matt. XX., 81; Mark xxlv., 27; Luke xxv., 28.

"Matt xxxll.. 85; Mark xxvlM.. 81; Luke xxlx., 88.

**Matt. zxxvl., 61; Mark xxxli.. 87; Lake xxxlv., 86.

"Cf. the LXX. In Jtidlth x.. 18; 2 Mace. vllt.. M; xv.. 21;^8 Maco. Ul.. 17.
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a real "coming" of Christ to judge His faithless people by the patent

triumph of His own cause and by a manifest rejection of that dis-

pensati<Mi which had outlived its purpose in the divine economy when
it formally renounced God's supreme representative in the fle^

Again, the expressions "consummation" and "end" are by their very

nature appropriate to the closing of the probation of either an

apostate nation or a feithless race.** Moreover, since moral proba-

tion in either case must be thorough, it follows that eidier event

will be preceded by "tribulations" calculated to test the principles

by which men live and to sift the faithful from among the reprobate.

And because of this final accumulation of trials, either event when it

does occtu* will bear in some sense the character of a "judgment,"

whereby the good and the evil, already separated by their own
choice, will stand publicly manifested as the recipients of reward

or of punishment And finally, the judgment, the judgment in either

case will in itself be a manifestati<Mi of the "glory," the "power,"

the "majesty" of the Judge, whether sudi manifestation consist only

in tiie triumph of His cause or whether it also involve the visible

glorification of His Person.

But if the two "ctmiings" of Christ to "judgment" are identical

in these aspects, they differ in certain other marks which are not less

characteristic. Witfiin the scope of the above narrative, tiie "com-

ing of the Son of man" is invested with attributes not only irrecon-

cilable, but mutually contradictory. Now are His disciples warned to

save themselves from die catastrophes of judgment by fleeing from

Judaea," and now are they assured that not even the uttermost

part of the earth can afford them refuge.** Now is the Master's

coming as certainly to be foreseen from the signs of the times as

is the approach of summer from the budding of the trees;** now
is His coming so sudden and unannounced that only eternal vigilance

is the price of salvation.**. Whether attributes so contrary as these

should appear in the same context, or as far asunder as the first

page of the Gospel from its last, one thing is certain: they cannot

possibly be predicated of one and the same f^ysical event Jesus

in this passage is certainly recorded as predicting, not one coming

only, but two; and in these distinctive attributes He clearly sup-

plies us with the first to the cwrect analysis of tiie passage in

question.

M Although the noun Itmlf doea not occur In the I>XX., the verb

is frequent, its fundamental meaning being 'Uo bring to an end," whether
by aimply "completing" a work (Isa. x., 12) or by "consuming" (Id. 1.. 18;

X.. 28).

Matt xjdv., 16-20; Afark xlU., 14-18; I>uk« txL. S1-2S.

so Matt, xzx., 81; Hark zzvL, 87; Luke zxvl.. 28.

SI V.Btt. xxxli.. 88; Mark zxvlU., 28; I<uke xxlx.. 81.

siMatt. xxxvi.. 51; Mark nzli., 87; liok* xxkIt., S«.
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(b) theib identification in context.

But, it is asked, if Jesus, intended to foretell two distinct events,

why are the two sets of predictions thus intermingled?

The question of context may become a vexed one for the harmonist

of the Gospels unless one simple principle be borne in mind. In

the Gospels, no less than in any other historical or biographical

work, regard must be had for the degree of accuracy in chronological

order which serves the purpose of the author. A very common
practioe, even in carefully arranged biograi^ies, is that of grouping

together facts which illustrate a tendeni^ in the subject's career or

a phase of his character, with little or no regard for the order

of their occurrence in time. More readily may this be expected

in writings whose authors tell their story with but slight pretence

to orderly sequence in detail. But most of all should we be pre-

pared for a topical rather than a chrcmological arrangement in

biographical sketdies whose material, however carefully preserved,

is positively known to have been matter of oral tradition, and that

in very common use, for years before it was ever committed to

writing. Even Ltike's prefatory announcement of his intention

to write "in order"** is, in view of the above fact, subject to some

qualification; and the other two Synoptists neither profess nor be-

tray any such intention, at least in matters of detail. All this con-

sidered, we may soundly admit the possibility that "the Eschato-

logical Gospel" was not, as it stands, uttered consecutively on one

occasion.

There are internal signs that this is not only a possibility but a

fact. Two passages of considerable length appearing in Matthew's

version of this discourse and partly in Mark's are placed by Luke

in other contexts.** Yet that Luke is throughout the whole dis-

course (as SMne would have it) designedly the redactor and cor-

rector of tile other two cannot be successfully maintained so long

as it cannot be shown independently that Luke himself, either here

or elsewhere, never resorts to an arrangement which is topical

rather than chronological.

In view of the above considerations and in the light of the para-

mount moral purpose of the Church in relating her Founder's life

and teachings, it is by no means abnormal that two predictions so

largely at one in moral import, even though uttered separately in

the Master's actual teachings, should appear in one context in the

evangelical record. The very least that can be said is that the

superficial appearance thus presented of their confusion one with

'UlAike 1.,
). ' ~ ~

M Compare Matt, xziv., 28-28 and 87-41 with Luke xvU., 21-87; also

Matt xxtv., 46-61, with Luke zii., 87-46.
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tfie other is very far from btiag « attffieient reason for concluding

that two sudi events were ever actually confused in the mina of

their predictor. Nor is the possibility just allowed—that the present

arrangement of the two predictions is due to the evangeUsts and

not to Jesus Himself—^necessary to establish our contention, since

even their original utterance in this form would have been en-

tirely in keeping with a recognized device of prophetical style, of

which more anon.**

That Jesus' disciples before His ascension did actually regard

the two events as one is evident frcon their question as recorded by

Matthew.** To their minds, not yet illuminated by the plenary gift

of the Holy Ghost, the destruction of God's ancient dispensation

might well seem identical with the consummation of all things

earthly. From this, however, it by no means follows that tlie same

idea still governed their minds at the time when the Gospels were

written. From certain of the Epistles many passages might be

adduced which would serve to refute such an hypothesis. This,

however, is not to our present purpose, since we are directly con-

cerned with the mind of Jesus, not of His disciples. Suffice it to

sao^ only what concerns us here : that no supposition of the persist-

ence of this error in the apostolic age is necessary in order to

account for the appearance of the two sets of predictions contained

in the passage now before us. For this phenomenon abundant

reasons have already been given.

Two of the three sources of difficulty in this passage have thus

been removed. It now remains to cope with the particular dif-

ficulties presented by certain traostticHial verses whose reference to

one or the other event is more or less obscure.

(C) SPECIAL DIFFICULTIES IN THANSITION.

The task now before us is really involved in a larger one, namely,

the division of the whole passage accordio^ to the scheme already

indicated. For it is obvious that in cas« 'of a statemaat whose

reference is ambiguous, the reasons advanced foe placiag it in ettber

connection must test largdy upon pritadples governing the exegesis

of the whole passage. The chief of tfiese principles—the key

furnished by contrary characteristics of the two events predicted

—

has already been noticed, and will be followed as the main basis of

division throughout.

A second principle, though greatly subordinate in importance to

»»Vld. Inf. pagea 2S. SB.

so Matt. xxlv . 3: "Tell ua, when shall these things (1. e., the destruc-
tton of the Temple) be, and what shall be the sign of Thy coming, and
of the consummation of the world?"
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Uie first, aad by no means so frequently in demand, appears in the

style of the discourse, which is preoninently that employed in the

writings of the prophets. Not only are many figures borrowed

from this source, but the whole passage abounds in citations, more

or less direct, of the prcq^tical books of the Old Testament The
value of this consideration will not merely appear in the one or two

references which may throw light upon some particular exegesis.

Applied to the passage as a whole, it accounts for the mingling

of two predictions, not at hai^azard, but in the form of an ex-

tended parallel already hinted at—a device by no means uncommon
to the prophets of Israel.

We shall therefore subject the whole passage to the analysis

whidi lies at the b|asis of the suggested division, endeavoring to

point out the difficulties as they may occur and to solve them in the

light of the principles already stated.

(ij The Introductory Question.

The introductory section simply narrates Jesus' first prediction

of the ruin of the temple and the request of His disciples for a

more explicit account of its time and circumstances. Israel was

at peace under the yoke of Rome, and, though always somewhat

restless, was now fairly well governed and prosperous. The
magnificent temple itself was a monument to one who had wielded

His power under the favor of the Caesars. Nothing save national

independence now seemed wanting to comi^ete Israel's glory and

establish its peace. Hence the astonishment created in the minds

of the disciples by the prediction of a complete and final over-

throw, at a moment when no sign of its approach could be dis-

cerned.

All of the Sjrnoptists record a twofold question: "When shall

these things be?" and "What shall be the sign?" Matthew alone

reveals to us an inference which the disciples had naturally drawn:

that the fall of the ancient covenant must involve the end of all

things. Here the second question is, "What shall be the sign of

Thy coming and of the consummation of the world?"

(2) The First Paragraph.

Jesus now addresses Himself to the answering of this twofold

question in so far as the revelation befits His purpose and the com-

prehension of His disdi^es. The first paragfraph, as already noted,

enumerates certain trials which will precede the downfall of

Jerusalem. The primary purpose in this section is to prepare the

disciples to endure those trials in tiie patience and confidence of a

certain feith.
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They ar« oot to mtppoM d«t Jodaiaai wiU aome to ite ead tucU

d«nly aad without m iotflmniag Bcriod of gndosl dlMObitiod.

After Hi* di^^ttan lals« M«Mtahs will arise and will gain fol-

lowers. Civil strife*' will n^; aocial calamitiee and even natural

commlsioat will be reported from various qqarftert of dM world.

Thus are fcx-etold the miseries which, aceording to Joei^tluis and

others, accumulated to such a fmrful degree in Palestine itself

shortly before the fall of the city. But "before all these things."

and therefore soon after the Master's departure, tiie disciples will

have to bear the harder trial of rejection. They shaB answer for

their faith, first in the synagogues" of their own people, then "be-

fore 9C>venior8 and kings," until, in the day* of Nero, they will

"be hated of all the nations." Apostasies and treacherous hetnyala

will result within the very body of the faithful, nay, within families

themselves. The "false prophets" of heresy, too, will begin to show

themselves during this period, and will meet with only too much

success. But the disciples are not to be "troubled," that is, shaken

in their faith, by all this ; the Church and her mission not only will

not peri^ from the earth, but the individual who holds fast his faith

"to the end" of hia personal struggle shall prove its saving power

to his own eternal satisfaction.

Thus the main theme of this section demands its assignment as

a whole to the destruction of the old dispensation. Running parallel

with tills, however, there is a subordinate theme which is never lost

sight of; a series of cautions calculated, when the words should

afterwards be recalled in tfie light of a clearer knowledge, to pre-

vent the confusion of the two ideas which had been identified in

the disciples' question. The calamities described are signs that

the faithless people of God's first dioice are hastening to their

^rited destruction; but this by no means indicates that the new

dispensation is about to perish with die old in one general judgment

of the world. Against this misconception of the Church's future

tiie disdi^s are repeatedly cautioned. The apostle may perish, but

his cause will not perish with him. The false Messiahs are not to

be credited in teaching that "the time is at hand." "These things"

of which the disciples had asked "must come to pass ; but the end"

of which they had also asked "is not yet" For "all these are the

beginnings of Mrdi-pangs."" The Synagogue may perish in bring-

37 For this mcanins oj "nation against nation, and kingdom agalnat

Mngdom." cf. Tsa. xix., i. apparently cited here; also the phraae "house
npon ho«ae." Luke xi., IE—"a kumae «gaiaat ItaeU."

81 So Mark and Luke In loc.—a statement which could not possibly To*

veriflrd nfter the dertroctlon of Jerusalem.
«9Matt, Mark, in loc. This ward, frequently vgei In the writlnas

of the prophets (cf. Isa. xllt., 8; Jer. vl , 24; xlil.. 21; et al.), has here,

s" nsually. Its full figurative force, and strongly Implies a reference to
Mich. Iv., 7-18, esp. 10.
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iag iortb Ifae drardi, but tlK fatter has far future still befofC

her. For, notwithstanding every obstacle, "this Gospel ol dw
Kingdom shall be pne»cb^ in ,tb# whoie world, for a testimony

to all nations." Not until this has been done "shall the cxmstmi-t

mation come."

This last statement refers, it is true, to the Parousia, but only

to distinguish that event from the judgment of Israel. It is true

that Matthew's exfM'ession "the whole world" in the original*** can

as it stands be restricted to the civilized world as then known,

namely, the Roman &npire, the greater part of which had heard

the preadiing of the Gospel before Jerusalem fell. But Matthew's

use of this phrase is not unqualified. He adds that this universal

proclamation is to serve "for a testimony to all (the) nations,""

that is, "all the Gentiles," precisely as contrasted with the Jews.

It is therefore evident that he indicates the same period as that

of which Luke says, in a later section, "Jerusalem shall be trodden

down by the Gentiles, until the times of the nations be fulfilled."**

Here, then, recurring again and again throughout this section, is

a practical caution to which evident importance is attached—a warn-

ing to the disciples not to fall into the very error which the "eschato-

logical" school of rationalism would attribute to the mind of the

speaker himself I It is difficult to conceive how he could more ex-

plicitly have stated that the new covenant was to outlive the bid;

that the death of the old would be but the birth of the new; tha4(

ages of probation must pass before tiie wwld as a whole should

stand condemned, as Israel already did, of having rejected its own
salvation.

• (3) The Second Paragraph.
,

Continuing the theme of the fall of Judaism, Jesus now passes

from the trials and calamities foreshadowing that event to the event

itself. The investment of Jerusalem by the armies of Titus will

be the beginning of the end. Flight must, then, be hasty and un-

prepared for those who have failed to read the former signs and

to save themselves (as the Christians of Jerusalem actually did)

while there was time for a more leisurely escape. Now there will

be no time for the collection of personal property, even the most

necessary. Fortunate shall he be who is unencumbered and swift

of flight Neither the severities of the climate nw the rigors of the

law will be abated in favor of the unlucky fugitives. Even the pity

which all humanity shows towards a woman with child cannot, then,

««Matt. KziT., 14.

«>Matt. xzlv.. 14.

«2Luke xxL, 24
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be expected. For mercy's day is past; "these are the days of ven-

geance."

(4) The Third Paragraph.

In the assignment of the next two verses we encounter our first

real difficulty. Luke having transferred the whole section to an-

other context,** we must depend upon Matthew and Mark. With
the exception of the first two verses, the section as a whole presents

no difficulty. It speaks in unmistakable terms of an age of afflic-

tion preceding another and a greater catastrophe than that of Jeru-

salem. Again arise false Christs, again false prophets; and now
their message is confirmed by signs which seem to exceed the pow-

ers of nature. Only the elect, whose faith rests upon the firm

foundation of an infallible guidance, will be safe from deception.

But these already know all that has been "foretold." They know
that they are apt not now to look for a coming which is "here"

"there," for a Christ Who must be sought out in the solitudes of

nature or in the secrecy of human habitation. The only coming

they have now to expect is one which shall overspread the universal

realm of human vision as the lightning-flash illumines the whole

sky. Evidently the theme has now changed to the Parousia, or

rather to the days of great trial which are to come before it.

But to which event are we to assign the two verses in question

—

the twenty-first and twenty-second of Matthew's version, the nine-

teenth and twentieth of Mark's? This unannounced change in the

subject of the discourse seems abrupt enough in any case; but

where does the transition take place? Even the Fathers of the

Qiurch are divided in opinion here. At first sight we should say

that the prediction of the "great tribulation" continues the theme

of Jerusalem's fall. Both the evangelists seem to connect it closely

with the preceding verse by using the conjunction "for," as if giv-

ing additional reasons for fleeing from the doomed city. Matthew,

moreover, says that the tribulation shall be "then ;" Mark, "in those

days." Both speak of them as unparalleled in human experience;

and Josephus' account of the last days of Jerusalem, with their wild

carnival of every conceivable form of horror and despair, seems an

all but literal fulfillment of such a prediction.

But the Master's words in this context breathe an atmosphere of

solemnity and precision which seems to preclude hyperbole. He
speaks of a period of affliction so general in its extent, so crushing

in its severity, that neither "from the beginning of the creation

which God created" has anything like it occurred, nor shall any-

thing comparable to it occur again. Of what could this be true ex-

«*Vld. rap. note >4.
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cept of the great final sifting of the human race, for which ages of

abundant grace will have prepared the way, and which will prove

on the one hand the power of that grace in those who live thereby,

and on the other the supreme sin of its rejection? So great will be

the calamities of this age, that were the powers of evil permitted

to pursue their course unchecked, "no flesh" could emerge from the

ordeal untainted by surrender; but for the sake of His elect, God
will intervene. It is difficult to verify either of these statements in

the destruction of Jerusalem. Those days were not shortened ; the

grim tragedy was acted out to the end. Forty thousand Jews, it is

true, are said to have escaped death; but none of these could be

called "the elect" when the Christians were already safe in Pella;

and had every inhabitant of Jerusalem actually perished, the state-

ment that "no flesh should be saved" would be restricted to a merely

relative verification which ill accords with the tone of the context.

In the second place, though the evidence is by no means condu-

sive in itself, it is at least noteworthy that the passage in Daniel's

projdiecy,** which is cited in the first of these two verses, is one

of the very few in the Old Testament which clearly refer to the last

judgment.

Thirdly, it is quite true that the conjunction "for" and the ad-

verbs "then" and "in those days," with their apparent reference to

the preceding theme, are difficult to account for in the light of this

arrangement But, on the other hand, if these two transitional

verses be assigned to the fall of Jerusalem, not one, but two sudi

difficulties arise. The first of them appears in the beginning of

the next paragraph, whose reference to the Parousia is beyond

question. There we are told that the Parousia will occur "imme-

diately after the tribulation of those days," evidently referring to

the trials last mentioned and not to those preceding the fall of

Jerusalem. (This phrase will require some special attention in its

proper place.) Nor does this statement necessarily conflict with

what has been said above, to the effect that no series of prior events

can serve as a sign of the nearness of the final coming. Its sudden-

ness and the rapidity and finality of the accompanying judgment

will render valueless any preparation which does not endure to die

very moment of decision; and moreover, if "those days shall be

shortened" the Parousia will doubtless interrupt "the great tribula-

tion" midway in its natural course and thus be all the more sudden

and unexpected.

Again, if the two verses under discussion be referred to the fall

of Jerusalem another express connection must be broken. For they

are immediately followed by the words : "Then if any man shall say

^Barlel zU^ 1, 2.
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to you, ho, here is Christ or there, do not belieTe him." The con-

nection here is not only grnunmatical, but logical. At a time when

even the faithful are to be tried to the utmost of their power of en-

durance there is especial danger of their enlacing a false and sub-

stittrte Christianity in tiie form of some system of coitepromise ac-

ceptaUe to the powers of the world. It h "then" l^f the appeal of

Anti-Christ must be most clearly (fiscemed and most positively re-

jected by all who would be "worthy to stand before tfie Son of

man."

From these considerations, it seems reasonable to begin the third

paragraph of Jesus' discourse with the first of the two verses in

question, referring them both to the final period of great trial. The

force of the initial "for" is not an insuperable obstacle, considering

the abhorrence of the Greek idiom for abrupt and unintroduced dis-

course, in preference to whjch even such a particle might

possibly indicate a general and loose connection rather than an ex-

act causal sequence.

(5) The Fourth Paragraph.

The opening words of this section, in the versions of Matthew

attd Mark, may at first sight appear to increase our difficulties. Mark

b«gin» with v^hat seems a strongly adversative phrase—^"But in

those days, after tiiat tribalation"—as if returning to a former

tfieme aftor some parenthetical interruption. Matth^'iv begins:

"And iawiediatily aft«r the tribulaftbn of those days." The ap-

parently abfupt teansition hi Mark and the qualification, by botfi

(^ng^ists, of the "tribulation" in question by the demonstratives

"that" and "those," mdier than "Ais" and "these"—such features

of the Myle might appear to recall not the period ol affliction just

albidsd to, but thait Other described so MinuMl^ UttS vrvidfy in the

^t and aeoo<id patagtzpha as ilnci<{ehta} tcf tll# Judgment of the old

dispensation. Or, ag&in, these opeaiag' words Aay seem to insinu-

aite the real identity of tiie two periods of tfki, ^us M one- stfottt

eftdmg tiw objection of a too re^MM ence and also tendit^

to f^hn aftd MceMuate tfa« dliilci^ ol the two introdttctory

verses in the paragtatph fast treetM Coald this be reascnably es-

tablished, tfie afgument of o«r adt^rss^^ #o<lld b« gteH^fy

stMBgfAenod, since Jestis would seem to harvo exported Ae Pairousia

to MU»vr ctose taprn Utt ^ jMUMitaM
But even if all the positive reasons already adduced a^S^Asf this

Vkttr could be IgfdOfed, tiM ^lllc^ty it states wOtM bo but spe-

de(». The appa#eM Mi&itioiliSl forctf of ]liailllli«w'9) a«i4 Mairk's

iftkiaf phr«sef» hnre ffet a v/W§ too SirdUg t&t the kitro^mstion of

the some solemn theme in the whole discourse; whereas, it is far
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from being strong enough to suggest a backward leap over the

whole preceding sectim to a connection with something Ijring still

further in the rear. That two distinct periods of "tribalati(m" have

been predicted is abundantly clear from die omtrast of some of

their characteristic featura. To make tfa« present section begin

with a reference to the first of these periods is utterly to violate its

natural and obvious ccMonection with the second.

If this difficulty is not a real one, much less can there be any rea-

sonable question about the reference of the words which follow.

Suddenly and without warning the whole natural order undergoes

a series of inexplicable convulsions, as though the physical uni-

verse itself were in the throes of dissolutbn. Immediately the Son
of man appears, not merely in the public defeat of His enemies, but

in a visible glorification of His own proper person, even as Daniel's

vision*" had once depicted Him, "coming in the clouds of heaven,

with much power and majesty." Every eye sees and recognizes

Him. By His power His messengers assemble all the children of

men in a concourse so universal and seardung dut not a comer of

the eardi can serve as a refuge for any who would fain escape the

oomii^ scrutiny. It is needless to say that, whatever allowance may
be made for figurative language, the obviously literal porticms of

tUs section are applicaUe to no other event than the Parousia.

(6) The Fifth Paragraph.

Aldiouc^ this passage, containing the parable of the fig-tree, fol-

lows dose upon the last, it is evident that it introduces a change in

the theme of the discourse. The two events predicted have already

been described in their logical ord«f~-first, the nearer in time, then

the more remote. Each of them, moreover, has been treated ac-

cording to a definite process, the moral preparation for the event

being first described, and then the event itself. Tht historical facts

of both events having been diut set forth, it is now time for thdr

moral application. It is therefore but natural that the practical

coQobicioiis from the two should follow the same order as that of

the aaia body of thtf diaoourse.

First, then, in the present section comes the lesson to be drawn

from what has been said of the destruction of the old dispensation.

This lessOT is that that destruction will surely come, and will come

wbila yet the Church is in her infaitfy. The years immediatdy fol-

lowing the departure of Jesus may find the great body of the Jews

stin unmoved in their rejection of His mission. But that missicm

wUl trtonph. The old order, from whidj the divine audiority has

departed, will fall in ruins upon its self-willed votaries. And when

M Daniel vli., 18.
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die storm of calamity and persecution b^ns, the faithful ones of

Christ may read its lessc«i with a confidence as implicit as that

which sees the promise of summer in the budding leaves of spring.

Then must the Church begin to enlarge her borders and enter with

all her zeal upon the wider sphere of activity opening before her.

For even within that same generation which condemned her Master

to death, her cradle, the ancient city of God, shall be no more, and

she shall find herself "as needy, yet enriching many; as having

nothing, and possessing all things"—the divinely appointed teacher

and guide, no longer of a single nation, but of all nations and all

times to be.

The only suggestion of difficulty in this passage arises from the

fact that Jesus twice makes reference to "all these thingfs," as

though alluding to the section just preceding. Whether or not in

His actual amversadon some gesture or sign may have made tlie

reference of the pronoun dear to His hearers, we have no means of

knowing. It is certain, however, that if "these things" which are

to be fulfilled before "this generation shall pass away,"** are, as our

opponents would have it, the events of the Parousia, the result is an

inextricable tangle, induced in defiance of every positive prindide

hitherto established ^w the exegesis of this discourse, and resting

upon no positive ground of its own excepting the apparent reference

of a demonstrative.

If the contrary reference be not sufficiently established by the

main prindples hitherto followed, two additional facts may be

worthy of observation. The first is, that Jesus in the words "all

these thingfs" is actually reprodudng the very phrase of His interro-

gators. It was with precise reference to His prediction of the de-

struction of the temple that they had asked: "When shall these

things be, and what shall be the sign when all these things shall

begin to be fulfilled?" The natural presumption is that, in return-

ing now to their original words, He is speaking of the matter to

which those words had reference. That He is speaking of some

event of which other events will be a most certain sign is evident

from His words. That such event is not His final coming to judge

the world is equally evident from the sudden a!nd unannounced

character which, throughout the whole discourse, has been con-

sistently attributed to the Parousia.

Secondly, it may not be irrelevant to consider more in particular

4* Although it is true that genea, even when thus modified (cf. Luke
vii., 81), may mean "race" or "stocJc" as well as "period" or "age," yet

to interpret the present context "this (human) race shall not pasa^ till

all these things be done," would be to make the prediction both super-

fluous in itself and also meaningless to determine the time of a sign wltli

respect to its fulfillment.
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here a fact already hinted at in the beginning of our analysis*^

—

that the literary style of the whole discourse is prophetical and apoc-

alyptic. A few of its many verbal references to the Old Testament

have been noted in passing. But similarity of diction is not all : we
have an equal right to expect a similar structural order in the ar-

rangement of the matter. Whether this latter device should be

attributed to the discourse of Jesus as originally delivered or to His

evangelical recorders, does not matter, since, other things being

equal, either speaker or writers would be equally likely to adopt the

form of literary structure commonly employed in prophetical dis-

course. Of this form, as already stated, one of the peculiar charac-

teristics consists in an extended parallelism of balanced themes.

Now it has already been shown that the first four paragraphs, when

distinguished in the simplest manner by their respective central

themes, actually exhibit this arrangement. They fall naturally into

two groups, of which the first pair treats of the fall of Jerusalem,

the second of the Parousia. There still remain two paragraphs

(the fifth and sixth) which turn from description to practical ad-

monition. That the sixth undoubtedly refers to the Parousia will

appear in due course. If, therefore, the fifth paragraph, now under

discussion, does not refer to the fall of Jerusalem—if that par-

ticular series of calamities is not what is intended by "all these

things"—a parallel arrangement, maintained throughout this long

discourse with evident deliberation, must utterly fail here, and here

only.

(7) The Sixth Paragraph.

While the apparent close connection, in Matthew's and Mark's

versions,** and even more in Luke's, bjetween the fifth section and

the opening words of the sixth, offers some obstacle to the placing

of the transition at this point, the difficulty is only apparent. For

although the opening verse of Matthew could be detached item

what foUows and connected with what precedes it, the parallel verse

in Marie is immediately followed by a manifest deduction from its

teaching; whereas, Luke's opening verse, which plunges at once into

the heart of the theme, is instantly followed by a reason appropriate

only to the nature of the Parousia. Moreover, in both Matthew

and Mark there is at the very outset an implied contrast between

"these things" and "that day," indicated by two demonstratives

which, when thus closely associated, are as strongly opposed in

reference as the English "this" and "that."

«fTld. sup. pages 22, 28.

««Tbe word tranalated "but" In both evangellata Is not the atrons

adversative "alia," but the less definite "de."
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AU thrte evangelists in this section return for the last tim* to

the subject of the Paroutia, and draw from it one and the same
moral lesson. It is the lesson of perpetual watchfulness and prep-

aration. So far off is this great event from the days of Christ's

ministry in the flesh, that even His own may forget His warning

in their absorption in the pleasures or the cares of this world. Once
before the earth, in spite of divine warning, was a scene of thought-

less revelry, when judgment suddenly descended and swept the race

away, sparing only the faithful remnant who had heeded the warn-

ing. History will repeat itself once again upon the unbelieving

world at large ; let the faithful beware lest they share its fate. For

"of that day and hour no one knoweth;" as a thief at night and

"as a snare shall it come upon all that sit upon the face of the

whole earth." The faithful shall have no more warning of its

imminence than others; their only pledge of salvation lies in an

attitude of continual readiness and expectation.

(8) Conclusions.

Looking back over the whole of this retnarkaUe discourse, what

do we find to be its value as a rationalistic weapon against the

inerrancy of Jesus of Nazareth? It is dear beyond question that

He is here recorded as treating of two distinct events. As r^rds
their apparent confusion, the fact that the first event in order of

time is a natursU type of tiie Moood; that tiie ^esdon which elicited

the discourse included a reference to both events; that the same

moral lessmis of faith against the world, patience in persecution,

ccMifidence in the truth and power of Ck>d and in the ultimate triumph

of His cause, are natural deductions from botii ; ahbve all, perhaps,

the fact that the early fulfilment of the first event Would be an

earnest of the verification of the second, however long deferred-

all these are more than abundant reasons for the intermingling of

tiie two in one context The fact, on other hand, tfatit Jestts

not only attributes, with perfect consistmcy, contrary Attributes to

tte two ev«its, but that He begins His whok distioarst witfl re-

pteted cautions ag&inM tfieir cotifusion-^s is <iot merely evi-

dence, but actual demonstration that no ineh cMifusion ejdsted in

His t>wn mnd.
Witii these basic prindples as a guide In following the two threads

throughout the whole passage, there is no occasion to go for astray

in their idtatifiettloB. There it no dWctdty itt recognising either

theme where its charactefMc leMurett dom^iitA the tontext The
only points of difficulty lie between such places, in contexts which

are at first sight so ambiguous as to obscure the exact point of

transition from theme to theme. In these cases, as we have seen.
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the ambiguous passage raise* diffietdty in dfher cOMMOtioa, to that

it must in any case be assigned in the manner which, all the ekmcsts

liaving been considered, offers kast viotoxie to the context.

Takii^ the matter, then, as it stands, and w'ithout explaining away

^M* minimizing, we contend that a fair and judicious view of this dis-

course as a whole cannot reatonably lead to the conclusion that it

stands alone in the gospel record as a momnnent to Jesus' erroneous

conception of His own mission and its destiny. We venture to say

"alone," because the other three passages which are cited as sources

of difficulty, although independent in context, are goremed by the

same didactic themes and purposes as this one, and are to be inter-

preted the same principles. And the conchision just expressed

is the very least that can be said. Rather tttky it be confidently

affirmed that Jesus Himself has proved His own defender against

His critics, by uttering words which of themselves have refuted the

accusation centuries in advance of its appearance.

It has been stated above" that the position of our adversaries

rests priiicipally tlpoti four pslssages found in the Gospels. The

fliird in order of these four has been treated first, not only because

of its greater weight, but because its principles, once grasped,

(nmish all the dues required for the exegesis of the other three.

tht UMet ttattst now be exatnined in Order.

U. THE FIRST PASSAGE.

As it Stands, this extract is peculiar to Matthew's Gospel. Repro-

duced together with its intro<iuctory context, it is as follows

<Mt X.)

:

(16) Behold, I send you as sheep in the midst of wolve?. Be 7* there-
fore wise as serpents and simple as doves. (V) Ehit beware o^ men.
Wot tbey rrlXk deliver you i^p 1» e9iinetla, aad Utey ^11 seewrgre yon in
their synacogmes. (18) And you shall be brougrnt before Kovernora, and
before kings for My sake, for a testiXMhy to tb^ ahd t« the CkAtUeS:
<19) but ^hen they shall deliver you up, take no thought how or w|i«t
to speak: for it shall be given you in that hour what to 8|>eak. (20) TOr
ft is not you that speak, but the Spirit of ye«r Father that sMaketh Ih
you. (21) The 9>rother also shall deliver up the brother to death, and
the father the son; and the children slum rise up airalttst tbeH- paiwits,
and shall put them to death. (22) And you shall b« hated by all men
tar My name's sake: but he that shall persevere unto the Und, he shall
be saved. (M) 4«d vheii tlifly tMA >e4«Mut« yo« 1q Vti^ «Mar. <l«4 iftto

«D0ther. Amen I say to you, you shall not finish all the dtiea of Israel,
<U1 the S<M> M tann doiM.

Th« jXrim 6f contention is ftimi^ed hy ttie closltig Sertt«h<3e. Here, •

-we are told, JeSui exirfidtly dSseits Uiat H6 Will appear in fif^l jtidg-

«eiit Of fli<< World b«fofe pfMchittg df Hid ^pdMleS shall have

passed the boundaries of thdr own nation. Let us see whether

such a meaning can be taken from His words.

tte Kas chosen His twelve apostles and is atxMtt to give them their

"Vid. sup., pagres 6, 7.
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first introduction to dieir future ministry by sending them, still

subject to His personal supervisicHi, to preadi and heal in His name.

This first ministry is to be confined strictly to "the lost sheep of

the house of Israel."** Minute instructions concerning their man-

ner of life and ouiduct are given them. And then comes a warning

suggested by the present occasim, though not to be fully verified

until after the departure of Jesus and the coming of the Holy

Ghost. The apostles must not in those days expect to find public

opinion on their side ; hence they must not now acquire the habit

of committing themselves to its favor. In their future ministry to

the Jews, they will be persecuted, and their message will be a cause

of division even among families. When, however, that message is

rejected in one locality, it must be promptly offered elsewhere. For

the time allotted them for the evangelization of the chosen people

is limited. They will not be able to do more than complete the

circuit of Israel's own cities before the coming of their Master.

Whether or not this last prediction be capable of a twofold ful-

filment, its more natural and immediate application must certainly be

that which is in harmony with the context. With this standard as

our criterion, there is simply no question that the whole period to

which these instructions literally appl}! is limited by the last days

of Judaism. The mission is to Israel alone. The persecutions will

be instituted before the local rabbinical assemblies,"* and executed

in the synagogues. Moreover, portions of this passage.are identical

with certain parts of the "Esdiatological Gospel;" and in every

such instance" the theme of the latter is the rejection of the Church

by the decadent Synagogue, not by the corrupted world. The whole

. context, then, excludes the extension of this apostolic mission to the

time of the Parousia.

What, then, is this "coming of die^Soa of man" whidi is to leave

the apostles so little time for their Palestinian mission? Evidently,

it is the coming of His judgment upon that faithless nation. Even

during His earthly life that coming is to begin ; for where the word

of His power is borne by His messengers, there the Son of man
comes "in power." But the complete manifestation of His power

will be seen later, though still within the life of His own genera-

tion. When the veil of the sanctuary is rent at His death, Israel

may still ignore the signs of divine rejection ; but when the sanctuary

itself lies in ruins, at the very moment when the Name of Jesus

"is great among the Gentiles, from the rising of the sun even to

••Verse 6.

»J Zunedrla, verse 17.

t2 Compare verses 17 and 18 -with Matt zzlv., 9; Mark xiU., 9; Luka
xxi., 12: verses 19 and 20 with Mark zlll., 11; Luke zzl., 14, 16: verses

21 and 22 with Matt, xxiv., 9, 10, IS; Mark xUl., 12, IS; Luke xxi., 16-19.
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the going down,"'* there can no longer be any doubt that "Him tiath

God the Father sealed."** In the manifestation of a supernatural

life such as Israel's never was, and yet which everywhere acknowl-

edges the despised Nazarene as its only course, His enemies cannot

but realize that "the Son of man is come," and that His cause, as

opposed to Judaism, has completely triumphed.

That this "coming," though justly so called, was never in Jesus'

mind or words confused with His ultimate Parousia requires no

further proof. No prediction of the imminence of the latter event

can, therefore, be justly^wrested from this passage.

III. THE SECOND PASSAGE.

The next extract to be considered is common to the three

Synoptists, and by them all is placed in the same context: between

Peter's confession of Jesus as the Christ and the latter's transfigura-

tion. The text in full follows:

Matthew zvl. Mark vlU. Luke ix.

(24) Tben Jesus said (S4) And calling the (23) And he said to
to his disciples: If any multitude together with all: If any man will

man will come after me, bis disciples, he said to come after me, let him
let him deny himself, them: If any man will oeny himself and take
and take up his cross, follow me, let him deny up his cross daily, and
end follow me. (25) For himself, and take up his follow me. (24) For
he that will save his cross, and follow me. whosoever will save his
life, shall lose it: and (35) For whosoever will life, shall lose it; for he
he that shall lose his save h!s life, shall l>se ft. that shall lose his life

life for my sake, shall and whomever shall lose for my sake, shall save
find it. (26) For what his life for my sake and it (26) For what is a
doth it profit a man, if the gospel, shall save It man advantaged, if he
he gain the whole world, (36) For what shall It gain the whole world,

and suffer the loss of his profit a man, if he gain and lose himself, and
own soul? Or what ex- the whole world, and cast away himself? (26)

change shall a man give suffer the loss of his For he that shall be
tor his soul? (27) For soul? (87) Or what ashamed of me and of
the Son «f man shaU shall a man give in ex- my words, of him the
come In the glory of his change for his soul? Pon of man shall be
Father with his angels: (38) iFor he that shall ashamed, when he shall

and then will he render be ashamed of me, and come in his majesty, and
to every man according of my words in this that of his Father, and
to his works. (28) Amen adulterous and sinful of the holy angels. (27)

I say to you, there are generation: the Son of But I tell you of a
some of them that stand man also will be truth: There are some
here, that shall not ashamed of him, when standing here, that shall

taste death, till they see he shall come in the not taste death, till they

the Son of man coming glory of his Father with see the kingdom of Ood.
In his kingdom. the holy angels. (S9)

And he said to them:
Amen I say to you, that
there are some of them
that stand here, who
shall not taste death, till

they see the kingdom of

God coming in power.

The diflSculty of this passage is certainly more obvious than that

of the section last examined. In all three evangdists, the last

sentence but one speaks in the clearest terms of the Parousia, while

»»Mal. L. IL
•«John vi., 27.
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tfa« conduding seaUact aMois t» condnue the same subject, aod to

affinn in t)ie most soUom laagMge Aat this same ooaiing will take

place while tone pf the Ustenetv a^e yet in tMs mortal life. If the sub-

ject is not thus cmtiaued, the .final verse would seem to be vdioUy

isolated in theme, although foUowiog close upon an extended con-

text whose subject-matter is at least veiy similar. Is k not evident,,

then, that at least in this place Jesas is rq>res^ed as emi^iaticallx

asserting the iimniitence ot His final coming?

At first sight, sudt would seem to be the case. But let us look

more closely. la the first plaee, the eoHdudiag verse is not so

closely connected with wh^ {u-^ppde? i^ if the apparent influence of

the subject-matter be set aside. Matthew actually gives this verse

no grammatical eoonection whatever widi the preceding discourse

—

an utter violation of the Greek idifmi, if the subject be not a new
one. Mark goes farther, and formally marks a change <^ theme

by the introductory wwds, "And He said to them"—^words un-

qualified by any adverbial referaioe. Luke, though his "but" is

only the weaker enclitic, permits his subject to decline frcHn aa

explicit reference to the Parousia , to the merely general term "the

kingdom of God ;" while Mark speaks of "the kingdom of God com-

ing in power," and Matthew of "the Son of man coming in His

kingdom"—all of them expressions whidi we have seen, in their

eschatological use, often employed to denote the triumph of Christ's

cause on earth, but nowhere His final revelation in the majesty of

universal Judge.

In the second place, the mere appearance of a new theme—the

triimiph of the new dispensation over the old—in the same con-

text with a prediction of the Parousia can no longer be of itself

a source of difficulty, after what we have seen, of the fact itself and

of the abundant reasons for it. In general, die same bond of a

comsaon moral value must unite the two themes here as elsewhere,

whether their appearance side by side in the pages of the Gospet

be primarily due to Jesus Himself or to the evangelists.

But, in the third place, the context of this passage supplies a

particular reason for referring this final verse alone to the early

triumphs of the Qiurch on earth. Following upon Peter's con-

fession of faith had come the first annotmcement of the hard lessotr

of the cross, which Peter himself had been reproved for rejecting.

Later the same lesson, now applied to the lot of the disciple, is

administered te all miOmi hearing. It is a mattn' of the suprone

issues of life; of sacrificing everything te gain everythi^. The
final coafiraiatioB of the ebeiee, vhet^ier rightly of wrongly made,
will come with Cbrisfs final appearing in glory. But it ipay be
hard for nature to maintain a continual warfare against itself in the
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mere expectatioii of a far-off reward or the fear of a punishment

as long <Merred. Hierefore fhe promise is confirmed. The cross

shall triumph over the highest earthly standard of success. The
Sen of man shall ccMne in the supernatural powers of His newly-

founded Idagdom; and, for Aeir encouragement and conviction,

some of His present hearers shall see this first coming with their

mortal eyes, ^t liiey may confidently expect the last.

Thus, in the light of the same principles whidi have guided us

all along, the difficulty disappears. Not only have we here no con-

fusicMi, t>ut the clearest logical sequence.

IV. THB FOURTH PASSAGE.

We now approach the last extract from the Gospels which is

brought by our adversaries against the inerrancy of Jesus. It com-

prises a most sokmn prediction uttered by Him at a trial before die

Jewish authorities, placed by Matthew and Mark during the night

which followed His arrest, and by Luke at the dawn of the fol-

lowing day. The text follows

:

Matthew zzvl. Mark xiv. Luke xxli.

(CS) But Jeaus )ield (61) But he held his (66) And as soon as It

his peace. And the high peace and answemd was day, the ancients ot
priest said to him: I ad- notblntr. Again the high the people, and the chief
jure thee by the living priest asked him, aJid priests, and scribes

Qoa, that ttaou teU us s^id to him: Art thou came together, and they
if thou be the Christ the the Christ the Son of brought him into their

Bon of Ood. (C4) JeMS the bleflMd 0«d7 (61) council, saying: If thou
salth to him: Thou hast And Jesus said to him: be the Christ, tell us.

said it Nevertheless I I am. And you shall see (67) And he said to

say to 70H, hereafter the Son of man sitting them: If I shall tell you,
you shall see the Son of on the right hand of the you will not believe me.
man sitting on the right power of Ood, and 00m- (68) And If I shall also
hand of the power x>f tng In the clouds of ask you, you wlU not
God. and coming in the heaven. answer me, nor let me
dottte ot heaven. go. (69) But hereafter

the Son of man shall be
• itting on the right hand
of the power of God.
(70) Then said they all:

Art tbeu then the Son
of (3od? Who said: Tou
•ay, that I am.

In this (vediction, according to His modem critics, Jesus an-

nounced to His earthly judges that tfieir mortal eyes shall bdiold His

final coming in gtory.

In the words "coming in the clouds of heaven" we can at least

recognize a phrase which, throughout our whole discussion of this

subject, has been consistently restricted to the Parousia. In this

phrase, as also in the title "Son of man," Jesus appropriates to

Himself the words in which Daniel recorded the description of His

messianic vision. Neitfier expression could be mistaken by the

jnd|ges. Thor prison^ solemnly asserted Himself to be all that they

understood by "the Christ, flie Son of the blessed God."
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But before predicting this manner of His coming, the Master

uses an expression which is as yet new to us: "Ye shall see the

Son of man sitting on the right hand of the power of God." This

particular language Daniel did not employ. Is it here used by

Jesus, for the first time, to express an additional feature of His

final glorification? If so, it was not likely to be understood bv His

enemies, familiar as they were with the words of Daniel—^unless,

indeed, as a paraphrase of the prophet's words:" "And He gave

Him power, and glory, and a kingdom : and all peoples, tribes and

tcmg^es shall serve Him: His power is an everlasting power that

shall not be taken away: and His kingdcMn, that shall not be de-

stroyed."

And as such a paraphrase we understand these words. With their

mortal eyes, indeed, the judges of Israel were to see the powers of

the kingdom of grace. The exaltation of their victim to the right

hand of God's power—^that is, to its plenitude—though invisible in

itself, would be really visible in its effects. And this visible glorifica-

tion was to be "from now," in Matthew's phrase, or in Luke's,

"from the present"*' It was to be the beginning of that progres-

sive glorification only to be constunmated in His "coming in the

clouds of heaven." And it is because His glorification is thus

progressive and continuous, that the two distinct events, c«ie of

which marks its inception and the other its far-off consummation,

are both alike -placed here in the same relation of time expressed

by the evangelists' "from the present." ,

Briefly, then, Jesus sums up in this solemn asserticm the whole

of His eschatology, as befits His last public utterance on the

mysteries of the future. Both of His future advents are here pre-

dicted in one brief sentence. Identified they are not, for each is

expressed in the exact terms by which it may be recognized and dis-

tinguished everywhere else in His teaching. There is no confusion

in His language. Having declared His Messiahship in compliance

with the solemn and official demand of the Synagog^, He proceeds

to confirm it. Frc«n this very day the manifestation of His power
shall begin. His judges, while still in this present life, shall see

that power in its effects, and recognize in it, even against their

will, that He possesses the fulness of divine authority. In the

universal kingdom prophesied Daniel they shall see "the Son
of man sitting on the right hand of the power of God." And this

new order, whidi is to beg^n "from the present," shall culminate

ages hence, when once again His judges, now vith the eyes of

r>anlel vll., 14.

•The expressionB translated "hereafter" are, In Matthew "ap artl," In
liuke "apo tou nun."
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the risen body shall see their victim "omung in the douds of

heaven," and shall supplicate His mercy who now at their hands

seeks in vain for common trudi and justice.

In the marvelous history of His earthly kingdom through nineteen

centuries, we realize the fulfilment of the promise of His com-

ing with power. In the confidence bom of this fulfilment of His

word, we await its consummation, in His final appearance in su-

IM-eme majesty. In both alike, we reverently confess the unsearch-

able depth of that unerring wisdom whose 'least assertion stands

unshaken against the vain imaginations of the sons of men.

W. H. McClellan, S. J.

Woodstock, Md.
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OUTUNES OF THE DOCTRINE OF THE MYSTICAL LIFE.

MOBTAL SIN IN THE UGHT OF MYSTICISM.

' 1 * HE existence of moral evil or sin is a fact whidi cannot be

denied. In whatever lig^t it may be viewed, or however

one may try to account for it, one is compelled to admit

that there are disordered actions of men, such, for instance, as

murder, theft, perjury, adultery, intemperance, ungodliness—all

arising frcun disordered affecticms, such as hatred, envy, lust, sloth,

pride, etc We meet with gross, palpable evidences of this evil

everywhere around us, to say nothing of our personal experience

of it in our own selves. Moreover, by natural implication and by

the testimony of history, we know that it has been so throughout

the past ages, going back from century to century to the very dawn

of the history of the world. At this point divine revelation unveils

before our eyes the head-spring of this ocean of human misery and

guilt, in the original sin of our first-parents; and the same au-

thority, furthermore, discloses the fact that even the sin of Adam
and Eve was not the first link in the long diain, for this sin con-

nects itself, by the temptation of the evil one, with his own sin

and that of the other fallen angels ^en they raised the cry of re-

bellion against God in the paradise of their trial.

Sin is essentially a free deliberate act, contrary to right reason

The Psalmist asks this question: "Who can understand sin?"

(Ps. xviii., 13). No one can understand sin in itself, because it

is an absurdity, a monstrous absurdity, the act of a reasonable

creature, and yet an act contrary to right reason. Therefore, on

the face of it, it is an act of self-destruction, an obliterating of the

likeness of God in one's self with one's own hands, a guilty re-

turning to nothingness. Qmsidered in the abstract—apart even

from the incidental sufferings it entails on its perpetrator and on

his victims, sufferings which are very grievous, as we shall see in

the next chapter—^sin is the greatest evil that can ever happen, for

it is the evil of the spirit. It is a falling away from God, a wilful

cutting off of communication with the spring of spiritual life, a

throwing of one self headlong into a bottomless abyss, a suicidal

act and at the same time an awful lie. Whilst the mystic says with

the king-prophet : "It is good for me to adhere to God" (Ps. Ixxii.,

28), because indeed he has experienced it to be so, the sinner de-

clares by his acts, if not by word of mouth; "It is good for me
to turn away from God; it is good for me to adhere to created

things instead of God ; it is good for me, tty falling back upon my-'
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self and things created, to return as far as in me lies into nothing-

ness;" and all the while the event is giving him the lie. It is not

good ; it is very harmful for him to do these things.

There are two formidable aspects of sin. First, there is the evil

done to God, inasmudi as sin is an attack upon Him, an offense

against His sanctity and love, an infringement upon His absolute

sovereign rights. There is at the same time the evil done to the

reasonable creature, in that sin separates him from God, Who is

his very life, and precipitates him into a depth of degradation and

misery proportionate to the height of glory and happiness to which

God has predestined him.

The original mistake of the sinner is that, for the gratification

of his passions, he practically refers everything to himself. For

this unworthy end he employs the noble faculties of his body and

soul, which were given him as so many instruments for the ex-

dusive service of God. He moreover lays guilty hands upon the

creatures, animate and inanimate, of this natural universe, all of

which are God's property, and he reduces them to an unjust

captivity, making use of them, in spite of their groaning, for his

own nefarious purposes against the will of God and against God,

who created him and them for a noble end. But the height of

injustice and folly is readied when the unfortunate sinner damns

himself in this world and in the next by misusing his fellow-men,

even his own flesh and blood, a wife or children, subbrdinates or

friends, dragging all along with him into sin.

For this egotist the whole universe of things created and un-

created is but a vast circumference, of which he constitutes him-

self the centre. He refers and subordinates everything to his own
self, even God, since he would have Him to yield to his puny will.

Now God cannot acquiesce in such a monstrous overthrow of His

inalienable sovereign rights. The sweetness and harmony of order

demand that everything be referred to God and subordinated to

Him; the more so that God has in view the procuring of His own
glory by means of our happiness. Could anything be ^ore desir-

able? The sinner, on the other hand, proposes to himself and to

all he can press into his service, his own glory instead of that of

God, his own will instead of that of God, at the cost of his own
happiness, both temporal and eternal, and at the cost of the precious

souls of those he scandalizes. Could anything be thought of more

crimmal and idrotic?

Now, though he may, through want of faith or through in-

advertence, be all unconscious of tfie fact, the terrible truth is that

the centre around which the sinner really gravitates and to which

he is attracted and to which he tends by the sheer weight of his
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guilt, is the hell of the damned. It is an article of faith that were

he to die suddenly, tinrepentant, as suddenly would he fall into

the pit of hell, just as a stone, held above water, falls and is en-

gulfed in the water the instant it is released and abandmed to its

natural attraction. The sinner would not have God, and out of

God there ia no future place for the reasonable creature guilty of

such a crime but the eternal prison of hell.

In this regard there is no difference between him who is guilty

of but one mortal sin and the man who is guilty of a multitude;

they both belong to hell, though they are not in it as yet. Thd
very moment that the sinner achieves his severance from God, his

name is blotted out of the book of life and inscribed on the rolls

of hell. By right he now belong^ to hell as much as the lost souls

themselves, though it is yet in his power, with the grace of God,

if he will accept it, to cancel the terrible indenture.

The difference between sinner and sinner on earth, as also be-

tween reprobate and reprobate in hell, lies in the respective amount

of guilt each one has incurred and the special punishment meted

out to him in consequence. We might say it lies radically in the

degree of rottenness and filthiness to which each one has descended.

A man just dead is as dead as one who died yesterday, or a week

ago, or a month ago, or six months ago ; but he is not yet such an

object of horror as these latter ; so the sinner who is guilty of but

one mortal sin is as absolutely dead to the life of grace as he who
is laden with a thousand mortal sins, but this latter is a greater

object of the reproblation of God and of His vindictive justice.

This may serve to explain the warning of our Lord to the sinner

in the Apocalypse iii., 1-2: "I know that thou hast the name of

being alive, and thou art dead. Be watchful and strengfthen the

things that remain, which are ready to die." In the unfortunate

Giristian who has lost charity by but one mortal sin there survive

usually, first, the theolc^cal virtue of hope, then that of faith;

formless, both of them, it is true (Latin informes), but still able

even as such to prevent a greater ruin and to become scmiehow prin-

ciples of spiritual resurrection. There survive, moreover, all the

acquired moral virtues, and finally, at times, a certain lingering

shadow of the spirit of prayer. There may even perchance be

found in that soul a certain imitation of charity—a dangerous sur-

vival of the former state, because, says S. Francis of Sales ("Love

of God,") it serves but to deceive the wretched sinner and keep

him in illusion as to his real state. The things that remain which

are ready to die, of which our Lord speaks, are therefore the form-

less theological virtues of hope and faith and the acquired moral

virtues. The infused moral virtues whidi are as the suite and the
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handmaidens of charity are struck dead the same moment as their

queen.

The theological virtue of hope, rendered formless by mortal sin,

may at last perish zXtoge^ex, by the repetition or multiidication of

criminal acts. There will come a mcMnent when the soul will pass

almost without transition from the height of presumption to the

depths of despair. The yoke of sin grows heavier and heavier, the

evil habits, like so many iron chains, become firmly riveted to the

soul, and all prospect of deliverance is shut out of sight. Then
the wretched sinner falls into discouragement, and drifting at the

mercy of circumstances, is a ready prey to the most violent and

sudden transports of passion, after which he is haunted by tempta-

tions of despair or even of suicide.

Giristian hope being dead, faith may still survive, formless, and

further weakened by the sad fate of hope; how very ailing, how
severely shaken, is shown by its occasional fainting-fits, so to speak,

or, to use another metaphor, by the partial and more or less pro-

longed eclipses of its light Still, even such a weak and fitful light

is better tl^ absolute darkness, and it may help the soul to avoid

the worst pitfalls, and even direct its first steps towards a return

to God.

The worst state of all is arrived at when faith itself has finally

been put out, either by the sinner's committing certain particularly

heinous crimes or a deliberate intention on his part to extinguish its

persistant flickering. However, do what he will, the light which

he received in baptism, the indelible character or sign which marked

him a Christian, is never totally done away widi, but from time

to time from its dying embers sparks and flames spring up unex-

pectedly, which are the last appeals of God to the soul bent ob-

stinately upon its own destruction.
*

To conclude, we may say that in the moral order there are two

great centres of attraction, and only two—God, the loving God,

and Hell, the Hell of the damned. All reasonable creatures, whether

in via OT in tennino, converge towards <me or other of these centres

;

attracted to the one by the mysterious force of charity, or to the

other by that other force, the antithesis of charity, which is sin,

habitual sin; for actual sin becomes habitual if it is not at once

repented of and abolished by a good confession or an act of per-

fect ccMitrition. Those in termino, both angels and the souls of the

dead, are not only attracted to fheir centre, whichever this happens

to be, but they are bound to it for ever. Souls which are yet in via

have it in Aeir power to wrench themselves from the one and

transfer themselves to the other. All, whether in termino or in via,

gravitate towards tfieir centre of attraction, with a force propor-
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tionate to their attraction to charity or sin respectively. The tepid

Christian himself, just as the mystic of all degrees or the sinner of

all shades, is also actually gravitating towards one of the two

:*pheres of attraction—diat of the God of love or that whose focus

is the hell of the damned. Only when he happens to be gravitating

towards the natural centre of charity, God, by not being actually

in the state of mortal sin, still he keeps himself at such an enormous

distance from this centre that he cannot be warmed nor illumined

by its rays, and, being hardly conscious of the force that draws him,

he obeys its attraction but sluggishly. He is so very near to the

confines of the sphere whose centre of attraction is sin that it is

not to be wondered at if he be suddenly whirled out of his former

orbit and tossed into this one, to become one of those "wandering

stars" of which St Jude speaks, "to whom the storm of darkness

is reserved for ever." (Jud. i., 13). Oh! may the loving God pre-

serve us from such a terrible fate I

THE HARD WAYS OF SIN.

"My people have done two evils: they have forsaken me, the

fountain of living water, and have digged to themselves cisterns,

broken cisterns that can hold no water."—^Jerem.

The keynote of mystical life is joy—a joy deep and pure, but

hidden from the eyes of men ; it does not preclude severe sufferings,

both mental and physical ; these will ever be the part of the pilgrim

sojourning in this land of exile. After their severe flagellations

in the presence of the council of their nation the Apostles "went

away rejoicing, for that they were accounted worthy to suffer re-

proach for the name of Jesus." (Acts v., 41). "I am filled with

comfort," says St Paul, "I exceedingly abound with joy in all our

tribulations." (II. Cor. vii., 4.) The keynote of a sinful life,

on the other hand, is sadness ; but a secret sadness, which eats its

way relentlessly into the very heart of the sinner, and though per-

force this he concealed from the world, yet, in spite of every effort,

it will often manifest itself. How could it be otherwise with one

who diooses to make himself the enemy of God, and of his better

self, and of his fellow-men?

It is certainly a merciful dispensation by which sin always brings

its own chastisement, even in this world—^the poor sinner may take

heed and at least escape eternal punishment. It is a law of the

universe that every disorder brings uneasiness. A broken limb, a

dislocated bone, will cause an agony of suffering until it is properly

set. Now sin is the greatest of disorders, a moral disorder, causing

uneasiness to the spirit even of angel or man; but very often with
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men it is also at the iame time a physical and material disorder,

bringing material and physical pain.

Let us glance rapidly at some of the sufferings, moral and physical,

which are to be found in the trail of sin. First of all, remorse.

This is the skeleton in the cupboard, not at all a comfortaUe com-

panion for the diseased mind. The sinner tries to forget it; he

never succeeds completely. Then the fear of disclosure, and the

confusion when one is discovered and becomes an object of repro-

bation to all right-minded persons, and even to the wicked and

hypocritical, by whom, mayhap, the temptation and sin were caused.

Very often bitter disappointment, disgust and nausea; for the object

whidi promised to give satisfaction and enjoyment has turned out

to be a veritable apple of Sodom, alluring in appearance, but chang-

ing to ashes and sulphur in the mouth. Loss of health, the squan-

dering of'fortune, exasperating recriminations, bitter r^^ts, burn-

ing reproaches—all these come as a matter of course. And the dis-

tressing, maddening question which cannot but rise in the mind:

How will all this end? It may be silenced for a while, but it rises

again, importunate and persistent. The wretched sinner wrings his

hands, turns his head away and feigns not to hear.

And now, if the sinner remains obdurate, refusing to return like

the prodigal to God, his Heavenly Father, by true repentance and

amendment of life, a new series of alarming symptoms will begin to

manifest Aemselves. These are: i. Deformation of the conscience.

Though it is hard to kick against the goad and to sin with open

eyes yet, at this point, the sinner tries to persuade himself that

black is white and white is black. 2. Spiritual blindness. An in-

fatuation with the object of his passion now takes possession of the

sinner, so that he cannot see anything else that matters in the whole

world. 3. A weakening of the queen-faculty, the will. Resisting

power becomes nil and the soul is ready for every sort of abdica-

ti(ML 4. A hardening of the heart Here sin is loved for its own
sake; the sinner refuses to be released from his evil, resolved to

pursue his course wiAersoever it may lead him. 5. A lowering of

the diaracter to untold dqpths. Probity, sincerity, self-respect,

natural affections, consideration for others, regard for public

decency—all go by the board. 6. A monstrous perversion of the

natural appetites, tmbridled licentiousness of the imagination, over-

powering, well nigh irresistible tyranny of the senses, a thorough

disorganization of the whole being, body and soul. 7. Terrible,

ihameful diseases, leading to the very verge of folly and despair. 8.

The horrible fear of stealAily appriaching death and of what lies

beyond. There is none who fears death like the sinner; his all in

all is in and of this world; is it surprising that he should tremble
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at the very thought of judgment? Then the probable transmission

of the accursed germs of disease and vice to an innocent off-

spring.

Is this an overcharged picture? Any one acquainted with the

world will be able to point out hundreds of cases not one whit less

terriUe than this.

Finally, there will be the posthumous effects of sin, that is to

say, a whole evil brood of sins, which, after the sinner's death,

may spring up from the scandals he caused during life. These may
go on spreading and perpetuating and propagating without limit

or end till the very day of judgment. Then will all these evils

be attributed to the sinner who fathered them, and demand will be

made for a revision of his account with the Divine Justice and for a

proportionate aggravation of his eternal punishment.

And all along during his wretdied life on earth to all the self-

inflicted chastisement of the sinner was added the uneasiness arising

from the fear of God—not a holy fear, like that of the true children

of God, who are in dread lest tiiey offend their HIeavenly Father,

and incur His displeasure and lose Him ; but an abject fear, a fear

which makes the sinner shun Grod and look upon Him as an enemy.

Adam, in order to taste freely of the forbidden fruit, put away his

habit of the filial, holy fear of God, and on eating of the foi1>idden

fruit, was immediately seized with the abject fear of God. Hence-

forth, he shuns God, he avoids meeting Him as heretofore, he hides

from Him in the woods with his guilty consort, and when perforce

he must face his offended Creator and Benefactor, he becomes

impudent, which is another way of running away from God. He
says: "The woman thou gavest me tempted me," as much as to

say : "I am not the one to blame ; she is. Nay, if we look well into

it. Thou, my God, Thou Who gavest her to me. Thou art the One
to blame."

Does not every sinner in a way conduct himself like Adam and

blame God for his own evil deeds? Look at the typical modem
man of the world ; he entertains no holy fear of God—not he ; he is

above that; he can drink in sin like water. Nevertheless, he has

at the same time a horrible dread of God. He cannot bear tfie

thought of Him. The bare mention of His Holy Name is enough

to throw that man into a frenzy. For months and years at a time

he will not set foot in a church; and when forced to do so by

worldly conventionality, to attend a wedding, for instance, or the

fimeral of a friend, or for some civic demonstration, he does so

with a shudder, as is plainly shown by his whole attitude. He flies,

I say; he flies in abject terror from before the face of God; he

flies with a flight which very soon may be eternal. And all along
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he blames God, the loving God, the Holy One, not himself, for his

own wickedness. The literature of the day in all its branches, high

and low, refined and coarse, light and learned, is saturated with

this sort of blasi^emy. But it is not convincing, it is not reas-

suring, and the louder the voice which g^ves expression to these

horrors, the more evident becomes the abject fear of God by which

those who cry out are tormented.

It is fear, even an abject fear ? Nay, it is something worse, much
worse; it is hatred, positive hatred of God, of which the habituai

sinner becomes at last possessed. Of course, the beginner in the

ways of sin does not arrive ail at once at such an extremity as this.

He comes to it little by little, but he comes to it in the end to actually

hating the good God Who made him, and the loving Saviour Who
died for him on the Cross. Because God forbids sin and punishes

it terribly even in this world and threatens an eternal, fearful pun-

ishment of it in the next, the sinner is brought step by step to hate

with a positive and explicit hatred the sanctity of God, His justice.

His infinite perfections. His very Being. This is indeed one of the

hard ways of sin. "We have wearied ourselves in the ways of

iniquity and destruction and have walked through hard ways."

Thus the reprobates in the Book of Wisdom v., 7.

These, then, are the hard ways of sin. When we tell the foolish

youth bent upon taking a large bite of forbidden fruit that sin

hurts, he will not believe it. He argues with himself that these

tales of woe are inventions of priests, good at most to frighten

little children with. He persuades himself that he at least will not

feel the worse for quaffing a generous draught at the cup of

pleasure ; that he will know when to stop, and that even if he gets

a toudi of fever in consequence, he will soon be well again. Poor

fool! How many sudi are to be seen, terribly caught indeed,

and they are forced at last to cry out that sin does indeed hluit.

When, by a very signal mercy of God, the sinner is g^ven the

grace to desire to retrace his footsteps and return to a saintly life,

he is confronted with really appalling difficulties. To mention at

present but one, among many, there is literally "the devil to pay."

The devil holds him and will not let him go. The devil has bought

his soul; the sinner sold it to him, very cheap, it is true, and he

has been cheated into the bargain, but still the devil has his bond.

He has taken his assurances. He holds a mortage on the brain,

another on the will-power, another on die imagination, another on

the senses, still another on the nerves of the sinner. Oh ! how hard

it is to wrench oneself free from the devil's clutches I But it must

be done. It must be done at all costs. It is a question of life and

death, and of life and deatfi eternal; and dte longer the delay in
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the great and desperate effcMl towards the liberty of the children of

God, the more the devil rivets his chains and weighs down the soul

of die poor sinner with his fetters.

THE PKODIGAL's RETUKN.

It may at first sight seem impossiUe for a poor sinner, after

y UTS of slavery to evil habits, to retrace his steps and return to a

healthy and saintly state of life. But lluit which is impossible to

man is not impossible to God. If a miracle or even a series of

miracles be needed to help the repentant sinner's good-will, miracles

will be forthcoming.

I do not mean thereby that the sinner will be spared the hardships

of conversion ; no, for these are a part of his expiation and a neoes-

sary discipline. It is required that by as many acts of self-in-

dulgence as he descended to his present position on the road of

perdition, by at least as many acts of self-restraint and self-renuncia-

tion shall he now retrace his steps before he can scale the heights

of ?ancritv.

Do you think that the prodigal's return home in the state that

he was in was not fraught with appalling difficulties to his self-

love? When the Good Shepherd lifted up the erring sheep from

the thorny bush oa. the mountain crag, where it had fallen and all

but killed itself and took it tenderly into His arms. He could not

for all His loving care prevent the bruised sheep from feeling the

pain of its hurts nor the tediousness of the journey back to the

fold, nor the discomfort of the heat of the day. The Good
Samaritan poured, it is true, oil and vinegar into the wounds of

the unfortunate traveler who had fallen into the hands of highway-

men, been robbed and left half dead on the wayside. He skillfully

bandaged the wounds and with infinite care placed the man on his

beast and led him to an inn, the nearest on the road. But for all

that he could not prevent fever frcMn setting in during the night,

in consequence of the loss of blood and the terrible nervous shock

which the poor man had sustained; neither could he forestall nor

shorten tiie slow progress of recovery.

Although God has forgiven all past sins as soon as a full, sincere

and sorrowful confession of them has been made, and although the

penitent has by confession banished the loathsome presence of sin

from his soul and is resolved with God's grace to begin a new life,

nevertheless, the consequences of sin still remain. He will have

resolutely to grapple with these, nor can he hope to overcome them

all at once, but gradually, and by dint of patient and unremitting

effort. The arch-fiend has been forced to evacuate the country he

had invaded, but he leaves it bare and desolate, the fields are burnt.
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the houses in ruins. Time and labor will be needed to clear the

rubbish and break up the ground again and rebuild the houses

and thus bring the country to its former flourishing condition.

It may even happen occasionally in the beginning of his con-

version that the poor penitent may relapse into sin after a long and

protracted struggle. Has he really given full consent to evil ? No
one can tell—^himself less than any one. Whether quite a mortal

sin or not, this relapse is horribly painful, yet the poor sinner must

rise at (Mice; but he remains dazed and side and disgusted with him-

self and so frightened. Saint Angela of Foligno had such a re-

lapse in the beginning of her conversion. Thus it is absolutely cer-

tain that the sinner wishing to return to God has before him, be-

sides the hardships common to all the servants of God, the prospect

of some special sufferings which are the effect of his past sins and

would have been spared him if he had never left the path of virtue.

He is therefore in need of a very powerful grace of God: but he

is no sooner resolved to correspond to grace than he is at once lifted

out of the depths of perdition and assumed into the economy of

divine life. This is already an immense mirade, the {M'oportions of

which we shall be able to appredate only in paradise.

This is only the beginning. The penitent sinner has now to set

out on his way of the Cross and to dimb his Calvary. He does so,

dragging himsdf heavily along, groaning under the weight of the

awkward cross which he has hewn and carved out for himsdf with

his own hands ; it is made up of the shame of his past sins, of the

&lterings of nature and of the tyranny of inveterate evil habits—

a

heavy cross, which occasionally bears him down and seems on the

point of crushing him to death. So it proved to be with the illus-

trious penitent, Mary of Egypt, in the first years of her solitary

life. Now and again she fell into discouragement; almost into

despair—almost, almost, but not quite. It is so with every true

penitent. But here we behold a second miracle. Lo, the Lamb of

God, the Divine Saviour, walks before Ae weary pilgrim of Calvary,

laden with His own still heavier Cross, bleeding, falling, rising

again and beckoning to him to follow. And virtue goes out of the

sweet Saviour, so that, though trembling, the poor penitent is able

to rise to his feet again and totter on and now as he dimbs higher

and higher up the steep hill, he finds it more alluring than the

broad way of his former life of sin and he begins to love its very

hardness.

Humiliations will not be spared him on the way—kicks and cuffs,

and sneers and lashes of the tongue and curses deep and loud from

his former associates in sin. No one can leave with unpunity the
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service of Belial. Oh ! how the world and the devils hate the man
who turns away frcMU tfiem to follow Jesus to Calvary

!

Nor are these the severest trials. To the innocent Jesus Himself

the worst afflictions during His sacred Passion came not irotn die

hands of men, but fnxn those of His Heavenly Father and from

His own hands, so to say, I mean from the horror^juid hatred with

which he looked upon the sins of the world which He bore in His

own Person. So also for the true penitent. The severest afflictions

come to him Iraai the hands of God and from his own hands.

Although God has forgfiven him, the penitent himself will never

till death forgive himself for having offended the Divine Majesty.

Many and many a time will he break his heart in silent prayer and

melt into bitter tears at the recollection of his former offenses. See

how St Peter bewailed all his life the misfortune of having in a

moment of weakness denied his Master. Tradition tells us the

tears coursing incessantly from his eyes had traced deep furrows in

his cheeks. The immortal penitential psalms bear witness to the

deep, long-abiding sorrow of King David after his crime ; and they

furnish the penitents of all ages with an inspired form in whidi to

express their bitter regret of having offended God.

Now in this abiding and persevering sorrow of the penitent sin-

ner lies one of the greatest safeguards against a relapse into sin.

There is little danger of doing again what is bewailed so bitterly.

Lifelong observation has convinced me that the reason why so many
Christians lamentably relapse into grievous sin, even soon after good

confessions—as good, at any rate, as attrition with holy absolution

can make them—^is chiefly that they do not cultivate an abiding

sorrow for their former offenses ; or, what comes to the same thing,

they do not cultivate a true love of God for Himself. They have

received holy absolution with joy and with a deep sense of relief,

but they do no further penance than the light one imposed by the

priest, nor do they feel the necessity of watching and praying

against the recurrence of temptation. As soon as forgiven, their

sins are forgotten by them. And yet we are warned by the oracle

of the Holy Ghost: "My son, be not without fear even of the sitvs

that have been forgiven thee." Hence the deplorable weakness of

many Christians. What would seem incredible also is that repeated

falls do not help them to grasp this principle of spiritual life

—

that, though God forgives the sinner, the sinner must never foi^ve

himself ; herein lies the surest safeguard for the future.

"Wash me yet more from my iniquity," sighs the true penitent

with the King-Prophet. God hears his prayer. He deanses him
more and more. For although our Heavenly Father has forgiven

the sins of His penitent child, yet does He diastise him, make him
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suffer, allow him to feel the full weight of their horror and wicked-

ness. This God does, not in anger, but in love; not only in order

to cleanse the soul more and more, but in order to make it gain

precious merits for heav«n, thus redeeming lost time.

Hence it is that, after the first transport of joy and sweetness and

fervor of conversion, there usually sets in a period of darkness and

dryness, a withdrawal of spiritual consolations.
.
Prayer,, medita-

tions. Holy Communions—all seem absolutely devoid of the unction

of piety. Sometimes a well-nigh invincible horror of confession will

come upon the soul ; doubts, fearful doubts, arise as to whether the

sins of the past have been duly ccmfessed and are really foi^ven;

the infinite merqy of God is lost sight of and the efficacy which the

Sacraments derive from the mferits of the Passion of Our Lord.

The perplexed penitent, seeking vainly to alleviate his sufferings,

desires, while at the same time he dreads, to repeat over and over

again his general confession, and, though he may do this, it will

but serve to involve him in an inextricable maze of explanations

and difficulties. The unbearable torment of scrupulosity infests the

soul and doubts against faith and frightful temptations against

purity alternate with the fear of death and of the judgment to come.

Is all this terrible enough ? True and yet is it not better to be so

tormented and pleasing to God than to be as heretofore a slave

of the devil living on the brink of hell? This soul is happy, deep

down within herself. She would not exchange her present state

for the happiest moments of her former life. She has become a

q>ectacle to the world and to angels, to the saints of heaven and to

God Himself. Oh! with what palpitating interest do these follow

each incident in the beautiful drama of the transformation of a

sinner into a saint, even into another Christ

!

The supreme act will be acc(Mnplished in the mystical crucifixion

and death on the Cross of the poor penitent. He must submit to be

stripped of all created affections and allow his soul to be torn to

shreds by the most cruel tCH-tures and to be nailed to the cross and

hang there by his wounds. Then all the pains of this soul shall be

gathered up into one, the greatest of all, the torment of thirst—the

tftirst for love, for the feeling of loving God and of being loved by

Him. Of this cooling draught he shall be refused even one drop,

and instead, he shall be offered bitter gall and vinegar. He must

go through the supreme ordeal of feeling abandoned by men and

by God Himself and cry out with Jesus in His extremity: "My
God, my God, why hast Thou forsaken me?"

Meanwhile there is more joy in heaven upon the transformation

of such a sinner into Jesus and into Jesus Crucified dian upon the

perseverance of ninety-nine just who need not penance. Oh! it
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were enough, if that were possible, to fill even the saints with envy f

But the suUimi^ of his state is wholly hidden from him as yet

Hidden also, quite out of sig^t is the marvellous crown of jewels

of eternal splendor, which all tfiese painful victories over self are

gaining for him.

Behold at last the moment of triiunph is at hand, Jesus sa}rs to

the dying sinner: "Friend and fellow-sufferer, this day shalt thou

be with Me in Paradise. Consummatum est. All is finished!"

"Come, beloved; winter is now passed, sadness is no more; the

joyful voice of love is heard in our land ; the flowers of eternal glory

break forth all over thee; enter thou into the joy of thy Lord."

Oh, what a chorus of congratulations bursts forth upou the ears

of the penitent-dect, and what hosannahs of praise to God and of

jubilation are heard in heaven when such a one makes entrance

there.

Sinner, O my brother, it is yet in our power, yours and mine, with

God's grace to secure ineffable glory such as this for ourselves and

to give joy to the hosts in heaven above. We are wretched, yea,

but the more wretched we are at present, the greater will our

achievement be! Shall we not start forth upon the journey?

THE UNCLEAN SPIRITS.

These Outlines of the Doctrine of the Mystical Life would not

be complete and we should be guilty of a serious omission were we
not to take into account the fallen angels, their sin and their action

upon the world at large, as upon the Church of Christ and upon

each individual soul in particular. This consideration will help to-

wards a true appreciation of Mysticism. It will also serve to bring

out in clear perspective the fate of the purest and brightest of

God's creatures once they separate themselves from Him who is

their life, and it will show us at the same time the wisdom and

power of God Himself, Who from the evil of sin draws a greater

good, namely, that of the sanctification of His elect and the mani-

festation of the treasures of His charity. Indeed, the Church of

Christ and every predestinated soul would be far less bright and

holy than they now are had they not passed through the severe

ordeal of temptation by devils and persecution by the wicked, and

we would never have known the excess of the love of God for us

had not the sin of our first parents given occasion for the awful

mystery of our Redemption by the Cross.

By a wise counsel of God the devil is permitted to have a hand

in the making of history. We cannot reckon without him. Nor

could we explain without him the superhuman perverseness of some
historical personages, such as Cain, Pharao, Antiochus, Judas, Nero^
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Domitian, Anus, Mhhomet, Luther, Voltaire, Robespierre, the Anti-

dirist that is to come; nor the superhuman perverseness of associa-

tions such as Free-masonry; nor the ugliest features of such g^eat

social upheavals as the so-called Reformation of the sixteenth cen-

tury, the French Revolution of the end of the eighteenth century

and the present world-war, with its atrocities, sacrileges and im-

moralities, at least on the part of some of the belligerents. The
activity of Satan does mudi more than merely add a further source

of temptation to the weakness of the world and of the flesh; it

brings to bear also a cc»nbination and an intelligent direction of all

the elements of evil. Man, even fallen from innocence and grace,

would never have descended to the depths of wickedness he is

capable of now if he had been left to himself.

' The devils are spirits of darkness ; they are set out upon the task

of casting darkness over the souls of men, to make them fall into

errors, dogmatic and moral, and thus achieve their eternal ruin. It

is worthy of the infinite wisdom of God that He allows them to

have their wa^ for a time whilst turning their malicious intent to

His own ends.. By their insane efforts the devils only succeed in

threshing out the wheat of the divine Husbandman, separating it

from the chaff upon the threshing floor of this present world. The

wheat is being constantly taken up into heaven by the blessed angels

;

the chaff only remains in the hands of the devils, to be burnt for ever

with them in the flames of hell.

St. John aimachus, that great master and teacher of mystical

Theology, in "The Steps of Paradise" shows us the devils, full of

cunning and malice, incessantly applying the keenness of their

intellects and the unbending strength of their perverted wills to the

one purpose of burning down, by means of the very fire which

torments them, the temfde of God, that is to say, the Church of

Jesus Qirist, and every individual soul which, when in the state of

grace, is also the temi^e of God. "Brethren," says St. Paul, "put

you on the armor of God, that you may be able to stand against the

deceits of the devil. For our wrestling is not against flesh and

blood, but against principalities and powers, against the rulers of

the world of this darkness, against the spirits of wickedness in

high places. Wherefore, take unto you the armor of God, that you

may be able to resist in the evil day and to stand in all things

perfect Stand therefore, having your loins girt about with truth,

and having on the breast-plate of justice: in all things taking the

diield of faith, wherewith you may be able to extinguish all the

fiery darts of the most widced one." (Eph. vi., 11-16.)

Our Lord calls the devils "unclean spirits." It would be impos-

sible to find another name which would characterize them more
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truly. The idea of tmcleanness seems very repugnant to that of

spirituality. The devils are angels, that is to say, spirits, unmixed

with bodily matter, and therefore absolutely free from the passions

of lust which are derived therefrom; how, then, can they be called

unclean? Do not the two words "unclean" and "spirit" involve a

contradiction, an ancHnaly, a monstrosity? Yes; but we are pre-

pared somewhat to understand this by what we have read (supra

Ch. XIII,) of sin in the abstract, namely, that it is an absurdity, an

anomaly, a guilty return to nothingness—therefore a corruption,

making the subject of it unclean.

The devils are justly called unclean, though spirits, because they

have embraced the state of sin and live in it for ever. The love

of God is the only aroma which can preserve the reasonable creature

from corruption. This love they have deliberately and definitively

put away. They are, moreover, justly called unclean, because sm
is jiow their only occupation—hating and blaspheming God, tempt-

ing men and tormenting themselves and one another and their vic-

tims, the reprobates in hell. These are the only uses to which they

put their bright intellect and strong will. Finally, they are justly

called unclean, because they tempt men to cmnmit the sins of the

flesh, for which they themselves, as pure spirits, have a horror,

intense and abiding. Such is their hatred of God that they incite

men to this thing which causes in themselves an intolerable nausea

—

just as if a man of noble birth and education and of refined tastes

would hate another man to such an extent that he would do violence

to himself and take in his hands the most unclean substance in order

to fling it at the picture of his enemy, whose person he was unable

to reach. How unclean indeed must they be accounted who are the

instigators of all uncleaimess.

Fr<Mn various passages of Holy Scripture—more particularly

from Ezech. xxviii., 12-15, Isaias xiv., 12-15, L,uke x., 18, and

Apoc. xii., 1-9—the Fathers of the Church and scholastic theologians

have evolved the story of the fall of the angels as follows : The sin

of Lucifer and his followers consisted in refusing to abide and per-

severe in the supernatural order in whidi God had placed them in

the first moment of their existence. All the angels of God in the

beginning were created in a like state of grace. They were all made
angels of light, children of God, dearly loved, highly exalted, and

they were all alike destined, after due probation, to the glory and

bliss of the beatific vision. They were not only endowed with a

most excellent, purely spiritual nature, free fr<»n any defect or in-

clination to evil and sin, but they were moreover raised by grace

above their nature to an unspeakable height of positive sanctity and

endowed with most adnurable supernatural illumination and virtue.

«
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It is from such a height that with open eyes deliberately, by their

own choice and without any temptation, they precipitated, them-

sdves.

L4icifer revested against the precedence given to love over intel-

lect The 8{dendor of his own natural gifts seem to have so dazzled

him that he loathed the supernatural order wherein magnificence

of intellect cotmted for nothing if not accompanied by hiunility and

love. He was enraged to see in the light of the revelation that was

given to all the angels during their probation this great wonder in

heaven, a future Lucifer or Light-bearer, brighter than himself,

namely, the Virgin, with the Child-God in her arms. He could not

bring himself to acknowledge that a woman inferior to him in

nature should at some future epoch be made his Queen, and that the

seed of that woman should be preferred to himself for the honor of

the hypostatic union. Thus it was that when God the Father made
known to the angels the coming of the First-Begotten in the htmiil-

ity of our flesh and commanded all the angels to adore Him (Heb.

1-6), Lucifer raised his great battle-cry and his rebellion spread to

some of the ranks of the angelic hierarchies—and we know the

sequel.

So the devils, though still perfect in the incorruptible nature of

pure spirits, are vitiated in their intellect and will, in that they do

not accept the supernatural order, they protest against it, they un-

ceasingly wage war against it, and God allows them for a while to

fight against it with all their might. The devil will, of course,

never have the knowledge proper of the blessed in the beatific vision.

On the other hand, by his apostasy he has fallen away from grace

and from the divine light that was in him at his creation. He has

but the knowledge that is common to all pure spirits, which is very

great indeed, but is only of natural things and does not make for

happiness; it is but darkness in regard to whole supernatural

order. In his affections and in his acts the devil is monstrously

Reformed. From an angel of light he has changed himself into an

angel of darkness ; from a pure flame of love he has made himself

a dragon, a burning brand of inextinguishable malice and hatred.

Our quaint mediaeval painters were not, after all, so far frmn hitting

the marie when they pictured "Old Hom*y" in all sorts of shameful

deformations and grotesque attitudes.

"the world of this darkness."

In the banding together of the devils with the sinners of the

world is to be found an explanation of that strange ^enomenon,

that formidable power of evil upon earth cafled by the Apostie "The

-worid of this darimess." vi., m.)
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By this ex|»-ession St Paul does not mean the material universe

of things visible, which God made and which He solemnly declared

in the beginning to be "good, very good" (Gen. 11), nor even that

portion of it, the earth, on which living men, divided Into two op-

posite camps, carry on their deeds of sanctity or of shame. By
"the world of this darkness" the apostle signifies only the whole

company of sinners, together with their evil works in every de-

partment of human activity. This is the world over which the

devil is proclaimed prince. "The prince of this world," as our

Lord says (Jo. xii., 31). When Christ was tempted in the desert,

the devil took Him up into a hig^ mountain and showed Him all

the kingdoms of the world and the glory of them and said unto

Him : "All these will I give Thee if, falling down. Thou wilt adore

me." (Mat iv., 8-9.) This is the world against which our Lord

launches His anathemas: "Woe to the world on account of its

scandals." (Mat xviii., 7.) "Father, I pray not for the world,

but for them whom Thou hast given Me. . . . out of the world.

. . . They are not of the world, as I also am not of the world."

(Jo. xvii., 6, 9, 16.) To His brethren who did not believe in Him
He said: "The world cannot hate you, but Me it hateth, because I

give testimony of it that the works thereof are evil." (Jo. vii., 7.)

And to the Jews who did not receive His teaching He declared:

"You are from beneath, I am from above, you are of this world,

I am not of this world." (Jo. viii. 23.) This is the world which

St. John says is "wholly seated in wickedness" (I. Jo. v., 19) and of

which he gives us solemn warning: "My little children, love not the

world, nor the things which are in the world. If any man love the

world, the charity of the Father is not in him; for all that is lit

the world is the concupiscence of the flesh, and the concupiscence

of the eyes, and the pride of life, which is not of the Father, but

is of the world. And the world passeth away, and the concu-

piscence thereof, but he that doth the Will of God abideth for

ever." (I. Jo. xi., 15-17.)

So the world is the society of the wicked on earth, under the

leadership of the devil. It is social, collective, cumulative, or-

ganized ungodliness. It is the City of Evil, "The great dty which

hath kingdom over the kings of the earth." (Apoc. xvii., 18,) the

dty of confusion, the Babel of contradiction and strife, the image of

hell on earth, where men hate one another and agree together in

but one thing, namely, in "fighting with the Lamb." (Apoc xvii.,

14;) it is "the Great Babjylon" (Apoc. xix., 5,) as opposed to the

City of God on earth, the Church Militant, which is made up of

the servants of God, under the leadership of Christ.

Between these two cities the Church of God on the one hand
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and the great Babylon of this world on the other, as the genius of

St. Augustine has sketched them out in his immortal work, "De
Civitate Dei," there is irreconcilable enmity. The boundaries which

separate them are not material ones, walls of stone or ditches dug
in the earth. Their respective soldier-citizens are intermingled one

with another; and though God knows His own, the eyes of men
cannot always distinguish in the strife and confusion which are of

God and which are of the devil. The world finds confederates in

the very heart of the citadel, even on the steps of the sanctuary.

At the same time the Church of God is fearlessly sending forth

apostolic men to all the nations of the earth, who cease not con-

tinually to snatch victims from the lures of sin and from the very

jaws of hell, and she finds her faithful subjects in all classes of

society. To the angel of Pergamus our Lord said in the Apocalypse

:

"I know where thou dwellest, where the seat of Satan is." (Apoc.

xi., 13.) To every servant of God living in a great city where cor-

ruption is seething these words may also fitly be addressed.

As the Church of God on earth has affinities with heaven and

constant intercommunication with the blessed angels and saints and

with God Himself, so the world of sin has affinities and constant

inter-communication with the hell of the damned and its inhabitants.

The Spiritism of to-day, like that of all past ages, would bear out

this contention were it necessary after the clear, emphatic and

abundant testimony of the Scriptures.

The world is at one and the same time a lunatic asylum, a convict

prison, a home for contagious and incurable diseases, a barracks

of the Devil's militia, a den of unspeakable malefactors, a jungle

full of wild beasts; it is a low and sordid theatre, where, from one

generation to another, the same igfnoble tragi-comedy is enacted by

drunken players; it is the shambles of all innocence and purity

—

an immense whited sepulchre, beautiful without, but full within of

dead men's bones and every sort of filth ; a cesspool, barely covered

with a veil of silk. , ,

The world is the Cloaca Maxima of the sweet universe of God,

into which all the festering rottenness of the seven capital sins is

continually being shot in overwhekning quantities to be disgorged

into hell. No wonder its atmosphere is stifling. Its stench almost

kills outright the souls of those who venture incautiously into its

midst Men marvel sometimes that young people whose innocence

has been safeguarded beneath the parental roof, or who have been

educated by priests or nuns, suddenly fell into sin and give scandal

soon after making their appearance in tiie world. Yes, this sort

of thing happens occasionally, but it need not surprise anybody.

The education such young people receive at home, or in the convent-
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school, or at the Catholic college may not be to blame in the least.

Even if it is all it ought to be, it does not, because it cannot pre-

pare these young people for what they have to contend with in

the world. That is more than ordinary virtue can witfistand.

A comparison may make my meaning plain. Suppose we were

to thrust into the main sewers of some great dty, let us say Lon-

don or Paris, a swarm of bees, some butterflies, some Urds—swal-

lows, nightingales or larks—or some squirrels—^how do you think

these lovely children of azure and pure air would fare in so dark

and foul a place? How long do you think they would live? Not

for a single day; perhaps not even for an hour. Only rats and

bats could thrive in such an atmosphere. So it is with pure souk

thrust into the world—that sewer, that Qoaca Maxima, which is

carrying along on the impure stream of its literature, business and

so-called {Measures and honors the floating corpses of souls in all

degrees of putrescence. No wonder the mystic, that child of light

and song, having once tasted how sweet God is, will have nothing

to do with it.

The question now naturally arises: If the dangers of the world

are so appalling, so universal, so manifold, who can hope to save

himself therein? Yet it is not every one who can betake himself

into the desert, as the hermits of old, or seek the seclusion of the

cloister. What will the poor Christian in the world do?

A very pertinent question this and one which brings into view

one of the least understood aspects of mystical life, namely, the

part played by the Seven Gifts of the Holy Ghost in the general

economy of grace.

In becoming a perfect Christian by the Sacrament of Confirma-

tion a man receives all he needs to enable him to cope with the

difliculties of his situation in the midst of a corrupting and corrupt

world. He is made a soldier, he is given a breast-plate, arms and

munitions. By the internal unction of the Holy Ghost he is ren-

dered immune from the poisonous gases, as also from all pusil-

lanimity and human respect. The slight blow he receives on the

cheek at the hand of the Bishop is not only a symbol of what he

ought to be ready to suffer for Christ, but it does actually and

permanently confer on him the grace to be thus ready to suffer

for the foith, even unto the shedding of lus blood, even unto death,

like the martyrs of old. All he uMds henceforth is to live up to

his promotion in the s^tual life and make good use of the re-

sources at his disposal Let him bear m mind that h* is now no
longer a child, but a soldier, aad he most comport himself as such,

tinsheath his weapons, inhale and breathe forth the sweet odor
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of Jesus Qirist, be strong in faith and fervent in loYe; in a word,

he must be a mystic.

In tbe second and third parts of these Outlines we diall see at

greater length bow tbe Gifts of tbe Holy Ghost raise a man above

himself, above nature, above even tbe grace of ordinary virtues,

theological as well its moral, and will, if be be attentive and docile

to the internal motions of the Holy Ghost, make him a hero, not

only on extraordinary occasions, sudi as when he is called upon to

confess his faith before tyrants, bat even in all the ordinary cir-

cumstances of life—a hero, a genuine hero, constantly and per-

severingly a hero, by the purity of intention, the fervor of love and

the perfect contempt of the world which he displays in all he does.

It is enough for my present purpose in this chapter if the con-

sideration of "The world of this darkness" has furnished us witii a

fresh proof of the fact that every. Christian ought to be a mystic.

By the very perils of his situation in the world a man is called to

be a mystic, and he has in the grace of the Sacrament of Confirma-

tion the wherewithal to become a mystic if he but lend an atten-

tive ear to the motions of this grace.

If the further question be asked : why is it that so few, so very

few of the Christians who have received the Sacrament of Con-

firmation fail in their strug^e with the world? I answer: Simply

because, after having received this Sacrament, they think no more

about it. They do not suspect the magnificence of the riches they

have received, nor do they realize the serious obligation to strive

after sanctity for which every means has been put into their hands,

which has tiiereby been laid upon them. Thus through their own
ignorance or culpaUe carelessness the Divine Guest, the Holy Ghost,

is bound and fettered in their soul. The omnipotence of Divine

Love is reduced to inefficiency and this by the ill-will of the luke-

warm Christian.

SIGNUM BESTIAE.

The sure mark of the beast in fallen angel or sinful man, on

earth or in hell, through time and eternity is unmystidsm.

The exclusion of the grace of God, the actual and habitual state

of sin, the being enslaved by the concupiscence of the flesh, or by

that of the eyes, or Uy the pride of life, or by any of tbe capital

sins, all have cme common characteristic, all can be ranged under

one oMnprehensive bead—unmystidsm.

There is ^>ectdative, pMlosofAical, highly reasoned and dog-

matical or pedantic unmystidsm ; there is impulsive, instinctive and

highly unreasoning unmystidsm ; there is practical, downright mat-

ter-of-fact onmysticism; and tliere is even religious unmysticism,
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ascetical unmysticistn, cme might almost say mystical umnysticism.

Thus the negative attitude towards the supernatural, which is,

without any guilt on its part, the attitude iM-oper of the beast, when

guiltily assumed by the reasonable creature of God reduces him

to the level of the beast.

Tertullian calls the proud man "animal gloria," just as St. Paul

calls the sensual man "ammalis homo," and indeed is not the slave

of pride as much as the slave of sensual indulgence one who has

no relish for the things of God, who perceives not the things of

mystical life? Your so-called intellectual, your modernist, your

dillettante in matters of faith—what is he, after all? A beast!

animal gloria! He may strut and pose and play the Sir Oracle,

yet by his unmysticism he has descended, together with the poor

slave of drink and debauchery, to the level of the unreasoning brute

Here is tragedy! Here is irony with a vengeance!

The damned in hell will all be on the same level, in that they

have rejected God and His knowledge ; they have thus made them-

selves unreasoning creatures like unto beasts
;
they are beasts, every

one of them, and Lucifer the greatest beast of all, "Bestia." (Apoc.

xxxiv.) This rejection cast him down to depths as great as were

the heights of supernatural illumination and sanctity to which, as

a pure spirit, he had been raised by God. Disobedience or the break-

ing off of proper relations between creature and Creator was taken

bjr him and all his train for a mark of superiority, but instead it

has proved an unmistakable sign of deterioration. Of a truth, only

the humility of faith, coupled with the fervor of charity, makes us

true men and children of God.

At bottom the sinner on earth and the reprobate in hell, man
or angel, have this in common—God displeases them, Who is the

sovereign good ! They are sorry that God is infinitely holy, and just

and good, and loving, and omnipotent, the First Cause, the Last

End and the Supreme Lawgiver. They would have a god of their

own fashioning or none at all. They say: Why does not God
leave us alone? Why does He refer us to Himself? Why does He
not allow us to be happy in our own way? Why should we take

any account of Him?
Now this we declare emphatically: whoever is touched with this

blight shows the mark of die beast.

It is his attitude towards the divine order and plan which is

itself a source of torment and vexation to the reprobate. The

manifestation of God in nature, the revelation of the three Divine

Persons in Holy Writ, the mystery of the Incarnation of the Son

of God, of the redemption of man by the Cross, of the Church of

Christ with its Holy Sacrifice of the Mass and the seven Sacra-
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ments—these things cause him tortures of disquietude. He is en-

raged at the multitudes of angels that remained immovable in their

allegiance to God and thus attained the glory and bliss of heaven;

that so many men are saved by serving and loving God, that the

Virgin Mary is Queen over all, and that the nuptials of the. Lamb
will fill the blessed with everlasting glory. All this, so inexpres-

sibly grand and beautiful and good, displeases him ; this is why we
say he is unreasonable, like unto the brute.

The reprobates then are the unloving ones, "les sans-amour," and

they are themselves unlovable. Unmysticism, this is their disease,

and they themselves have made it incurable. Is not this a frightful

state of affairs? ,

There are two courses open to all men: that which leads to a

life with God, in His friendship and active love, by the deliberate

acceptation of the whole supernatural order, culminating in the

mystical union of the soul with God; or that which leads to a

deliberate refusal of the friendship and the love of God, a wilful

withdrawal from the supernatural, which renders the mystical union

of the soul with God impossible.

The sin of the rebel angels was a refusal to abide and perseverse

in the mystical union with God, in which they had been created.

The sin of Eve in yielding to the temptation of the devil and eating

the forbidden fruit was likewise a discarding or rejection of the

supernatural, by which her mystical union with God was brought

to an end. And Adam's sin, in giving preference to the wishes of

his guilty wife rather than to the known will of God was a terrible

coming down from the high supernatural regions of mystical union

with God to the domain of the purely natural—a descent which he

also consummated freely and with open eyes.

In the same way every actual sin, if analyzed, is found to be a

refusal to enter into the supernatural order or a wilful withdrawal

from it, and hereby all possibility of mystical union of the soul

with God is precluded. By sin, therefore, the soul either goes

against the light of reason and refuses the light of faith ; or, hav-

ing received Hit light of faith, fails to follow it up to the consum-

mation of charity in the mystical union with God.

And we shall find that all false religions, after all, are nothing

but a substitute of the natural elements for the supernatural. What
is Paganism but the worship of nature under symbbis more or

less ingenious or more or less brutish? Heresies in their attacks

against certain revealed truths are simply so many attempts at

patting the human sense in the place of divine authority. Free-

masonry, as has been ascertained, from its secret teaching as well

as from its consistent public action all over the world, has no other
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end but to ssatch the whole human race from Jesui Christ. and

subjugate it to the worship of pure reason. Now the worship of

pure reasMi is not quite the same as the worship of purity. This

was startlins^y demonstrated when during the French Revdution,

la Diesse Raisou, impersonated in "le marbre vivant d'une chair

prostituee"—to use the words of Lacordaire—was unveiled witii

sacrilegious pomp and ceremony on the high altar of Notre Dame
in Paris. Every sinner by going against the light of reason and

revelation substitutes for the worship of God the idolatrous wor-

ship of the creature, that is to say, of his own self or some other

created object, animate or inanimate, gold or flesh or dirt. Like

the devil, he desires something more than the mystical union with

God, and that something more, alas, is found to be infinitely less

and horribly d^;rading.

THE MYSTICAL ORDER OF THE UNIVERSE.

From the survey in the preceding chapter of the common char-

acteristic of sin in its every manifestation we have a right to say

that the supernatural order might as well be called the mystical

order.

The purchase of true religion being no other than to bring man
to a perfect union of love with God, in which truly consists the

mystical life, we arrive at the remarkable conclusion that the whole

question of the supernatural is really one of mysticism.

The question put first to the angels and afterwards to Adam and

now to each one of us individually is this: Will you accept the

mystical union of love with God or will you not? Sin is a flat

refusal, regardless of consequences, to embrace or sustain this

mystical union with God.

Tepidity, on the other hand, is (as we have seen) a sort of

dangerous bentunbing of the mystical faculties, a paralysis verg^g
on the confines of spiritual death. Alone the avowed and uncom-

promising mystic is safe. "Mystici in tuto," we might say, using a

phrase of Bossuet in a somewhat different way from him. Alone

the mystic embraces the supernatural with all its consequences, in

all its bearings upon human life, as sunmed up in the command-
ment: "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with thy whole heart,

and with thy whole soul, and with thy vhoit mind." Now one

who so wholly and perfectly loves God loves also himsdf wisely,

and cannot but love his neighbor in a chaste and generocn spirit

and in a manner wholly supernatural. Only mystics can love thus,

tiiat is to say in sudi a manner that their union with God is not

hampered by their Um of any person or thing created.

Bat we will go a step further and prove that all things whatever
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are my^kal, each in its proper place and degree (the sinner and

hi3 sin of course excepted.) Not only the things of religion, such

as Holy Mass, tlie Sacraments, the Divine Scriptttres, persons and
things consecrated to God and the pious acts of Christians in their

different states of life, are mystical, but the whole material universe

also. The £nnaai£nt bedecked with toillions of stars, the earth with

its varied productions and inhabitants, the mighty ocean, the laws

of nature, the elements, the seasons, the lengthening out of time

in days and months and years and centuries—each separate system

of things and each creature individually, from the constellation in

the remotest depths of space to the infinitessimally small, invisible

speck of a being, situated seemingly on the very verge of nothing-

ness—all these and man, poised as it were between two immensities,

the one of greatness above him, the other of smallness below him

—

all these, I say, are mystical. They are mystical not only by their

value as demonstrations of God's existence, His transcendence and

infinite perfections, or again by their symbolical and allegorical

value whidi is so great—this all mystics delight in telling us ; but,

moreover, in themselves, in their proper substantial reality, as things

sanctified in our Lord Jesus Christ and in a way united to Him.
Not only is God naturally and necessarily implied in the existence

of all things. He being present in each one by His divine im-

manence; not only does God maintain and support them by a con-

tinual putting forth of His creative energy ; but it has pleased Him,
moreover, gratuitously to establish between them and His Divine

Son made Man a relation of an incomparably higher order, to give

them a share now in the sanmtifying of souls and the perfecting

of the elect, and hereafter to assume them into the realm of His

Infinite Glory.

We distinguish, for the sake of convenience, the different orders

in the scheme of the universe—^the order of nature, the order of

grace and the order of glory, but we must not speak of these as if

they were separate and independent of one another : in Christ

Jesus they are integral parts of one grand order, which, if I must
caU it by a comprehensive name, I would make bold to style "the

Mystical Order."

That the order of nature is not isolated frcwn that of g^ce and
that botfi are destined to be together transmuted into the order of

gkry in Christ Jesus is evident as far as man is concerned. The
two dements, nature and grace, are as the warp and woof of our

present state, necessary one to the odier, upholding one anodier

and coming to naught if separated. It takes a man to make a

Oiristian, as it requires a pure spirit to make a blessed angel. On
the otiier hand, take away tiie supernatural element from either man
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or angel and this noble being is shattered and becomes respectivdy

a devil or a reprobate. Then both the good angel and the Christian

were from the first predestined to be raised to glory. And not only

they, but the whole material universe along with them.

We shall be repaid for our trouble if we examine thoroughly tlus

proposition : that the whole material universe, along with men and

angels, is involved in the mystical order. We have been so accus-

tomed in this infidel age to look upon the whole world of creation

with secularized intellects, if I may use the expression, and to think

of it all as a set of things upon which sinner and saint alike have

common right of dominion, whilst the truth is that the whole order

of nature should be viewed only in the light of God, Who made it,

and of the purpose for which He made it, which is the fulfilling

of Oirist ; and that the sinner, precisely because he has broken with

God, has forfeited all rig^t over the things of this world. If he is

allowed for a brief space to use them freely< it is only on sufferance

and to give him time to return to a better frame of mind. "Knovv-

est thou not (oh, man) that the benignity of God leadeth thee to

penance?" (Rom. xi., 4.)

Everything that is, whether animate or inanimate, is of God, and

is in God, and is for God and His Christ and His saints and for

them only.

The material world is a divine parable of the love of God for

man. Heaven, Earth, Sea and Hell itself witness with a million

voices the secret which is the sole felicity of man : the love of God

—

how many alas, refuse to hear ! Each single creature is a fragment

of the great created mirror of God, Nature; and each fragment re-

flects in its tiny compass what the whole mirror reveals upon a

more magnificent scale. Everything that is reflects in its own way
the Power, Wisdom, Goodness and above all the Love of our

Heavenly Father. God is love; all love; all love in Himself, all

love in His operations ad extra, all love in the necessary relation

of all things to His divine goodness, and all love in the gratuitous

supernatural relations He has introduced into the world through

His Son Jesus Christ. Thus everything that is, is steeped in the

divine, steeped in love, made part and parcel of a grand mystical

order and manifests it in Christ.

Reason alone unaided by divine revelation might discern much

of this. But oh! how much more light is thrown on the subject

when we hear of the mystery of the Incarnation I The Martyrology

on the 25th of December opens out with this sublime announcement

:

"Jesus Christus, aetemus Deus, aetemique Dei filius, mundum
volens adventu suo piissitno consecrare, de Spiritu Sancto concep-

tus, nascitur ex Maria Virgine factus homo." The whole universe
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of things created is consecrated and sanctified in the Sacred Hu-
manity of Our Lord, and in Its turn the Sacred Humanity conse-

crates and sanctifies the world by being made from it and part of it

and its crowning glory.

The whole world was already sacramental, leading to God, vibrat-

ing with the glory of its Maker and quivering with unspoken desire

to enter into the mystical union of love with Him through man.

The whole world was already aflame with God's love for us and

groaning and travailing in its desire to render love for love. It was

left to man to make or mar the happiness of the inferior world;

and man was alas! failing its expectations when, lo, there comes

down upon it one of the Three Persons of the Blessed Trinity, the

Son of God. He takes His stand in the midst of things created,

making Himself one of tiiem and the centre of the universe of all

things visible or invisible ! He gathers into His hands the threads

of nature and holds everything fast to His own divine Self, all in

love. Shall we say now that the world is not mystical ?

We may consider the Universe as the book of God, written fa(y

the finger of God, in which God narrates His infinite perfections

and sums them all up in one word : Love I stupendous Love ! And in

this book the readers themselves, angels and men, are some of the

most beautiful chapters; yet the last and crowning one of all, the

summary, the triumphant conclusion to which the rest lead up, is

Jesus Christ. We have already seen (supra, Ch. XII.) how the

different species of beings in the whole range of inferior nature

are as so many steps towards the fulfilment of the Incarnation

:

Our Lord in His human nature being the end of all the works of

God ad extra. He is not only the Last Chapter, but the First as

well ; "Christ, the image of the invisible God, the first bom of every

creature." (Cbloss. i., 15.) "In the head of the book it Is written

of Me." (Heb. x., 7.) "I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning

and the end! I am the first and the last" (Apoc. i., 8-17.) There-

fore nothing can escape the mystical grasp of the Son of God made

Man. Jesus must be named in all the chapters of the book of crea-

tion, for indeed they speak of Him, be it in the faintest accents or

the most obscure terms. We must spell out His sacred name from

every page and read everything in its light, under pain of not

understanding what we read. But the misfortune of our infidel

modem scientists, even as it is that of the fallen ang^s, is precisely

that they do not read the Book of God thus and their science stands

self-condemned. It is not cognitio matutina, nor vespertina, it is

noetumo: it is all darkness, Jesus is not in it, He Who is the all

in all of this world and the next!

"The Father loveth the Son and He hath pven all things into
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His hwid." (Jdin iii., 35.) "All things are delivered to Me by

My Fadier." (Mat xi., 27.) "He hath subjected all filings under

His feet." (Jo. i., 22.)

With fine scorn did the great Bishop of Tulle, Mgr. Berteand,

in his pastoral of 1864, rail the men of his time who would have

ousted God from the world and claimed the nineteenth century ior

their own. "Is anything their own?" he asks. "Is time theirs?

Is the world theirs? Who gave it to them?" He goes on to show

that God has given all things to His Christ, and that if the present

world is still preserved in existence, they may thank the Church of

Christ, which they are persecuting, for its preservation. For as the

Father does everything for the sake of His Christ, so Jesus Christ

in His turn orders everything for the sake of His mystical Bride,

the Church of the elect The present world will not endure one

mcsnent longer than is necessary for the making of the last of the

saints.

Hear the inspired accents of the King-Prophet, celebrating these

mysteries: "Why have the nations raged and the people devised

vain things? The kings of the earth stood up and the princes met

together against the Lord and against His Christ (saying) : Let

us break their bonds asunder, and let us cast away their yoke from

us. He that dwelleth in heaven shall laugh at them, and the Lord

shall deride them. Then shall He speak to them in His anger,

and trouble them in His rage: but I am appointed King by Him
over Sion, His holy mountain, preadiing His commandment The
Lord hath said to Me : Thou art My Son ; this day have I b^;otten

Thee. Ask of Me and I will give Thee the Gentiles for Thy in-

heritance, and the utmost parts^of the earth for Thy possession.

Thou shalt rule them with a rod of iron, and shalt break them in

pieces like a potter's vessel." (Ps. xi., 1-9.)

Mysticism, therefore, far from being smiething exceptional, an

overgrowth or an outgrowth of religion, is the very breath of it:

it is the whole of religion
; nay, it is the great law of all the world,

in its every department; it is the force of attraction which goes out

from the Sacred Humanity of our Lord Jesus Qirist to all thmgs

created, consecrating and illuminating all. In violently wrenching

themselves, as far as in them lay, from this all pervading and

powerful attraction of the mystical order of things, the sinner and

the reprobate do but give greater evidence to this law of the uni-

yerse, as we shall see in the next chapter.

"the second death" in the light of mysticism.

"God spared not the angels that sinned, but delivered them, drawn

down by infernal ropes to the lower hell, unto torments, to be re-
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served unto judgment" (IL Pet. xi., 4.) "But the fearful, and un-

believing and the abominaUe, and murderers, and wiioremongers,

and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, they shall have their pc»:-

tion in the pool burning with fire and brimstone, which is the second

death." (Apoc xxi., 8.) "And His zeal will take annor, and He
will arm the creature for the revenge of his enemies." (Wisd. v., 18.)

"Then He shall say to them also that shall be on His left liand

:

Depart from Me, you cursed, into everlasting fire, which was pre-

pared for the devil and his angels." (Mat. xxv., 41.) "The smoke

of their torments shall ascend up for ever and ever." (Apoc. xiv., 11.)

Sin being what it is, the very worst kind of disorder, a disorder

of the spirit—as we have now considered at some length—the in-

effable sanctity of God cannot allow it to pass unnoticed, to go for

ever unrepressed, or at any rate, unpunished. To the immaculate

law of love and of mystical union of the reasonable creature with

its Creator there needs must be a sanction, a ratification by which

God makes it valid. This sanction must have been sufficiently

promulgated, that is to say, denounced beforehand, that it might act

as a deterrent and a providential safeguard to the would-be evil

doer. Then, if sin be committed, this sanction must in God's good

time immediately and with lightning-like rapidity for the rebel

angels, with merciful delays in the case of man, be sternly applied,

that the balance of right order in the sweet universe of God he not

permanently disturbed.

This sanction by the very nature of the case can be no other

essentially than the irrevocable separation from God, who is the

life of the spirit—^the being cast away by Him in this life and in the

next. "Depart from Me, you that work iniquity." (Mat. vii., 23.)

"Depart from Me, you cursed, into everlasting fire." ( Mat. xxv., 41
.

)

The sinner on earth makes light enough of being cast away frcnn

the grace and the love of God. Mystical union with the Sovereign

Good has for him no allurement, nor has actual excommunication

frwn the mystical order thus far any terror. Only the formidable

perspective of the hell of the damned can make any impression on

the wretch. Nay, even that, if he still continues in his sin, may fail

at last to rouse him to a sense of his guilt and of his awful danger

—

even when his sin has already spoiled his life on earth to the extent

of making k a sort of anticipated hell.

"In what day soewer thon shalt eat of it, thou shalt die the death."

(Gen. 17.) Thus spoke God ta Adam wh«a He notified to him

apcMi what condition he was to hold dia teMore oi his preamt happy

state and earn the futtire eternal Wss e( be»v«n.

The aund of the first man, at once ancestor and rtpnaeataiim of

the whole hutnan race, buog Ihen k all its pristbe vigor fresh
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irom the bands of God and from his first entrancing intercourse

with Him, with the light of reason and revelation shining full upon

him in all its splendor, there can be no doubt but that he caught

the full import of these words of God. There can be no doubt,

either, though the Scriptures are silent on the subject, that all the

angels at the time of their probation were fully informed before-

hand of the secrets of eteraal life, that is to say, of heaven and hell

as alternative sanctions to the goodness or perverseness of their own
free acts. Only in the state of primal innocence neither the angeb

first nor man afterwards knew experimentally what the threat of

death could mean. But this placed diem under no disadvantage

whatsoever. Speculative kjnowledge, coupled with the love of God,

ought to have been quite enough to have saved them from com-

mitting sin. A man does not need to go through the process of

breaking his neck before he can make up his mind to enjoy life

rather than throw himself down a precipice.

Hell is at the same time a place and a state.

It is the final state of those who have failed in the great business

of making themselves fit for divine union, a state of unredeemable

wickedness. The first chastisement of sin, persevered in to the

end of one's life on earth, is that it remains what it is. It remains

sin, that is to say, a disorder, a painful and monstrous disorder, and

it will be such from henceforth and for evermore. Only the grace

of God could have changed the sinner into a penitent and a saint

during the days of his probation. He refused grace, put it away,

obstinately, perseveringly, to the very end until death supervening,

made him radically incapable of receiving any more. The sinner

now can change himself no more than a dead carrion carcass can

change itself into a living body. By his own act he has become for

ever a dead thing, a corrupt and stinking corpse (whether of human
or of angeUc nature,) an abomination before God and His blessed

angels and saints.

Of course, a monstrous thing like this cannot be allowed to re-

main for ever in the open, to disgrace the fair face of creation. Of
a necessity it has to be swept out of sight and dumped into the

great pit, into the awful great sink of hell, whidi was dug out by

the just wrath of God for the fallen angels on the morning of crea-

tion, and for sanitary purposes, so to speak, filled with fire and

brimstone. For, indeed, such unsavory things have to be seasoned

with the salt of divine chastisement dse even from the depths of

hell they would infect the universe.

There is in these d^;enerate days of ours a great deal of wasted

sentimentality over the hard case of the damned. But the damned
are not interesting in the least; not any more, indeed far less.
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infinitely less, than dead dogs or cats or rotten fruit thrown on the

refuse heap at the bade door. There is no element of pathos in

their case, as there would be if they had wanted at last to come

back to God and had been debarred from doing so. Their evil

plight, when we come to view it rightly, cannot possibly appeal to

any reasonable person or make one conceive for them other feel-

ings than those of a rightful indignation and an insurmountable

revulsion.

Some pious people cherish the fond imagination that if a lost

soul were set free fnmi hell and allowed to return to earth for

ever so short a time, it would appall the world by the rigor of its

penance in its efforts to make its peace with God. This cannot

be maintained theologically. In the face of the serene and ad-

mirably reasoned out doctrine of St. Thomas (I^, II^b, 9, 84-87) I

take it that such a soul would rather appall the world by its abso-

lute recklessness and obstinaQr in sin. I take it that if, through a

singular permission of God, the experiment were repeated not once,

but ten times, a hundred or a thousand times, the lost soul returning

to earth would each time refuse penance and resume its life of sin

ten times, or a hundred, or a thousand times, clearly and openly

manifesting that its case is absolutely hopeless, and that there is no

alternative but to intern such a maniac where his presence could do

no harm. "Deep calleth on deep, at the noise of thy flood-gates."

(Ps. xxxi., 8.) The abysmal wickedness of the reprobate calls

for the abysmal punishment of hell. Our Lord in the Apocalypse,

(xi., 34,) speaks of "the depths of Satan." There are also the

depths of all the other reprobates.

In our silly, superficial way of looking at this dread mystery of

eternal damnation we are inclined sometimes to find that God is

very severe to the unrepentant sinner, and that hell is perhaps too

great a punishment But there was no other way left to God. The
tinner refused to be wholesome ; he chose to be rotten : he must be

got rid of, cast away with a curse to endure his penalty of eternal

fire. Rotten fruit or meat is thrown away in disgust, but not in

anger; there is no blame attached to its condition, but rotten,

putrid angelic natures and human souls are guilty of their own
evil.

Hell, is thus the final resort, where day by day, generation after

generation, century after century, from the beginning of the world

till the day of the last judgment, all the filth and rottenness of

spoiled angelic natures and human individuals meet and intermingle

and accumulate filth and rottenness, moral, not material, of the spirit,

not of the flesh. O Lucifer, proud rebellious spirit without love,

here is thy kbgdom, wortfiy of thee; thou art tiie prince over all
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this immense and deep world of unspeakable filth. And you, sinner,

my brother, do you realize that this is the goal to which you are

tending and running with all your m^t, even as a river hastois its

course to lose itself in the ocean? Qui it be that you wish to dwell

in that pool of filth and fire, with all those miscreants, for all

eternity? Then indeed it will be "The second death," that death

from which there is no possible resurrection

!

Hell then is at one and the same time a state and a place, just

as heaven itself is a state and a place. The two things in either case

cannot be separated. The special state calls for the particular

place and vice versa. Heaven is the place or, better, the Kingdom

of the glory of God, and at the same time it calls on its Inhabitants

for a state of perfect and inadmissible charity.

If, supposing an impossibility, a devil or a reprobate were ad-

mitted into paradise, he would be in the realm of glory, but because

he would not be in the state of charity, the splendor surrounding

him would bum him with ^ame more fiercely than the very flames

of hell. Hell itself is a mercy for the damned compared with what

paradise would be.

On the other hand, if a saint, whether from among the blessed

angeb or the Christians, one in whom the love of God was con-

firmed, were cast into hell, hell itself would not be to him the place

of torment which it is to the reprobates, because he would love the

very torments inflicted on him as CMning from the hands of the One
he loved above all things. In other words, he would not be in the

state of soul which makes hell what it is ; he would be in the place

of damnation, but not in the state of damnation. Now hell is

simultaneously the state and the place of damaaticm.

This may help us in some measure to realize what it will be for

the damned to appear at the last judgment, naked, unclean and

monstrously deformed as they are, in the midst of the splendor of

the blessed angels and saints and to face our Blessed Lord in all

the majesty of His dignity of God made Man and of Saviour of

the world and of Supreme Judge of the livii^ and the dead. This

will prove so unbearable a torment to them diat they will cry out

to the mountains and the rocks: "Fall open us and Ude us from

the face of Him that sitteth upon the Throne and from the wradi

of the Lamb. . . for the great day of their wrath is come, and

who shall be able to stand?" (Apoc. vi., 17.)

Hell has its place in the mystical order of which we spcdce in the

preceding chapter.

The state of the Fq>robate ia due to the act of sin, and it is true

that by sin the mptf^aU has taken hinaell, as far a» fai Urn lay,

out of tfte mysticai order. But Iht place ef the rqnnbate; hdl
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of the danned, is not of bis making. It is due to tlie direct inter-

vtation of God ; like all the other wcmtIcs of God, it shows forth His

wisdom, His goodness and His sanctity. It forces the reprobate, in

spite of hanself, to fall back into the harmony of the universe and

of die mystical order.

If there were no hell, God would be overcome by the .sinner,

good would be defeated by evil. There must be hell. Civen the

free will of angel and mati and the wilful guilt of angel and man
and the final impenitence of angel and man, hell is as unavoidable

a necesisity as heaven itself for the reward of the faithful mystic,

angel or man. Hell is a part of the mystical order of At uni^erBe.

There is yet another aspect under which hell appears in the

mystical order ; I mean as a real demonstration of tiie extent of the

love of God. All these reprobates will stand for ever as so many
monuments of the unspeakable love of God. , God has loved ead^

one of these tallen spirits, each oae of these reprobate men, with a

personal love, most tender and strong and ddicate. He has loved

them from all eternity, and it was because He loved tliem that He
created them. He made them in love, loving them and yearning

to love them for all eternity, and that they also might love Him
and be happy with the very happiness of Ciod. This is prodaimed

by their whole shattered being.

Just as a pitiful and yet maestic nnn, as, for instance, that of

the Githedial of Rheims to-day, proclaims through its broken arches

and noble pillars still standing erect and mutilated statues and

fragments of mouldings the vastness and magnificence of the build-

ing when it stood in its ititegrify and tite skill uid love m'tin which

its architect had planned and built «id adorned it, so the iiioor-

mptible essence of the pure spirits and of the human souls of die

reprobates and the persevering keenness of thdr inftelktits and the

unbending strength bi their wills atid the nobility of their incor-

raptiMe bodit^ aftier the rest»Ti«:tfon«-4ili will biear witness to the

splendid uses to which God in His love had destined them, havii^

mar'c them first to His own image and Iflceniess and given tiiem in

Hii gf«ce the tneans 'of ftit(!iisif]i>inff this their ISceness to God, to

Ml WitsM Aegreie, Kntfl at kst they wootd have been assomed into

<lie very 'gtbfy of Ood and taade a part iA it

THE NOPTIALS OF T&B LAMB.

The Kuptfftls of the Lamb as they ftill bt lbau|turatcd after <^
last .judgment ane to be tiic foial *agt in «he maivdoaii «v0luti6n

«f raj'Mical Hie.

Arrived at this point «f the imk I have mapped -oat for Aiytelf

,

I «b Vkt a moflUtatnea' tHiobe ct>urb^ Aa|;« at tiw lo«t Of tiie last
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and suUunest, but most dizzy and difficult peak. The temptation is

strong to abandon the attempt, and good reasons would not 6e

wanting to justify such a course.

The questions shape themselves in my mind: Why should I try

to say smnething on so difficult and inaccessible a subject? Who-

ever tfefore tried to tell what will follow for the blessed upon the

last judgment? Is it not madness and presumption for me to dare

sudi a dimb ? Am I not courting disaster?

Again: Why not leave this to the secret teaching of the Holy

Spirit in the hearts of the mystics, very few in number, who care

to look forward so far into the mysterious future? Does it not

baffle description? Does it not set at naught the possitMlities of

human language? Does it not defy even pure spiritual ooncep-

ti<Mis of the kind which are accessible to us in our pilgrimage ? Fain

would I cry out: O my brothers who have followed me thus far,

do not press me to go on; I am but a man like you and a worse

siimer, and have never gazed upon the divine realities on the other

side of the veil. One who was so favored once even during his

pilgrimage days could only stammer about it: "Eye hath not seen

nor ear heard, nor the heart of man tasted, the things whidi God
hath prepared for Aose who love Him." Not even now from what

they see and experience could the blessed in Paradise g^ve a descrip-

tion of the bliss that is to ccmie after the present order of things

has ben abolished altogether and superseded by the pure Order of

Glory at its highest Is it not remarkable that the divine Revelation

of Holy Scriptures, which tells us so much of what will happen be-

tween now and the last sentence of the Divine Judge, does not

enter into details as to what will follow the words of Christ : "Come

ye, the blessed of My Father, and possess the kingdom that has

been prepared for you from the beginning of the world?" Might

not I, then, for the purpose of this chapter content myself with

saying:

It is simply ineffable?

And yet, somehow, diis would not be satisfactory. It would

seem little short of treason not to indicate at least in a few words

the final stage of the wonderful mystical evolution. I have not led

my reader so far and so high along the paths of the mystical doc-

trine to abandon him before reaching the most desired spot, be-

fore, at least, like Moses dying, casting a glance from afar upon

the Promised Land not only of the actual bliss of the saints in

heaven as it is now, but further at that of the after-judgment-

Nuptials of the Lamb; just as Moses dying was gfiven a view of the

material Promised Land, and in it a further revelation of the king-
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dom of Christ, the Cathofic Church, of which the first was only

the image and the prelude and a sort of faint beginning.

When what we call the end of the world shall have been accom-

plished, when the cursed ones shall have been banished for ever to

their fiery prison and the blessed shall have been assumed into glory,

are we to consider that the last stage of the grand evolution has

been reached ? We may if we like, still we must not call it an end,

but rather a beginning. All that has gcme before will appear then in

its true light but as a preparation, a grand preparation indeed, but

of infinitely magnificent realities, which are to last for ever. The
mysteries of time had to be consummated ere the mysteries of

eternity, the as yet unrevealed mysteries, could begin. These are

all summed up in those entrancing words: The Nuptials of the

Lamb.

"And I saw," says St. John in the Apocalypse, "a new heaven

and a new earth ; for the first heaven and the first earth were gone,

and the sea was now no more. And I, John, saw the holy city, the

New Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven irom God, prepared as

a bride adorned for her husband. And I heard a great voice from

the throne saying: Behold the tabemacje of God with men, and

He will dwell with them, and they shall be His people, and God
Himself shall be their God. And God shall wipe away all tears

from their eyes, and death shall be no more, nor mourning, nor

crying, nor sorrow shall be any more, for the former things are

passed away. And He that sat on the Throne said: Behold I

make all things new." (Apoc. xxi., 1-5.)

Jesus, the Heavenly Bridegroom, will not be fulfilled until after

the general resurrection and last judgment. Only then will the

Church, His mystical Bride, come at last to the fulness of her

charms. Only then also will each one of the blessed mystics be all

that God wishes him to be. Till then the mystical body of Christ

and every individual member of it is in the making. Till then

Christ is not fulfilled, and the real feast cannot begin. Creation

goes on as long as men are to be bom. Incarnatim has to be

extended to every Christian that will be to the very end of the

world. Redemption will have worked out its full and final effect

only when death has been overcome in the resurrection of all flesh.

And only when all the blessed shall have received their reward in

soul and body, according to their works and the after-effects thereof,

will sanctification shine in its full splendor.

The Church as it is now, even the Triumphant Church of the

angels and saints, is yet but as a little maid compared to the per-

fect Bride God the Father desires her to become for the <!elighls of

His Son, "Soror nostra parva," says the diorus in the mystical
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love drama of the Canticle of Cantidcs, "Soror nostra parva et

libera non Habet." This is equally true of the whole Church and

of everjr indiridual predestined, whether already in heaven or yet

on earth, whether of angelic or human nature; each one in regard

to the Heavenly Bridegroom is at present but as a little niairl,

dearly loved indeed and very happy in his love, but not yet come

to the rounded fulness of her charms, which are to give joy to the

Beloved, nor to the fulness of her capacity for enjo)rment of His

mystical divine embraces. This twofold perfection will be realized

in the Church as the mystical body of Christ and in each separate

saint only after the winding up of the affairs of time by the g^rand

assizes of the last judgment, not only because then each one will

receive according to his works, but also because each one will then

be assigned his definitive place in the eternal hierarchy of perfect

charity. This could not have been done before.

The capacity for enjoyment of the blessed in heaven, angels and

saints, immense as it is and immensely gratified, is far from hav-

ing readied its utmost limit. It is not known to the blessed them-

selves ; it will come to them as a revelation. Indeed they may take

for themselves the words of St. Paul addressed to us: "Nondum
apparuit quid erimus." Even the angels of God each in his own
capacity will receive, after the last judgment, an ineffable increase

of personal nobility, brightness and joy, resulting from the fulfil-

ment of Jesus in the Church and from the perfect loveliness of His

Bride, for whom they employed themselves so diligently whilst time

lasted and she was a pilgrim on earth.

It seems to me it would be wrong indeed to imagine that the

joy of the blessed, even the essential joy of the Beatific Vision, as

they now taste it, cannbt be increased. It all depends on whether

their capacity for knowing Cod and loving Him is susceptible of

Increase. We mUst remember that God is thfe Master of the feast

yet to come ttf the etethal l4upUalS ot the Lamb. God is the Maker

both Of feist and guests, ind ti6 Will fit theni, the former to the

latter arid vice versa, by giving the finishing toudi of His omnip-

otent hand to each one of tht blessed bn the occasion of the last

judgment. Th^re is a gttkt diflference between the Ibvely apple

blossom in early spring and the full tipfe ftuit iri tusset autumn,

th6 first fair promi^fe kai early token and thto the glorious ^ulfil-

th^nt Thus the blessed && they are hOvir aftd iii they will be at the

end of the world.

The Mtlptiali o! ^e Lamb will not ht batrefl. fblS Virginal

iharriage of the BoA of (Sod made liia, ivith His fredestihed Sride,

tiie Chufch bf Uifc blessed, Will beaf a fruit inferior dtlly to thslt 6f

the thystie m^friag* 6f the Virgin Mity with the Holy Ghost, which
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was Christ Himself. This is the fruit it shall bring fQltli: tk« ffr-

fect praise of the Crfator.

And this marvelous new l)irth wiU \)e of a, bcgeftjng pr-oper tp

God eternal, eternal not pnly jn its endless duration, but fterpftl

in its very mode. Etem^ly ^oes Gqd the Fatl}^ say tp His Son:
"Filius meus'es tu, ego hodie genui te;" eternally also 9|}d with

infinite rapture of joy will tlje l^afqb of Qod and Hi§ Bri(if, the

Church of th^ predestined, say to the Perfect Praisf of God : "Thoy
art my child; this day have I begotten thee."

In this chapter I have been greatly daring. O my God, Thou
knowest what I have done, I have done for Thy dear love. Who
could speak well of these mysteries, being as yet but du$t ^nd ashes 1

I prostrate myself in my nothingness and crave pardon for all my
shortcomings, through Jesus Christ, my Lord and Saviour, the

Bridegroom of the Church and of my soul and of every soul of

good will. To whom be glory for ever!

CONCLUSION OF THE FIRST PART.

We are now arrived at the end of the First Part of my Out-

lines of the Doctrine of the Mystical Life.

This first part has been taken up with Preliminaries.

Before I could b^n to treat of the two gfreat occupations of

the Mystical Life, which are Divine Contemplation and Saintly

Action, the ground had to be cleared and the right notion itself of

the Mystical Life vindicated. This I have now done at some length,

more by way of statement and development of the traditional idea

of mystical life than by way of controversy, trusting that the

splendor of this traditional view will win back to itself many minds

which have been led astray by more modem but narrow and un-

satisfactory definitions. I do not think there is one of the thirty-

nine foregoing chapters presenting some special aspect of the tradi-

tional notion which is not calculated to help to a more thorough

and practical understanding of the workings of mystical life.

We ought now to be quite convinced that mystical life is simply

life with God, conscious, sustained, loving attention to God, or the

life of a fervent soul, with God, under the veil of faith. In the sanc-

tuary of its own heart; in other words, the intercourse of mutual

love between God and the fervent Christian.

I make bold to assert that only when thus understood in the

li|^t of the traditional notion of mysticism will the religion of

Christ and the Catholic Church receive its true import. Alone

traditional mysticism does justice to the idea of God to the idea

of man, as these are presented to us in Divine Revelation. Alone,

the mystic does full justice to his Christianity.
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"Hominem qucero," "I seek a man," said the old cynic Diogenes,

groping in full daylight with his lantern. He sought and sought in

vain; he could never find a man until he found a true servant of

God and there was none at Athens in his day, thou^ it was the

proud boast of that city that she was then the Queen of Intel-

lectualism.

The mystic alone is worthy of the name of man, because be alone

grasps the divine purpose of life. The others are simply beasts of

burden, or beasts of prey, or beasts of pleasure, or beasts of pride,

as we have seen.

The world is in labor of a definitive order which will be all

mystical, all supernatural, all glorious and divinely tdissful. The

present world is in labor of the Heavenly Jerusalem, which is to

receive all the predestined of God and to embrace one day within its

precincts all this material universe. As man is a creature in the

making, so is Heaven, and so also, for that matter, is hell. We
are called upon to help. This material world of our probation is

the workshop. We are pressed into the service of one side or the

other, and none but the infant or the idiot is allowed to remain

neutral. If one is not with Jesus, one is against Him. He, there-

hxt, who shall not fit himself ultimately for mystical life in paradise

will be a reprobate.

The mystic is really the only man on earth who knows how to

enjoy himself and make the best of the present life. The others

enjoy death, not life; for what they call life is death. God is life

and the mystic alone is wise enough to enjoy God.

O that all men might become true mystics! Q that It might be

given me to allure them to this, the only true life, more and more,

in displaying to their gaze the splendors of Divine Contempla-

tion and the supernatural diarms of Saintly Action, as I hope to

do, with the help of God, in the serond and third parts of these

Outlines I

S. LOUISMET, O. S. B.

Devon, Dnirland.
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GENOA'S CITY OF THE DEAD—FLORENCE AND ITS
• CATHEDRAL.

/"X NE bright summer's day an ancient pedagc^e set out on a

trip to Europe in quest of observation lessons. He visited

many commercial centres and art centres ; wandered among
the shrine-towns of the Swiss Jura ; climbed to the top of the statue

of Notre Dame de la Garde, at Marseilles, wherein he looked down
on the city, the countless bastides (white villas) on the surround-

ing hills, the harbor and the barren group of islands at the entrance

with the Chateau d'lf, where Mirabeau was one time confined, and

then he looked out on that part of the Mediterranean visible from

where he stood. He served Mass in the famous basilica at Lourdes

as well as in the crypt under the main altar in St. Peter's, in Rome

;

he wandered through the catacombs of St. Cecilia's and St. Calix-

tus and contemplated the almost interminable Via Appia lined on
either side with its venerable and historical ruins. He sat under

the Leaning Tower at Pisa, admired the beautiful pulpit by Pisano,

in the famous baptistry, and listened with pleasure to the wonderful

echo to be heard in that famous building, and he looked with admi-

ration at the swinging bronze lamp in the Cathedral, the swajing

of which is said to have suggested to Galileo the idea of the pen-

dulum. The Campo Santo, made up of fifty-three shiploads of

earth brought from Mount Calvary to afford a resting place to the

Crusaders, was also visited and the heroic deeds of the devoted

men reposing there were brought to mind. But it would take a

large volume to describe all these things and to dwell upon the les-

sons they teach. We shall have to confine ourselves to two cities

—

Genoa and Florence.

Leaving Marseilles by the 7.35 A. M. train, the tourist passes

through one of the most delightful and picturesque portions of

Soudicm Europe and arrives at Genoa at about 10.30 P. M. The

railroad winds along the coast of the Mediterranean, and but for

the too numerous tunnels through which it passes, and which mar
the vision always at the wrong time, it would be one of the most

pleasant journeys that could be made. The carriage road is there-

fore often preferred by persons having the time and going from

Nice to Genoa. It runs in sight of the railroad most of the way
and it has the advantage of affording the tourist a better opportunity

of enjoying the magnificent scenery, which in some places displays

a beautiful succession of bold and lofty prcHnontories, deeply wooded

mis and richly cultivated plains along the coast. In others the

road passes through tall cliffs, which rise up from the surf of the

Mediterranean and are topped with the ruins of venerable towers
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erected long ago when the adjacent waters were infested with pi-

rates. Along the road, too, ure Qsttensive olive plantations, with

their dark green foliage. Here, too, may .be seen luxuriant growths

of figs, vines, citrgas, oranges, oleanders, myrtles and, in the vicin-

ity of San Roma, even palms are occasionally seen. Indeed, thf

jouroey is 9 r»pid and contin«KWi3 transition from cultivated fields,

vineyards and (M'chards to the wildest and most picturesque scenes,

with here and there a cottage or a chapel which seems to peek out

from behind sooie tall cliff, at the foot of which the waters of the

sea dash at times in foaming billows and with relentless fury. As

we pass through Monaco we cast a hasty glance at the Casino, with

its attractive tapis vert, often so fatal to the seeker after fortunes,

and we are lost in admiration of the beautiful grounds by which

that Casino is surrounded.

On reaching Genoa the first thing that strikes the visitOT cm

emerging from the railroad station is the statue of Christopher Co-

lumbus, the discoverer of America. It was erected in 1862 and

stands on a pedestal adorned with the prows of ships and laurel

wreaths. The figure of the gfreat discoverer, clad in the costume of

the scholars of his time, stands upon an anchor and at his feet

kneels the figure of America. At the four comers of the pedestal

are allegorical figures of Religion, Geography, Strength and Wis-

dom, in sitting posture. Between these are four bassi-relievi of

scenes from the life of Columbus. On the base of the monument

two flying genii support a tablet with the inscription of dedicaticm

:

A Cristoforo Columbo, la Patria.

The writer of this article lost no time in "doing" Genoa "la Su-

perba"—^the city of palaces. It is in the form of an amphitheatre,

and upon the sides of the mountains which rise behind it are beau-

tiful suburban palaces, villas and gardens. It has a population esti-

mated at about 150,000, and is a place of much trade carried on

with England, France and America. It is surrounded by a series

of fortifications; the streets in the lower part of the city are gen-

erally very narrow and in days gone by were traversed almost ex-

clusively by sedan chairs, but the new thoroughfares have a breadth

sufficient to admit the passage of carriages. Some of them are

very fine.

The palaces of Genoa, which have been too often described to

require anything further from us, are really magnificent. They are

all built of marble, with grand entrances, spacious arcades and stair-

cases and lofty colonnades, and contain many superb galleries of

paintings. To the student of art, the Renaissance palaces are of the

^eatest interest, as they are said to surpass in magnificence those

of any other city of Italy.
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Frpqi Qwr hQtel window w^ llQiok put flpop a iQfty wa|i, vitb ar-

cades, which surrouiids the Qe^tr^ p^ct Oti th^ harbor. The marble

platforq) o| wall, called the 'T^rrqaso 4i Mormo^ which one of

the employe of the hote] tell$ us is Venti passi di lorghez^ (twei^y

paces in yidth), is a promenade much ffsorted to, especially in the

early momipg. We have no time to wander along its inviting

walks, and we inquire at the hotel office for the "objects and pal-

aces" of greatest interest to tQurjst? who want to see everything in

a few hours. We are directed to the public buildings, which are

very fine, and a description of them can be found in any £^ide Ixx^.

We want s<»nething that everybody has not seen or has overlooked.

Our friends at the hotel are particularly an^qous for us to visit the

Campo Santo. At first the idea of visiting a cemetery when there

were so many other places to see seemed like a loss of time, and

then one has a feeling that he will be there long enough some day.

Yielding, however, to the repeated importunities of our friends, we
consented and have since thanked them more than once for the

pleasure and surprise that was in store for us.

One of the most beautiful cemeteries in Europe and perhaps in

the world is situated about a mile and a half from the city of Genoa

on a slope of the valley of the Bisagno. It was founded or laid out in

1867, and contains one of the finest collections of monumental miir-

ble to be found anywhere. The Campo Santo, or Cemetero di Stag-

lieno, consists of a quadrilateral structure inclosing an area of

ground larger than Washington Square, Philadelphia, or Madison

Square, New York. The ground thus enclosed is laid out in single

graves, such as may be found in any churchyard, all of which are

surmounted by neat marble crosses bearing simple inscriptions. In

the centre of this enclosure is a ccdossal statue of Religion bearing

the cross of salvaticm. The structure above referred to consists of

two kmg galleries extending along the four sides of the cemetery.

The external gallery is filled on either side with niches, in which

bodies are placed laterally, after the manner of the old Roman
Catacombs, and closed in by slabs bearing inscriptions and orna-

mented with wreaths of black beadwork or of immortelles, or both.

The inner gallery, opening out upon the graveyard and composed

of a series of arcades, is flanked on either side by works of art,

which must be the work of Genoese sculptors and erected within

four years after the purchase of the vault. Directly opposite the

main entrance and on the upptx side of the enclosure is the rotunda.

The chapel is on the upper tier of the rotunda (for this structure

has an upper and a lower tier). The rotimda is supported by six-

teen monolithic columns of black marble, eight metres in length by

three and a half in circumference. Around the walls in the interior
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of tlie chapel are statues, one of Adam, by Grengo, bearing the in-

scription, "Sol per tnia colpo qui la morte imperii' ("Through my
fault alone death reigns here") ; another of Eve, by Villa, and oth-

ers of Ezekiel, Moses, Daniel, the Immaculate Conception, St Jdm
the Evangelist and St. Michael. Eadi of these statues is three me-

tres high. In the centre of the chapel, which is sixty metres in cir-

cumference, is a magnificent altar; there are besides this four lateral

altars. Three Masses are celebrated here every morning. The edio

in this chapel is only equaled by that in the baptistry at Pisa. The

chapel is lighted from above, and the light is softened by beautiful

stained glass windows.

The facade of the chapel consists of a portico, supported by six

marble columns, from which a noble flight of steps leads down to

the terrace, forming the roof of the lower tier, which is laid out in

attractive flower-beds. From here another broad flight of steps,

flanked on either side by colossal allegorical statues, leads down to

the graveyard already described, at the bottom of which are two
slender columns, surmounted by urns resting on Corinthian capitals.

At the upper end of one of the inner galleries is the tomb of Maz-
zini, who died in 1872. It is embellished by a fine statue of the great

Italian agitator. As a work of art it commands admiration. Near

it is a lifelike statue of a little girl, some twelve or thirteen years

of age, the idol of her parents. She is arrayed as when living and

stands upon a pedestal, which bears an inscription so touching as to

draw tears from the eyes of the beholder.

Among the monuments that have attracted the most attention

may be mentioned that of the "Marchese Andrea Luigi Taliacame,

Italian Minister to the Court of Portugal." Upon a broad base

stands an angel with upturned face, one hand resting on a medal-

lion bearing a bust in relievo of the dead marquis. Besides the me-
dallion is an owl and near it a plinth. Back of the angel and rising

above it is a broken column partially draped by a mantle.

The R. Piaggio monument is one of F. Fabrini's finest works.

It represents the Angel of Faith and Resurrection floating upon a

cloud which rests upon the tomb. The admirable poise of these two
figures, their exquisitely wrought faces, their correct anatomy and

graceful attitudes, are objects of universal admiration.

The E. Piaggio monument is an entirely different conception.

Sitting at the do<M- of the vault is a figure of Time, his bare and

brawny arms folded upon his breast, his head bowed in deep medi-

tation and his ample wings folded about him. The face is evidently

intended for a likeness of the deceased. NearUy at the base of the

statue is a death head.

"Hie Ghighione monument is a work into which the sculptor,Vami,
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seems to have thrown his whole soul. An imposing marble sar-

a>i4iagus, beautifully decorated on the sides and surmounted by a

wreath of leaves, exquisitely cut, rests upon a block of granite.

Kneeling by the side, with clasped hands and upturned face full of

sorrow, tempered by religion, is the widow, with head uncovered.

Her dress is plain and purely modem and hangs in graceful folds.

Behind her, with one hand resting on the tomb, is her soa. His

dress is that of the young man of the day. In his left hand he holds

a soft hat, the dent in the crown, caused by the manner in which it

is held, being clearly discernible. I could stand for hours looking

at it ; it was so natural, so everyday.

Directly across from the tomb just described is the monument of

Carlo di Casella. The form of the deceased lies on a sumptuous

bier covered with a pall. Soaring above it is the half-draped figure

of an angel, with outstretched wings and in the act of placing the

trumpet of resurrection to its lips. The ribbon around an exqui-

sitely wrought bouquet of flowers bears the touching inscription:

"A mio Murito. R. I. P,"

The Pienovi monument executed by G. P. Villa in 1879 tells a

story of the deepest sorrow and evidently of sudden death. Upon
a sofa covered with a sheet lies the figure of the husband and

fadier. The wife stands beside it in the act of raising the sheet and

revealing the face of her dead husband. The look of terror upon

her own countenance as she realizes her bereavement is more elo-

quent than words can express. A lighted torch bums at the head

and foot of the couch. Rafaelle Pienovi was "a prosperous merchant"

The Gati monument is another beautiful work of art A marble

vault, the iron door of which is reached by three steps, flanked by a

pair of sepulchral lamps of beautiful design and sculptured with the

figure of the butterfly, representing the escape of the soul, is orna-

mented with wreaths and garlands suspended on the walls on both

sides of the door. The most striking features of the monument are

two female figures (life-sized), one standing at the door, with

clasped hands and downcast head ; her hair hangs loosely down her

back and her face wears an expression of the deepest sorrow. Sit-

tii^ on the steps at her feet is another disconsolate figure, perhaps

her mother. Her feet, like diose of the standing figure, are bare;

a veil hang^ loosely from the back of her head, covering one shoul-

der and arm. The other arm, covered by a short sleeve, lies list-

lessly upon the lap, and the woe-begone face and bowed position of

the body tell too plainly of the broken heart that beats within. Upon
the walls enclosing the monument hang wreaths and other tokens

of affection, one bearing the words "A mio Padre," the other the

simple word "Ricordo."
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Anotti^l* monument bearing the inscription "Famiglia 4* Laezaro'

Patron/^' commands the attention of the passerby. Over the door

of the vault are two medallion portraits of the father and mother

of the family, supported by allegorical figures. Seated on the steps-

leading ^o the door of the vault is the disconsolate daughter, bare-

footed, her long hair flowing down her back and her dress in dis-

order. She supports herself by resting one hand on the upper step

;

her left arm is around a little babe that looks up into its mother's-

face, uncpnsdous of the sorrow that reigns within her bosom. Be-

hind her, leaning against the vault, is a little girl, some four or five

years of age; her little hands are clasped under her chin and her

sorrowful eyes, like those of her mother, are looking up at the Angel

of Consolation, standing at the other side of the vault door and

pointing to the only home where true happiness is to be found.

The monument of Ludovico Pierano (No. S,i6i) consists of four

figures grouped upon the steps of the vault. With one foot resting

on the ground and the other upon the first step to the right stands-

the figure of a young man clad in the old Roman toga, so arranged

as to display the artist's knowledge of anatomy. One step higher,

but on the left, is a beautiful female figait, evidently his sister, gor

ing up to deposit a wreath of immortelles upon the tomb of her

father. Just above the young man is the figure of his mother, her

entire form, like that of her daughter, enveloped in a Roman man-
tle. She is in the attitude of supplication, her hands clasped and

her face turned upwards to the central figure of the group, the

Angel of Hope, who is pointing heavenward. The lifelike faces of

the figures, their natural positions and the graceful folds of their

drapery, are highly creditable to the artist. It would be useless to

attempt to describe the many admirable works of art which adorn

these galleries. There is such a variety of design that one wonders

how the artists have been able to express the same idea—death—in

so many ways. The Da Costa monument, by Sacomanno, repre-

sents an adopted son standing by the tomb of his dead preceptor.

The Venzano monument represents a weeping daughter kneeling at

the altar beneath which her father sleeps his last sleep, and at the

foot of which she is in the act of depositing a wreath of immor-
telles in UAxa of her affectionate remembrance. The Paggio mwi-
ument is a gfroup of seven figures gathered around the death-bed of

a father. The eldest son is leading the grief-stricken mother out

of the room; three daughters ^d one son are at one side of the

bed loo)cing tearfully into the face of the dead father, while a fourA

daughter sits in an armchair on the other side of the bed, her head
resting upoii her hand s^pd weefung in silence. The effect of this

group is very impressive.
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But by far the finest work of art in this beautiful collection of

mortuary marble is Vami's masterpiece, the Tomati monument
The recess in which it is situated is in the form of a ch^>el. Upon
a marble tcrnib is a magnificent catafalque, richly decorated with

doves with angels' heads. Upon the catafalque lies the effigy of

Christoforo Tomati, his head restiiig on a pillow. Kneeling upon

the steps leading up to the sarcophagus is the figure of his pious

daughter in the attitude of prayer. Her hands are clasped, her slen-

der figure bends towards the middle of the tomb, where, standing

upon a cloud, with Doth hands outstretched, one over the dead, the

other over the living, appears the divine form of the risen Saviour,

Christ the Comforter. Beneath His feet is the insaiption : "A Cris-

toforo Tomati la FigUa Mando in Dio Consolatore." Over the

whole rises a dome, supported by pillars and pilasters with orna-

mental capitals. Above these pillars, on a band encircling the dome,

are the words : "Ego sum resurrectis et vita." The expression on

the faces of tlie figures, their easy and graceful attitudes and the

delicately chiseled work upon the flowers and upon the ruffles and

lace of the lady's dress are worthy of admiration.

It is a matter of surprise that tourists rarely mention this beauti-

ful cemetery, and that guide-books, when they do refer to it, do so

in such a manner as to deter rather than invite the tourist. Among
the artists whose works attract the most attention in this Campo
Santo may be mentioned Vami, Villa, Benetti, Rubalto, Sacco-

mano and Paemio. It would be an endless task to attempt to de-

scribe the many beautiful monuments which abound in this mag-
nificent city of the dead or to dwell upon the touching inscriptions

through which the Italians expressed their deep sorrow for the dead

and implore the prayers of the living for their eternal repose.
* * * « «

From Genoa one takes a run to Florence
—

"Tirrenze da Bella,"

as its inhabitants love to call it, and with much justice, too, as it

is one of the most delightful cities in Italy. It is situated on both

sides of the Arno. A sliort walk through the quaint streets carries

you back four hundred years; a stroll on Lung Arno (along the

Amb) and you are dans le mouvement. In one street one is startled

by confronting the spot where once stood the house of Amerigo
Vespucci ; in another he jostles against the ilite out for a refreshing

promenade. The styles oi dress do not seem to have changed much
from the days of Dante and continued down to our own days, and

even in our American cities. In his Purgatorio (Canto xxiii.) he

says:

"When from the pulpits shall be loudly warned

The unblushing dames of Florence, lest they bare
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Unkerchef'd bosoms to the oommon gaze.

What savage women hath the world e'er seen,

What Saracens, for whom there needed scourge

Of spiritual or other discipline.

To force them walk with covering on their limbs."

But this does not mean that all modesty had disappeared either in

Florence or in New York.

Florence is noted for its beautiful and priceless art treasures and

its historical associations. How the lover of art is delighted by the

sight of paintingfs by Michael Angelo, Raphael, Titian, Andrea del

Sarto, Correggio and the inimitable terra-cotta works of Lucca

della Robbial

As we wander through the streets of Florence we see numerous

statues of great men, notably that of Cosimo I., by Giovanni di

Bologna, with figures of Justice and Power, by Danti, and that of

Dante, by Pazzi. If one takes a view of the city from San Miniato

about sunset, one shall see the Val d'Amo bathed with mellow

golden light; a dreamy vapor softens the outlines of the distant

Apennines; the sparkling Arno may be traced through the green

meadows far away to the westward, whilst immediately before us

lies the city, with its countless towers and spires and domes, all

glittering with the glory of the setting sun. Prominent among
these latter are the domes of the Cathedral and the Campanile, the

former rising to a height of 387 feet and the latter to a height of

292 feet.

It is to this magnificent Cathedral that we shall confine ourselves

for the present, for we are just in time to witness and to partici-

pate in die ceremonies of the fifth centenary of Donatello and the

inauguration of the fagade of the church which was only unveiled

and blessed on May 12, 1887.

The inauguration of the fagade of the Cathedral of Santa Maria

del Fiore (so called from the lily which figures in the arms of Flor-

ence), the most grandiose work commenced, continued and com-

pleted since the political renaissance of the country, is the trium-

phant realization of the desire of centuries. To Florence this metro-

politan church is not only the greatest temple erected by the faith

and zeal of its former inhabitants, but it is, moreover, a page in its

history recorded in marble. The transformation of the ancient

Church of the Santa Reparata into the present Cathedral was the

constant desire of those charged with diis department of public

works. Giovanni Villani relates that during the year 1294 the Flor-

entines decided- to "renovate the chief church of Florence ; to enlarge

it, to build it all of marble and with carved figures." The Guelphs
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were in the ascendency at the time, and the Ghibellines, with Dante

AUig^eri on their side, had been discomfited at Compaldino, and the

victors devoted themselves to the extension of commerce, the en-

couragement of progress and the cultivation of the arts.

It appears certain that the comer-stone of the renovated temple

was laid in 1296 in the presence of Cardinal Pietro Valeriani, sent

expressly for this occasion by Pope Boniface VIII., and of Bishop

Francesco Monaldeschi. The models and designs for the restora-

tion of the diurch were given by Amolfo di Cambio, "capo-maestro"

of the "ctnnmune," and were returned to him with the injunction

to "put all possible magnificence into the work." For the first few

years after the beginning of the work it was pushed forward with

much vigor, a fund, having been created to meet the necessary ex-

penses, but the death of Amolfo, in 1310, for a time suspended op-

erations. It was resumed and carried on expeditiously from 1318

to 1319, when it was again suspended, either for want of the neces-

sary funds or because of the political troubles between the factions

of the Neri (the Blacks or Guelfrfis) and the Bianchi (or Ghi-

belines), which in that year drenched the dty with blood through

the hostilities of their powerful families, the Cerchi and the Donati.

In 133 1 the work was cmce more resumed.

On April 12, 1334, Giotto di Bondone da Vespignano was named
master of the works upon the church, which was still called Santa

Reparata. Giotto, who was born in 1265, was already sixty-nine

jyears of age when he assumed the task begun by Amolfo. In

July, 1334, he laid the foundations of the Campanile that was com-

pleted after his death by Gaddi. But poor Giotto had not many
years left him to devote- to the great work entrusted to him. In

1337, at the age of seventy-two, he passed away and operations

were agaip interrupted. In 1355 Francesco Talenti became the

architect, and Amolfo's original conception was expanded, and the

nave, with its spacious vaulting, as well as the choir apse, were

b^un from Talenti's designs. The exterior was also further orna-

mented in harmony with the original details. For scnne years fol-

k>wing the woric dragged along so slowly that Talenti was replaced

by Giovanni di Lappo Ghini. This was about 1363.

The erection of this magnificent structure dragged along for

years, under one architect and then another, until it g^ew in pro-

portion and in artistic wonders. Marble and bronze and paint suc-

cessively added their beauties until, in 1432, the older name of

Santa Reparata gave way to the present name of Santa Maria del

Fiore. In 1408 the name of Donatello appears for the first time

upon the records of the churdi as being engaged upon the statue

of King David. In 1428, the renovated temple having sufficiently
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advanced, the central trflmne was dedicated to San Zanobius,

Bishop and patron of the city, and it was decided that his remains,

found in 1330, be placed in a tomb, to be executed by Lorenzo di

Bartoluccio. The translation of the body of San Zanobius from

the catacomb in which it had been deposited in 1330 to Brunelles-

chi's new subterranean chapel was acccmiplished with great solem-

nity in May, 1439. It happened that in the same year Pope Eu-

genius IV. had called a council in Florence to consider the union of

the Greek and Latin churches, and among those who attended the

council was John Palaeologus, Emperor of Constantinople. The

ceremony of the translation was consequently honored by the Pope,

the brother of the Emperor, the Fathers of the Council, the Patri-

arch of Jerusalem and of Grado, and by a large number of Greek

and Latin Bishops, who were welcomed to Florence on this occa-

sion. Six Bishops carried the casket containing the ranains. The

bronze shrine in which they were placed was finished in 1441 and

was the work of Lorenzo Ghiberti, and consists of three scenes in

basso-relievo. The centre one represents the raising from the dead

of the child of a French lad^ said to have been effected by the saint

in a village of the Albizzi. Of those on each side, one represents

the resurrection of a man crushed imder a car, and the other, a man
carrying a relic of San Zanobius, sent by St. Ambrose, Bishop of

Milan.

In August, 1417, attention was given to the cupola, and the plans

called for were presented on December 12; there were sixteen.

Preference was pven to those of Filippo di Ser Brunelteschi and Lo-

renzo Ghiberti. It appears that another meeting to decide upon the

plans was called in 1418, when the work was given to Brunelleschi.

who, after a third submission of plans, was permitted to begin the

work. In 1432 Brunelleschi was authorized to prepare the designs

fc^ the lantern, and on Auigusl 30, 1436, thfe cupbla was finished

and Messed by the Bishop of Fiesole. The first stone of the lantern

was placed in {445, but whM th% woric "(rat cbMfMed tb a ifoodly

hieight, Brtmelleschi fell sick and died on April t6, {446, in ttie six-

ty-ninth year 6t his age, and asking k a& a ^ttal favdi- itbt only by

word of mouth, but in his wiH, ^t no dlatig« ^tttiheBbevifel- made
in his plans in the complietion of the Mtudtutfe.

On Jantiary 27, 16013, the lantern was stfudc by lightning and it

was hurled down into the Via de Servi with sudk tioise and confu-

<s1on that the inhabitants thought th« World had! cOme to an end.

It was reptaCted ift 1602 On a HHiith larg^ Male by BftrAfeirdO BUtoa-

taienti. Tills dotnft is the targea ift tile 'mrld ; k ii 300 (eet hi^,

witii the laM«m 35^ tm. thk »t:^ Vet^ int«t«il{6;^, a», hUsiiiBs

tite fine view iifford«d ftdin Hife lOp, & vtty gdod idUi of ttfe coti-
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struction may be obtained. After climbing 463 steps, the tourist, if

at all venturesome, may go up 57 steps more to the cross on the

summit
Let us say a word or two about the Campanile, that wonderful

structure which rests beside the Cathedral and which forms such a

harmonious ensemble with it. We have said that it was begun by

Giotto on July 28, 1334, and that he died soon after in 1336. An-
drea Pisano next took charge of the work, but it soon languished

and finally ceased entirely, and it was not until 1351, when, under

the direction of Francesco Talenti, it was resumed and carried on

in accordance with the original designs of Giotto. In 1387 it was

under roof, and finally, in 1437, the great Campanile was com-

pleted. Besides the model for the Campanile, Giotto left the de-

sign of all the historical scenes in marble which adorn the lower

part Some of these sculptures are by Pisano and five are by Lucca

della Robbia. At the corners may be seen a number of statues,

the works of Nicola d'Arezzo, Andrea Pisano and Lucca della

Robbia. Three figures of the Prophets, by Donatello, are on the

side toward San Giovanni.

The Campanile terminates with a terrace surrounded by a marble

parapet. On the last of the five stories into which it is divided by

architectural lines there is a large tri-formed window which is sur-

mounted by a cusp and enriched with beautiful tracery in the Ital-

ian Gothic style. The height of the Campanile is 292 feet, and it

is regarded as one of the finest works of its kind in existence. All

the five stories of which it consists are beautifully and ridily deco-

rated with marble blocks of various colors. On the west side are

four statues, the first three of which are by Donatello. They repre-

sent St. Matthew, David, the celebrated "Zuccone," or baldhead,

and Solomon. The fourth, Obediah, is the work of Nanni di Bar-

tolo (1420). On the side are Habaldcuk, Abraham and Isaac, by

Rosseo and Donatello, and two Patriarchs, by Nicolo d'Arezzo. On
the north side are Sybils and Prophets. Further down on the sides

of the tower we come to the bassi-relievi of Giotto, Pisano and

Lucca della Robbia, representing the Seven Cardinal Virtues, the

Seven Corporal Works of Mercy and the Seven Sacraments. In

the lower series is a curious representation of the development of

the human race from the Creation to the climax of Greek science.

Among these may bie seen the creation of Eve, Adam and Eve at

Work, Dwellers in Tents, Astronomers, a Rider, Weaving, Naviga-

tion, Agriculture, etc., while the liberal arts are represented by fig-

ures of Phidias, Apellis, Donatus, Orpheus, Plato, Aristotle, Ptol-

emy, Euclid and a Musician. The ascent to die top of the Campa-

nile is by 414 steps, and the view obtained of the surrounding coun-
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try, studded with beautiful villas, amply repays the tourist for his

trouble. Here, too, may be seen the {rillars on which, according to

Giotto, it was proposed to raise a spire loo feet high, but the project

was abandoned by Gaddi. So great an impression did the splendor

of this Campanile produce upon the Emperor Charles V. that he

declared that it should be preserved under a covering of glass.

The new fagade of the Duomo, as has been already stated, was

uncovered in May, 1887, a montit that will be memorable in the

history of "beautiful Florence" because of the celebraticms which

seemed to cluster around the crowning glory of Florentine art,

namely, the commemoration of the fifth centenary of Donatello and

the reinterment of Rossini,* the well-known composer of operas.

The glory of Santa Maria and Fiore had occupied the minds of the

Italian people for many months. After the lapse of Hve centuries

it was indeed a great event to have completed the noble design of

Brunelleschi.

From the day of its foundation, at the close of the thirteenth

century, the grand Cathedral has had a special hold upon the people

of Italy, and contributions for its completion have poured in from

all parts and from all sorts and conditions of people. Far back, in

the year 1294, Arnolfo del Cambio, who superintended the woric

down to 1310, the time of his death, was authorized, as we have al-

ready seen, to make a design that would "harmonize with the opin-

ion of many wise men." On a bright May morning in 1887 the

people of Florence saw the fulfillment of this command. Three

gfreat curtains slowly slid down on their ropes, uncovering, strip by

strip, the mass of delicately 'carved and inlaid marbles, the multi-

tude of statues, the gold and the mosaics, until the whole of the

magnificent work stood shining in the sunlight. While the richest

and most delicately tinted marbles have been used, great care has

been taken to keep die new work ifi harmony with the other walls

of the Cathedral. To insure this it became necessary to remove

many of the old slabs of the intersiata, where the marble had been

worn away by decay or damaged by the action of the weather. It

may be judged by this partial renovation how admirable was the

effect of the whole when the coverings were removed. There was

exposed to the enthusiastic and admiring masses the banoro di

poesia, a vast marble tracery of fruits, flowers, garlands, wreaths,

mingled with lovely faces, the woric of innumerable sculptors and

artists, all of whom undertone it as a labor of love, many of them,

like Settigagno, accepting only their daily expenses. Nor was this

disinterestedness limited to the noble army of workmen. The beau-

1 The remains of Rossini had previously been Interred in the Ceme-
tery of pare la Chaia«, Paris.
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tiful, rich, varieg&ted marUes of Senavezza, Sienna and Prato were

presented as gifts and in many instances their transportaticm was

paid. Fl(M-ence had made every preparati(Mi for the great occasion

and the City of the Lily was rendered still more attractive by the

variety of costumes which may still be seen in the remote provinces.

From the wooded glens of the Apennines, from the Alban hills and

rugged Calabria came pilgrims to gladden their hearts by the sight

of the crowning glory of Florence—^the comfJetion of the Cathedral

of Santa Maria del Fiore.

But before we undertake to describe the' g^and rejoicings, which

lasted some two weeks, let us inquire a little into the history of

the facades.

Amolfo del Cambio, when renovating the Church of Santa Repa-

rata,doubtless intended to decorate it with a fa^de of becoming archi-

tectural magnificence. A rectangular fragment of a green<and-white

marble incrustationwas foimd at a comparatively recent date,and from

it the modem architect was enaWed to determine the character of.

Arnolfo's work and to complete it. A facciata, subsequent to Ar-

nolfo's and embellished with numerous statues and erroneously at-

tributed to Giotto, is minutely described by Rondinelli. In 1588

the fagade was removed with a view to replacing it with a new one,

but the project was not carried out. The Cathedral was thus left

without a fagade and was then decorated and frescoed by way of

supplying the defect. On April 22, i860. King Victor Emmanuel
laid the foundation stone of die new fa^de. It was blessed by the

Archbishop and a vast concourse of people joined in the hymn of

thanksgiving, but the work was not begun in earnest tmtil the fall

of 1875. Ejnilio di Fabris became the architect, his designs having

been accepted over those of thirty-three others. It is to be regretted

that, like nearly all the architects of the Middle Ages, and of the

great artists who haye worked on Santa Maria del Fiore, he did not

live to see the completion of his work. He labored with zeal and

intelligence, and year after year the walls of the new fa9ade grew
in proportion and in beauty.

On December 28, 1879, at the desire of the conamittee in charge,

that portion of the work in the Via de Martelli which had been cov-

ered with exquisitely chiseled marble was exposed to view, with the

models of the projected statuary, and the delight of the Florentine

authorities and of the people in general was manifested in the praise

bestowed upon architect and builder. In the foltowhig year Pro-

fessor Augusto Conti had perfected his models for the sculptured

decorations, statues and bas-reliefs, which were intrusted to com-
petent hands. The uncovering of this section of the facade created

the greatest eagerness for the completion of the work, and great
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efforts were made to secure funds for its vigorous and uninter-

rupted prosecution. De Fabris was delighted with the success of

the financial arrangements and he redoubled his efforts with a wilL

He completed his designs to the most minute details and wrote out

full directicMis as to what he desired to have done. This was very

fortunate and was perhaps due to a presentiment that his end was
not far off. Be it as it may, the unfortunate De Fabris died on June

28, 1883, but not before the work had reached such a point as to

preclude the necessity for designs from other architects and thus

rob him of the fame he had so justly acquired.

Before his death De Fabris had sought the cooperation of an

artist possessed of heart and intelligence, and these qualities he

found in Professor Luigi del Moro, to whom was now intrusted

the prosecutiwi of the work. On December 6, 1883, the facade,

now covered with marble up to the crowning-point, was exhibited

to the public with solemn ceremonies in the presence of Prince

Eugenio di Savoja Carignano, IVesident of the Deputation, of all

the ecclesiastical and civil authorities and of the citizens in general.

At a signal from the Prince the veil dropped to the sound of mar-

tial music.

In 1885 the architectural work was completed. In August, 1886,

the tabernacle' and the central bas-reliefs were placed in position

and in October the mosaic of the lunetta. The work was now en-

tirely finished. The inauguration, which it was intended to have

celebrated that autumn, was postponed until spring, so as to join

with it two other grand events which the people of that beautiful

city were anxious to celebrate and to which we shall refer further on.

It is hardly necessary to go into an architectural description of

the new fagade of Santa Maria del Fiore ; we shall therefore con-

fine ourselves to a brief reference to the decorations which Pro-

fessor Augusto Conti, at the invitation of the ardiitect De Fabris,

executed in a symbolic manner, in accordance with the title of the

church. Conti designed the fundamental theme of the sculptures

as follows : The Old and the New Testament, the Church, Christian

Gvilization, Letters, the Fine Arts, the Useful Arts, the Sciences,

Italy, and especially Florence. All were to do hcmiage to the

Mother of Our Redeemer. This conception was approved by the

Archbishop as to its religious aspects, and by Professor Nicolo

Barabino with regard to the artistic

Prominent among the works of art, and in kee^nng with the name
of the diurdi, is a statue by Tito Sarrocdii of the MadcMina, Regina

* Tabernacle, in architecture, is an ornamental recesa or stracture of
ornamental character sheltering, entitoataur, surmounting and surrounding
something.
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Apostolorum, with the Infant Saviour, which may be seen on

tabernacle over the central door. The Twelve Apostles are dis-

posed of as follows: On the right of the Madonna, St. Peter, by

Emilio Gallori ; on the left is St. John, by C Trocchi ; then, again

on the right, we find St Bartholomew, by C. Fantacdiiotti, and on

the left St. James the Less, by A. Bortone; the other Apostle^, by

celebrated artists, follow in r^fular order. Directly under the taber-

nacle and still over the central door is a g^rand bas-relief, the work

of Professor A. Passaglia, representing the Blessed Virgin as the

Protectress of Christianity, the country and the people, surrounded

by figures recalling histwical events; the Gonfaloniere, the Priors

of the Florentine Republic who organized the Trustees of Santa

Maria and del Fiore; Pope Calixtus III., who preached the Crusade;

Christopher Columbus, who discovered America; St. Catharine of

Sienna, who persuaded Gregory XI. to return to Rome and leave

the See of Avignon; Pius V., who formed the league against the

Turks which resulted in the naval victory at Lepanto. Below these

figures is an altar on which rests the Immaculate Lamb, and on

each side of the altar are the figures of Queen Esther and the Proph-

etess Deborah. At the lower comer of the bas-relief are sculp-

tured figures of Jacob and Judah, from whose lineage, according to

Scripture, came Jesus and Mary. Immediately outside of the trian-

gular framework enclosing this scene there are three sculptures on

one side and four on the other in bas-relief, by Giovanni Giovanetti,

representing the Seven Priests who sounded the trumpet through

Jericho, and which, according to Conti, are symbolical of the fervent

prayer and faith of priests and people. On the final pinnacles of

the two pilasters are the statues of Leo the Great, by R. Romanelli,

and of Pope Gregory VII., by Fums^lli—^the former dear to all

Christians for having arrested Attila under the walls of Rome, and

the other for his persevering and victorious defense of the liberty

of the Church. The four statues of Pc^ CaUxtus I., Celestine I.,

St. Jerome and St. Bonaventure, on the comer columns of the

pilasters, and sculptured by Dante Soldini, are expressive of the

doctrines of the Church in all times.

Moses, David, Solomon and Isaiah, sculptured in bas-relief on
four medallions, two on the right and two on the left, represent the

four principal Pro{^ets who foretold the birth of the Blessed Virgin.

The mosaic of the lunette of the principal or central portal, and

designed by Professor Nicolo Barabino, represents Our Saviour

crowned King

—

Rex Regum et Dominus Dominantium—with the

Madonna and St. John the Baptist, St Ann, St. Lawrence, St Mary

Magdalene de Pazzi, St. Juliana Falconieri and the Blessed Juliana

de Cerchi, all protectors of Florence, and in the attitude of prayer.
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The half-figure in bas-relief in the architrave near the lunette

represents St. Joseph, the Spouse of Our Blessed Lady, and is the

work of Passaglia, as are also those in the seven medallions in the

ardiwajr, representing St Andrew G>r8iiii, the Blessed Hippolitus

Galantica, St. Philip Benizzi, San Miniato, St. John Gualberto, St

Philip Neri and St Romuold, all Florentines.

On the summit of the pointed ardiway over the side door on the

right is a statue of Aaron as High Priest, by G. B. Tassara. In

the archway is a sculpture in bas-relief, Ecce Homo, by Passaglia.

In the triangles on the front is a bas-relief, with angels and the

symbols of the Passion, by Giovanni Paganucci. In the tabernacle,

on the pillars, are two statues, Adam and Eve, by Torelli. The

lunette designed by Nioolo Barabino represents the Triumph of

Christianity, and portraits of the men most prominently associated

with charitable works in Florence may be recognized.

The statue <mi the front of the left portal, by Tassara, represents

Samuel, the ancestor of Mary. The Mater Dolorosa in the centre

is by Gallori ; the angels with flowers, in the triangles, are by Troc-

chi ; the statues of Abraham, Sarah and Isaac, symbolizing obedience

and sacrifice, were modeled by Cecioni ; the mosaic in the lunetta of

diis portal, and designed by Barabino, represents the triumph of

faith and the sanctification of labor, and other figures representing

the mechanical and fine arts. A prominent figure at the extreme

right of the building and nearly over the side door is that of Car-

dinal Valeriani, who blessed the foundations of the Duomo on Sep-

tember 8, 1296. Near it are the statues of Bishop Agostino Tinacci,

who Messed the first pilaster on July 5, 1357; Pope Eugenius IV.,

who blessed the Duomo in which the Ecumenical Council of Flor-

ence, whence emanated the decree for the union of the Greek and

Latin Churches, on July 6, 1439, and St Anthony, Archbishc^ of

Florence, who blessed the old facade about the year 1446. In the

fourteen apartments of the upper zone are figures in bas-relief by

Cimabue, Fra Angelico, Andrea del Sarto, Fra Bartolomeo, Raphael,

Leonardo da Vinci, Francia, Andrea Pisano, Mino da Fiesole, Ona-
gagna, Lucca della Robbia, Donatello, Michael Angelo and Civitali.

On the architrave of the main door are the arms of Pope Pius IX.,

who gave 3,000 lire and a valuable mosaic, which was sold for the

benefit of the church, and made in all 12,666 lire (or $a,533). The
bronze doOTs were designed by Lutgi del Moro.

It would be an endless task for us to attempt to describe every

work of art to be found on this marvelously beautiful fa9ade, or to

do justice to the merits of the master minds whose genius and gen-

erous impulses found expression in the mighty work th^ under-

took. Religfion, patriotism, genius and generosity all combined to
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perfect plans conceived and designed two hundred years before the

discovery of America by Columbus, and pompleted only towards

the close of the nineteenth century. It was no wonder, then, that

Florence was beside itself with joy when this work of centuries

was ready to be unveiled. No wonder her citizens were anxious to

associate with their celebration of this event the translation of the

remains of Rossini and the fifth century of Donatello. Hai^y is it

for a nation when its people possess a heart which beats quicker at

sight of the trophies and triumphs, not of war, but of peace.

As we looked out upon the scene before us, we could not help

thinking of the effect of this celebration on the American mind.

It was a singular combination—the unveiling of the fa9ade, the

fifth century of E>onatello, a grand historical procession and ball

and a reproduction of a fourteenth century tournament, varied by

such nineteenth century features as bicycle races, stenographic

meetings and hygienic congresses.

The omimittee of arrangements had decided that the procession

should represent the reception by the ^thorities of the Common-
wealth of Amadeus of Savoy, who visited Florence in 1367, on his

way back from the East, after defeating the Bulgarians and rein-

stating John Palaeologus in Constantinople. The part of Amadeus
VI., the "Green Count," was offered to one of the princes of the

blood. The magnificent pageant will remain in the minds of the

Florentine people despite the little historical blunders noticeable

here and there. But it was not, after all, a mere splendid mas-

querade, for it contained an element of reality, of spontaneity, which

gave it a power over the imagination which the most successful

dramatic display would fail to awaken. Lo<^ng down the lists of

the guilds, of the town authorities, and even of those of some of

the invited guests at the ball, one had, on seeing the names of

Strozzi, Pucci, Ridolfi, Pazzi, Altoviti, etc., the feeling that these

might really be genuine Florentine merchants and nobles who stood

on the dais before the Palace of the Signori and were marshaled

m the great square, a brilliant mass of colors, with their horsemen

in mail, their trumpeters and heralds, and thus marched along,

standards waving and piccoli shrieking under the windows of old

houses, hung as of yore with banners and garlands and brocades.

This strange effect, ahnost dreamlike and magical because of its

curious mixture of reality and fiction, was even greater when the

scene was taken in detail.

The captain of the Ugfat Horse of the Cbnunonwealth was a

Strozzi. The gonfaloniere bore the same name as the great histo-

rian, Francesco Guicciardini. The captain of the people was a

descendant of that Caponi who said to Charles VIII., "If you

sound your trumpets, we shall ring our bells." The Podesta, chosen
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now as then, among foreigners, and riding in doth-of-gdd, with

his page and his shield-bearer by his side, was the representative of

that family of Carraras of Padua whom the Venetians did to death.

The three splendid horsemen, two in armor, with high-figured crests

like those of the Scaligiere at Verona, and one in a rose-colored

cloak embroidered with heraldic devices and rose-colored shovel-hat

surrounded by a coronet, were three Gherardesas, whose proto-

types, three brothers like diemselves, could not have lodced grander

at the real coming of Amadeus VI., five hundred years ago. Again,

one of the most striking figures of the pageant, who k>oked in his

exquisite dress like one of the beautiful young villians—half Prince

Charming, half Bluebeard—of Matarano's Chronicles, was Prince

Belgiojoso d'Este, in the character of his ancestor, Alberigo da

Barbiano.

The procession showed to great advantage on May 17, the last

day of the festivities at the Tomeo, or Tournament, at the Porta

alia Croce, when youth and beauty contemplated deeds of valor

with all the interest and delight which it did centuries ago.

One leaves Florence with the greatest regret. The fact that it

was the foster-mother of art, the centre of the Renaissance; that

within her sheltering walls were born Dante, Benvenuto Cellini,

Cimabue, Giotto, Boticelli, Dwiatello, Gaddi, Fra Filippo Lippi,

Andrea della Robbia and a host of other great men, makes one feel

loath to leave a place so beautiful, though historical and so full of Old

World legends.

Marc F. Vallette.

Brooklyn, N. T.
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WAR AND THE PRAYER OF PETITION.

WE know the case only too well—the downcast soul suffering

from the disappointment of unanswered prayer. It is no
monopoly of wartime. Every experienced pastor has had

to deal with it frequently. ' But wartime has enhanced the difficulty

and brought it out into clearer and more poignant articulation.

The desolation of homes, the loss of fathers, sons, husbands and
brothers, and the bereavement of widows and parents—all this has

served to make the question acute. And the pastor is called upon
to examine his own position in the situation. Is he ready with tiie

right and opportune word?
Let us begin with a few concrete instances.

A young man has just finished his collegiate course and entered

upon his first appointment in the teaching profession. Soon after-

wards he discovers that he has contracted the disease of phthisis.

The specialist tells him that, with proper treatment, it can be com-
pletely arrested. A cure is effected, but after six months' work he

breaks down again. And so his case goes on, alternate improve-

ments and relapses, until he despairs of all medical treatment and

betakes himself to prayer and supernatural remedies. Once again

it is the same story of alternate improvements and relapses. He
concludes that God does nodiing for him, takes no interest in him,

and consequently he gives up his prayers altogether.

Again, a young girl is engaged to an officer in the army. He is

ordered to the front and her anxiety beg^s. She prays every day

and many times a day that her beloved may be kept safe. He
spends months m the trenches and writes to her regularly. Yes,

God hears her prayer. A battle takes place,, in which his regiment

is almost wiped out, but he escapes without a scratch. That is cxm.-

clusive proof that God answers her prayers and intends to bring

the loved one safe home again. A few days later a shot from a

sniper spoils everything. A short telegram from the War Office tells

the poor girl that the worst has happened. What does God mean?

What purpose could He have in taking away one who was so neces-

sary? God is cruel and does not answer prayers.

Or to take a more {^ilosophical soul. A young religious wants

to be sent to the university. He appeals In all faith to St Anthony,

and in due time his superiors are inspired to fulfill his wish. This

experiential knowledge of answered prayer pyes him great confi-

dence, and he tells everybody how true it is that, if only you have

faith enough, you can get anything you ask for. The time at length

comes for him to take his final degree. It is the crown of his lab<M-s

and the evidence to his superiors tiut he has spent his time at the
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university well. He has more faith than ever in St. Anthony. And, be-

lieving, he prays. But he has been overworking, and as a consequence

of a tired head, he comes to grief in the examination. He is too

pious to suggest that God has not heard his prayers. So he con-

cludes that you cannot tell from the result whether your prayer is

answered or not.

When we come to think of it, it is those who have been tauf^t to

pray most who feel the difficulty keenest. But then die question

arises whether there has not been a want of proportion in the mat-

ter of their religious instruction. It would seem that one important

precept concerning prayer—^perhaps the most important—has been

inculcated at the expense of others. "Ask and you shall receive,

seek and you shall find, knock and it shall be opened tmto you"

—

this is the precept of which everybody has need. But then there

are other precepts which ought to supplement this, and it is pre-

dsely these that are now wanted for the enlightenment and conso-

lation of tho8(f who diink that their prayers have been unheard.

I say deliberately "enlightenment and consolation"—eidighten-

ment first and consolation afterwards. In dealing widi this diffi-

culty we are up against the ultimates of life and experience. A kindly

shake of the hand will be very wdcome in its way. A gift in money
or kind would be a wonderful consolation to many. A recommenda-

tion to submit to God's decrees would do some good. But if there

is to be anything more than a superfLdad or temporary palliative,

there must be an appeal to reason. Man is an emotional animal, an

animal capable of giving and receiving love, but above all things, he

is a rational animal. And in a matter which enters so deeply into

his soul, his reason must be suffidently enlightened. True, he can-

not fathom the depths of the divine counsds, but he can be made

to see the fallacies of objections against them.

We begin, then, with an ultimate—the supremacy oi God's will.

The cmly hope of finding any meaning in life at all is by looking

towards the final goal. That is found to be the praise and glory

of God. That is what God ultimately wills. Whatever happens in

the whole of creation, whether by God's direct action or by His per-

mission, tends towards His final praise and glory. He allows men

to have a certain choice as to how that glory will be attained. He
says in effect: "You may serve Me lovingly, in which case you will

enjoy heaven and manifest My mercy; or you may serve Me unbv-

ingly, going to perditicm, but neverthel^ manifesting My justice.

I created you for a givea purpose. WUchever my you take it. My
will is accompli^ed."

The very hrtt step in our intelkcttui as well as in our moral sal-

vation is an adcnoiidedgmcnt that, with regard to God, we aire here

to serve Him. Let any other thesis creep into our minds unawares.
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let us just once get hold of the idea that somehow we come first

and God second—^that, for instance, He ought to ask us whether we
will be created or not—and at once the solution of the problem has

been rendered impossible. We are beginning with insufficient prem-
ises. The absolute supremacy of God's will is the foundation of all

dear thinking in this matter.

And although this is an ultimate truth, yet it is not very far re-

moved from the difficulty which is at hand. Our Lord Himself
prayed for His own agony to be removed, but He prayed in this

wise : "M^ Father, if it be possible, let this chalice pass from Me.
Nevertheless, not as I will, but as Thou."
The second ultimate which we have to recognize is the absolute

goodness of God. Here again we may not be content with merely

saying that God is absolutely good. We must enter into the truth

somewhat and see what it implies. It implies that all goodness out-

side God is an overflow from the divine abundance. There can be

no possible inflow of goodness to God from without, no accession of

perfection to Him. Therefore, if we find in ourselves tender

thoughts for others, gentle judgments with regard to the weak and
«rring, a sense of indignation at wrcmg oommitted and a strong de-

sire to put things right, we must acknowledge that all these fine

feelings exist in God, too, but in a more eminent way than in us.

He that hath made the ear, shall He not hear, and He that hath made
tile eye, shall He not see?

Qosely allied to this ultimate there are the further facts that God
is absolute truth and absolute beauty. Being absolute truth, there

can be no possible contradiction in him. If He seems to answer

die Germans who pray for one thing and also the British who pray

for the opposite, the seeming contradicticm is only seeming. So
also is it with the divine beauty. Our reason tells us that since God
has every possible perfection. He must be supremely beautiful. If

therefore at times God seems to show an ugly side to His character,

we must rationally conclude that it is only seeming and that the

defect is due to our limited vision.

When the mind has been enlightened to these truths, the next

tiling is to train the will to act in conformity with them. And the

act by which this is most effidently wrought is the prayer of adora-

tion. The first purpose of all sacrifice is adoration. It is an acknowl-

edgment to God that He is what He is—absolute Creator and Mas-

ter of all things. But in order that the act shall be prompt, sponta-

neous and frequent, w« adore God's dominion together with His

goodness. We see Him not only powerful to bring rain and sun-

shine as He wills, but also good and kind to arrange the details for

our higher interests.

Moreover, by thus placing God's dominion and goodness before
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us as objects of adoration and praise, we cultivate a habit of mind
which will be extremely practical and useful when we come to con-
crete difficulties. We are only too apt to judge God's actions by
the standard of our own, whereas the rig^t way is to judge our own
by the standard of God's. And this can only be dcme effectually and
fruitfully when the habit has been formed of adoring God's domin-
ion and goodness.

Thus we should iever regard tiic prayer of adoration as important

as the prayer of petiti<m. It would be well if every prayer of peti-

tion were preceded oy a prayer of adoration. That would seem ta

be the method taught by Our Lord when He said : "Thus therefore

shall you pray, 'Our Father Who art in heaven, hallowed be Thy
name.' " The reve]ati<ni of God's fatherhood is a revelation of all

the goodness and kindness that the human mind could ever dream
about. The revelation of God's home in heaven, symbolized as dis-

tant beyond the stars, is a revelation of God's absolute transcendence.

We are inclined to say the "Our Father" too glibly, passing over

the tremendous significance of the opening sentences. But try the

experiment. Let the soul who has lost confidence in prayer resolve

to say the "Our Father" once—^slowly—and as never before. I have

known some very gratifying results from this simple remedy.

Having insisted on the ultimates, we may next descend to the

proximates. Let us take the more widespread difficulty first—the

case of those who have asked so often for specific things and have

invariably met with disappointment.

The adoration of God's dominion, together with His goodness,

will have strengthened the conviction that somehow all God's ordi-

nances are good. But that is largely a matter of faith, and faith

seeks to understand. Very well. God wills the salvation of every

man. He gives graces to every man sufficient for his salvation. He
would give him nothing which positively hindered it. Consequently

no man ought to ask for anything except under the condition that it

helps to save his soul. Thus all prayer is conditional. Whatever

we ask for we do so under the condition that . it is spiritually good

for us. God in this matter is like a good physician. He knows far

better than the sick man what is good for him, and consequently

some of our petitions are mercifully heard, but sometimes they are

mercifully unheard.

In practice, then, it will be a great help towards acquiring the

right attitude of mind with regard to prayer if we pray for spiritual

things rather than for temporal. By keeping spiritual things upper-

most we shall g^dually form the habit of looking upon temporal

needs in relationship and in subordination to spiritual. If I pray

for a fine day to-morrow in order that I may go to town and it turns

out a pouring wet day, then I ought to have some sfMritual excuse
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ready for it—perhaps I have been saved from a grievous tempta-

tion, or perhaps from a railway accident which might have meant

<leath at an inopportune moment.

Nevertheless, the petiticm for spiritual things has to be kept con-

ditioned, even as the petiticm for temporal things. It is not every

spiritual good which is good for me. The rich banquet of God's

graces is not all for me. Only that is given which is suitable. Surely

it was a worthy prayer of St. Paul to be delivered from the sting of

the flesh. Thrice he besought God that it might depart from him.

Yet the only answer he received was: "My grace is sufficient for

thee: for power is made perfect in infirmity."

The most wonderful of all unanswered prayers, however, is that

of Our Lord in the garden of Gethsemani: "My Father, if it be

possible, let this chalice pass from Me." Let us remember that He
Who made the prayer is the same Person Who said: "Whatsoever

you shall ask of the Father in My name. He will g^ve it to you."

Now He asks in His own name that He ma^ be spared the awful

sufferings of His passion. Moreover, He asks for it with the full

knowledge that by His sufferings He is going to redeem the world.

Whether we have regard to His divine knowledge by which He
knew all that the Father knew, or whether we have regard to His

human knowledge, by which He knew everything that was possible

to a human intellect, it seems strange that the incarnate Christ should

be making such a prayer..

Let us grant that it was His natural feelings shrinking from the

awful torments which He foresaw. Nevertheless, those feelings

were under the complete control of His intelligent will. If He al-

lowed His feelings to shrink from suffering, therefore He did so

deliberately and with a purpose. And surely the purpose was this—^to show to us that we need not be afraid to ask tremendous things

of the divine power. So many great things were to be wrought by

prayer that we must set no limit to them. Our need is God's oppor-

tunity. So the Saviour of the world gave us the example—in His

great need, in His great desolation, He besought His Father that

the chalice might pass from Him.

But if tremendous things were to be asked for in {M-ayer, tremen-

dous things were also to be refused. Why? Because something

still more tremendous was waiting to happen—scmething weighted

by the choice of the Heavenly Father's will. Therefore Our Lord

adds immediately: "Nevertheless, not as I will, but as Thou." He
dearly^ saw that the salvation of the world could be fittingly brought

about by His passion and crucifixion. But He saw, too, that it could

be brought about by a mere sigh or a tear. Perhaps He was pray-

ing for it to be realized in some other way frmn that which was
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imminent. But He wanted to impress upon us that the divine will

was supreme, and that if it will dioose for us something opposed to

our wills, it was all in accord with the divine goodness seeking out

our higher good. On ibt ooe hand, therefore, we are bidden to ask

for what we like, but on the other hand we are bidden to abide by

God's dioice. Whichever way He decides, it is a means of drawing

us closer to Him and of increasing His glory and praise.

When once this point is clearly seen, there is no difficult what-

ever in the case of two nations or two individuals asking for the

same thing which can only be given to one of them. The souls which

have to be influenced by the victories of Germany or the victories of

England, by the devastation of Poland or the devastation of Bel-

gium, are individual souls. Under the Christian dispensation it is

not the British nation, nor the German nor the American as sudi

which is called to salvation. It is the individual Briton, German or

American who is redeemed, and it depends on how he bears himself

with regard to the divine will whether or not the redemption is fruit-

ful in his soul.

Frequently, however, the difficulty is not one of mere dis{q)point-

ment. The disappointment gives rise to reflection and a reasoned

out excuse is sought for the justification of a rebellious frame of

mind. Granting, says this hold logician, that everything jrou have

already said is true, granting that God arranges what is best for our

eternal salvation, yet even so I see no reason for prayer. The vic-

tory for my side in the war is either good for my salvation or it is

not. If it is not good for me, God will not g^ve it, in which case

my prayer is useless. If it is good for me, God will give it, in

which case my prayer is superfluous.

Or perhaps the disappointed one knows something of science, and

consequently formulates his difficulty in scientific language. Do you
suppose that God once set the world going according to certain lAiy-

sical laws and then afterwards found he had made mistakes, put-

ting the wet days and the fine days in the wrong places, and then, in

answer to our requests, had to keep stepping in to put things right?

And if He did have to" change matters in deference to the free wiU
of man, what becomes of His unchangeaUeness ? Does not the un-

changeableness of God imply that He cannot change His mind?
So the pastor has to find a method of exposition whidi on the one

hand shall not be so popular as to evade the difficulty, and which oa

the other shall not be so theological as to remove the subject from

the realm of popular realities. Either would be £atal to encourage-

ment in prayer.

The pastor then recalls bis thedogy. God is a pure act The very

fullness and perfection of His actirity excludes any real distinction
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between God's acts. They are all identically one. But if we must

speak of God at all, we must adopt human ways of speaking about

Him. So whilst always remembering that His acts are not distinct

in themselves, we treat them as if they were—they are distinct in

our own minds for practical purposes. In this way the various

transitory things of the world can be related to God's action. We
can think of God arranging first a fine day, then a wet day; here

a victory for the Germans, there a victory for the Frendi; this

year a failure in an examination, next year a pass.

And it is precisely in the wrong use of this principle that the pit-

fall occurs. The mind is muddled with a little dangerous theology

and the attempt is made to think of God as acting in eternity and

man as acting in time. The two actions are set on different planes,

with the result that no working relationship can be established be-

tween them. We forget, for the time being, that we can only speak

of God in terms of human analo^es, and thus try to speak in the

same breath of God as He is in His real order- and of man as he is

in his real order. But not until we have the l^ht of glory shall we
be able to see God in this way.

No. We must either think of God as acting in time and dealing

successivdy with the successive things of time, or think of the world

as existing in eternity, being taken into consideration in the eternal

mind of God. Whenever God acts outside Himself, His actions are

said to be formally immanent and virtually transient. It is the vir-

tual transience which we think of when we imagine God acting suc-

cessively in time.

Now take up the difficulties. Let us suppose that God has decided

that victory for your side, be it British, German, French or Rus-

sian, is good for your salvation and that your side shall have victory.

It does not therefore follow that your prayer for victory is super-

fluous. The armies of the nations, the counsels of the rulers, you

and your sins and your virtues all existed in the mind of God from

eternity. It is there where they must be related to (jod's will. God
willed that victory should happen to your side, but He also willed

that it should happen as a consequence of your prayers. You do

not know at present whether victory will be yours or not. What
you do know is that your prayers may be one of its conditions. So
you had bletter go down on your knees. Prayer is a liftii^ up of

the heart and mind to God, and this is one of the wonderful ways
in which God draws the heart and mind of man to Himself.

Or, again, let us take the prayer for a fine day. Here, you may
imagine the descent of all eternity into the bright sunshine of an
April morning. God blows His winds, the gentle zephyrs of the

southwest. But tbey bear rain with them, and you do not want rain.
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for you are taking your children for an outing. You pray and you

ask the children to pray. God sends more zephyrs and blows the

clouds away. But God never changed His mind. He merely ar-

ranged that the clouds should come to prompt your prayers and

that your prayers should come to banish the clouds. You think of

God not as stepping in to put things right, but as ever present, over-

ruling all things according to His wisdom, correlating the prayers of

the faithful with the goverrunent of the universe. Himself acting as

first cause, but adjusting untold secondary causes to the attainment

of His great design.

"But," you will say, "suppose I did not pray? God would arrange

what was good for my salvation." Yes, but even your salvation has

only been arranged conditionally. You will not be saved without

your own cooperation. And it may be that this prayer for a fine

day is one of the numerous cooperative acts which will lead to your

salvation. You can never tell, because you cannot see the universe

of time and space as God sees it God is outside time and space.

Past, present and future are spread out like a picture before His

gaze—He sees all things at one glance. He not only sees your

prayer, but He sees also your refusal to pray. And that refusal to

pray He has also taken into account in His ordering of the universe.

The scientist Pasteur said that all his scientific discoveries had

left him with the faith of the Breton peasant, and that if he had

to go through all again, they would leave him with the faith of a

Breton peasant's wife. So is it with any expert knowledge of the

inexorable laws of science. They leave prayer practically just

where it is in any peasant's mind. The peasant thinks of God in

human terms; nor can the scientist do otherwise, for the scientist

is only a human being after all.

Our Lord indeed anticipated both the simple knowledge of the

peasant and the complex knowledge of the scientist when He said:

"Your Father knoweth what is needful for you before you ask

Him." Which being interpreted to the scientist is: "Your Father

arranged the sequence of the seasons, the laws of molecular attrac-

tion and gravity, the orbits of the planets and the activity of the

ions, arranging all for the use of man, and through man His own
praise." And which being interpreted to the peasant is: "Your
Father is aware that your garden wants rain and sunshine, that you
cannot afford to be ill, that it takes you all your time to provide

frugal food for your family." Alike to both He says : "Thus there-

fore shall you pray : 'Our Father . . . Thy will be done on earth

as it is in heaven. . . . Give us this day our daily bread.'

"

Thus we come to the root significance of the prayer of petition.

It is an interpretation of our desires for God and God's gifts. It
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is essentially an act of religion, a means of rebinding man to God.

It is not a means of conveying information to God, for God knows

everything—knows our smallest needs before we ask Him. Its

purpose is to produce a change in man, not a diange in God. Pe-

tition, of its very nature, implies dependence. And a» religion was

meant to retnnd man to God after rebellion, petition was instituted

. as one of the chief acts of religion. Just as an earthly father likes

to hear his child say "Please," so die heavenly Father likes to hear

His children say "We pray Thee," "We ask of Thee." It is psychol-

<^ applied to its highest and noblest purpose.

Thomas J. Gerrabd.
Chelmsford, Bnaland.
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WHOSE SON IS HE?

IT WAS census-taking time in Palestine. Joseph went up from
Galilee with Maty, his espoused wife, who was with Child,

to be enrolled at Bethlehem. The hostelries were crowded;
they sou^t shelter in a cattle cave, and there the Virgin Mother
brought forth her first-bom Son and laid Him in a manger. Thirty-

three years later Roman soldiers stripped that Child of His gar-

ments and hammered Him to a cross. The captain of the guard,

seeing in what manner he had given up the g^ost, glorified God,

saying, "Indeed diis man was the Son of God." Whose Son
was He?

His name is heaven-sent, Jesus. He is Mary's son, for she gave

Him birth; His fellow-townsmen called Him the carpenter's soa;

the common people cried Him out the Son of David ; the demons.

Son of God; a voice frcMn heaven twice named him "My Beloved

Son," while He was wont to call Himself the Son of Man. Whose
Son was He?
There are extant four inspired accounts of His life. We presup-

pqse them authentic and substantially correct. We shall seek our

answer in only those passages of the first three Gospels in which the

idea of sonship is predcMninant, and this because the synoptic nar-

rative is often said by rationalists to have obscured the divine na-

ture of the Messiah.

St. Luke has told us of the Child's conception : an angel is ^>eak-

ing with a maiden; would she consent to become the mother of a

Son who should be called the Son of the Most High, to Whom the

Lord would give the throne of David, His father? She knew not

man. But the Holy Ghost would cc»ne upon her, therefore the

Holy One that should born of Her would be called the Son of

God. The maid consented, and when she folded that wondrous

Babe to her breast, she knew that It had no earthly father; but

she knew more, mysteriously more.

The Boy of twelve remained in Jerusalem without His mother's

knowledge. Found at last and questioned, "Son, why hast Thou

done so to us? Behold, Thy father and I have sought Thee sor-

rowing," He made answer before the doctors acknowledging Mary's

motherhood, but gently pointing out that Joseph, since he did not

know the business He had been about, could not be His father.

Joseph had learned as much already. He, too, had spdcen with

angels.

At thirty Jesus rose to read in the synagogue at Nazareth. The

villagers were in admiration of His doctrine, and they said: "Is

not this the son of Josei*, the carpenter's son ? Whence, then, hath
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he all these things?" Jesus wondered because of their unbelief. He
was not the carpenter's son.

Existing from all eternity as Son of the Eternal Father, in time

He assumed human nature, and from the first moment of His con-

ception was fully aware in His twofold consciousness that He as

God and as Man was the natural Son of God. How could others

be brought to this same knowledge?

The Jews were in a fever of expectancy. They knew the prom-
ises, they knew the proi^ecies. Daniel's weeks were now accom-

plished. It was time the Messiah, tiie Expected of Nations, should

appear. Names they had many for him ; dearest and most widely

known was Son of David.

As such was Jesus spoken of by the angel of the Incarnation, as

such the two blind men at Caphamaum and later on at Jericho im-

plored His pity, as such the woman Syrophenidan bom begged
Him to have mercy on her daughter; when he cured a man pos-

sessed of a devil, blind and dumb, the multitude was amazed and

cried aloud, "Is not this the Son of David?" Faith in Jesus' mes-

siahship was growing. The Pharisees were quick to crush its first

beginnings, Jesus was just as quick to show their wickedness.

Only once did He deign to enjoy a triumph that measured up in

some degree to Jewish fancy. It was the Sunday before He was

crucified. In fulfillment of the prophecy. He, the King, came to

the daughter of Sion, meek and sitting upon an ass. The whole city

was moved ; some spread their garments on the roadway, others cut

down boughs and strewed them on the streets, while others still

shouted songs of joy. Then "Hosannah to the Son of David I" rang

through the city; the children in the temple tbok up the cry, nor

would Jesus silence them, and if the elders of these little cmes had

been still, the very stones would have cried out, "Hosannah t" so

clear had it become that Jesus was the Messiah.

Two days later He put a direct question to the men who were

plotting His death: "What think you of Christ? Whose Son is

He?" Their answer was precise, "David's." So far they were

correct. But He was more, and they should have known it There-

fore He said to them : "How, then, doth David call Him Lord, say-

ing, 'The Lord said to my Lord, Sit thou at My right hand till I

make thy enemies thy footstool?* If David called Him Lord, say-

is He his son?" No man was able to answer Him a word.

Did their minds go back and recall how the Messiah was to share

the power and dignity of Jahweh himself and thus be God, since

no one but God can share the attributes of God? It was an easy

inference and they could have drawn it had not passion blinded

reason.

There can be no doubt that the Messiah had been foretold as
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God. In the propliecies the truth lies written, but just as now, the

one true Church, thoti^^ visible and bearing four great marks, is

not recognized as such by many, or, if recognized, is not acknowl-
edged, or, if acknowledged, is not accepted, so, of old, many either

did not know, or, knowing, would not believe that God would be
the Messiah and that the Messiah would be God.

Little wonder that another Messianic name, the very one by
which Jesus was wont to call Himself, was little used by the Jews.
We read it scwne thirty times in Matthew, thirteen times in Mark
and twenty-five in Luke, yet the apostles never thus addressed the

Master, the Jews never thus spoke of the Messiah, neither has the

name passed over into our liturgy.

Son of Man—^what does it mean? Ratlionalists, in an endeavor

to explain away a fact the logical cmsequence of which they do not

wish to admit, have attempted to show that Son of Man is synon-

ymous with "man" or "one," "some one," "I," "myself." Their

very disagreement serves to refute them. Neither does the term

imply, primarily at least, sonship of Mary, of David, of Abraham,

nor "the most perfect man," nor even the form of a servant which

the Word assumed to work out our salvaticm. It is a Messianic

name, a synonym for Messiah, well known, but little used, with a

direct reference to Daniel's projAecy: "I beheld therefore in the

vision of the nig^t, and lo! one like the Son of Man came with

the clouds of heaven." In this sense did Jesus use it when He said:

"You shall see Uie Son of Man sitting at the right hand of the power

of God and coming in the clouds of heaven." All other interpreta-

tions therefore are at best derived or secondary.

Jesus had a twofold revelation to make to a people little disposed

to receive either—He was to reveal Himself as Son of God and as

Messiah.

Had He heralded Himself Son of David, had He come with fan-

fare and trumpet, had He proclaimed His Kingdom with cymbal

and song, the Jews would have rallied round Him in a frantic

effort to throw off the foreign yoke. TTien there would have been

rebellion and slaughter and Romans riding roughshod over all

Judea. Yet such was the Messiah the people expected; they had

set their hearts on temporal greatness, they had forgotten or ignored

all foretelling of a suffering Messiah, of a meek and patient Mes-

siah, Who would not contend nor cry out, Who would not break

the bruised reed nor quench the smoking flax. Of such a Messiah

they had no thought Their concept of a Messiah had therefore to

be corrected. To correct it and at the same time to reveal Himself

as the Expected One, was the reason why Jesus ever called Him-
self the Son of Man.

Jesus was at Giphamaum when first He is recorded to have used
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this title. Crowds pressed close about Him, Pharisees sat near

Him; down through the brc^en roof He saw a sick man lowered

at His feet. He bade him rise, that those who thought evil in theis

hearts might know "that the Soa of Man had power on earth to

forgive sin." Then in quick succession on the mountain, in the

valley, along the seashore, in public, in private, even at His trial.

He calls Himself the Son of Man, coupling with the name honor

and disgrace, shame and glory, love and hate, insult and triumph,

weakness and power, life and death.

Lord of the Sabbath, He will be modced ;
greater than Jonas, He

must be in the heart of the earth three days and three nights;

greater than Solomon, He will be spat upon and scourged; greater

than the temple. He will be delivered to the Gentiles. Transfig-

ured on Thabor, the apostles must tell no one till the Son of Man
be risen from the dead (for He must suffer many things and be

despised by those who had done all they had a mind to do to

Elias). He has a kingdom, yet He is not come to be ministered

unto, but to minister ; a word spoken against Him will be forgiven,

yet it were better for His betrayer if he had never been bom. All

power is given Him, and, in fuller manifestation of that power. His

sign will appear in the heavens, He will come like lightning in His
own majesty and that of the Father, His chosen twelve will take

their seats. His angels will be ranged about Him, and as the shep-

herd separates the goats from the sheep, so will He separate all the

nations of the earth whom His angels will have gathered from the

four winds ; some He will send into everlasting punishment, others

He will call into everlasting life; and yet, though He have all

judgment, of that day and hour no one knoweth, neither the angels
in heaven nor the Son, but the Father, and He, the Judge of all,

will Himself be condemned to death and rejected b|y His own nation
and its priests.

Thus in season and out of season did He strive to impress upon
all that the Messiah must be a man of sorrows before He could be
a King of glory ; how hardly his lesson was taken we may gather
from this that on the day He rose from the dead, two were dis-

consolate on the road to Emmaus, because they had hoped that He
it was Who would have redeemed Israel.

Artists of old, Daniel, Isaias, David, Midieas and others, had
each left fragments of a strange mosaic; some tesserae were glo-

rious, others full of shame, some vague and ill-defined, others clear

and sharp—all portrayed the self-same Man. Given in keeping to

the chosen people, guarded and treasured by them through the ages,

as centuries sped along, bits that were displeasing were laid aside

and then forgotten; features more glorious were given greater
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prominence and served to keep alive the Messianic expectations.

Then the Master Artist came and gathered all the fragments, fit-

ting them in wondrous wise—bright stooes He set beside duk
stones of shame, marbles red with blood were set round with golden

glory, stones wet with tears were mingled with stones rejected long

ago, and when the whole was done. He set it in His Blood.

The work was such as could not be appreciated in any one light

;

in sunshine it seemed an image of a God, in darkness but a man

;

only when light and shadow (dayed on it in due proportion, only

when the brightness of Thabor was dulled by the glo(Hn of Calvary,

only when one had knelt long and prayerfully and gazed on it with

eyes of faith—only then was the whole revealed to be the image

of a God-made Man.

This, then, was Jesus' purpose in calling Himself the Son of Man
—^to correct a long-standing misconception of the Messianic char-

acter, to establish His own Messianic personality, and thus by an

easy deduction, based on the prof^ecies, lead men to see that He
was God.

This latter revelation was, if the term be allowed, even more
shocking to the Jewish mind than the former. To have their fond-

est Messianic hopes declared ill-founded was trying indeed, but to

learn that the One God, beside Whcnn they had been taught there

was no other, was at least twofold in personality, to be told that a

Man coming as Jesus came and not as they had fancied God would

come, a Man Whom they had seen eating, sleeping, tired and hun-

gry, was the great Jahweh, Whose very name no one dare utter

—

this was testing faith almost to the breaking point.

Yet this was the task to which Jesus addressed Himself, how
considerately, humanly speaking; how successfully pedagogically,

how Ic^cally, too, since He demanded a reasonable service; how
sweetly, since He won all hearts, one need but glance at the Catholic

Church in all its history to realize.

Son of Man, Son of God—these are the two poles round which
the mystery turns.

None were wont to call Him Son of Man ; many called Him Son
of God ; but yet it is not admitted by all that every text that names
Him Son of God pves proof conclusive of His divinity.

To see the reason for Uiis we must first determine the meaning of

son and then of Son of God as used in Scripure.

Son, in Biblical language, has not the narrow sense it has to-day.

"Any close relation, {^ysical or moral; every intimate connection

of origin, dependence or affection analogous to the rdation between
a father and a son," was expressed as sonship.

The arrow is a son of the bow ; the spari^ a daughter of the
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ilatne ; corn is a son of the flower ; disciples of prophets are their

sons, widced men are sons of Belial, Judas is a son of perdition

and we are sons of Grod.

A son of God was one beloved of God, specially favored, more

dosely united to, an elect of God, one endowed with singular power,

a holy, righteous soul, an adopted son of God.

Hence it is that some are unwilling to conclude that whenever

or wherever Jesus is addressed as Son of God, there was intended

to express that natural sonship, both as God and as Man, which the

Church has ever taught

Rationalists advance a twofold theory in explanation of the use

of the term, maintaining either that Son of God is nothing more than

a mere synonym for Messiah, or that in no text does it imply aug^t

else than s<Miship by adoption, such as might be attributed to any

Israelite.

Pius X. has condemned the following proposition : "In all Gospel

texts the name Son of God is merely an equivalent of Messiah, nor

does it by any means signify that Christ is the true and natural Son
of God." Wherefore there is at least some one text in which Son
of God is more than a mere synonym for Messiah, some one text

in which Son of God implies natural sonship.

On other grounds, however, it may be maintained as certain that

Son of God is no synonym for Messiah, while, part from traditional

interpretation, a brief analysis of several texts will show that the

true and natural sonship of Christ is recorded in the synoptic nar-

rative.

In the Old Testament men and angels are called sons of God, not

by an extrinsic denomination by reascm of God's special protection

or favor, but because of sanctifying grace, which made them sons

of God. Yet the use of the term is peculiar; it occurs scrnie fifty

times, generally in the plural; if used in the singular at all, then

either no definite individual is specified or the name is a collective

one. There seems to be an exception to this in the text, "I will be

to him a Father and he shall be to Me a son," but St Paul teaches

us that here the expression is applied to Soltmum 'only in so far as

the latter is a prototype of Christ

In tiie synoptics, on the contrary, Jesus calls Himself and is

called Son of God by His Heavenly Father, by angels, demons,

aposdes and disciples in a way opposed to all previous Scriptural

asage—in a way in whidi no one determined person except His pro-

totype was ever named. Therefore He must be a natural Son, for

tile opposition in the use of the terms would be meanitigless were

there no opposition in the thing signified, and the obvious opposite

of adoptive is natural sonship.
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Such a name oould not have been a Messianic title, else some

one of the demagogues who rose up at various intervals and pro-

claimed themselves Messiah would surely have chosen the name.

When the Messiah is spoken of. He is called Son of David or

proirfiet or King of Israel or Clirist, but never Son of God. When
Jesus called Himself the Son of God, He was accused of blasphemy.

Bearing these two facts in mind, it becomes of interest to see

what of natural sonship is expressed in those sync^tic texts in

which Jesus is called or said to be the Son of God.

Mark begins his Gospel with a statement that seems but an echo

of St. Peter's confession by the shores of Genesarcth : "The begin-

ning of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of God." There can

be no cavil here. Mark is writing principally for converted ps^fans,

free from the trammels of Jewish thought. A son is a natural son

;

God is God and Christ is His Messiah. (Matthew had not been

as bold. Writing for the Hebrews and intent on shewing forth the

Messianic character of Jesus, he began his gospel: "The Book of

the generation of Jesus Christ, the son of David.")

It was winter and ]6hn was baptizing; Jesus asked for baptism,

and, coming out of the waters, "beheld a voice from heaven, say-

ing, 'This is My Beloved Son, in Whom I am well pleased.' " Be-

loved is the equivalent of only, only-b^otten ; adopted sons are

not only begotten ; the sonship implied is natural, as in the psahn,

"Thou art My Son; this day have I begotten Thee."

Hell is forced to echo heaven; in the desert the tempter whis-

pers, "If Thou be the Son of God," do this, do that. Later at Ca-

phamaum and when driven from possessed, the devils went out

crying, "Thou art the Son of God ;" they knew that He was Christ

;

they knew, too, for it was clear to all, that He was favored of God

;

therefore their cry was a confession of His Divinity.

In the spring of the second year of His ministry Jesus walked

the waters, stilled the storm, stretched out His hand to the drown-

ing Peter and speeded the boat to the shore. They that were in

the ship worshipped Him, saying, "Thou art truly the Son of God."

They could have called Him Son of God, with never a thought of

His Divinity, but under the circumstances the growing faith of

years seems to have passed beyond the human and readied out to

the divine. This is confirmed not so much by their adoration, for

prostration is a common way of paying reverence in the Orient, as

by Jesus' acceptance of the honor paid Him. He was ever quick

to refuse tributes; here He allows an act that might have a relig-

ious signification, and this because He was really worthy of all that

the act might imply or connote.

Some would weaken the strength of this argument by appealing
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to the excitement of the nuMnent; psychic forces were at play and

the impressionable fishermen made an exclamation the full import

of which they neither understood nor intended.

Then take another scene. It is summer of that same year. Jesus

is alone with His disciples on the roadway near Csesarea Phillippi.

Quietly He puts a question to them, "Whom do men say the Son

of Man is?" Here Son of Man, as noted before, is synonymous

with Messiah and was understood as such. Opinions differed—He
was John the Baptist, Elias, Jeremias, one of the prophets. Then

Jesus said, "Whom do you say that I am?—(surely His voice lin-

gered on the YOU !)—^after all you have heard from Me, seen of Me,

Whom do you say that I am ?" Simon Peter answering said, "Thou
art Christ, the Son of the Living God." Thou art Christ—this was
no answer to Jesus' question. He had not asked whether or no He
were the Messiah ; that He was, was implied in His question. What
He had asked was this: "Who (i. e., of what nature) is the Mes-
siah?" "Son of the Living God"—^this is the answer, understood

not in any figurative, but in its obvious sense—natural son. Peter

had answered well, therefore Jesus said to him, "Blessed art thou,

Simon, because flesh and blood hath not revealed it to thee, but My
Father Who is in heaven."

No revelatiofl would have been needed to know that Jesus was
all that adoptive sonship implied, but revelation was needed to know
that He was the natural Son of God.

Soon indeed, rejoicing in the Holy Ghost, Jesus would exclaim,

"No one knoweth Who the Father is but the Son, and to whom the

Son will reveal Him; no one knoweth Who the Son is but the

Father." Parallelism is wanting here, or rather it is incomplete.

Jesus had already completed it by anticipation when He said to

Peter, "My Father hath revealed it to thee."

It were hard to determine whether this confession of St. Peter

or Jesus' own avowal at His trial were more explicit acknoweldg-

ment of the Divinity; the latter at least was more tremendous in

its setting, more disastrous in its consequences.

Jesus had been arrested, cuffed, reviled, slapped, dragged along

the streets to the palace of the High Priest. There He stands be-

fore the Sanhedrim; lying witnesses cannot agree; Caiphas is be-

side himself; the Man must die; He is in the way; He is not of

their mind; He opposed them everywhere, tore down the whitened

walls and revealed the rottenness within; He had proved Himself

the Messiah and they knew it, but He was not sudi a Messiah as

they had expected ;
therefore, away with Him ;

crucify Him. That

would end His Messiahship. No Jew would accept a crucified

Messiah.
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With all the fury of hell in his heart and all the hypocrisy of

hell on his face, he rose and called down to Jesus, "I adjure Thee

by the Living God that Thou tell us if Thou be the Christ, die Son

of God."

Matthew has condensed the question into one. Really, as Luke

shows, there were two distinct questions, "If Thou be the Christ, tell

us." They had shown themselves unwilling scholars in an easy

school, hence Jesus answered them, "If I shall tell you, you will

not believe; nevertheless I say to you, hereafter you shall see the

Son of Man sitting an the rig^t hand of the power of God and com-

ing in the clouds of heaven." Once again He identifies Himself

with the Son of Man as featured by Daniel; they understand His

Messianic claim ; they understand that He is laying claim to equality

with God. Therefore the second question asked in fiendish ex-

pectancy, "Art Thou the Son of God?" The second answer, "You
say that I am." The shout of delight, "He hath blasi^emed ; He
is guilty of death." Jesus could not have blasphemed had He
claimed merely adoptive Sonship. He could not have blasi^iemed

had He not made Himself the equal of God. They should have

adored Him. They crucified Him.
Such, then, is Jesus' Sonship as expressed in the synoptics.

He is Son of Maiy, and this is His sweetest title; He is Son of

David, by blood, because of Mary ; by law, because of Joseph ; by

right, because of His Messiahship, and this is His most regal title

;

He is Son of Man, and this is a Messianic name of mingled shame
and glory; He is the Son of God not by ad<^on, but by nature,

bodi as Man and as God, and this is His most adorable title, and as

such we worship Him, Jesus Christ, the same, yesterday, to-day and
forever.

Zacheus Joseph Maheb, S. J.
Woodstock M,d.
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Booh Vevievpe

lAFZ OF Fathbb De Smet, & J. By Father E. Laveme, 8. J. Authorised
Translation. By Marian Llnda^. Introduction by Charles Coppens,
S. J. SYontlspiece Portrait, Five niuatratlons and Ifap. Pp. 420, 8vo.
cloth, gilt top, net 12.76. New York: P. J. Kenedy & Sons.

This book is not only the biograi^y of a good man, a hdy priest

and a zealous missionary, but it is the history of the North Ameri-

can Indian, his wars, his conflicts, his conversion, his perversion,

his persecution and his extinction. It is a history of exploration in

the great Northwest, with vivid descriptions of the beauties of na-

ture and valuaUe contributions to botany, ethn<^ogy and ofiier sd-

•ences. It is a record of the spread of God's kingdom on earth, for

it tells us of the preaching of the Gospel in new fields and to a strat^

people, as well as of the foimdation of new churches, new institu-

tions of learning and new ecclesiastical provinces. And all this is

tcAA not second hand or third hand, not from records of doubtful

origin or authenticity, not by prejudiced witnesses, but by the man
of God himself, disinterested, iimelfish, m^vejudioed, by his own
hand, and all for the greater honor and glory of God and the salva-

tion of souls. The announcement of the book well says:

"Few perscmages gfifted with talents so versatile as Peter Johnv

De Smet have trodden the stage of American history. Explorer,

geographer, ethnologist, linguist, author and missionary, he proved

himself besides a diplomatist of Ibe highest rank in tiie most diffi-

cult of missions—that of mediator between races differing in ideals,

-culture and color. Through his perscMial influence with the Indians

l3ait United States Government was enabled to avert several bloody

wars after all other means had been employed in vain.

"Nowhere better than in the description of Father De Smet's

travels do we find reflected the true {ucture of the great Middle

West at die time of tiie coming of the white. The romance of Old

America permeates every page. Father De Smet himself was one

of tile richest contributors to our authentic knowledge of the Indian

languages, ctistoms, religion and traditions. And the study of his

life is of the first importance for all who are interested in the intro>

doction and gradual extension of civilization in tiie West"
Rev. Charles Coppens, S. J., in the introduction to this volume,

shows a keen appreciation of its merits. He approaches the subject

wttii that sympatiiy which is necessary, though rare, and which is

most natural in a brother priest and brother Jesuit. He says:

"One of tiie brightest glories of the Catholic Church shines forth
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in the zeal she has ever displayed for the propagation of the Gospel.

From the time when Christ said to His apostles, 'Go ye into the

whole world and preach the Gospel to every creature,' they and their

successors, the missionaries of every age, have bravely carried on.

the sacred task entrusted to them without any interruptlm whatso-

ever ; and they are seen to-day, as they have been seen all along ia

every known portion of the earth, extending the kingdom of Christ

arid preparing numberless souls for the enjoyment of heavenly bliss.

"In the United States in particular the Church has nobly per-

formed this divine mission. She has sent her heroic sons. Bishops

and priests, in large nimibers to every tribe of the aboriginal popu-

lation, baptizing, teaching and civilizing its scattered millions, suc-

cessful in converting and sanctifying large portions of them, not-

withstanding the active opposition of false religionists.

"Many of the most glowing pages of the great Protestant histo-

rian of the United States, George Bancroft, contain magnificent de-

scriptions of the devoted labors of our Catholic missionaries, whose

wonderful exploits he narrates with all the brilliancy and interest

which attach to the writings of Prescott in his records of the Con-

quest of Mexico by Hernando Cortez. But every Christian feels

while reading such works how far the sacred purpose and the self-

sacrifice of the missionaries among the Indians surpass in nobility

the dauntless courage of the steel<lad warriors.

"It is gratifying to see that the learned world, even outside of the

Catholic Church, has shown a high appreciation of the gigantic la-

bors of our missionaries, as is evidenced by the publication in this

country of a most expensive work, in seventy-three large octavo-

volumes, styled "The Jesuit Relations and Allied Documents," ed-

ited by Reuben Gold Thwaites. But though this valuable collection

is found on the shelves of nearly all the great libraries in the United

States, its volumes are not frequently seen in the hands of the gen-

eral reader, Catholic or Protestant. To enlighten him on the

grandeur of our missions and missionaries we need briefer and more

popular works, which, while conveying the same information, afford

more impressive and interesting reading and cnnmunicate desirable

knowledge in the charming language of lighter literature.

"That is the secret of the popularity of a Prescott in his volumes

on Mexico and Peru and of a Washingfton Irving in his lives of

Washington and Columbus. The same is an attractive quality of

the life of Father De Smet, by Father E. Laveille, S. J., of which

the present volume is a translation.

"The French original was received in Belgium and France with

marked enthusiasm. In three months the first edition was ex-

hausted. The BeigioH Messenger of the Sacred Heart said of it:
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""In the history of the Catholic apostolate few careers have been so

glorious as that of the Rev. Father De Smet We rejoice that the

author has given us a clear, definite history of the man and his

work.' The French journal, La Croix, stated : 'The life of Father

De Smet reads like a novel, but one so realistic, so thrilling with in-

terest, that you cannot tear yourself away from it'

"The appreciation of the book by Le Bien Public calls for a more
«xtended quotation. It says : 'From the mcMnent that you have cut

its first pages you will not lay it aside until you have read the whole

volume. And all along his career you will follow the hero, the

apostle of the Rocky Mountains, widi a passionate interest, with an

«ver-growing admiration, as when Fenimore Cooper, Mayne Reid •

and Daniel Defoe first charmed your youthful imagination. Espe-

cially this reading will strengthen your faith and your hope; it will

show you in its divine splendor the civilizing influence of religion,

transforming by a miracle of grace savage natures and raising up

^ints among them.'

"What has added much to the interest of the story and the reli-

ability of the events narrated is the faa that the author had at his

disposal a vast amount of material to select from. There is prob-

ably not a single one among the numerous holy and able men whose

names grace the annals of the American missions on whose labors

such co{Mous information exists as on those of the subject of this

biography. In particular I may mention that most remarkable

work in which two Protestant gentlemen, Messrs. Hiram Martin

Chittenden, major, corps of engineers, U. S. A., and Alfred Talbot

Richardson, testifying to the greatness of Father De Smet's

achievements, have filled four large voltmies with accounts drawn

from the original sources of his life, letters and extensive travels.

"At that time young De Smet and eight ccnnpanions, all aspirants

to the missionary career, were leaving their native land without the

permission of their parents, as the Holy Child Jesus had left His

Blessed Mother and St Joseph to be about His heavenly Father's

business. Their reason was that they had no doubt of their holy

vocati(»i, and they well knew that permission to follow it would

have been refused; their future flight would have become impos-

• sible once their parents had learned of their design. They felt con-

vinced besides that the plan they had decided to follow would be

approved when members of their pious families learned they had

gone.

"Shortly after they had reached the Jesuit novitiate in Maryland

an earnest request of Monsignor Rosati, tiien Bishop of Louisiana,

arrived there asking for several Jesuits to come and work in his

extensive Western diocese. Two men who had lately come from
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Europe, Peter De Smet among them, were to go and establish a new-

novitiate in the Far West They were ddi^ted with the prospect

of thus coming into the closer vicinity of the Indian tribes, among
which they eagerly desired to spend their zealous lives. They tra-

versed Ifae country, mostly on foot, for a distance of some fifteen

hundred miks, till they came to the little town of Florissant, near

the confluence of the Mississippi and the Missouri rivers. There in

a couple of log huts they established tfie new novitiate, centre of

future Jesuit activity for Ae Western States. Th^ felled the trees

of the forest primeval—a welcome task to the sturdy young Bel-

gians—and in a few months built a sdlid edifice. But it was done

amid the pangs of poverty and all manner of privaticms. There on

October lo, 1833, the six novices were allowed to pronounce their

first religious vows and make their consecration to the Lord lifelong

and irrevocable. From that humble b^^inning has grown up the

Jesuit Province of Missouri, which counts to-day 397 priests, 306

scholastics, 174 lay Brothers—a total of 877 members. Very soon

a school was opened for Indian boys, with seven or eight tribes rep-

resented among its pupils. While teaching these the young religious

pursued their philosophical and tfieological studies, and on Septem-

ber 23, 1827, the holy priesthood was conferred on Peter John De
Smet and some of his companions. Then his missionary work be-

gan in right earnest, to be continued during forty-three years. The
graphic account of these labors is gfiven in the present volume.

Here we read of numerous visits to Indian tribes and the fruitful

work done among them, of the missionary's travels in unexplored

regions of our continent, of his voyages to and from Europe, of his

exertions in favor of the Indians with the Government and with

army officials of the United States, and of the services he rendered

to the administration at Washingfton by aiding it to secure treaties

of peace with the outraged savages. He traversed the Atlantic

Ocean in the course of his missionary labors as many as nineteen

times, and traveled by land, it is said, over 87,000 leagues, mostly

before railroads had been multiplied in America,, while large por-

tions of the regions he chiefly frequented were pathless forests or

deserts. The little band at Florissant had received a number of

accessions, some very talented men, when, in 1828, they undertook,

at the earnest request of Bishop Rosati, to establish a college at St
Louis. It opened with forty boys, boarders and day scholars, and

four years later there were 150 students, a large proportion of whom
were Protestants. Father De Smet was treasurer, disciplinarian

and professor of English. The coU^ soon became a university.

But the principal charm of the volume here presented to the reader

lies in the graphic sketches of the missionary's travels and labors
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aoKMig the Indians. Of diese it would be vain to attempt a general

outline. Their beauties sparkle on every page; die whole book

must be read to realize the magnificence of the scenety described,

the grandeur of the achievements performed, the aroma of the vir-

tues practiced and the noble sentiments exhibited not only by the

missionary himself and his heroic associates, but also by many of

the red-skiiuied warriors and their wives and diildren, when once

their wild natures had been subdued by die gospel of peace and their

souls sanctified by the waters of bapdsm.

"Fadier De Smet loved bis Indians warmly not only because so

good a man necessarily pitied their benighted conditicni and longed

to make them children of God, but also because he found in large

numbers of them truly noUe characters, as tmselfish and sincere and

faidiful to their friends as they were brave and fearless in battie.

He found them also hospitable to strangers and compassionate to

all unfortunates who were not their traditional enemies. They were

far less savage, he used to say, than those whites who, in trading

with them, would cheat them out of their furs and horses and give

them trifles or fire-water in exchange. The Indians, on their part,

revered and warmly loved the Black Robes—Father De Smet and

any of his associates—^in whom they knew they could always con-

fide. He, as they often expressed it, was the only white man that

did not speak with a forked tongue. That was the reason why they

trusted him as mediator between them and the dvil and military

authorities of the United States. Thus he succeeded on various

occasions in preventing a bold revenge on their part, when they had

been g^evously wronged, and in obtaining from the supreme Gov-

ernment a proper protection for their rights. It cruelly tore his

heart when, notwithstancfing all his efforts to protect the red men,

he saw them, as he often did, gfrievously outraged in their dearest

interests, as when whole tribes, evangelized for many years by

GithoUc missionaries and pardy converted to the faith, were arbi-

trarily handed over by the Government to the care of some Protest-

ant sects. Another sad disappointment would come to him and to

his fellow-laborers when, as happened in 1850 at the Flathead mis-

sion, the Indians themselves would rebel against God and plunge

into terrible excesses of drunkenness and bloodshed, thus undmng

in a few days all the success achieved by many years of devoted

labors."

The "Life of Father De Smet" is indispensaWe to the student of

the history of the Cadiolic Churdi and her missions ; to the student

of American history and exploration; to a right understanding of

religioua orders and their mission; to a true knowledge of the

American Indian, and to a proper view of the handling of the In-
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dian question. It is not always pleasant reading, but it is interest-

ing, informing, necessary, and sometimes exciting and fascinating.

The Popes and Scrhok. The history of the Ptil)al relations to science.

By Jamet J. WaUk. M. D., Ph. U.. Lift. D., Sc. D. (Noire Dame), K.
C. St. O., Ftofessor of Physiological Psychology, Cathedral College,

New York. Fordham University Press, HO West Seventy-fourth street.

New York. Price, $2 net.

^AKKBS OF MooEBN MEDICINE. The Uves Of the men who made our
prtrsent-day medicine. By the Hune author. Fordham University Press,
110 West Seventy-fourth street. New York. Price, IS net.

These two valuable books by Dr. Walsh are so well known and

have won so secure a place in the literary world that it seems al-

most superfluous to do more than announce new and enlarged

editions of them. And yet it is possible that the unwise habit of

taking things for granted, which has tempted even Catholics to

believe sometimes that there is opposition between faith and sci-

ence which would account for the opposition of the Popes to sci*

«nce and the absence of scientific men from the Catholic, might

also tempt them to think that there is no answer to this charge and

to overlook this masterly refutation. We are notorious for forget-

ting and overlooking. This is probably due to some extent to

faulty superficial education and to the rush habit and love for nov-

•elty which are characteristic of us as a pec^le.

Therefore we shall do more than call attention to these new edi-

tions of valuable books—we shall call attention to their original

merits. The author gives us this excellent introduction to "The

Popes and Science":

"For years, as a student and physician, I listened to remarks from

teachers and professional friends as to the opposition of the Popes

to science, until finally, much against my will, I came to believe that

there had been many Papal documents issued which intentionally or

•otherwise hampered the progress of science. Interest in the history

of medicine led me to investigate the subject for myself. To my
surprise I found that the supposed opposition to science was practi-

"cally all founded on an exaggeration of the significance of the Gali-

leo incident. As a matter of history, the Popes were as liberal

patrons of science as of art. In the Renaissance period, when their

patronage of Raphael and Michel Angelo and other great artists did

so much for art, similar relations to Columbus, Eustachius and Qe-

salpinus, and later to Steno and Malpigfai, our greatest medical dis-

coverers, had like results for science. The Papal Medical School

was for centuries the g^reatest medical school in Europe, and its

-professors were the most distinguished medical sdentists of the
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tune. Tliis is a perfectly nnqte bit of history that any one may find

for himself in any reliable history of medidne. The medical sdioob

were the scientific departments of the universities practically down
to the nineteenth century. The Popes, in fostering medical schools

(there were four of them in the Papal dominions, and two of them,

Bologna and Rome, were the greatest medical schools for several cen-

turies), were acting as wise and beneficent patrons of science. Many
of the greatest scientists of the middle ages were clergymen. Some
of the greatest of them were canonized as saints. Albertus Magnus
and Thomas Aquinas were typical examples. At least one Pope

has been a distinguished scientist before being elected to the Papacy.

For seven centuries the Popes selected as their physicians the great-

est medical scientists of the times, and the list of Papal physicians

is the wortiiiest series of names connected by any bond in the his-

tory of medidne, far surpassing in scientific import even the roll of

the faculty of any medical school.

"In a word, I failed to find any trace of Papal opposition to true

science in any form. On the contrary, I found abundant evidence

of their having been just as liberal and judicious patrons of science

as they were of art and education in all forms. I found also that

those who write most emf^tically about Papal opposition to sci-

ence know nothing at all of the history of science, and, above all,

of medicine and of surgery during three very precious centuries. Be-

cause they know nothing about it, tiiey think there was none and

go out of their way to find a reason for its absence, while all the

time there is a wondrous series of chapters of science for those who
care to look for them. This is the story I have tried to tell in this

book."

Dr. Walsh's experience was not singular nor exceptional. In

spite of what he and odiers have written on this sub|ect, the igno-

rant calumny is repeated not among uneducated people only, but by

teachers of reputaticm, in schools of high standing and to students

of pretention. The writer of this notice was told by a Catholic stu-

dent in a prominent university that one of the professors had de-

clared to his class recently that all the smart people of history were

infidels. The dass accepted tfie declaration for truth and thought

the author of it was very bright. It is a pity that this bkx>k cannot

be placed in the hands of such teachers and pupils. This new edi-

tion is much increased in value. Dr. Walsh has added lOO pages

of appendices to it and has made it in nearly every way a complete

storehouse of authoritative answers to all the objections raised

against tiie Popes and the Church on the ground of supposed oppo-

sition to sdenoe.

One of the most prominent of English critical journals
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said, speaking of the first edition, if Dr. Walsh had only

added a series of appendix documents to this volume he

would have made a monumental work in the literature of re-

ligious controversy and scientific history. Now a hundred pages

of appendices are added. All the Church decrees supposed to prove

a policy of Churdi oppositicm are quoted in full and the text shows

that they have eidier been misrepresented or misunderstood by those

who quoted them as documents in support of Papal or Church op-

position to science.

The appendix on science in America demonstrates that the Cath-

olic universities of Spanish America far outranked the universities

of English America in their devotion to science up to the time when
political troubles disturbed them. The appendix on Professor Dra-

per's "Conflict Between Religi<Mi and Science" shows how danger-

ous a thing it is to air a little knowledge on the thesis of the oppo-

sition between religion and science. Dr. Walsh makes clear, above

all, the utter lack of scholarship of a generation which accepted

bioks like Draper's as representing real knowledge and supposed

research, while Draper was all the time exhibiting an almost ridicu-

lous ignorance not only of the history of science, but above all of

the history of medidne, for though he was a professor In a medical

school and a distinguished medical scientist, he knew literally noth-

ing of the story of old time medical progress, though apparently he

and his readers tiiought he knew all tliere was to know.

"Makers of Modem Medicine" was a natural sequence to "The

Popes and Science." There is no contradiction between Faith and

Science; the Popes were not the enemies of Science; faithful sons

of the Church were scientists, as witness these distinguished men
in the science of medicine.

It is appropriate and encouraging that the two books are increas-

ing in circulation, that new editions of both are called for, and

that the learned author is able to perfect each with valuable addi-

tional matter.

"Makers of Modem Medidne" is now offered in its third edition,

with nearly loo additional pages devoted to the life of Virchow.

Virchow was probably the greatest German scientist of the nine-

teenth century. He was the father of modem pathology, and pathol-

ogy has meant more for progress in medical sdenoe than any other

department of medidne. But Virchow was macfa more than a

pathologist It was said that when Vuxhow died the world of sd-

ence lost not one, but four men. For, besides being a great patholo-

gist, Virchow was a leader in anthropology, a distinguished original

worker in sanitation, and above all a thoroughly practical man who
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applied politically all his knowledge of the medical science for the

benefit of the community in which he lived. He was for years prom-

inent in the politics both of Prussia and of the German Empire.

Everywhere he left his mark for good. We can scarcely think of a
great scientist and busy professor in the medical department of a

university as occupied deeply with l^slative duties, but Virchow

exemplified how tiiis might be doae.

He was besides thoroughly conservative in all of his opinions.

He detested theorizing and insisted that fifty years of biology had

been wasted to a great extent in the nineteenth century because of

theoretic jumping to conclusions for which there was no justifica-

tion in observed facts. He was the constant outspc^en opponent of

Haedcel and the school that insisted on tracing man's descent to

the animals, and declared that there was not the slightest evidence

for the exaggerated teaching of evolution which became so fashion-

able in the "silly seventies" of the nineteenth century. For a time,

because of this conservatism, Virchow was distinctly unpopular

among the younger German scientists, who were even inclined to

think of him as an old fogy. The present generation, however, has

come around to a similar conservatism that amply vindicates At
great German pathologist as one of the well-balanced far-seeing

minds of his time.

This is the story that Dr. Walsh, who was in Virchow's labora-

tory for over a year, has told as an addition to the "Makers of

Modem Medicine," which contains sketches of Morgagni, Auen-

brugger, Laennee, Theodor Schwann, Johannes MuUer, Claude

Bernard, the leaders of the Irish Sdiool of Medicine, Pasteur, and

Joseph CyDwyer, the American inventor of incubation. Virchow

finds a very suitable niche beside these men, who were all deeply

conservative in their {diilosophy of life, and indeed most of them,

though that will surprise many who accept the traditions of Churdi

opposition to science, faitiiful adherents of the Githolic Church.

Following the Conquistadobbs Trbouoh South Ahkiiioa's Sottthlahd.
with an account of the Roosevelt Scientlllc Bzpedltlon to South
America. By the Rev. J. A. Zdtm, O. B. O. (H. J. Moian). Sixty-nve
Illustration*. 8vo., pp. 526. New Tork: O. Appleton A Co.

South America has attracted greater attention in recent years

than ever before, and travelers to its shores are increasing rapidly.

Ships in larger ntunber are carrying passengers to its various ports

of entry, and tourists are not only visiting its maritime cities, but

are penetrating to the interior and studying its natural beauties and

its rich resources. Books on the South American Continent are

more in demand than usual, and a work on that country from one
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who is an authority is sure to attract respectful attenticm. Sndi a

oat is Dr. Zahm. When he speaks on scientific subjects and travel,

men listen, because his bodes are not mere itineraries or the ob>

servations of the untrained eye of the non-professional man; they

are rather correct scientific records of the country through which

the traveler passes and the people whom he meets.

The announcement of the puUisher says:

"Dr. Zahm knows South America from the Isthmus to the Straits

of Magellan. It was his experiences that first attracted Theodore

Roosevelt, and when C61<Miel Roosevelt decided upon his scientific

expedition, Dr. Zahm todc a prominent part in organizing, equip-

ping and managing the affair.

"Using the Roosevelt itinerary as a basis for his story, Dr. 2^ahm

now gives to the world the third and last of his famous travel books,

'Following the Conquistadores,' and in it tells of the history, the

romance and the present status of Brazil, the Argentine, Chile,

Paraguay and Uruguay. The txx^ has the same literary charm as

Dr. Zahm's previous books upon the other parts of South America,

and gives besides a very vivid picture of the South American coun-

tries of most interest to Americans at the present time."

Dr. Zahm himself says of this book: "It is now three and thirty

years since duty first led me to our sister Republic of Mexico. The

interest which I have previously felt in the achievements of tiie

Conquistadores was greatly enhanced by my sojourn among their

descendants in the valley of Anahuac, and has since continued to

grow with the passing years. Since this first visit to Mexico other

duties, coupled with special research in the religious, educational

and social conditions of the peoples of Latin America, have led to

my following the footsteps of die Conquistadores from the Strait of

Juan de Fuca to the arid plains of Patagonia, and Inm the source

of the Amazon, in the Peruvian Cordillera, to its broad estuary

4,000 miles distant An account of some of my long peregrinations

has been given in my two previous biooks, 'Up the Orinoco and

Down the Magdalena' and 'Along the Andes and Down the Ama-
zon.' The present work completes tiie trilogy which I had in om-
templation when, nearly a decade ago, I began the first volume of

the series bearing the general title of 'Following the Conquista-

dores.' It was my good fortune, when about to start on my last

journey to the Soudiem Continent, to be able to enlist Colonel

Roosevelt's interest in the wilds of Soutii America. In liie first

of the following chapters I have given a brief account of tiie origin

and oi-ganization of our expedition—an expedition which gradually

developed from a small band into a lai^ company of nearly two-

score persons, and which has since becmne known as 'The Roose-
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velt Scientific Expedition to South America.' The scientific results

of this expedition has been given by my distinguished associate in

his interesting work, 'Through the Brazilian Wilderness.' For this

reason I have in the present volume confined myself almost entirely

to a narrative of the incidents of our journey and a description of

the places whidi we visited together. In this, as in my preceding

books on South America, I have had little to say of the material,

political or economic conditions of the countries through which we
journeyed. These subjects have frequently been discussed by

statisticians and specialists. My interests have been ratiier in the

history, die poetry and the romance of the places visited. For, with

the exception of Spain, the motherland of the great explorers of

and adventurers in so much of the Western Hemispheres, there is

no land in the world which is so glamouring as that vast regjion

which witnessed the brilliant feats of arms and the marveloos

achievements of a G>rtez, a Quesada, a Pizarro, a Valdivia, an Al-

var Nunez Cabeza de Vaca. Nor is there another land which casts

such a spell on the traveler who has read the life story of these

marvelous men whose ardent vitality and g^erous enthusiasm im-

pelled them to undertake and to achieve what less courageous na-

tures would have deemed impossible."

DiCTioNABT OF THE ApodTouc Cbubch. EMited bjT Jawtet HatiHgt, D. D.
With the assistance of John A. Selble, D. D., and John C. Lambert,
D. D. Volume I., Aaron-Lystra. Royal Svo., pp. 729. New York:
Charles Scrtbner's Sons.

"It has been said that the Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels

is of more practical value than the Dictionary of the Bible. From
all parts of the world has come the request that what that Diction-

ary has done for the Gospels another should do for the rest of the

New Testament. The EMctionary of the Apostolic Church is the

answer. It carries the history of the Church as far as the end of

die first century. Together with the Dictionary of Christ and the

Gospels, it forms a complete and 'independent Dictionary of the

New Testament' " This quotation frtMn the Preface gives an idea

of the scope and purpose of the book. Those who are familiar with

die previous work along the same lines will recognize this bode at

once and wdcome it, because it foUowt die tame order of excde

koce and is supfrfemental.

There can be no question as to the value of such a work. All

soon as we admit the worth of a Dictionary of the Old Testament,

aad indeed die necessity for it, at the same time, by implication, we
acknowledge the still greater value of a Dictionary of the New Tes-

tament. As the New Law has taken die place of the QMl and is
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the code by which we must shape our lives through time to eternity,

so the explanation of that Law is of more practical value for us

and a right understanding of it is more important

The contributors to the DicticMiary have been chosen because of

their special fitness, irrespective of natiooality and location. The

articles are of a high order of exoellcno^ showing learning, research

and fairness in an eminent degree.

It is onfy fair to Catholic stndeott to say that it is a Protestant

Dictionary. By that we mean that the cootribatorB are almost with-

out exception—^we have noticed only one Catholic among them

—

members of Protestant diurches. Hence a failure to give due credit

or proportion to the Catholic position, especially on doctrinal ques-

tions like tfie Eucharist The "History of the Church of the First

Century," by the Abbe Constant Fouard, gfives a very different

oomplexioa to the teadiings and practices of the Apostolic Church

from that which one gets from this Dictionary.

We say this not in a controversial spirit at all, nor in a fault-find>

ing spirit, but as a statement of fact which is fairer to all parties

concerned.

LiEOTUBEB ON THE HiBTOBT OF THE PAPAL CKAHCSBT DOWN TO THE TTHM
OF Innocent nt By BegtitM L. Pool*. GEon. Utt D. (vo., ppi. >U.
Cambrtdse: University PrcM.

This is an important study, but hardly a popular one. It will

appeal to men of learning and to those engaged in this particular

field, but the number of such persons must always be quite limited.

For that reason literature on the subject is meagre, and we are

not surprised to learn that it has developed very slowly. And yet

it is an important one. When we consider the variety of Papal

documents, the value of them, especially in past times, when
the Papacy was much mart intimately connected with the rulers

of the world, we can easily understand how important the correct

interpretation of Papal doctunents really is.

There are but few works on the subject, and few writers equip-

ped to deal with it. For this reason Mr. Poole's book is the

rarer and more worthy of attention. The study of Papal

documents has occupied him for many years. As far back as 1880

he began transcribing Bulls in the Department of Manuscripts in

the British Museimi. In 1897 he was called to give r^fular instruc-

tion in diplomatic at his own University at Oxford. Since then

in most years he has given a course of lectures on the history of the

Papal Qiancery and on the characteristics of its literary produc-

tions. His election to the Birkbeck Lectures in Ecclesiastical His-

tory in 1912 gave him the opportunity to apply himself to the im-
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provement and extension of his lectures, and this book is the

result

Besides being important, the subject can be made very interest-

ing by an enthusiast for a willing student Mr. Poole is an en-

thusiast The book shows the conscientious care and patience of

the true scholar on every page, and is altogether worthy of the

subject This applies equally to the make-up of the volume, which

is dignified and correct in every particular.

The following sketch of the development of the subject is in-

teresting:

The study of Papal as of other documents was founded in

France. It is a part of die great learned tradition of the Bene-

dictines of the congfregation of St Maur. The illustrious Jean

Mabillon first laid down the principles of diplomatic with a sure-

ness of grasp which has made his treatise the model on which all

subsequent work has proceeded. He had an instinct of critical

divination whidi seldom allowed him to go astray, and tiie little

that he says about I^pal documents is prq^nant witii suggestions

which have been tamed to account by later scholars.

Nearly a century passed before a notable landmark in the study

of Papal documents was fixed in a Memoir on the Acts of Inno-

cent Third, by Leopold Delisle, a true successor of Mabillon in a

large part of his varied activity. This short article, published in

1858, stands as the pattern for the exposition of the system of the

Guacery and of the diplomatic of the middle ages. His influence

is apparent in die productions of the French School at Rome.

During die eighteenth century diere was great and continuous

activity in Italy in die publication of materials for history, and e»-

pecially for ecclesiastical history, but less interest was shown in the

critidm of documents. Pierluigi Gallctti, in his book on the Primi-

cerius, furnished a ttordiouse of evidence bearing upon the early

organization of die Chancery, and in 1805 Gaetano Marini pro-

duced an invaluable ocrflectioa of documents preserved, or once pre-

served, on papyrus. Until the archives were thrown open by Pope

Leo XIII. in 1881 access to them was rardy permitted to any one

outside the official staff. The exceptional facilities granted to the

Danish historian, P. A. Munch, in i860, resulted in the production

of the first scientific treatise on the rc|^sters, but this was not pub-

lished until many years after his death.

The Frendi influence was slow in penetrating into Germany,

where Papal documents had been for the most part left to antiqua-

ries, who examined leaden seals, and to lawyers, who looked on the

subject as a branch of mainly obsolete jurisprudence. While an

immense service was done to history by Philipp Jaffe, himself a
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PolUh Jew, through the compilation of his great calendar of Papal

doctunents down to 1198, his purpose was historical, not diplomatic.

What he aimed at was to make as cnnplete a list of tiie documents

as was possiUe in otdsr to provide materials lot tiie historian; and

however meritorious as a pioneer, his works suffered from the ne-

glect of the great French tradition.

Meanwhile in the German Empire a movement was on foot

which had a profound influence on the study. The greatest his-

torical undertaking in that country, the Monumenta Gennania His-

torica, was placed under the management of the Berlin Academy

in 1873, and three years later its organization was reccHistructed

and the sphere of its operations extended. In 1876 it was deter-

mined to include the Letters of Gregory the Great; in 1880 and

1881 a selection of Papal Letten of the thirteenth ceittury was ar-

ranged; a year later a [Mroposal for tiie publication of all that re-

mains of the Raster of Jc^ Elighth was adopted; and then, by

1884, Theodw Mommsen had taken upon him to edit a fresh

"Liber Pontificalis," which was at tiiat very time passing through

the press under the masterly editorship of the Abbe (now Mon-
signor) Louis Duchesne.

This enlargement of the work of the monuments, side by side

with a vigorous activity of the Institute at Vienna, soon established

the German lands in the front rank in the special study of Papal

diplomatic which had previously been n^lected there.

The great advantages which thus inured to leamio^ were due

not only to the fresh stimulus given to Pa^ diplomatic, but to the

fact that the German and Austrian scholars t»ought to its criticism

a long experience and an unsurpassed equipment in the analytical

work which they or their teachers had done in connection with the

Monumenta and with the e^plofBti(m of imperial documents, On
the one hand, there was the laborious collation of the manuscripts

and tracing of their affinities; on the oth«-, tiie palaeograpbical ex-

amination of (oiginals, the comparison of handwriting, the penetra-

tion of the structure of documents, the analyas of the formulae, the

establishment of Chancery rules. The {Mindples of study were

transplanted into a new field, and their results, if at times impaired

by excess of refinement and an undue striving after originality, have

in the past thirty years proved of remarkable value and importance.

SBBifom DOCTBINAL AND UORAI.. By Rif/iu Btv. TkoAleM Bota», B. M.
8vo., pp. S20. New York: P.'X Kenedy ft Sona.

A book of semuMis from a man of Monsignor Hogan's learning,

experience and reputation should attract more than usual attention.
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He brings to the task not only die training of every Catholic priest

in faith and morals which he receives in Christian school and

ecclesiastical seminary, but he also brings a mind capable of grasp-

ing the eternal truths clearly and a power of expression suited to

setting them forth vigorously, joined to a ripe experience, which

enables him to interpret them in a manner fitted to the capacity and

needs of men here and nOw. If it be useful for preachers to have

models placed before them which they may safely follow without

fear of departing from the truth, how much more useful to have

guides who cannot only assure them that what they say is true, but

also that it is practical and that it has been tried and proved ? This

can truthfully be said of Monsignor Hogan and his sermons. He
is a safe guide, and his sermons are practical and effective.

The collection is not made up of sermons for the Sundays of the

year in order, but is divided into four parts—^the first part on the

Church, the second on Catholic Practice and Devotion, the third on

Catholic Belief for Mixed Congregations, and the fourth consist-

ing of Addresses. In the first part we find the Church—its Consti-

tution, its Attributes, its Prerogatives, its Marks, its Authority, its

Infallibility and kindred subjects treated.

In the second we have such subjects as Prayer, Penance, Death,

the Passion, the Holy Name, the Blessed Virgin, Marriage and

Christian Education.

In the third part there are sermons on Religious Indifference, the

Priesthood, Indulgences, Socialism, Communism and similar subjects.

The fourth part includes addresses for St. Patrick's Day, the

Laying of a Comer-stone, on Qub Life and on Music.

Addbxsses at Patbiotio AMD Civio OocASiONS. BjT OoiXoUe Orator*. Two
volumes. 8vo., pp. 295 and 312. N«w Tork: Joseph F. Wa«ner.

"The aim in publishing this collection of Addresses for Patriotic

and Civic Occasions is chiefly to place at the disposal of Catholic

readers valuable material for ascertaining the position of the Church

in regard to momentous questions of modem times and ior the vin-

dication of the daims and the policy of the Church against absurd

and fallacious charges of her antagonists."

Among the speakers we find Cardinals Gibbcms, Farley and

CCbnnell, Archbishops Ireland and Glennon, Bishops Carroll,

Dowling, Anderson and Gunn, and other distinguished ecclesiastics

and laymen.

Among the subjects we notice Washington, Lincoln, Columbus

Labor Day, Memorial Day, the Flag, Education, Religious Free-
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dom, Religious Bigotry and others equally interesting and im-

portant.

A ^ance at this partial list of subjects and speakers diows the

importance of the collection. Here we have subjects treated which

are constantly in demand,and which only a limited number of persons

are competent to handle. We find them explained by masters who
have brought thdr best thought to bear on them and have chosen

weapons irata armories not within the reach of all. Of course, they

are not all of an equal orAtx of excellence, as they are not all equally

important, but taken as a whole they furnish information for the

reader and material for the speaker, which is very mudi needed at

the present time and idiidi is not easily gotten.

Thk "SmtMA THXOLooicA" OF ST. THOHAS AjQimiAS. Fart II. (First P»rt>
Laterally Translated by Fathers of the Ernglish Dominican ProvlnoeL
Second Number (QQ., XUX-IiXXIX.). New Tork: Bensiger Brothers.

This is a more than unusually interesting and practical volume

of the "Summa," if it is permissible to speak of the work in that

way. It is the "Treatise on Habits," divided into two parts, dealing

with "Habits in General" and "Habits in Particular," the second

part being divided again into "Good Habits," or "Virtues," and

"Evil Habits," or "Vices." Under the first subdivision of the secr

ond part we find the Intellectual, the Cardinal and the Theological

Virtues considered, and then follow chapters on the Beatitudes and

the Fruits of the Holy Ghost Under the second subdivision we
find the following questions discussed: ENstinction of Sins, Com-
parison of Sins, Internal and External Causes of Sin, Original Sin

and its Effects, Venial Sin as Compared to Mortal Sin, and Venial

Sin in Itself.

This outline indicates clearly the sense in which the word prac-

tical may be applied to this volume. Other parts of the "Summa"
might not interest the lay reader, probably would not, but this part

will appeal to any one of ordinary intelligence, and it is an excellent

sample of the "Summa" to place before readers of English as dis-

tinguished from readers of Latin, in order to draw their attention

to the great value of the work and induce them to study it.

Pastobai, Liettebs, AsDXEaaxs and Otheb WuriNaa of the Bfoht B&t.
JamM A. MeFoml, D. D., LL. D., Bishop of Trenton. Bdlted by Rev.
James J. Powers. New Tork: Bensiger Brothers.

The four Pastorals furnish the foundation of this volume. They
are entitled "The Christian Home," "The Christian School," "The
Christian Church" and "Some Modern Problems." They occupy
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over one hundred pages. They are comprehensive, comprehensible

and instructive. They are addressed to the people, were read in

the churches of the Trenton Diocese, and would make a very useful

book for every family library.

The rest of the volume is made up of addresses, sermons, essays

and controversies. The addresses are made to soldiers in camp, to

Grand Army men on Memorial Day, to graduates on commence-

ment day, and various other OTganizations in convention assembled.

The sermons include funeral orations, blessing of bells, feasts of

saints and investiture of Domestic Prelates. The controversies in-

clude Dr. Eliot and his new religion, and modern universities and

infidelity.

This outline indicates the extent of the book. It is hardly neces-

sary to speak of its excellence. Bish<^ McFaul is so well known
as a public speaker and writer that the mere announcement of the

publication will be sufficient. The public is already aware that he

never approaches a subject without being well informed on it, and

that he treats it with such vigor, confidence and clearness as to carry

conviction to all fair-minded readers.

MEDrtATiONB ON THE MYSTEBIEB OF OuB UoLY iFaith. Together With a
Treatise on Mental Prayer, BaMd on the Work at the Venerable Father
Liouis de Ponte, S. J. By Bm C. W. Barrtuid, S. J. Two volumea,
12mo. New York: Benziger Brothers.

The announcement says: "This is an attempt to modernize the

compenditmi of De Ponte for those who are accustomed to his

arrangement. A distinctive feature is to be found in the collection

of prayers and hymns to be used as colloquies, furnishing excellent

matter for St. Ignatius' second method of prayer."

To one who did not know it might seem that there is fashion

in methods of meditation, as in other things. The truth is that meth-

ods of meditation vary according to the capacity, the needs and

the opportunities of those who follow them. They all, of course,

agree fundamentally, but they differ much as to method. Formerly

and under circumstances which gave the creature more time for

prayer, and especially in religious c(»nmunities, the longer, more
elaborate and more detailed method was followed. In later times,

and especially in busy communities like the United States, the

shorter, simpler and more direct method has come into vogue. In

the work before us we have a combinati(m of the two.

The editor has taken one of the greatest exponents of the old

sdiool, whose work formerly filled several volumes, and, retaining

all the unction and fervor of the original, he has reduced the book

to a proportion that will make it suitable and acceptable to modem
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needs. The result is admirable—^we have all the beauty of the

fuller meditation and all the utility of the briefer one.

Plain Sebuonb bt Pbaotioal Pbhaohxbs. Original SermonB on the Gos-
pels and E>pi8Ues of aU the Sondaya and the Principal Feasts. Two
volumes, 12mo., pp. 417 and SM. New Tork: Joseph F. Wagner.

These two volumes contain two complete sets of sermons for the

year. Each volume is a complete course. They are not on the

Gospels and Epistles in the strict sense, because they do not treat the

Gospel and Epistle of each Sunday in a complete manner. They

are, however, suited to the occasion, and not attached to it only. .

They are by different authors, but not every one. Some authors

appear several times. The most distinguished are Right Rev.

Bishop Alexander McDonald, Right Rev. Bishop J. S. Vaughan
and Right Rev. James Bellord. The most frequent are Rev. Wil-

liam Graham, Rev. H. G. Hughes, Rev. Thomas J. Gerrard, Rev.

John H. Stapleton and Rev. A. B. Sharpe.

In addition to these there are several sermons by Dr. Hugh T.

Henry, Dr. Charles Bruehl and others.

All of the contributors are already well known, and their atnlity

and reliability are generally recognized. The sermons are unusu-

ally various in style, coming from so many sources. If a preacher

were to use them as they are written, he might surprise his hearers

by his wonderful versatility. This can easily be avoided by careful

adaptation.
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THE SEA-DIVIDED AND SELF-DIVIDED GAEL.

WHEN the eminent Irish historian, Mr. Ledcy, was beginning

' to collect materials for his invaluable history on the

English in Ireland, he found little difficulty in dis-

covering the source of nearly all its national suid social

woes. In the fruits of the Anglo-Norman invasion he discerned

the poison that rankled like a spearhead in the unfortunate "emerald

gem" of the North Atlantic. The axicnn of statesmanship upon

which the astute Norman intruders always relied was borrowed

from the policy of the conquering Romans, "Divide et impera." As
the bands of mercenary auxiliaries in the wars of the Middle Ages
were noted for the sagacity which inspired their movements usually,

in picking out the side most likely to win, so the crafty Plantagenets

selected the most powerful chiefs whether in Wales or Ireland,

irrespective of the question of morality or g^ilt, and flung their

swords into the scale, altogether heedless of the ethical law. The
men who sold their swords to William of Normandy and his suc-

cessors gave as little heed to the claims of God as the chief who
told a weak but pious French King that he would send him tall

Norman spears for wax candles on the altars of Notre Dame, if

he did not comply with his demands as to territory and recognition.

Still the English royal standard displays the l^nd "Dieu et mon
droit," even though the crown whidi tops the shield has been ac-

quired by a rigid adherence to the older motto of the Latin Caesars,

with its frank cynicism.

From the time that the Norman adventurers under the lead of

Strongbow landed in Ireland until the present day, the policy of

division has been steadily pursued toward Ireland by "the predomi-

Bntered acoordioc to Act oC Oongr—. In th* r««r 1916, by Benjamin H.

Wtaittakar, In tin Offlc* of Um Ubnirian of Ooncrresa, Washington, D. C.
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nant partner." The enforced union of the two isles, effected by
William Pitt in the year 1800 A. D. gave it a bitterly sarcastic

meaning. They called it union, but it meant greater dissension.

The cunning arrangements for the perpetuation of such
discords between the inhabitants of the North of Ireland

and those of the South and West, by means of the plan-

tation of Ulster with men and women from Scotland and
Great Britain, have proved as effective for the purpose of prevent-

ing fusion, as the most deadly racial hatred or the most insuperable

natural barriers. In the process of time, after the upas tree of the

Reformation had empoisoned the atmosphere of all the known
world, the virus of religious rancor came to aggravate the manifold

miseries under which the beautiful island of destiny (as Ireland

was styled from the period of the Milesians) labored and struggled.

Devotion to the faith taught by St. Patrick and St Columb was
the peculiar characteristic of the emotional and warm-hearted

Western Gaels. The phlegmatic Anglo-Saxons and Anglo-Nor-

mans yielded up the faith quite tamely, under the merciless pressure

of the Tudors ; and even in Ireland a few of the native landholders,

to save their patrimony, bent the knee to Baal and became perse-

cutors of their faithful fellow-countrymen—MacWilliam Burke

(Qanricarde) and Murrough O'Brien (Lord Inchiquin). "Mur-

rough of the Burnings" was so called because he had burned the

sainted shrines of Cashel and several hundred clergy who had

taken shelter within its walls on the apiM-oach of the army. The
cold-blooded policy of the English moaarchs and statesmen found

how easy it made the function of ruling to have the ruled pitted

against each other by reason of the oditun theologicum, and every

opportunity was taken that the circumstances of each succeeding age

afforded in order to foster and encourage the spirit of sectarian

animosity among the people of Ireland especially.

The lengths to which this awful system of state finesse were car-

ried aknost surpass the power of belief, so vile were smne of the

machinations used to accomplish the most wicked ends. For in-

stance, if a Catholic landowner had several sons, besides the eldest

one, to whom the property would go by law, on tho father's death,

the penal statutes passed by the Tudors enabled the second eldest to

claim and get the birthright if he went to a magistrate and intimated

his desire to "conform"—that is, to join the Established Church.

Whenever a Catholic landowner took up arms to defend his pos-

sessions, he was attainted, sent to the scaffold and procl^un^ a

traitor whose property became forfeit to the CrQwn, and was be-

stowed on some favorite of the opposite faith—mayhap the false

friend who had informed on his trusting neighbor and put At blood-
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liounds of the law on his scent. At one time, when the great Earl
of DesDMMid was betrayed and slain by English troops, as he was
hiding in the lowly sheeling of a faithful peasant, five hundred thou-
sand acres of the finest land in the South passed mto possession of
the Crown, and was parcelled out among the adherents of the Refor-
mation. Lutherans were brought over from Germany to colonize
the forfeited lands of the Romanists, in Limerick County and Tip-
perary. The borough of Bandon Bridge was created by King James
IL out of the f(M-feited possessions of the McCarthys, Kings of
Munster. Settlers were brought from England and given posses-
sion of the town to hold it for the King and "the Protestant inter-

est" In Limerick County also a large number of settlers from Ger-
many—the Palatinates they were called—were settled some time
subsequent to the surrender of Limerick. Settlers were, of course,
non-Catholks. To bring over such settlers and deliberately iJant
them in the midst of populations altogether Catholic, and furnish
them with arms, while the Catholics were not permitted to possess
-even the lock of an old pistol, was to lay the seed for racial hatred
and sectarian trouble, and lay it deep and perduraUe. In the cities

of Cork and Dublin there were settlements of Orangemen, whose
invariable custwn it was to celeltrate the victory of the Boyne and
the shutting of the gates at Derry by noisy demonstrations and the
display of flaunting banners and beating of drums and firing off of
•cannon and the delivery of insulting orations about "Pope and
Popery,, brass money and wooden shoes" by frenzied half-drunken

demagogues. There was every year, on the Boyne anniversary, a
grind parade around the statue of King William the Third, on Col-

lege Green, Dublin, by a body called the Aldermen of Skinners'

Alley (an Orange society). This annual event was marked by
much rioting and bad blood between the different elements of the

population, for the quay laborers—a very numerous and able-bodied

set of workers—were often goaded into attacking the roystering

celebrants, and much rioting and often loss. of life marked those

insulting celebrations. It should be noted liiat all this nefarious

course of conduct was part of a settled policy which had its origin

in the design to prevent the fusion of the people into a homogeneous
whole and hamstring their power of action and organization for

their civic betterment and national progress.

It may be thought an overstatement of the case to charge that

any government of the importance and dignity of one of the great

powers of the world, as ^e British one undoubtedly was at that

time, could be capable of using such means of maintatninff her

empire as to set class against class deliberately and cultivate the

-spirit of sectarian discord. Yet it cannet be forgotten that tfaw
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terrible Indian Mutiny in 1857 flamed out because some hi^ ones
in the military councils of India had caused the cartridgea which
were served out to the Indian troops to be smeared with the fat

of twine, to touch whidi is an abomination, under the religious sys-

tem of the Sikhs and Sepoys. To discharge his piece the Hindu
soldier was compelled to bite the top off a cartridge, and thus to

violate a strbgent tenet of his religion. Such an outrage was de-

liberately resolved on and deliberately carried out When the Se-

poys began to shoot down their officers in Delhi, Cawnpore and

other military centres, the world had its first intimation that the

mild Hindu was capable of losing his serenity and acting like a

ferocious beast of the jungle when insulted on his tenderest spot,

his religious feeling^. The British Government in Ireland had been

acting toward the Catholics of that country just as cruelly and in-

sanely as the ]^itish military authorities in India had toward the

Sepoy troops. A very singular feature of the Indian problem, at

the period of the Mutiny, was that while the native Hindus who
professed the old Brahman creed were insulted and persecuted,

those who belonged to the Mahometan faith were favored and

encouraged to join the army. The Sikhs had revolted, and were

put down, but not until they had nearly flung off the British yoke.

They put up so brave a fight that a deep respect for their prowess

took the place of the sentimoit which the Government at Calcutta

had formerly entertained for the warriors of the Punjab. More-

over, it was the aim of Britain to conciliate the tribes of the Afghan

hills and valleys, who were largely, as to religion, much like the

Sikhs. Mahometan was the predominant one at Cabul and Canda-

har, and the followers of the Prophet had shown what those inspired

by his teachings could do when in the Khyber Pass they left but

one man out of an army corps sent against them from Jellalabad,

in the war against Dost Mahommed, to return and tell the story of

its annihilation.

The most surprising fact in the world's history, it may well be

conceded, is the rise of Ireland from the miserable condition which

befell her after the overthrow of the Stuarts and the Hanoverian

yoke was substituted. To find the people, a hundred years after

the surrender of Limerick, able to rise from their abject position

and shake off the intolerable incubus that was worse than Egyptian

bondage, was indeed to realize the truth of Disraeli's axiom as to

political fluctuaticMis, that it is the unexpected that always happens.

Though the Protestant party had everything its own way for the

greater part of three hundred years, the extr^ists in that party

were not aUe to maintain a policy of hate and ostracism against

the vanquished Catholics—as preached by the Bishop of Meath
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frcMn the pulpit of Christ Church, after the surrender of Limerick.

As long as there were men like Swift and Frederick Lucas and

William Molyneux to feel insi^red to rise up and preach resistance

to brutal oppression, and practical men like Grattan and Flood and

CharlemcMit to organize for national rig^t, under cover of organ-

izing for national defense, there never could be danger of a total

submersion of the national spirit. Ireland's opportunity arose when

England's extremity, under the menace of a French invasion, came

with the revolving years. Limerick might have been avenged by

Hoche or Bonaparte had not the drum of Charlemont's Volunteers

aroused the national spirit of the minority and penetrated even the

despairing thoughts of the abject minority, so as to cause them to

bestir themselves to prepare for a great emerg^cy. The spectacle

of Catholic communities banding together, when the law denied

tfiem the right of public meeting for the discussion of grievances,

for the necessary purpose of defending the soil against a foreign

invader, and subscribing funds for the arming and equipment of

Protestant regiments of Volunteers, never had a (H'ecedent in all

the long centuries of recorded history. It was a s}rmpt(Mn of a

political reincarnation that astonished the English plotters against

Irish liberty. It moved the Machiavellian mind of William Pitt,

the archoonspirator, to cast about for some potent poisonous charm

wherewith to combat the new danger which an Irish rapproche-

ment conjured up to menace the security of British supremacy of

trade, in political power, in the arts of governing. All these things,

and more, had been revealed in the marvellous results of eighteen

years of Irish Parliamentary independence. Irish arts, Irish indus-

tries, Irish genius in every field, had sprung up as if at the touch of

an enchanter's wand, since Grattan had said, "Hail! Esto per-

petua," to an Irish Parliament, wrung from a hostile German King
and a hostile English House of Lords and House of Commons. The
same spirit of avaricious envy that prompted a request to King
William of Orat^e to have him interpose with legislation so as to

destroy the Irish wool trade, awoke to whisper into the ear of Pitt

that England's safety demanded that Grattan's Parliament be de-

stroyed, like Carthage of old for the safety of Rome. The only

way that offered feasibility, in Pitt's mind, was to arouse the demon
of dissension ; and the <Hily way to invdke that fiend was by the

injection of the virus known as "odium theologicum." Ulster had

shown the way to secure that deadly nostrum. In 1795 the first

Orange lodge was opened in Ulster, and by the time that the Irish

Rebellion, which "the profound dissembling mind" of Pitt was
meanwhile hatching, planning, and shaping into diabolical form and
effectiveness, was ready, in 1798, the Orange hydra was ready, too.
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Lodgw sprang up with the cdcrity of mushrooms all ovtr the

Northcra Province, and anni for the members were fumiahed from

the Cattle of Dublfai. Henry Grattan openly charged that the Min>

istry was "in league with abettors of the Orange Boys, and at war
with the people." In the evidence given by Arthur O'Connor as to

the caases of the rebellion of 1798, turning to Lord Castlereagh, one

of the Commissionen, he said: "As one of the executive it came

to my knowledge that considerable sums of money were expended

throtighout the nation in endeavoring to extend the Orange system,

and that the oath of extermination (of Catholics) was admini*'

tcfed. When these facts are coupled not only with general im-

punity, whid) has been uniformly extended toward the acts of this

infernal association, but the marked encouragement which its mem-
bers have received from Government, I find it impossible to excul-

pate the Government from being the parent and protector of these

sworn extirpators."

Sir Thomas Vemer, ]ohn Claudius Beresford, and several other

Grand Masters of DuUin Lodges protested, in a published sheet,

that the idea of injuring any one On account of his religious opin-

ions never entered their hearts. But Mitchel's "History of Ireland"

recalls the fact that immediately on the establishment of the first

Orai^ lodges in Armagh County the menfbers of those ledges

did forthwith set themselves to die task of extirpating all their

Catholic neighbors, solely because they were Catholics; and that

in one year they had slain or driven from their homes fourteen hun-

dred families, or seven thousand individuala ' John Mitchel, who
recorded these doings of the Nmrthem Orangemen, was a Northern

man himself, the son of a Unitarian minister, a scholar and a his-

torian of the highest rank, who took no statements on hearsay, but

sifted and weighed every averment of fact which he had to put on

record.

It should be borne in mind that William Pitt, the Prime Minister

of Great Britain, deliberately introduced this poisoned spearhead

of religious rancor into Ireland for the Machiavellian purpose of

dcstroyi)^ the Irish Parliament and bringing about the so-called

Union of the two countries by the process of swallowing or absorb-

ing the Irish Parliament by the English one. He e}q>ended six mil-

lion pounds in buying the votes of the members of the Irish Legis-

lature to c(»nmit that act of treason to their country and their con-

stituencies. Lord Castlereagh and Lord Qare were the principal

agents upon whom Pitt relied to carry out his policy in Ireland, and

he made no mistake in hia men. They were both statesmen of the

highest reputation*>-must have been prodigies, to measure up to the

standards of a man who was Prime Minister of England at tiie
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'age of 24. And yet on« of them at least did not t>Itase his Own
fastidious self, for on the failure of the Wddietth expeditltm ht

incontinently cut his thtDat-^ tfsigedy which iai Invetefate enmy.
Lord B)Ton, seemed tO Wgard as noble comedy, w«irthy his satiric

pen, fat he tiius wrote of it in "Tht Age of Brottje"

:

"And ne'er (enough) lamented Castlerea^^,

Whose penknife slit a goosequill t'other day."

His understrapper. Lord Clare—one of the Mount Shannon Fitz-

geralds—was in every respect fitted for the ofike of smeller-out of

treasons and weeder-out of disloyalty. As official "visitor" Of Trin-

ity Qdlege, Dublin, he had the rig^t to sununon before him and

catechize all students of whom his spies advised.him as of doubtful

loyalty. We read that among those vhom he put through a crucial

grilling as to connection with Robert Emmet was Thomas Moore,

the brave bard who afterwards wrote so feelingly about Emmet and

his affianced sweetheart, Sarah Curran, in the poems entitled "She

is Far from th* Land," and "Oh, Breathe Not His Name." Moof«
was pressed repeatedly to tell what he knew of Emmet as a class-

matAt but lie stcfldfaAtly declined to give his truculent inquisitor

any infmrmation. For this he got into trouble with the college au-

thorities-^for in those IftmentAUe times that ill-omened foundation

of Queen Elizabeth's was heartily in keeping with the traditions of

the source from whence it sprang->-anti-Irish and anti-Catholic, and

inimical to every sort of freed«n save that for the Tory Ascen-

dency. The names of Provost Giiford, who was popularly referred

to as "the dog in office," and (later on) Dr. Patrick Duigenan (a

renegade Catholic) are inextricably linked with the period when the

seat of Protestant culture was converted into an instrument of

tyrannical moral repression in the interests of the British Govern-

ment in Irekknd. The traditions of that period of shame to learning

have been handed on with unfailing fidelity to the present genera-

tion, when the University is represented in Parliament by at least

one member who is as deeply dyed in anti-Catholic and anti-Irish

sentiment as any of the preceding members who achieved unenvi-

able distinction in that regard. Not all of the series were animated

with the same degree of partisan bias, but all possessed the taint in

greater or less force. Sir Edward Carson held th« position for

many years: when he wsks given the pott of Attorney-General (to

reward him fOr his fidelity to the principle of revolution as illus-

trated in the dethronement of the Stuart King by his scm-in-law, tfte

Prince of Orange), he was succeeded as member for Trinity by

Mr. H. J. Campbell, tnotficf hiwy«r equally virulent, but not equally

dowered by nature with that gift which in Ireland is called the
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"comether," but in other places was known as odic force or animal-

magnetism. Carson had, as was often demonstrated a liberal in-

fusion of that quality, at least for men who saw orange and blue,

but were blind to green. The latest evidence of the efficacy of

Htt's anti-national medicine has been demonstrated in the tragic

outcome of the Sinn Fein uprising. Still, there is such a factor in

the equations of super-ambition as time's revenges and the char-

acter of Sir Giles Overreach in "A New Way to Pay Old Debts."

Massinger's play is not seldom exemplified in the chequered careers

of daring and unscrupulous statesmen of the Pitt and Talleyrand

type. When the Protestant Archbishop of Dublin, Dr. Whateley,

was appointed a Commissioner of National Education, he conceived

a plan for eliminating the idea of Nationality in Ireland by bury-

ing it deep under the sea of total ignorance of Irish history and

language and literature. This he succeeded in doing quite com-

pletely, by a very clever use of text-books that were intended to

"kill two birds with the one stone"—to overthrow the Cathdic

Church and extinguish the vision of a revived Irish Nation. His

Grace, the Logician, builded wiser than he knew. Out of his ban

on the Gaelic idea sprang the movement for the Preservation of the

Irish Language and the Gaelic League; and out of this again the

martial idea of Sinn Fein, or "ourselves alone," whose flower was

th« ill-starred "Irish Republic" of 1916, drowned in its own blood

shortly after the hour which witnessed its baptism.

From the statements which appeared in many newspapers as to

the uprising in Dublin, it might seem that the suddetmess of it took

everybody by surprise, but the ample exi^anations given to the

Commission by Mr. Birrell, the Chief Secretary, and Baron Wim-
bom, the Lord Lieutenant, a very different conclusion was deriv-

able. The authorities in Dublin Castle were very well aware that

preparations for an armed uprising were being carefully carried

out, but an inexplicable paralysis, it would appear, overtook every

one on whom responsibility for preventive action centred. There

has been no satisfactory explanation of the phenomenal niunbness

or lethargy that befell "the Castle" at that fateful crisis : it might

seem to the ready Irish imaginaticm that sudi a spell as the ancient

Druids were said to have been able to cast upon the counsels of in-

vaders—as in the case of the coming of the Milesians from Spain

when the magicians of the Tuadia de Danaan raised fog^ and
mists along the coasts so as to hide the harbors and landing places

from the incoming strangers. A statement concerning the condi-

tions which preceded the Sinn Fein outbreak, given out by Colonel

Maurice Moore, Commander of the National Volunteers, contained

these illuminative passages on this point :
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"War was declared early in August, and it seemed impossible to

carry on a foreign war with rebellion threatening at home. On the

National side Mr. Redmond relieved the situation by making a pub-

lic and unconditional offer of the services of the Volunteers for the

defense of the country. As usual, the Government hesitated what

course to pursue, and tried to do nothing. Day after day specula-

tion was keener and controversy grew louder as to the signing of

the Home Rule Bill. I was traveling all over the country review-

ing Volunteers, and everywhere I found anxiety growing more in-

tense. It was freely stated that Girson had made his bargain, and

that Redmond had shown his cards and was being cheated by the

-Government. The Sinn Feiners took full advantage of these fears

and preached the doctrine of 'perfide Albion.' Lord Kitchener sent

over an tiX&oex to raise an Irish Division, and the inclinatira of many
people was to wait till the Government declared itself. The Sinn

Feiners said : 'The English are humbugging us ; they want our re-

cruits, and when they have them safely bagged they will snap their

fingers at us and tear up the Bill. That is how the English have

always treated us.' It could not be denied that their history was

true, and their forebodings had every appearance of being true also.

Week after week passed by with no sign, only the call for more
recruits. The time was agonizing, and nerves began to g^ve way.

I am confident that the week elapsing between the passing of the

Bill and its signature by the King, coupled with the demand for re-

cruits, estranged the people of Ireland as much as the Bill itself

had conciliated' them. When at last the Bill was signed the enthu-

siasm was gone, and the fact that it was not to be put in force till

^fter the war, with the threat of an undefined Amending Bill, left

the uncertainty as great as ever. Nobody believed in it."

Certainly the sequel to the Limerick Treaty of Surrender justified

to the full the pessimism of the Sinn Feiners ; so did the dissdution

of Charlemont's Volunteers a century afterwards.

Mr. Birrell, who resigned his position as Chief Secretary on the
"

outbreak of the Sinn Fein revolt, fully confirmed the view of the

causes of the revolt given out by Colonel Moore. He said

:

"There were a number of contributory causes which lately have

created the utmost excitement of feeling among those ill-adBFected

to constitutionel methods and to increase their numbers:
"i. Growing doubts about the actual advent of Komt Rule.—If

tiie Home Rule Bill had not been placed on the Statute-book, there

must have been, both in Ireland and the United States, a great and
dangerous explosion of rage and disappointment, which, when the

war broke out, would have assumed the most alarming proportions.

In Ireland all (outside parts of Ulster) would have joined hands,
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whUet our rcporto from Washington tell us what the effect in Amer-

ica would have been. Still, even with Am» kule on the Statute-

book, the diance of its ever becoming a f&ct was so uncertain, the

outstanding difficulty sboat Ulster was so obvious, and the details

of the measure itself were so unattractive and diMcult to transmute

into teUing i^tform phrases, that Home Rule, as an emotional flag,

fell out of daily use in current Irish life. People left oil talking

about it or waving it in the ur.

"a. The sneers of the CySrienites and thfe daily 'naggings' in the

EHiblin 'Irish Independent' also contributed to the partial eclipse of

Home Rule.

"3. The Ulster rebellion, gun-nmning at Lame, the Covenant,

the Provisional Government, and its members, its plan of warfare

in Belfast, its armed Volunteers and public drillings, and all the

rest of the 'pOmp and circumstance' of revc^utioa had the most pro-

digious effect upon disloyalists elsewhere. There was no anger with

the Ulster rebels. Catholic Ireland was very proud of them. 'What

they arc allowed to do, we can do.' This needs no elaboration

from me."

All this, coming from the meuUi of the Chief Secretary for Ire-

land, was the gravest indictment of that functionary's puUic con-

duct that the indignation of a political foe could have framed. Yet

the Chief Secretary gave it out without any apparent qualm or con-

sciousness of personal culpability. Then he went 00 to incriminitr

himself and his colleagues still further:

"The Coalition Government with Sir Edward Carson in it!—It

is impossible to describe or overestimate the effect of this in Ire-

land. The fact that Mr. Redmond could, had he chosen to do so,

have sat in the same Cabinet with Sir Edward Carson had no mdli-

fying influence. If Mr. Redmond had consented he would eo in-

st^te have ceased to be an Irish leader. This step seemed to make
an end of Home Rule and strengthened the Sinn Feiners enormously

all over the country.

"The prolongation of the war and its dubious end : Irish criticism

of the war and its chances was not of the optimistic cast that pre-

vailed in Britain. Every event and result was put in the balance

and weighed. The excitement was intense. So long as tfte war
lasted (and it «omi became obvious that it might last for years)

there were not wholly unreasonable tecpectatione of a German land-

ing or landings in Irtdand, and of partial riungs in different parts

of the country whidi, if timed so as to syncfaronite with a German
bombardmeht of tlw English ceasto, and hosts of Zeppelins Ayvag

over the North of England and the Midlands, would be quite enough
(to it might well be thought by ta Iridi revolutionist) to secure a
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fair dunce of an knawdiate Irish sOooess, which, were Germany

ultknately victorious, could not but greatly Junage British authority

«*d ltd* an tfie future. German aisfiistance was at the bottom of

the outbreak. The war turned many heads and upset prudent cal-

culations. To this in Dublin were added the hoarded passions of

the labor disputes."

The Under-Secretary for Ireland iA, or has beta, practically the

real governing force iti the Castle, from almost the beginning of

British rule.. Sir Matthew Nathan was the ioffidal in charge at the

time of the outbreak. He is a ne[^ew of Sig^or Ernesto Nathan,

who was Mayor of Rome scMne years ago, and distinguished him-

self not creditably by the delivery of somt very exacerbate philip-

pics against the Hdy Father (Leo XIII.).

Questioned about the Sinn Fein movemmt, Sir Matthew said it

was started in 1905, giving as its aim national self-develcqmient en

the lines successfully adopted by the Hungarians in their struggle

with Austria by a policy of Sinn Fein—^"Ourselves alone." It was

to deal with all movements originating within Ireland for the ac-

complishment of their aims. The members of the movement were

generally known, but it would be very difficult to get at the niunber

in Government service receiving public pay. If asked they would

say, "We don't like England" ; but a good many would not go be-

yond that It was a matter of pious opinion with them that England

had treated Ireland badly. The Gaelic League was formed for the

study of Irish literature and language, and included people. of all

political opinions. Gradually those who were not anti-British drop-

ped out, and afterwards the executive was practically captured by

the leaders of the Irish Volunteers.

Hie ^inn Feiners in time revealed themselves as hostile to the

idea of gaining Home Rule. It seems to have been the first time

that the £nglish press ever got a real glimpse of the situation

which the system of Castle government had created in Ireland.

Both Mr. Gladstone and Earl Spencer, on different occasions,

confessed that although each occupied high position in the English

governmental system, they had been in the dark as to the real

feelings of the Irish people as to British rule until they came into

actual contact with tiiem on Irish soil. It was "the intensity of

Fenianism," as Mr. Gladstone said, that convinced him that his

first duty was to disestablish the English Church in Ireland. It

was the same cause, as Earl Spencer explained, that converted him

from the principles of Tory coercion to those of Home Rule for

Ireland, to whidi he is steadfastiy loyal still, so far as we can learn.

How did it happen that, once again, as in Mr. Gladstone's time,

when the cup of peace and victory was being offered to Ireland's
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lips, the hand of a seemingly sardonic Fate struck out suddenly

to shatter the hope of the stru^ling nation? One of the poets

of an earlier period of chagrin and bitterness tried to sluft the

blame from the responsible shoulders:

" 'Twas Fate, they said—a wayward Fate

A web of discord wove.

That while our tyrants joined in hate

We never joined in love."

There is always a spirit of jealousy—^political rivalry—^in Irish

political movements—a fact which, while it speaks strongly for

the earnestness of the men engaged in them, gives evidence not

less omvincing that virtues when pursued too far may beamw
vices and insurmountable barriers to the progress of a whole nation

and people. Poetry and oratory are closely allied in the gifts of

Nature: Ireland has always had a good representation in the pro-

fessors of each graceful art. Along with these noble arts is

always latent in Ireland a dangerous spirit that may be confidently

relied on by any unscrupulous political gamester to further personal

or dynastic ambitions. The poetic element in the Celtic character

is a heritage of immemorial respectability. The bard in the twi-

light ages stood next in rank to the king, by official as well as by

sentimental acclaim. Factionalism has always been a prominent

element in the making of Ireland's checkered history. The fight

against a peaceful settlement of the quarrel between England and

Ireland on the lines of the Home Rule Bill was kept up by a

strongly antagonistic faction in Ireland and another in the United

States. The Argus eyes of Germany had taken the wlu^ situa-

tion in and prepared to act up<Mi its possibilities when the dock

of Time had struck the fateful hour. The trial of Sir Roger

Casement for high treason revealed the whole plot, and a procla-

mation purporting to emanate from the German Emperor gave

evidence that a movement whose basic principle was purely repub-

lican and one of national self-reliance—as its very title and watch-

word indicated—did not shrink from accepting armed aid from

abroad and cooperating with a foreign invader on Irish soil.

It was the discovery that William Pitt had made deliberate

preparations for the repression of an armed uprising in Ireland,

in order that he might be able to advance an overwhelming argu-

ment for the abolition of Grattan's Parliament and the introductira

of his scheme of a Parliamentary Union, that covered his name

with infamy. To drown an innocent country with blood and to

overwhelm its people with a frightful, strangling load of taxation,

as a result of his vile plot, seemed to even historians of British
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rule too foul a crime to be ever entertained by a Prime Minister.

•Sudi squeamish syxdogists seemed to have forgotten that there

was such a man as Machiavelli, and that he had written such a

book as "The Prince," with the object of showing that a person

called to rule as a Prince is excused before heaven for committmg
any infamy possible to human malignity so long as he does it

for the good of his subjects and the State I The revelaticms made
by Mr. Augustine Birrell and the Under Secretary, Sir Matthew

Nathan, go to prove that the Castle had foreknowledge of an

intended rising, and had made preparations to stamp it out in

blood, as Pitt did, not moving a finger to arrest any of the leaders

until the trap should have been filled with victims. But the Gtstle

did not know how formidable the movement really was, and the

ruins of Dublin city and the pile of dnunhead court-martial vic-

tims attested the depth of their ignorance as well as their cold-

blooded iniquity. The leading organs of public opinion in Great

Britain, for the first time, are unanimous in proclaiming that there

is no remedy for Ireland's dreadful wounds but the immediate

instalment of Home Rule in the mistreated island. This "com-

punctious visiting" comes rather late in the day; it seems almost

a deathbed repentance. Still, it is good to havie lived long enough

to see it—better even at the eleventh hour than never at all.

Just one htmdred and sixteen years after the Act of Union

was signed and the Union Jack was run up for the first time

as an Imperial ensign, the Home Rule scheme for Ireland was

published in all the London papers. This step was virtually a

rq>eal of the Union—the fulfiUment of Daniel O'Gmnell's great

dream sixty-nine years after the grand old chief's death. The

mills of politics grind slowly, as do the mills of God. Still a

hundred and sixteen years is not too long a time in the history

of nations for the undoing of a gigantic international wrong—the

blotting out of an old nation's independence by an act of despotic

power and the use of the debauchery of gold and pinchbeck titles

of a new aristocracy to extinguish the constitutional rights of a

people who had a native Parliament sitting in Tara several cen-

turies before the Christian era began. The principal features of

the new arrangement were these:

First—^An Irish House of Commons to be constituted by the

transference to the Irish Parliament of seventy-eight members now
sitting in the English Commons for the twenty-six H(Mne Rule

counties. (The total Irish representation in the Imperial House

of Conunons is IQ3, of which 35 members sit for the six Ulster

counties, provisbnally excluded from Home Rule.)

Second—Of the seventy-eight members to be transferred to the
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Irish House, seventy-six are Nationalists or Independents, while

two are Unionists, namely, Sir Edward Carson and J. H. M.
Campbell, Attorney General for Ireland. These two members
represent Trinity College, Dublin. They have both consented to

sit in the Home Rule Parliament, and on this fact some hopes

are based for future amity.

Third—Members of the Irish Commons to retain their seats

in the English House.

Fourth—^Representation of the Unionist interests in the south

and west of Ireland will be provided through the nomination of

their representatives to the Irish Senate. It is proposed that the

Senate sit and act with the Irish Cc»nmons during the temporary

settlement, to safeguard the interests of the Unionists.

Fifth—^The temporary settlement is to continue until one year

after the termination of the war. At that time the whole arrange-

ment will come under the review of the Great Imperial Conference,

which is to be held to adjust the government of the Empire.

Sixth-^The framework of Irish finance in the Home Rule Act

will not be altered, but some increases will be made in the sum to

be transferred to Irish revenues Irona the Imperial Treasury.

Seventh—A new Lord Lieutenant to be aiqxnnted as a prelimi-

nary to the adoption of the new arrangement

Finality is not- the law which governs human arrangements.

Pitt thought to secure it when he contrived the settlement known
as the Act of Union, but he was only chasing a soap bubble, meta-

phorically speaking. Emmet's rebellion, only three years after

the Act of Union was signed, proved the futility of trying to dam
up the flowing tides of Irish patriotism with parchment treaties

and gilded titles. The settlement arrived at in the first week of

July, 1916, is not to be the last word in the protracted parleying

between the unconquerable conquered and the unvictorious victor.

Lord Lansdowne, the most implacable foe of the Irish people

and their claims that sits in the assembly of irresponsible privilege,

has taken a step which may mean tiw disrupti<Mi of the Coalition

Ministry (of which he is a leading member) and shattering the

whole arrangement as to Home Rule. He has given notice of a

resolution to <q>po8e the setting tq> of an Irish Parliament while

the war continues, and to employ coercion to quell any murmurings

of the Irish people. He calls for an army of 40,000 soldiers, under

General Maxwdl, to carry out this <dd Tory panacea for popular

discontent. Lord Hugh Cedl sustains the reputation of his distin-

guished relative, the late Marquis of Salisbury, by opposing point

blank any concession to Irish sentiment »3 to qaticMal rights. In

other words, he is for a tearing-up of the treaty of peace between
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the two countries. Lord Sdborne threw up his place in the Coali-

tion Cabinet when he found that it was the re^ve of the Prime

Minister to establish an Irish Parliament during the continuance

of the war. In addition to these Toiy borricaders there are the -

objecti<His raised by Cardinal Logue and the Northern Bishops

—

MacHugh, MacKenna, MacRory, Maiheam. In a letter to a Derry

Alderman, Bishop MacHugb quide tl^e importaat dcMtanriiiaiw:

"llie Bishops whose jurisdiction extends over the area in ^mestion

are absolutely unanimous in tbdr opposition to the l4oyd George

proposals, and they adopt without reservatioa the view ol His Eimi-

nence Cardinal Logue that it would be infinitely better to remain

as we are for fifty years to cmne under English rule than to accept

these proposals.

"What causes more alarm to tiie Bishops than the voluntary sur-

render of the naticmal ideal is the perilous position in which religion

and Catholic education would be placed were these proposals, so

imperfectly understood by the public, reduced to practice."

Mr. Redmcmd's rq>ly to these fierce blasts was not less decided

or prompt He demanded the production of the bill which is

to give effect to the proposals offered by Mr. Lloyd George in the

name of the British Cabinet and accepted by the Irish people. The
demand was made not for the purpose of hastening the introduction

of Home 'Rule, but of finding out vdiether the Coalition Cabinet

is keeping faith. He was not left very long in doubt on that point.

The official accounts of the negotiations showed that the phrase-

ology of the n^^tiations had been altered so as to permit of a

juggling of the terms on which an agreement had been arrived.

Mr. Redmond denounced this duplicity in terms of deep indignation

and sternly informed the Premier that the Irish party would no

longer support the Ministry, but would (q>pose their measures, if

they found them objectionable, r^iardless of the consequences to

the Coalition. So stands the situation as we write. No man
knoweth what may transpire to affect the fortunes of the Home
Rule compact. The terrible tragedy of the Casement fiasco and the

sanguinary stamping out of the Sinn Fein insurrection in Dublin

and elsewhere have entirely altered the prospects of Ireland's re-

generation through the working of a native Legislature, for tiie

feeling[ toward Britain has become intensely embittered by the con-

duct of her statesmen and generals toward Ireland. Still we must

not kx^ at the situation too gloomily, but recall the truth of the

old adage—^"The hour that is darkest is the hour before day."

John J. CVSkea.
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THE HISTORICAL ROMAN CAMPAGNA.

EAVING Pisa at an early hour in the morning, the railroad

train skirts the Mediterranean and passes through Leghorn
"^"^ and in time reaches Civita Vecchia. From here, on its way
to Rome, the train passes through quite a portion of the R(Hnan

Campagna.

The Campagna di Roma, or Roman Campagna, is a section of

country lying immediately around the Eternal Qty, and for ages

known all over the world as a region noted for an atmosphere so

deadly to man, but in nowise injurious to the lower animals. "Its

circumference," says Gr^[orius, "may be marked by a series of

well-known points—Civita Vecchia, Tolfa, Ronciglione, Soracte,

Tivoli, Palestrina, Albano and Ostia." Its extent is variously esti-

mated at from seventy-one to ninety-one miles long, its area being

nearly 1400 square miles. Though now neariy destitute of inhabi-

tants, it was once the richest and most populous region in the world

aad tiie seat of numerous dties. Its decay dates probably fr<Mn the

third and fourth centuries B. C, when the Roman aristocracy

monopolized the vast plain for their large estates and banished the

agricultural population. Its condition did not improve under the

early Emperors and many parts of the plain became the pestilential

marshes they are to-day. Claudius, Nerva and Trajan did much
to improve the district, and in their time it became once more stud-

ded with the villas and summer residences of the Rcmian nobility;

but the desolation of the Campagna was completed with the inroads

of the barbarian hordes which followed the fall of the Empire. In

the Middle Ages the baronial castles of the Orsini, the Colonna,

the Savelli, the Conti and the Catani gave new life to this do<Mned

region, but it was only for a time.

Being of distinctly volcanic formation, the surface of the Cam-
pagna is mariced by gentle undulations, burrowed by little hills and

low ground—"a htmipy soil," as Montaigne calls it, "whose cavities

are filled with water." They were once limpid lakes, but now they

have become unhealthy pools, producing an aria cattiva, an injuri-

ous atmosphere, to the influence of which the learned Brocchi

attributed the 'gloomy, violent and terrible tanper of those who
carry in their veins the germs of the fever of the Maremma.' " In

this respect the same influence is supposed by some authorities to be

exerted upon all animals alike, for the buffaloes and oxen, with

formidable horns, which wander about the RcMnan Campagna, are

as savage as the herdsmen who tend them, and it is dangerous for

strangers to venture within their reach.
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In ancient times Italy was and still is a country of vast pastures,

and the Roman Campagna to this day has its fierce shepherds, whose

sports Virgil has described to us. Their great festival, the PalUia,

was celebrated on the day of the foundation of Rome, April 21, and

the royal hall of Romulus bore die name of the divinity (Palatine,

from pales, a word derived from the root pd, which formed the

verbs signifying "to pasture," in Greek, Latin and French). Ru-

mina, the foster mother, watched over the suckling of young cat-

tle; hence the name of the Ruminal fig tree, beneath the shade of

which the wolf had suckled the twins. Rubigo preserved the wheat

from mildew; Verttunnus and Pomona caused the fruit to ripen

in the orchard; Feronia appears less prodigal of useful favors, yet

she was held in so great honor that Hannibal found a rich treasure

to carry off from her temple at the foot of Mount Soracte. A coin

bearing her image was struck, in the time of Augustus, by the

monetary tribune, Petronius Turpilianus, who did not bestow much
beauty upon this goddess, Feronia. But it is recorded that Roman
artists, even at the time when they were under the influence of

Greek art, did not seek their goddesses in the celestial regions, but

preferred to take them from the Roman Campagna. The Minerva
of the magnificent chest, of Prseneste, known as the Ficorini, has

the appearance of a Contadina.

From the legendary times when Latinus, jEneas and the rest of

Virgil's heroes are supposed to have occupied the great plain, of

Latium down to the final settlement of the region by its subjection

to Rome, B. C. 358, the RcMnan Campagna, as we have said, was
peopled by communities living in towns. Latium, on the one side,

and Etniria, on the other, contained confederacies of independent

cities, with one or the other of which die Romans were continually

at war, but they, one by one, gave way before the relentless power
of the conqueror, until finally the character of the population of the

Campagna underwent a cranplete change. In the second period of

its history the towns were gradually reduced to mere villages, the

small farms disappeared and gave place to the immense estates (lati-

fundia) oi rich proprietors,which were cultivated by hosts of slaves.

This was the condition of the Campagna in the time of Cicero. The
great villas, the ruins of which may be seen on all sides in the vicin-

ity of Rome, were then constructed and were the seats of luxury

and pleasure. So also the aqueducts, tfie rained arches of which

caught our eyes as we looked from the car windows on our way
from Qvita Vecchia to the dty of the Caesars. These aqueducts

served not merely to supply the capital with water, but to irrigate

the farms and country seats along the Campagna. During the later

Republic and early Empire there seems to have been a constant ten-
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dency to reduce the amount of arable land and to increase the

extent of pasturage. This change affected the salubrity of the sur-

rounding country and Rome became more dependent tluin ever upon
foreign countries for her agricultural supplies.

The third and last i^ase of the Roman Campagna is the most
melancholy. In the language of Pope Gregory the Great, "Depopu-
lati sunt agri, nuUus in ogris incola." The magnificent aqueducts
were more or less injured by the Goths at the siege of Rome under
Vitiges, A. D. 537, and the luxurious country seats of the Roman
nobles and princes must have been devastated by the successive in-

cursions upon the Roman territories during the fifth and sixth cen-

turies, in which the Lombards played a conspicuous part Agricul-

ture was no longer encouraged, and the few villages and country

houses that remained soon became uninhabitable during a great

part of the year because of the malarious exhalations arising frwn
the uncultivated soil and the lawless bands of ruffian marauders who
infested the country. Indeed, after B. C. 338, the Campagna lost

all historical interest. Its history belongs aknost entirely to the

early times of the Roman Republic.

» .We have said that the Campagna is unhealthy. It is not difficult

to see that its peculiar geological formation proves that without

careful draining it is extremely deleterious to health. It is a region

containing numerous closed valleys and depressions in the soil and

without outlets for the water which naturally accumulates. The
tufa of which the surface is composed seems, as a general thing, to

take the form of isolated hills and irregular hollows between them

so as to prevent the formation of reg^ar water courses. Beneath

this tufa is a quantity of marl and stiff clay, which retain the water

after it has percolated through the tufa and sends it streaming out

into the lower country, where it accumulates and, mingling with

putrescent vegetable matter, taints the air. The mountain barriers

by which the Campagna is surrounded produces a want of move-

ment in the air and thus becomes another source of malaria. All

these conditions suggest themselves to the eye of the tourist who
has had any experience in "prospecting" or as a civil epgineer.

It is a curious; fact that the ancient inhabitants of Rome and the

Campagna do not appear to have been affected by the baneful influ-

ences of the aria cattiva, or malaria, to the same extent as those of

the present day. And yet when we remember that the waters of

the Tiber frequently overflowed into the Vdabrum and stagnated

there ; that the valley of the Circus Maximus was a marshy pool

;

that the Palus Caprea and the Stagna Terenti occupied a part of die

Campus Martins, it is difficult for us to understand how tiie site of

R(Mne could have been less pestilential than in our day. Since then
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tiw levd of the soil has been consideraUy niaed by the accumulated

rubbish of ruins and the Tiber now seldom overflows its banks.

The volume of water carried by this river has also been decreased

since the turning of the waters of the Chiana into the Amo, and

the numerous fwests which spread over the country in ancient

tunes have all entirely disai^)eared. Lakes and lagoons, too, onoe

scattered in various directions throughout the Campagna, have

since been either dried up or drained. The Lake of Ragillus, which

"Bubbled with crimson foam

What time the thirty cities

Came forth to war with Rome,"

and the lakes of Gabii, of Juturna and of Tumus, with countless

lagoons in the vicinity of Lavinium, Ardea and Laurentum, have

l>cen gradually absorbed by the sinking of the Tiber or by artificial

draining. All these must have contributed to make the air less

healthy in past times than it is now.

But what strikes us as most astonishing is that, from the early

times of Rome down to the glorious Augustan age, we find the

very sections of the Campagna, where human beings now dread to

spend a single night for fear of the deadly atmosphere, then inhab-

ited by a numerous population. In the second century of the city

<of Rome the population was estimated at 80,000, which would give

190 souls to the square mile of territory, and we can readily under-

stand that the population increased from that time at a very rapid

rate, imtil in the sixth century of Rome it amounted to 1,400,000.

Under the first Emperors the whole niunber of Roman citizens,

including those in the provinces, was 4,003,000. This would seem

to indicate that the population of Rome and the Campagna was
from 2,000,000 to 3,000,000 in imperial times. The population of

Rome at the present day does not exceed 440/X)0, and that of the

surrounding country may be set down roughly at about 140,000.

These figfures, of course, are mere approximations, and a few oon-

sid^tions, based on what is known of the towns in Latium, will

explain in a maimer the contrast between the density of population

in ancient and in modern times.

Where Veii, Fidenae and Gabii, the rivals and equals of ancient

Rome, once stood, there is nothing but a few cattle sheds and their

poverty-stricken herdsmen. Ardea, Laurentum, Lavinium and

Osda once enlivened the coast with their numerous population, but

the Ostia of to-day is a paltry village. Ardea can boast of little

over half a hundred inhabitants, while the sites of Laurentum and

Lavinium are now marked by single towers. And yet time was when

these pestilential regions were sought by die Roman nobility in
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numbers equal to those now found at the most fashionable summer
resorts of the world. Pliny the Younger describes these magnifi-

cent villas and towns placed at intervals along the beach, and even

boasted of the salubrity and convenience of his own. Nay, more

—

he lived at his villa in the late autumn, winter and spring, as we
may judge by his mention of cattle driven frciii the mountains. And
yet the villa of Castel Fusano, now the site of Pliny's villa, is only

occupied in the spring for a few weeks. Lalius and the valiant

Sdpio used to resort to the seaside of Laurentum and "amuse them-

selves there collecting shells."

But the wealthy Romans did not confine themselves to the sea-

shore. On the Flaminian road, six miles from the capital, and on

the site of Prima Porta was once the famous country seat of the

Empress Livia,. Piirts of this villa have been excavated and it was

found to have been beautifully decorated, as the splendid statue of

Augustus and the busts of several members of the imperial fuinily

amply testify.

No wealthy Rc»nan, we are told, would now consent to live on

the site of Hadrian's stately villa, in the Campagna, near Tivoli.

And even Tivoli itself, with its beautiful waterfall and its Temple

of the Sybil, which Horace once hoped might be the retreat of his

old age, and which was famous for its salubrity in Martial's time,

has now lost its former reputation as a healthful resort and is

known as

"TivoU di mal conforto;

O iMova, o tira vento, o suona a morto."

Strabo describes the now desolate district between Tusculum and

Rome as having been in his day a most desirable place to live in.

The drainage of the Pontine Marshes has been undertaken frmn

time to time with varied success. As early as i6o B. C. they were

dried up, but only for a time. It was resumed with partial success

during the pontificates of Boniface VIH., Martin V., Sixtus V.

and Pius VI. In 1480 a law was enacted by Sixtus IV. severely

punishing "any lay or clerical proprietor, baron. Bishop or Cardinal

who forbade his tenants to sow the land and kept it under pasture."

But the most beneficent improvements were effected under the or-

ders of Popes Pius VI. and Pius VII., who endeavored by law to

compel the cultivation of a large extent of land in the Campagna.

This operated a manifest check on the fever and the health of the

entire neighborhood was improved. The planting of the eucalyptus

tree has also had a beneficial effect in certain quarters. A splendid

monastery at the Tre Fontane, deserted for many years, was be-

stowed by Pope Pius IX. upon a ccMnmunity of French Trappists
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in 1867. At first they only ventured to visit their new possession

during certain hours of the day. Oie of the monks proposed plant-

ing eucalyptus trees around it It was done, and in the course of

time the monastery became habitable.

The roads that cross the Roman Campagna are well deserving

a notice at our hands, for our attention was called to them in an

especial manner by a gifted young priest attached to the Basilica of

St. Cecilia.

In the days of Qaudius, as Pliny the Elder tells us, the crowded

streets of Rome extended over the vast circumference of seventy

miles (Vopiscus says fifty) ; Rome had become the heart of the

world, and the Triumphal and the Flaminian and the Prenestine and

the Latin and the Appian Way beat like vast arteries with the ever-

sounding pulses of the stream of life that went throbbing through-

out Italy to the farthest boundaries of the world, supplying life and

strength and energy to every part and bearing back upon its return-

ing tide the wealth of a thousand provinces. On the Via Flaminia

we now find the ruins of the Villa Livia, already referred to, and

which brings to our minds the affection entertained by the Emperor

Augustus for his wife, so beautifully expressed in his last words to

her: "Preserve the remembrance of a husband who loved you ten-

derly." When asked how she contrived to retain this affection,

Dion Cassius tells us she replied : "My secret is very simple. I have

made it the study of my life to please him, and I have never mani-

fested any indiscreet curiosity with regard to public or private ar-

fair«."

But the most interesting of all Roman roads is the Appian Way,
laid down by Appius Oaudius, Ae Censor, before the middle of the

fifth century of Rome, and the great thoroughfare between Rome
and Naples. What memories are awakened in the mind of the

tourist as he pauses to contemplate it for the first time I He is car-

ried back to his college days and his classical studies. He wakes

up to the fact that it was along this road, at the season when vine

and orange and fig, in flower and in fruit, scatter their fragrance

on every side; it was along this road that proud patricians were

wont to take their daily drives in their chariots for relaxation and

amusement. It was along this same road, too, that toiled the worn
and weary captives whose fathers had sacked the Eternal Qty, now
hand-bound and conquered and surrounded by loads of spoils and

standards and trophies; by lictors and priests and victims for the

sacrifice; by clangor of trumpets and shouts of the populace; by

eagles and garlands and crowns and incense—^the successful com-

mander in his triimiphal car and all that went to make up a trium-

phal procession in the days of pagan Rome's proudest history. With
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this in mind it is not dlfBcnlt to understand why this magnificent

way 18 lined on eitiier side w^ mausdeums and BKmuments for Ac
dead in the greatest variety of form and with such a wealth of tal<

ent and expenditure lavished upon them. It was akmg this road,

too, that "on the fifteenth of the calends of February, in ttie year

of the building of the city, DCCXCVL, Claudius Augustus for

the diird and Lucius Vitellius for die second time being Cbnsnls,"

there journeyed toward the dty two lonely wayfarers from Pales-

tine. Unheralded and unadorned by pomp, jaded and travel-stained,

a venerable old man and his reverential disciple pursued their way,

barefooted and in silence. If heeded at all by the gorgeous multi-

tude tiironging the road to the vast capital, it was only to be scoffed

at or eyed with contempt. St Peter and his disciple, St. Mark,

pursue their way to the accomplishment of their mission. The
great apostle heeds not the voluptuous rites of Bacchus, whose vo-

taries are reeling around his padi ; he pays no attention to the las-

civious worship of the Cyprian goddess, the song of whose fcdlow-

ers is ringing in his ears. He takes no heed of the tombs of the old

Romans who carried the eagle triumi^iant through many a hard-

fought battle, nor of the gorgeous palace, with its open bronze

gates, on the summit of the "Cddi Montana." He came, the prince

of the chosen twelve, to preadi chastity, temperance, humility.

It was by this road, too, at a later period, that St. Paul entered

the capital of the Csesars, a culprit, bound and walkii^ between

his guards, not knowing what fate awaited him, and repeating his

first Christian aspiration: "Lord, what wilt Thou have me to do?"

The Via Ardentina branches off to the right of the Via Appia,

and where the roads divide is the Churdi of the Domine Quo Vadis.

The story goes that after the burning of Rome, Nero sou^t to

throw the blame for this diabolical act upon the Christians. The
converts besought St. Peter not to expose a life that meant so much
to them. As he fled along the Appian Way he was meX by a vision

of his Divine Master journeying towards the city. Struck wtdi

amazement, he exdaimed, "Lord, whither goest Thou?" To whidi

the Saviour, with a look of mild sadness in His eyes, replied, "I

go to Rome to be crucified a second time," and vanished. St. Peter,

taking this as a sign that he was to submit himself to the fate pre-
°

pared for him, immediately turned bade to Ae dty and in time was

crucified on the site now occupied the Church of Scm Pietro, in

Montorio. This story is attributed to St Ambrose. It is perpetu-

ated by Midiael Ai^lo in his femous statue now in tiie Churdi of

Santa Maria si^ra Minerva (titular diurch of His Eminence Cv-
dinal Fariey, Ardibishop of New York). It is supposed to repre-

sent Our Blessed Redeemer as He appeared to St. Peter on this
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occaskm. A replica of it is in the little Church of Dooiine Quo
Vadis.. This iocident is also represented in one of the andent Uqws-

tries in the Cathedral of Anagni. "It is surprising," writes Mrs.

Jameson, "that this most beautiful, picturesque and, to my mind,

suMime incident, has been so seldon treated, and never in a manner
worthy of its capatMlities and high signiQcaitce. It is se|dc»n that

a story can be told by two figures, and these two figures placed in

such grand and dramatic contrast—Christ, in His serene majesty

and radiant with all the joy of beatitude, yet with an expression of

gentle reproach; the apostle at His feet, arrested in his flight,

amazed and yet filled with a trembling joy ; and for the background

the wide Campagna or towering walls of imperial Itome."

About two miles from the Porta San Sebastiano, the most south-

ern gate of Rome, we come to a tomb with which every student of

Roman history is familiar. It is:

"A stem round tower of other days,

Firm as a fortress, with its fence of stone.

Such as an army's baffled strength delays.

Standing with half its battlements alone.

* * * * * *

What was the tower of strength within its cave?

What treasure lay so locked, so hid ?—a wwpan's grave
!"

It is the tomb of Caedlia Metella, daughter of Qumtus Metellus,

and was erected some 2,000 years ago by Crassus to the memory

of his wife. The walls are twenty-seven feet thick. In the interior

is a room fifteen feet in diameter which once contained a sarcopha-

gus of white marble, since removed to the Famese Palace.

At the Porta Capena the tourist is reminded that it was here that

the survivors of the Horatii met his sister and slew her because she

mourned the death of her lover who had fallen under the sword of

her brother. Where the Via Appia crosses the brook of the Almo,

now called Maranna, on the grounds of the Villa Celimontana, the

tourist will be shown the spring which modem archaeology has de-

dded to be the Fountain of Egeria, where Numa Pompelius is said

to have had his mysterious consultations with the nymfdi Egeria.

This certainly carried us back to our old school days when we were

delighted with Florian's Numa PompUio.

A little beyond the Tomb of Csecilia Metella, and still along the

Via Appia, we cross to the Catacombs of St. Calixtus. For miles

around the whcde plain is undermined by dark and winding pas-

sages, forming sudi an extensive labyrinth that years of patient

labor would not suffice to explore and determine their extent. Care

was always taken by the miners to have a soffident wall on either
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side to support the arching roof above, so that these narrow pas-

sages often run parallel and near to one another. Here the hunted

and proscribed and hated followers of Christ took refuge from the

fury of their persecutors; and when the hatred of these became

more intense and when in darkness and under the earth protection

was sought in vain, the poor fugitive constructed intersecting pas-

sages through which they might escape pursuit. Here they exca-

vated temples to their God, and from the crypts and catac(»nbs, in

darkness and in sorrow, "rose sweet incense," holier prayer and

more acceptable sacrifice than the bleeding hectatombs, the flame of

whose offering ascended from the gorgeous temples of the pagan

gods of Rome.

The study of the Roman Campagna is full of interest, whether

we consider it in its wealthy villages and populous cities in the days

of the Caesars or in the desolation of the present day. The modern

tourist, passing through this region from June to October, will find

it deserted by all who are able to move to the hills. No villages or

cottages are now to be seen, but here and there at Icmg intervals a

dismal looking casale, or farmhouse, or rather a cattle ranch. As
there is no fixed population on these plains, laborers are engaged

during the farming season from the highlands of the Appennines,

where a scanty soil, though under a healthy climate, does not fur-

nish sufficient occupation for the native peasantry. These soon fall

victims to the fell disease, and by the end of the harvest scarce

half the original number remains. What becomes of these

poor wretches? They return to the motmtains. Some of them die

on the road, while others reach home exhausted with illness and

fatigue, to return, if they live, and go through the same ordeal next

year.

The only stationary population in the Maremma consists of buf-

falo-keepers. These are always mounted and armed with a lance

with which to keep in subjection the wild cows and fierce bulls that

roam about this region. These keepers lead a life of freedom and

comparative independence, like the Arab of the desert. They are

paid yearly wages and they manage besides to raise cattle of their

own, which are allowed to feed with the rest During the heat of

summer they retire to the shady forests which line the seashore and

where the air is not so unhealthy as on the open plains.

The buffalo of the Campagna, originally from Southern Asia and

Northern Africa, was introduced into Italy ;towards the close of

the sixth century. It is an invaluable beast of burden in the marshy

districts, where the great breadth of its feet—somewhat resembling

in this respect those of the reindeer—give it a decided advantage

over horses. It grazes in herds in the Pontine marshes and will lie
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for hours immersed in water, with nothing but its head above the

surface and often enveloping itself in mud as a protection against

insects. The Roman ox, too, is a beautiful specimen—^large and

well proportioned, always of a mouse color, and such a pair of horns

!

—white, with dark bases and tips, starting from the brow and wind-

ing in a most perfect uniformity, with a graceful and really majestic

spread to sometimes three feet apart at the points.

We have spoken of the peasants who ccMne down from the moun-
tains in the planting and harvest season to earn a few lire on the

farms of the Campagna. Akin to these are the Pifferari, or pipers,

who may be seen playing, singly or in groups upon a sort of clar-

ionet very much after the fashion of the little German bands that

have become so numerous in our large cities. Their garb, though

tattered and worn, has a brigand air about it which never fails to

attract attention and to secure a few soldi for the performers.

It may be asked whether the spiritual welfare of the peculiar in-

habitants of the Campagna is looked after during their working

season. Our "Chapel Car," which has done so much for the isolated

Catholics in our Western country, is regarded as a great novelty,

but to the inhabitants of the Roman Campagna it is an old story.

True, their Mass Car is not as elaborately equipped as its American

"sister," but it answers the purpose. Imagine a cumbersome and

heavy two-wheeled wagon, the superstructure hig^ enough for the

priest to stand under, with its gabled roof, open at the front, and

a small platform for a sanctuary. Under the gabled cover is an

altar. At the appointed time for Mass the oxen that have drawn

the car to its place on the plain are unharnessed and lie down be-

side it, quietly chewing dieir cud. The people, men and wcMnen,

kneel in front of the open part of the car in full view of the priest

at the altar, and thus assist at Mass and listen to his instructions

and at stated times receive Holy CommunicMi. It is a strange sight

and one that never fails to impress its beholders.

The gates that open out from the Eternal City upon the Cam-
pagna are pregnant with historical associations, and to dwell upon

them at any length would carry us far beyond the limits of a maga-

zine article. Yet we cannot leave the Porta Capena without lin-

gering for a moment. Under the arch, which was perpetually

dripping with the water of the aqueduct that went over it, had passed

all those who since a remote period of the Republic had traveled by

the Appian Way—^victorious generals with their legions, returning

from foreign service; emperors and courtiers, vagrant representa-

tives of every form of heathenism; Greeks and Asiatics, Jews and

Christians. From this point entering within the city the student of

history will recall Julius and his prisoners as he moved on, with
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the AvcotiM oo dieir left, ck»e round the base of the Cotlian and
throogfa the hoDow ground whidi lay between this hiU and the Pala-

tine ; tfienee over the bridge called Velia, where later oo was built

the Arch of Titus to oonancmonite the dcstructioii of Jerusalem

;

and then, descending by die Via Sacra, in that space wbicfa was die

centre of imperial power and imperial magnificence, and associated

also with the most glorious rec<^ections of die Republic

One beautiful afternoon wc passed through the Porta San
crazio on our way to the diarming Villa Pam[nli Doria, called by
the Italians "Belrespiro." Our vetturmo, anticipating the objection

of the gatekeqiers to hired carriages, had taken the precaution to

Uacken the number of our carri^ with some blackening we had

purchased on the way. The gatekeeper, who no doubt had seen

this trick done before, shook his head and intimated that "it was no
go," but his attack of palsy was miraculously and immediately

cured at the sight of a silver cmn displayed Count C, who ac-

cmnpanied us. Needless to say, we were admitted without dday.

In the Casino we found some andent statues and some ruins of

Venice in the seventeenth century by Heintius. The gardens are

well worth a visit. They abound in beautiful azaleas and camelias.

From the ilex-fringed Casino we had a magnificent view of St.

Peter's, which is here seen without the town, backed by the Cam-
pagna, the Sabine hills and the Uue peak of the Stmurte. A small

temple nearby, erected in 185 1, commemorates the French who felt

during the siege of Rome in 1849. Th* word "Maria" in large let-

ters of clipped box cm the other side of the grounds is a memorial

of the lamented and beloved Princess Doria (Lady Mary Talbot),

and not far from this is a columbarium. In ancient times the site

of the Villa Doria was occupied by the gardens of Galba, and here

the murdered emperor is supposed to be buried.

The Porta San Lweiuo, anciently called the Porta Tiburtina,

built in 402 by the Emperors Arcadius and Honwius, has also many
associations that appeal to the student of classical history. Not far

from this gate is the Basilica of San Lorenzo, where we had the

privilege of kneding at the tCMnb of Pope Pius IX. of holy memory.

Lady Georgiana FuUerton tells a very touching story which makes

the basilica dear to (hous souH She says:

"When S. Franccsca Ronuuia had no resource but to b^ for the

skk under her care, she went to the Basilica of San Lorenzo Fuori

le Mura, where was the station of the day, and seated herself among
the crowd of beggars, who, according to custom, were there assem-

bled. From the rising of the sun to the ringing of the vesper bell

she sat there, side by side with the lame, the deformed and the

bUnd. She held out her hand as tbey did, gladly enduring not the
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resemblance, but the reality of that deep humiliation. When she

had received enough wherewith to feed the poor at home, she rose

and, entering the old basilica, adored the Blessed Sacrament and

then walked back the long and weary way, blessing God all the

while."

And we of to-day have reason to "bless God" that the spirit of

St Frances of Rome still lives in the Little Sisters of the Poor, the

Little Sisters of St. Francis, the Sisters of St Draninic and the

other holy souls viho go from door to door in our great cities

"gladly enduring the deep humiliation" of holding out their hands

for God's poor.

From what we have said in the limits of a necessarily brief article

it will be seen that the history of the Roman Campagna is to a cer-

tain extent identified with the history of the Qty of the Caesars.

Though a desolate plain to-day, it was once traversed by countless

warriors going to or returning from battles which added new terri-

tory to the already vast possessions of the Mistress of the World.

Her ancient glories may still be read among the ruined monuments

that line the famous Via Appiai—that "street of the dead across an

immense churchyard," for the desolate Campagna may be regarded

as such. American tourists who have prepared themselves by care-

ful and judicious reading may spend many profitable hours even in

such a place as the "desolate Campagna."

Masc F. Vallette.
Brooklyn, N. T.
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JOHN HEYWOOD.

I.

QUAINT old English song chants the vacillations of "The
Vicar of Bray." Some interesting correspondence on this

ditty and its elusive author has recently appeared in

"Notes and Qoeries."^ Even as mythical as the writer is the char-

acter of the Vicar himself. Harrow boys were once taught that

the Bray in question was in Ireland, and that the song expressed

the difficulties which all Irish clergymen had once to solve. Oth-
ers reject the Wicklow county parish and fix upon the Berkshire

one, but quarrel over attributing the person to the sixteenth or to

the seventeenth centuries and disagree even as to whether he died

in 1709 or 1565, and as to whether his name was Simon Aleyn,

AUeyn, Allen or Fillon. Whatever the real prototype of this inter-

esting individual, a first study, if you please, of some of "George
Birmingham's" interesting individuals, the character remains unique

of the Vicar of Bray. Said the elder EHsraeli: "He was a P^st
under the reign of Henry the Eighth and a Protestant under- Ed-
ward the Sixth. He was a Papist again under Mary and once more
became a Protestant in the reign of Elizabeth. When this scandal

to the gown was reproached for his versatility of religious creeds

and taxed with being a turncoat and an inconstant changeling, as

Fuller expresses it, he replied: "Not so neither; for if I changed

my religion, I am sure I kept true to my principle, which is to live

and die tlie Vicar of Bray.'"

In such confusing times lived ]cAin Heywood.*

Bale says that he was born in London, but the usual attribution

is to North Minnus, in Hertfordshire, near St. Albans, in 1497.

Pembroke College, Oxford (then named Broadgates Hall), which

later fostered old Dr. Johnson, saw him for a while. Chalmers, in

his "Bic^;rai^ical Dictionary," remarks: "But the sprightlmess of

his disposition not being well adapted to the sedentary life of an

academician, he went back to his native place, where, being in

the neighborhood of the great Sir Thomas More, he presently con-

tracted an intimacy with that Maecenas of wit and genius, who in-

troduced him to the knowledge and patronage of the Princess

Mary. Heywood's ready aptness for jest and repartee, together

with the possession of gfreat skill, both in vocal and instrumental

music, rendered him a favorite with Henry VIII., who frequently

rewarded him very highly."

Ill S. xli., 45t: 12 6. i., 12, 72.

*In "Repreaentatlv« EnglUb Comedies" (New Tork: The MaemlllMi

Company) there la an excellent eaaay on Heywood by A. W. Pollard.
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The life-story of any Elizabethan or pre-Elizabethan dramatist

is at best an unsatisfactory a£Fair, and John Heywood is no excep-

tion to the rule. It has been a favorite task for students, inspired

by the writings of these men, to spend many an hour in obscure

libraries, where books and manuscripts are covered with the dust

of decades and facts obscured by the passing of time, and there,

finding pleasure in painstaking research which few persons com-
prehend and fewer aiq)reciate, to evolve and defend elaborate

theses on the literature of the period, to produce careful intro-

ductory notes for old plays and to publish scholarly dissertations

in the universities of England, Germany and America. And their

work has not been in vain; certain facts are from time to time

brought tK) light which help to round out our portraits or to fill in

the spacious and vague backgrounds.

In "Notes and Queries," Q. C. Moore Smith recently discovered

our dramatist as a Freeman of London. He consulted the archives

preserved at the Guildhall, and in doing so came across the follow-

ing items which refer, he has little doubt, to our own ]ohn Hey-

wood. Not aware that Heywood's connection with the city has

been noticed before, he quotes:

"Repertory IV., fo. 141 : 'Jovis 22 die Januarij (1522-3) Isto die

lecte sunt literst dotmni Regis pro quodam JoAonne Heywood vno

s^niiente donuai Regis admittendi in libmatem CimVotis et super

hoc oHicessutn est et ei responsum quod sine oommuni consilio nil

inde possunt facere & ad proximum commune oMisilium motio

fict.'"

[There is a similar statement in Repertory VI., fo. 13, under the

.

same date.]

"Letter-Book N, fo. 232 (1522-3) : 'John Heywode & Tho. Tyr-

whytte for whom the King directed letters to be made freemen

been denyed to be made free except on payment of lol. according

to the new Act'

"Journal XII., fo. 235 b: 'xviij* die Junij anno regis henr. viii"*

^ (1523)- John Heywode. Itm. at the contemplacon of the

Kynges Ire John Heywode is admytted in to the lib^ies of this

citie paying the olde Haunse.'

"

[A similar statement in Letter-Book N, fo. 235.]

Frcmi 1 521 onwards Heywood is supposed to have received an

annuity of ten marks as player on the virginals ; and we know that

f«Mn 1538-44 he received quarterly the sum of fifty shillings in

the same capacity; so it is not exaggerating these records in the

"Privy Purse Expenses of the Princess Mary"* to say that the pre-

* sir Frederic Madden'a production.
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cocious youth of this godchild of Cardinal Woolsey, who i^ycd so

well on the virginals, was due to Heywood't instruction.

In January, 1536-7, and in March, 1537-8, he received money
in connection with the famous diildren of Panl't, who {rfayed before

the Princess Mary; "bis children," the record says. So if More's

wit, as lasting keen even as the executioner's ax, delighted Henry,

Heywood's {leased Mary. At her coronatioa in 1553 in St. Paul's

Giurchyard he "sate in a pageant, under a vine, and made to her

an orati<m in Latin and English."*

Chalmers says that he died abroad; others, in Ixndmi. At any

rate, in 1587 he was "dead and gone." And there passed an in-

teresting individual, a loyal Catholic author, whose loyal son re-

signed a Fellowship at All Souls in 1558, refused to conform to

Elizabeth's Oiurch and went to Rome to become a Jesuit He was

a friend to Sir Thomas More, tutor to Mary Stuart, saved his nedc

by his wit under Edward VI., was persecuted out of England by

"die good Queen Bess," and ended his life at ill-fated Molines. iCs

interludes are one of the most noteworthy elements in the develop-

ment of the early British drama, and his paraUe of the spider and

the fly depicts, with remarkable success, social injustice and re-

ligious disturbance in England during the years between the reign

of Henry the Eighth and Elizabeth the imperious.

"Eche man as he vsythe the gods gyfts of grace,

So schall he have in hevyn hys degre or place.

But, mark thys diefe grownd, the sum of scrypture saythe

We must walk with these gyfts in the path of faythe."

II.

The major non-dramatic writings of ]<jhn Hejrwood are:

"A Parable of the Spider and the Flie made by John Heywood.
Imprinted at London in Flete Strete by Tho. PoweU. Anno. 1556.

"John He)n«roodes workes. A dialogue oonteyning the nomber
of the e£fectuall proverbes in the Englishe tounge, compact in a

matter concemynge the two maner of maryages. With one hun-

dred of Epigrammes: and three hundred of Epigrammes upon
three hundred proverbes : and a fifth hundred of Epigrams. Where-
onto are now newly added a syxt hundred of digrams by the sayde

John Heywood. Londini. Anno christi, 156a."

The most part of these ejMgrams is a series of i^rase turnings

which lend a touch of the true to Chalmers' mention of Heywood's
"ready aptness for wit and repartee," if the anecdote of the Duke

«e«e "Some Account of John Heywood aad Hto IatMrl«4«K" to|r r.
Falrholt, In Pub. Perojr 0oet«tr, VoL XX
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of Northomberland's taUe had not already done so. The clever

juxtaposition of words was quite the thing in these days: the

Elizabedian songster^ were almost upon us and "Tottel's Miscel-

lany" appeared in 1556. His "Description of a Most Noble Lady"

•is as pretty a compliment to Mary Stuart as ever rh3rmster paid to

lady in sonnet C3rcle or other verse:

"Amcwigst her youthful years

She triumphs over age;

And yet she still ^>pears

Bodi witty, grave and sage.

"I think nature hath ost her mould

Where she her form did take;

Or else I doubt that nature could

So fair a creature make. . . .

"It is a world to see

How virtue can repair,

And deck such honesty
'

In her that is so fair."

So he can blithely write of "vanished vanity," ask his friends to

"keep possessed possession peaceaUy," and tell how "glory past

increased! present grief." He can chant a quaint and courtly

lover's r^rret in "A Ballad of the Green Willow" ("an old thing

it was" which Desdemona sang in slightly altered form, for it

would not go from her mind), and he can also praise in a ballad

"the most excellent meeting and like marriage between our Sov-

ereign Lord and our Sovereign Lady, the King's and Queen's

Highness," when Iliilip of Spain and Mary Stuart of Eng^d
were joined together in 1554.

"Some count no charge

To talk at large;"

so Heywood penned a "Ballad Against Slander and Detraction"

which deserves not to be forgotten; and the traitorous taking of

Scarborough Castle moved him to a "ballet" urging folk "to 'bey

tfieir King and Queen."

Bat tiiough he won some fame for his devemess in shorter vene
and longer drama, one of the most significant focts about Htj'
wood centres around his "Parable of the Sjuder and the Flie." He
was thoroughly awake to the social and economic shortcomings of

the people of Eng^d, of and low of eadi degree.

It is only necessary to look at the date of "The Spider and the

Fly," 1556, and to read in the "Conclusion" that it was begun
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twenty years before, the year of the Pilgrimage of Gtace, I5j6»

and then we have smne basis for understanding the poem. It is

said that a contemporary writer in "Holinshed's Chronicle" re-

marked that neither its author nor any one else could "reach into

the meaning thereof." But it is not so difficult. The flies are the

Catholics, the spiders the Protestants, Queen Mary is the house-

maid who comes in at the last minute (1553) and sweeps aside the

arrogant cobwebs, executes the commands of the absent master

(Christ) and her mistress (the Church) by killing the oppressive

spider. Reading the tale thus, we get the whole story of Robert

Aske and the Pilgrimage of Grace, with the patronage of St Cuth-

bert and the banner of the five woundsK

It must not be forgotten that the conditions of the Peasant's Re-

volt of 1381, with its John Ball, "the mad priest of Kent," was re-

flected in Langland, nor that More's "Utopia" of 15 15 likewise

showed an insight into social and economic affairs. It must not be

forgotten also that the enclosure of common lands by the lords, and

even of peasant "strips," made the Pilgrimage of Grace as much
the result of economic as of religious affairs, and probably even

more.* The large land owners, who benefited from the enclosing

of land, and the new nobility, the houses of Russell, Cavendish,

Seymour, Grey, Dudley, Sidney, Cecil, Herbert, Fitzwilliams and

Ridi, who benefited financially from the suppression of monasteries,

were ranged against the Catholic peasantry—^the spiders against

the flies.*

"The towns go down, the land decays;

Great men maketh nowadays

A sheep-cote in the church."

It was not only the appropriation of the monasteries, but their impro-

priation for sheep, involving all the ccmmiercial changes and indus-

trial prosperity to follow.

"The Spider and the Fly" shows how the spider wants to appro-

priate all the small openings in the window to which the flies had

previously had free access—^the common lands, of course. The
figures, even the number of men actually engaged on each side in

the military struggles, are not far from accurate, and the lack of

organization among the flies is aptly condemned. "Force without

order winneth victory seld." The idea is repeated in "The Foure

PP:"

"Men cannot prosper, wilfully led;

All things decay where is no head."

• H. d« B. Olbblna: "Industir In Xkidand," SlB-SlS.

• Goldwln Smith: "The United Kingdom," I., 334-SS6.
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There is no doubt as to who is meant when Heywood speaks of

the spiders as gentlemen who set exorUtant taxes and raised rents

against the yoemen flies.'

The form of the poem is that of a dialogue with slightly shifting

characters—a dialogue which proves a point as clearly and con-

clusively as ever did any question-and-answer product of scholastic

philosophy.*

There is another similarity between this parable and the writings

of Langland and More—a pertinent criticism of the lawyers and

legal methods. "Reason, law, custom and conscience," we are told,

should be the standards of judgment; there is too much "rude

railing" in the courts; too much imprisonment without proof;

quibbles are displayed in all their folly of men who "grant" yet do

not absolutely g^rant; there is "meed" in the shape of rewards and

bribery; one of the arbiters, "learned in the school of ignorance,"

quotes Latin, "spoke much and understood little." Justices are

shown as Swift showed them later with no concern for absolute

right and wrong, but only for the technical agreements or disagree-

ments, "to try how good or ill custom is, is no part of our charge."

And, finally, they are told that all should be equal before the law,

that credence is a matter to be given not on the basis of rank, but

according to evident honesty.

So, on the principle of equality, we return once more to recall

the lack of dass feeling in Langland and More, when they were

commenting <hi good and evil. The Socialistic rhyming of ]cim

Ball is repeated:

"When Adam delved and Eve span,
~

Who was then a gentleman?"

(Gentleness and Nobility.)

There is "dishcmesty in spiders and in flies both:" noblemen should
be "keeping themselves in their bounds as they ought" and the

ptougfanian should "desire no more than is needful." Good and
bad of all degrees are condemned, as Langland did condemn them.
And even when enemies die, Heywood is moved rather to "lament
their false facts than rejoice their false falls" (The Spider and the

Fly)* Each must do his own part.

'The subject of the transmtsalon of feudal duea la alao a. mbjvet «K
dlscuMlon In Heywood'a "G«ntlenen and Nobility."

*Alao the form of the dlaloruea "Wit and Folly" and "Oantlenaaa maA
Nobility."

* The same Idea la r^rated In the "ballet" on the "Traltoroua Taking of
Scarboroutrh Caatle."
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"What helpeth wyll where is no skyll?

What helpeth skyll where is no wyll?

For wyll or skyll, what helpeth it
'

Where frowarde knaves be lackynge wyt?"

(The Foure PP.)

Like the i^rase "keep possessed possession peaceably," these lines

represent more than a mere playing with words.

These were terrible times in which Heywood lived and of whidi

he wrote, saying that it were better sometimes to be judged by your

foe than by your friend, for your foe might attempt to conciliate

and be lenient through fear and your friend would probably be

treacherous from fear.

"Fear pierceth deep as hunger make ye sure.

The father his son, and the son his father,

The wife her husband, and the husband his wife:

The brother, his brother, all these we gather

To have seen (compelled by fear), where fear was rife

Bewray and betray each other in fear of life,

Sealed see we no natural a foolish kind pelf.

But he will hang his father to save himself."

The Vicar of Bray alone escaped, and how ever he did is a veri-

table marvel.

III.

The chief dramatic writings of John Heywood are:

"The Pardoner and the Frere" (1533).

"The Play called the foure PP." (1545, 1533).

"A merry play between Johan-Johan the husbadne
|
Tyb his

wyfe
I

& syr Jhan the priest" (1533).

"The Play of the Wether" (1533).

"The Play of Love" (1533).

"A Dialogue Ginceming Witty and Witless" (first printed from

original MS. 1846),

The last three of these are scarcely more than academic disputes,

little more exciting, so far as dramatic action is concerned, than a

modem formal debate. "The Play of Love," for instance, con-

tains but a single stage direction. Carefully arranged argument

with repartee and rebuttal make up the most of these three.

But the other three are more interesting and we begin to realize

why Heywood is "important in the history of English drama as

the first writer to turn the abstract characters of the morality plays
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into real perscms," and how his interludes "link the morality plays

to the modem drama, and were very popular in their day."

The figures which walked across his stage were not the "Man-
hode," "Folye" or "Perseueranaunce" of the moralities, but actual

living persons out of sixteenth century England; and they carried

not tihe symbolic properties of the early liturgical dramas, but real

articles in use at the time by the very persons in the audience. The
situation of Johan-Johan in the "mery play" in which he appears

is typical of the change : he sits at one side of the stage chafing a

candle and mending a pail by the fire, while his wife and Sir Jdaa
eat the whole of a new pie which was to have been shared each-and-

each. After touching on the broadest of broad farce, dealing freely

with the boldest of social satire and ridicule, they typify the de-

parture of the drama from the church, the churchyard, and even

from church auspices and supervision. The theatre was becoming

secularized. In the process of secularization it toc^ over some of

the characteristics of the humbler and more homely tales which de-

lighted the middle ages. Chaucer's "Miller's Tale" and his "Reeve's

Tale" are a little coarse in tone, but in character they touch very

near the type of these "mery" interludes of John Heywood. It was

the true beginning of English comedy.

Still, there was connected with it an element which had scarcely

ever been absent from mediaeval story telling of the French farce

and the fabliaux type,'" a pointed emphasis on class satire. Sir

Johan is unkindly treated by implication, "giving absolution upon

a bed;" the futility of pilgrimage faith without worldly works of

worth is spoken of in the pabner (The Four PP.); and others arc

not spared, the sellers of indulgences, as is just, least of all:

"Right seldom is it seen, or never.

That truth and pardoners dwell together."

(The Four PP.)

The long description of the various "virtues" of the many relics

which the pardoner carries with him seem to take us back to Mer-

lin and the world of enchantment, to Minnie, Morgan le Fay and

invisible knights. Or they recall the biting criticisms and fervent

condemnations of Langland, who could not abide the pardoners

masquerading as priests and placing more confidence in Bishops'

seals and Papal letters than in right living and clean thinking.

But it is often the case, as we found when looking at Heywood's

^0 See K. Toung: "The Influence of French lEVtroe Upon John Heywood,"

"Modern Phtlology." XL. 97-124.

>iCf, Piers the Plowman: Text A., Prol. M-75.
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ntm-dnmatic writings, that he criticizes all who need criticism

without distinction. This was the mode of Langland and More, and

also of Heywood.

"The Play of the Wether" is very nearly the most interesting of

all. In it we have various persons brought before Jupiter demand-

ing satisfaction of various desires and aversions with relation to

the sort of weather which suits them best. The huntsman lord

wants it clear without wind; the merchant wants cool breezes for

his ventures abroad upon the deep to suit their courses ; the wood-

ranger, a lazy rogue, wants extreme storms ; the water-miller wants

always a steady rain and no wind; the wind-miller no rain and

steady winds for his grinding; a gentlewoman wants her beauty

protected from both storm and sun; a "launder" (laundress) wants

hot sun for her clothes drying days, and the small boy frost and

snow for the joy of youthful sports. These people all speak to

Merry Rysert—and quarrel among themselves—and when Jupiter

hears the demands he says that each shall have his wishes. He
acoMnplishes the compromise of giving each his own part, in his

own district and portion, by ordaining that everything shall be left

"even as it was."

In a time of such turmoil, amid religious and econcmiic uprisings,

lordly greed and servile rage, intellectual expansira and commercial

change, this little "Play of the Wether" comes as a fit lesson for

the times. "Even as it was" each could work out his own path for

right if only he would not ask and demand too mudi. It was the

lesson of "The Spider and the Fly" as well as of this play. It was

the lesson every true reformer of every time, seeing that pride and

covetousness and greed are at the bottom of most social troubles,

that if individuals were all reformed there would be no need for

revolt nor for the formation of new institutions.

IV.

If the Vicar of Bray is in some sense characteristic of the age in

which Heywood wrote and lived, there is another characteristic far

more important—^the Commercial Revolution which was just about

getting under way. In "The Play of the Wether" he has sketched

something of the service done by merchantmen through the world,

East, West, North and South, bringing home the wealth of far

lands in daily danger of their goods and life. Stressing as we shall

in these essays literature as a reflection of social and economic, as

well as intellectual histtMy, there is scarcely a better way to end

than by quoting another of Heywood's merchants (Of Gentleness

and Nobility), who speaks in defense of the trade he plied—the
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trade which was to make the future greatness of Elizabethan Eng-

land in commerce, as the drama made it great in literature. Shakes-

peare is but a counterpart of Francis Drake:

"I say the cmnmon weal of every land

In feat of merchandise doth principally stand.

For if our commodities be uttered for naught

Into strange lands and no riches brought,

Hither therefore we should come to beggary,

And all men driven to live in misery.

Then we noble merchants that in this realm be,

What a great wealth to this land do we;

We utter our wares and buy theirs good cheap,

And bring them hither with great profit,

And pleasure daily cometh to this region

To all manner of people that here do won.

Furthermore, ye see well with your eyes

That of strange lands the commodities,

We have such need of them that be there,

That in no wise we may then forbear,

As oil, silk, fruits and spices also.

Gold, silver, iron and other metals more . . .

And I spend my study and labor continually,

And cause such things to come hither daily.

For the comfort of this land and commonwealth.

And to all the people great prc^t and health."

Elbkidgb G>lby.
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ALEXANDRIAN MYSTIQSM AND THE MYSTICS OF
CHRISTIAN VIRGINITY.

(aiEGORY OF NYSSA AND MBTH(X>IUS OF OLYMPUS.

IN the history of Christian thought the catechetical school of

Alexandria stands in the first rank, whether we form our

judgment of it by the inspirational grandeur of the doctrines

of its representatives, the boldness of the task its scholars proposed

to accomplish, the impulse given simultaneously to theological cul-

ture and Christian piety, or by the new paths it disclosed to doc-

trinal Chistianity.

Charles Thomas Cruttwell writes : "Alexandria was truly a metrop-

olis of Christian speculative thought, the teacher of the conformity

of Christ's revelations with the highest human reason."^ It vras

at Alexandria that the Gospel was first successfully presented as a

system of religious philosophy.* It was in this city which has been

well said had become a rendezvous of all creeds, all langfuages, all

nationalities, a veritable cosmopolis of intellectual and religious

movements, a nursery of all forms of eclecticism'—it was here that

Christianity was set forth as the crown of all learning.* Christianity

appeared to Qement and Origen, the literary founders of the cate-

chetical school, not only as a religfion that appeals directly to the

heart, which transforms the soul, pervades the moral conscience and

inspires sacrificial heroism, but it also appeared to them as the light

which dispels the mists of human reason, as the sun which illumi-

nates the minds of those immersed in darkness.

Christianity emerged from the narrow precincts of the sanctuary

to cast -itself with ardor into the vortex of intellectual life. It bddly

entered the literary arena to wrest from the pagan poets and philoso-

I^ers the jewels of truth, which, according to the oft-reiterated

statements of Qement, Socrates, Plato and their followers had

gleaned frwn the Hebrews. The genii of Gentilism were Attic

commentators, or, to use more vigorous terms, unwilling plagiarist

of the truth contained in Mosaism.

The Church was therefore obliged to take upon herself the task

of exposing the literary thefts perpetrated by the pagan scholarship,

and in order to effectuate her designs, "she was no longer to crni-

i"A Uterary Hlstonr of Barly Christianity:" Liondon, ISSt; I, p. 4M.
•Ibid., p. 2<4.

• Jcbn Fatrlok, "aement of Alexandria;" Bdlnburch, 1»14; p. I.

«Ibld., p. 6.

• Btromata, I., p. >1.

• Ibid., v.. p. 1.
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sider herself a sect cut off frcxn the world—^it was rather to become
a school or porch to prepare the world for the higher truth."^

It was 1^ means of Alexandrian Fathers that as Hamack says

:

"Christianity became a part of the civilization of the world, and
the whole of Greek science served the purpose of Christian apolo-

getics."* Alexandrian theology possesses peculiar characteristics

which cause it to differentiate entirely from the theological school

of Antioch, its rival, above all in the third century. The school of

Alexandria is essentially mystic, where that of Antioch is funda-

mentally logical. In the former the heart and a profoundly relig-

ious sentiment prevail, whilst in the latter reason and authority are

the d(Mninating factors. In Alexandria Pistis is the ruling norm of

all true Gnosis: in Antioch rationalistic tendencies predominate in

the scientific treatment of the Christian truths and at times they

conflict with the traditional teaching of the Church.

The Alexandrians, imbued with a deeply religious spirit, seek

always the divine element, the in^iration which comes from on

high, in all the manifestations of the historical life of Christianity.

The Antiochenes, on the contrary, assume an extremely grave, in-

tellectual attitude, and, whilst the former are daring innovators and

allow scope to their fancies, the latter are hostile to every i^ase of

exaggerated thought In a word, the Alexandrians look upon aqd

elucidate Christian truths more as believers than as thinkers, as

seers illuminated by divine grace rather than as cold analytical

Ic^dans. The Antiochenes, on the other hand, study, investigate,

analyze and define Christianity. They reduce it to forms as do

mathematicians in their search for the solution of a problem, or as

theoricians, who, in the pursuit of thdr calculations, allow no scope

to the flight of their imaginations. The result, therefore, is that in

the school of Antioch the traditional scholastic character prevails,

where in that of Alexandria the most intense Mysticism vibrates.

For this reason the Alexandrians have been wrongfully condemned

as mystics "who corrupted Christianity by an admixture of Oriental

and Greek thought."*

The Mysticism of the Alexandrian catechetical school derives its

being from three sources—^theological. Scriptural and ascetical. The

first furnishes the speculative, the second the poetical and the third

the moral element. The first illuminates the mind with a wealth of

celestial light; the second guides the imagination through flowery

TJ. B. Heard, "Alexandrian and Carthaginian Theology Contrasted;"

Bdlnburgh. 189S; p S8.

• "Hlatonr of Dogma," IL. pp. S19. S2S.

• See Ch. Klngaley, "Alexandria and Her School*;" Cambridge, 18S4;

p. ISl.
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fields, whilst the third bathes the heart and soul in a salutary flood

of tears and penitence.

The theological ideal of the Alexandrians is very different from

that. of the Antiochenes. "The former endeavored to elucidate

what was essentially obscure, to approximate what was essentially

remote, and to render mentally palpable what from its own nature

is inaccessible to the intellectual truth,"" but in their efforts to touch,

as it were, with their very hands the word of life, they approached

still nearer to the inaccessible object of their faith, by means of the

ecstatic flight of their souls. Their gaze was fixed steadfastly oa

Christ and the contemplation of Hb glorious divinity, whilst they

conversed of the Saviour with the ardent fervor of the mystics.

In the history of Christian theology the Alexandrians are the

contemplators of the Trinity, and above all theoridans of the Word
of God. They studied first of all the Father as being the fountain

of life. With St. Athanasius they reached the very summit of

Christian speculation, by the unfolding and elaborating of the doc-

trine of the Word, and the glwification of the Son of God made
man and become the Redeemer of all mankind : with the great Cap-

padodans they are the defenders of the Spirit of God, as He dwells

in the hearts of the regenerated. Their theology never strays irom.

the orbit of divinity. Its aim is to nourish the soul with the manna
of a celestial doctrine rather than to establish on earth the Byzantine

priesthood and a Roman theocracy. Their minds cannot separate

the human garb in the person of Qirist from die divine supporter

of it. Jesus Christ is to them always and above all things the Word
of God, and as such the sacred torch which iUumines the intellect

The Mystidsm of the Alexandrians has none of the outbursts of

passion, which in the Christian m]rstics may be wdl defined as "The
bdng in love with death." On the contrary, it takes the form in •

its- most illustrious representatives of a contemplative serenity,

which serves to maintain in a high d^ee tiie prestige of revealed

truths and prevents them frtwn becoming desiccated and ofttimes

wholly deformed by critidsm, audadous in its rationalistic pretenses.

In their attempts to sound the depths of and to dedpher Chris-

tian truth, Christianity does not lose its pneumatic character to be-

come the diversion of the erudite and the plaything of the dialec-

ticians. The Antiochenes, on the other hand, aimed above all at

externals and the dogmatic shell of Christianity. They were, in

foot, mudi more concerned by the external attadcs of tfidr enemies

than by the internal virtue of Christian prindples, and as the latter

armed themselves with a cuirass of rationalistic arguments, the

1* E. Ternin^hajn. "Th« Alaundrtan 0ohool;" Ijondon, ItlO; p. 16.
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Antiochenes endeavored to follow their adversaries into the same

arena, to illuminate Christian dogma by the pale light of reason and

to pin their faith to rationalistic props. They aimed at a more ac-

<nirate definition and formulation of revealed truths, would stifle

exaggerated innovations and guard the traditional teaching from

any attempt to warp or alter their meaning.*^

The contrast between the two schools is more especially observ-

able in their respective methods of interpreting the Holy Scripture.

The allegorical method, which became the foundation of the Alex-

andrian exegesis, was introduced by Origen as being exigent to

the adaptati(m of Christianity to Greek culture. As B. Workman
observes : "There was much in the Old Testament that was unintel-

ligible to Greek converts, much seemed contradictory to their new
faith, some things that jarred upon their moral consciousness.

Refuge from these difficulties was found in the adoption of allegory

as the true key for the unlocking of the Bible treasures."^* But that

which apologetic necessity demanded became in a short time an in-

exhaustible fountain, an unexplored mine of mystical speculation.

The allegorical method came to be regarded as the peculiar mark

of Christian Mysticism. We are not unwilling to admit with Work-

man that the allegorical method grew out of a tendency to rational-

ism, of the attempt to explain away the riddles of the Scripture by

getting rid of their literal or historical significance, and that rational-

ism is the worst enemy of Mysticism.

It is a fact, however, that the mystic sense developed the spiritual

clement and the power of absorbing spiritual things by liberating

the spirit from its chains, freeing it from the incubus of the letter

which kills, the bondage of formulae, and allowing a wider margin

to human reason which very often interposes itself between God
and man.

Cntttwell says: "fhe Origenian theory of the mystical sense was

a protest against the carnal liberalism of tfie Jewish Christian, and

as such a blow struck for freedom as against bondage, for rule as

against lawlessness,"** and the soul of the mystic, as is only too

well known, needs liberty as the plant needs the Hg^t of the sun.

The Alexandrian allegorical exegesis was not so much the product

of a rationalism which demands of the imagination those arguments

which human reason is incapable of giving, as the development of

die mystical sense which sees beyond the letter the lineaments of

118. U E>plfanoyle, "Prep. Mazlm lapoytednlk 1 vlsantiUkoe bogo«-

lovte" (St Mazimua the Confenor and the Byiantin Theology); KlefT, 1915;

PP 7, 8.

""Christian Thought to the Reformation;" New Toric, 1911; p. S.

>• Op. clt.. p. 4S9.
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divine beauty, and, bursting the brads of thedogy, seeks God in

fervent prayer ratfasr tban with the syllogism of (fialectics.

In the theological scho(d of Antiodi the opposite occurs. The
Antiocfaenes are more practical, more positive. They are well-bal-

anced, sober-minded schdars, and the audacity of the Alexandrians,

excites in them a feeling or diffidence, sometimes of protestation.

The pedantry of grammatidsts is preferaUe, in their eyes, to tfie-

sublimest allegorical fendes.

H. B. Sweete describes them beautifully when he says: "All

are diligent students of Koiy Scripture; all brought to the study

of Scripture a healthy freedom from conventional mediods of inter-

pretation, approaching it from the side of grammar and history.

Abandoning Origen's endeavor to find mysteries in the plainest

statements of the sacred writers, the Antiochene expositors were

content to extract the predse meaning of the words; or, if ihey

went further, they limited themselves to die legitimate use of Scrip-

ture in determining points of doctrine or of practice."**

The third element of Alexandrian mystidsm is its tenden^ to-

wards asceticism. According to Barthelemy, Saint-Hilaire said

mysticism "exige davantage que la lutte de I'ame contre le prindpe

materiel et inferieur, et quand il est pratique dans toute sa

sev^rite, il va jusqu' k I'ascetidsm le plus austere."" In thdr philo-

sophical speculations on the vision of God, the point of departure

of the Alexandrian mystics is from the banning of a perfect puri-

fication of the human organism—a purification which at one and

the same time frees the soul from all sensible perceptions, laundies

it into the luminous mists of divine reality, and releases the body

from the slavery of the senses and from all ill-regulated passions.

It may be truthfully asserted that the mystics of Alexandria made
monasticism and virginity the essential conditions of a perfect fel-

lowship with God and the necessary preliminaries of the mystical

flight of the soul towards its Creator. In fact, Origen, the great

master and legislator of Alexandrian mystidsm, has been rightfully

considered as the prime initiator of monastic mystidsm,** whilst

Methodius of Olympus and Gregory of Nyssa are the supporters

and defenders of virginity—an essential requisite to the mystical

develoi»nent of the Christian soul.

METHODIUS OF OLYMPUS.

With Methodius, Bishop of Olympus (ob. 311), we enter the

""Patrlrtlc study;" London, 1902; p. 97.

i>"De l'«cole d' Alexandrie;" Faria. 1846; p. 26.

1* See 'Bi&rnemann, "In Investiganda monachatus ortglne, quibua de oausl*
r»tlo habend* alt Orlgenala;" Goettlasen, 1886.
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heart of ascetic mysticism. The Apostolic Fathers found in Qirist

the source of mystical experiences, and following in the steps of

thdr teacher, St P&ul, craved to be crucified with their Lord. With
Qement of Alexandria and Origen, the features of the Saviour be-

gin to evaporate in a guttering mist of i^ilosophical speculations.

Origen asserts that monachism is the best way to approach God.

The passionate yearnings of Ignatius of Antioch toward the cruci-

fied Saviour are displaced by the exalted praises of virginity, styled

die main fountain of the mystical purification of believing souls.

"The offering of its own self to God," says Origen, "is the most

perfect of all the vows. Every one who enters this way becomes an

imitator of Christ ; every one who practices chastity gives his own
body to God.""

In Methodius of Olympus, the keenest adversary of Origen, we
find, strange to say, the fullest development of the ascetic mysticism

outlined in Origen's writings. In him, according to Hamack, we
have the theological speculation of the future monachism of the

Church. He represents the fundamental features of monkish mys-

ticism. In him the state of virginity is the condition of Christlike-

ness. Unstained virginity is the perfectly Christian life in itself.

In the mystical teaching of Methodius the true gnostics are strong

and generous natures, "which, vaulting over the stream of pleasure,

direct the chariot of the soul upward from the earth, and, taking

their stand upon the vault of heaven, they purely contemplate im-

mortality itself as it leaps out from the undefiled bosom of the Al-

mighty."** To Methodius it is not possible for a soul to be brought

to God by means of reason, but men of faith are able to remove

themselves frcMn the atmosphere of darkness surrounding them and

to go on from step to step, from knowledge to knowledge, till they

reach the inextingfuishable fire of love and are burnt in it and dimb
to the summit of the heavenly life." The stages of the mystical

life are represented by faith, meditation on Holy Scripture, charity,

righteousness and chastity, which is the crown of all virtues.*' At

the beginning of the new life in Christ, Goed does not speak. By
prayers and the prayers of others and by ascetic practices the soul

devates itself to the divine heights in the measure granted to human

strength.** The ascetic life subdues impure passions, deans and

adorns the soul and uproots the distracting thoughts which darken

IT "In Norn.." xriv, P. O., xll., 7M.
i« "Symposlnia." L. 1.

M'D* lepra," zlli.: Bonw«tach, "Methodius von Olympus;" BrUacen,
11*1.

*• 'VSjrmpoaluin,'' iz., 4.

nnn Job," xzxl.. 1; Bonw«tach, p. I6S.
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it.'* The soul must be undefiled and unpolluted, "as a garden sealed,

in which the odors of the fragrance of heaven are grown, that

Christ alone may come and gather them."**

The most energetic agent for the cleaning of the soul is virginity,

the brightest star of Christ,** the root of immortality, its flower and

first fruit." Therefore, if we long to reach the likeness of God, the

chief aim of Mysticism, we must endeavor to honor virginity. The
Word Himself when He was incarnate became the chief virgin.**

Virginity is the final goal of that asceticism which spiritualizes the

human body. It is a true and outstanding martyrdom.*^

To advance in the stages of mystical life the Christian soul is to

be betrothed and given in marriage to Christ, as a virgin,** It is to

be espoused to the Word, as the Church,** whidi is a bride surpass-

ing all in the beauty of youth and virginity.*' Then the Word
works out mysteriously the enlightening of the soul united with

Him by the ties of a spiritual marriage. "It is impossible for any

one to be a partaker of the Holy Spirit and to be chosen a member
of Christ unless the Word first comes upon Him and he falls into

a trance, in order that he, being filled with the Spirit and rising

again frcmi sleep with Him, may be able to receive renewal and

restoration."** When the Word takes possession of the soul, the

Holy Spirit gently breathing down from the treasures of the Father

above, gives us all the clear, fair wind of knowledge.** Gradually

the mystical soul, which is irradiated in the state of virginity by

inextinguishable lights,** reaches the sunlit heights of God's vision.

"The dear eye of the understanding looks more clearly upon the

truth, urges the heart to love which radiates forth from the glorious

beauty of chastity,"** and makes of the soul a diurch and a helpmeet

of Christ in the work of salvation.**

The life of the souls that are initiated in virginity by the mystic

rites of the Christian mysteries** ends in the attainment of a divine

n "Sympoalum," Iz., 4.

M Ibidem. viL, 1.

" lb., Iv., 1.

»• lb., 1 , 1.

M lb., I., 6.

i» lb., vU., I.

»» lb., 1., 1.

»»Ib., vll., 4. 6.

•oib.. vll., 7.

•1 lb., I., 8.

•« lb., vll.. 1.

u n,., vlli., 4.

»«Ib., vll., i.

•i lb., 1., t.

•«R>., vU., B.
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resemblance. This likeness of God is realized when we reproduce

the divine features in our own life.*^ God was pleased to put on

human flesh, so that we, beholding as on a tablet the divine Pattern

of our life, should also be able to imitate Him Who painted it. The
resemblance to God, the goal towards which we ought to tend,** is

the recompense of the almost divine virtue of chastity.**

ST. GREGORY OF NYSSA.

Gregory of Nyssa deserves to be considered as one of the great

masters of Christian mysticism. He has, in truth, been lawfully

extolled as the precursor of the pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite.

At the second Council pf Nicea (787) he was entitled "The father

of fathers," and was, in fact, a more profound, erudite and logical

theologian than St. Gregory of Nazianza, "an original and con-

structive thinker who left a sure mark upon dogmatic theology."**

G>nsidered as a mystic, he is an acute moralist and philosopher, and

above and before all things he is a psychologist, a tireless searcher

into the interior phen<Mnena of the religious conscience.

The mysticism of Gregory of Nyssa may be styled the mysticism

of reason, the logical inference of abstract meditations on tibe rela-

tionship between God and man and on the antithesis between the

soul and the body. It may be traced in a direct line to the mystical

plans of Origen, Neo-Platonic influences and to the rules of monas-

tic asceticism.

The influence of Origen upcm the Alexandrian theological school,

and in reality upon the entire Orient, is supreme. As Hamack has

observed, "In the East the histwy of dogma and of the Church dur-

ing the succeeding centuries is the history of Origen's i^losoi^y.

Arians and Orthodox, critics and mystics, priests who overcame the

world and monks who shunned it, but were eager for knowledge,

could appeal to this system and did not foil to do so."*^

The Origenism of Gr^ory of Nyssa reveals itself in his method

of BiUical henneneottcs, m his fondness for the allegorical mean-

ing of the Holy Scriptures and in his system of ethics, his concep-

tion of the divine goodness and of terrestrial evils—a conception

which led him, like his master, to admit tiie universal apocatastasis.**

M n»., 1., 4.

lb.. Til., 1.

MFHtachel, "Hathodlus von OlTupua und Mine PhUoaophle;" litlowig,

1IT9; 9. M; Bonw«t«eb, "Dl* Tbeologle dea M«thodlaa von Olirmpna:"
B«riln. 1M4: pp. lSI-140.

«oswe«U, op. dU, p. S8.

«>"H1M0IT of Dosnw." n., p. S79.

«*Rupp, J., "Gracora dea Blachofa von Nyaaa, liebea und Heinunten;"
Leipsis, 18S4: p. S47.
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Like Origen, he delights in seeking and finding in every word of

the Biblical text a fund of moral instruction. The literal sense dis-

appears or is completely sacrificed in the preface to his Hooiilies

on the Canticle of Canticles.

' Undoubtedly Gregory of Nyssa did not go so far in his worship

for his master as to break down the barriers which ecclesiastical

tradition had formed about the realm of Christian speculation.

J. Huber defined him well when he wrote: "Gregory is timid by

nature and somewhat inclined to femininity. He is tenacious of

dogma and on principle opposed to any form of audacious innova-

tion that may lead him on through unbeaten paths."** The system

of Origen, like an unripe fruit, was the result of the evdution of

Qiristian thought, and those who tasted thereof were drawn in de-

spite of themselves to submit to its indn-iating influence.

In the mystical system of Gregory of Nyssa Platonic influences

were also visible. The saint loved Plato and took a keen de%ht
deciphering and revealing his latent thoughts and exalting the

Athenian who, notwithstanding the tenebres shrouding his pagan

conceptions, fixed his gaze at times on the dazzling mirror of divine

truth.'* Neo-Platonic ethics aimed at purifying the soul, freeing it

irom the tyrrany of passions and preparing it for the delights found

in the pure contemplation of the Supreme Being." The moral

tenets of Neo-Platonism, which permeated the whole ethical system

of Cement of Alexandria and gave characteristic features and out-

lines to the Christian Gnostic of the Alexandrian school, formed

the mystical speculation of Gregory of Nyssa. Franz Diekamp,

who was the first to reveal the sfMritual value of the writings of

Gregory of Nyssa and their astonishing relationship to the cele-

brated works of Dionysius the Areopagite, is of the opinion that

the latter have received their impress from die former. Koch justly

observes that Gregory of Nyssa, like the pseudo-Dionysius, drew

from the same Alexandrian Neo-Platonic Judaic foimtain.** Fol-

lowing the footsteps of Philo, Gregory of Nyssa wrote his "Mys-

tical Theory of the Life of Moses," which contains important data

in the literary history of Christian Mysticism that are surprisingly

analogous, whether we consider the contents or the' style in his de-

scription of the highest mystical states to the mystical theories of

the Areopagite.

4«"Dtc Philosophle Oer Klrchenv&ter;" MOnchen, 1869; p. 186.

Bardenhever, "Qeschlchte der altldrchUchen Literatur;" Fretburg In

Brelsgau, 1912; p. 192.

«s Oran<ltreolr{r«, "Saint Avgustln et le Neo-Platonlsm;" Paris, 189<;

p. 11.

«*"Das myatiche Scbauen beim hi. Gregor von Kjraaa, Theologtach*

Quartalachrift," 1898, Ixzx., pp. S98-S99.
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The Neo-Platonic influx reveals itself in an aooirate analysis of

the elements which virtually elevate mankind step by step towards
the heights of mysticism, from whence his gaze is fixed upon the

abyss of the supreme divine reality.

It would be well to note here that the Pagan and Judaic influences

exerted on the mystical teaching of St Gregory of Nyssa and of

all the great Alexandrian teachers in general will never alter the

profoundly Christian character of their mysticism. On the one

band, their religious experiences are not the product of a vaporous

philosophical speculation that tends towards the infinite Reality by
means of a misgfuided reason, and on the other, the highest state

of contemplation of the Divine Reality is never transformed into

an immediate and direct intuition, which would place Christian mys-
ticism upon a strictly pantheistic basis.

Gr^ry of Nyssa, like the pseudo-Areopagite, insists constantly

upon the cooperation and the action of the Word of God in the

revelation of the various phases of the mystical process, and at the

same time he is never weary of asserting, with rare energy and great

beauty of terms and conceits, the impossibility of knowing God and
the innate impotence of the human intellect to embrace with a glance,

as it were, the immensity of the Supreme Being.

The mystical elevation of the regenerated Christian is for Greg-

ory of Nyssa a renewal of the ancient dignity of the human nature
—sl sort of spiritual return to the primitive perfection of man as yet

unpolluted by the stain of original sin. The nobility and grandeur

of human nature is variously extolled and described in the admirable

treatise, "De Hominis Opifido." Man is the image of God, the

reflection of divine beauty. As the painter transfers the human
form to his picture by means of certain colors, so I would have

you understand that our Maker, likewise painting the portrait to

resemble His own image and likeness, by the addition of virtues, as

it were with colors, shows in us His own sovereignty."

This idea of the perfect resemblance of man to his Creator—of

a compendium, as it were, of all created human perfections—con-

fronts us frequently in the writings of Gr^ry of Nyssa. Man
is in reality a microcosm, and as such he is destined by his very

nature to draw nearer to God and to find in a conscious fellowship

widi the Supreme Being the true spiritual beauty in its entirety.

"The human nature was, by its likeness to the King of all, made

as it were a living image, partaking with the Archetype both in rank

and in name, clothed in virtue, reposing on the bliss of immortality,

decked with the crown of righteousness, so that it is shown to be

«i "De homints oplfldo." v.. P. O., xUv., 187.
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perfectly like die beauty of its Archetype in all that belongs to the

dignity of royalty."**

If such be the perfection of man, his missitm and his hai^miess

must be contained within the orbit of the divine. They must unfold

by the constant impetus of all his faculties towards God as die

source of true life and die centre of lig^t and love. The rightful

heritage of man is happiness, and this beatitude consists in intimate

communion with God as He is.** The final end and the supreme

reason of his being, subjugated by the fascination of virtue, is a

participation of the divine nature,** and the tending of our whole

being towards the attainment of a perfect likeness to God.*^ The
human soul must become like a celestial pakn-grove, the perfume

of whose flowers must give forth the sweetness of incense, die sym-

bol of divinity. This likeness to God must be so perfect that the

man who has attained so high a degree of perfection must in a man-

ner become familiar with God, must immerge himself in the Divine

Being, must be one with KHm,** and in order to attain his object he

must force himself to aoctMnplish acts that partake of the nature

of the Divinity.'* There is, however, an indispensable preliminary

condition to the acquisition of a beatitude whidi gradually elevates

us to a spiritual likeness to God. Before casting himself into the

ethereal regions of the Unknown, the regenerated man must purify

his body and soul; he must tread "the purgative way." Purifica-

tion is necessary to the healing of the soul. The celestial {Measure

produced within us ip the God-seeing stage is the result of the cruci-

fying process of an ascetic life. "The soul must be freed from

fleshy needs, from the affection of material objects, in order to turn

to the contemplation of immaterial beauty. Purity of heart, that

master of our lives, alone can capture the divine and undefiled

delights."**

Gr^ory likens the passions to those cavalry archers and stingers

in Pharao's army who tumbled over one another in the Red Sea.**

Man does not live for the flesh to be subject to the troubles of the

flesh.** Vices contrary to virtue must be expelled and leave die

field free for the ktter.**

«« lb., iv.. IM.
M"In Psalm." 1., xllv., 4tS.

•0 "la cant," Horn. Ix.. lb.. MS.
II "In Psalm" i., lb. 488: De BMt Or. i., lb. 1100.

•i'ln Cant." i., xllv., 777; "In Paalm" vlt. lb.. 416.

"In Psalm," vU., lb., 467.

»* "De Vlrg.," v., xlvi., 84>.

•1 "r>« vita MOTsls." xllv.. 881.

M "D. Virgin." Ir., xlvl.. 848.

»» "Ds vlU M..» 882.
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The mastery of Gregory of Nyssa in his thorough description of

the purgative state of Qiristian mysticism depends upon his rare

knowledge of the art of medicine. He therefore adopts criteria

methods and even medical terminolc^ when speaking of the soul

dominated and seared by passions. For him the vices are spiritual

maladies. In order to cure and extirpate them, spiritual therapeu-

tics must be employed." The liberation of the soul from its vicious

husk is called its restoration to health.

That purification of the soul which extends itself at one and the

same time to the senses and the intellect, to the exterior and the in-

terior man, must reach its apogee by passional insensibility. Gr^-
ory expressly states that "apathy" or freedom from the agitation

of the passions is the beginning and the groundwork of a life in

accordance with virtue."

It is interesting to note that the word "apathy" is not unusual

in Greek mysticism. It was also used indistinctively by the Alex-

andrian mystics whose conception of the term, however, does not

express an entirely negative idea, but denotes rather the preservation

of the independence of the soul freed from the terrestrial and pas-

sional element, and for that reason expresses a state of union be-

tween action and rest, the utmost limit of the negative influence

upon mysticism to which the positive influence is immediately con-

nected.*" If we make use of a comparison we should say the

"apathy" in the line of demarcation is negative, but inasmuch as

the tenebres follow from the o{^x>site side the confines of light, the

"apathy" is positive.

Gregory of Nyssa seems to have had a like conception when he

defined transition from light to darkness as the first grade of con-

templation.*' This transiticMi is accomplished in us by means of

the mysterious operations of the Word of Life. During a season

of spiritual tepidity the soul, abandoning itself to vice, accumulates

within itself seeds of corruption, but the Verb produces eternal

springtime, cultivates the soul, eradicates all that is useless and

earthy and plants therein virtue.**

Like Athanasius, Gregory lays great stress upon the most signifi-

cant role played by sacraments in the working out of spiritual deifi-

catimi: "Those who have been cleansed from the filth of iniquity

through the water of the sacrament need no other purification, while

M"BpiatoU, ad Letoium," xlv.. tU. \

~

••"Or. catech.," tl., xlv., 2».

••Zarln, "Aaketlilsni, po prayoalaynamu-khrlstlanakomu uchanlu"
(Aacatlclsm, accordinK to the Christian orthodox teaching); Petrocrad,
1907: II.. pp. 302-SOS

•> 'In Cant." xi.. xllv., 1000.

•« "In Cant.," v., 878.
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thoie who have never received that sacramental cleansing must
necessarily be purged through fire."*» The mystic waters of bap-

tism wash away the defilement of our sins and through purity bring

God into our souls.** This sacramental purification and its effects

are be^tifuUy portrayed in the following passage: "The earthly

envelopment is removed by water. The likeness to the divine is

not our work at all : it it not the achievement of any faculty of man.
It is the great gift of God bestowed upon our nature. By clearing

away the filth of sins the buried beauty of the soul shines forth

again. Divine Good is not something apart from our nature and

is not removed far away from those who have the will to seek it.

It is the fact within each of us, ignored indeed and unnoticed while

it is stifled beneath the cares and pleasures of life, but botmd again

whenever we can turn our power of conscious thinking to-

wards it.""

According to R. M. Jones, the mystical views of Gregory, the

process of mystical experiences effected by baptism and continued

by the Eucharist, are unquestionably a serious drop from Paul, and

even from Plato, and they led to a low and perverted mysticism

of a second order in his successors—some such degeneration as

Neo-Platonism underwent during the same period.** But it must

be noted that mysticism is associated by the Greek Fathers with

the elevation of the soul to the supernatural state of gtzct. Bap-

tism, therefore, is emphasized by them as the door of access to the

realm of grace and by natural connection to that of mystical expe-

riences, and the Eucharist as a spiritual food strengthening the

soul's powers in its ascent towards God. Hence it follows that the

above mentioned utterances of Gregory are not to be understood

as a stiffening of mystical energies into the materialistic atmosphere

of outward rites. They are, in fact, the genuine expression of the

teaching of Christian theology that baptism is the initiation into

a newness of life begotten of the Incarnation—a Hfe which by stages

attains to the direct ecstatic knowledge of God.

In accordance with his ascetic yearnings, Gregory assigns to vir-

ginity a foremost rank in the hierarchy of the virtues purifying the

soul. He seems ill-affected towards marriage. To him marriage

is the last stage of our separation from the life that was led in

Paradise. It is, therefore, the first thing to the left.*^ Virginity,

on the contrary, "is the channel which draws down tfie Deity to

••"Or. catech.," tt.

•*n)., ««.

«»"De Vlrgrin.," xil

••"Or. cat.," 8«.

•i"De Vlrg., ' xU.
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share man's estate, which keeps wings fcM* man's desires to rise

to heavenly things, and is a bond of union between the divine and

human, by its meditation bringing into harmony these extremes so

widely divided."** The union of the soul with the incorruptible

Deity can be accomplished in no other way but by herself attaining

by her virgin state to the utmost purity possible

—

z state which,

being like God, will enable her to grasp that to which it is like, while

she places herself like a mirror beneath the purity of God and

moulds her own beauty at the touch and sight of the Archetype of

all beauty."**

The real virginity is "the power of seeing God." Virgfinity is, in-

deed, the crowning virtue of the purified soul. But it is not enough.

Aiming at a complete purification, a mystic soul must break down
every link whatsoever of connection with earthly things." No one

can come near the purity of the Divine Being who has not first him-

self become such. He must, therefore, place between himself and

the pleasures of the senses a high strong wall of separation. Such

an impregnable wall will be found in .a complete estrangement from

everything wherein passion operates.""

To one who has cleansed all the powers of his being from every

form of vice, the Beauty which is essential, the source of every

beauty and every good will become visible.^* When we restore the

Godly beauty of the soul, when we mount towards heaven by the

self-made likeness in our soul to the descending dove, when the

chambers of our soul are found of such a sort that God can dwell

in us and walk in us, to the soul there comes the power of prying

into the mysteries of God. The mind's eye, like the visual eye

purged frcMn a blinding humor, can dearly look up to the distant

skies. It leaves the murky mire of the world, and under the stress

of spirit becomes pure and luminous in a>ntact with true and super-

nal purity: it becomes itself a light. It enters into the atmosphere

of eternal beauty. "When our soul becomes free from any emo-

tional connection with the brute creation, there will be nothing to

impede its contemplation of the beautiful, for this last is essentially

capable of attracting in a certain way every being that looks to-

wards it.""

The contemplation of God is perfectly incorporeal.*** It needs no

eyes, no sense of hearing. It does not unfold by following the ordi-

••Ib., u.

•» lb., xl.

T»n>., xxi.

"lb., xl.

T>"D« anlma et resur.," P. G.. zWI., 19.

T« -De vita MoyaU," 373.
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nary ways and means of human intellect, and is never attained un-

less it produces an intellectual void and by a complete and perfect

renunciaticm of all sensible perceptions. The contemplative vision

of God is limited neither by time nor space, because in the Divine

Intellect time and space do not exist.^*

But such a vision of the divine Beauty is not a direct intuition

into the divine Being. The further we advance in the knowledge

of God, the more His divine nature appears to us shrouded with a

luminous darkness. By means of a series of ascensions the soul

attains the heights of the Divinity and enters into the tenebres

which surround God. As it mounts higher and still higher, the

human intelligence comprehends with greater clearness the invisi-

bility and incomprehensibility of the divine nature. Surrounded

by invisible and inoHnprehensible mists, the soul sees God and un-

derstands that its mission consists in that which it sees, that which

it does not see.^'

Thus Gregory of Nyssa stands firmly for the negativa via as to

the knowledge of God. The true vision of God, he says, consists

in this, that we cannot see Him. But the sparkling mists of the

supernal beauty do not hamper the movements of the soul heaven-

wards.^*

Assimilated to God, the soul penetrates the mysterious darkness

of the Divine Being.^' Its life becomes in some degree a copy of

that of God. It finds that the supreme and immaterial good is really

worth enthusiasm and love, and it attaches itself to it by means

of the movement and activity of love, fashioning itself according

to that which it is continually finding and grasping. It understands

that to see God is its life, and the recognition of God becomes love,

because the beautiful is necessarily lovable.

By faith and love the soul attaches itself to God, becomes one

spirit with the Spirit of God.^* The soul shares then in the divine

beauty and life. It becomes itself as beautiful as the beauty which

it has touched and entered and is made bright and luminous itself

in the OHnmunicHi of the real lig^t.^

Thus in the perfect consummation of the love of God the organic

process of the deification of the soul in the mystical teaching of

I* "In Cant.," vl., 112; "D« VIU, Moysls," 877.

T»"D« VIU MoyaU," »77.

T« "D* VIU Moyais." 401.

"In C»nt.," 771.

T» "In Cant.," 772.

T»"i>e virrln.," zL; Hoeller. "Qrerorll Nysaenl doctrlna de homlnla
latura;" Halle, 18S4, p. 81; Krampt, "Der UrsusUnd dea Menachen nach
Ur Lchre dts hi. Oregor ron Nyana," Wttnburr, 1899; pp. 49-64.
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Gregory crates to an end with the complete freedom of man from

the y(dce of passions.

These brief outlines will serve to demonstrate that all the ele-

ments for a complete treatise on mystical Christianity are to be

found in the writings of Gregory of Nyssa. Considered under

certain aspects, the mystical schemes of Gregory seem to be of far

greater importance than those of the Areopag^te.

In the latter, the speculative and the philosophical element pre-

dominate exclusively, whereas in the former we find the ascetic

speculative synthesis. Gregory of Nyssa is a pedagogue who does

not disdain to impart at one and the same time the rudimentary

science of a perfect life and the supreme science of divine contem-

plation. He is at once a spiritual physician and a high thinker,

who, whilst gazing fixedly upon the divine Reality, does not forget

to study and to heal human infirmities.

The mystical followers of Gregory of Nyssa, instead of complet-

ing his mystical synthesis, became analytical. They separated the

speculative and ascetic elements which Gregory had endeavored to

blend harmoniously. Under the pen of Evagrius Ponticus, Nilus

Sinaita and the Abbot Dorotheus, mysticism asstmies an eminently

ascetic character and is transformed into a code of rules for the

guidance of man in the struggle against his evil passions. By Dio-

nysius the Areopagite it is launched into aereal speculations. The

refinement of its rambUng terms the splendor of its incomparable

images and symbolical conceptions dazzle and bewilder the searcher

and the thinker.

Gregory of Nyssa is a link between these two mystical tendencies.

His is a synthetical mind whidi turns at one and the same time to

tiie babes in Christ, feeding them with milk, not with meat (I. Cor.

iii., i), and to the perfect men who have reached the age of ma-

turity in Christ and put away childish things (lb. xiii., 11). His

mysticism is despoiled on the one hand of that rigid formalism, that

legal harshness which characterizes that of the ascetic mystics of

the Alexandrian school, and on the other it is immune to the arid

speculation and cloudy abstractions of him whom Alfred Vaug^an

styled the mythical hero of the Christian mystics—^Dionysius the

Areopagite.**

F. A. Palmibu, O. S. a.

LAwrence, Mass.

•••'Hour* With the Mystics." London, I860: I., p. 97.
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MEDIEVAL WARFARE.

War's a same, tbat wer* their subjects wise,
Klnss would not play at

HERE are three perennial sources of human and world-wide

interest—^religion, love and war ; but when war is raging, it

takes precedence of everything else. It is an obsession.

We think, talk, read, dream and perhaps pray about little else ex-

cept diis war, which we rightly judge to be the greatest the world

has ever seen. The odd thing is our ancestors thought the samft

of their wars, which seem to- us puny in comparison with ours, of

which, strange to say, we are very proud.

Our weapons of war, our strategy, our commissariat, our trans-

port, our hospital service, our methods of making war all differ

"toto coelo" from those of the middle ages, and yet one element,

and that the chief in all warfare, to wit: Human nature remains

the same, and so we are not surprised to find a good many points

of resemblance between mediaeval wars and ours, for history is ever

repeating itself.

A glance at some of our old chronicles which treat of battles

may therefore be interesting in exemplifying this.

To begin with statistics,, as reliable in those days as in ours, per-

haps, the nun^bers engaged in mediaeval wars were much smaller

than in this world-wide war of ours ; on the other hand, their casu-

alties were as great in comparison, if not greater, than ours are. This

is, of course, because our defense is so much stronger than was

theirs and becauste so many of them died of wounds who would

have been saved had their surgical sldll been equal to ours and

had the wounded had the benefits the modem i^bulance G>rps

bestow.

The numbers engaged in the battle of Lewes, which took {dace

in 1263, between King Henry HI. on the one side and the Barons

under Simon de Montfort, Earl of Leicester, on the other, were

said to be 60,000 on the King's side and 40,000, including the Lon-

don citizens, on the side of the Barons^ This is according to the

Worcester Chronicle (Cotton MS.). Of these, Rishanger, a

monk of the Monastery of St. Alban's, says in his dironicle that

5,000 fell on both sides, but the chronicle's differ very mudi in their

estimation of the losses in this battle.

Besides these killed, Rishanger* says that 2,000 fled and a large

number were taken prisoners, among them Robert Bruce, John Bal-

1 Th« Chronicle of WiUiain 4« Rlshanser of the Barons' Wars. Bdited

by J. O. Halliwell, Esq. Iy>rdon: Printed for Camden Society, 1140; p. JS.
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Hoi and William Wallace. He describes the slaughter "as terrible,

and, it being civil war, father fought against son and son against

father, citizen against fellow-citizen, relation against relation, some

being on the King's side and some on the Barons'."

The Evesham Chronicle agrees with the Worcester in this

estimate of the losses ; the Salisbury puts them at more than 3,000

;

the Winchester Chronacle says : "Some fled, some were drowned,

some killed up to 5,000, about 1,000 remained below the priory and

didn't enter the fight." In the battle of Evesham, of which the

chronicler, Robert of Gloucester, said "that it was not a battle, but

a murder, so terrible was the bloodshed," the losses were heavier

even than that at Lewes, for it was a Cadmean victory, both sides

suffering equally. In it the King was severely wounded and car-

ried off the field for dead, and Simon de Montfort, the leader of

the Barons, was literally butchered, and the vengeance of his ene-

mies pursued him not only after death, but even after burial, for

one chronicler says that they stole his remains from the monks of

Evesham after they had buried them in their church.

Rishanger does not mention the explicit number of the slain in

this battle—^he is more concerned with the names of the g^eat ones

who lost their lives in it:

"These are the hames of the great men who fell in this miserable

battle: Earl Leicester, their captain, beheaded, his feet and hands

amputated, whose head was presented to the wife of Roger of Mor-
tuo Mari, in the Castle of Worcester (may the Precursor of the

Lord help his soul whose head was offered to the dancing girl in a

feast!)
;
Henry, the eldest son of the Earl; Peter de Montfort, St.,

beheaded in scorn; Hugh the Dispenser and many others, and men
at arms, whose bodies going back to earth in this lamentable battle,

their blessed souls, as we believe, were borne to heaven."*

This battle took place on August 19, 1265. Rishanger describes

it "as this most cruel battle, in which it could almost be said that

all the nobles were slain in a very short space of time, between

prime and terce, and their cavalry were broken up and vanquished."*

The King's party, who were the victors, suffered as heavily as de

Montfort's, who was the zealous partisan of the Church and the

people, and may be called the founder of our freedom and Parlia-

ment, for he it was who first admitted the knights and commoners

to Parliament.

Rishanger's Chronicle contains in the same volume, though not

by him, some forty pages of miracles said to have been worke<i by

> Rlstiangrr, Chronloon. p. 4<5.

» Chronlcon, p. 47.
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Simon de Montfort after his death, when he was considered and

honored as a saint by the people of England.

The reliance of the thirteenth century Englishman on our insular

position as our best safeguard against foreign invasion, as is seen

in mediaeval writers, is interesting at the present time, when our

"splendid isolation" is not so assured, in view of the war in the air

with which we are also confronted.

Rishanger tells us that, after the battle of Lewes, Queen Eleanor

of Provence, with the assistance of the French King, Louis, pro-

posed to invade England with such a multitude of ships as any one

would scarcely believe, we met together and girded ourselves to the

battle to defend our country and our own heads, and all the strength

of the kingd(»n was congregated round the maritime parts every-

where."*

In another old Chronicle by one Taxter (Cotton MS.) this

same fact is mentioned in very similar terms, showing how alert

they were in those far-off days to the danger of foreign invasion:

"After the battle of Lewes, Eleanor of Provence, Queen of Eng-

land, attempted to invade England with a large army, but the sea,

the shore and the marine places were by the advice of the King

and the Barons being guarded by a large army and the adversaries

feared to cross. It is to be noted that tmless the sea had been thus

guarded England would have been taken by foreigners."'

In Warkworth's Chronicle of the first ten years of the reign

of King Edward, in which some of the battles during the Wars of

the Roses are described, he rarely mentions any of the numbers of

men engaged or of the slain; indeed, his Chronicle consists largdy

of the seizing, hanging, drawing, quartering and beheading of va-

rious lords and commons and a description of the rebellions against

Edward led by Earl Warwick, who fought on King Henry VI.'s side.

These rebellions culminated in the rising of the Duke of Clarence,

Warwick and the Marquis of Montague, and the flight of Edward
to Flanders, and the rescue from the Tower of Henry VI., "who
was not worshipfully arrayed as a prince and not so cleanly kept

as should beseem sudi a prince."*

Warkworth, who was a strong Lancastrian and a great admirer

of Warwick, was master of St Peter's College, Cambridge, from

1473 to 1498, and wrote in Middle English, not in Latin, like the

monk Rishanger. He tells us that in the March following this

flight of Edward to Flanders, he came back to England with 900

Chronicon. Wllhelml de Rishanstr, p. SB.

»Ib!cl. Notes, p. 129.

• A Chronicle of the First Thirteen Tears of Kinc EMward IV.; Camden
SoclPty. 18.?9; p. 11.
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English and 300 Flemings, armed with hand-guns,' and after a very

stormy passage, in which he lost a shipi laden with horses, he landed

in Yorkshire.

Warkworth also mentions that after the battle of Tewkesbury

Edward raised an army of 30,000 men in ten days. At this same

time Calais was a place of dispute between the two parties ; it was

then in the hands of Warwick's party and occupied by them, and

we are told that "600 of Calais soldiers and shipmen sailed over to

Calais," but their Captain the Bastard remained in England, unhap-

pily for him, for he was beheaded shortly after by the Duke of

Gloucester.

This Chronicle concludes with an amusing account of the siege

of Mount St. Michael, in Cornwall, and the numbers considered

necessary to defend it:

"It is a strong place and mighty and cannot be got if it be well

victualed with a few men to keep it; for twenty men may keep it

against all the world." We fancy modern artillery would make
short work of "this strong place and mighty," and, as a matter of

fact, it fell on this occasion, but through parleying. "For," says

our chronicler, "there is a proverb and a saying that a castle that

speaketh and a woman that heareth, they will both be taken, for

men that are in a castle of war that will speak and entreat with

their enemies, the conclusion thereof is the losing of the castle, and

a woman that will hear folly spoken unto her, if she assent not at

one time she will at another."* From whence we conclude Master

Warkworth had a good deal of common sense and not a little

knowledge of hiunan nature.

There is another Chronicle* of this period telling of the rebellion

against King Edward IV. in Lincolnshire, written by a Yorkist,

which is more explicit as to tiie munben engaged. He tells us that

Edward, after landing in Yorkshire, got letters telling him that

when he reached Royston on his way to Stamford he would find

100,000 men ready to join him. The Ehike of Qarence and War-
wick also sent word that they would come, but, says this chronicler,

"this was false dissimulation." The battle was fought a few miles

from Stamford and Edward won and "distressed more than 30,000

men." Edward's conduct in executing so many of the nobles who
<q)posed him after this battle will ever blacken his name, "but," says

this Yorkist chronicler, "he showed great mercy in saving the lives

of his poor and wretched commoners."

1 These guns were fired ay a match applied by the hand.
* Warkworth's Chronicle, p. 27.

* Chronicle of the Rebellion In Uncolnshlre. E^dlted by J. O. Nlchola, Biq.
Camden Pocl-ty, 1849; p. 10
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An interesting item at this time when Zeppdin raids arc of such

frequent occurrence on the coasts of Ei^land is found in a brief

Latin chronicle, the concluding portion of a work entitled "Com-
pilatio de Gestis Britonum et Anglorum,"** which in 1421

and doses in 1471.

Herein it is stated that in lint year 1457 two small raids were

made by pirates on the town of Fowey, in G)mwall, and of Sand-

wich, in Kent ; and the raiders succeeded in taking away almost all

the mobile goods in both towns. This is up to the present more

than the Germans have succeeded in doing, though the mediaeval

pirates were less destructive.

The author of this brief Latin dironide is unknown, but internal

evidence shows that he was certainly an ecdesiastic, and equally

certain is it that he was a strtmg Yorkist, and slurs over the mur-

der of Henry VL by saying that "he died happily in the Tower of

London." He probably meant that "he happily died" from his point

of view, not that his death was a happy one, but he gives no sort

of hint that he was foully murdered.

His chronide begins by describing the siege of Calais by the

Duke of Burgundy in 1443, and, as Gilais has played a consider-

able part in the present war, it may be interesting to know that the

Duke invested the town with an army of more than ioo,cxx> men

;

that he had 10,000 tents and pavilions, twenty-eight great guns,

7,000 cressets for burning at nig^t, 7,000 gaily guns (a kind of

culverin), 7,000 little guns called ribalds, 10,000 crossbows and

12,000 vehicles."

To drive away the besiegers, Humirfirey, Duke of Gloucester,

crossed over from England with a large force of 70,000 men, in-

cluding princes and noblemen. But before he arrived the garrison

of 2,000 sddiers, under the Earl of Morton and Baron de Camoys,

an eminent warrior, who were holding the city, made a sortie,

broke through the besiegers and in a short time killed many of

them. Meanwhile the Duke of Burgundy, hearing that the Duke
of Gloucester was cfuning over with sudi a large number of troops,

took flight in great confusion, and thus ended the siege of Calais.

In another old chrwitcle written in a fifteendi century hand a

still earlier siege of Calais is mentioned, whidi took place in 1346,

in the rdgn of King Edward HL** This account is written in medi-

aeval Ekiglish and begins thus, the spelling being modernized

:

"Here beginneth the retinue of the doughty King Edward III.,

and how he went to the siege of Calais with his host, and to the

1* Three Fifteenth Century ChronlcUg. Camden Society, ISSO; pp. 1(4-1U.

11 A Brief Latin Chronicle; p. 16B.

" BicKe of Calais. 1346. Hiatorlcal Kemoranda; Camden Society, 1S8S.
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parts of France and of Normandy, and how he laid siege to the town

and castle of Calais, by water and land, in the year of our Lord

God 1346. And on the third day of September the good King Ed-

ward III. laid his siege to the town and castle of Calais, and there

continued his si^e, by water and land, until the third day of Au-

gust next following, at the which day, through the grace of the

Almighty Jesu, the said town and castle were delivered unto the

said good King Edward at his own will."

Here follows a list, which occupies three octavo pages, of the

number of all the princes, nobles, knights-bannerets, knights-bach-

elor, squires, ardiers, constables, archers on foot, hobblers, masons,

carpenters, smiths, engineers,^* pavylanders, armorers, gunners and

makers of artillery. The sum of these cometh altogether to 26,541

men. This was in King Edward's army alone—each nobleman with

him had his own knights, squires and archers. The King had be-

sides a large naval contingent to transport the forces. These are

noted as "master-shipmen, constalars,** shipmen and pages, ships,

barges and ballyngers'* and victualers—^the sum of men cometh to

46452 and the sum of the ships and shipmen and victualers cometh

to 16,000.

This chronicler gives the cost of the whole exhibition at the close

of his list—^and it is very interesting to compare with the cost of

this present war.

The sum total of the said expenses, as well for wages as for the

expenses of the King's house, as for other gifts and rewards, and

for ships and other things necessary in the said parts of France and

Normandy, and before Calais during the siege there, as it appear-

eth in the account of Wil Norwell, keeper of the King's wardrobe,

from the twelfth day of July, the year of the reign of the said King
Edward, unto the twenty-seventh day of May, in the year of his

reign the fourteenth; that is to say, be a year and three-quarters

and forty-one days; that is to say, £337,000 9s. 4d.

The brief Latin dironicle before quoted consists mainly of an

account of the Wars of the Roses and contains little that is not

found in other dironides of the period. Like other chroniclers, the

writer mentions abnormal weather as coincident with wars. Thus, in

I464,when the Lancastrians suffered a great defeat and more than one

battle was fought, he tells us there was an exceedingly hot summer
that year, so that the corn and grass were dried up and the land

became almost sterile. And the winter in the same year was in-

tensely cold, so that both men and cattle suffered from it. And
>* 8app«r»—from pauyr*. to strtlce, or rain or perhaps roadnutkora.
>« Perbapa from the Anslo-Sazon "ataelera," a predatory arinr-
>» BaUinvers. "sllnKera."
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the same year in the Isle of Ely, from the burning heat arose great

horned flies, with stings, and it was asserted that men and cattle

stung by them died immediately.

The battle of Liitzen between the Swedes under Gustavus Adol-

phus and the Germans under Wallenstein, though later than the

middle ages, suggests several interesting comparisons with the

present war, so that we venture to quote from a letter describing

it, written by one George Fleetwood, a general who took part in it,

to his father, Sir William Fleetwood, which has been published by

the Camden Society.

Being an officer, General Fleetwood is very explicit about the

numbers engaged on both sides in the battle, in which Gustavus,

under whom he was serving, was killed, and also in his estimate

of the losses.

He tells how Wallenstein had before this battle 15,000 men with

him, who burnt and plundered all Meisen, which they passed through

on their way to Leipzig, where they met their allies and became

36,000 strong—of these Wallenstein had altogether 18,000 men
and his ally, the Duke of Saxony, had 12,000 or 14,000 men, but

these last did not get to him in time."

The Swedes won the battle, but Gustavus was killed, and says

the general: "Liitzen was a very famous battle, far exceeding that

of Leipzig, and had not our foot stood like a wall, there had not a

man of us come off alive, they being certain twice our number, and

our horse did but poorly. The enemy, more afraid than hurt, fled

in great disorder."**

General Fleetwood was a great admirer of Gustavus Adol{^us,

and says that he "was confldent that had he survived the battle of

Liitzen he would have put a period to all the wars in Germany."

Uke some other great soldiers, he was a strong advocate of the

policy of silence and oonunents strongly on the Duke of Lauen-

burg, who, when Gustavus fell, "in all places openly gave out that

the King was killed, a thing not so fitting to be done, especially

among the vulgar sort"'*—^a graceful allusion to "hoi polloi."

False rumors then, as in our war, were a feature, of which he

gives an example after Gustavus' death: "I am sure, though how-
ever it came about I know not, that the King had false intelligence

the day before the battle, for his valor and experience was an army
alone."

The losses after Liitzen were 3,000 or 4,000 on the German side

1* Letter from 0«orce Fleetwoodn by Sir ThoniM Conlngabjr. Camden
P. 6

"Ibid., p. 9.

i» Letter from George Fleetwood, p. 12.
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and 1,500 on the side of the Swedes, "who took on the field thir-

teen half-cartours and eight other pieces and all their ammuni-

tion."'* Cannon were used.

Wallenstein was entrenched near Nuremburg, and "to tempt him

out of his trenches the Swedes marched round his lager with flying

colors and dnmis." We cannot imagine these tactics being em-

ployed by the Allies to tempt the Germans out of their trenches in

this twentieth century Armageddon.

Trench fighting is mentioned in a diary written by Sir Thomas
Coningsby describing the siege of Rouen, whidi took place in the

year 1590, during the wars of the league, who seized the city and

put in a garrison of soldiers. The English assisted the French in

this siege, and Sir Thomas was a distinguished general under Henri

IV. of France. He mentions how on November 2 pick-axes and

spades were brought to his men to entrench themselves, which they

did. "They eat and drink what they can get, lie upon straw and

were never better in their lives, though often less contented. The
marshal came and highly praised die trendies they were making."**

There was also a great trench made during this siege at the foot

of St. Catherine's Castle, which is mentioaed in "Sully's Memoirs,"

where a spirited account of its capture is given: "It was taken by

main force with the help of the English, who cleared it of fifty

dead or dying enemies, whom they threw from the top of the hill.

This trench was open to the fire of the fort, but Henri IV. had the

precaution to order some gabions, hogsheads and pieces of wood
to be brought there, which covered the English, to whom he com-

mitted the guarding of it" Sir Thomas mentions how "with great

fury the enemy drove down the barrels of earth which they had

laid for their defense in the trenches, but as his soldiers had spent

all the powder and shot, there was no remedy but to sally forth

to beat them with the pike and the halbert."" The journal breaks

off abruptly at this point, so we do not know the result of this

sallying forth—again a policy not pursued under similar circum-

stances in the present war.

In the introduction to this siege of Rouen an interesting account

is given to the arms employed and the ordering of the army at this

period, written by Sir Roger Williams, who acted as marshal in

this siege. He says that the old English horseman was called a

man-at-arms, which meant that he was heavily encased in armor.

Every man-at-anns ought to have five hwses, but very few except

>*Ibld., p. •.

MJowmal of tbe Sl«t« of Rouen by Sir Thomaa Wrincaley. CMndaa
Sectotjr. 1M7: p. SS.

n Ibid., p. *6.
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gentleman-adventurers had so many. Light horsemen formed the

greater part of the English cavalry—one-third of them carried

lances, one-third pistols and one-third arquebusses. The infantry

had a variety of weapons—s<Hne were pikemen and carried pikes,

swords and daggers, some carried halberts or bills and on their left

arm targets. There were two kinds of firearms used—the caliver**

with a short barrel and the musket with a barrel four feet six indies

long discharged on a rest. Muskets were just introduced when Sir

R(^er wrote, and he considered 500 muskets more serviceable than

1,500 bowmen.**

There was only one general in an army in those days, and he

was called the lord general. There was one marshal, and he was

inferior to the general. Each regiment then, as now, was com-

manded by a colonel, and he appointed his lieutenant-colonel. Com-

panies were called bands, and each company consisted of from 150

to 300 men, and had its own captain, who appointed one lieutenant

only to act under him. The marshal was a very important per-

son. "He meddleth with the whole affairs of wars," says Sir

Roger, who was himself a marshal. He tells us that a musket

would kill an unarmed man—that is, a man who was not clad in

armor—at 600 yards.

In Rishanger s chronicle of the Wars of the Barons, his descrip-

tion of the terrible nature of the arms used, of the strength of

the defenses and of the fierceness of the fighting, which struck him

as so wonderful, seems to us almost laughable, as perhaps our

present methods of war will seem to future generations. For in-

stance, he mentions "an exceedingly wonderful instrument of war,"

used by Henry HI. against Kenilworth Castle, in which the Earl

of Leicester was then besieged, and "which on account of its mag-

nitude was called the bear, containing in itself various divisions for

the introduction of archers,"** which is rather reminiscent of the

Wooden Horse of Troy than calculated to strike terror into a mod-

ern army.

The King's son, Edward, afterwards Exlward L, "with great in-

dustry prepared a wooden tower, exceedingly sumptuous, of won-

derful height and breadth, fixed it to the wall by a contrivance ; in

divers parts of this tower were placed 200 and more crossbowmen

that they might shoot darts and arrows on the besieged when they

made a sortie. Eleven men persisted day and night in throwing

stones into the castle ; this was one means of assaulting a fort and

is frequently mentioned. When the siege had lasted from the feast

»2Callver, from caliber, the bore of a gTin.

M Sully's Memoirs. Note to Journal of the Sler« of Rouen; p. M.
Chronicon de Rlahanser; p. 64.
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of Pentecost to the feast of St Martiii (November 11), the King's

army had never made a general attack, but almost every day the

besieged went out and boldly offered themselves and met a host

of sddiers, horse and foot, impetuously leaving their heads and

bodies there.""

During this siege a certain bold and strenuous soldier on the

King's side was severely wounded, taken prisoner and carried into

the castle, where he died and was placed honorably in a coffin with

wax tapers round it and carried out of the castle, so that his friends

from the King's army might fetch him peacefully to his grave. "In

. this act," says Rishanger, "the urbanity of the besieged is to be com-

mended."

The same chronicler also tells us how when de Montfort and

the Barons were besieging Rochester Castle "the earl brought with

him by land and by water from London an instrument of war and

all things necessary to fight the besieged, leaving an example to

the English of a marvelous way of assaulting a castle, of which in

those days they were ignorant. He ordered a certain ship to be

filled to its highest capacity with dry wood, placing grease and tal-

low in it and other fuel and inflammable material; having set

light to it, he ordered it to be placed so that the flames caught the

full force of the wind and the ship then moved against the bridge,

which was destroyed in a moment."*"

At the battle of Bamet between Edward IV. and the Earl of

Warwick, in which Warwick fell, firearms were used, for we read

that at Bamet "each of them loosed guns at each other all the night,

and on Easter-day, in the morning of April 14, right early, each

of them came uptm the other, and there was such a great mist that

neither of them might see the other perfectly; there they fought

from 4 o'clock in the morning to 10 o'clock of the forenoon."*^ The
Earl of Warwick's army had the victory several times, but deceived

by the mist, which was very thick, they mistook the Earl of Ox-
ford, who was on their side, and his 800 men, for King Edward
and fired upon them by mistake, whereupon these fled crying,

'Treason, treason t' ; and then the Marquis of Montague was slain,

whereupon Warwick leapt on horseback and fled into a wood by
the field of Barnet, 'where there was no way forth, and one of King
Edward's men had espied him and came up to him and killed him
and stripped him. And so King Edward got that field.'

"*•

The want of provision for the wounded, which was the cause of

Mlbld., p. s<.

3* RiahanKor, p. 25.

Warkworth's Chronicle, p. 20.

p. 16.
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such loss of life in mediaeval warfare, was responsible for the death

of many of Warwick's adherents, but amcHig those who escaped

was the Duke of Exeter, "who fought manly there that day and

was greatly despoiled and wounded and left naked for dead in the

field, and so lay there from 7 of the clock till 4 aftemomi, which

was taken up and brou^t to a house by a man of his own
and a leach brought to him, and so afterward brought into sanctu-

ary at Westminster."

A strange incident and an example of Edward's want of honor

and breach of faith is mentioned as taking place just after the sub-

sequent battle of Tewkesbury, when "the Duke of Somerset and a

number of knights were taken and beheaded, when the King had

pardoned them in the abbey church at Tewkesbury by a priest,

who turned out at his Mass with the Sacrament in his hands, when
King Edward came with his sword in his hand into the church and

required him by the virtue of the Sacrament that he should par-

don them."**

Warkworth says that this nobleman and the knights might have

escaped "if they had not put faith in Edward's word and remained

in the church from the Saturday till the Monday, when they were

beheaded, notwithstanding the King's pardon" given in so solemn

a manner.

Comets played a somewhat important role in mediaeval wars.

One is mentioned as appearing in this same year, the eleventh of

Edward IV., as "the most marvelous blazing starre that had been

seen." A very long account is given of this comet, which was seen

from the beginning of January to February 22, when it vanished

away. It is said to have had a white flame of fire "fervently burn-

ing, and it flamed end-longs from the east to the west, and it was

not upright and there was a great hole therein where the flame

came out."* Its orbit seems to have been most erratic, and "some

men said that the blazings of the said star were a mile long."

Several other comets are mentioned in this chronicle of Wark-
worth's: "In the eighth year of King Edward IV. a blazing star

was seen in the west four foot high by estimation, in the evening

going from the west towards the north, and so endured for five or

six weeks." Again in the tenth year*^ another blazing star ap-

peared in the west, "and the flame thereof was like a spearhead;

divers of the King's house saw it and were full sore dread.""

Besides comets abnormally stormy weather seems to have been a

*• Warkvorth's Chronicl«, p. 18.

s« Warkworth, p. 22.

•I Ibid., p. t.

Mlbid., p. 9.
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feature of most wars, and in the middle ages omens, good or evil,

were derived from it. Rishanger tells us that tremendous storms

and hurricanes occurred on the eve of the battle of Evesham, where

de Montfort was killed; both parties interpreted it as an interposi-

tion of Providence and the people firmly believed that it was a judg-

ment from heaven for the death of their hero. These storms are

mentioned in several other chronicles of the period.

One MS. records that "in that day the sun was darkened, thun-

der was heard, lightning seen and an earthquake took place."**

Another MS. (Arundel) says: "In the same day, about the third

hour of the day, such an inundation of rain, such thunder and

lightning and such dense darkness took place that when the dinner

hour came the diners could scarcely see the food set before them."**

The Worcester Chronicle says "that as in the battle of the

Machabees the sun did not shine on our golden shields, nor did

the mountains glisten therewith and shine like lamps of fire. But

from morning almost up to the sixth hour darkness was upon the

whole earth, and the lightning illuminated all the world, and ex-

ceedingly the kingdom of England. But the aforesaid Simon, Earl

of Leicester, clothed himself with armor like a giant and went out

against the adversary with little respect for the other armies."**

Rishanger also says that "in this stonn so great was the darkness

that all were filled with terror, for this wonderful change in the

sky came on so suddenly and lasted for half an hour. In some
monasteries the monks singing in choir could scarcely see each

other or discern the writing in their hocks before them on account

of the darkness."**

The third year of Edward the Fourth was very severe: "there

was fervent frost and cold throughout England and snow that men
oould go over the ice and fervent cold."

In none of these chronicles and diaries do we hear of any amuse-

ments being provided for the men as in our war, but in the account

of the siege of Rouen it seems that the officers contrived to enjoy

themselves in the intervals of fighting. Sir Thomas Coningsby

tells how on December 1 1 three or four of them well mounted "went

out from this infectious place to take the fresh air, and rode from

one village to the other inquiring whose house this was, whose

castle that When told where 'some good and graceful company
of ladies was,' after some trouble they were admitted to the house

and well banqueted and pressed to stay the night, w^ich we durst

H.M Introduction to RlahaacWs Cbraalal*.

••Chron. Wisora; M. S. Cotton; IntroduatlOB, 9. U.
(•Rlghanser, p. 47.
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not I assure you, sir, the company was not unpleasing to my kind

heart.""

The officers entertained each other at dinner scHnetimes and drank

carouses and, as he frankly confesses, took too much wine. On
one occasion they went to Louviers and spent the day playing ten-

nis and making good cheer. In October they passed two days

coursing in the fields, riding and playing at ballone, tennis and the

like.

We get one or two glimpses at the military discipline of the

time in this diary. Sir Thomas mentions how the lord general sen-

tenced a gentleman of his comet to be disarmed for striking a

woman. This general was the celebrated Lord Essex, who lost

his only brother in this siege and himself got into disgrace with his

royal mistress, Queen Elizabeth.

^
Essex held a court-martial on October 21, at which some were

condemned to die for going without passports to England and some

for other things; he had just returned from a visit to England and

experienced his Queen's displeasure, so was perhaps in a severe

mood.

On December 12 "a sergeant of pioneers had conspired to lead

away from fifty to sixty of the pioneers of the principalest of them

into Rouen, which, being discovered, they were, by a council of

war thereupon held, all brought to the tree and the sergeant only

executed for example in the presence of them all."**

This writer mentions an outbreak of what he calls "the disease

of the camp which is a pestilent ague somewhat less than a plague,"

of which his first cousin. Sir Richard Acton, died and the Earl of

Essex had an attack.

In a MS. in the College of Arms, quoted in one of the notes to

Warkworth's Chronicle, a very strange account is given to the pun-

ishment meted out to Sir Ralph Grey, who rebelled against Edward
IV. and was besieged in the Castle of Bamburgh by the Earl of

Warwick, who at that time was fighting on Edward's side himself,

although he soon after became the leader of the rebels and sup-

ported Henry VI.

The MS." containing this account also mentions the kinds of

guns used in this siege, saying that the Lord Lieutenant ordered all

the King's great guns that were charged at once to shoot into the

said castle—Newcastle, the King's g^eat gun, and London, tiie sec-

ond great gun of iron, which beat the place so that die stones of

the walls flew into the sea ;
Dyson, a brazen gun of the King, smote

*r Journal of the Stefe ot Rouen, p. <0.

Mlbld., p. 60.

••Warkworth's Chronicle. Kotea, p. »t-lt.
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through Sir Ralph Grey's chamber oftentimes, and these, with men
of arms and archers, won the Castle of Bamburgh with assault in

spite of Sir Ralph Grey and took him and brought him to Doncaster.

There the Earl of Worcester, the Chief Constable of England,

sat in judgment and made him a long speech enumerating the

knight's offenses and then pronouncing judgment in these terms:

"For these causes dispose thee to suffer penance after the law.

The King hath ordered that thou shouldst have thy spurs stricken

off by the hard heels with the hand of the master-cook, which he is

here ready to do, as was promised at the time that he took of thy

spurs; he said to you, as is the custom: 'If thou be not true to thy

sovereign lord, I shall smite off thy spurs with this knife, hard by

the heel, and then showed him the master-cook ready to do his office

with his apron and knife.'
"**

The judgment then sets forth that the King had further ordered

that the King-of-arms and heralds should tear off his coat-of-arms

and deg^de him of his worship, noblesse and arms, and put upon

him a reversed coat-of-arms, which he should wear as he went to

execution ; but this part of his penance the King had pardoned for

the sake of his grandfather, who had suffered trouble for the King's

predecessor. .

The sentence concludes in this way: "Then, Sir Ralph Grey, this

shall be thy penance: Thou shalt go on thy feet to the town's end

and there shou shalt be laid down and drawn to a scaffold made for

thee, and thou shalt have thy head smitten off, thy body to be buried

in the Friars', thy head where it shall please the King."

We have made same little progress in the htunanity of our pun-

ishments since those days, Deo gratias.

There are two or three passages in the letter of George Fleet-

wood from whidi we have been quoting above, who it will be

noted was fighting against the Germans, which seem to show that

the German character was very much the same in his day as it is

in ours. Wallenstein's army plundered and destroyed Meisen very

much as the German armies have destroyed in this war the Belgian

and French and Polish cities through vdiich they have passed.

Again, in discussing under whose name Gustavus' army wotdd
serve after his death, this writer makes a significant remark: "For

the ambition of the Princes of Germany is so great that none will

suffer the other to command." This seems to have been the case

on Wallenstein's, or the Catholic and imperial side, quite as much
as on the Bohemian and Protestant side on which in this thirty

years' war Gustavus Adolphus was fighting.

M Warkworth. Notes, p. 40.
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They had no gas, of course, in those days, but their tactics were

not unlike those of the twentieth century, for at the beginning of

the battle of Lutzen the Germans first set the town on fire, "which

did the Swedes much inconvenience, the wind blowing the smc^e'

upon them."

And so we come back to the position from which we started

—

that although the methods of war may differ as the world grows

older, human nature remains the same and changeth not

Dasley Dale.
tMud, GHoucMtexililr*.
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CERVANTES AND SOME ROMANCES, OLD AND NEW.

1~> OR a generation of novel readers it would be too bad if the

celebration of the three hundredth anniversary of the death

of Shakespeare should eclipse the fact that the same date,

though curiously enough because of old style and new style of the

calendar the day was not the same, is the tercentenary of the death

of the author of what is now universally conceded to be the greatest

novel ever written. This is, of course, "Don Quixote," and there is

no doubt at least in the minds of those who have the best right to

an opinion in the matter that its author, Cervantes, is Shakespeare's

greatest rival in the realm of purely imaginative literature. Shakes-

peare is, with Dante and Homer, one of the three supreme poets of

mankind, and Cervantes stands far below them in the poetic quality

of his work, but in the interest of his characters for subsequent

generations he stands dose beside our greatest English poet.

How much this means will be readily recognized from the fact

that as Horace Howard Furness once said, and no one was in a

better position to know the immense Shakespeare literature than

the distinguished editor of the great American Variorum edition

of Shakespeare, that more had probably been written about Hamlet

than about any man who ever lived, except Him Who died upon

tfie cross for us and Who was more than man. This figment of

tho poet's imagination not only rivals, but actually surpasses in in-

terest for mankind ever since, and above all for the educated classes

in mankind, all the human creatures who have come into existence

during the past 300 years. Nothing that I know will bring home
better for those who are interested in it the meaning of the word

poet as a creator in the way the Greeks meant it than this fact with

regard to the supreme interest of mankind in Shakespeare's Hamlet

Hamlet is so true to life that he has more interest than the living

things around him. Hamlet's greatest rival in this regard is un-

doubtedly Don Quixote. The novel, then, in which he occurs, de-

clared not by one, but by many generations of critics to be die great-

est ever penned, should surely have a place of prominent interest

in men's minds at the present time, when every one reads novels

and more of them are published than ever before and best sellers

are the order of the day, and all of them, though often so trivial,

find so many interested readers.

James Russell Lowell did not hesitate to say diat "D(mi Qui»>te"

was the one book to whidi no educated man could afford to miss a

reference in any language in Europe, If it might possibly be
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thought that this represented the opinion of a more or less profes-

sicMial literary man, perhaps an almost similar opinion of that pro-

tag(Miist of common sense, Oliver Wendell Hdmes, may confirm

those distrustful of any mere academic quality in his New England

colleague. Not to know it is to argue one's self quite literally un-

knowing in what is worth while in literature. It has not only been

translated into all the modem languages, but it has been translated

many times. Usually the period of literary life in any nation in

Europe was not long under way before a translation of Cervantes'

great novel appeared.

Indeed, the tributes to the greatness of "E>on Quixote" have

come almost more from foreigners than from Spaniards. His own
people have just sat down to enjoy it and have assumed that every-

body must find it marvelous, and, while they have written many
commentaries about it, a(q>arently have not thought it worth while

to praise it overmuch. Probably the state of mind most opposed

to that of the Spaniard in Europe is to be found in England, yet it

is from England particularly that high praise of "Don Quixote"

has come to us. Macaulay did not hesitate to call it "the best novel

in the world beyond all compariscm." Sir Walter Scott followed

Henry Fielding in admiring it very much and turning often to it.

It was a favorite book of Thackeray's. The first English transla-

tion by Shelton appeared as early as 1612, which is of itself a proof

that there is something in "Don Quixote" that at once attracts pow-

erfully and holds the attention once aroused. David Hannay, in

"The Later Renaissance," a volume of the Periods of European

Literature edited by Professor Saintsbury, says that the one diffi-

culty in speaking of "Don Quixote" is that cme has to come after

some of the most illustrious men in the literature of the world who

have expressed their opinions with r^rd to it, and "it may seem

that after they have spoken there is nothing left to say." The first

duty which this pofition imposes is not to endeavor deliberately to

be different in the vain hope of obtaining originality.

One thing is certain
—"Don Quixote" fulfills very completely

what Cardinal Newman once ventured to term "at least the acci-

dental definition of a classic," that it pleases in youth, in middle life

and in old age. And yet it pleases very differently, for to the grow-

ing boy it is often scarcely more than a screaming farce, the practi-

cal jcJces on poor Don Quixote tickling the nascent sense of humor

rather strenuously ; to the jnan of middle age it is one of ^e world's

most serious books, a little discouraging perhaps in spite of its

thoroughgoing optimism, because it seems to show that efforts for

the amelioration of the evils of the world are largely the work of
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leaden who are not themselves quite in their right mind in their

forgetfulness of self and thougfatfulness for others. In old age its

humor is, if we may believe the older men, thoroughly enjoyed,

though it is seen through tears of sympathy for the poor, sad, mad
Don.

But then whenever men and women feel at their best there are

tears in their eyes. Never a moment of all the deep joys of life are

the eyes without nuMsture (hat often has a tendency to overflow and

run down the cheeks, though diere is no question of its being asso-

ciated with the feelings which are usually thought to be the causes

and the occasion for tears.

Perhaps there is one limitation in the interest in "Don Quixote."

I am not sure and I suggested hesitatingly, as becomes any such

suggestion in our time, but it has always seemed to me that "Don

Quixote" has nothing like the same appeal to women that it has

to men. The practical jokes, always at least a little cruel, often so

rough as to inflict severe suffering, which were played on the poor,

dear knight of De la Mancha, are likely to prove deterrent to femi-

nine natures, and I have more dian once been told, after having

tempted some woman of good literary taste to read "Don Quixote,"

that the book was quite impossible for her and that she could not

understand how men could talk so h'ighly of it and, above all, en-

joy it so much as they said they did.

I have a friend who has even ventured to suggest that it is because

women are lacking in humor, not entirely, of course, but to a marked

degree as compared to men, that "Don Quixote" is ladcing in appeal.

Some women have an abundance of humor, of course. And then

there are, I believe, some white blackbirds. My friend hastened to

add that he did not mean at all that women were ladcing in wit or

the appreciation of wit. Humor is a very different thing from wit.

Wit is biting and personal. Humor is kindly and sympathetic, even

though it raises a laugh. Wit laughs at people. Humor laughs with

them. There is a very great difference between the two.

CERVANTES AND HIS WORK.

Almost needless to say, the story of the life of the man who thus

wrote the world's greatest novel should have a spedal appeal to our

generation in these novel-reading days. Cervantes probably never

made much money out of his book, though he sadly needed the

money. "Don Quixote" was doubtless written under the spur of

necessity and with the thought that it would enable him to pay

some of his debts and help support himself and his family. Accord-

ing to what seems a well grounded traditicm, the first part of "Don
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Quixote" was probably written while Cervantes was in prison. He

was in prison not through any fault of his own, but because of em-

bezzlement of Govenunent money by a subordinate which Cervantes

was quite unable to repay, and it lodced for a time as though he

would be kept in prison until he made good the defalcation, in whidi

case the outloc^ for his release in any reasonable time must have

seemed extremely dubious. Its date could not be foreseen and the

possibility of his spending many months or even years in prison

had to be faced.

In spite of this Cervantes not only went on quite calmly with his

great imaginative work, but even had it enlai^e its aspect under his

hand until from a sketch it became a romantic epic, or at least a

very comedie humaine of his time, with all the world flowing

through its pages. For, strange as it may seem, our greatest novel,

"Don Quixote," is an example of a genius finding his work gradu-

ally expand before him until what he originally expected was going

to be a comparatively short, simple story grew into a masterpiece

of broad dimensions. It seems to be perfectly clear now that Cerr

vantes' original intention when he tock up "Don Quixote" was to

write a short comic story, not unlike some of the others which he

had been engaged in writing not long before and a mmiber of which

he composed later; but, unconsciously at first, the design grew un-

der his hand until at length he came to realize what a fine setting

he had for a presentation of htunan life as he knew it, and then

"Don Quixote," even in the first part, became a whole human com-

edy. We have heard much about the great American novel in this

country, the novel that shall somehow present "the form and press-

ure of the time" not only to ourselves, but to posterity, and over

and over again it has been declared that some one of the many novel

writers of this time was engaged upon what he hoped would be the

great American novel ; but it is probable that no great work of art

or poetry was ever accomplished in that conscious way. Goethe

suggested that the maker of a work of art has often to be taught his

own meaning, and there is always an element of unconscious ac-

complishment in any very great work. Certainly Cervantes' "Don
Quixote" is an example of this.

It is curiously interesting to trace the development of Sancho

Panza in Cervantes' mind as he proceeded with the development of

his novel. As we have said, Cervantes had started out to write a

short story. This would have been very well dcme, almost needless

to say, but, having written what constitutes the matter of the first

three chapters as we have Aem now, he realized how much larger

was the picture that he wanted to paint than the frame he was try-
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ing to crowd it into, so then he divided the material into chapters

and let the matter take its course. It was not until he came to tiie

seventh chapter that he realized the opportunity that would be af-

forded by having as a contrast and a foil to Don Quixote a squire

who was a thoroughly practical man and who would thus bring out

the traits of the idealist Don Quixote's character and at the same

time point the satire of the whole book, so far as the feeling with

regard to common sense as the most precious of htunan qualities is

concerned. One might think that he would then go back and rewrite

the early portion, but not only he did not, but on first acquaintance

with Sancho Panza his author even did not conceive the immortal

squire very clearly and proposed apparently to make him an honest

country lout, without too much sense. A little later he describes

him as a long-legged man, though Sancho Panza was to become

the very opposite of Don Quixote in another regard

—

a. short,

chunky man with particularly short legs.

In his lectures on Spanish literature delivered in this country

some ten years ago, Fitz-Maurice Kelly has described very well this

development of Sancho Panza in Cervantes' own mind and how he

did not bother his head to go back and make all his work consistent,

serenely confident that his readers would not note overmuch these

little slips in their interest in the developed contrasting personalities.

The Irish student of Spanish literature said

:

"Cervantes does not venture to introduce Sancho Panza in per-

son till near the end of die seventh chapter, and he is visibly ill at

ease over his new creation. It is quite plain that at this stage Cer-

vantes knew very little about Sancho Panza, and his first remark

is that the squire was an honest man (if any poor man can be called

honest), 'but with very little sense in his pate.' This is not the

Sancho who has survived ; honesty is not the most preeminent qual-

ity of the squire, and if anybody thinks Sandio Panza a bom fool, he

must have a high standard of ability. In the nmth chapter Cer-

vantes goes out of his way to describe Sandio Panza as a long-leg-

ged man; obviously up to this point he had never seen the squire

at dose quarters and was as yet not nearly so well acquainted with

him as you and I are. He was soon to know him more intimately.

Perceiving his mistake, he hustled the long-legged scarecrow out of

sight, observed the real Sancho with minute fidelity and created

the most richly humorous character in modem literature. The only

possible rival to Sancho Panza is Sir John Falstaff ; but Falstaff is

-emphatically English, whereas Sancho Panza is a dtizen of the

world, stamped with the seal of universality."
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CHARACTER CONTRAST AND HUMAN INTEREST.

It has been pointed out over and over again, and quite properly

very much emphasized in the celebration of the Shakespeare anni-

versary, that the most important element in Shakespeare's dramatic

success was his power of placing contrasting characters beside each

other. This is the secret of the interest that the novel "Don Quix-

ote" has always enjoyed. Contrast is Cervantes' as well as Shakes-

peare's greatest literary quality.

Don Quixote, the dreamer, who thinks always of others, who
wants to relieve all the ills of mankind quite regardless of how

much trouble or suffering this may bring on himself, or the risks

he may have to run in accomplishing his purpose of affording relief,

who always thinks in terms of others, forgetful of self, is, of course,

not quite sane. What could possibly be the OMidusion as to the

mentality of all the rest of us if Don Quixote is to be thought sane?

As in duty bound as a physician more interested in nervous and

mental diseases than in any other phase of medicine, I have recently

pointed out that it is rather surprising to find that the two charac-

ters in which during the past 300 years men have been most inter-

ested, Hamlet and Don Quixote, are at least of dubious mentality.

The Don is surely insane. There would be no difficulty in pointing

out just exactly the kind of paranoia, with delusions of grandeur

and exaggeration of the ego, from which he was a sufferer. With

regard to Hamlet there might be more doubt, for personally I have

never been able to persuade myself that Hamlet was insane, though

he came mighty near the border line, but it would be quite easy to

get any amount of expert evidence to prove his insanity in an Amer-

ican court if he should ever be tried for the murder of his uncle.

Cervantes did not choose an insane hero because he could not draw

a perfectly sane individual, for if ever there was an eminently sane

man in our modem estimation of sanity, surely this was Sancho

Panza. His master may enthuse and forget himself and think only

of others and of glory, but Sancho Panza never goes into any ad-

venture without wanting to know what is there in this for him. He
is thoroughly modem. He always has an eye to the main chance.

He has plenty of homely wisdom and lots of common sense, but

above all he has an abundance of readiness to loc^ out always for

number one and not bother too much about other people and their

woes and trials. As I have suggested, he is properly sorrw for

them, of course, but not so swry that he feds that he ought to be

expected to do anything for them at any considerable convenience,

much less at the risk of injury or loss to himself.

Having created these two wonderfully contrasting characters.
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"the impassioned idealist and the incarnation of gross common
sense," Cervantes' triiunph was immediate. Any one who wants to

realize how truly the great heart of human nature beats in its appre-

ciation of what is genuine in literature need only study what hap-

pened to Cervantes' work in the course of even a few months. Don
Quixote and Sandio were almost at once accepted as great repre-

sentative human characters. It was not alone in the dty that the

fame of the books spread, but at once out into the provinces and

then beyond the seas to the farthest Spanish and even Portuguese

colonies. As FitzMaurice Kelly says in his American lectures:

"The adventures of the fearless Manchegan madman and his tim-

orous practical squire were speedily reprinted in the capital and the

provinces; and within six months a writer in Valladolid assumed

as a matter of course that his correspondent in the Portuguese In-

dies must have made the acquaintance of Don Quixote and Sancho

Panza."

Hannay, in the volimie on "The Later Renaissance" of the series

Periods of European Literature, edited by Professor Saintsbury,

has summed up very well what Cervantes accomplished by the con-

traposition of these two now immortal characters, for Sancho Panza,

though manifestly an afterthought on the part of Cervantes, is

quite as immortal as his knightly master:

"In 'Don Quixote' we have two characters acting on one another

and producing the story from within. And these two characters

are types of immortal truth—the one a gentleman, brave, humane,

courteous, of good faculty, for whom a slight madness has made
the whole world fantastic ; the other an average human being, selfish,

not over brave, though no more coward and ignorant, yet not un-

kindly nor incapable of loyalty, and withal shrewd in what his lim-

ited vision can see when he is not blinded by his g^eed. The con-

tinual collisions of these two with the real world make the story of

'Don Quixote.'

"

It is the characters in "Don Quixote" that have given the univer-

sal interest to Cervantes' story. Cervantes was not lacking in in-

vention, and the faculty of stringing incidents tc^ether when he

wished to is very well illustrated in Don Quixote himself, but

it is the characters of the story that count, and it is these that gen-

eration after generation have not read. Hannay, in "The Later

Renaissance," from which I have already quoted, says:

"Cervantes had a fine inventive power; the adventures are nu-

merous and varied, yet the charm lies not in the incidents, but in

the reality and the sympathetic quality of the persons. We have

no grinning world of masks made according to a formula. The
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country gentlemen, priests, barbers, shepherds, innkeepers, tavern

wenches, ladies' maids, domestic curates, nobles and (^dals are

living human beings, true to the Spain of the day, no doubt, but

also true to the humanity which endures forever, and therefore in-

telligible to all times. In the midst is honest, greedy Sancho, with

his peering eyes, so shrewd and withal so capable of folly, the critic

and also the dupe of the half-crazed dreamer, by whom he rides and

will ride as long as humanity endures, in this book, and under every

varying outward form in the real earth. As for Don Quixote, is

he not the elder brother of Sir Roger de Coverley, of Matthew

Bramble, of Parson Adams, of Bradwardine, of Colonel Newcombe
and Mr. Chucks, the brave, gentle, not over clever—men we love

all the more because we laugh at them very tenderly?"

Probably the finest triumph of Cervantes' genius is demonstrated

from the fact that, quite contrary to the usual fate of those who
ventured to promise to write a second part to follow a successful

first part of a great literary work, the Spanish writer not only fin-

ished the continuation, but achieved in it such marvelous success

that this second part of "Don Quixote" is voted by all the critics

as surpassing the first. This was the case in spite of the fact diat

Cervantes was already suffering seriously from a severe form of

heart disease, with dropsical ccnnplications, whidi must have made
life a sad burden indeed. His physician recognized the fact that

the accumulation of water in the dropsy was due to lack of excre-

tion, and so he must have put him on a dry diet, from which Cervantes

suffered so much that he says in the prologue to his 'Persiles and

Sigismunda," on which he was working at this time, that "it seemed

to him as if he had been born only to quench an unquenchable

thirst" He makes Sancho Panza say in the second part: "Death

is dropsical and great thirst drives him to drink the lives of all that

Uve."

In spite of all his suffering he forged ahead with the secrnid part

of his great work during 1614, though he could see the progress of

his disease, as that, too, pressed ahead toward the inevitable fatal

termination. During the summer of this year, though he was liv-

ing in Madrid in a slummy, unventilated quarter of the city, near

the city slaughterhouses, where the heat must have been intensely

oppressive and the smells most depressing, above all for an invalid,

he went on pertinaciously with his work. Any one who remembers

the intense dry heat of Madrid in the summertime—I was once

there for a week in August and I found that it was quite possible to

recognize the visitors to the Spanish capital by the fact that they

would be using their tongues to moisten their parched lips as they
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walked along the streets—^will realize what Cervantes must have

borne while going on with his work. He used often to rise at 4

o'clock so as to have the morning hours, when there was some cool-

ness in the air, at least for his task, yet in the midst of all this he

composed at the rate of ten chapters in four weeks, and by the end

of the summer the composition of this second part must have been

so well in hand that he could plainly see the termination of it, which

actually came probably in February of the next year, 161 5, about a

year before the end of his life.

The second part of "Don Quixote" is of interest mainly because

it represents the mature expression of a great genius with regard

to life. Almost needless to say, second parts, even of great works

and by great writers, are seldom successful. Even though the vision

may deepen, the judgment broaden, the experience widen and ma-

turity come, the second port of a genius' work may be much less

satisfactory than the first part; but this was not true of Cervantes

and "Don Quixote." Even so great a literary master as Goedie,

in writing his second part of "Faust," furnishes an apt illustration

of how easy it is for the second part not to be the equal of the first

of an important work, even though it may have cost die author much
more of time and effort and he may feel that he is putting his nub-

turer powers into it Cervantes, genius as he was, was still capaU*

of listening and taking to heart the criticism of his book that in

spite of the almost universal admiration for it had been rife. He
knew how to differentiate between the criticisms dictated by those

who were capable of judging and those which came merely from

the hurt vanity of jealous rivals or writers who could not think

that this maimed soldier could possibly have written a masterpiece.

As Fitzmaurice-Kelly says in his lecture—161:

"Cervantes was not above profiting by criticism. He tells us that

objection had been taken to the intercalated stories of the first part

and to some scenes of exuberant fun bordering on horsejday.

These faults are avoided in the sequel, whidi broadens out till it

assumes a truly epical grandeur. The development of the two cen-

tral characters is at once more logical and more poetic; Don
Quixote awakens less laughter amd more thought, while Sancho

Panza's store of apothegms and immemorial wisdom is more inex-

haustible and apposite than ev<r. Lastly, the new personages, from

the Duchess downwards to Dr. Pedro Recio de Aguero—the ill-

omened physician of Barataria—are marvels of realistic portraiture.

The presentation of the crazy knight and the droll squire expands

into a splendid pageant of society. And, as one reads the less elab-
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orate passages, oat acquires the ccmviction that the very dust of

Cervantes' writingfs is gold."

He wrote so humanly and so profoundly, manifestly finding in

himself the knowledge of human traits that are so universal that

one would like to know just how he locked. We have no portrait

of him that has been accepted as absolutely authentic. It is, of

course, easy to understand that in his poverty of circumstance no

portrait mig^t have been made, though it is just a little difficult to

think of the Spanish portrait painters of the time, for this was'

a

great age of portrait painting in Europe, and above all Spain was

a leader in most forms of art, neglecting such a magnificent oppor-

tunity, if they were at all interested in his great book. It is not

surprising, then, that the Spanish Academy accepted a portrait of

him as authentic recently. Fortunately for us, however, we have

a portrait of Cervantes in the flesh painted by his own pen. This

furnishes an excellent idea of his personal appearance:

"He was of aquiline features, with chestnut hair, smooth and un-

clouded brow, bright eyes and a nose arched, though well propor-

tioned ; silver beard, once golden twenty years ago ; long moustache,

small mouth, teeth of no consequence, since he had only six, and

these in ill condition and worse placed, inasmudh as they do not

correspond to one another; stature about the average, neither tall

nor short; ruddy complexion, fair rather than dark; slightly

stooped in the shoulders and not very active on his feet."

AN IMUORTAL SATIRE OF VERY PERISHABLE ROUANCE.

"Don Quixote" was written definitely with the idea of making

fun of the old-fashioned romances of chivalry which were just then

popular. It is one of the few lasting books written as a satire on

other books, though it may be recalled that Defoe in "Robinson

Crusoe" was not without the intention of satirizing his generation

by showing it the depth of meaning there might be in the simfde life.

"Gulliver's Travels" undoubtedly had a purpose as a political satire.

The curiously interesting fact about Cervantes' "Don Quixote" is

that while the romances of chivalry have long since disappeared

into innocuous desuetude, the interest of "Don Quixote" abides

forever. Indeed, most people, and this includes even those who

have deliberately striven to acquire a reosonably complete knowl-

edge of literature, would know almost nothing of the romances

of chivalry were it not for "Don Quixote," written to ridicule them.

Cervantes' primary idea, then, was a satiric squib meant to hit off

the absurdities of a mode of literature that had been taken too se-

riously, as many modes of literature are prone to "be taken when
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they are in fashion, but his genitis gradually broadened the scope

of his work until within the narrow compass of a satire, quidquid

agunt homines—the "whatever men do" of Juvenal, the loves, the

fears, the hopes, the deeds all came to be pictured in a sympathetic

way, so that men have gone back to them over and over again time

after time in life in all. the generations ever since Cervantes' period.

If any one thinks that the romances of chivalry represented an

earlier and more primitive set of interests in man, and that with

the diffusion of education and the cultivation of the taste for read-

ing among the great majority of people such an ingenuous literary

mode was sure to disappear without a g^eat author's satire of them,

then it is time for that person to review other fads and fashions in

fiction much nearer our own time. These tales of chivalry were

merely types of similar tales that have been constantly with us.

The knight-errant was capable of doing wonderful deeds of hero-

ism and escaping unscathed from all sorts of predicaments in which

death seemed inevitable. He was not in this respect, however, any

more fortunate than the Indian fighter of the Indian stories of our

boyhood. Some of them began bang! bang! bang!—five Indians

fell or the like. The knight-errant rescued maidens all forlorn and

married one of them, but then that is what the hero has been doing

from the days when the sleeping princess was bewitched in the

magic wood and the Prince Charming came to wake her and claim

her for his own through perils that woidd be deterrent to any but

a hero of the very first water. Knights rescuing maidens in distress

was the underlying theme of many of the romances, but then so it

has been of the pedlar romances of Ruritania and the other non-

existent little countries of Europe in which knightly young Ameri-

cans, recent graduates of football teams—^and our universities—have

outwitted, outgeneraled and outheroed the effete Europeans, even

of the highest and oldest nobility, and in spite of the dangers of

the knife and the assassin pristol and hired bravos and poisons and

every other risk have won the maiden for themselves. It is true that

giants and endianters and dragons figfured largely in the romances

of knight-errantry, but then impossible millionaires and phyacians

and scientists too subtle for human nature's ordinary moods and

marvelous explosives too marvelous for belief and wonderful secret

machines and contrivances that were never seen on land or sea have

figured in our modern romances.

Whatever happens to be the ruling interest of the hour figures

in the romances of a time. In our time money and science are the

two all-absorbing thoughts, so impossible exaggerations with regard

to these find their way into our fiction. In the later middle ages
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and the Renaissance time, magic white and black and marvelous ani-

mals, the stories with r^;ard to which were cmning in irom. travel-

ers who were writing at that time, figfured as the marvels of the

books, but the human nature in them was just the same and the

interest of readers centred not so much in the marvels of the books

as in the human nature and its exhibitions of itself under the vary-

ing circumstances as they read about them.

CERVANTES' STYLE.

Cervantes' "Don Quixote" is one of the few books of enduring

literature in the world with a wide popular appeal, but that has

even more of a fascination for the educated than it has for th«

generality of men, which yet is not a model of style. In our time,

with its tendency to relaxation in every regard from the moral law

to the rules of prosody, when divorce amd vers libres are botii on the

tapis, it is scxnetimes thought that the shackles of form in writing,

whether in verse or good prose, hampers the power of expression

and encourages formalism and discourages natural simple expres-

sion. Any one who knows the story of good verse knows, however,

dtat the so-called shaddes of verse only serve to make the poet

think his own thoughts more deeply in laboring to express them in

a diosen form.

Still more almost is it true in prose that form counts for much
in forcing thought to clearness and exactness. What seems very

simple and natural to the reader, almost at if die thought could

not hare been expressed in any other way, has usually been labored

over patiently and often. Styles vitii the darity of diat of Cardinal

Newman are the product of many rewritings, the labor spent over

them increasing rather than diminishing as time goes on, for the

critical judgment becomes more severe. More and more care is

taken just when facility might be expected to give felicity without

effort. It is woric that counts in the making of great masterpieces,

and practically all of them have a finished style.

Don Quixote is, as I have said, an exception, however, for

though he can write good Spanish when he wants to, he often does

not. In short passages he has been well declared to be one of the

greatest masters of Castilian prose—clear, direct and powerful. H*
soon tires apparently of the effort to keep his style at this level, and

then he has a tendency to allow Italian idioms to creep into his sen-

tences or he writes long sentences sometimes padced with needless

relatives. As Fitzmaurice-Kelly says in his Spani^ literature in

the "Literatures of the World Series:"

"Cervantes lived not as a great practitioner in style, a Sultan of
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epithet, though none could better him when he chose; nor is he

potent as a purely intellectual influence. He is immoral by reason

of his creative power, his imaginative resources, his wealth of in-

vention, his penetrating vision, his inimitable humor, his boundless

sympathy. Hence the universality of his appeal ; hence the splen-

dor of his secular renown."

When Don Quixote wanted to and set himself to the task, he

could write thoroughly g^d Spanish in a rather lofty and main-

tained style. Probably the best example of this is the famous decla-

mation of Don Quixote on that good old time, the Golden Age,

which is so often quoted from the book in the anthologies of Span-

ish prose, and which is therefore often presumed by extensive

rather than intensive readers of literature as a typical sample of

Cervantes' style. Almost needless to say, it is the farthest possible

removed from that and not at all characteristic of Cervantes. An-
tonio de Guevara, who was much admired at the time, had written

a good deal in this manner which was looked upon as "the gnnd
style," and Cervantes set himself to the demonstration of the. fact

that if he wanted to he could write that way. Meantime the pas-

sage itself, if this fact is once understood, is extremely interesting

as an illustration of how Cervantes could have written if he wanted

to, though most of us are rather glad that he did not allow himself

to be tempted to write too much after this fashion.

Don Quixote's declamation on the Age of Gold will be interesting

at least to those who have not seen it:

"Happy the age, happy the time, to whidi the ancients gave the

name of golden, not because in that fortunate age the gold so cov-

eted in this, our iron one, was gained without labors, but because

they that lived in it knew not the two words 'mine' and 'thine.' In

that blessed age all things were in common ; to win the daily food

no toil was needed from any man but to stretch out his hand and

pluck it from the mighty oaks that stood there generously inviting

him with their sweet, ripe fruit The crystal streams and rippling

brooks yielded their clear and grateful waters in splendid profusion.

The busy and wise bees set up their commonwealth in the clefts of

the rodcs and the hollows of the trees, offering without usance to

every hand the abundant produce of their fragrant toil. . . .

Fraud, deceit or malice had not as yet tainted truth and sincerity.

Justice held her own, untrouUed and unassailed by the attempts of

favor and interest, whidi so greatly damage, corrupt and encom-

pass her about ..."
There is probably no book in the world except professed collec-

tions of proverbs which contains so many proverbs as "Don Quix-
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ote." The Spanish language is, of cxntrse, particularly rich in these

pithy ai^oristic sayings, and Cervantes, who knew all classes of

the Spain of his time and had a good memory, must have had an
immense oollecti(Ki of them at his OMnmand. They are put much
more often into the mouth of Sancho than of any other, indeed to

such an extent that when Don Quixote in the second part of the

adventure instructs Sancho Panza, who has been appointed the

Governor of an island, how to act, he suggests particularly that he

should not use so many proverbs. Whereupon Sancho immediately

proceeds to give forth a series of them.

Don Quixote says: "In the next place, Sancho, do not intermix

in thy discourse such a multitude of proverbs as thou wert w<Mit

to do, for though proverbs are concise and pithy sentences, thou

dost so often drag them in by the head and shoulders that they

seem rather the maxims of folly than of wisdom." "God alone can

remedy that," quoth Sancho, "for I know more than a handful of

proverbs, and when I talk they crowd so thick into my mouth that

they quarrel which shall get out first ; so out they come haphazard,

and no wonder if they should sometimes not be very pat to the pur-

pose. But I will take heed in future to utter only such as become

die gravity of my place, 'for in a plentiful house supper is soon

dressed 'he that cuts does not deal,' and 'with the repique tn hatid

the game is sure 'he is no fool who can both spend and spare.'

"So, so, there, out with them, Sancho," quoth Don Quixote; "spare

them not; my mother whips me and I still tear on. While I am
warning thee from the prodigal use of proverbs, thou pourest upon

me a whole litany of them, as fitting to the present purpose as if

thou hadst sung, 'Hey down derry!' Attend to me, Sancho. I do

not say a proverb is amiss when aptly and seasonably applied; but

to be forever discharging them, right or wrong, hit or miss, ren-

ders conversation insipid and vulgar."

CERVANTES' SHORT STORIES.

The best example of Cervantes' literary work is to be found not

in "Don Quixote," but in the Ejcemplary Novels which were writ-

ten at various as yet undetermined times during the ten years just

before and after the publication of "Don Quixote" and were them-

selves published in 1613, though it is known they were finished in

1612. It might possibly be expected that the title, Novelas Exem-

plares, which has been translated "exemplary novels," might very

well have a different meaning from that implied by the same words

in English. We are not accustomed to associate the idea of edifica-

tion with novels except with those of the Sunday school order, and
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they are as far as possible, as a rule, from anything even distantly

approaching literature.

What Cervantes meant to write, however, were exactly as the

English words imply—short stories furnishing good example. His

genius made them the best collection of short stories ever published.

In his recent life of Cervantes, Robinson Smith ("The Life of Cer-

vantes," London, Routledge, 1914) emphasizes the fact that though

these short stories, twelve in number, were the first short stories in

Spain, if we except a few sporadic attempts, and some of them,

notably the "D<^s Colloquy," were the first stories in the world to

subordinate the action of the narrative to the devdcqmient and por-

trayal of character, they are models of this mode of literature, and

one of them is the best short story ever written.

As the short story has become so popular in modem times, it

might readily be presumed that in the course of time at least this

short and simple instrument of expression had greatly developed

and improved in successive hands. It is rather interesting to re-

alize that good authorities, who are not themselves Spaniards and

therefore not likely to be q>ecially partial judges, and who are looked

upon as critics of world literature whose opinion is worth while,

have not hesitated to say that Cervantes' literary triumph in this

mode of composition was as great as in "Don Quixote." Robinson

Smith, whom I have just quoted, has gone so far as to declare that

"the 'Dog's Colloquy' is incomparably the world's finest short story,

as the 'Don Quixote' is its finest novel."

Cervantes was a vigorous and undeviating stickler for morality

in literature. The doctrine of art for art's sake regardless of mor-

als had no appeal at all to his common sense and literary canons.

He is even on record with the expression, "If by any chance it came

to pass that the reading of these novels could tempt any one who
should peruse them to any evil desire or thought, rather should I

cut ofif the hand wherewith I wrote them than bring them out in

publit" There is indeed a well established tradition that he

submitted the stories in manuscript to a friend, and on his advice

deliberately changed the ending of one of them in order to make it

exemplary, and another, the feigned aunt, "La Tia Fingida," he is

said to have suppressed altogether. I wcmder if there is another

sudi example on record of a genius submitting calmly to a critic's

judgment? Cervantes was always proud to maintain that the first

part of "Don Quixote" "did not contain, so far as any one could

point out, the suggestion of an obscene word or a thought less than

Catholic." Nothing so disturbed him as the fact that a false second

part of "Don Quixote" was fcnsted upon the public which was full
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of indeoeades. RtMUj nodung forced him more effectively to

fulfill his promise to write a second part himself than this imposition

on the puUia

In criticizing it he wrote very emphatically that "as thoughts must

be kept from things filthy and obscene, how mudi more the eye?"

Cervantes himself is as pure, so far as any allurement to vice can

possibly be found in his writings, as Homer himself. How strange

it is to have to go iback to the first great pagan writer to find an

adequate parallel in this matter for Cervantes! It is curiously in-

teresting to realise that practically nooib of the great writers have

ever written anything that have made vice alluring. Viciousness

—

there is no other word for it—has been left for the smaller fry of

literature who must attract readers by sensuous bait because they

have no worthier message* If there were such a thing as the prog-

ress in literature that so many peo{rfe suppose one might well ex-

pect that while earlier writers, closer as it were to the beast, might

indulge in almost unlimited sensuality, in our precious time, when

presumably the mark of the beast is growing faint in us, there

would be at least ever so much less attention to this element of in-

terest if it had not entirely disappeared from our literature. Just

the opposite is true, and the earlier writers have much less of appeal

to the animality of man than those of our time. In "Don Quixote"

Cervantes suggested that the life of the writer had a good deal to

do with his customs in this matter. He said : "If the poet be chaste

in his living, no less will he be in his lines. The pen is the tongue

of the soul : as are the Noughts engendered there, so will the writer's

poems appear."

LITERATURE AND HUMAN PROGRESS.

Because of the depth of its characterization, "Don Quixote" may
be set down, then, beyond all doubt as the greatest novel ever writ-

ten. Certainly the interest of mankind in it in all ages and all coun-

tries, in all languages and all times, nor alone the academically in-

clined, but men of all kinds, and its thoroughly enduring attraction

for them during more than three centuries would seem to indicate

this. It will probably seem a surprise to a great many people that

not only the greatest, but also the most interesting of novels should

have been written so long ago. There is a very prevalent impres-

sion that there is constant and consistent, indeed almost inevitable,

progress ki power of expression in any mode of literature, and tiiat

after a time the evolutaon oi mankind brings in a more perfect use

of the mode than at the beginning. This idea of almost inevitaUe

advance in mankind and its achievement is constantly contradicted
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by the history of the race, and probably nowhere more than in lit-

erature.

The writer who is large enough of mentality to conceive a new
order of literature, a new mode of expression, some hitherto unde-

scribed phase of life and its interests, is practically always large

enough also to execute the first specimen of that mode, though often

it is a single specimen, at least as well as and often better than any

one else will be able to do it. Homer invented the epic and probably

wrote the greatest epic poems that we have. The writer of "Job"

gave us a marvelous dramatic poem on the subject of the mystery

of evil in the world, and though other great poets have taken this

same theme and made masterpieces, and among them are such works

of genius as .Slschylus' "Prometheus," Shakespeare's "Hamlet,"

Calderon's "El Magico Prodigioso" and Goethe's "Faust," none of

these surpass "Job" in literary quality or in the completeness with

which they bring out this great mystery of htunan life.

The same thing is true nearly everywhere in literature. The first

gfreat dramas of the Greeks are among the greatest ever written.

The very first man who ever put three people talking on the stage,

iEschylus, bringing about thus the evolution of dialc^e into drama,

in the very first drama in which he attempted the daring innovation,

"Prometheus," made a masterpiece that has, in the opinion of most

critics, never been excelled and very seldom rivaled in all the sub-

sequent history of the drama. Pindar's "Odes," though he must be

looked upon as an inventor in this order of literature, have prob-

ably never been surpassed, and the earliest writers of sonnets in the

thirteenth century made some of the greatest contributions to this

form of literature ever achieved. It might possibly be thought that

while absence of progress would perhaps be noted in the history of

the more artificial modes of literature, this would not be the case

as regards the novel which transcribes ordinary life. Practice and

the folk)wing of models of successive generations and the lessons

to be secured from preceding writers might well be expected to lead

to a cUmax of perfection in this literary order, but those who think

so are not familiar with the history of literature in what ccwicems

the novel.

There never was a time when novel writing was so lucrative, nov-

els never made so much money for their writers, to say nothing of

publishers and booksellers, as at the present time, but there is almost

an universal consensus that novels have never been so trivial, so

insignificant in all that concerns real life as at the present time.

Not that we have not an abundance of clever writing, but there is

little of thought There is plenty of style about our novels, but
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there is no vision in tfaem worth while talking about Manner oc-

cupies the attention of writers to the exclusion of matter and dis-

tinction is a vanishing quantity. There is no more difference be-

tween them than there is between a series of fashionably dressed

women conscious diat tfadr drettmaken are making exclusive mod-

els for them—and yet all of them strictly in style. The climax of

evolution in the novel-writing industry shows the novelists of this

generation either all written out or else writing so much m- rely to

attract attention that the really deep, significant thoughts of life and

its meaning are excluded from the purview.

Even the successful writers of to-day are quite willing to confess

this, and when one of our quasi-literary journals not long since

asked the writer of the most successful novels of the year to pick

out their six favorite novels, it was found that the average age of

the favorite novels thus chosen was nearly loo years. Not one of

them had pidced out a recent novel, and only one or two novels

written even within fifty years were chosen as worthy of a place

among the six favorites by any of the modem novelists.

Any one who thinks of "Don Quixote," written 300 years ago and

more, as not likely to be of interest at the present time because an

author writing nearly ten generations ago could scarcely know

enough about men as we know them to appeal to the readers of this

generation, should recall our experience with regard to English

novels. The two most popular novels in English are old, and, while

not so old as "Don Quixote," they have a very respectable age as

things go. Both of them are nearly 200 years of age. These two

most popular novels in English—and they are not likely to lose

their popularity for as long as this stage of civilization lasts—are

"Robinson Crusoe" and "Gulliver's Travels." The curious thing

is that these are still best sellers and nearly every year sees new
editions of them, and the witchery of the stories has its fascination

for each succeeding generation which comes under their influence.

After these hundreds of years we have no stories like them, and

probably never will have. They are just sparks of genius thrown

off so naturally that their authors probably never thought of them

as literature at all, but even a little consideration of them helps one

to understand "Don Quixote" and its place in literature much more

easily than before.

CERVANTES' FAMILY AND SOME SCANDALS.

Cervantes was very probably a physician's son. His father, how-

ever, does not seem to have made a very great success of his profes-

sion, at least if we can judge from the fact that he moved from
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place to place as the failures or ne'er-do-wells in the- profession so

often do. He shifted his abode from Alcala de Henares, where his

first five children were bom, to Valladolid, where he spent the six

years from 1555 to 1561, and then to Madrid, where he lived for

three years until 1564, and then to Seville, where he spent two years,

and then back again to Madrid, where he spent the next twenty

years. Perhaps a serious deafness, so complete in 1578 that he

could not hear papers read aloud in court and was olbliged for the

purposes of the record to read them over to himself and say that

he understood and acknowledged the acceptance of them, hampered

grievously his professional success. Altogether he had seven chil-

dren, and he seems to have succeeded in keeping the wolf frtxn the

door in spite of the removals and his deafness, though the family

must always have felt the grind of necessity and have never had any

luxuries.

As Robinson Smith says : "Probably, then, Cervantes belonged to

that great class, the class from which nearly all great men have

sprung, which, having sufficient to keep the wolf irom the door,

must yet make its own living and so keep determination in the blood.

The children of these families are not shut off from the essentials

of education by dire poverty, nor are they made selfish, on the other

hand, by having everything they want." They early learn in the

school of adversity to be natival and human toward all men. They

learn to lend a helping hand, and though hard luck often becomes

a kind of habit with them, it is surprising how often, sometimes

helped by the other members, some of the family pulls magnificently

through. It may be well to recall that Shakespeare, Cervantes'

greatest contemporary, went through a corresponding set of expe-

riences over in England about the same time. Shakespeare's father

also made a failure of life and of business and the family knew what

debt was, and, almost as mudi as Dante himself, both the Shakes-

peare and Cervantes families must have known how bitter it was

to eat the bread of others' tables. Yet out of such environments

great genius lifted itself up and saw the meaning of life far more

deeply than those have ever done who, having the leisure and none

of the carking cares of existence, might be expected to have more

time and better opportunity to cultivate their powers with less hin-

drance of their vision.

Very early in life Cervantes seems to have taken a lively interest

in the theatre, or at least in dramatic performances, such as they

were at that time. In the Preface to his Comedies he himself has

told us how meagfre were the properties and how jejune the a|^-

ratus of the traveling companies of players. He tells us that "The
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whole paraphernalia -of a whole manager of plays was contained in

a sack and consisted of four white sheepskin dresses trimmed with

gilt leather, and four beards, wigs and shepherds' crooks, more or

less." The stage consisted of "benches arranged in a square, widi

five or six planks on top of thm raised but four handbreadths from

the ground." Back of the stage an old Uanket was hung, behind

which was the greenroom, where the actors made up and dressed

and were in readiness for their stage a{^>earances. Another old

blanket drawn aside by two ropes formed the curtain. The per-

formances took place in a puUic square, as now with strollers at a

country fair, and was given twice a day, in the forenoon and in the

afternoon, because, of course, there were no lighting arrangements

for evening performances.

A very interesting note for the history of nursing, which is at the

same time an index of the family poverty, is to be fotmd in the fact

that Dr. Rodrigo Cervantes' daughter Andrea, a sister of our Cer-

vantes, the writer, evidently sometimes nursed her father's patients.

There is extant a deed of the year 1568 which states that Andrea,

then twenty-five years of age, nursed one Juan Locadelo, who, "ab-

sent from home and temporarily residing in the city of Madrid and

at the Court of His Majesty, was made comfortable by her and

cured of some infirmities I have had, as well she as her father, and

did for me and on my behalf many other things wherefor I am
bound to remunerate and reward them." By the deed he bestows

on Doiia Andrea 300 gold crowns, together with many pieces of fur-

niture, articles of clothing and jewels of value, which the g^rl re-

ceives and acknowledges gratefully. The giver asks that these do-

nations should serve as part of her dowry.

This deed makes it clear how some of the medical problems of

the older time were solved. Here was a man away from home at

court and without his family to care for him, stricken with a pro-

longed illness, a j^ysidan wif^ suggest on theoretic grounds ty-

phoid fever or something of that kind, for tiie disease was very

common, though as yet unrec(^ized from many other diseases at

that period. Such a patient manifestly needs a good, constant nurse,

so the doctor sends his daughter, whom he could trust and who had

doubtless been properly instructed, and then the patient, when he

recovers, is appropriately grateful for diis family care of him.

Sad to relate, at least part of this dowry of Andrea and most of

that of her sister Magdalena and apparently nearly everything else

that the family possessed was exhausted, and probably even in addi-

tion considerable debts contracted, in order to pay the ransom of

Cervantes and his brother when they were taken prisoners by the
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Moors. It is in the records that their father owned some real estate

in Seville in 1564, but after the ranscxning of one son he is called

a "poor man," and after the ransoming of his second son (1580) , no

member of the family seems ever to have been counted by those

with whom they had been on a footing of equality before as more
than poor relations.

Bic^aphers have as ever been intent on finding and exploiting

any hint of scandal that there might be in Cervantes' life. Isabel

de Saavedra is said to have been his natural daughter. There is,

however, not a little of uncertainty about that, and it is perfectly

possible to make out a case for her being the daughter of Cer-

vantes' wife. Cervantes' niece refers to her as a cousin. The main

foundation for the scandalous story seems to lie in an impossibility

of making certain dates in the age of Isabel and the date of Cer-

vantes' marriage harmonize. The more oat knows about the atti-

tude of all Spaniards at that time towards the question of their ages,

and above all the attitude of Spanish women, as of most women at

all times with regard to this precious secret of their age, the clearer

it becomes that arguments founded on ages stated even in docu-

ments make an extremely tenuous foundation for any story. There

is a statement of Isabel's age in 1605, when she testified that she

was twenty. Cervantes was married in December, 1584, so that

the scandal becomes minimized at least. As a matter of fact, Isabel's

testimony means nothing, for in 1639 she said she was forty, though

there is good reason to know that ^e was nearly sixty. We have

seen that Cervantes himself understood his age on a few occasions,

and his sisters were at least as careless as he was in this matter.

His sister Andrea testified that she was fifty, when she had already

seen sixty, and as for Magdalena, the younger sister, she apparently

was never born in the same year twice. Above all, the women
seemed to have had the habit of staying at a certain age—something

like thirty or forty or fifty—for a number of years until they got

ready to diange for some other standard age. It was an American

lady, I believe, who said, when on swearing that she was thirty and

her attention was called to the fact that she had sworn two years

before that she was thirty, that she was not one of these people

who swore to one thing to-day and another to-moi'row. Some such

explanation as that would be needed for the Cervantes' women's

ages as we have then in various documents.

The fact of the matter is that though cerUin biographers have

made so much of a scandal, there is very little definite evidence for

it, and many now reject it entirely. In quite the same way much

has been made of Shakespeare's early marriage and the fact that
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he married a woman so much older than himself and that their child

was born within a few months after their recorded marriage has

been e3q>loited as a scandal, yet many tHogr^>hers have aomt to feel

not only the possiUe, but even probaUe truth of another explana-

tion for these circumstances, whidi has been offered only during

the last few years. Shakespeare's family was Catholic, as is well

known, and so were the Hathaways, and it might well be expected

that the marriage in these two families would take place before a

priest, (Hie of whom was known to be in hiding in Shottery about

this time. After a while, however, it was found that such a mar-

riage performed by a priest was no l(Miger a legal marriage in Eng-

land, and therefore the young married couple were bundled by Ana
Hathaway's uncles over to Luddington, some six miles across coun-

try—far enough away so as to attract no attention—at a time when
travel was slow and newsgathering unsystematic. They were there

married formally by an Anglican clergyman under the only form

of marriage recognized as legal in England at that time.

Scandalmongers love a shining mark, and biographers have even

not hesitated to venture upon the innuendo that the payment of Juan

Locadelo to Andrea Cervantes had some evil imputati<Hi in it There

is not the slightest reason for thinking that, however, except that

some men must have the bones of great reputations to pick or they

are riot satisfied. Not only the evil that men do lives after them

and the good is oft interred with their bones, but at times even evil

that men did not do becomes attached to their names and is bandied

about because little men must have such toothsome morsels of scan-

dal to satisfy their craving for indulgence of feeling over the evil

among men.

Cervantes' relations with the clergy of Spain all through his life

are extremely interesting. Many a poor boy who was clever se-

cured his opportunity for education at this time, and indeed for

centuries before and after, through the friendship of the parish

priest. From the kindly words that he had to say about one of

them when there is question of the library at the beginning of "Don
Quixote," Cervantes seems to have had a good deal of affection for

the parish priest. More than one bic^apher has suggested that

this kindly feeling must have been due to the fact that a parish priest

had helped him in the first steps at least of his early education. Of
course, there is very little evidence beyond this kindly descripti<«

of the parbh priest on which to found any such declaration, but

the relations of Cervantes with the clergy later in life on many oc-

cations would give a good deal of color to it.

RELATIONS WITH THE CLERGY.
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(Note: Very few people know that something of this same kind

has been said of Shakespeare on no more evidence probably than

Rosalind's expression in "As You Like It," when Orlando suggests,

"Your accent is something finer than you could purchase in so re-

moved a dwelling." And Rosalind replies, "I have been told so of

many, but indeed an old religious uncle of mine taught me to speak."

A religious uncle, however, as some of us know, is not necessarily

a priest, and Rosalind expressly declares that this one fell in love

and evidently was not happy in it, for she says, "I have heard him
read many lectures against it, and I thank God I am not a woman
to "be touched with so many giddy offenses as he hath generally

taxed their whole sex withal.")

From a passage in his famous short story, which competent critics

have declared the best short story ever written, "The Dog's Collo-

quy," it has been declared by iMOgraphers, and the contention is

emphasized his latest biographer in English, Robinson Smith,

that Cervantes was a student in the Jesuit school at the age of six-

teen or seventeen. The Jesuit schools at this time in Spain were

always free, and as we know that Cervantes' father was at Seville

in 1564-65, the description in "The Dog's Colloquy" of the "two

sons who were studying grammar in the school of the Company of

Jesus" might very well be Cervantes and his younger brother,

though in that case he underestimates both his own age and that

of his brother. This may have been due to the fact that Cervantes

was deliberately trying to conceal, or at least disguise somewhat, the

personal elements in the story, or, as is pointed out by Robinson

Smith, it may have been due to an inveterate habit that Cervantes

had of understating his age. Either he was not quite sure about it

or else he lopped off a year or two or a little more nearly every time

that he mentioned it.

There is a passage in "The Dog's Colloquy" which shows very

clearly how much Cervantes thought of the Jesuits and their educa-

tion. It deserves to be recalled in connection with the tercentenary

if for no other reason than to remind us 350 years later of the mer-

its of a great system of education which is still with us

:

"I straightway derived pleasure from seeing the affection, the

settled behaviour, the anxiety and industry with which those blessed

fathers and masters taught those children, strengthening the tender

shoots of their youth so that they might not bend or take an evil

direction in the path of virtue, which conjointly with letters they

kept pointing out to them. I began to consider how they rebuked

their pupils with sweetness, chastised them mercifully, animated

them with examples, stimulated them by rewards and overlooked
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their shortcomings with judgment, and, finally, how they described

to them the ugliness and horror of vice and sketched for them the

loveliness of virtue in order that, loathing the one and loving the

other, they might attain the end for which they were educated."

After having been at the Jesuit school for a while, if we accept

these details in the story of "The Dog's Colloquy" as autobiograph-

ical, Cervantes may «have been for a time at the University of Sala-

manca. A hundred years ago a professor of rhetoric at Salamanca

declared that he had seen Cervantes' name on the registers as a

student of philosophy for two years. This record also told where

he resided, but there is no such record extant now. In his short

story (one of the Novelas Exemplares)_, "The Licentiate of Glass,"

there are sotoa details of student life at the University of Salamanca

which has been assumed as evidence of his having studied there as

a student page. If these passages are to be taken also as autobio-

graphical, they throw an interesting light on Cervantes' younger

years which show that the boy was father to the man, for Cervantes

was always well beloved by those who knew him. He tells of this

student that "in a few weeks Thomas showed signs of possessing

rare intelligence, serving his masters with sudi fidelity, punctuality

and diligence that although he did not fail in any degree in his stud-

ies, it appeared that he was wholly occupied in waiting on them;

and as the good service of the servant creates in his master the in-

clination to treat him well, presently Thomas was not the servant

of his masters, but their companion. He most distinguished himself

in the humanities and had such a happy memory that it was a thing

to wonder at."

The professors in the philosophical department at the university

of this time would be practically all clergymen or clerical students.

The office of a "student page" was to run errands for the masters,

but also to do many other things, such as copying, consulting books,

finding passages for quotations and the like, and very probably also

taking care of their rooms in various ways. We have reverted once

more in our universities to a notable degree to having as university

servants, waiters, sweepers, carers for furnaces, pages and the like

—university students whose pecuniary portion in life is not such

as would enable them to afford a university education without the

help provided by the salary or allowances for fees attached to sudi

service. Not infrequently these men who are "working their way

through college" are among the best students. Cervantes seems

to have anticipated these familiar conditions of the modern times

nearly 350 years ago. In our own time, too, it not infrequently
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happens that the student workers become popular both among the

masters and among their fellow-students who are not snobs.

After a time the poverty of his family seems to have demanded
that Cervantes should take up some occupation that would enable

him not only to support himself, but also contribute materially to

the family maintenance. We know that for a time he was an at-

tendant at court, though in what specific capacity is not known. The
Cervantes family were descended frc»n an old noble family of Spain,

as the presence of the de in the name Miguel Cervantes de Saavedra

indicates. The family was very much descended, however, but still

it retained its nobility, and therefore Miguel would have the privi-

lege of certain <^ces at court that could only be held by those of

noble birth.

It is not prclbable, however, that this court function paid very

much, but Cervantes was not destined to hold the post long. Lord
Byron once said that Cervantes laughed Spain's chivalry away, but

so far from truth is that expression that it is abnost literally accurate

to say that in writing "Don Quixote" he was just picturing his own
character as it actually was. The quixotic part of him soon mani-

fested itself in his court life, and as a consequence his career of

nightly adventures had its beginning.

According to a tradition that is well founded, one day another

of the young sfH-igs of noblemen in attendance at court spoke slight-

ingly of a lady ol their aoqtiaiwtanoe. Cervantes without hesitation

drew his swwd to defend the woman's honor. He was at once ar-

rested, and as to draw a sword within the precincts of the royal

palace was punishable by loss of the right hand, it looked as though

Cervantes would be maimed for life as the result of his chivalry.

So as to avoid the consequences of his chivalrous indiscretion, he

was given the opportunity, with the influence of some friends, to fly

from Madrid, but he had to become a voluntary exile from his

country. The next thing we hear of him he is in Italy occupying

the post of chamberlain or perscHial upper servant to the yoimg Car-

dinal Aquaviva. As the young Cardinal was one of the best known
and most influential members of the Italian nobility, noted for his

scholarship and his patronage of learned men, there gathered around

him a . coterie of learned and elegant gentlemen, and after a time

Cervantes apparently was treated by these almost as an equal. He
spent three or four years there, and these seem to have been the hap-

piest years of his existence.

CERVANTES, THE CRUSADER.

Peace and happiness in pleasant intellectual surroundings were
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to be Cervantes' lot in life, however, and so it was not long before

we find him engaged in another quixotic adventure. The Turks
had recovered from the setbacks given thepi by the crusades of the

later Middle Ages and were again encroaching on Europe. At this

time particularly they were making life and trade almost impossible

in the Eastern Mediterranean. Thousands of Christians were fall-

ing into the hands of their almost piratic galleys and were being

sold as slaves. They had learned their own power at sea so thor-

oughly, or at least had come to despise the Christian marine so

much, that their arrogance knew almost no bounds. There had to

be confederation of the Christian nations for marine warfare or

else a submission to the Turics, and so what was in effect a crusade

was organized against them. The Pope felt that Christendom was
at stake and offered the privileges of crusaders to those who joined

the marine forces.

In his lecture at the University of Pennsylvania on Cervantes two

years ago (Note: University lectures delivered by the members of

the faculty in the Free Public Lecture Course, 1913-14, published

by the University of Pennsylvania, 1915, Philadelphia), Professor

Hugo Rennert summed up in a brief paragraph one incident in the

history immediately preceding the battle of Lepanto which makes it

very clear why the Christians should have fought so bravely in that

battle and how the great soul of Cervantes must have been touched

to its very depths with the resolve that no more such outrages oa

his fellow-Christians should be allowed to pass with impunity. Pro-

fessor Rennert said: "In 1570 the Sultan of Turkey, Selim II.,

made a peremptory demand on the Venetian RepuUic to stirrender

the Island of Cyprus. And these demands having been rejected, the

-question could only be settled by force of arms. Venice naturally

sought allies—she gained first the Pope, Pius V., then Philip II. of

Spain. Both sides were now preparing for the struggle. We need

not go into detail concerning the petty bickerings of the allies, whidi,

in fact, never entirely ceased during the whole campaign ; nor need

we more than mention the terrible tale of the siege by the Turks

of Famagosta, on the Island of Cyprus. Mark Antonio Colonna

failed to relieve the town, which finally surrendered upon terms

highly favorable to the garrison, which had made a gallant resist-

ance for eleven months. Of course, the Turk never had any inten-

tion to respect the terms of surrender. The heroic Baglione and his

chief officers were hacked to pieces by the Turkish janissaries, but

a-mudi more horrible fate was reserved for the gallant Bragadino.

After having his ears and nose cut off, he was flayed alive and his

skin, stuffed with straw, was swung up to the yardarm of the Turk-
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ish Pasha's galiot. This was the enemy the league was to meet"
The battle of Lepanto took place October 7, 1571. The morning

of the battle Cervantes was prostrated with a high fever. His phy-

sician forbade him to go on deck. Cervantes said that he would

rather die on deck than below, so he crawled up, almost tmable to

stand and quite unable to do any fighting. According to tradition,

however, he proved very useful in helping to make fast the Chris-

tian vessel he was on to a Turkish galley, so that boarding mig^t

be accomplished without difficulty. While doing this his left hand

was nearly cut off by a Turkish scimitar, and ever after he was
proud to be known as "the maimed soldier of Lepanto." For his

bravery he was mentioned in the dispatches and was singled out for

honorable distinction. The issue of the battle was for some time in

doubt, but the event is well known. For the sake of the location

of Cervantes' life on its proper background, it may be well to recall

that the day of the battle Pope St. Pius V., engaged in consultation

with the Cardinals in Rome, suddenly rose, went to the window and

looked long toward the south, where the battle was being fought. He
then came back, annotuicing that God had given a victory to the

Christians, asked that a Te Deum should be sung and added the in-

vocation Help of Christians to the "Litany of the Blessed Virgin."

FIVE YEARS OF SLAVERY.

In spite of his crippled hand Cervantes seems after his recovery

to have served as a marine on Christian galleys for the extermina-

tion of Moslem pirates for the next three or four years. Then while

on his way back to Sfioin, his aenrioei in tlie crusade against the

Turics having apparently won him impunity for his youdiful escar

pade at court, he was captured by a Turkish vessel and brought to

Algiers. The next five years were spent as a slave in Algiers. His

cleverness and his ability as an entertainer made him a favorite of

the Governor's. He used his favor at court, however, for the help

of his fellow-Christians. His hatred of the Moslems never ceased

and he organized a series of revolts and attempts to escape, for

which he always insisted on taking the whole blame when failure

came, as it did on no less than three occasions. Once he ^was about

to be hanged, but was saved by the Governor, and when his ran-

som eventually came he was actually on board a vessel to be carried

to Constantinople to be sold as a slave in the East because of a last

organization of Christians for escape which had exhausted the

Governor's patience. A sum of money had previously come for his

ransom, but was deemed insufficient by the Turks, who now valued

him more highly than at first, and Cervantes, instead of having the
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money kept until more could be added to it for his own release, in-

sisted that since a nmsom had come some one should be freed and

another Christian sent home. He did this in spite of the fact that

it was not very clear that the full sum for his ransom could ever

be raised.

He had the good fortune, however, to benefit by a similar occur-

rence a little later. A Spanish nobleman had been captured and

was being held by the Turks, and the ransom had come for him, but

was not deemed sufficient, so Cervantes was ransomed. We know
the name of that nobleman, though there is not the slightest use of

mentioning it here, for absolutely the only reason that led to the

preservation of his name from oblivion is that on this occasion he

was considered of so much greater value tiian Cervantes that he had

to remain in captivity while the man whom succeeding generations

have come to lock vpoa as his greatest fellow-countryman of that

time went free.

We have a high compliment paid to Cervantes for his wonderful

work among the Christian slaves during these years in Algiers.

"His noble Christian, honest and virtuous character made him the

particular envy of the other captives," said one who knew him.

His conduct, said another, "gained him renown, honor and a crown

among the Christians." Of his captivity and deeds," says ArchUshop

Haedo, "a particular history might be made," adding, "None did

more good among the captives than Cervantes or showed more

honor among them ; sc»ne, renegades, he tried to restore to the true

faith; to others, poor captives, he gave to eat and tried to stay the

ill-treatment of their masters ; to others he sent verses whidi he had

composed in praise of Our Lord, His Blessed Mother, the Most

Holy Sacrament and other holy things worthy of our devotion. For

himself the great lesson o( these five years was, as he says, the les-

son of patience in adversity."

In his recent life of Cervantes, Robinson Smith says (page 37)

:

"Algiers in those days was a polite name for hell. Twenty-five

thousand slaves toiled under merciless masters, who withheld frmn

them sufficient food. The streets of the city were choked with the

bodies of those that had perished of starvation or terrible disease.

One of the captives records : 'Great are the miseries, labors, tortures

and martyrdoms suffered these days by captive Christians in &c
power of Turks and Moors, chiefly in Algiers.' And Cervantes

himself records how, herded together in so-called baths, these slaves

lived out their wretched existence. 'But though hunger and naked-

ness tormented us at times, nothing pained us so mudi as to hear

and see each day tiie never-seen and unheard-of cruelties that my
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master used toward our brother Christians. Every day he hanged

one of his captives, impaled this one, cropped the ears of another,

and this with so little occasion and so frequently without it that the

Turks knew that he did it solely for the sake of doing it and through

being by nature the murderer of the entire human race.' This is

said of the Viceroy or King of Algiers, Hassan Pasha."

( Note : It would be easy to think the cruelties practiced in Algiers

represent that old time barbaric cruelty which characterized men's

relations in the past and which the gradual amelioration of feeling

among men has long since done away with. I need scarcely remind

this generation, however, that during our Civil War the prisoners

at Andersonville and Libby were treated with scarcely less cruelty,

and while the Soiith was but little to be blamed because of the lack

of resources, our Northern prisons, without any such excuse, were

quite as bad. We are learning some details of war prisoners in

Europe just now that are not very pleasant to think about.)

Having been ransomed, Cervantes returned to Madrid, a maimed
soldier, to make his living as best he could. As one of his biogra-

phers said, he found that the sword was mightier than the pen so

far as affording a living was concerned, for he nearly starved. He
did all sorts of work—wrote plays and poems and short stories,

though he was probably past fifty before he wrote his first short

story, and he had been scarcely more than a hack writer before this.

One play of his, "Numantia," has been declared worthy of a place

in world literature. It tells the story of the siege of Numantia by

the Romans, when the dty was not captured until every inhabitant

was dead. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, when one

of Napoleon's marshals was besieging Saragossa, the modem name
for old Ntmiantia, the Governor of the city, when the people were

clamoring for surrender because they were starving, bethought him

of having Cervantes' play given in the market place. It was re-

ceived with so much enthusiasm that the French, deceived by the

new spirit displayed by the Spaniards in resistance, shortly after

gave up the si^. Cervantes probably in his highest enthusiasm

for his work would never have wished for a higher tribute to it

than this.

It must be confessed, however, that most of Cervantes' work was

rather commonplace. The patronage of some of the nobility enabled

him to get along, but he, like Dante, must have known how bitter

it was to eat the bread of others' tables. He got married, and then

he lived in the lowest quarters of the city—^the street of the slaug^-

CERVANTES, THE AUTHOR.
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terhouse. After a time, through influence, as a sort of pension for

his soldiering, he was given a Government position, and then the

clerk whom he hired, an old soldier like himself, emi^oyed so as to

keep him from starvation, embezzled some of the Government
money passing through his hand, for which Cervantes was respon-

sible. Cervantes was thrown into prison, and it looked for a time

as though his imprisonment might be indeterminate and for a very

long period. The Government insisted on the restoraticM) of the

money before his release, and as Cervantes could not get the money,
the future was blank enough.

\

It was under these circumstances that what has scnnetimes been

called the most optimistic of books was written. James Russell

Lowell, in his address on "Don Quixote," read at the Woridng-

men's Coll^, Great Ormond street, London, and published in

"Democracy and Other Addresses" (Bostcm: Houghton, MifHin &
Co., 1887), after suggesting that all he can hope to do is make a

few illustrative comments on this immortal book, "whidi may tend

to throw a stronger light on what I shall not scruple to call its

incomparable originality, both as a conception and a study of char-

acter," goes on to say

:

"It is one of the few books that can lay undisputed daim to the

distinction of being universal and cosmopolitan, equally at home in

all languages and welcome to all kindreds and conditions of men;

a human book in the fullest sense of the word; a kindly bode,

whether we take that adjective in its original meaning of natural

or in its present acceptation, which would seem to imply that at somt

time or other, not too precisely specified in history, to be Idndly and

to be natural had been equivalent terms. I can think of no book

so thoroughly good natured and good humored, and this is the more

remarkable because it shows that the optimism of its author had

survived more misfortune and disenchantment than have fallen to

the lot of many men, even the least successful."

As Mr. Lowell brought our very well in that collegiate address,

Cervantes' experience of life was such that it might very well be

expected that he would bring out the sadder side of life, and yet

his book is highly optimistic. It is only when the details of Cer-

vantes' sad experiences are stated cumulatively in the way that Low-

ell lists them that one can understand readily how striking this atti-

tude of Cervantes' mind is. Mr. Lowell said:

"I suspect that Cervantes, with his varied experience—maimed at

the battle of Lepanto, a captive in Algiers, pinched with poverty all

his life and writing his great book in a debtors' prison—mig^t have

formed as just an estimate of the vanity of vanities as the author
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of th« 'Book of Ecclesiastes.' But the notion of Weltsdunerz, or

the misery of living and acting in this beautiful world, seems never

to have occurred to him, or, if it did,-neVer to have embittered him.

Had anybody suggested the thought to him, he would probaUy have

answered, 'Well, perhaps it is not the best of all possible worlds, but

it is the best we have or are likely to get in my time. Had I been

present at this creation, I might, perhaps, as Alfonse the learned

thought he might, have given some useful advice for its improve-

ment, and, were I consulted even now, could suggest some amend-

ments in my own condition therein. But, after all, it is not a bad

world, as worlds go, and the wisest plan, if the luck go against us,

is to follow the advice of Durandarte in the Cave of Montesinos,

'Patience, and shuffle the cards.' His sense of humor kept his nature

sweet and fresh and made him capable of seeing that there are two
sides to every question, eyen to a question in which his own per-

sonal interest was directly involved. In his dedication of the sec-

ond part of "Don Quixote" to the G)nde de Lemos, written in old

age and infirmity, he smiles cheerfully on Poverty as on an old

friend and lifelong companion. St. Francis could not have looked

with more benignity on her whom he chose, as Dante tells us, for

his bride."

"

After a time Cervantes was released and then he took up his

hard scratching literary life once more. His books sold well, but

copyright laws were imperfect and within a very short time a pirated

edition of the book was issued in Lisbon and sold freely throughout

Spain. It must have been some consolation to Cervantes to know
that his book was read in both the East and West Indies, and that

before hi^ death there were translations of it in English, French

and Italian, but that must not have helped much to fill the stomachs

of himself or his family when they felt particularly the need of it.

Undoubtedly there were times when it was only the hard manual

labor of his women folk in sewing, and perhaps also in washing,

which enabled them to get the absolute necessaries of life. We have

the bill of his sister issued to a neighborii^ noble family for some

needlework done for them in Cervantes' handwriting. Probably his

sister could not write. That original bill sold for many times what

it was made out for as a curio the other day in Madrid. How the

Cervantes family would have welcomed some of the rich proceeds

of this long subsequent sale I

In the meantime Cervantes' relations to the Church continued to

be of the best. The Spanish Inquisition required the omission of

certain passages that would seem to reflect on the Spanish dergy,

but Cervantes took the censorship quite as calmly as writers gen-
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erally have learned to take censorship in our time. Just about the

time that the first part of "Don Quixote" was finished, he joined

the Confraternity of the Slaves of the Blessed Sacrament, a relig-

ious organization whose main duty was to take part in processions

on Corpus Christi and other Church festivals, particularly in honor

of the Blessed Sacrament It was not unlike our Holy Name Soci-

ety of the present time. His sisters and wife became members of

the Third Order of St. Francis, and shortly before his death be

joined the Third Order himself and asked that he should be buried

in the habit of the order. He seems to have been rather intimately

associated with the Franciscans, or perhaps I should say the Fran-

ciscans seemed to have been interested in him. His sister Magda-

lena was buried by the Franciscans manifestly because none of her

relatives could afford the burial expense and this was a special form

of almsgiving.

When the end of life was pressing on him and he could no longer

do anything for himself or his family, the Franciscans were his ref-

uge. He and his wife were harbored during a portion of the last year

of his life in the house of a Franciscan priest, Francisco Martini.

The Archbishop of Toledo continued to be a very dear friend and sent

him material assistance evidently on a number of occasions. Just

about a month before his death Cervantes wrote to him : "My illness

is so mudi worse of late that I believe it will make an end of me,

though not of my gratitude." Surely the expression is worthy of

the author of "Don Quixote."

He made a will and named as his executors the Franciscan priest

with whom they had been staying and his wife Catalina. The Lord

knows there was not much to leave, and all that we know of his

will is that he asked that two Masses should be said for the repose

of his soul and that his executors should arrange to have other

Masses said for him if that were possible. And so there passed

from earth one of the greatest of imaginative writers, of whom
the French Ambassador, asked to report on him to his Government

because of French interest in his writings, could only gather this

much: He was "old, a soldier, a gentleman and poor."

James J. Walsh.
New York, N. T.
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A SOLDIER OF THE CROSS.

WO priests' graves in Ireland have for years been regarded

as holy ground, hallowed by the memory of men whose

names are held in benediction: that of Father Theobald

Mathew, the Apostle of Temperance, whose earthly resting place

is in St. Joseph's Cemetery, in the southern environs of the city

of Cork, and that of Father Charles Houban, the Passionist, who
is interred in the little God's acre at Mount Argus, Harold's Cross,

Dublin. Any day pious pilgrims may be seen kneeling in prayer

at Father Mathew's grave. So many things have been attributed

to the saintly Irish Capuchin, both during his life and since his

death in December, 1856, which suggest the supernatural, that

it is thought some day they may be submitted to the consideration

of an ecclesiastical tribunal with a view to his possible beatification.

Such steps have already been taken in the case of Father Charles,

the name by which the eminently holy Passionist was popularly

and widely known.

John Andrew Houban, son of Peter Joseph and Jane Elizabeth

Houban (n£e Luyten), was bom on December 11, 1821, in the

village of Munster-Geleen, in the province of Limbourg, in Hol-

land, close to the German frontier. He came of a good old Catholic

stock and iroxa a district which, amid all the changes and vicis-

situdes that have marked the course of history in that part of

Europe, never swerved from the ancient faith of Christendom.

Where piety is traditional in a family, its source is generally

found in motherhood, for it is the motiher rather than the father

who really makes the home and gives it its tone and character.

Father Charles' mother was a woman of this type. She lived to

see many of her children and grandchildren enter religion. From
the day of his First Communion, that important epodi in life,

little Andrew's devotion deepened. It is related that he would

remain for hours kneeling before the altar in the parish church

until evening gave place to nightfall, to the great anxiety of his

devoted mother, alarmed at his long absences, but her fears were

dispelled when those who knew his habits invariably found him

absorbed in prayer before the altar of the Blessed Virgin. It

was a lay teacher, Professor Schregen, of Brocksittord, who intro-

duced him to the Passionists. Conscription, introduced into Holland

by Napoleon I., caused a break in his studies. In 1840, when he

was nineteen, he had to join the colors. But a military career

was not that for which he was destined. He was to be a soldier

of the Cross. When, three months afterwards, a substitute was
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found he resumed his studies until he reached the age of twenty-

four, when he obtained adnfesion into the congregation upon whidi

his saintliness was to reflect additional lustre.

He joined it in a remarkable epoch in its history. The Churdi's

"second spring," of which Newman spoke, was about to dawn
upon England. The Tractarian movement was drawing converts

into the fold from which so many had strayed since the so-called

"Reformation," a heresy "made in Germany," had been imported.

On the memorable night of October 8, 1845, Father Dominii^

the saintly Passionist who, it is hoped, will be raised to tiie honors

of the altar, received at Littlemore the greatest of them, dieir

leader, who faithfully followed the guidance of Ae "Kindly

Light" he had invoked. Soon another of "Rwne's recruits," the

simple-hearted Father Ignatius Spencer, uncle of the late Lord

Spencer, the Irish Viceroy, was to preach a holy crusade among

the seminaries and from many a pulpit, asking prayers for Eng-

land's conversion, an apostdate in which it had been foreshown

in vision to St. Paul of the Cross his spiritual sons would engage.

The Cardinal Archbishop of Cologne had offered Father Spencer

a house as a foundation of the Passionist congregation, and the

Countess Catherine Marie of Croeser had ceded her house at Ere,

in Belgium, for the same purpose at the instance of the Abbe

Charles Bernard, vicar general of Cambray, to whom Father Domi-

nic, when he met him in Rome, had communicated his aspirations

for the conversion of England, to whidi he went in 1841. It was

Father Peter, his successor as rector of the house at Ere, who re-

ceived John Andrew Houban into the order and gave him the habit

on the 8th of December, 1845. Henceforward he was known as

Confrater Charles of St. Andrew. He had the happiness and

advantage of being formed to the religious life by a novice master

of remarkable piety and discernment. Father Seraphim.^ Even dur-

ing his novitiate he was regarded by his fellow-novices as a saint.

On the 2ist of December, 1850, he was ordained priest, and the next

day said his first Mass. Every one present, it is recorded, was filled

with holy awe on witnessing the seraphic look of the young priest

while he offered the Holy Sacrifice, and the same feeling was ex-

perienced by any one who ever afterwards assisted at his Masses.

The advent of the Passionists to England, nearly seventy years

after St. Paul of the Cross had had his wonderful vision, was epodi-

making. The introduction among an ease-loving people like the

English into a Protestant country where the very name of monk

and the very idea of monasticism had become obnoxious of what

1 Appointed In 187< Secretary Oeneral In Rome, where he died In 1879.
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Newman calls "the severest of modern rules," of a congregation

"in some respects more ascetic than the primitive hermits and orders

of the Middle Ages," whidi clashed with what is rightly described

as "the hurtful and pusillanimous practice of toning down Catholi-

cism in order to fall in with Protestantism, "was a bold strdce, a

brave challenge in the perpetual conflict between the spirit of the

Gospel and the spirit of the world. They were the first tonsured

and sandaled religious to appeir in their habits in public in England

since the Reformation. In 1845 organized the first open air

procession in honor of the Blessed Sacrament held in that country

since -its apostasy. It took place in the grounds of Aston Hall in

presence of more than two thousand people, triumphal ardies span-

ning the line of march. They opened a new era in the later religious

history of England and greatly helped by their missions and retreats

the revival of Catholicism, which received a further impetus from

the Irish immigration consequent on the great famine. The poor

stricken Irish, if they brought nothing less with them, brought the

faith taught their ancestors by St. Patrick and to which they adhered

with heroic constancy and fidelity through weal and woe. They,

too, helped to re-Catholicize England, as the Irish monks of yore,

who had gone out from lona had Christianized the south of Scot-

land and the north of England. They went to Aston and Stone

in crowds and were ministered to by the Passionists, who day and

night attended the poor Irish fever patients, until one after another

of the priests caught the disease, when the whole work devolved

on Father DcHninic.

The last meeting of Confrater Charles Houban with Father

Dominic, who had entered into possession of the first Passionist

retreat in England on February 17, 1S42, and saw four foundations

of his order established before he died, took place at the railway

station at Toumay. A year after Father Dominic's death witnessed

the arrival in England of Father Charles on February 5, 185 1. It

was just after the restoration of the hierarchy when Cardinal Wise-

man's famous letter "from out the Flaminian Gate" fanned into

a flame the smouldering fanaticism of Protestant England, inten-

sified to white heat by Lord John Russell's Durham letter. It

seemed to threaten a repetition of the Gordon Riots, until the bigots,

who had momentarily lost head, were shamed into sanity.

Father Charles first went to Aston, where his holiness impressed

both priests and people and where he readily acquired a knowledge

of English. The Passionists had much to do to make headway

against the narrow-minded intolerance of the times. In this they

were encouraged and helped by the Irish, who, ever loyal and

devoted to the priests, formed a strong bodyguard to protect two of
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the fathers going from Stone to Aston one sth of November, whom
the Protestants threatened to mob. Father Charles left Aston for

St Wilfrid's on November 12, 1854, on his appointment as vice

master. Before the Passionists got possession of St. Wilfrid's,

formerly known as Colton Hall, it had been the residence of New-
man and Faber, who there planned the establishment of the Oratory

in England. A year afterwards, when the novices were transferred

to Broadway, in Worcestershire, the sole charge df St. Wilfrid's

devolved upon Father Charles, who, with another priest and a lay

Brother, formed the community. They had charge of a rather

extensive parish, the holy man having every afternoon to traverse

miles to visit the Catholics. After a sojourn in Ireland from 1857

to 1866 he resumed his connection with the novitiate house. Broad-

way, where it was situated, was anciently an ecclesiastical benefice

in the gift of the abbot of Pershore, and in the reign of Edward
the Confessor was called "the land of St. Mary of Pershore;" The
Passionist monastery is described as a fine structure within a few

minutes' walk of the centre of the quaint old-fashioned village.

Father Charles spent a year at this peaceful retreat, where his

meditative mind realized the truth of St. Bernard's saying : "O beata

solitudo, sola beatitudo."

From Broadway he was sent to St. Anne's Retreat, Sutton, in

Lancashire, one of Father Dominic's foundations, where the mortal

remains of the founder and Father Spencer repose. In Lancashire

he found himself in a more congenial atmosphere. The lamp of

faith was long kept burning in the "far faithful North" when other

English shires fell away from the ancient creed. Besides, as time

went on, the blending of CathoUc Irish with the best elements in

English life resulted in the evolution of a sturdier, more constant

and more resolute race than the more mixed and weaker breeds in

the South. As Cardinal Vaughan said, Lancashire folk are out-

wardly a bit rough, but the backbone is stifFer.

Father Charles always felt kindly towards Ireland and the Irish,

doubtless mindful of Father Spencer's pet scheme of reconverting

England through Ireland. So whenever his brethren in Dublin

wanted his help he readily and willingly crossed the Channel and

went to their assistance, ministering there or in any other part of

Ireland where he was needed. He always, we are told, received

any one from Ireland with marks of no ordinary affection and

esteem. While in the English houses of his order his old friends

in Ireland corresponded with him whenever they required direction

or .spiritual counsel and cooperation. On the loth of January, 1874,

he quitted England for good. From that day until his death he

gave himself entirely to the work of the Irish mission.
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The whole of his future life was identified with St. Paul's Retreat,

Mount Argfus, the principal Irish house of the order, founded in

1856. Ireland had already known and appreciated the Passionists,

who in April, 1849, gave their first mission in Ireland at St.

Audoen's, Dublin. It is noteworthy as being the only mission in

that city conducted by Father Dominic, who died four months after-

wards, on August 27.

Harold's Cross, where the Passionists acquired a dwelling house

and grounds for their first Irish foundation, is supposed to derive

its name from the defeat and death of a Danish king, Harold, for

it was in early times a debatable ground, hotly contested by the

native Irish and the invading Danes. It is much more likely that

it associates the place with the family of Harold, who were owners

of large mountain lands in the vicinity, or with a cross erected

there to indicate the territorial rights of the Archbishops of Dublin.

When Mass was first said there in a large room in the house trans-

formed into a temporary chapel there was only a congregation

of five persons. It is now a great centre of religious influence, an

extensive house of retreat and handsome church, approached by two

leafy avenues, crowning the summit of the hill or elevation upon

which the original house stood, and from which a picturesque view

of the Dublin mountains from one point and of the city and its

southern suburbs from another, with "the smoky town," as the poet

Furlong called it, low lying northward, is obtained. The congre-

gations now are numbered by many hundreds, especially at Christ-

mastide, when the Crib attracts visitors, or at Corpus Christi, when

lai^e processions of the Blessed Sacrament wind through the well-

wooded grounds.

The first rector of Mount Argfus was a remarkable personality.

In the world he was known as the Hon. Captain Charles Reginald

Pakenham, an officer in the Grenadier Guards and a nephew of

the Duke of Wellington, the victor of Waterloo; in religion as

Father Paul Mary, Passionist.* His death in 1857 coincided with

the first arrival of Father Charles at Harold's Cross in company

with Father Ig^tius Spencer.

People frequenting the church soon perceived, with an instinct

born of faith, that he was no ordinary priest. As his holiness

l)ecame more and more revealed his confessional was besieged from

morning till night by daily increasing numbers. Though the work
was arduous and taxed his physical strength, he did not spare him-

self. Pe<^le began to talk of the holy priest to whom they had been

to confession, of the impression he made and the influence he

exercised over them, and of the maladies cured by his blessing.

! Sfe "Ave Maria" of April 8, 1916.
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So great tbc ooncoorse grtw that pert of the retreat had to be-

turned into a sanctuary, llic priest wa* almost equally impressed

by the peofde. Writing to his home in Holland, he remarked on'

the wonderful similarity between tfie Irish and the Lambourgian-

Catholics. It is so to tfiis day, for it is noted that not even in-

Catholic Belgium is the priest or cleric treated with as much respect

as in Holland. He was also much struck with the generosity of

the Irish people, when the building of the new retreat and church,

—described by a leading journal as "the noblest religious house

erected in these countries since the Reformation"—^was undertaken,,

a work which he himself no less zealously promoted con amore.

"God alone," says his biographer. Father Austin, "is cognizant of

all that Father Charles did to make Mount Arg^s what it is; He
alone knows the number and the value of his deeds which are so

precious in heaven's sight The period from 1857 to 1893 (with

the exception of a few years which he spent in England) was passed

by him withip its walls, and his name will ever be entwined with

its history."

Thither for years came the blind, the lame and the halt; people

suffering from incurable maladies, which had baffled the skill of

the ablest physicians and surgeons, to seek and to receive healing

at his hands; the grief-stricken to be consoled by his soothing

words; the poor to be relieved. His simple blessing wrought nu-

merous well-attested miracles.* It was when proceeding from the

retreat house to Our Lady's Grotto, followed by a large crowd, he

usually imparted his benediction, besought with eagerness and re-

ceived with fullness of faith. On the way he got them to join him

in saying the Stations of the Five Wounds, for as a true Passionist

his mind was constantly fixed on the mystery of Calvary, with the

inmost sense of which he was penetrated. During the celebration

of Mass, whenever he met with passages referring to the Sacred

Passion, he could not restrain his tears. On Fridays he would

prostrate himself on the ground before the religious and entreat

their charitable prayers for him, "a poor sinner," and perform the-

Stations of the Cross with extraordinary recollection and fervor.

A priest who visited Mount Argus in the autumn of 1892' and

diligently observed his manner of life and mode of action was
deeply edified by the sight and could not refrain frcwn noting the

signs of extraordinary sanctity that were abundantly manifest, the

crowds constantly in evidence to seek his blessing, the requests

for a share in his prayers continually coming from all climes and

sThla statement is made with necessary reservation pending the de-
cision of the Apostolic tribunal thereon.
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the gratitude evinced ior a favonUs release to his orisons

—

all bespoke the uousual.

"No one could be in the presence of Father Charles, even for

a few moments," says Father Austiq, "without bdng impressed

by his striking personality. He, tali, of a strong, well-built, mus-
cular physique, but attenuated, and towards the end of his life

stooping. His face was rugged~in outline and sallow in complexion,

bore traces of firmness of character. The forehead was wide, the

nose prominent and the lustre of his iiazel eyes rdlected the inward

beauty of his soul. When animated his face wore an expression

of singular brightness and sweetness. The simplicity of his manner
little showed the firm grasp of theological principles that he pos-

sessed, and whidi rested on a retentive memory and assiduous study

in early years. Though very fervent as a preacher, in his latter

years he rarely ever attempted a set sermon, and in this respect

his power for good lay more in the fervor of the short exhortations

which he gave to the crowds who sought his blessing." It was
not only the crowds of laity who thronged to Mount Argus who
sought it, but his religious brethren, gfroups of whom frequently

knelt around him during recreation, the highest superior and the

humblest lay Brother alike considering it a great privilege to receive

his benediction.

He had a great attraction to mental prayer, being frequently

so rapt in contemplation as to be oblivious of everything external;

even in the refectory and at recreation it made itself manifest. As
he expressed it himself, he thought only that he was alone with

God. He passed thus whole nights prostrate on the bare floor of

his cell. One morning he was found swooning on the floor, and

it was discovered that his bed had not been lain on during the

night. When asked why he prayed so long, his only answer was,

"Temptation, temptation." On another day, at the conclusion of

ordinations in Motmt Argus' church, his physician went to visit

him in his cell, and, having knocked at the door, entered. To his

amazement he beheld the priest in ecstasy, a sight he never forgot.

He was quite motionless, and seemed to gaze on some entrancing

vision, unconscious of any one being present, until the doctor

touched his arm. "Oh," he exclaimed, "I was praying for the newly

ordained priests."

Whenever he was wanted the two places in which he was sure

to be found were—^in presence of the Blessed Sacrament or in his

cell. This cell was a narrow room at the top of the house, with

a single window, bare whitewashed walls, a few cheap devotional

prints, a diair, a table, a bedstead with a straw mattress, a Crucifix

and a discipline with which, like St. Paul of the Cross, he scourged
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his body until the blood flowed. When obliged to say his oflice

privately he did so on his knees. Like St Thomas of Aquin, it

was in prayer before the altar he acquired the science of the saints.

The Anglican Dean Stanley said that the history of the Church

of the first three centuries was a history of the Blessed Eucharist

Of Father Charles it is said that his whole life was one constant

act of adoration of the sacramental Presence of Christ. Whenever
he heard the Blessed Sacrament named he uncovered his head.

When saying Mass tears flowed from his eyes, and during his

thanksgiving he remained motionless, as if his corporeal senses

were suspended, while his countenance shone with ecstatic delight.

Every day after celebrating he heard all the Masses he could and

was ever ready to serve the Masses of other priests.

His prayer was the prayer of the humble that pierces the clouds.

He would have priests make prayer the guiding star of their lives.

He never lost his first fervor. An old Passionist who had lived

with him two years at Ere and seven years in Dublin, noticed that

the fervor which had distinguished him as a student had in no

way diminished, but had increased even as the early brightness of

the morning dawn increases to the perfect light of noonday. An
ex-provincial of the order writes: "I r^rded Father Charles as

a man endowed with great faith, which enabled him everywhere

and always to realize the presence of God. To me he seemed to

live more in heaven than on earth." From constant kneeling a large

protuberance had g^rown on one of his knees, which is accounted

for by the fact that his favorite kneeling place was the cold hard

flagway of a bell tower, where with bowed head he recited the

Psalter or prayed for the conversion of sinners and the deliverance

of souls from Purgatory, a devotion he practiced to an heroic

degree, making and getting others to make what is called the

heroic act*

The fame of such a man was not confined to Mount Argus.

When people saw him driving through Dublin on his many errands

of mercy they would beg his blessing, kneeling in streets, as

they often did when Father Henry Yotmg, another saintly priest,

passed through the city, for the popular voice likewise proclaimed

him a saint. As he walked in the May processions at Mount Argus

crowds gathered to gaze at him to kiss the hem of his habit or

surreptitiously cut off pieces of it to keep as relics. The sight of

*Tbe heroic act consists In resigning the satlafactory part of our

works, all Indulgences and all suffrages, which will be offered tor us
after death, into the hands of the Blessed Virgin, to be distributed ac-
cording to her good pleasure to the souls In Purgatory, whom she de-
sires to free from their torments.
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his bent, fragile form as he stood in the centre of a clustering

crowd, each one waiting his or her turn to get blessed, is described

as like the picture of a mediaeval saint. His compassion for the

multitude was truly Christlike, for is not the priest called alter

Christus? Not only did he come down from his poor cell to wait

on the poor, but as long as his strength lasted he sought them

out in their miserable dwellings, of which Dublin still has too many,

though many are being improved away to provide better housing.

"In every province and county in Ireland—in many cities and

towns in England—even in America and Australia," says Father

Austin, "there are many persons to be found who have reason

to be grateful to the servant of God for the favors which he

obtained for them—for the pains which he took to make their lives

happy—for the wisdom and foresight.with which he directed them

when they sought his advice." Father Alphonsus, who founded

the Passionist congregation in Australia, tells how during the five

years and a half he spent there, visiting nearly all the Australasian

colonies, including New Zealand and Tasmania, he could scarcely

call to mind any of the places where he conducted missions and

retreats without finding scmie who had known Mount Argus by

report or personal acquaintance, but almost invariably in connection

with the name of Father Charles. His name became a household

word far and near. He visited halls and hovels. In the mansions

of the wealthy he was usually greeted by the entire household, who
knelt to ask his blessing on the house and its occupants. The repu-

tation of his holiness, his g^ft of discernment and his miracles

involved him in a continuous correspondence with people of all

classes who sought his much-valued advice. Proud and haughty

men who would scorn to salute a priest, it is noted, acted with

the gfreatest reverence towards Father Charles, such is the compell-

ing power of sanctity.

Like all holy ascetics, he was penetrated with a profound sense

of his own unworthiness, of his "sinfulness," as he called it; would

publicly accuse himself in the refectory of his "faults and imper-

fections; "would obey even those who had no authority over him,

asking the Brother who usually acccnnpanied him when away from

Mount Argus permission for everything he did, as if he were his

superior; who was often heard, when he imagined himself alone,

to say, "after all my confessions, all my Communions, all my
Masses, I am full of sin." It is well understood, of course, that

this conviction of their unworthiness in such elect souls arises

from their clearer perception of the holiness of the Godhead, of the

profound truth expressed in the words of the Preface at Mass,
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"Tu es solus sanctiis," and their sense of the inherent fragility of

fallen humanity.

To the last he was a man of prayer. When asked during his

last illness why he was not taking repose, he answered, "Meditation,

I must meditate." When it became known that he was in danger

of death prayers for his recovery were offered up in many religious

houses, churches and homes. But he had finished his course, and

on the morning of the Sth of January, 1893, he passed calmly away
without any death agony.

His obsequies evoked an extraordinary manifestation of mingled

grief and veneration. A vast crowd of mourners not only from

Dublin, but from the most distant parts of Ireland daily thronged

to Mount Argus to gaze for the last time on the worn features

of the saintly ascetic before the coffin lid was screwed down, and

the body he had kept in subjection to the spirit by the same method

as the Apostle St. Paul and the founder of his own congregation,

was consigned to earth. The inroad of pilgrims continued, it is

recorded, as train after train deposited its living freight in the

environs. One of the Passionists, who had known him for many
years, told from the pulpit the story of his life in a way that

moved preacher and congregation to tears. The eagerness of the

people to secure relics could with g^eat difficulty be restrained.

The church doors had to be closed when it was overcrowded, and

there was no room for the dense mass who swarmed outside. When
the dirge was chanted a kind of barricade had to be erected on

account of the crush and the impetuous behavior of the multitude

who desired to touch the body with some devotional objects, to be

religiously preserved as memorials. A group of strong, muscular

men formed a {^alanx, who, wedged between those departing and

the inrushing mass, prevented any disastrous consequences and

preserved from injury the remains and the sable shroud which

partly enveloped them. Innumerable beads and scapulars were laid

for an instant on the habit of the dead religious, beside whose body

the people of Ireland mourned for four days, the same striking

scenes taking place daily until it was laid to rest in the cemetery

hard by beneath shade of spreading beech trees, the grave being

marked by a simple wooden cross with his name in religion in-

scribed on it. Before the coffin lid had been adjusted an eminent

doctor, having examined the body, pronounced that it was quite

flexible ; there was no rigor mortis. There it awaits the summons

of the archangel to arise incorrupt and glorified on the Last Day.

R. F. O'Connor.

Dublin, Ireland.
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THE NIETZSCHEAN IDEA AND THE CHRISTIAN IDEAL
—SUPERMAN AND SAINT.

'T^HE tragedy of thought for which the so-called Reformation

is directly responsible cuhninated at the dose of the past

century in the anti-Christian doctrines of Friedrich Wil-

hehn Nietzsche. The influence of his false i^tlosophy has been fdt

in many quarters, for "He was," says a certain commentator, "in

a condition of insanity without hope, while his bodes were read

from New York to St Petersburg."

In our day we have witnessed a growing laxity in morals and

religion, a spirit of liberalism and free-thinking, an unrest of mind

and soul, which among the intellectuals has produced, on the one

hand, erratic thinkers, and, on the other hand, among the more or

less educated masses, an inordinate love of pleasure, pomp, pride

and power. Nietzscheism is but a form of that modem pagan

philosophy which has taken up anew the old fight between the ma-

terial forces and the spiritual forces; the contest between rational-

ism and revealed religion; between pure reason and the light of

faith. The result has been, as it must ever be, a realization of the

limits to man's finite intelligence and the consequent awakening of

man's spiritual nature to a recogfnition of the higher claims of true

religion and morality, in fine, of those truths which are a reflection

of Uie infinite intelligence of the Supreme Being.

Spiritually minded men have all along foreseen that out of "^he

great conflict now raging in Europe, with which God has visited

mankind, a providential good would be drawn. It has already

shown itself to be at hand. Men have been brought to the feet of

tht crucified Christ by suffering and sacrifice. Literature, which

reflects the minds of men, will return to a state of simplicity and

spiritual longing. It has run the gamut of the material, and the

progress it had boasted has to give way to the desire to accomplish

a spiritual largeness, so that the death-kndl of- materialism has al-

ready been sounded. The cant and hypocrisy which thinkers such

as Nietzsche have endeavored to expose as existing in Christian

teaching and practice has in turn beoi found to be the complexion

of their very teadiings. They have striven in vain to set up new

standards of truth, which, having their root in materialistic and

perishable doctrines, have not been aWe to pierce the veil, but have

only succeeded in obscuring the higher spiritual truths which alone

can satisfy the cravings of the intellect to master all knowledge that

can make for the perfection and the salvation of man's immortal

soul.
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The writings of Nietzsche have gained world-wide attention,

their popularity being due to quaintly phrased philosophizings diat

please the reading public's liking for novelties, and to the fact that

men, grown intellectually proud, are prone to welcome any new
herald of revolt against the tried and true in the realm of thought

and conduct

Like that of Schopenhauer, who still counts his votaries, the

philosophy of Nietzsche is pessimistic If his were only a healthy

pessimism, sudi as is implied in calling this earth a vale of tears

through which we pass as penitent pilgrims to a happier beyond,

all might yet be well. But his doctrines summarize the {^ilosophy

of despair and destruction. "His doctrines," says Dr. William

Turner, in his "History of Philosophy," "are of extrinsic impwt-

ance as reflecting the sentiments of an age grown weary of life and

infected with rationalism and idealism. For pessimism is an index

of inferior vitality rather than of spiritual insight, and the insist-

ence on die non-rational nature of reality is a symptom of a malady

which may be traced to an overdose of transcendental metaphysics."

It is indeed a sad commentary upon the workings of the human
mind that in its ocmstant search after truth, when guided merely

by the light of reason and unaided by the light of faith, it should

time and again sink into old errors, which, despite repeated refu-

tation, spring up anew in some strange guise to entrap the unwary

and lead man back into age-worn fallacies.

Nietzsche's philosophy is as old as that of the Chinese philoso-

pher Yang-tse, who lived in the fifth century before Christ Dr.

Turner tells us that he preached "a kind of Epicureanism: Man
should enjoy the present and cheerfully accept death when it comes

;

virtue is but a name ; good reputation is a shadow ; the sacrifice of

self is a delusion." The fallacy involved in his teachings is as pa-

gan as that of the stoics, who "maintained that the material is

above the real. They would not admit, for- example, that the soul,

or virtue, is real, except in so far as it is material. God Himself

they believed to be material. To them God and the world are the

same reality. The supreme canon of conduct is, therefore, to live

conformably to nature."

In this respect Nietzsche never prog^ressed further than the

Greek, whose "spirit of naturalness" prevented him in his philoso-

phy "from carrying his theological speculations far enough to de-

termine, for example, the notion of personality. It was left for

Christian speculation to complete the work of Plato and of Aristotle

and, by laboring the Gredc spirit of ccMnpleteness and manifold-

ness, to determine, as it did in the Golden Age of mediaeval philoso-

phy, that faith and reason are at once distinct and continuous. In
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this way Christian philosophy carri^ the Greek fidelity to nature

into the region of the supernatural, refusing to admit any antago-

nism between these two phases of reality—^the world of reason and

the world of faith—just as the Greek had refused to admit the

antithesis between mind and matter which is the postulate of mod-
ern philosophy."

While in an article of limited length we cannot beg^n to attack

Nietzsche piecemeal, yet we can condemn his false premises and the

conclusions, a fortiori, will die of themselves. Nietzsche has built

his house of cards; let us see if the true and tried weapons of

Catholic philosophy may not cause them to tumble down. If we
can poiiit out the defects of his system and the pemiciousness of

his doctrines, and that his doctrines are no substantial substitute

for Christianity and its teachings nor as soul-satisfying, we shall

not utterly fail. In a brief article of this kind it is possible to point

out the principal defects in the entire system of Nietzsche's philoso-

I^y. Yet Nietzsche has no system. He is little more than a desul-

tory essayist, a veritable Seiltanzer as Zarathustra in his representa-

tive work—a ropewalker in the arena of thought, performing for

our amusement rather than for our instruction. He poses as a

constructor of a superman's ideas ; he ends up by making us pessi-

mists, and pessimism is always destructive. In "Thus Spake Zara-

thustra" he reveals himself to us as a false prophet. Chapter fol-

lows chapter, startling us with such captions as "In the Garden of

Olives," "The Immaculate," "The Redemption." Always he ends

each chapter with the remark, "Thus spake Zarathustra." There

is not the authoritative conviction of Christ's "Amen, amen, I say

unto you." In nothing that he addresses to his audience can he

everlastingly secure the hearing and the following that the Chris-

tian world has ever accorded to the meek Saviour of men in His

"Sermon on the Mount."

It is hard to tell where Nietzsche begins and where he ends. His

writings are the veritable ravings of a madman. You cannot cor-

ner him, make him mark time and make himself intelligible, for

when he is at least intelligible he assumes a wisdom which he has

not and he answers you with a laugh and Uds you laugh with him

and dance with him, as dances Zarathustra. He proves nothing.

He gives us supposed truths based upon his own abnormal expe-

riences. He suffered. He was unhappy. For there is no happiness

except in being virtuous. He would make overbearing snobs of

us, ruthless overmen. He spins out his ideas not modestly and rea-

soned out systematically, as becomes the philosopher, but with posi-

tive epigrammatic assertions that are wise in their own conceit.

Nietzsche lies, and deems his lying a holy falsehood. He con-
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siders himself greater than Christ and is the blasphemous autlior

of a pamphlet which he entitles "The Anti-Christ. " "Jesus on the

Cross," he writes, "is an anathema upon life." And all his mis-
erable fame was the antithesis of the fame of him who had changed
from admiration of Nietzsche to contempt of him—Richard Wag-
ner, whose Christian ideals created more enthusiasm among the

Germans than was ever accorded this mad philosopher Nietzsche.

"I am not a saint, but a satyr," he exclaims. And he was right.

No one envies Nietzsche the repuUtion he gives himself. Among
the Germans he was a "lusus naturae," as he styles himself. No
wonder his dearest friends turned from him and regarded him with
fear. He repelled by his overbearing egotism and his intellectual

pride, which led him to assume the role of an intellectual dictator

and ended in madness. He offended not only humanity, but divin-

ity itself, and his destruction was inevitable. "Whom the gods
would destroy, they first make mad." Christ upon the Cross has

dravm all hearts to Him. Nietzsche thought he could convert the

world from Christ to his own doctrines. His purpose, as his life,

was a failure. Among false philosophers he is easily the supreme
anathema upon life. His blasphemy, like a curse, has come home
to him.

. Thomas Hardy has recently told us that Nietzsche and his school

seem to have eclipsed in Germany the close-reasoned philosophies

of such men as Kant and Schopenhauer. Paul Elmer Moore, in

"The Nation," calls him a fanatic, opposed to pragmatism and philo-

sophical speculation. Like Kant and Schopenhauer, he is, as has

been pointed out, "in a class with all philosojJiers that by erroneous

and destructive doctrines have made a bad impress upon the mod-

em world of thought." It is not true that Nietzsdie, according to

Sir ThcMnas Beecham, tried to avert by his teachingfs "the mental

and moral decadence of Germany, its utter bankruptcy in the higher

planes of art and philosophy." If it be true that Germany "has

taken a headlong flight down hill into the valley of grossest mate-

rialism," as one writer unreservedly states, Nietzsche has only suc-

ceeded in contributing his share to the subversion of that sound

philosophy for whidi the Catholic Church is the sponsor the world

over.

In taking up the cudgels of adverse criticism against Nietzsdie,

we are attacking that school of false ethics of which he is the

stoutest promulgator. His doctrines are fotmded on the principles

that, according to Max Nordau, moral precepts are nothing but

"conventional lies;" that, according to Max Stimer, that alone is

good which serves my interests, whereas the connmon good, the

love for all men and so cm, are but empty phantoms.
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There are seen in Nietzsche traces of Oriental mysticism, par-

ticularly in "Thus Spake Zarathustra." It has been pointed out

that the German mysticism of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

has unfortunately developed into the materialism of Nietzsche,

Treitschke and Bernhardi and others of the same school. Faith

plays no part in their philosophies, which are systems of agnosticism

and atheism. Despite this fact, however, there is ever present in

some form or other with the philos(^hers of the German school

a craving for the philosophical absolute. Instead of culminating as

Christian philosophy does in the expression of a union with God, as

man's last end and completed happiness, their systems teach an end-

ing in the expression of the perfect and independent will of the

superman which throws aside the doctrine of the subjection of the

will of man to tiie will of God. The result is a material nothing-

ness in which all things earthly end.

There results, too, a dissatisfied bdplessness, the sufferings of a
tortured soul made miserable because of the finite limitations it

must face—in a word, in the worst kind of pessimism. So that, far

from becoming for us a soul-satisfying doctrine, the doctrine of

Nietzsche becomes a hopeless theory of life and of its true mean-

ing and purpose. More than this, it becomes a contradiction of

what it should stand for, namely, a substantial substitute for the

•Christian doctrine of sacrifice and eternal reward. It proves the

futility of creating such a being as a superman, since he, the super-

man, is but a selfish, self-willed creature who overrides by sheer

will-power all that has hitherto been held most sacred, merely be-

cause he cannot distinguish between the morally good and the mor-

ally bad and does not realize that the greatest happiness comes to

him who governs his conduct accordingly. He does not reaUze that

man is not an aggr^te, but an individual being, endowed with free

will to be exercised according to the dictates of his conscience for

the salvation of his own soul. And he who succeeds by the exer-

cise of his will, cooperating with the will and the grace of God, in

saving his soul is truly a superman among sinful and weak-willed

men. If such were the doctrine of the superman, what a consoling

doctrine it would be? And if such were the doctrine of the super-

man, it would be nothing more or less than a reiteration of what

Catholic, or, if one prefers, Christian philosophy has always incul-

cated and will continue to inculcate until the end of time.

It needs only a casual review of some of his more pronounced

false doctrines to put a quietus upon any attempted apology for

Nietzsche and his philosophy from the Catholic point of view.

Nietzsche taught the doctrine of the superman. He tells us that

man is something that must be overcome. An analysis of his doc-
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trine indicates how this conquest is to be brought about. The super-

man, or overman, is he who by the power of his will wills to live

in a manner superior to the common herd about him. That is to

•ay, he must begin by overcoming his fear of a God and a moral

law as interpreted by Christianity. Man, he would have us see,

is above any limitations or reslricii' set him by morality. By his

theory of the transvaluaticm of all values he would inculcate the

idea that man's highest hope should be his highest thought—to

overcome every obstacle placed in the way of the exercise of one's

free and independent will. To so act, it is, of course, logically and

fundamentally essential that we cast aside any belief in God. He
tells us that God is dead. Therefore, without God to dictate to us

what we ought to do and what we ought not to do, man is no longer

the slave of morality, and not even a slave of his passions ; for good

and evil have lost their significance, and man's hatred and jealousy

and sensuality, just as his love and his ambition, for instance, are

only to be regarded as so many means for man to be what he is

to the fullest extent, so diat by sheer force of his fearless self-ex-

pression he may be seen to be above other men in strength of his

will and to gain the supremacy over the vulgar mob by asserting

himself as their superior in will, mind and body. In this lies his

success. As so he tells us, "I rejoice over the great sin as my great-

est comfort" Needless to expound, such a doctrine discards sym-

pathy as a weakness and love of neighbor as a dangerous form of

self-love.

In his search after truth, he substitutes his own truth. "Nietzsche

resolved," says Dr. William Barry, "to be free as air, supremely

selfish, with an arrogance bordering on mania; he must conquer

the world or retire from it." And again, in her brother's biogra-

lAy, Frau Forster-Nietzsche says: "Maybe this life-history is im-

portant chiefly in this respect—that it presents us with one great

problem. For it is a problem that Friedrich Nietzsche, who denied

our present moral values, or at least traced them to sources abso-

lutely unsuspected hitherto—this transvaluer of all values—should

himself have fulfilled all the loftieBt and most subtle demands made
by the morality now preached among us. And he did not do this

because of any moral imperative, but from a perfectly cheerful in-

ability to act otherwise I leave it to others to solve this problem."

Now, as a matter of fact, Nietzsche's life plainly shows that he

did not fulfill the loftiest demands made by the morality now
preached among us. And this statement of Frau Forster-Nietzsche

demonstrates that she had rather a vague understanding of what

Christian morality demands, and least of all what morality demands

as interpreted by Catholic doctrine. For in Nietzsche the purpose
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of living a life of moral rectitude was all distorted. Moreover, he

only appeared to meet its demands. To whatever degree his life

wah morally correct when judged by Christian standards, it was
so because of a passive disinclination—^perhaps for social and utili-

tarian reasons—^to be otherwise. But he roundly berated and de-

spised odiers who refused to give him ear or approve or follow his

teachings.

Then, too, if we read between the lines, we cannot fail to see

that there were times when he was afraid of himself and his condi-

tion of mind. His greatest sin was his intellectual pride and his

stubborn determination to suffer physically and mentally all the

tortures of the damned in order to live out to the bitter end the

ruthless demands made upon him as the self-satisfied and supposed

superman by the very theory of life he had created. He r^^ded
it as a weakness to be a slave to morality, yet how pathetic a figure

he makes in being a slave to his own delusions! It appears the

problem is not so hard to solve, after all.

Nietzsche is entirely out of sympathy with sympathy. To him

sympatiiy is a sign of weakness. Yet it forms in the family, which

is the unit of society, the strongest ties of devotion, and in society

at large it is the basis of the great humanitarian movements whidi

now constitute so progressive a characteristic of our cosmopolitan

life. Sympathy? Why, without it the world would stand still. It

is the keynote to the proper practice of our religion. It was out of

sympathy for sinful and weak-willed men that Christ took upon

Himself humanity and suffered and died for it. Love, human and

divine, have fired the heart of the world ever since. For sympathy

is the one touch of nature, of whidi the poet sings, that makes the

world kin.

Far from being, therefore, a sign of weakness in him who shows

it, sympathy is the sign of strength. For it is the expression of a

strong will that is moved to act not merely for its own immediate

object of good for some selfish advantage, but for the good of

another. "Sympathy does exist," says Nietzsche, "and I will tell

you what it means—it is the slave-morality, the system of the herd,

on which modem democracy is founded." And Dr. William Barry,

commenting on Nietzsche's viewpoint, says : "A tremendous invec-

tive against all diat Christians hold sacred. Morality is law, and

law is a limit; how might mankind fulfill its destiny were limits

abolished? And what is its destiny? Here Nietzsdie reveals the

purpose whidi he has had in view all along. Mankind, he would

say, has one supreme task—not a moral duty, but a physiological

necessity—to produce the overman."

Nietzsche, as anti-Christ, exclaims with the fiend, "Non serviam"
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—"I will not aerve." And such a stuUwrn state of mind is seldom

converted,' except, perfiaps, in tbe infernal pit, where the truth

must at last dawn upon such intellectually proud ones that, after

all, it would have been better to have served on earth, since oat can-

not reign in hell.

To iM^n with, Nietzsche tells us that we are not big enough not

to know hatred and jealousy, and that therefore we should be big

enough not to be ashamed of them. He tells us to be such as whose

eye always seeks an enemy. 1 enemy, of course, we are to van-

quish and by our victory prove ourselves to be the better man, the

fitter man. He preaches the doctrine of the survival of the fittest

Thus Nietzsche discloses the secret of his doctrines. To him

hatred and jealousy are mere natural inclinations, which are to be

reckoned with as facts and not as sin evil inclinations to trans-

gress the moral law. He inculcates a novel philosof^y of life by

distorting the nature of our actions, without reference to whether

they are matters of observance or violation of a moral order or a

code,of ethics, but regards all acts as not affecting our moral being

one way or the other. In a word, he simply regards all acti(Mis as

proceeding from the will, and accounts them good or bad, according

as they do or do not make us superman. And the superman is he

who fights to overcome not his evil inclinati(Mis, but himself and his

fellow-men, when he is afraid to assert his own will against the

will of another, even if that other be God Himself, and be himself

ruthlessly, if necessary, and regardless of any consideration of the

rights of any other being, human or divine. The superman is

obedient not to moral laws, for to him they are mere phantoms and

deterrents to the way of his will, but obedient merely to the com-

mand which helps him to be the vanquisher of every obstacle to

the carrying out of his independent will.

To be good, in a moral sense, or to strive to live a life of virtue,

according to Nietzsche, is impossible. Does he not tell us that in

the chaste, sensuality lodes with envy from everything that they do,

and does not advise chastity for that person to whom it is difficult?

To the individual soul trying hard to overcome somt bad tendency,

some terrible temptation and prove the victor in the fight against

sin for its ultimate salvation, tiiese words of Nietzsche' must come

as a staggering blow. They hold out no hope for man. He is led

to believe that every bad impulse that comes to him, that every

temptation he has to meet, simply indicates that he is at heart sudi

a man, and that his trying to be other than he is, is hypocrisy at

best. Surely we have here the philosophy of despair that might well

lead weak-willed men to pessimis; - and self-destruction.

The chaste, he tells us, recognize that chastity is madness, but
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that they did not seek this madness, but it came to them, and, since

it abides with thein,' let it remain as long as it likes. - Now he who
is chaste is so liecause he wants to be. Qiastity is not miadiwss,

but a virtue. It woiiTd liave'n6''merit if it were forced upon us and
we did not desire it, but tolerated it. It shall remain with the chaste

as long as they are chaste and by an act of their own free will.

Love he calls madness, and to him marriage is the union of man
and woman biased on the desire of the fulfillment of sensual desire.

The true object of marriage, he claims, is to create supermen, and

with his end in view it is holy.

Increase and multiply, said the Creator, and the creature has

been following that mandate ever since. "The primary ends of

marriage," we quote Rev. Charles Coppens, S. J., "are the genera-

tion and education of children, whereby the human race is perpetu-

ated and elevated to a becoming standard of intellectual and moral

excellence. The secondary end of marriage is the direct good of

the contracting parties—^their peace, mutual love and union of mind

and heart. Yet in its primary and secondary ends, marriage is

subordinate to the last end of man, his everlasting beatitude."

Xietzsche''s vile insinuation that man has primarily a sensual and

beastly end in view when he marries is not borne out by facts, ex-

cept where pure love does not prompt marriage, but mere conve-

nience. Marriage as a sacrament and entered into with true Chris-

tian motives behind it can never be the vile institution that Nietz-

sche would make of it.

What a sacred thing is the love of man and woman born of a

wholesome mixture of spiritual and physical attraction! It is this

double attraction, this twofold force, which welded into one forms

the perfect union. And from this unity, from the two in one,

springs the innocent offspring, and lol a trinity is completed. Then

it is that father and motfier and child should follow the guiding of

their devotion up the path that leads to heaven, where the souls of

men are wedded to the soul of God.

According to Nietzsche, love of neighbor is our improper love

for ourselves, the proper love of ourselves being to love solitude

He teaches us not neighborly love, but friendship to prepare the

way for the superman. And so he would make of us selfish crea-

tures, and only urges friendship as a means of making ourselves

supermen, which is, at best, a selfish motive for fostering a friend-

ship based on self-interest and making its motive merely utilitariaa

He calls love of neighbor a form of self-love and would recom-

mend us to fly from our neighbor, as if man could do nothing for

his fellow-man disinterestedly and as if it were improper for the

strong to help the weak. Acts of brotherly love may not bring us
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material gain, but they will add to our spiritual stature and we
thereby fulfill the fundamental law of Christianity.

Christ tau^t us to love our neighbors as ourselves. Herein lies

the highest motive, the immolation of self for the advancement of

all the children of God, and yet not the destruction of self, for by

fulfilling the law of loving one's neighbor we must fulfill the law

of loving God, and in loving God we fulfill the spirit of the deca-

logue. Thus we render possible in the highest sense the union of

God and man, the consummation of which hereafter is supreme

and perfect happiness, the very end of our existence in which we
rest.

Nietzsche's doctrine leads to a quite different last end. He would

have us die at the right time, leaving those who remain behind to

enjoy the material world the more. By death man returns to the

earth from which he sprung in order tfiat he may have rest. He
lived to toss the ball of his being to his friends, who in turn are to

keep the ball rolling. Surely a doctrine that takes into account not

the immortal soul, but only the material side of man's nature, as if

spiritual progression in finding no decay, but resting eternally in

its reward, were not more satisfying than mere earthly evolution,

can bring only material and intellectual pleasure to those who sur-

vive as the fittest

Nietzsche advises us to be true to the world and not to believe

those who speak to us of a beyond-the-world hope. "Poisoners they

are," he tells us, "whether they know it or not. They are despisers

of life, dying and self-poisoned ones, that are tired of the world,

so they may depart!" He does not rail, however, against those

who are inordinately attached to the perishable things of this life.

He does not seem to realize that he who keeps in mind the reward

for righteous living and lives in the hope of a life beyond the g^ave,

the consummation of his activities here bdow will be of more use

to his fellow-man while on earth than he who is bent upon riding

roughshod over the less intellectual, the weak in mind and body,

and living the doctrine of the survival of the fittest True it is

that it were a miserable and nonsensical world that were composed

merely of hermits praying for death. Nietzsche were right if he

could be understood to condemn a passive perfection tending to

weakness and degeneracy, because of a lack of effort to practice

self-denial, self-sacrifice, charity towards others and the practice of

the works of mercy. Our Christianity should be virile. We need

the heroic faith of the martyrs and confessors. We must be pos-

sessed of a spirit of self-sacrifice and moral earnestness and live

consistently and persistently a life of truth and moral rectitude. We
Catholics must be practical Catholics and not Catholics in mere
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name only. We want less tepid Christians. We must act as Chris-

tians and learn the lesson of the Will to Love, and not the Will

to Live, as if our soul had merely an animal and vegetable life, nor

the Will to Power that is merely intellectual and material, as if

we were not reasonable and responsible free moral agents.

The day of the spiritual dilletante is at an end. Men have died

for the faith; the hour has struck when men must live for the

faith. They must live by faith, by charity, by hope. We have wit-

nessed the destruction wrought by the gospel of material might.

Man is not only a creature of mind, but a creature of heart as well.

And the one touch of nature, sympathy, which makes all men kin,

will "ring out the old, ring in the new, ring in the Christ that is

to be !" The day of the Christian mystic who lives to love Christ

and his fellow-man and the things that are of virtue must be em-
phasized anew for the salvation of man from the slough of sin.

Nietzsche teaches there is no reward for virtue beyond the grave.

He identifies virtue with self, the excellent superman, to whwn
Christian virtue is a sham, as if the virtuous man gloated over those

who are not so and used his virtue to harm his enemies. Churches

he calls sweet-smelling holes in which the soul cannot fly to its

heights. "Who created these holes?" he asks, and answers in the

same breath, "They who would hide themselves and were ashamed

of the open. They called God," he continues, "what spake against

them and hurt them, and they know no other way to love God than

to crucify mankind. They expected to live as dead men arrayed

in black." To believe in them, he asks that they appear as saved.

He calls it madness that they taught that with blood truth is to be

sealed.

We must pity this man without the gift of true faith, who, in

calling churches sweet-smelling holes, has not known the spiritual

joy of the Catholic worshipper who kneels in his church that smells

of sweet incense, wrapt in devotion before his Eucharistic God and

exclaiming in his soul, "I have loved, O Lord, the beauty of Thy
house and the place where Thy glory dwelleth!"

He takes a fling at the priesthood. Priests are heroes, he tells

us, who suffer and would make others suffer. "He Whom they

call Saviour put them in bonds, and, oh ! that one would save them

from their Saviour!" he exclaims.

Here we have a slander uttered against the sacred character of

the Catholic priesthood which those outside the Church of God
cannot appreciate. What does this Nietzsche know of the Sacra-

ment of Holy Orders, who scoffs at everything religious and di-

vine? One is reminded of what his sister, Frau Forster-Nietzsche,

narrates of her brother's attitude towards the priesthood and the
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Catholic faith. One of his friends, who had come under the in-

fluence of Sdiopenhauer/'was' a pi-, libmundt. To quote his sis-

ter in the ihatter: "Now, strange to say," she declares, "his pro-

found study of Schopenhauer had made Dr. Romundt decide ta

become a CathoFic priest. My brother was beside himself with

anger, for he was very fond of Dr. Romundt. He could not in the

least understand how a° {Ailosot^er who had learnt to value free-

dom of thought could possibly' intend to take up a position which,

from an intellectual standpoint, was so terribly confined on all sides..

And the fact that a friend, after having frequented his company

for eight years, could thus" secretly have planned such a coup against

the freedom of his own spirit made him thoroughly unhappy. After-

lengthy discussion, however. Dr. RcMnundt did at last decide to re-

turn to his earlier calling as a teacher."

This is important, as it brings to our attention what Nietzsche's:

idea was concerning Catholicism. It is evident that Dr. Romundt,

like Nietzsche's sister, interpreted Schopenhauer in quite a different

way from his friend. "My brother," says Frau Forster-Nietzsche,

"understood perfectly well that as a Christian my understanding of

Schopenhauer was very different from his; for instance, I scarcely

realized Schopenhauer's atheism at all." As for Dr. Romundt,.

Schopenhauer had simply impressed him with a sense of pessimism,

that had not gone so far as to make him the materialist and atheist

that it had made of Nietzsche, but had brought home to his truth-

seeking soul the fact that he was a pilgrim in this "valley of tears."^

Naturally enough, he turned his thoughts heavenward and did not

seek to find on earth true and lasting happiness, but looked towards

the Catholic Church for the haven where he might anchor safely

after wandering about in a sea of doubt. The freedom of spirit

which he sought would find its realization in the conserver of a

true faith, based upon a satisfying certainty of true knowledge. It

was to be confined only in the sense that it was to be determined

by certainty of truth. But he did not realize the logical necessity

of faith based upon right thinking, and so he once more turned in

his weakness bade to his scoffing companion and did not appreciate

fully the true meaning of the step he had taken. The greatest

of all truths and the only satisfying truth neither he nor Nietzsche

had arrived at, namely, that truth is one, so that in its essence it

cannot be uncertain and indetermined and that the conclusions that

Nietzsche had arrived at were but disordered emanations and illog-

ical calculations of the real truths. He could but wander fwever

in a circle that led him to rest wily in restricted declarations of false

premises that were not correctly based upon real truths. Beyond

the simple truths that were clear to the minds of even such great
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pagan philosof^ers as Plato and Aristotle, Nietzsche thou|^t he

isavir stiir greater truths aiuf more subtle ones, which in reality were
but contradictories arid wHich 'led "him "into" sophistry. And this he
inistook for iireei- and higgler thought, and so he drifted into a mys-
ticism «^Uch'was pure madness. ' ' > •

'

Ih a lettier to his frierid Gebdorff, Nietzsche complains that na-

ture had not gifted him with more intellect. "He was melancholy,

desiring freedom," we are told. ''Freedom from what? Possibly

from himself aiKi the turmoil of thoughts he had created in himself.

He wished for a more overflowing heart. All this, too, was after

.

his illness brought on by the campaign of '71- Nietzsche was prob-

ably already showing signs of mental deterioration, whidi finally

ended in his madness."

Nietzsche, like so many other free-thinking and infidel philoso-

phers, was all his lifetime seeking after truth and never finding it.

He did not deign to admit in his intellectual pride that God is

Truth, and that the Eternal Truth revealed in the Christian religion

is not only soul-satisfying, but also soul-saving.

Nietzsche said: "First, we believe a particular irfiilosopher; then

we say that however wrong he may be in the proof of his proposi-

tions, the propositions themselves are true. Finally, we say that

it does not matter what his propositions are—the nature of the

man himself is as good as a hundred systems. As a teacher he may
have been wrong over and over again ; but the essence of his doc-

trine is right, and we shall hold by that. There is something about

a philosopher which can never belong to a philosophy, i. e., the

cause of many philosophies—the great man."

Do we not see in these statements of Nietzsche a covert admis-

sion that he may have been wrong in his teachings time and again ?

At any rate, he would have been a greater man had he taught the

importance of cultivating a strong will to resist temptation and to

perfect ourselves more and more to become not supermen, as he

understands them, but saints of God.

Nietzsche's philosopher that became for him his evil genius was

Schopenhauer, who seduced him to the cause of pessimism. Speak-

ing of his first acquaintance with Schopenhauer, Nietzsche said:

"I know not what demon whispered to me, 'Take this book home

with thee.' " The result may be imagined from his own confession

when he says : "By drawing all my qualities and my aspirations be-

fore the forum of glocmiy self-contempt I became bitter, unjust

and unbridled in my hatred of myself." He concluded that nothing

is clear save the fact that all is obscure. "Dear friends," he wrote,

"there are two roads—either we accustom ourselves to be as nar-

row as may be and to turn the light of our vistas low as possible
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and then seek riches and to live on the pleasure of this world, or

we know that life is miserable, we know that we are the slaves of

life, the more we enjoy it, and so we discard the goods of this

world, practice abstinence, are mean towards ourselves and loving

to all others,simply because we pity our comrades in misery—in short,

we live according to the strict precepts of primitive Christianity,

not of the modern sugary and formless Christianity." And again

he says: "To understand nature one must go to her. What was-

man to me with his restless will ? What mattered to me the eternal

'Thou shalt' and 'Thou shalt not?' How different are lightning,

storm and hail—free powers without ethics? How happy they are,

how strong they are

—

pure will without the troubles of the intel-

lect."

His, too, is the doctrine of might makes right He tells us to

love peace as the means to further war. He advises us not to work, but

to fig^t. He advises not peace, but victory. "You say the good cause

it is that sanctifies war. I tell you the war makes holy everything.

War and valor have accomplished greater things than love of

neighbor. Your love of life be a love of your highest hope, which

is to be the highest thought of your life, namely, man is something

that must be overcome. So live your life of obedience and of war.

What does living a long time amount to? What warrior wants

to be spared?"

Turn the tide of Nietzsche's thought in the right direction and

we have noble doctrine, truly. Our highest hope, indeed, be our

thought of life, but life eternal, to acquire which we must over-

come our evil inclinations, our passions. This is the highest form

of self-conquest, beside which the wars of the world sink into in-

significance. And to succeed in this struggle to save our souls

we must obey not our natural impulses, but the laws of God Him-

self, even by self-denial and self-abnegation. Nor does this mean,

as Nietzsche erroneously supposes, unhappiness. For man may
enjoy the lawful pleasures of life. And he who denies himself cer-

tain lawful pleasures finds his joy in the practice of the highest

virtues that lead to spiritual perfection. But Nietzsche would have

none of this. We maintain that we are compounded of soul and

body. Nietzsche admits only of the body, and that the soul is

merely a bit of terminology for something that belongs to the body.

To him the soul is merely intellect, Vemunft. Whereas the Chris-

tian moralist teaches that reason (Vemunft) is only a faculty and

not to be confounded with the immortal soul itself, whose highest

function through the workings of the intellect and the will is to

conform with the spiritual cravings of man towards the attainment
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of moral perfection as scmiething higher and nobler than mere ma-
terial and intellectual power and greatness.

Nietzsche takes issue with Christ Himself. He tells us that the

greatest sin on earth hitherto has been the word of Him Who said,

"Woe to them that lau£^ here"—a thing which Christ is nowhere

recorded as having said. "If he found no cause to laugh here, he

sought badly. He did not love enough, or he would have loved the

laughing ones. But he hated and mocked us and premised us howl-

ing and gnashing of teeth. Must one curse right away what one

does not love? But this he did, this absolute one. He came from

the rabble. And he himself did not love enough, or else he would

have grown less angry that one did not love him. All great love

wants not love—it wants more. Avoid such perfect ones. They

have hard looks for this earth." And he ends up with the advice

that we laugh and dance. Yea, verily, drink and be merry, for to-

morrow you die!

It cannot be expected of a materialist like Nietzsche that he can

appreciate the gospel of Christ, in view of the fact that he regards

Christ only as a human teacher and would have us believe that he

himself is a better teacher, with a better doctrine. Judging Christ

by mere human standards, with Nietzsche's distorted vision of life,

we can expect nothing more than just such statements which we
have just quoted and which to a Christian, who believes in the di-

vinity of Our Lord, must ever seem blasphemous. For who could

imagine one possessed of a divine intelligence indulging in laughter ?

Laughter is not a necessary expression of joy or happiness or love.

Laughter results from surprise that is caused by an unusual com-

bination of ideas expressed as a wittici^, a joke, a bit of humor or

some queer and ludicrous actions. In other words, the limited and

finite intelligence of man is taken by surprise by one or other of

these manifestations, and the result is laughter. The louder and

more prolonged the laughter, the less intelligence behind it. There

is "the loud laugh that (speaks) the vacant mind." We read no-

where in the Scriptures that Christ laughed, but we do read that

He wept. His intelligence was divine and did not become finite

or human in the flesh. But the divine and infinite and compassion-

ate love was incarnate and expressed itself in deep feeling that at

times might well have caused the visible human expression in tears

of what His htunan heart suffered for sinful mankind.

Christ was the person of God in the flesh. His was a serious

and sacred personality, so to speak. He was not a buffoon, a tight-

rope dancer like Zarathustra, the image of Nietzsche. Christ suf-

fered in the flesh for the sins of men, but Nietzsche sinned in intel-

ligence and died to no purpose in a madhouse, paying the penalty
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of an over-developed brain, which softened and died. A dead ma-
chine, in truth, this abnormal brain of Nietzsche's.

"God is dead," says Nietzsche. "Since he lies in His grave, you

have arisen. God died: we therefore would have the superman

live." Nietzsche is, accordingly, first of all, a disbeliever in the

resurrection of Christ—in a word, the divinity of Christ. His ex-

pression "God is dead" indicates, secondly, his atheism. To him

only the superman lives—one vrho is by sheer power of his will

above all moral law such as Christianity inculcates.

"Be not virtuous beyond your strength," he counsels. "Badness,"

he says another time, "is the test of man's best strength, if only

he be true. Man must become better and worse. The worst is

necessary to the superman's bestness. That he (Christ) suffered

and endured for the sin of mankind may be all rig^t for those

preachers of little people. I, however, rejoice over the great sin

as my greatest comfort"

Man would have to stifle conscience to follow Nietzsche. There

would be no moral right or wrong, except what would interfere

with man's becoming a superman in the Nietzschean sense. And
to becmnc a superman, according to Nietzsche, means to be a mere

bold, arrogant, shameless sinner.

To Nietzsche, then, sin is only an expression of strength—^that

is to say, it indicates a will that is strong enough to assert itself

whether in doing bad or good. He admits only that to be wrong

which arises from a weak will afraid to act because of a moral law,

which for him is a mere fiction and a hindrance to the will in act-

ing as it would. He does not understand the true meaning of the

doctrine of free will, which points out that the individual, in exer-

cising his power to chose between right and wrong, is not compelled

to act contrary to his wishes, but chooses that form of good—since

the good is the object of the will—because his reason points out

the difference between the apparent good and the real good, and

that the real good is the moral good. Far frcnn restricting man's

will in its power, his choice of that which is morally good in pref-

erence to that which is morally bad, makes him less the slave of

the baser appetite. It renders him the free agent to accomplish the

purpose of his being, namely, to make himself a real superman in

the sense that he is above such of his fellow-men whose aim is no

higher than to satisfy an animal appetite, that is no sooner sated

than it leaves man weaker physically, intellectually and spiritually

—in a word, leaves him not a superman, but an tmderman, if we
may be allowed to so style the antithesis of what Nietzsche would

have us be, but which, in fact, is what Nietzsche unwittingly would

make of all of us.
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"Badness," says Nietzsche, "is the test of man's best strength, if

only he be true." That is to say, he who wishes to be bad in pref-

-erence to being good, and yet wills not to be bad,, presumably from

a motive of fear, is untrue, and in this lies his weakness. Herein

Nietzsche contradicts himself, for a man decides to be either bad

or good, and in either case he is, so to speak, true to himself, fiut

for a man to be bad in order to be true to himself does not consti-

tute him a man superior to other men, or a superman, except in his

•own conceit, which Mrill avail him nothing. Nietzsdie would turn

the world topsy-turvy and assumes that black is white, despite the

fact that blade is black and white is white in the very nature of

things.

In a word, we are not all hypocrites because we refuse to have

materialistic and utilitarian aims in our actions. The loftier and

spiritual aims can only be inculcated by religion and result from

the proper education of a will, the object of which being the good,

is led by the light of reason, under the guidance of religion, to pre-

fer the higher good to the meaner good and by conforming our

wills to the will of the Most Hig^.

In Nietzsche we have, first, a misconception of the true nature

of the faculties of the mind or soul, namely, the intellect and the

will. And, in the second place, he would set up for us a disordered

course of action which is in direct antagonism to that course of

action dictated to us by our conscience and by the moral law.

"Men of genius and superiority in particular are coming more

and more to be regarded as exempt from the moral law," says a

writer on the subject of Ethics in the Catholic Encyclopedia.

"And," he continues, "according to him (Nietzsche) goodness was

originally identified with nobility and gentility of rank. AAHiatever

the man of rank and power did, whatever incIinaticHis he possessed,

were good. The downtrodden proletariat, on the other hand, were

-bad, i. e., lowly and ignobic, without any other derogatory meaning

being given to the word bad. It was only by a gradual process that

the oppressed multitude, through hatred and envy, evolved the dis-

tinction between good and bad, in the moral sense, by denominating

the characteristics and conduct of those in power and rank as bad

and tlieir own behaviour as good. And thus arose the opposition

between the morality of the master and that of the slave. Those

in power still continued to look upon their own ^oistic inclinations

as noble and good, while the oppressed populace lauded the 'in-

stincts of the common herd,' i. e., all those qualities necessary and

useful to its existence—^as patience, meekness, obedience and love

of one's neighbor. Weakness became goodness, cringing obsequi-

ousness became humility, subjection to hated oppressors was obe-
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dience, cowardice meant patience. 'All morality is one long and

audacious deception.' Hence the value attached to the prevailing

concepts of morality must be entirely rearranged. Intellectual

superiority is above and beyond good and evil as understood in the

traditional sense. There is no higher moral order to which men
of such calibre are amenable. The end of society is not the com-

mon good of its members; the intellectual aristocracy (the over-

man) is its own end ; in its behalf the common herd, the 'too many,'

must be reduced to slavery and decimated. As it rests with each

individual to decide who belongs to this intellectual aristocracy, so

each one is at liberty to emancipate himself from the existing moral

order."

It is, perhaps, a natural temptation with men of artistic or intel-

lectual attainments to imagine themselves supermen because they

are mentally superior to the so-called "common herd." They seem

to forget that mental superiority does not necessarily imply moral

superiority and that rank and station in life have nothing to do

with moral goodness and moral badness.

Let us corner Nietzsche for a moment—but he is such a rambler

that it is hard to corner him—and his teadiing amounts to this:

That we are to make ourselves supermen, intellectually so superior

to those beneath us, that we would not do anythii^ immoral, be-

cause we know better than to commit a foUy. We wonder in pass-

ing wiiy Abellard sinned.

If man were merely a creature of intellect and not of free will,

this doctrine might stand on one leg for a while. But since man
has the power to will or not to will to commit a wrong, and his

conscience readily and warningly dictates what he may do and

what he may not do, it remains for us to admit the possibility

of one doing evil, irrespective of the fact that mentally one may
be a giant. It is strength of will and not of mere intellect that

counts in the constant struggle against temptation while we are still

on trial in this life, and it often is the case that a brilliant mind

may be the chief source of moral corruption when left to shift

for itself without the guidance of religion. The mastery to be

gained over one's evil inclinations is through one's own efforts of

good will and by the sustaining grace of God. Hence, too, there

is reason for reward for the vict(M4ous in the fight and punishment

for the losers in the fight The entire scheme of redemption and

its necessity is rendered futile by Nietzsche's doctrines. The finite

offended the Infinite. Man had gotten away from God and God

from man, and so God redeems humanity in the flesh and reunites

the two, making it still possible for man to gain heaven by his

free will.
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Do Friedrich Nietzsche and his school suppose that a world of

supermen would be a Paradise regained? If so, they are doomed

to disappointment and their dreams are Utopian. If, on the other

hand, they merely claim that the teaching of the doctrine of the

Superman should serve to create more supermen and hence a better

world—^better according to their gospel of valor that mig^t makes

right, then we who proclaim the Christian ideal declare that the

Catholic Church claims much more in her doctrine of right makes

might. Her supermen are her saints

!

Sainthood is the result of victory over sin. And sin is natural

since man first sinned in Adam. We must rise above the natural

tendencies of our fallen nature. And when we do, do not call

us supermen, but saints of God! The beauty of this doctrine lies

in the spirit of self-sacrifice, the conquest of our soul in its constant

struggle against sin to really earn, in the end, the everlasting

reward. ^

"To him that shall overcwne, I will give to sit with Me in My
throne, as also I have overcome and am set down with My Father

in His throne." This is the true Paradise R^;ained. And this

is possible to all men, rich and poor alike, learned and unlearned,

and the category of saints attest to this from the foundation of

the Christian Church to the present day. The blood of the martyrs

has sealed this doctrine and by God's g^race still continue the good

fight of saving their souls by a doing violence to their evil incli-

nations which arise in the best of us, the most intellectual of us, and

with less excuse, as well as in the lowliest and most simple-minded

of us. It is Parsifal against Kundry; first the cross and then the

crown.

In vain, then, shall the boast be made that Nietzsche's doctrines

are founded on facts. When, as a matter of fact, Nietzsche has

distorted the facts that are based upon human experience, he has

applied a cruel and destructive scalpel to the wounds of suffering,

bleeding humanity, in the battle between flesh and spirit, and he

has not helped to heal the wounds made by sin in this ghostly

warfare. He has probed them and laughed with glee over them,

having laid them bare after they have already been bared and are

being healed. He takes for granted sham and hypocrisy where

it does not exist. Better a thousand times that an earthly Paradise

was lost in order that a heavenly one might be regained by the

strength of man's will! Herein lies the true Christian valor; in

this let us be supermen! Goethe has well said: "Mental culture

may advance as it will, the knowledge of nature grows in depth

and breadth, and the mind of man along with it; but farther than
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the suUimity and moral disdfrfine of the Christian teaching, as

it shines and lightens in the Gospels, it will not go."

The moral welfare of a commnniQr does not necessarily depend

on intellectual greatness in some of its members, but only upon
the educated and uoedticated dasset, whatever d^;ree of intel-

lectuality they may individually possess, being obedient to the laws

of the State and the moral law as well. It does not require the

highest form of education or intellectual attainment to understand

and keep the ten commandments. On the other hand, intellectual

snobbery retards community growth, and an intellectual aristocracy

would prove as intolerable, for instance, as an aristocracy based

upon mere wealth.

Moreover, if intellectual superiority could guarantee moral per-

fection, it would be most desiraUe. But, as already stated, the more

intellectual a man is the greater capacity he has for being immoral

because of his increased responsibility. Intellectual pride al<xie can

lead to one of the g^reatest of sins. Witness the wrecked souls

of men of intellect in the history of the world's literature alone!

How many men have strayed from God and religion and have falloi

into schism, infidelity, materialism, atheism and other "isms" as

a result of trusting too much to the supposedly infallible workings

of their own minds?

The education of the intellect is only one form of education of

man, and while it is comparatively higher than mere physical edu-

cation, it is also inferior to man's moral education. Merely educate

a man physically and intellectually and you may well expect a

materialist. Educate him morally, religiously, and he reaches the

highest form of intellectual education, you send him out into the

world the most perfectly endowed being this side of mortality. But

then, and then only, will he be true to his i^ysical, intellectual and

moral stature when by the exercise of his will he subjects his

weaknesses to the will of God and by cooperating with divine grace

makes possible and practical such perfection as leads to sainthood

itself.

Bishop Spalding has summed up the errors in all such systems

as that of Nietzsche when he speaks of Culture and Religion. He
says: "Culture, it is said, is only refined epicureanism. Its aim

is to educate man so as to fit him for the enjoyment of the gpreatest

possible pleasure. It shrinks from vice, not because it is evil, but

because it is gross and disgpusting. The men of cultiu-e, like the

ancient Greeks, are without the sense of sin, and consequently at

best have but a conventional morality."

Nietzsche belongs to that class of philosophers who admit within

themselves the divorce between the intellect and the will, instead
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of recognizing the functions of both these faculties coordinate, yet

individual. He did not distinguish between intellect and will as

separate faculties of the Ego.

Speaking of Nietzsche, Dr. Turner in his "History of Philosophy"

says: "From Plato he derived the theory of Ideas as stages of Uie

voluntary phenomenon, and from the Buddhists the pessimism and
the negation of will, which form the practical aspects of Schopen-

hauer's system." And further he says: "It is important to note

that by will Schopenhauer understands not merely the faculty of

choice, but also impulse, the blind, unreasoning impulse to self-

preservation, which manifests itself in pleasure, pain, hope and fear,

love and hatred—in a word, the will to live. To this blind impulse

he subordinates knowledge, and although he claims that voluntarism

is opposed to materialism on the one hand and to subjective idealism

on the other, the whole trend of his investigation of knowledge is

towards the materialistic conclusion that understanding is a func-

tion of the brain."

"With Nietzsche," says T. M. Kettle, one of his biographers,

"reason deliberately abdicates, bearing with it into exile its cate-

gories of good and evil, cause and end. Schopenhauer had sug-

gested to him that the true key to the riddle of existence was
not intellect, but will." But Nietzsche in his rediscovery of the

importance of the will did not realize that the will, unchecked or

misguided by reason, could only make of man a dangerous libertine.

To him the Christian idea of the will of man subjecting itself to

a moral law or a divine will was putting restrictions upon the

will, and so the Christian religion was for him too confined. "That

older and more sacred fountain of civilization, the Will to Love,"

as Kettle puts it, was to Nietzsche an anomaly. He did not trans-

value values aright, or else he would have realized that in the

will to will aright, according to the Christian notion, which makes

for happiness, lies the real test of strength unconfined by the forces

of moral evil, which would thwart the will and make it subject to

the will of the world, the will of the flesh, the will of the devil.

And the will thus allowed to run riot is the will that discards the

faculty that counterchecks, the reason which distinguishes the man
from the brute, and which properly enlightened by religious faith

gives man the proper means to realize his highest purpose as a

creature of both intellect and free will.

Nietzsche is guilty of over-emphasis of the will, and in this

respect he is an absolutist as his master Schopenhauer was before

him. He subordinates intellect to will and emotional striving,

exaggerating the influence ascribed to purpose. His doctrine nar-

rows itself down to teaching man to be a superman, a being of
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indomitable will But that Will is not exercised in striving after

attainment of his highest object, the moral good, but rather ccHisists

in the will to disregard the existence of the morally good and the

morally bad and to persist in the maintenance of an absolute in-~

difference to everything that interferes with the accomplishment

of the ideals of the superman. What these ideals are in the main

we have already seen. Thus he falls into the ruthless error of

might makes right, and would create in man a ruthless will to do

and be all that would lead to the conquest of man's self and over-

riding in ruthless fashion any opposition or rights of the wills

of others. This would lead to a survival of the fittest in the

struggle of life. It is a selfish doctrine that teaches us to disregard

the rights and weaknesses of others in furthering our own material

ends.

Thus, too, the intellect in its search after truth is lost sig^t of.

For truth to Nietzsche can only be relative to the craving^ and

desires of the will. He distorts truth and subjects it to his distorted

experiences, his pessimistic point of view. He gives us nothing

in return that satisfies the constant craving after happiness. In

fact, he tells us we must be miserable. In this alone he appears

consistent. He goes wrong in not realizing that the faculties of

intellect and will are to a large extent independent, in that their

objects are different, and so he is only a one-sided theorist. The

truth lies in realizing that the thought antedates the action of the

will where it is a question of voluntary action. Apply this to the

moral consideration, and we have sins of thought which are only

possible with the full consent of the will.

Furthermore, the will and the intellect must ever act harmoni-

ously and not independently for the best results. Behind the action

is the motive, and the motive is dictated to be right or wrong

by the mentor of the soul, the conscience. But always it is the

Ego that acts, the soul, of which both intellect and will are facul-

ties. And the soul is something spiritual, not subject to material

decay and material laws. Any impairment of the faculties is due

to their physical nature
;
psychologically they know no decay. This

is compatible with the doctrine of the immortality of the soul.

Again, the intellect is finite, limited in its activity. In its search

after truth it can go wrong. The will may cMitrol its actions and

prove itself the stronger of the two under certain conditions. But

the will also may prove a weak instrument. And so from a moral

point of view, when the intellect sees aright, it rests with the will

to act properly.

When we come to consider moral conscience and the conscious-

ness of the Ego we enter at once upon the realm of the soul or
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spirit. And here it is where ofttimes reason gives way to the

higher and spiritual promptings of faith; reason is supplemented

by faith. And he who would see all things by the light of reason

alcMie is apt to overstep the bounds of possibility for human intelli-

gence. The physical brain snaps—yes, may soften, as in the case

of Nietzsche, whose ending in a madhouse is significant from a

physiological and psychological aspect, to say nothing of a moral

viewpoint The perfect man must be well balanced, not only phy-

sically and intellectually, but also spiritually, or better expressed,

morally. Had Nietzsche taught us to be supermen along these

lines, the ball he tossed would never have been lost to us.

Man must, indeed, conquer himself. But not by the methods

Nietzsche advocates, nor for his purpose. Experience teaches re-

peatedly and conscience insists upon it that man, when he has made
known to him and has realized as true the guiding precepts of

moral truths, must fashion his own fate by sheer force of his will

to do right and avoid wrong. The pivotal idea of all right action

of ethics, in fact, is man's threefold responsibility towards himself,

his neighbor and his God. By this his rights and duties are gov-

erned. The way towards moral or spiritual perfection is once and
for all made dear to him. "You have the law," said Christ, and

every Christian, and more particularly every Catholic, knows the law.

It resolves itself to this, that reason alone cannot satisfy the

soul in its quest after ultimate happiness. Sin and the suffering

and pain that it entails must be reckoned with, for to violate the

moral law is to bring misery and unhappiness upon the transgressor,

whose way is indeed a hard one. Once the intellect sees the right

and the wrong of his actions as dictated by man's conscience it

becomes his duty by the power of his will to do that which is

right, if he would be happy here and hereafter. And since to be

happy here and hereafter is man's aim and desire, and to accom-

plish this end he must do that which shall save his soul, it follows

that he must do that which is morally correct and avoid that which

is morally bad. Reason itself dictates this course of action as a

matter of common sense. To act otherwise is to act inordinately,

foolishly. But to so act man must be guided by the light of faith.

For mere reason cannot dictate or supply the means which make

right moral action a duty towards God and neighbor. Here religion

steps in and supplies the necessary means, and man at once becomes

not merely a rational creature, but a religious creature as well

Belief in God and that which he has revealed as truth to guide us

in our way of life must lead man aright. Bar out from the intellect

a knowledge of the supernatural and there remains only the natural,

whidi quickly resolves itself into the merely temporal, which ends
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in a hopeless dissolution. For the intellect unaSded by the light

of faith is limited in its search after truth. The craving of the

immortal soul must be satisfied, and the possession of God, as our

last end, is the only ultimate hairiness, to rest in which is the

Christian Nirvana. God in Girist joined to our human nature to

teach us the way to heaven. He is truly, then, the way, the trutii

and the life. Let us take up our cross and follow Him! Let us

give ourselves less concern of the many distracting things, and

remember that only one thing is necessary and, like Mary, we shall

have chosen the better part!

Had Nietzsche recognized the existence of not only the human

will, but the divine will, he would have known that resignation to

the divine will was the thing to be desired and the production of

the greatest hope in man. The will to live aright according to

the divine will as expressed in the moral law would have satisfied

his ever-reasoning instinct and effort towards existence, that is, the

immortal life with God. As it was, his existence was aimless;

he had not come to a realization of the Greatest Happiness prin-

ciple, the perfect union of man with God hereafter. He foi^t

that as all things created have a purpose, man, too, has a purpose,

to know, love and serve God and so be eternally happy with him

hereafter.

Nietzsche's immoralism is that of Darwin and of Huxley, who,

in maintaining the doctrine of the survival of the fittest, advocate

a "ruthless self-assertion" and that "the practice of what we call

virtue involves a course of conduct which in all respects is opposed

to that which leads to success in the cosmic struggle of existence."

He and his kind argue that it is opposed to science and to evolution

to be virtuous in the Qiristian sense, and in Nietzsche's case con-

trary to his doctrine of the "will-to-live" and "the will-to-power."

It forswears all sympathy, all love of neighbor ; it is opposed to the

Sermon on the Mount; it is utterly anti-Christian. It is the phil-

osophy of the stoic who could murder an infant that had no promise

of being physically strong. It reckons with man only physiolc^cally,

but spiritually it leaves man out of the question. And so Huxley

asks whether the artificial world within the cosmos could keep in a

state of progression and mount higher in the course of evolution,

if the least fit are to remain in the way because of sympathy.

How utterly absurd this is in the light of facts as they are!

They mistake that the individual soul, far from becoming weak,

becomes by that the stronger, unless we are to be enthralled by the

material that moral growth is to count for nothing beside physical

power. When Christ told us that the poor should always be with

us He meant to call our attention to the fact that we should always
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have our less fortunate brethren to aid in their equal right to be

among the "select" and the "fittest." In the final analysis, too, the

materially strong have to answer the question, "What does it

profit a man if he gain the whole world, but lose his own soul?"

Shall we judge an artificial world's progress merely by physical

and intellectual power? Truly, this would be a one-sided develop-

ment which does not take into account man as a moral being at all.

Passing men and notions are no more certain than the ultimate

passing of the material world, a world subject to the laws of decay.

And in their denial of a spiritual world, the resting place of the

immortal soul hereafter, who guarantees to them a survival forever

of the fittest in a measured span of existence? What, then, shall

profit their "will to live" when life itself shall end all earthly

power and crumble in the dust? Their theories set their own
limitations and evolution becomes a mere term. But the facts

contradict their theories. The physical weak still mingle with the

physically strong ; the physically weak are often the morally strong

and the physically strong are often morally weak.

These false theorizers do not stand, as they believe, "beyond

good and evil they simply fail to take into account good and evil,

rights and duties and the individual responsibility, which is the

pivotal principle of Christian ethics. They only recognize a purpose

for the race of men in the aggregate, or rather for a class of men
supposed to make up the select or fittest of the race with the will

to achieve power, which has no guarantee of ultimate stability and

which in the very nature of things cannot be realized. For they

cannot compel man to be free of God and not subject to decay

and death as the forfeit of sin. Christianity in direct contradiction

teaches retrogression of man individually as brought about by sin.

Christianity alone has emphasized the scheme of redemption and

the absolute state of perfection, and happiness is only to be realized,

since we have the right to expect to realize it, being created for

the purpose Christianity teaches, in a world beyond time. Their

philosophy "is the revolt of flesh against spirit, impulse an arg^ument

to deny free will, good and bad confounded in one."

Nietzsche wandered about, as it were, in a circle oppressed by

his loneliness and he dreams of that Ideal One. Restless, he found

no rest, for he had not found the solution to his searchings. His

end was that of the madman. He burst through the bonds of

social convention, but not like the saintly hermit did he despise

the world aright. Had he been a Christian he would have made

a model monk. As it was, he became a mere selfish fanatic, whose

doctrines serve as an enigma to unbelievers and are despised by all

true Christians. His life and his work served no other purpose
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than to ein{diasize the helplessness of reason in its search after the

real truth when not guided by the light of religious faith. Unwit-

tingly, too, he served his purpose in strengthening the claims of

Christian ethics and Catholic [^ilosophy in view of the shallowness

of his own speculations.

Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche was a philosophical product of the

Reformation. It was the Reformation in Germany that started

men on the road of free-thinking, with the resulting sdiisms in

religion and conflicting systems of philosophy. It was Luther's

dangerous doctrine of justification by faith which dealt a staggering

blow to heroic efforts on the part of the human will to win, by

cooperating with God's grace, the salvation of the soul by over-

coming all temptation to sin and following the straight and narrow

path. For Luther insisted that we are not beyond sin, even as

Nietzsche taught we are not, for instance, beyond hatred and jeal-

ousy, and considered his greatest sin as his greatest strength and

comfort. In Luther we have expressed the doctrine of a passive

will which leads to that mystic quietism of barren inactivity. In

Nietzsche we have the strength of the will, unfettered by moral

law, confounded with an expression of will power which is identical

with passion and brute force. In both we have a misunderstanding

of the correct function of the will, for they would have its action

unhindered, thereby giving us a supposedly perfect freedom. They

forgot that motives that control the will in its actions spring from

the promptings of the intellect, sitting in judgment, and are not

actual hindrances, but mere indications that the will has the power

of choice, and that in choosing aright it makes for its own real

freedom and the freedoin of the soul, which it serves, towards a

perfect union with the will of God.

Bernard Shaw, the English Nietzsche, has called attention to

the passing of the age of faith which gave way in turn to the

age of intellect, and he now sees the will coming into its own.

Were Shaw to realize that religious faith springs from the best

and highest efforts of the human will in its choice of acting in the

direction of correct moral conduct, he and his kind would have to

admit the whole truth, the seeking of which would set them free,

that justification by faith is brought about by living the faith that

is in us through good works, and that the will in choosing to act

according to the dictates of the moral conscience grows by every

such act the stronger and the freer and makes us less sentimental

and the less liable to act in a manner that binds us to the "earth

earthy" and will not let us soar to the empyrean of spiritual success.

Not the will to power, nor yet the will to live, but the will to

love, be the standard of our belief in God and the creatures of
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God. For only through the conformity of the will of man with

the will of God can the soul find peace and rest. "Fiat voluntas

Dei." "Thy will be done," that is the Christian prayer. The
expression of love is the most perfect act of the will. And he who
wills to do the will of God gives expression thereby to the love

of God and of his neighbor, which is the fulfillment of the moral

law.

Through all the hodge-podge of Nietzsche's error there runs like

a golden thread, the more or less sincere object, to get nearer the

truth and the understanding of tlie unknown and that "Ideal One."

As Barry says in his "Heralds of Revolt:" "That which was want-

ing to him at a critical moment was the authority of a teacher to

whom he could look up. For he had begun to vex himself with

the problems of the New Testament and the Christian origins,

supposing, as he said afterwards, that his toy—with the aid of the

science of language—could give a direct answer to questions

of religion. He ceased to be a Christian. His evangelical training

could make no stand against Bible criticism as it was practiced

by the eminent men around him. And the familiar painful experi-

ence followed, a void in his own heart, the loneliness of life inten-

sified, the past melting into legendary mist, the future a blank.

Nietzsche joined that throng of disorderly pilgrims who have sub-

stituted inquiry for belief and become seekers after the unknown."

What Nietzsche lacked at a critical moment was the authority

of Catholic teaching, which would not have made him a slave to

a system, but a freeman such as Paul of Tarsus speaks of. The
real bondsmen are and ever will be the heralds of revolt. Nietzsche

was never a more pathetic figure than when he was deserted and

left a lonely madman to dream on, ever groping for the light of

the Ideal One, after he liad shut it out from his mind forever.

How cruelly he deceived himself by his conceited and arrogant

dependence upon his own limited and fine intellect and will to

know and do that which was to make him the overman. How
much easier, happier and holier his life would have been had he

used his talents to seek the secret of sainthood in the religion of

his fathers. Had he not been the son of a Protestant clergyman,

but rather the son of Catholic parents, and had his education been

Catholic, the spirit of revolt against Christianity would have been

changed to admiration of Catholic philosophy and theology, and

there would have been a diilFerent story to tell. But to him, Aris-

totle as Christianized by Aquinas, was a closed book.

Dr. Barry tells us that as a thin^^ Nietzsche did not solve his

problems aright. "The fault," he adds, "lay in those who taught

him—in Kant, in Schopenhauer, in the German philosophy which
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has set out from a suicidal Unreason rather than fr<Mn fact and
Aristotle. Reason, made suddenly aware of its own impotence,

so Nietzsche felt, would drive thoughtful men towards the wilder-

ness in which, for example, Heinrich von Kleist had done himself

to deadi. How could they learn resignation? Where find hope?

Did any power exist more primitive than Reason, deeper down ia

the world's foundations? Yes, beyond Reason there was life—the

will, as Schopenhauer affirmed—an ever-reasoning instinct or effort

towards existence."

Let us hope that the Neo-Scholastic movement b^^n in Italy

shall have its influence felt at last in the centres of secular education.

As a certain writer recently said, "We want no exchange of German
professors with false {^ilosophy, in so far as tiiey arej^ in a dass

with all philosophers that by erroneous and destructive doctrines

have made a bad impress upon the modem world of thought."

"Back to St. Thomas!" was the exhortation of Leo XIII., and
back we must go, for those who have gone back to and elaborated

the worn-out systems of pagan philosophers have gone farther and

farther astray. They have tried in vain to substitute the pure

light of reason for the light of faith. They have dethroned Christ,

and not imtil they have recognized in Him not merely a htunan

teacher who reached not only the intellect, but the heart of man
as well, but a divine teacher, God Himself incarnate, who is all

Truth, shall men know what is best and highest to know. Nay,

more! Not until they realize that the Christian religion in its posi-

tive form of Catholicism is the only true religion shall they have

attained the truths that shall satisfy man in Us indefatigable search

after truth itself. But to realize this, they must absorb, once for

all, the truth as taught by the Catholic Church. They must know
that God has set His seal upon revealed truth as taught by the-

Church He founded for all time, and safeguarded by the infalli-

bility of its guiding and visible head, the Vicar of Christ upon earth

and custodian of the treasure house of truth, the Catholic Church

itself. For to have revealed to us by Christ what is true and then

to have it possible for men to believe as they please and distort

the truth is at once inconsistent with the very idea of the nature

of God Himself as Truth Absolute, and as absurd as the very

theories of truth that man has evolved out of mere human reason

which must ever err when it shuts out from the soul the light from

above.

And so the boasted evolution of man as a pure reasoner outside

the pale of religious faith will be shown indeed to have been "like

a crab backward." After the war in Europe is over the great

international peace movement, which is ever gaining recognition as
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the greatest movement of the hour, will eventually take hold upon

the heart and muid of man. We lift up our eyes towards the

horizon of hope and there shall dawn the full era of the promise

of peace to men of good will, and the parting wish of the risen

Christ: "Peace be with you!" shall be realized at last.

When these things come to pass in the fullness of time, then

shall tliose who ding to the creators of false systems of [rfiilosophy

come to realize that the real evolution of man began with the age

of faith, which the subtleties of misguided reason and the power

of adverse will in man have not been able to improve upon. Then
shall they see the return of the age of faith, the fires of which have

been kept alive for centuries in the bosom of that Church the

structure of which has in very truth been built upon the foundation

of the impregnable and imperishable rock.

Joseph B. Jacobi.

Bftltlmor*, MO.
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A FOREIGN MISSIONARY JUBILEE.

ON March i, 1916, St. Joseph's Society for Foreign Missions,

of Mill Hill, London, completed the fiftieth year of its ex-

istence. Those fifty years have, been marked by many
difficulties and trials, but God's blessing has been upon the work
and extensive conquests for God and His Church have been achieved

by the Mill Hill missionaries, who now number 266.

Readers of Mr. J. G. Snead-Cox's admirable "Life of Cardinal

Vaughan," the founder of St. Joseph's Society, will be acquainted

with the story of the beginnings of that society, and American Cath-

olics will be proud of the part played by the American people in

making its foundation possible. Indeed the continual connection

between Mill Hill and America is one of the outstanding features

of St. Joseph's Society.

It was not until after a long period of anxious doubt, of consulta-

tion and of prayer that Father Herbert Vaughan launched his am-
bitious project on the world. England was then unprepared, for

the Penal Days were still a living memory, but Cardinal Wiseman
favored the work and the English hierardiy espoused it. For the

material means necessary to begin his foreign missionary seminary,

Herbert Vaug^ian turned towards America—and America did not

fail him in his hour of need. Cut off from the more Eastern States

on account of the Civil War, Father Vaughan set sail for Panama,

whither his spiritual children followed him nearly fifty years later

to make some return for the hospitality accorded to their founder.

From Panama he journeyed to California, where St JosejA's

intercession and Catholic generosity proved superior to ail pressing

local needs and the funds of the nascent society made a substantial

beginning.

Thence his begging tour led him through Peru and Chile and

round Cape Horn to Brazil, and everywhere was repeated the same

story of adverse local conditions, but generous subscriptions to the

Foreign Missions. When Herbert Vaughan set sail for England

in July, 1865, he had secured about twelve burses for the permanent

education of missionary students, and he had made many friends in

North and South America who continued to help on the society

which they had so nobly begun.

Of the difficulties in procuring the site at Mill Hill for the For-

eign Missionary College and in building the college and the beautiful

chapel now attached to it, we need only make summary mention

here, for every work of God encounters them. But we cannot re-

frain from noticing the repeated and marvelous intervention of St
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Joseph, to whcm Father Vaughan's devotion was most marked, as

well as the continued generosity of the Catholics of the British Isles,

of America and of several countries on the continent of Europe,

which have made possible the continuance and extension of the work.

And when the actual missionary work of the society was about

to begin, once again Herbert Vaughan's eyes turned towards Amer-
ica, this time to give, which is more blessed than to receive. It

was among the Colored people of the Southern States that the first

Mill Hill missions were established and Herbert Vaughan acccMn-

panied his first band of missionaries to Baltimore in 1871. The
Archbishops and Bishops of America, whose eloquent appeals had
drawn the Mill Hill fathers to devote tiwnuelTes to the Neg^o race,

soon vied with each other in extolling the self-sacrificing labors of

the young society. Churches and schools were built, missions were

opened in many of the States, and priests continued to set out from

Mill Hill to fill up the gaps that death had made and to extend the

ranks of the conquering apostles. So great was the progress made
that in the course of time it was decided that the American province

of the society should be autonomous, and in 1893 the first indepen-

dent American Foreign Missionary Society was established under

the jurisdiction of the Archbishop of Baltimore. That society is

still flourishing, and the work of the Josephite Fathers of Baltimore

continues to abound in excellent results and to merit universal ad-

miration.

For a time the expansion of St. Joseph's Society was eastwards

and southwards, in India, Borneo and Africa, though until the '90s

its priests continued to supply the Colored missions of the States. In

1875 its missionaries were sent to Madras at the earnest request of

the Bishop of Madras, Dr. S. Fennelly, and within six months of

their arrival the young priests passed tiirough a serious epidemic of

smallpox and cholera, followed very quidcly by a devastating fam-

ine. But their zeal triumphed over all difficulties, and the arrival of

more missionaries helped to relieve the only complaint that the

Bishop made. "I am not without anxiety for the lives of the

priests," Bishop Feimelly wrote in 1878, "for they are overtasking

their strength to meet the crisis." Gradually their sphere of labor

extended until it covered a large part of the archdiocese, and Father

Mayer, a Mill Hill priest, was consecrated auxiliary Bishop. In the

course of time the work of the society received its full recognition,

and in 191 1 another Mill Hill priest, His Grace Archbishop Aelen,

succeeded to the ArchWshopric of Madras.

Further north, in the same vast country of India, Mill Hill mis-

sionaries are also to be found. Their first arrival took place in the

stirring times of the Afghan campaign of 1879-1880, As military
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cbaplams they shared the varying fortunes of the British soldiers

and they won golden oiHnions from Catholics and Protestants alike.

In one of his dispatches the commanding <^cer, General Primrose,

alludes to one of the Mill Hill Fathers in the following eulogistic

terms : "I cannot overvalue the services rendered on the sixteenth of

August ( 1880) and on many other occasions by Father T. Jadcson,

who was always in the foremost of the fig^t attending upon and

offering every assistance to the wounded, both European and na-

tive." Alluding to the same priest, another officer adds= "I never

saw a man more earnestly devoted to his work and duty. He is

one of the best and bravest men I ever met. During the action on

the 27th I saw him walking about in the thickest of the fire quite

unconcernedly." These and many more similar testimonies go to

show the courage which the grace of God and zeal for souls will

infuse into the heart of a Catholic missionary.

In 1887 the Prefecture of Kashimir and Kafiristan was entrusted

to the care of St. Joseph's Society, and since then Mill Hill mis-

sionaries have been devoting themselves to the double work of na-

tive conversions and the care of the Catholic soldiers in the north

of the Punjab. Though their task usually demands patience and

perseverance rather than the stirring qualities exhibited during die

Afghan campaign, these Punjab missionaries have not unfrequently

been called upon to emulate the deeds of daring performed by

Father Jackson and his confreres. The medals won by several of

these priests in the expeditions against the tribes on the northwest

frontier show that the field of battle finds them equal to the occa-

sion, and in the present great war two of the priests from this mis-

sion are acting as chaplains to the troops, one of them having been

reconmiended for the Military Cross.

Passing through India and leaving Singapore to the west, we
reach the Island of Borneo, in the north of which is situated an-

other Mill Hill mission—the Prefecture Apostolic of Labuan and

North Borneo, reestablished in 1881. Here the Mill Hill mission-

aries had practically virgin soil to cultivate, and the results, tliough

encouraging, are naturally somewhat slow and obtained by pro-

digious labor and exhausting privations. Situated on the equator,

Borneo is a roadless land for the most part, abounding in jungle,

rivers and swamps. It is peopled by various races, the most note-

worthy being the head-hunting Dyaks, whose one object in life

—

before their conversion—is to collect as many human heads as pos-

sible, regardless of the inconvenience this pastime causes to their

unfortunate victims. Their huts are deo(»-ated with these ghastly

trollies, but even amongst these savs^s the unarmed missionary

goes utmiolested.
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Of a different character are the natives of another field of mis-

•sionary labor, entrusted to the care of St Joseph's Society in 1887

—

the Maoris of New Zealand. The Maoris are said to possess the

finest qualities, both physical and intellectual, of any aboriginal race,

and though even in the nineteenth century there are well authenti-

cated cases of cannibalism amongst them, they make excellent and
steadfast Catholics. Qimatic conditions here are favorable to the

missionaries, but the scattered flocks to which they have to admin-
inister provide them with plenty of hard work. Despite Protestant

propaganda, which pits its abundant resources against the scanty

means of the Catholic missionary, the conversion of the Maori goes

on apace, amply rewarding the priest for his untiring labors.

When Cardinal Vaughan sent his missionaries to the Colored

races in the Southern States, he had an end in view which went far

beyond the immediate work then undertaken. He dreamed of rais-

ing up from the ranks of the converted Negroes men who would

carry the faith back to their original home, and thus be the apostles

of a regenerated Africa. He was not destined to see his hopes

fulfilled, but shortly after his elevation to the Archbishopric of

Westminster, Cardinal Vaughan was enabled to aid directly in the

conversion of Africa by sending priests to Uganda, part of which

was included in the Vicariate of the Upper Nile, erected in 1894 and

lianded over to St. Joseph's Society.

Bishop Hanlon, the Vicar Apostolic, and his little band of mis-

sionaries set out long before the Uganda Railway was completed

and had to march 800 miles from the coast to their new mission

around Victoria Nyanza. Their caravan was attacked by maraud-

ing tribes and the missionaries considered themselves fortunate in

escaping with no further disaster than the loss of their goods. The

progress made in Uganda has been astounding. Strong Protestant

missions have been unable to prevent the conversion of many thou-

sands of natives to the Church. Perhaps the character of the re-

ligion of these natives is more remarkable than their number. In

the purity of their lives and the fervor of their devotion they rival

the Christians of the primitive Church. The sight of hundreds of

catechumens coming for baptism on Holy Saturday after their long

course of instruction, then their appearance on Easter Sunday

clothed in their white baptismal robes, recalls an earlier age of

Christianity. Or, again, picture the scene at the capital on Christ-

mas Eve. Confessions have been heard for two days almost inces-

santly, and when night fall? the natives begpn to gather. Manv

camp outside the church in the enclosure, others remain in church

awaiting the midnight hour. At last Pontifical High Mass begins

and the congregation is v rapped in devotion. At the Communion
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an orderly procession takes place to the altar rails and more than a
thousand natives receive Holy Communion. Nor is their devotion

of the spasmodic variety. Among them are found many daily com-

municants, and many, too, have suffered for the faith.

In the adjoining districts excellent results are beginning to appear

after some years of patient labor, and only lack of men and means

prevents the gathering in of an increasingly richer and more abun-

dant harvest

About ten years later another portion of Africa in Belgian Congo
was entrusted to Mill Hill. Thither the English-speaking mission-

aries went at the urgent request of the late King Leopold II., at a

time when the world was ringing with cries of Congo atrocities.

Here again a rich harvest has been gathered among the tribes of

the Upper Congo, who ilock round the missionaries eager for the

light of faith. Journeys in these parts are mainly by boat, and

the mighty Congo River has already claimed three' missionary

priests as its victims. A motorboat recently given by generous ben-

efactors has decreased the number of accidents and added greatly

to the efficiency of the missimiaries' labors. Here as in Uganda the

dreadful sleeping-sickness has made great ravages, in some places

whole Christian communities having been practically exterminated

and one Congo missionary of St. Joseph's Society has succumbed

to its deadly attacks.

The time was now at hand when Mill Hill should again renew

its connection with America and once again send its missionaries

to her assistance. The late Monsignor Agius, Apostolic Delegate

to the Philippines, and Monsignor Rocker, the late Bishop of Jaro-

appealed with irresistible pleading to the Very Rev. Father Henry,

superior general of St. Joseph's Society, for priests to be sent to

the Philippines. The dearth of priests consequent on the departure

of the Spanish friars had made havoc of once flourishing parishes

and whole provinces were on the verge of being lost to the Church.

Rebellion and war had reduced the inhabitants to poverty, which a

subsequent cattle plague made more extreme. The need of priests

was urgent, but means were wanting. An appeal in the American

papers, urged on by Monsignor Freri, director of the New York

branch of the Society for the Propagation of the Faith, and the lib-

eral contributions of the Propagation of the Faith and of the Com-

mission for Negro and Indian Missions, made it possible for Mill

Hill to send eight priests in January, 1906. Their numbers have

been gradually increased, so that at the present time thirty-one Mill

Hill missionaries are at work in the Diocese of Jaro.

The work has been prodigious. One priest has in many cases to

look after two or three parishes, having from 10,000 to 20,000 souls
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under his care, with a conreepoading oumber of «iek-caUs, involraig

long journeys and cofious wetttQgs from the raias above and the

floods beneath. To the eidiortatioo to spare themaelves freqaeotly

made by their superier comes the unanswerable reply= "All ti^aA,

but have we to let the pec^le die without the aacnuneatB?" Added
to this are the difficulties of contending with Aglipayanism—the

native schismatic Qiurcb—and with the emissaries of Protestaotiam.

Still the people are being won over gradually, and instead of being

objects of derisi(Mi and targets for stones, which at one time were
hurled in great numbers, the priests have beccmc objects of rever-

ence and esteem. Ruined churches and convents have been repaired

and many souls reconciled to the Church of their childhood, while

8,iao baptisms were conferred in the siogk year 1915.

Mill Hill's latest «Htir?r tias forg^ another link in the long

chain of connections between that .society and the American Conti-

nent. In November, 1912', tlwee griests left Mill Hill for the Car-

ribean Sea to take up the care of three islands not far distant from

Panama—the Islands of San Andres, Old Providence and Cora.

Previously the Josei^ite Fathers of Baltimore had begun the work
on these hitherto n^kcted islands, and in 1912 the Roman Congre-

gation of Propaj^da requested Mill Hill to continue the good

work. As the ooly means of traasport are sailing vessels, commu-
nication between the islands and with the mainland is very difficult,

and the undeveloped condition of the islands also impedes the move

ments of the missionaries.

The inhabitants are a mixed race, showing some trace of Eng-

lish, Irish and Scotch descent, and the majority of them have

adopted the Baptist creed. Still, progress has been made, and for

this American priests and American support are mainly responsible,

while upon the foundation thus laid ^e small band of Mill Hill

missionaries are building and have already extended the work.

Mill Hill has therefore rq>re8entatives on every continent, and

from every land comes the same report of difficulties encountered

and partially overcome, and of continaal conversions to the one

true Churdi. True, the divine seed in one place yields fruit a hun-

dredfold, in another sixlyfdd and in a third but thirtyfold, and

often one reaps where another has sown. But the work of God
progresses, limited only by the scanty supply of men and means.

It would be impossible to count the number of souls converted by

St. Joseph's Society during the fifty years of its existence, but the

grand total of 19,298 baptisms administered in the single year 191

5

will give some idea of the extent to whidi God has Messed the work

of His devoted laborers.

For a work of sudi world-wide extent it is but natural that one
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college could not suffice. For the regular supply of an ever increas-

ing number of missionaries, colleges subsidiary to Mill Hill were
soon required, and in 1884 & preparatory college was opened at

Freshfield, near Liverpod, which of late years has been well filled.

The continent of Europe has also been generous in supplying sub-

jects to So. Jose{di's Society and St Joseph's College at Roosen-

daal, Holland, founded in 1890, which is now the house of i^iloso-

phy for the society, has been especially prolific. This work was
supplemented in 1912 by the opening of a preparatory college at

Tilburg, Holland, which is having a truly {rfienomenal success, while

the college at Brixen, in the Tyrol, has trained a number of students

for the Theological Coll^ at Mill Hill.

Notwithstanding his many cares and interests as Bishop of Sal-

ford, and afterwards as Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster, Car-

dinal Vaughan never ceased to keep the first place in his affections

for the Foreign Missionary Society at Mill Hill, of which he re-

mained superior general throughout his life. It was the child of

his prayers, his labors and his tears, and to Mill Hill he directed

his steps whenever his multifarious duties allowed him to seek a

few hours of repose. He would spend hours in the diapel com-

muning with his God and with his favorite saint, St Joseph, and

rise up comforted and refreshed, ready for more work in the vine-

yard of the Lord.

To Mill Hill he was taken in March, 1903, this time, as he him-

self said, "to die." His last illness was upon him and he wished

to prepare himself for death in the company of his spiritual chil-

dren in the college which he had built. Truly he gave an edifying

example to all in his sufferings patiently borne, his childlike confi-

dence in God, his faith, his meekness and humility. On the day

before his death was enacted in St Joseph's Collie chapel a scene

never to be forgotten by those who witnessed it Clothed for the

last time in his scarlet robes, the great Cardinal made his profes-

sion of faith in the presence of his Cathedral Chapter and of the

college OHnmunity, and then with true humility—a virtue hidden

from those to whoni he was but a stately diurchman—he begged

forgiveness for any want of kindness and consideration he might

have shown throughout his busy life, and, disdaiming all credit

of any good work he had acoMnplished, he placed all his trust in

the infinite mercy of God.

On the feast of the Sacred Heart, June 19, 1903, Herbert Vaughan

gave back his noble soul to God. Into his unfinished Cathedral at

Westminster his mortal remains were taken, there to receive the

homage which was his due. But tfie precious treasure was not to

remain there. Not in the stately church, whidi owed to much to
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the Cardinal's energy, but in Mill Hill where his remains find a

resting place, for so the Gtrdinal had willed.

Here, under the shadow of the Crucifix, on the Collie Calvary,

Cardinal Vaughan was laid to rest. To those who knew the Car-

dinal, or who have since learnt to revere his manly diaracter and his

saintly life, his grave has become a place of pilgrimage, one of the

sacred shrines of Catholic England. Upon the simple granite monu-

ment, which was all the Cardinal would allow to be erected over his

hallowed grave, are inscribed the words more descriptive of Herbert

Vaughan's true character than all his many titles, "Servulus per-

petuus gloriosae et beatae Mariae Virginis et Sancti Josq^i"—^"The

perpetual little slave of the glorious and blessed Virgin Mary and

St. Joseph."

Thomas A. Sullivan.
London, England.
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DANTE'S MESSAGE TO MANKIND.

ANTE'S message to mankind has one purpose, namely, to

lead erring mortal back from his evil ways to the path of

rigfateousoess. Before considering this message as con-

tained in the Divine Comedy, it will be interesting to see what tiie

other four great poets of life—Homer, Virgil, Milton, Goethe-
propose as a twacon to guide man to his eternal home. Each of

these, a child of his age, reveals the struggles and tendencies of the

times in which he lives, and shows just how much light guided men
towards their true destiny.

Homer makes man fret and die to no avail. The light shed by

Achilles' wrath is as darkness, while the Iliad itself is "a land of

darimess as darkness itself." A never-ending night of superstition

and error, without the least g^in^>se of any star of revelation, broods

over kings and peasants, over gods, demigods and heroes. The

"blind bard" of Chios is at times a teacher of the hig^iest natural

virtues, but he was as "a blind man leading the blind," when there

is questicMi of guiding his hearers to heaven, man's true home. The

darkness of the JE^eid of Virgil is not starless. It is pierced by

an occasimial ray of hope. The Roman poet even points to evident

signs of a future dawn, but these forecasts are so many shooting-

stars across the firmament, lighting up the heavens for a moment,

then sinking into original glo<Mn. In the Eclogues Virgil sings of a

golden age that is about to come, of a Child Who will bring peace

and sweet contentment to much afHicted mortal, of a land where

labor and toil shall be no more, where strife shall cease, where true

love and charity shall knit men's hearts. Yet these words fell mean-

ingless on ears dinned by the clash of arms or softened by the

smooth speech of flattery.

The singer of "Paradise Lost" should "justify the ways of God
to man," but he falls far short of his aim. He succeeds in producing

on the minds of his readers not a contempt for God's ardienemy.

but a secret admiration for his indomitable will and vast intellectual

powers, before which the intellect of the "Father Almighty" is but

puny. Milton is Christian, but his C3iristianity is distorted. A
genuine product of the Reformation, the "Paradise Lost," design-

edly or not, creates a spirit of rebellion against established law and

order. The reader drinks in unconsciously Satan's "never-ending

hate" for everything godly, till his faith in God's goodness and maj-

esty slowly but surely becomes weaker and weaker. One closes the

great English epic with the feeling that the only lesson of life is

:

"To reign is worth ambition, though in hell;

Better to reign in hell than serve in heaven."
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Goethe's "Faust" is the worst book wherein mankind may learn

of its eternal destiny. It is the mouthpiece of the modem world,

making bodily gratifications the "be-all and end-all of life." It

teaches man to pludc the flower while he may; to drink deep

draughts of life's cup of pleasure, heedless of phyucal or moral con-

sequences. Life's riddle can only be solved by self-indulgence. Its

lesson is that a broader view of life can be obtained only on a
heaped-up pile of sin and suffering. The hero commits crime after

crime, suffers wreck and ruin of soul and body, but is saved at the

end by the slender thread of another's prayer. He reaches the

stdution of life by following brute passion whithersoever it may
lead ; he feels the utter void ever waiting on pleasure, he has r^rets

and even remorse, but never is he truly sorry for the ruin caused

in his soul and in the souls of others. Faust's brief lesson is, "Enjoy

life and chance the future." What a deceptive beacon to lead man
across the sea of life

!

The Divine Comedy of Dante fulfills a loftier purpose. It points

out the direct road to God. Rest is to be found not in the ways and

byways traversed by false gods and gfoddesses, as Homer taught of

old ; not in sacrificing life that the empire might increase in grandeur

and power, as Virgil would have us understand ; not in strength of

wiU and keenness of intellect, as Milton implicitly teaches ; not in

fdlowing lower instincts as "Faust" directs, but in a thorough

knowledge of self and of the heinousness of sin, in sincere repen-

tance for past failings, in the imitation of Christ and of His saints,

in the love and contemplation of God. Such is the lesson taught

mankind by the poet of Florence; such the solution of life proposed

by the most Catholic of Catholic poems.

An exile, poor, disappcnnted, friendless, Dante is seeking for

peace, "the peace which the world cannot give." The dark, tangled

wood in which he went astray in die beginning of his journey to the

o^ier wiM-lds is the symbol of the state of the soul sank in sin and

deprived of all heavenly light. Reason, personified in Virgil, is

ever reminding the poet that he was bom for higher things, tfiat God
is his last end, and that he must make any sacrifice, undergo any

shame, rather than lose his end. Pain and sorrow, two infallible

teachers, have shown him how futile are the efforts to obtain lasting

peace on this earth. Ingratitude <d friends made him turn his

tkotigjhts to the one, true, cbaagekss Friend Whose moods he did

net have to watch and Whose home was in heaven. Dante's heart

was pteimineBtly a heart of faith, hence misery, instead of dejecting

the esiilc, made him a man as well as a poet Suffering, instead of

bc^ettiag discord, developed harmony in his soul ; it gave fire to his

gesius, weakened the music that rested in him and brougjht it forth.
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As faith is the source and spring of the hif^iest life and aspirati<m,

so Dante's song is the highest song of life that has been or ever

will be sung.

The Divine Comedy shows the why and wherefore of our exist-

ence so clearly, points out the true relations between creatures and

man and man and God so unmistakably, describes sin with its hor-

riUe consequences so vividly, that we might say that the master-

work of the poet-statesman of Florence was the forerunner of the

wonderful "spiritual exercises" of the soldier-saint of the sixteenth

century. Both Dante and Ignatius understood human nature thor-

oughly. Both had a keen insight into the hearts of men. Bodl ob-

served carefully the drifts and tendencies of their respective times.

Each in his own way tried to bring man back to a sense of his du-

ties, to make him look above the strifes and tumuuls of the world

to a land far beyond the stars. Neither the poet nor the saint said

new things, nor propounded new theories, nor advanced personal

views, nor broached novel questions. Each took world-old truths

and presented them to man—one in the beautiful raiment of poetry,

the other in an unpretentious garb of strict logic. Faith and reason

are so combined in proposing the fundamental truths and doctrines

of the Christian religion diat any one seriously undertaking to ici-

low out the maxims and rules of life proposed either by the Divine

Comedy of Dante or the spiritual exercises of St Ignatius will soon

be transformed from siimer into an ardent lover of God. Grant lite

"principle and foundation" of the spiritual exercises, then holiness

of life and even perfection must of necessity follow ; grant an effi-

cacious desire of attaining one's last end, then the journey of the

soul in the "Divina Commedia" must necessarily be undertakea

What, then, is the message of the "Divina Commedia ?"

Every page in the Inferno throbs with human life. Every line

is a heart-beat carefully recorded, as every phase of sinful

life is delicately revealed and every possibility of fallen nature

scrupulously catalogued. The language is universal. Its lesson is

for all times. Hatred for sin, the one obstacle in man's way to God,

is so inculcated from the mcMnent we enter the frowning forest till

"we issue to behold the stars" that we cannot help conduding that

the Inferno is a warning signal of danger ahead telling us to take

precautions against the awful day of reckoning. The sad but in-

structive legend on the very portal of the eternal prison, "Abandon

all hope ye that enter here," speaks terribly of God's wrath. It

tends to keep man far, far from that house of woe "reared by power

divine." "The lamentations and loud moans that resound through

the air pierced by no star of hope" at once strike terror into our

hearts just as we cross the threshold of hell. From then on our eyes
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are wearied by constant scenes of violence ; our ears dinned by sad

recitals of guilt; our hearts grieved at the pitiable condition of the

lost. We see everywhere the doleful consequences of sin. Froni

its consequences we learn to hate sin itself. We see the sensual

"lashed and tossed by constant tempests of warring winds," and we
ask ourselves whether it be worth the while to run the risk of a

woeful eternity for the sake of a few momentary gratifications. We
see the intemperate tormented by cold, rain, sleet and hail, and we
bewail the folly of such as "make their stomach their god." We
notice the wrathful and gloomy in the Stygian Lake, and we are

told that life is not a Calvary without a Tabor, nor a night witfiout

a dawn. Farinata in his fiery tomb warns the proud not to .lash

their petty intellectual selves against the immovable rock of truth

and righteousness. The sentient trees everlastingly preyed upon by

foul harpies force from us a tear of sympathy for such as would

rob the living temple of its spirit to free themselves from the cark

and care of life. Francesca's heartrending story of love, "that trag-

edy of tragedies sounded ir<xa the depths of eternal woe," cautions

man and woman to keep ever intact the faith plighted before God's

altar, for sad indeed is Francesca's crime of infidelity, sadder still

her punishment

If the suffering souls were of "angelic nature immortal," we
should be affected far less ; but when we see men and women like

ourselves objects of God's unending hate, then the lesson comes

nearer home. We meet with kings who died in their pride, with

queens who recall happier days, with princes who served ambition

instead of their God, with warriors who fell with curses on their

lips and hatred in their hearts, and we hear them in their torments

"pitifully invoking a second death," but in vain.

"Nor all the gold that is beneath the moon
Or ever hath been, of these toilwom souls

Might purchase rest for one."—Inf. 7-65.

Ask these sorrowing spirits the cause of their eternal condemna-

tion. The one simple and sole reply is : Because they di'' not fulfill

the end for which God created them; because they knowingly and

willingly transgressed God's law, and were overtaken by death in

their sins. Hence now they are doomed an everlasting prey to

rankling sorrow and remorse.

The Inferno then contains the beginning of Dante' .« message to

man, namely: Know thyself and hate sin as the great-st of all

evils. This self-knowledge, this hatred for sin, however, is not suffi-

cient. Man must desire efficaciously to purify his soul of all blot, for
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"It were unseemly with eye obscured by any cloud

To go before Hun who stands foremost in heaven."

—Purg. I., 99.

Sober reflection during the journey through the "land of sorrow"

will have inspired man with a fear of God's anger and will have

strengthened his resolve to win by daily penance "the sweet fruit

which that stem lesson should bear." The poet says that prayer

and penance alone can make our souls pure once more. What is

absolutely necessary is a resolute will to undergo with God's help

every torment, as each torment is a stepping-stone to God.

"Arise, therefore! Conquer thy panting with the soul

That conquers every battle ; so be it that it sinks

Not down with its heavy body."

Hence sinful man, abashed and sorrowful, must stand a penitent

on the threshold of Purgatory.

The Purgatorio paints in living colors a sin-stained soul thirst-

ing for peace and original justice. The soul, indeed, is saved, for

it has fought the good fight, but it is still an exile from the Father's

home; an exile, not as those victims of Divine Justice who dash

themselves in despair against the dread portal of hell, but a willing

exile singing songs of thanksgiving and of love as it lands on the

purifying shore. The lessons contained in this second part of the

Divine Trilogy are salutary. Unless "one has eyes and sees not,

ears and hears not," one cannot help noticing the deep message

contained in the very scenes of the Purgatory. The venerable old

Roman, guardian of the Isle of Purgatory, represents the freedom

of the soul from the slavery of sin, for Cato is worthy above all

others to direct the spirits who suffered mudi and made many
sacrifices rather than become a slave to Satan, man's common enemy.

Pia di Tolmei, "sinner to her latest hour," but who died "repenting

and forgiving at peace with God," and'Buonconte da Montefeltro

"saved by one little tear, 'una lagrimetta,' and a prayer to Mary,"

teach man not to be negligent in God's service, nor stake his future

on a deathbed repentance. Kings and princes seated apart in a

flowery valley bewail their tardy repentance, owing to their too

great attachment to riches, power and worldly grandeur They

now see the world's "vanity of vanities" and fully realize that all

honor is but grass and all temporal glory but the flower of the field.

The angel at the gate brands our foreheads seven times with the

letter P, "peccata," denoting how deep-rooted are our sins and how

intense must be our determination to be cleansed wholly and not

in part.
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"Look when entered, that thou wash these scars away."

How the repentant proud do penance 1 They are borne down by
the weight of heavy stones placed upon their backs. The envious

have their eyes pierced and sewed with an iron thread. The
wrathful dwell in a land of fogs

—

"Of every planet reft and palled in clouds."

The slothful are urged on by two spirits filled with God's holy

love; the avaricious weep; the gluttons meekly suffer hunger and

thirst in joyful hope of thus satisfying God's anger, and sooner or

later of seeing God's face. Can any one follow the poet through such

scenes of genuine penitence and not consider it a violation of every

principle of reason to gratify and indulge the body at the expense

of the soul, to set his heart on perishing pleasures against the dic-

tates of conscience, to make earth his heaven, to substitute man for

God?

"The world iu blind.

Light have ye still to follow evil or good.

And of the will free power, which, if it stand

Firm and unwearied in heaven's first essay,

Conquers at last, triumphant over all."

Besides lessons of piety and repentance inculcated by "those who
dwell content in fire," there is a soft symbolism underlying each

picture drawn by tiie master artist—a symbolism whidi teadies man
to look above the transitory and view the eternal truth beyond sign

or symbol. The steep eminence, whose ascent is difficult at first,

"but more a man proceeds less evil grows," symbolizes the difficulty

accompanying first repentance, but once the sinner is determined to

enter with courage on the way of well-doing, his progress becomes

as easy "and as pleasant as a vessel going down stream." A mead,

fk>wery and fair, represents the transient splendor of the world ; but

beware lest you repose among these "flowers of a hundred hues,"

"for beneath each fragrant bosom a serpent lies." An eagle clasp-

ing Dante and carrying him off to heaven is a symbol of illtmiinating

grace whidi enlij^tens the intellect and moves the will. The peni-

tent poet, humUy begging of God's angel to unbar the gate of Pur-

gatory, represents the humility and sincerity of the sinner craving

absolution of God'^s minister in Ae sacrament of penance. The

gloomy clouds in the land of the wrathful s}rmbolize the melandioly

influence of anger over the mind and heart of man. The hideous

hag who holds us spellbound by her siren song is a true picture of

impurity, whidi, though loathsome in itseff, seduces whatsoever
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man steadily gazes on her form. The steep and narrow stair, along^

which the poets must dimb singly, represents man's journey to his

eternal home, for singly must man journey, as singly must he enter

heaven. Finally the Purgatory itself is a symbol of our whole life,

for by the Purgatory we are taught that freedom from sin can be

purchased only at the price of continual struggle and sacrifice, diat

the peace of God which the world cannot give can only be had and

maintained by a clean conscience and an upright will, and that only

those who have the wedding garment of purity can expect "to

mount to tiie stars," the home of our Mother who is in heaven and

of our Father Who created us for Himself.

To Dante's eyes a purified soul is beautiful beyond all things

beautiful that were ever seen in the world—fairer tiian the mellow

light of morning, brighter than the dazzling beams of the noonday

sun, purer than the lily of spring or newly driven snow. It is

worthy to bask in the eternal sunshine of God's presence.

Can there be a message for mankind in the "sublime magnificence"

of the "Paradiso?" A message there surely is, but only for such

as would rise above the poisoned atmosphere of this earth and

mount higher and higher, far beyond the moon's pale disc or the

sun's golden orb, and make straight for the fixed stars, where

countless multitudes of the redeemed, drowned in eternal light,

"gaze on the splendors of the glorified Humanity of Christ and on

the radiance of the purple orb of the Trinity." Few follow Dante

on this celestial journey, fewer still read the deep moral in every

canto of the "Paradiso." No superficial reading, but only serious

study of the third part of the "Divine Comedy," will reveal the

eternal maxims therein contained. In the "Paradiso" the soul has

reached its end—true blessedness in God. It has conquered and is

crowned with bliss eternal. Nor is it alone in its glory. Thousands

upon thousands of spirits of the just made perfect join in the sweet

hosannas of the angels:

"O mortal men! be wary how ye judge:

For we, who see our Maker, know not yet

The number of the chosen."—Parad. xx., 125.

Rich and poor, learned and unlearned, souls of all ages and of

every clime, are to be found among the blessed. They converse with

the poet "as man speaks to man ;" they tell of their trials and temp-

tations when on earth, their sensibilities and their passions, the

ordeals through which God made them pass in order that the gold

of their virtues might be the more refined for the eternal treasure-

house of the saints. Here the promises of the Eight Beatitudes are

literally fulfilled. Here the saints look back on their life passed on
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this earth and thank their Maker for having given them grace to

set their hearts not on shadows, but on realities ; to fix their gaze

not on delusive phantoms, but on the clear light of faith. To save

their souls was the one aim to which they directed all their duties,

realizing all the while that sorrows and sufferings were mere rounds

on the ladder reaching up to heaven.

"Whoso laments that he must doff the garb

Of a frail mortality, thenceforth to live

Immortally above, he hath not seen

The sweet refreshing of that heavenly shower."

—Parad. xiv., 25.

How fitly these words apply to such as have grown terrestrial by

the indulgence of their senses by following the whims and vanities

of time, and who naturally fear death as life's greatest calamity.

Though Dante's Paradise is indeed "the holy Jerusalem where the

blessed shall not need the light of a lamp, nor the light of the sun,

because the Lord God shall enlighten them, and they shall reign

forever and ever," still the poet in every canto informs us in unmis-

takable terms that heaven is a reward ; to obtain it one must take

care to merit upon earth, for it is wordiy of all labor and suffering:

"It is part of our delight to measure

Our wages with the merit and admire

The close proportion."—Paradise vi., 122.

What is the reward that Dante places before mankind if man
would only forego sinful pleasure and be guided by the princi;<les

of faith? None other than God Himself, the Uncreated, Everlast-

ing Fountain of life, of love, of beauty, Who alone can satisfy m m'>

thirst for happiness.

"O perennial flowers.

Breathe now, and let the hunger be appeased

That with great craving long hath held my soul,

Finding no food on earth."

A mere desire to reach heaven and even performance of good

deeds are not sufficient for obtaining one's last end. The poet as-

sures mankind that not only faith in Christ is needed, for

"None ever hath ascended to this realm

Who hath not a believer been in Christ."—Parad. xix., loi.

but also there is required the guidance of the Church, Christ's Holy

Spouse, who by her theology, personified in Beatrice, must enlighten
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man, keep him from trrot and lead him safely to his eternal

home. Human reason alone has led the poet step by step through

the regions of sorrow and almost up to the top of the Mount of

Purification, but Divine Theology must direct his steps in the imme-

diate journey to the terrestrial as well as to the heavenly Paradise.

Hence at his very entrance into heaven an increase of light sur-

rounds the traveler to signify that a new and more enlightening

beam other than human sdenoe must guide man to his Creator,

must explain His marvelous works, and must, as far as may be, un-

ravel His mysteries. Hence those outside the pale of the Church

and who are not in sympathy with Dante's thoroughly Catholic

views find it very difficult to follow Dante in the celestial journey

and understand his doctrine concerning God and creation, man's

original justice and his fall, the utter powerlessness of any creature

to make atonement to God for original sin, the consequent necessity

of a God-Man to make reparation on the cross, the soul's immortal-

ity and the resurrection of the body.

Hence the "Paradiso" has no messj^ for the Rationalist, who,

relying on human reason alone, rejects the supernatural, considers

the story of Adam and Eve a myth and scoffs at die Redemption

as the outcome of pious sentimentality. Hence also one who is

given over entirely to sensual gratifications and who makes this

world a Paradise will fail to appreciate the delicacy with whidi the

poet inculcates his lesson on the excellence of religious vows, their

obligations and their subsequent merit to a high degree of glory,

on the reasonableness and advantage of a sincere conversion to God
which oftentimes gains for a soul a lofty place among the blessed.

To the sincere Catholic and devout Qiristian the messs^ of the

"Divine Comedy" is teeming with consolation. The poet speaks of

our home far beyond the stars, not as an idle visionary playing with

fancy, but as one having authority. He tells us what he has seen

and heard. After taking us step by step from sfdiere to sphere of

the blessed, and from choir to choir of the angels, to the very throne

of the Godhead, the Ever-blessed Trinity, by Whose light the heav-

ens are illumined, around Whom hover the thrones, dominations and

powers, as so many dazzling sparks fired with God's love, Dante

exclaims

:

"O speech,

How feeUe and how faint thou art to g^ve

Ccmception birth? Yet this to what I saw

Is less than little."—Par. xxxiit., iia-113.

Thus the immortal poet of Fterence tries to sum up all he has

said about tfie "Summum Bonum," which he ^accs before mankind
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as the one object of all ambition; whidi must be attained by a

thorough knowledge of self, by a firm will to conquer the one ob-

stacle on man's road to heaven, namely, sin, by an unswerving faith

in Christ's doctrine and by a humble submission to the teaching of

the Church. In short, by a whole-souled conversion to God, Who
has destined eadi loal for Himself. Sudi is Dante's message to

mankind.

Dominic A. Ciri, S. J.

Woodstock, Md.
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THS \VE8TM1S8TEB VEB8I0N OF TH SACKED SCBIPTUBB8—THE NEW TE8-
TAMEDX. Vol. iL, Part IL—The Qospel According to St. Mark. Bjr

the S«v. Jotpk D«an, D. D., Pk. D., Professor of Sacred Scripture, St.

Joseph's Diocesan College, UpbolUnd. New Tork: LAngrnans, arem
& C?o.

The Westminster Version of the Sacred Scriptures is progressing

so steadily and meritoriously as to bring joy to all who are watch-

ing its progress. It seemed a great undertaking when first an-

nounced, and even those most in favor of it hardly expected to see

its completion assured at so early a date. But already the whole of

the New Testament is in hand and a beginning has been made with

the translation of the Old Testament.

Two very valuable and interesting parts have come from the

press recently containing the Gospel of St Mark and the Apoca-

lypse. The text flows with the same even continuity, as in former

contributions, and the references and notes are as full and clear.

The introductions in both cases are so well done as to be worthy of

quotation.

I. ST. MASK.

Scripture and tradition say very little about the author of the

second gospel, who is better known by his Roman surname Mark
than by his Jewish name Jc^.
He is not mentioned in the gospels. St Epi[^anius makes him

one of the seventy-two disciples, even one of those who after the

discourse at Caphamaum "walked no more" with Jesus (John vi.,

66). A sixth century eulogy identifies St. Mark with the "man
carrying a pitcher of water" (xiv., 13). Recent OMnmentators sug-

gest that he is the "young man" who sought to follow Jesus from

Gcthsemane to the house of Caiaphas (xiv., 51). None of these

views are easy to reconcile with the explicit statement found in

Eusebius, and perhaps to be attributed to St John the Apostle,

that St Mark neither heard the Lord nor followed Him.
The Acts of the Apostles supply more reliable information. In

Acts iv., 36, we are introduced to St. Mark's cousin, St Barnabas,

a Jew of Cyprus (cf. Col. iv., 10). In xii., 12, we meet St Mark
himself, already ti convert, living with his mother in Jerusalem.

St. Peter knew them well, for after his miraculous deliverance from

prison he went straightway "to the house of Mary, the mother of

John, sumamed Mark, where many were gathered in prayer."

Shortly afterwards, Barnabas and Saul, who had come to Jerusalem
with relief for the brethren, returned to Antioch "taking with them
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John, surnatned Mark" (xii., 25), and when they set out on their

first missionary journey (47-48 A. D.) "they had John as their

attendant"—^not a mere servant, but probably a subordinate col-

league in the work of the ministry (xiii., 5). At Perga in Pam-
phylia "John withdrew from them and returned to Jerusalem"

(xiii., 13). The reason of this withdrawal is not known, but St.

Paul evidently did not consider it justified. After the Council of

Jerusalem we find St. Mark back in Antioch, and when St. Paul

proposed a second missionary journey (50-53 A. D.) "Barnabas

wished to take John, called Marie, with them" ; but St. Paul, mind-

ful of the previous withdrawal, dissented. So "Barnabas took

Mark and sailed to Cyprus," while St. Paul chose Silas and went

through Syria and Cilicia (xv., 36-41).

We cannot trace St. Mark's movements during the next ten years,

but in the interval St. Peter, and even the once offended St. Paul,

claimed his services. In three Epistles despatched from Rome, St.

Mark is associated with the two Apostles. About 61 A. D. St. Paul

sends greetings to Philemon "from Mark and Luke, my fellow-

workers" (24), and to the Colossians "from Aristarchus and fr<^

Mark, Barnabas' cousin; (ye have received instructions about him;

if he come to you, give him welcome) ; . . . these alone of the

circumcision are my fellow-workers for the kingdom of God, and

they have been a comfort to me" (iv., lo-ii). The Apostle speaks

dubiously of St. Mark's intended visit to Colossae, and possibly

is was deferred, for presently (perhaps about 64 A. D.), St. Peter

too sends a salutatim from Rome—the "Babylon" of his first Epistle

—in the name of "my son Mark" (v., 13). Subsequently, St. Mark
journeyed to Asia, and it may be in 66 A. D. that St. Paul bids

Timothy, who was probably at Ephesus, "pick up Mark and bring

him with thee" to Rome, "for he is useful to me in the ministry"

(II. Tim. iv., II).

No further mention of St. Mark occurs in the New Testament.

The general voice of tradition is against distinguishing "John Mark"
of the Acts from "Mark" of the Epistles, and it is now generally

admitted that he who appears in the Acts as the associate of Peter,

Paul and Barnabas, reappears in the Roman Epistles, under his

Roman surname alone, as the "son" of Peter, the "fellow-worker"

of Paul, and the "cousin" of Barnabas.

The Fathers and ecclesiastical writers throw little furdier light

on St Mark's life. They agree in calling him "the disciple and

interpreter" of St Peter. Many take this latter term to refer to

assistance given in the rendering of St Peter's native Aramaic

into Greek; though it may merely intimate that St Mark in his

gospel gave written expression to the oral teaching of his master.
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E^sebius relates that St Mark wras said to be the founder of the

Alexandrian church. The tradition was widespread and is not

disproved by the mere silence of the Alexandrians Clement and

Origen, or by our inability to determine the precise time of St
Mark's ministry there. The time, place and manner of bis death

are likewise uncertain.

n. THE ATmi<nsHip of tse gospel.

That St Mark is the author of the seomd gospel is attested by

external and internal evidence.

The earliest and most explicit witness is Papias, Bishop of Hicr-

apolis, "a hearer of John and the companion of Polycarp," another

disciple of St. John. It is probably this latter who, as Papias re-

ports, used to say: "Mark, Peter's interpreter, wrote down what

the Lord had said or done—so far as he remembered it—accurately,

but not in order. For he had neither heard the Lord nor f(dbwed

Him, but later, as I said, he was a follower of Peter, who gave

such instructions as circumstances required, and not an orderly

account of the LcM'd's words. Hence Mark was not at fault in

writing some things simply as he (t. e., Peter) remembered them.

For his one care was to omit nothing that he had heard, and to

speak truthfully thereon."

There is manifest reference to the second gospel in the writings

of St Justin (ilor. c. 150 A. D.), and in the opening lines of the

mutilated Muratorian canon (c 200 A. D.), though St Mailc is

not expressly mentioned. St. Irenaeus, a disciple of St. Polycarp

of Smyrna, and later Bishop of Lyons, writes (flor. c 185 A. D.)

:

"After the departure of Peter and Paul, Mark, Peter's disciple and

interpreter, delivered to us in writing what Peter had preached."

And again, "Mark, Peter's interpreter and follower, began his

gospel thus : "The beginning of the gospel of Jesus Qirist,

Son of God. ... At the close of his gospel Mark
says: "And the Lord Jesus, after speaking with them,

was received into heaven and sitteth at the rig^t hand of

God." These words are the more valuable in that they formally

identify St Mark's work wiA our second gospel, and clearly recog-

nize his authorship of the contested final verses. From the testi-

mony of Clement of Alexandria (flor. c. 200 A. D.), we learn

incidentally the birthplace, occasion and destination of our go^>el.

He relates, as a tradition, that when Peter had preached the word
in Rome . . . many there besought Marie, who had followed

him frcHn of old and remembered his words, to write down what

he had said; and that Mark composed the gospel, and gave it to

those who had made the request of him." TertuUian in North
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Africa, Origeifm Alexandria, and many later Fathers and writers

testify to St. -Ilfark's authorship and clearly assert that his gospel

embodies St. Peter's preaching.

We may add, respecting these writers, that those who refer to

the time of St. Mark's composition—with the possible exception

of St. Irenaeus-^uggest a date prior to St Peter's death (c. 64-

65 A. D.). On the other hand, St. Mark does not appear to have

been St. Peter's colleague in the ministry at Rome till after the

middle of the century. The date of composition, then, probably

falls not long after 60 -A. D.

The internal evidence authorship amply confirms the main

Greek-speaking Jew. "TH^.Greek gospel is manifestly not a mere

translation of an Aramaic work," but represents a Greek original.

Yet the simple sentences devoid of elaborate syntax, the ready use

of Aramaic words and phrases, the familiarity with Jewish customs

and beliefs, and with Palestinian topography betray the writer's

nationality.

Again, the author, if not himself an eye-witness of the events

recorded, had surely been in constant intercourse with one. The
whole narrative is clear, remarkably precise in detail, and handled

with animation. The various scenes are vividly presented, the

touches lifelike and unexpected, and impressions strong. The whole

coloring is rich, fresh and warm. Everywhere it is the living Qirist

whom we see.

Furthermore, there are indications that St. Peter was the eye-

witness in question. It is noteworthy that St. Peter's discourse in

the house of Cornelius (Acts x., 34-43), so truly outlines St Mark's

gospel as to be called his gospel in miniature. Nor is it without

significance that St Peter'9 inspired conception of Jesus
—"He is

Lord of all"—dominates the second gospel. "There is certainly

but little in this gospel which did not fall within the limits of St.

Peter's personal knowledge." With St. Peter's call the narrative

of the ministry begins (i., 16) ; his confession at Caesarea Philippi

marks its turning-point (viii., 29) ; the angel's message to him is

its close (xvi., 7). True, St Mark omits several striking "Petrine

incidents" {e. g.. Matt, xiv., 29: xvi., 18: xvii., 27) ; but this we
attribute, with Eusebius, to St Peter's reserve in sounding his own
praises, while we point out four references to St. Peter peculiar

to St Mark (i., 36: xi., 21: xiii., 3: xvi., 7), and observe that St
Peter's faults are not forgotten (viii., 33 : xiv., 37-68) ; indeed,

the account of his three denials is given with special details. His

figure may not loom large, but we feel we have the story from his

standpoint

statements The author was clearly a
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Lastly, there are signs that the woric was destined chiefly for

gentile converts. The author makes no express reference of his

own to the Law of Moses, and in significant contrast to St Mat-

thew, only once explicity quotes the Old Testament in his own
narrative (i., 2-3: yet cf. vi., 34; xv., 24, 29, 36: xvi., 19). He
translates Aramaic words and phrases (e. g., iii., 17: v. 41: vii., 11,

34), and inserts explanatory comments on many matters in no wise

obscure to Jewish readers {e. g., vii. 2-4: xii., 18: xiv., 12). A
few toudies in the gospel even suggest its connection with Rome.
Latinisms are relatively frequent {e. g., v., 43: xv., 15, 19, 39),
and the value of the widow's "mites" is even explained in terms of

Roman money (xii., 42). Again, the Rufus of xv., 21, recalls the

Rufus of R(Mnans xvi., 13.

1" ..I .,j ,
III. CHARACTEKISTICS OF THE GOSPEL.

The second gospel has much in common with the first and third.

AJmost every section of St. Mark has its parallel in St Matthew

or in St Luke, frequently in both. Similarity of matter is largely

accompanied by similarity of language. This gives rise to the

Synoptic Problem, which is concerned with the maimer of origin

and mutual relations of the ficst three gospels, a question treated

in the appendix of St Matthew. Here we merely point out the

more distinctive features—doctrinal, historical and literary—of St

Mark compared with the other evangelists.

Doctrinal. The distinct purpose of the second gospel is to por-

tray Jesus as "Lord of all." It is suggested by the very headline:

"The gospel of Jesus Christ, Son of God." True, the questicHi of

Christ's divine personality also forms the main theme of St John's

narrative, but the standpoint and method of the two evangelists

are widely different. St Mark's view is distinctively historical;

St John's is eminently, but not exclusively, doctrinal. In the one

case there is no attempt to flash the Godhead upon us; Our Lord

is not wholly silent, but He is reticent; nay, of the Jesus of St
Mark men have said that "He did not set great store on His equality

with God." In truth, the simple, unstudied narrative is left to

speak for itself and to convince the reader that "truly this man
was Son of God." His Divinity reveals itself as it were uncon-

sciously and without effort. In the other case, we have speedi

pregnant with mystery, sublime reasoning, profound discourses and

divine claims: "I and the Father are one." In Mark once only

does Jesus Himself declare directly and expressly that he is "the

Son of the Blessed One" (xiv., 61). Elsewhere He accepts, as

He must the attribution of absolute power (i., 40: ii,, 7, 10) ; twice,

at His baptism and transfiguration, the Supreme Witness bears
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testimony to Him; He allows even unclean spirits to give momen-
tary expression to their recognition of Him (iii., ii: v., 7); He
claims to be "Lord of the Sabbath" (ii., 28), reads the hearts of

men (ii., 8) and even the deep cowisels of God (xiii), and some-

times utters language befitting the lips of God alone (viii., 34-38;

xiii., 26-27) ; once He almost lifts the veil entirely (xii., 1-9) ; but

otherwise the mystery of His Person is left to reveal itself princi-

pally through multiplied manifestations of superhuman power.

Yet no other evangelist brings Christ's perfect manhood into

such bold relief. On fourteen occasions Jesus assumes the title

"Son of Man." He is subject to fatigue and to hunger. His

soul's emotions are expressed in word, look and gesture; He is

touched with compassion, moved to indignation, stricken with grief.

He prays and fears, sighs and wonders, suffers and dies.

St. Mark certainly does not emphasize Our Lord's Measiahship.

This aspect of His Person would not in itself appeal to gentile

converts. Only near the close of the gospel do we find Jesus' first

explicit claim to be the Christ (xiv., 61). Moreover, St. Peter

knows it, but is not allowed to tell any man (viii., 29). Outside

the circle of the twelve, blind Bartimaeus is the first to proclaim

it openly (x., 47), and at last the crowd takes up the cry (xi., 10).

It is precisely the insistence on a progressive self-revelation of

Christ that is more marked in the second gospel than in the others

;

and this was probably set forth to meet a difficulty likely to arise

even in Roman minds: how came it that the Jews did not at once

acclaim their Christ?

Historical. As already stated, there are few paragraphs in St.

Mark lacking parallels in St Matthew and St. Luke^ yet in the

narrative of the ministry his choice of matter is significant. He
assigns a large place to miracles; in fact, in this "gospel of mira-

cles" almost a fourth of the whole record is devoted to them.

Brief as St. Mark's gospel is, it contains almost all the mentions

of miracles to be found in St. Matthew's, and adds four omitted

by that evangelist (i., 23-28: vi., 12-13: vii., 31-37: vii., 22-26) ; two

of these are peculiar to itself. This demonstration of power was

well calculated to impress gentile converts. Jesus is seen com-

manding all the forces of nature, acting as "Lord of all"—of wind

and sea, of disease and death, of all material things and all earthly

conditions. His power over devils is particularly emphasized, ap-

pealing strongly to readers once in bondage to the powers of evil.

St. Mark's predilection for the miraeles becomes more striking

when contrasted with his meagre account of the discourses. He
does not report half as many paraUes as either St Matthew or

St. Luke; only four are explicity proposed as such (iv., 3-9: 26-
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29: 30-32: xii., 1-9), and one akme is peculiar to him (iv., 26-29).

The Semxm on the Mount is omitted; other discourses afftax in

a much abbreviated form; the esdiatological discourse (xiii.) alone

survives at considerable length.

It has been said that St Mark's is "the chronological gospel."

This merits a qualified assent. From the opening of the Judaean

ministry (x.), he is in general agreement with St. Matthew and

St. Luke. In his accoimt of the Galilean ministry (i., 14-ix.), he

does not group events on the scheme of St. Matthew, nor attempt

the literary arrangement of St Luke, but his narrative is probably

arranged with a stricter eye to actual sequence of events that are

theirs. It is practically an agreed pmnt among students of gospel

harmony that St. Mark's gospel should be taken as the basis of

the whole arrangement.

Lastly, St Mark is highly . circumstantial. With true historical

instinct he enriches his record with those minute details of time,

place, person, occasion and environment which give certainty and

distinctness to narrative, and often pass unnoticed by the other

evangelists. "There is perhaps not one narrative which he gives

in common with St. Matthew and St. Luke to which he does not

contribute some special feature.'' Dr. Swete calculates that "as a

result of this characteristic fulness of St. Mark, some eighty verses

in his gospel find no direct parallel in the other Synopists."

Literary. We may note that the body of his work consists of a

series of simple sentences usually connected by "and," and frequently

combined with his favorite "straightway." No fewer than 80 of

the 88 sections of Westcott and Hort's text open with "and." We
may likewise emphasize St. Mark's constant use of participles (f. g.,

v., 25-27) and the frequent occurrence of irregular and br<^cn

constructions.

Although the gospel is written in "the Greek of one to whom
Greek is not his mother tongue, and who knows the language in

its biblical, popular and colloquial forms, not in its literary usage,"

its style is distinguished by life and force. St. Marie presents his

reader with a series of vivid, living pictures, which has charmed

and impressed every student of his gospel. An initial line or two

frequently gives' the setting of an incident, and a fine dramatic

effect is obtained by a preference of the direct form of speech, a

fondness for mentioning the speaker's movements, gestures and

looks, and for noting the impression produced on the bystanders.

The freedom with which St. Mark handles his tenses {e. g., xii.,

41-42), his frequent use of the "historic present," and his not un-

common redundancies often serve to heighten the coloring or to

impart life and movement to the narrative.
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The New Tebtahekt. Vol. IV., Part nL—The Apocalypse of St. John.
By the Rev. PratuHs Oigot, 8. T. D., Professor of Sacred Scripture,
Yonkers, N. T. New York: liongmans, Oreen & Co.

In literary form the mysterious book with which the New Testa-

ment concludes stands apart from all those by which it is preceded.

While they present the form of historical or of epistolary works,

the Apocalypse or "Revelation" wears the distinct garb of a pro-

phetical writing. The enigmatical style and the symbolical visions

of this last book of the Bible forcibly recall those of the prophetical

works of the Old Testament, and its contents are, in the eyes of the

writer himself, those of a "prophecy." Like the prophets of old,

the author looks upon himself as a seer to whom heaven has dis-

closed divine secrets concerning the kingdom of God, and has given

the mission to impart them to men for their consolation, warning

and guidance. He, too, speaks with a divine authority, whether

his message refers to the past, bears on the present or foretells the

future. He writes primarily on behalf of the chosen people of

God, and denounces punishment upon the nations outside. In his

eyes God is the righteous Judge of the actions and the intentions

of men and the almighty Ruler of heaven and earth, whose cause

must ultimately prevail. His prophecy, also, corresponds to a par-

ticular stage in God's revelation to the world; and this stage, as

in other cases, is the last, so that his utterances have a distinct

eschatological character. It thus appears that the Apocalypse is

the one prophetical book of the New Law, and that to regard it

merely as a part of the Jewish^d early Christian literature known
as Apocalyptic, is to misconceive its nature.

The author of the Apocalypse is the Apostle St. John, as is clearly

attested by external and interval evidence.

The earliest witness in favor of this apostolic authorship is St.

Justin, who was born shortly after the death of St. John and lived

for some time in Ephesus, the city in which the beloved disciple

spent the latter part of his life and to the Church of which the first

of the seven letters of the Apocalypse was addressed. Next comes

the testimony of St. Melito (flor. 170), the Bishop of Sardis—also

one of the Apocalyptic Churches—who, according to Eusebius,

wrote a book on the Apocalypse of John. More important still

is the testimony of St. Irenaeus (flor. 180), who oistinctly ascribes

the Apocalypse to "John, the disciple of the Lord," and who in his

early life was intimately acquainted with St. i'olycarp, the close

follower of that apostle.

The tradition thus validly started was embodied in the Roman list

of the sacred books, which is known as the Canon of Muratori. It

was followed by TertuUian, in North Africa; by Qement and
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Origcn, in Alexandria; by St Hippolytus, in Italy; by St Theophi-

lus, in Antioch; which fact tends to prove that the Syriac version,

known as the Peshitto, contained from the first the Apocalypse, no

less than did the old Latin version.

Coming now to internal evidence, we note that, in accordance with

prophetic usage, the writer of the Apocalypse gives his own name

as "John" (i., i, 4, 9: xxii., 8), and he gives it in a manner which

points to the Apostle St John as the author of the work. In these

passages he betrays no anxiety to make himself prominent by ap-

pealing to an apostle's authority, as a pseudonymous writer would

naturally feel prompted to do. At the same time he is not afraid

to speak of his outward circumstances; he gives himself out as a

witness of Christ, an exile of Patmos, one of account in the Asiatic

churches—all of which statements could be easily verified by his

readers. Hence, we conclude, the "John" thus naturally named four

times in the book is no other than the Apostle St. John, the only

John known in history as vested with more than local authority

over the churches of Proconsular Asia.

This identity comes out also from the general tenor of the

Apocaljrpse, when the htxk is examined in the light of the first

three Gospels. In vocabulary and style the "Revelation" is dis-

tinctly the work of a Jew by birth and education, like the Apostle

John. The feelings of the autlior against the opponents of Christ

are complete echoes of those of John, "the son of thunder" (Mark
iii., 17), who would fain have called down a consuming fire from

heaven to avenge his Master's honor (Luke ix., 54), who was well

aware, through Our Lord's parables relative to the consummation

of the world, that the enemies of Jesus would remain unrepenting

unto the end, and finally meet with utter extermination and eternal

punishment in the pit of fire (cf. Matt, xiii., etc.). Again, the deep

interest in eschatological topics which is evinced by the writer

throughout the Apocalypse readily suggests that of the apostles who
asked Jesus privately, "Tell us when shall these things be, and what
shall be the sign when all these things shall be fulfilled," and who
received an answer the imagery of which is in striking coincidence

with that of the "Revelation" (cf. Mark xiii., 3, etc.). Just as the

Fourth Gospel is chiefly occupied with the Judean ministry, which

is only occasionally touched upon by the Synoptics, so the Apoca-
lypse completes the eschatological teachings of Christ, which are but

briefly sketched in tKose same Synoptic narratives. Like the Fourth

Gospel, it ends with a solemn attestation of the truth of its contents.

The question of vocabulary, grammar and style is too intricate to

be treated here with the fullness which it demands. The student

may be referred to Dr. Swete's very careful and scholarly handling
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of the subject in his introduction. Upon the surface there is evi-

dently a vast difference between the two works in this respect, yet

on closer inspection an underlying unity can also be discovered. In

the first place the richness of vocabulary displayed in the Apocaljrpse

should be recognized. "If we are reminded by an occasional trans-

literation that the author was a Jew by birth and education, it is

clear that he had lived long enough in the Greek cities of Asia to

have ready to his hand all the Greek words that he needed for the

purpose of his book. The Greek vocabulary of the Apocalypse does

not suggest that the writer was crippled by a want of appropriate

words. His store is ample for his needs, and it seems to have been

chosen with care." We are thus prepared to find that those aston-

ishing departures from the most elementary rules of grammar which

meet us in the Apocalypse are not to be explained by mere ignorance

of the language. "His eccentricities of syntax are probably due to

more than one cause—some to the habit which he may have retained

of thinking in a Semitic language; some to the desire of giving

movement and vivid reality to his visions, which leads him to report

them after the manner of shorthand notes, jotted down at the time

;

some to circumstances in which the book was written. But from

whatever cause or concurrence of causes, it cannot be denied that

the Apocalypse of John stands alone among Greek literary writings

in its disregard of the ordinary rules of syntax, and the success with

which syntax is set aside without loss of perspicuity or even of lit-

erary power. The book seems openly and deliberately to defy the

grammarian, and yet, even as literature, it is in its own field unsur-

passed." It is only when full allowance has been made for the rich

vocabulary which St. John had acquired in Asia, for his disregard

(or, rather, masterful manipulation) of grammar, and for some

other less important phenomena, that we are in a position to trace

certain similarities to his Gospel, such as the use of parallelism in

sentences (e. g., John i., 4-5 ; Apoc. xxi., 23), and the reinforcement

of a positive by a negative clause (John i., 3: Apoc. iii., 3). After

detailing the relevant evidence Dr. Swete finally declares that "it

creates a strong presumption of affinity between the Fourth Gospel

and the Apocalypse, notwithstanding their great diversity both in

language and thought."

The Apocalypse was written towards the end of the reig^ of Do-

mitian (96 A. D.). This date is attested by St. Irenaeus, whose per-

sonal acquaintance with St. Polycarp, the disciple of St. John, gives

the greatest weight to his testimony. The statement of St. Irenaeus

was generally accepted by subsequent Church writers, and it is cor-

roborated by internal evidence. The Apocalyptic picture of the

Qiristians at the time when the work was composed is that of men
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hunted down, imprisoned and put to death for their faith—a condi-

tion «^ch deddedly points to the fully develcq>ed policy of the

Flavian Emperors against Christianity. St. Jerome definitely

ascribes the Apocalypse to the fourteenth year of Domitian's reign

(95 A. D.), and this is most likely the exact date.

The internal evidence, however, is not without its difficulties. The

more natural interpretation of Apoc. xvii., lo-ii would appear to

be that which sees in the five kings that have fallen, Augustus, Tibe-

rius, Gaius, Qaudius and Nero, in the king that is reigning Vespa-

sian (A. D. 69-79), >" that is to remain but a short time, Titus,

and in the eighth Domitian, the Nero redivivus. Here, as elsewhere,

it is Domitian's reign that is the centre of dramatic interest, but at

first sight it seems to demand that the actual writing of the work

should be assigned to the time of Vespasian. The sum-total of the

evidence, however, points so powerfully the other way that it seems

better to understand the above passage differently. Even apart from

the general historical circumstances already touched on, the death-

stroke of the first beast, it should be noted, has been healed (Apoc.

xiii., 3, 12, 14) ; Nero redivivus has already appeared, and indeed

is even spoken of in Apoc. xvii., 11, as already on the way to de-

struction. A further indication of some consequence is to be found

in Apoc. vi., 6, which is thought to contain a historical reference to

an edict of Domitian's against vine-growing in the provinces, which

the vine-growers of Asia Minor succeeded in persuading him to drop.

On the whole, therefore, it seems better to explain Apoc. xvii., to-

il, as a vision projected into the past, though referring to the pres-

ent. A vision of this kind would be rendered more possible by the

fact that its counterfeit was a common feature in the non-canonical

apocalypses, with which St. John was very likely acquainted; and

his promiscuous use of past, present and future tenses (e. g., in

Apoc. xi. : xii., 11, with note: xx., 7-10) lends further confirmation

to this view. However, it would in any case be preferable to sup-

pose that this particular vision was an earlier fragment than to as-

sign an earlier date to the whole Apocalypse on account of it.

The place where St. John recorded his Apocalyptic visions is the

Island of Patmos, As he was directed to "send" a letter to the

Church of Ephesus (i., 11), the tenor of which was revealed to him,

tlie natural inference is that at the time of writing he was not yet

back at Ephesus from his exile in Patmos.

The difficulties which surround the interpretation of the Apoca-

lypse are confessedly very great. They arise chiefly from the pro-

phetical contents of the book and from the symbolical character of

its style ; prophecy, especially when it bears, as is usually the case

with (he Apocalypse, on the distant future, is necessarily obscure;
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and enigmatic figures of speech, such as appear constantly in that

inspired book, can but add to the obscurity of prophetical utterances.

Much of this obscurity, however, can be removed by reading the

Apocalypse of St. John in the light of its organic connection with

the ancient prophecies of Israel and with the early writings of

Christianity.

The language of the book and its imagery bespeak the familiarity

of the author of the Apocalypse with practically the whole field of

the prophetical literature of Israel. Numerous as are the symbols

•employed by St. John, their use never betrays on his part either a

studied imitation of ancient models or even a deliberate choice of

expressions for the scenes which he describes. They are thus seen

to be thoroughly congenial to the Oriental and prophetical mind of

the apocalyptic writer. Thence it readily follows that the best means

to dispel much of the stylistic obscurity of the Apocalypse of St.

John is to interpret it in the distinct light of the symbolical language

used by the ancient prophets. These ancient prophets supply, as it

were, the root-form of the apocalyptic images and expressions, and

this primitive form once realized, it becomes ccmiparatively easy to

perceive the amount of adaptation present in a Christian work such

as the Apocalypse.

Together with the obscurity which arises from the symbolical form

of the Apocalypse, there is that which is entailed by its prophetical

contents. And it is particularly with, regard to these contents that

it behooves the interpreter to view the book in the light of the pro-

phetical utterances of the Old Testament. The message of the

apocalyptic seer, as that of the prophets of old, is ocHicemed with

the destinies of the kingdom of God. To his mind, as to theirs,

there is a conflict raging between the pure worship of the true God
on the one hand and heathenism and its consequent immorality on

the other. To both him and them the conflict is a personal one. On
the one side stand God's chosen people, "His kingdom and priests"

(Apoc. v., id), obeying His commands and helped by His interven-

tion from heaven, and on the other side are found the nations wor-

shipping false gods, whose authority and power they uphold. St.

John, like the prophets of old, beholds victories and reverses, and,

like them, he traces such events to the will of God, Who grants the

one and allows the other. For him, as for them, the final issue of

the conflict is never doubtful: God and His righteousness will idti-

mately prevail, through the advent of One of the race of David, Who
is both a Redeemer and a Judge. He and they look forward to the

final consummation, when perfect justice will be done to every one

according to his works. He and they confidently expect a catas-

trophic end of the present order of things, together with the sud-
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den setting up of a kingdom of eternal bliss for the victors, and the

casting out of the vanquished into an abyss of endless torment. He
and they direct primarily their message of comforting hope to their

contemporaries and leave it in writing for the warning and the con-

solation of future ages. To his eyes, as to theirs, this manifestation^

of God's righteousness and glory is not far distant, for he and they

form a single procession of messengers sent to prepare the way for

the One Whom they know is coming after them.

As might well be expected, the language of the Apocalypse alsa

has the lig^t thrown upon it by that of the other inspired works of

the New Testament. Hie author of this last book of the Bible is

a Christian writer, who naturally uses the terms and expressions

which he employs in the same sense as they possess in the rest of

the New Testament literature. In view of this the interpreter of

the Apocalypse will realize the grammatical or doctrinal import of

numerous words and expressions found therein, in proportion to

his familiarity with the other New Testament writings, where they

appear oftener or in a clearer context. In view of this, too, certain

expressions or images which might appear to him particularly

strange or obscure when he meets them in the Apocalypse—such,

for instance, as the first-born of the dead; Jerusalem; the Lamb;
the Spouse; the "reign" of Christ before the restoration of all

things ; the Apocalyptic "thousand years" of that reign, etc.—^lose all

or at least much of their strangeness or of their obscurity, when
they are read in the light of their parallels in the other writings of

the New Testament.

A few words may here be added as to the seven churches to

which the narrative of the visioqs was to be taken, with some indi-

cations of the peculiar appropriateness of the message delivered to

each. The further history of some of them, and of the Christianity

of the province of Asia, can to some extent be traced in the letters

of St. Ignatius of Antioch, who was martyred under Trajan (98-

117 A. D.).

Of Ephesus and the beginnings of the Ephesian church some-

thing has been said in the introduction to St. Paul's Ephesian

epi^'tle. From Ephesus the bearer was to travel northward to

Smyrna, a distance of 35 miles. Its ample harbor and favorable

position insured its commercial prosperity, and it was renowned for

its beauty. It prided itself on its ancient loyalty to Rome (cf. ii.,

10). The strong hatred of the Jews for Christianity is confirmed

by the account of the martyrdom of St. Polycarp (155-6 A. D.).

After leaving Smyrna the road followed the coast till it reached

the River Caicus ; the bearer would then turn up its valley for Per-

gamum, a distance of about sixty miles. Pergamum at this time
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appears to have been still the seat of proconsular government,

though Ephesus was before long to supplant it. It is thete that

the throne of Satan, i. e., of the Roman emperor, is set up, exact-

ing through the proconsul the worship of himself, and enforcing it

with death (cf. xiii., 11, note; also Ancient King-worship, by C.

Lattey, S. J., Catholic Truth Society: "Lectures on the History of

Religions").

Rather over fifty miles by road southeast of Pergamum lay

Thyatira, a thriving centre of trade, though not the equal of

Ephesus or Smyrna. Bronze work (ii., 18-27) was probably car-

ried to a high pitdj of perfection in the city. In ii., 25-26, we may see

an allusion to the character of its original foundation; in hellen-

istic times it was needed as a garrison-town, though in a weak po-

sition. Here again there was danger of idolatry and impurity (cf.

ii., 14, with note), reinforced by the prophesying of a "Jezebel," a

forerunner of the later Montanist prophetesses (cf. Epiphanius,

Haer. li., 33: I. Cor. xiv., 34-35).

From Thyatira the bearer speeds to Sardis, a little over thirty

miles to the south. It was the ancient Lydian capital, commanding

the cities of the coast; but in the security of the Roman peace its

strong position was of no service, and it lived largely on its ancient

fame—it had "the name of being alive ;" but was much decayed. So
it was also with the Christianity of the town. There may be a ref-

erence in iii., 4, to the woollen manufactures and dyeing industry

which it shared with Thyatira. "In Scripture white apparel de-

notes festivity, victory, purity, the heavenly state : all these associa-

tions meet here" (Swete). Twice Sardis had been taken on the

side thought impregnable (cf. iii., 3).

Following the valley of the Cogamis, a tributary of the Hermus,

eastward for about thirty miles, the messenger comes to Philadel-

phia, a city ever threatened with an "hour of trial" (iii., 10) from

earthquakes, and therefore not powerful (iii., 8). In A. D. 17 a

severe shock, followed by lesser ones, had caused the population to

encamp outside the city (cf. iii., 12), and in consequence of Tibe-

rius' generous help at this crisis its name had been changed to Neo-

cssarea in his honor (or in honor of Germanicus, through whom
the help was tendered), but the name soon died out again. The ju-

daisers were strong in the city, but they were to be converted (iii.,

9), and for Christianity, as for commerce, Philadelphia was to be

"a great and effectual door" (I. Cor. xvi., 9) to the central plateau

beyond (iii., 7-8).

About fifty miles by road southeast from Philadelphia lay Lao-

dicea on the Lycus. It had probably been evangelized by Epaphras,

like Colossae (Col. i., 7: ii., 1: iv., 12-13; see also introd. to Col.) ;
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St. Paul, like St. John, doubtless intended his message for the

churches of the Lycus valley in general. Laodicea was a wealthy

and self-satisfied town (iii., 17-18), famous for its fine wool of

glossy black, for a special kind of cloak manufactured there and

called after the city (iii., 18), and for its medical school, with the

"Phrygian powder" for the eyes produced therein (iii., 18). The

hot springs of Hierapolis discharged themselves in a lukewarm

condition over the cliff right opposite to Laodicea: lukewarm

Qiristianity is as nauseous as lukewarm water (iii., 15-16).

HiSTOBJCAL Sketches. Compiled by Augustua Drtv«, priest of the Society
of Jeaus. The eod&lity of Our Lady. 12mo., pp. 197. New York:
P. J. Kenedy A Sons.

'

This history of the Blessed Virgin's Sodality begins with a chap-

ter entitled "Words of the Sovereign Pontiff," which is followed by

one entitled "Words of the Saints," and this is succeeded by one

- containing "Words of the Jesuit Generals." In these three chapters

we read what the Sovereign Pontiffs, the saints and the superiors

of the Society of Jesus thought about the Sodality of Our Blessed

Lady. Then follows the history proper.

To those not already familiar with the subject it will be a surprise

to state that few institutions in the Catholic Qiurch, fruitful as it

is, have received such beautiful tributes of praise as the Sodality of

the Blessed Virgin. Gregorjr XIIL (1584), Sixtus V. (1587), Clem-

ent VIIL (1602) and Gregory XV. (1621) took g^eat pleasure in

encouraging them, and Benedict XIV. crowned the spiritual munifi-

cence of his predecessors by his Golden Bull, "Gloriosae Dominse."

After calling to mind in magnificent terms the purpose of St. Igna-

tius in forming his religious phalanx, he adds : "Among all the holy

labors of their institute, the Jesuits, following a very sagacious idea

already utilized in a thousand places, have diligently undertaken to

enroll youth in pious confraternities or sodalities of the Blessed

Virgin, Mother of God ; and by inducing them to consecrate them-

selves to the honor and service of her whom the Holy Ghost calls

the Mother of Beautiful Love, of the fear of God and of true knowl-

edge, they help them to rise to the heights of Christian perfection

and lead them to the haven of eternal salvation. It is impossible

to conceive of the influence these associations have exerted in all

classes of society.

Some who from their earliest youth trod the way of innocence

and piety under the protection of the Blessed Virgin Mary, perse-

vered to the end and irreproachable conduct and deserved to crown

their exemplary lives by final perseverance.
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Others, tearing themselves away from the allurements of the

vices whidi wretchedly enslaved them and from the paths of in-

iquity in which they were entangled, brought back so the straight

way by the assistance of the most clement Mother of God, began

thereafter to lead a life of temperance, of justice and of piety.

Not a few, thanks to the tender devotion, which they had con-

ceived at an early age for the Mother of God, scaling the highest

points of divine charity and bravely abandoning the false goods and

perishable pleasures of this world, sought in the religious life a

holier existence, and thus less exposed and nailed to the cross with

Jesus Christ through the vows of religion, devoted themselves alto-

gether to the work of their own perfection and the salvation of souls.

We ourselves, in our own youth, were a member of the Sodality

of the Assumption in the Professed House of the Jesuits at Rome,
and remember with pleasure that we took part in the pious exer-

cises of the sodality, to the great good and spiritual consolation of

our soul. We also r^rd it as a duty of our pastoral charge to

take under our s^KUtolic protection and to encompass with our fa-

vors these miseries in which solid virtues grow, and which serve so

powerfully in the formation of Christian youth and the salvation of

souls. At the time of tfie tercentenary of the canonical erection of

the "Prima Primaria" (1884), His Holiness Pope Leo XHI., for-

merly a soladist at the Roman College, expressed also his kindly

feeling towards sodalities:

- "Among all the associations abundant in fruits of salvation," he

says, "which have been established throughout the entire world in

honor of the Messed Virgin, Mother of God, the one which indis-

putably occupies the first place is the sodality called 'Prima Pri-

maria.' This sodality, always remarkable for the number of its

associates, developed so rapidly that it was not long before it spread

to the extremities of the world, so that even in our days it counts

affiliations in all, even the most distant countries."

The saints, in their turn, were never tired of praising the advan-

tages of Our Lady's sodalities. Their vindication by St. Alpbonsus
is celebrated.

"Certain people," says the holy doctor, "disapprove of confrater-

nities because they sometimes pve rise to quarrels and because

many join them from temporal motives. But as churches and the

sacraments are not condemned because there are so many who make
bad use of them, neither should the sodality. The Sovereign Pon-

tiffs, so far from condemning them, have approved and highly com-

mended them, and also enridied them with many indulgences."

St. Francis de Sales, in the "Introduction to a Devout Life,"
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earnestly exhorts people in the world to join them, and gives sev-

eral reasons why they should do so.

The generals of the Jesuits who were witnesses of the great

good which Jesuit scholastics as well as others derived from this

excellent organization recommended it in the highest terms.

The history of such a confraternity, beginning as it did like the

mustard seed of the Gospel as long ago as 1563, and continuing

without abatement and with ever-increasing and widespread fruit-

fulness down to the present time, is replete with interest. It will

serve to excite the devotion of the reader and to swell the

ranks of devout sodalists and faithful clients of our Blessed Lady.

KSBATB ON Catholic Lifb. By TkmM O'Hagom, PK D. 12mo., ppv 166.
Baltimore: John Murphy Co.

Of the ten essays in this volume, seven have already appeared in

various Catholic periodicals. The other three were read before

the Eucharistic Congress at Montreal and before the Catholic Press

Convention at Columbus and the American Educational Convention

at Pittsbuiigh, respectively.

The periodicals in which the other seven essays a{q>eared include

the "Magnificat," the "Columbiad" and the "American Catholic

Quarterly Review."

They are already known, therefore, to a large circle of Catholic

readers and hearers, and these will all bear witness to their general

excellence.

It may be said of Mr. O'Hagan's Essays that they are all inter-

esting, informing, instructive and well written. They are worthy

of perpetuation in book-form. Perhaps the most important of them

are "The Influence of Religious Home Training," "The Irish Dra-

matic Movement" and the two on "Catholic Journalism."

-THE LJFE OF MONSioNOR RoBEBT HuoH Bembon. By C. C. liorUitiale,

S. J. In two volumes, with illustrations. Octavo, pp. 400 and 480,

New York: Lonermana, Green & Co.

Without comparing subjects or authors, we may say that in sev-

eral ways this "Life of Monsignor Benson" well deserves a place

near the biographies of other distinguished Anglican converts which

have come from the press in recent years. It is the story of a

young man of distinguished family who finds his way "per crucem

ad lucem," as so many other earnest, educated, spiritual men have

done. Such stories are always interesting because they bring be-

fore us wise, brave men who are seeking first the kingdom of heaven

^d are prepared to sacrifice everything in order to reach it. This
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struggle for light seems to appeal to us most strongly when made
by the prominent Anglican converts of recent years. No one can

read of the sufferings through which they passed as they gradually

learned that God was calling them away frc»n home, friends, hon-

ors and distinction without being deeply moved. One is sometimes

tempted to say, with Christ in the garden, "If possible, let this chal-

ice pass."

Monsignor Benson prayed for light and followed it g^ratefully

and bravely. He gave the best that was in him, without stint, in

return for the priceless g^ft. His personality, his family history as

well as his own, his peculiar talents and the use he made of them

—

all combine to make up a life of absorbing interest.

One is tempted to wish that he might have labored among men
longer, but let us judge him by what he has done rather than by

what he might have done. Surely he accomplished much in a short

time, and his reward ought to be very great.

Father Martindale helps us to know him very intimately, and

we are pleased and edified by the intercourse, as well as benefited.

A Rbtbeat pob Woken in BUBimas. In Fourteen Conferences. By Reo.
J, A. MoMullan, 0. 88. B. Uma, pp. 182. New York: Joseph F.
Warner.

Father McMullan's "Retreat for Woman in the Business World"

ought to appeal to three classes—those who have made it under his

direction, those who cannot do so and those who wish to conduct

a similar retreat. It has the very excellent quality of practicability,

because it has been tried not once, but several times, and proven.

Two things ab6ut it strike one at once—its completeness and its

simplicity. It includes instructions on the external truths and means

of grace, and the language is simplicity itself. It might well be

said that Father McMullan does not force his hearers along, but

he draws them. Is not this an admirable quality of a retreat? Does

it not make for true conversion rather than temporary panic?

8HOBT Skbmons on Oobpbl Tsxtb. Br Sev. M. Brottaert. llmo.. pp. 147.

New Tork: Joseph F. Wagner.

This celebration of sermons for the ecclesiastical year are brief,

but not obscure, as summaries of serious things are so apt to be.

On the contrary, they are clear and straightforward. Their brevity

is due rather to concise thinking and simple expression than to pau-

city of thought.

They are practical and will be useful for those who wish to give

fruitful instruction within a strict time limit.
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FATHER JOGUES, S. J.

CABLEGRAM from the Rev. Charles Macksey, S. J., of the

Gregorian University, Rome, to the Rev. John J. Wynne,

S. J., aimounoes Aat the cause of the Beatification of

Father Isaac Jogues has been introduced before the Congregation

of Rites for definite consideration and settlement

Although the death of Father Jogues at the hands of the Mc^wk
Indians occurred in 1652 on the site of the present village of Auries-

ville, the process of having him declared a martyr and worthy of

the veneration of all who hold the Christian faith was not actually

begun until the year 1903. Prior to that time considerable prepara-

tion was made by the compilation of documents concerning Jogues

amd other missionaries who had labored with him and who were

put to death by the Iroquois in Canada—Brebeuf, Lalemant, Dan-

iel and Gamier. The result of these investigations was laid before

a tributul of ecclesiastics in Quebec, headed by the present Cardinal

Begin, of that city. Prominent among the witnesses before this t: •

bunal were persons who had made studies in the lives of these

martyrs, among them the Rev. Arthur Jcmes, of Montreal; the

Rev. Daniel Lowery, representing the Albany Diocese, as Jogues

was tortured and put to death in the limits of that diocese, and the

Revs. T. J. Campbell, S. J., and John J. Wynne, of New York city.

The evidence then presented has since been properly submitted to

the authorities in Rome who advocate the canonization of persons

eminent for holiness, and to the devil's advocate, whose o&ce. it is to

oppose the canonization in every way.

This part of the process is so thorough and searching that the

consent of the advocates on both sides to the formal introduction of

the cause before the Congregation of Rites is usually equivalert to

the declaration that the persons involved led saintly lives.

How long the Congregation of Rites may require before declar-

ing these martyrs beatified and deserving of veneration, it is im-

possible to say. In canonizing such men the Church will only be

approving a universal sentiment in favor of dieir veneration which

exists not only among Catholics, but among Protestants also.

Among other items of evidence presented at Quebec was a letter

from a prominent Protestant divine who had gone so far in his

veneration for Isaac Jogues as to place a stained glass efiigy of him
in his church.

The one who is now looking after the process of his beatification

in this country is the Rev. John J. Scully, S. J., located at Auriesville,

N. Y., in charge of the shrine erected on the site of the martyrdom.
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THE HOSPITALLERS OF THE HOLY GHOST.

THE Hospitallers of the Holy Ghost were the embodiment of

a philanthropic movement that took form in the heart

of a French layman towards the end of the twelfth century.

It would be interesting and instructive to know the details and

the early history of their organization. For to **iem more than to

any other humanitarian factor does the world owe the origin and

development of the modern hospital system—a system that has

revolutionized the ways and methods of alleviating acutely ill and

afflicted humanity.

In the year 990, Ricuin, the Bishop of Maguelonne, gave in fief

to one Master Guillem the nascent seigniory of Montpellier, one

of the finest sections of the romantic, sea-laved country of Provence.

During the administration of his lineal descendant, Guillem VI.

(1121-1149), there was founded in this city-State a School of

Medicine which surpassed even the celebrated University of Paris.

And in 1160 it had grown sufficiently to induce the illustrious Pla-

centius of Bologna to open within its walls a College of Law. .\s

Montpellier was Papal territory and a place of rising importance,

although not yet the see of a Bishop, Alexander III., in 1162, con-

voked there a council for the purpose of adjusting the case of the

anti-Pope Victor and for considering the problems occasioned by

the Albigenstan heresy.

Erntered acoording to Act of Congress, In the year 1916, by Benjanttn H.
Whltt.-iker, In the Office of the Librarian of Congress, Washington, D. O.
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Early in the twelfth century some members of the Guillem fam-

ily—chronicles do not record which—erected a hospice for indigent

sick and for travelers. This guest-house afforded temporary aid

and shelter to many who sought relief from their maladies and

afflictions in the great medical institution of Montpellier. And
when science failed them, as it was bound to do in some cases,

there was left to them hope at least of being relieved in another

way. For Montpellier possessed a miraculous shrine dedicated to

the Mother of God under the name of Xotre Dame des Tables

Among the celebrated pilgrims that paid homage to the Blessed

Virgin at this privileged spot were Popes Urban II., Gelase II.,

Calixtus II., Innocent II., Adrian IV., Alexander III., Clement

IV., Clement V. and Urban \'.

To the sick and poor that visited Montpellier the Hospice St.

William was a great blessing; to the citizens it was an inspiration

and reminder of the Christian and humanitarian dispositions of the

Guillems.

Fame and prosperity might tempt, but they could not captivate

Lord Guillem VI. In 1149 he resigned in favor of his son Guil-

lem \'II. Having put in order his temporal affairs, he bade goodby

to fame, wealtli and ease and entered Grand-Selve, a Cistercian

monastery in the Diocese of Toulouse. He died there some years

later in the odor of sanctity.

Guillem \TI., the new Lord of Montpellier, had taken to wife

Matilda of Burgogne. From his last will and testament, dated

September iy, 1171, we learn that he had four sons. The oldest,

Guillem \TII., inherited the father's title and estates; the second,

Guillem Bourgognon, was named for the mother. We shall refer

to him again. The third son bore the name of Raymond. His

father intended him for the Church. He was to retire to Grand-

Selve to pursue ecclesiastical studies and sanctify himself until

called to fill the neighboring See of Agde. The fourth son was

named Guy (Gui, Guido), the diminutive of Guillaume (William),

a term of endearment, given no doubt because he was the youngest

of the children. To him the father bequeathed one hundred ducats.

At this time the Knights Templars were held in universal esteem

in France, but nowhere more than in the chivalrous land of Pro-

vence. The foremost families prided themselves in giving a son

to this once so illustrious military order. The Guillems were to be

no exception. Guy was selected to be their representatiyp. He
was to spend six years with the Templars. At the proper time he

was to make profession of the monk-warrior life as practiced in

that organization and receive no further allowances after that.

However, in the event that one of the other sons were to die be-
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fore Guy had completed his course and taken vows, the head of

the family was to recall him and provide for him at the rate of

twenty marcs of silver.

It is the received opinion, though unfortunately it cannot be sub-

stantiated by documentary evidence, that this fourth son of Guil-

lem VII. was no other than Guy of Montpellier, the founder of the

Hospitallers of the Holy Ghost.'

Virchow, basing himself on the researches of M. Germain, does

not subscribe to the traditional opinion. Nevertheless, we prefer

it and shall follow it, because the results of Germain's inquiry are

all negative,* and, moreover, in some cases positively erroneous.

He errs, for instance, when he assigns the subordination of Mont-
pellier to Rome to the year 1228, during the pontificate of Gregory

IX. In reality it took place in 1254 under Alexander IV.

Besides, if Guy was not of this family, it is not easy to account

for the generosity of Guillem VIII. to the new foundation, as we
shall presently see. But we are anticipating.

Guillem-Bourgognon, the second son, died in 1182. His posses-

sions reverted to the head of the family. Guy, if he was then with

the Templars, must have been called home, as his father had

directed.

Nowhere do the annals of the Templars of Montpellier refer to

him, though they do speak of Guillem VIII., who in 1189 exempted

them from all taxes and impost.* This silence is significant.

We are inclined to believe that he never entered the Templars

at all, but, following the bent of his dispositions, unconsciously

prepared himself for the great task that God had reserved for him.

Being a gentleman of leisure and means, he spent much of his

time in the exercise of the spiritual and corporal works of mercy.

To give gfreater efficiency to his services of the sick, he very likely

qualified in medicine and surgery.

Naturally, most of his attention and labor would be bestowed

on the ancestral Hospice of St. William, which at this time was
taxed considerably beyond its capacity.

For several notable miracles wrought in 1189 at Notre Dame des

1 Gul de Montpellier, "BXurle hlstorlque," par I'AbM PauUnler; Mont-
pellier: Boehm et flis, 1870; p. 8. '"L« Messager du St Eaprit," Llerre,

Belglque, September, 190<; pp. 26S-268. "Hlstoire du lAnffuedoo," par
Dom Valssette, Tom. III., p. B48. "Hlatolre litteraire de la FYanoe," Tom.
XVL, p. 699.

2 Publications de la societe archeologlque de Montpellier, 1869, No. 27:

"Do la charlte publlque et hoapitallere a Montpellier au moyen aco,"
P. 502 et seq.

»Cf.. "Gelatlichen Rltterorden, Pruta," by Delavllle Le Roulx; Vol.
Vm.. p. 281.
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Tables drew to Montpellier many that were afflicted and great mul-

titudes of pilgrims, most of whom depended almost entirely on

public charity.

We can more easily imagine than describe the feelings of the

pious and sympathetic nobleman at the sight of so mucli unrelieved

misery. Various plans of alleviating it most likely suggested them-

selves. Two things were clearly imperative—larger and better

equipped quarters and more improved methods of caring for the

sick by persons specially trained for this task. These two points

stood out in bold relief. The more Guy reflected on them, tlie more

he felt himself urged to undertake their realization. He was not

blind to the difficulties that must follow such a step. Nevertheless,

confiding in Him Who to all appearances was inspiring the work,

he decided to undertake it. He enthusiastically set about recruiting

fellow-workers. Providence visibly blessed his apostolate.

Before long artisans and builders were busy at work in Pyla-

Saint-Gely, a picturesque suburb of the city. And as by degrees

their labors took definite shape, there rose a building, massive and

spacious, which was destined to be a landmark in the history of

hospitaller organizations. It was dedicated to the Holy Ghost, and

must have been opened to the public sometime during the last

decade of the twelfth century.

Followers and cooperators flocked around the founder. For there

was something magnetic about his venture, something fascinating

and irresistible. Donations, too, were not tardy in forthcoming.

Thus we find in the archives of Montpellier that in 1197 Guillem

VIII. waived all claims to and ratified the sale of a garden and

some fields that Marie de Fabregues and Bertrand de Montlaur

donated to Guy, the procurator and founder of the Hospital of the

Holy Ghost.

In his testament, dated November 4, 1202, Guillem VIII. left to

the leper colony of St. Lazarus 100 sous ; to the ancestral Hospice

of St. William, 200 sous, and to the Hospital of the Holy Ghost,

1,000 sous.

Guy and his first disciples were all laymen. "Their organization

possessed the noble characteristic that all its members were lay-

men."*

Before long these pioneer-nurses perceived the wisdom and pro-

priety of consecrating themselves and their enterprise to God by

an act of religion. Encouraged by their spiritual superiors, they

at first lived in community as a pious brotherhootl. They followed,

by way of experiment, a quasi-religious rule. They took in the

* H. C. Burdett, "HospltaJs and Asylums of the World." L.ondon, 189S;

Vol. III., p. 42.
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indigent sick and cared for them in a systematic way, they aided

the afflicted and buried the dead.*

The new foundation attracted the attention not only of individu-

als, but of communities as well. It was an eminently successful

experiment and prospered beyond expectation. The founder had
the great satisfaction and consolation of seeing the tiny seed he had
planted grow into a majestic tree, which was enveloping powerful

branches, laden with fruit and foliage. Houses similar to that of

Montpellier were oiJened and managed by him in Barjac, Largen-

tiere, Milhan, Brioude, Troyes, Marseilles and even beyond the

Alps in the Eternal City.

That Lotario de Conti, before his elevation to the Sovereign

Pontificate, had visited Montpellier on his way to Paris, is certain.

That he was acquainted with Guy and his new foundation seems
highly probable.

This would explain the great interest he took as Innocent III,

in the Hospitallers and their various establishments.

On April 22, 1198, hardly three months after his election, with

a score of other far more important and pressing matters awaiting

adjustment. Innocent III. took time to address instructions to the

Bishops of the Province of Aix to the effect: (a) not to molest any

one that was disposed to aid the Hospitallers; (b) to authorize

them to build churches and open private cemeteries; (c) to let

them select from the secular clergy chaplains for themselves and

for their establishments.

And on the following day, April 23, he formally approved the

new organization under the title of "The Hospitallers of the Holy

Ghost."*

In his continuation of the "Ecclesiastical Annals of Baronius,"

the Dominican Bzovius, referring to this approbation, says: "In

that year (1198) Innocent III., among other deeds worthy of the

Sovereign Pontificate, confirmed the erection of the Hospital of the

Holy Ghost founded by Guido at Montpellier."^

And the Abbe Paulinier, who seemingly had access to the auto-

graph notes which Baronius prepared for his proposed thirteenth

volume, quotes therefrom as follows: "We find several indults ac-

corded to different persons by Innocent III. in the first year of his

pontificate, and in particular the one by which he confirmed and

enriched with indulgences and extended to the whole world the

Cf., Johann Wolfll. "Licctlonuin MemorablUum et Reconditarum Cen-
tenarli." XVI., p. 608.

•Cf., "Dlctlonnalre de» OrUres Rellgleux," H«lyot, Tom. II., col. 30t «t

»pq.; "Bhicycl. Theol.." Migiie, Vol. XXI.
' "Annallum BcclesiaRtlcorum," Tom. XIII., p. 7, dlv. 7.
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Order Regular of the Hospitallers of the Holy Ghost, which had

recently been founded by Guy of Montpellier."*

The Hospitallers of the Holy Ghost must not be confounded with

any of the charitable Brotherhoods that provided shelter and pro-

tection for the pilgrims that visited the Holy Land. These were

organizations of warrior-monks. But the Hospitallers of the Holy

Ghost were essentially religious nurses of the sick.

The hospital idea did not, of course, originate with Guy and his

disciples. To care for the sick—a precept of charity—is as old as

Qiristianity, but it was by means of his order that he reformed the

old methods and made popular the new, thus laying the foundations

of that dvic-ethical institution which in its fuller development is a

crowning achievement of modem civilization.

The Hospitallers were under the special protection of Rome ; they

observed a rule composed by their founder, and were authorized to

open branch houses which shared in the same privileges as the

mother hospital.

Among the houses directed by the Hospitallers at the time of

their first approbation were the two Roman Hospitals of Our Lady

across the Tiber and of St. Agatha at the entrance of the city.

These houses were far from sufficient to meet the needs of so large

a community.

Additional hospital facilities were sorely needed. And the hor-

rid evil of infanticide then gangrening the social body had to be

checked.* Innocent, with his characteristic promptness, de-

cided to erect an additional institution sufficiently ample in

scope to satisfy all humanitarian needs that clamored for redress.

He selected for its location the Leonine quarter—a section which

is now known as the Borgo Santo-Spirito and embraces the right

bank of the Tiber from the Bridge St. Angelo to the south colon-

nade of St. Peter's. In the days of old it constituted an English

settlement known as the Schola Saxonum.

In 715, Ina, one of the Saxon heptarchs, built them a church,

which they dedicated to the Mother of God." He himself made a pil-

grimage to Rome in 718, and in memory of his visit added a hos-

pice to the church.

Later on, Offa, a ruler of the Mercians, had other buildings

added and endowed the whole plant. These pious foundations were

badly damaged by fire in 817 and again in 847, and during the war

between the Guelfs and the Ghibellines they were practically demol-

» "Le Meuag«r du St. Bsprlt," October, 1906; p. 801.

• Cf., Helyot, Vol. 11., col. 20«-207; Lucae, "Holstenli Cod. regularnm
observationlbus critlco-hlstorlcis a M. Brockie," Ulustratus Tom. V., p. 4M.

!• "Bcclesla Sancta« Del Cenitricis Virginis Mariae in Sasaia."
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ished. The property which they once occupied, as well as the en-

dowments, were now at the disposal of the Sovereign Pontiff. They
could be put to no better use than the erection of the proposed hos-

pital and foundling asylum.

The year 1204 brought both sorrow and joy to the founder of

the Hospitallers. It brought sorrow by the death of his brother

and the passing of the ancestral estate to Peter of Aragon, the son-

in-law of the last of the Guillems, and joy by an invitation from the

Pope, his august patron, to repair to Rome with a colony of his Hos-

pitallers to take charge of the new institution in the Leonine quarter.

Guy took with him six companions. They were truly seven gifts

of the Holy Ghost to the population of Rome. On July 19, 1204,

the Sovereign Pontiff published a Bull, which was in reality the

second charter and constitution of the rapidly developing order.

Innocent evidently united in this document the riper experience of

the founder and such canonical regulations as his wisdom judged

best calculated to secure the stability and success of the foundation.

The Bull is addressed to Guy, Master of the Hospitallers of St.

Mary in Saxia and of the Holy Ghost in Montpellier; it provides

as follows: A hospital is erected in St. Mary of the Saxons; a

community of Hospitallers is established ; four priests are attached

to the new institution; they, too, must make profession in the

order, and are subject to the Sovereign Pontiff; the houses of

Rome and Montpellier are united under one government; there is

to be one master general for both houses; the members enjoy ex-

emption and can be excommunicated by the Pope only ; the Italian

province can solicit alms in Italy, Sicily, England and Hungary

(France and Germany are left to the French) ; in localities under

interdict only one collection is to be taken up; the collectors are

under the protection of the Holy See; interdicts are not to affect

funerals of the Hospitallers ; the farms and vineyards owned by the

order are exempt from tithes ; they are authorized to open oratories

and burial grounds; in matters of the sacraments they are subject

to the Ordinaries; in case of general interdict they are to conduct

divine services privately; that is, without ringing bells and the

church doors closed; novices are to make a year's novitiate; pro-

fessed members cannot withdraw from the order without per-

mission from the master general; turbulent members can be dis-

missed on the request of the majority of a chapter; members are

exempt from all ecclesiastical and secular allegiance ; in conclusion,

Innocent recommends the work to the paternal solicitude of his

successors.'*

'I "Bullariuin Diplomatum et Prlvllegioruni Sanctorum Romanoruin Pon-
tlflc'um " Taur. ESdit. Tom. in., p. 189 et seq.
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The name, St. Mary in Saxia, was soon changed into that of

Santo-Spirito in Sassia. We cannot fix the time of this cliange.

Neither can we tell why the Hospitallers were dedicated to the Di-

vine Spirit, especially at an epoch when devotion to the Blessed

Virgin enjoyed phenomenal popularity among the people. It is

true, works of mercy are generally appropriated to the Holy Para-

clete, but in the present case we incline to the conjecture that the

favorite devotion of the founder was a determining factor of his

choice.

If we examine his coat-of-anns we find it to consist of two fields.

The one on the right is devoted to the Hospitallers, and the one on

the left to the family of the Guillems. The right half consists of a

white cross of twelve points in sable. Above it is a dove-emblem

of the Holy Ghost, in a cloud of silver over a foundation of gold.

The left half consists of a disc in gules on white, the family sym-

bol of the Lords of Montpellier.

The chapel of the new hospital was dedicated to the Divine

Spirit, possibly at tlie suggestion of Pope Innocent. He was deeply

devoted to the Holy Ghost. Some think it was he that composed

the immortal sequence, "Veni Sancte Spiritus.""

Innocent watched over Santo-Spirito with fatherly love and

solicitude and missed no opportunity to further its interests. On
January 3, 1208, he raised its chapel to the dignity of a station and

endowed it with the same indulgences as the great basilicas of

Rome." He, moreover, organized for its benefit a corps of lay

auxiliaries known as the Confraternity of the Holy Ghost."

In the decree of erection the Pontiff directs that on the Sunday

after the octave of Epiphany the Holy Sudarium, commonly known
as Veronica's Veil, be carried processionally from St. Peter's to

Santo-Spirito, accompanied by Cardinals and other dignitaries;

that the chief pastor himself pcmtificate and preach at the hospital

;

that there be a distribution of alms to the 300 inmates and to 1,000

other poor ; that each of these receive three denarii—one for bread,

one for meat and one for wine ; in conclusion, he requests his suc-

cessors to observe the same.'"

Great must have been the joy that inundated the soul of the ven-

erable grandmaster at the sight of such tokens of appreciation

from the very Vicar of Christ on earth. Greater still and more

lasting joy was to be his before the year had run half its course.

12 Cf.. "Dictionary of Hymnology." Julian; p. 1286.

>» "BuUarlum," Tom. III., Ex. Baluz, Bp. 179.

1* Morlchlni. "Desrll Instltutl Dl Publtca Carlta • • • In Romsi,'*

Vol. I., p. 39.

»EplB. Innoc. III.. Pkris, 1682; Tom. 11., p. »8; Ub. X., Ep. 179.
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Guy appeared on the stage of life ready-made and equipped for

his special mission. At the psychological moment he starts a new

movement in the ethic-social sphere. He stands by to direct its

course until it is well launched, then, as his appearance was—un-

heralded and serene—so is his departure. He appears in silhouette,

as it were, against the sky of a new day. He fades from sight as

soon as the dawn bursts into dazzling light.

-Ml we know of his death is that sometime during the first half

of the year 1208—seemingly in the spring—full of good works and

merits, he went to his eternal reward. For on June 10 Innocent

in., in a Bull addressed to the Hospitallers, refers to Guy's death

at Rome as a recent event."

In this communication. Innocent, in compliance with their re-

quest, made Santo-Spirito the head of the Hospitallers and its rec-

tor, superior general of the whole order. He also approved the

election of P. de Granerio as master general.

The first body of Hospitallers consisted exclusively of men. But

about the time of the founder's death a female branch devleloped.

This departure was in perfect keeping with the tastes of the time.

For most of the leading types of religious life provided for mem-
bers of both sexes, as we see in the case of the Benedictans, Car-

thusians, Dominicans and Franciscans.

Speaking of the pontificate of Innocent III., Cardinal

Morichini^' says: "There was added to the Hospitaller Brothers

of Rome a female branch, also known as the Nuns of St. Tecla.

They observed the same rule as the Brothers. In the early days of

their existence their chief occupation was the care of foundlings.

But they also shared in the nursing of the sick, according to ac-

cepted usage. Later their services were restricted to the care of

orphans and foundlings." It was in this capacity that they were

first employed in Santo-Spirito. They received the title of St.

Tecla because their convent was attached to a church which was

<ledicated to the first Christian female martyr. They were also

known as the Sisters of the Holy Ghost, or simply as the Hos-

pitallers.

Innocent III. die.d June 16, 1216. He was succeeded by Honorius

III. The new Pontiff judged the union between Montpellier and

Rome to be detrimental to the Italian province, so he ordered their

reparation May 13, 1217. The decree is addressed to Cinthius, the

master general; it repeats and confirms certain obligations and

privileges of the Hospitallers; Santo-Spirito is received under the

>« "nullarium," Tom. III., pp. 215-216.

IT "Roma Antica et Hodema." Vol. I., p. 278.
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special protection of the Holy See; its master is subject to the

Pope only.

Materially the severance of the two provinces brought on a num-
ber of controversies. Montpellier felt hurt and asserted its senior-

ity. On March 15, 1229, Gregory IX. directed that henceforth the

order was to have a Cardinal-protector; that Santo-Spirito was its

mother house ; that Montpellier depended on "Rome, but was allowed

to collect alms in France, Na,vtirre and Germany. The Bull was

addressed to John, rector of Santo-Spirito.

Matters do not seem to have moved smoothly, for in 1254 Alex-

ander IV. amiexed the archhospital to the Italian province. By
this act Montpellier was subordinated completely to the Roman
commander and even lost the right to collect alms.

The French were loath to comply with demands that seemed

unjust and harsh to them. But Rome was well justified in making

them, as we shall see. Gregory X. (1271-1276) insisted that they

submit and assign their revenues to Santo-Spirito. At last they

gave in, as we learn from a document by Nicholas IV^ on June 20,

129 1. As a sign of their sulxnission they paid an annual tribute of

three pieces of gold."

It was' natural that in France Guy's work should develop with

great rapidity and bear fruit of genuine excellence. Means and

vocations abounded. Would that it had been likewise blessed with

firm steersmen and brainy financiers. This seems to have been

the weak side of the French province.

In imitation of the military orders, the Hospitallers followed the

system of grouping their manors and other landed possessions into

distinct commanderies. They frequently appointed laymen over

these commanderies, who, abusing the trust committed to them,

took advantage of the position to enrich themselv^es. This caused

untold misery to the religious.

Their temporalities were regarded by canon law as possessions of

the Church. As sucli they were free from tax and under the pro-

tection of the Holy See. This is why Honorius III., on May 13,

1217, ruled that these unjust stewards be first admonished, and if

they continued contumacious, be adjudged guilty before God and

denied Holy Communion.'"

Another evil the Hospitallers had to contend against was the ten-

dency of bestowing their hospitals and dependencies as benefices

on clerics. This abuse was checked in 1336 by the Council of Qer-

mont.

!• "Bunarium," Tom. III., p. 448.

iiHelyot, Tom. in., p. 204.

JO "Bullarium," Tom. III., p. 820.
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The administration of their temporalities continued vexatious

and unsatisfactory. For a time it was entrusted to a bpdy of lay

trustees known as the "Militia" or "Knights of the Holy Ghost."

This experiment was a failure, too. Members of this organization

would take over the estates and pay the order a stipulated sum in

return. Instead of controlling the lay element, the seculars soon

controlled the Hospitallers. The knights grew in power and inso-

lence. They were the dominant element in the order for many
years and managed to extend their body and influence even to other

countries.

In 1459 Pius II. found himself forced to intervene. A radical

remedy had to be administered. The knights were officially sup-

pressed and their doubtfully acquired possessions turned over to

the Order of Our Lady of Bethlehem.

To make assurance doubly sure and prevent all lay intrusion in

the future, Sixtus IV., in 1476, decreed that only professed Hos-

pitallers could be appointed to any commandery or post of trust in

the order.

The name of Sixtus IV. shall ever shine in the history of the

Hospitallers as one of their foreijiost patrons. It was his good for-

tune to realize the dream of Innocent III., which was to make

Santo-Spirito a centre where Christian charity could gather under

her wings every form of human misery and pain.

The original buildings and equipments of the archhospital were

no longer adequate and suitable to satisfy the needs and demands

of the growing city. Of this Sixtus was convinced.

Accordingly, he decided to rebuild it on a larger and more

magnificent scale. Along the right bank of the Tiber he erected

the principal building, a splendid sample of early Renaissance. Its

length was pleasingly broken in the middle by an imposing octag-

onal dome. The interior was enhanced with niches and frescoes,

the latter depicting scenes from the life of Sixtus.

A covered gallery was added to the main hall by which arrange-

ment accommodations were secured for 1,200 priests. Besides

the principal ward, there was a special lodge for surgical cases,

an asylum for the insane, a nursery for foundlings, a protectory

for boys, a similar institution for girls, a home for the aged, an

apartment for the Hospitallers, a residence for the commander and

his household of chaplains, surgeons and nurses. There was also

a well equipped operating room, a pharmacy reputed the best in

the city and a splendid collection of works on medicine, which in

the course of time de;v<eloped into the celebrated library, Biblioteca

Lancissiana. At times this unique colony on the Tiber had a pop-

ulation little short of 5,000 souls.
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Improvements on such a scale necessarily entailed expenses cor-

respondingly great. To raise the required funds Sixtus decided

to interest the laity by reorganizing the old Confraternity of the

Holy Ghost.

The lay association had declined with the death of Innocent III.

Eugene IV. (1431-1447) during his pontificate attempted to revive

it, but it took the tact and skill of Sixtus to place it once more in

a flourishing condition.

On March 21, 1477, he opened its register to all the faithful.

Up to this it had been a men's society only. Sixtus himself and

the members of the Sacred Cc^lege now joined it and inscribed

their names. The most illustrious personages of Europe followed

their examples. Non-residents of Rome registered by proxy. In

the course of time the Book of the Confraternity, as the register

was called, became a remarkable collection of signatures.

Ferdinand Gregorovius, writing to Virchow November 14, 1877,

said: "I was delighted to learn that you explored the archives of

Santo-Spirito. I remember having seen the register of the con-

fraternity, which is a remarkable collection of autographs. It cov-

ers mainly the period of Sixtus IV. The most illustrious men of

Europe had themselves received into the confraternity. I had

hoped to find the name of Copernicus also, but was disappointed."

The offerings made by the sodalists were consigned to the hos-

pital fund. For their temporal alms the faithful were requited by

favors of the spiritual order. They enjoyed privileges similar to

those granted during the great jubilees. The Pope also granted

them a plenary indulgence for the hour of death.

Deceased associates were buried with special honors. The corpse

was shrouded in a particular habit, four torch-bearers and sixteen

sodalists attired in funeral camises accompanied the body to the

grave. Mass was said for all the deceased members every Mon-
day and in honor of the Holy Ghost, and for the living on Thurs-

days.

(^n Pentecost the celebration began with the exposition of the

Holy Sudarium at the basilica of St. Peter's. A procession was

then formed in which the Sovereign Pmitiff participated. Relics

of St. Andrew, St. Paul and St. Katharine were carried in the pro-

cession. On reaching Santo-Spirito either the Pope or one of the

Cardinals pontificated and preached.**

In 1513 Leo X. introduced some modifications and changed the

name of the confraternity into that of "Delia Carita."

Sixtus IV., like his predecessor, watched over the organic well-

being of the order. On February 11, 1483, he addressed a letter

"Of., "Bultarium," Tom. V., pp. 24«-2»0.
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to Pio de Ruvere, in which he directed that the members elect tlieir

superior, subject to the approval of the Holy See ; that the orphans

be treated in a paternal way ; that the female Hospitallers share in

the immunities and privileges of the Cassinesians of St. Justina;

that the order hajvle a Cardinal-protector.**

A brief survey of the mode of life observed by the Hospitallers

has its place here. Their life was based on the traditional princi-

ples of religious discipline.

According to Le Saumier, Eugene IV. made the order follow

the rule of St. Augustine. This was about the year 1440. The
chaplains formed a community of canons-regular. The correction

of this category was reserved to the Cardinal-protector.*'

The lay Brothers and Sisters at first observed the rule of their

founder, but later on it was practically replaced by that of St,

Augustine. The oldest edition of their rules and constitutions ex-

tant is that of 1564. They were promulgated by Bernardine Cyril-

lus. The introduction states that they are conformed to the old

rule and contains the following preamble: "Freely we have of-

fered ourselves to God the Holy Ghost, to the Blessed Virgin and

to our masters, the sick (dominis infirmis), that we may be their

perpetual servants, having promised by oath and solemn vow, by

a free act of our will, no one compelling us (to observe) chastity,

poverty, obedience and humble patience."**

The two branches formed but one organization and were gov-

erned by the same code of regulation, under one and the same

commander. "The rule binds alike the Brothers and Sisters, be-

cause in a community of the Holy Ghost it would be unbecoming

if the admission and discipline of members differed."**

Spiritual exercises, study, labor, recreation—everything was

regelated. Members were not permitted to leave their community

unaccompanied or remain away ov<ernight. Neither might they

when out accept anything except water. In the fifteenth century

the order reached its zenith. It then directed approximately a

thousand establishments and numbered over 10,000 professed

members.

They recited the Roman oilice. Candidates made a year's no-

vitiate in some house of the order. They held an annual chapter

at Pentecost. The grrandmaster was empowered to visit and direct

the establishments of the order. But it does not seem that this

right was exercised. Tarrugi da Monte Pulciano, who was com-

** "Bttllarium," Tom V.. p. 289.

>*Cf., Chap, xzvl., "Reg. Hosp. Sp. SU."
» Mlgne. "Diet. Rel.." Vol. It. col. 218.

"Ch«p. xrvll.
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mander from 1595-1601, is the only one that visited the houses and

kept a record of the visitations.

If a Brother or Sister contracted leprosy, they were not to be

dismissed, but cared for as any other patient.

The city of Halle as early as 1241 had a hospital of the Holy

Ghost for infectious cases.^* It was likely to a house of this kind

that mepibers so afflicted would be transferred.

The costume of the Hospitallers in the earlier years of their or-

ganization seems to have been a wide habit without cincture. It

was supplied with a cowl. In a volume printed A. D. 1600 a Hos-

pitaller is represented in such a garb. His beard is shaven, but his

locks are long. In his right hand he holds a bunch of keys.*'

Later on a more distinctive uniform was adopted. The Sisters

wore a plain habit tightened to the waist by a girdle, the veil and

the mantle. To the habit and mantle were attached the white cross

of the order. The professed chaplains continued to wear the ordi-

-nary ecclesiastical dress of the country in which they lived.

To the soutane and mantle was affixed a patriarchal cross of

twelve points—the distinctive badge of the order.

In France the canons when at office wore with the surplice a

small blue-edged cape. On the left arm they wore an ornament

called an "aumusse." It represented the maniple. In Italy the

choir dress was nearly the same. In Poland they used a violet

niosette.

We have mentioned the badge of the Hospitallers. It consisted

of an upright and two parallel bars. The edges were so cut as to

form in all twelve points. The significance of the twelve points

is not known. This form of this cross seems to date from the in-

troduction of Christianity into Gaul. The perpendicular bar, it is

claimed, represents St. Lazarus, and the two horizontal ones his

sisters, Martha and Mary. A somewhat similar cross is found

in our days in connection with sanitary advertisements. Might it

be a vestige of the badge of the pioneer Hospitallers?

The commanders wore the same kind of cross, but it was made

of gold. The center was enameled azure and ornamented with a

golden dove emblem. In choir they wore violet, in keeping with

their rank.

In Italy the nuns were eventually excluded from curing the sick.

Accordingly, they restricted their labors to the care of orphans and

foundlings. They had establishments in Tivoli, Formelli, Tolen-

tin, Vitterbo, Ancona, Eugubio, Florence, Ferrara, Alexandria and

Murcia."

2«Dreikaupt, "Chronik des Saalkrelsea." Halle, 1750: Bd. I. S. 962.

27 Cf., Johann Wolfll, "Lectlonum MemorabiUum;" Centenarll xvl., p. 740.

"Migne, "Diet. ReWg., ' Vol. II., col. 220.
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At Santo-Spirito the girls were kept, as a rule, until ready either

to marry or to consecrate their lives to God as Oblates. In either

<v*ent the house gave them a modest dowry.

The boys on reaching a certain age were transferred to a trade

school in Viterbo. Those who made good, after mastering a trade

and serving a while as apprentices, were helped to set up little

shops of their own."

During the pontificate of Innocent X. (1644-1655) the- co-exist-

ence of male and female Hospitallers in Italy began to grate on
Italian conventionalities. Yielding to popular bias, Alexander VII.

(1655-1667) abolished the female branch for Italy.**

The French Hospitallers, male and female, toiled side by side, as

we see in the houses of Besancon, Dijou, Montpellier, Poligny and

Stephanfeld. In some cases they had distinct establishments, as,

for instance, at Bar-sur-Aube, in Neuf-Chateau.

Neuf-Chateau merits special notice. It was founded in the life-

time of Guy, and continued to prosper under the supervision of his

disciples until 1760. After that the Sisters continued their work
under secular direction, weathering by their tact and devotedness

even the great Revolution.

They were less fortunate during the stormy period that termi-

nated in the rq\»olt of 1848. Chi March i, 1842, the people whom
they had served so long and so loyally demanded their banish-

ment. Deeply pained, but not daunted, the six survivors withdrew

to Rouceux, a municipality in the Vodges district.

Ten years later Bar-sur-Aube, having recovered from its ultra-

democratic fe)v«r, recalled the Sisters. In i860 they numbered

thirty-two members. They conducted small houses of education

for poor girls, mostly orphans, at Bar-sur-Aube, Rouceux, Busseng

and Poligfny. We have been unable to ascertain if this glorious

shoot of a once glorious tree escaped the blows aimed by modern
infidel France against Christ and His own.

Poland had several communities. The first was that of Pradnik,

founded in 1221. Twenty-three years later it was transferred to

Cracow. A few houses were likewise started in Spain and in

India.

England, strange to say, never possessed a house of the order,

the Hospitallers of Jerusalem and the Knights Templars were the

only representatives of this type of religious recorded for Great

Britain.*'

»»"Roma antlca et moderna," Roma, 1760; Tom. I., p. ISO.

toMorichinl, op. cit.. Vol. T., p. 94.

*i "Monasticon Angllcanum," Hlatory of the Abbiea, Hoapltals, etc., in

ESngland and Wales; Sir Wlillam Dugdale; eight volumes; London, 1848.
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But King John donated the estate of St. Michael of Wintele to

Santo-Spirito. At first an annual gift of lOO marks was given

and later the property transferred to the order. It was formally

accepted by Honorius III., January 3, 1218."

Virchow, on examining old inventories of Santo-Spirito in 1871,

found that besides the above other properties in Scofrath and Wim-
pin had been donated to the archhospital.

We now come to the houses of Germany. Shortly after Guy of

Montpellier's appearance every large and small city of Germany
had its Holy Ghost Hospital and chapel."

Thanks to the indomitable industry and the untiring researches

of Virchow, we know more of the German establishments than we
do of all the others in Christendom combined. These studies are

incorporated in a series of essays on public medicine and infectious

diseases."

Co-eval with the Montpellier foundation, and possibly even prior

to it, there were some hospitals in Germany that were dedicated to

the Divine Spirit. Volz places in this category the Holy Ghost Hos-

pitals of Freiburg, in Breisgau, Pfullendorf, Breisach and Ueber-

lingen.**

He accepts that the Freiburg house existed as early as 1120. And
as regards that of Memming. it is certain that it was erected in

loio by Henry, Lord of Kirchheim and Weissenhorn.**

The Heiliggeistspital of Bremen may have belonged to this

class, too. There was attached to it a church of the Holy Ghost.

In 1236 a quarrel arose over it between the catliedral chapter and

the Deutschorden, members of which had taken charge of the

ho-'pitals and claimed a right on the church." The Red Star Cru-

saders of Inowraclow in 1268 directed a church and hospital of

the Holy Ghost, which belonged to the Matthiasstift in Breslau.**

In Germany both branches of the Hospitallers labored in the same

establishments. The records (for 1288-1304) of Halberstadt

speak of a hospital conducted by converse Brothers and Sisters of

the Holy Ghost.»»

S2 •BuUarlum," Tom. in., pp. 335-336.

«a Cf., Burdett, "Hospitals and Asylums of the World," London, 1*9$;

Vol. in., p. 512.

** "Gesammelte Abhandlungen aus dem Geblete der Offentllchen Medl-

cln, und der Seuchlenlehre," von Rudolf Virchow; Zwei Bander; Zweiter

Band; Berlin, 1879.

*B Das Spltalwesen und die Spttaler des Orossherzogthmus Baden; Karls-
ruhe, 1861; S. 10.

»«Cf., Schelhorn. Klelne HIstorlsche Schrlften; Memmlng. 1789; 3. 287.
»i Cf., Schumacher, In Bremlsches Tahrbuch, 1865; Bd. I. S. 184.

*»Wuttke, Stadtebuch dea Landes, Posen, S. 326.

(•Cf., O. A. von Mulverstedt: Was there a monastery in Bukan, near
MaKdPburK? P. 23.
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The Hospital of Rothenburg, on the Tauber, had a master and

a mistress (meinisterin) in charge of the staff. And at Aalborg

there was a prior with thirteen Brothers and a prioress with twen-

ty-three Sisters.**

In 1 183 the Knight Witteb^ gave the Michaelsberg, near Uhn,

to the monastery of Reichenau for hospital purposes. A body of

canons of St. Augustine organized the work. It developed into the

Ulmer Heiliggeistspital.*' That both branches of the Hospitallers

were represented in this house is clear from the regulations that

governed it. In 1376 its Brothers were honored with the cross of

tlie Hospitallers of Mount Sinai.

The Memminger Hospital was likewise conducted by a mixed

organization, which was founded in 1093 at Vienne, in Dauphany,

but amalgamated later with the Holy Ghost. They began their

work with a hospice for travelers. In 1 178 this was enlarged into

a hospital. In 1215 Friedrich II. bestowed on the mother house

of these religious the right of patronage for Memmingen.**

Most of the hospitals not directly founded by the followers of

Guy were converted into Holy Ghost institutions in the course of

time.

The Hospital An den Schwellen at Basel was founded prior to

1265, but was not afBliated to the Hospitallers until 1409.*'

The oldest hospital of Mayence was erected near the Domkirche.

In 1 145 Ardibishc^ Heimich conveyed its management to the can-

ons of Gottshal, in Rheingau. In 1236 Archbishop Si frid trans-

ferred it to the Rhine, near the Gereonskapelle. At the same time

he entrusted its direction to the Hospitallers of the Holy Ghost.**

The Hospitallers of Elburg, founded in 1242, and also that of

Thorn, were dedicated to the Holy Ghost. The Deutsche Orden
exercised patronage over both.**

At the end of the fourteenth century there were over 150 Holy

Ghost hospitals in Germany. We give the list compiled by Vir-

diow. The date indicates the year of the foundation, or the year

in which a preexisting hospital was converted into a Holy Ghost

instituti<Mi, or the time when such a house is first mentioned in

history:

«oMun8ter, Kirchengesch von Daenemark und Norw«r«n, VoL 11., B.,

f S6, died by Hurter, Ch. Hist. Vol. TV., p. Ii7.

«>VSrchow, Archlv., Bd. XVIIL, 8. 2»B.

*i Ct., Joseph Fohr, von Hormayr-HortenburK. Dl* Ooldene Chronlk von
Hohen-Schwangen: Munich, 1842; p. 56.

•••VIrchow Archlv., 1860; Bd. XVIIL, 8. iti.

<4Schaab, Oeach; Malm; Vol. U.. S. 178.

«Vlrchow Archlv.. 1861; HI. XX., S. 460.
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1207 Zurich i^ao Stephansfelder

1228 St. Gallen U30 Opp«nb«im
1233 Bern 1236 M^inz

1225 Constant'
^peyer

1257 ViUingrn '4^^ Nieder Ingelheun

1275 PfuUendorf . ^^^g ^^^y^^^ ^e^
(twelfth century) ,^3^ ^^j^

1297 Freiburg in Br. (1120) ^^91 Crefeld
Brcisach (twelfth century)

^
Thirteenth century, Meers-

^^^^ Meyen
' burg
I'j'i-^ PfnrTh^im f2no Malherstadt

1363 Neberiingen (twelfth' 1241 Halle

century) 1246 Guedlinburg

1386 Radolfzell 1267 Helmstedt

141 1 Waldshut 12S4 Magdeburg

1204 Brandenburg Krakow
12 14 Spandau Crivitz

1 ^3 ^ OalZWCuCl 123/ OfcCLun

OLCllUdl l^SU Oliaiauiiu

layS Berlin (1272) ? 1262 Greilswald

1299 Perleberg 1269 Demmin
1300 Pritzwalk 1272 Anclam

1309 Wittstock 1309 Barth

1313 Werben 131 1 Stolp (vior den Thor

)

1319 Gardelegen 13 19 Coslin

1 321 New Ruppin 1325 Treptow a Toll.

1343 Grausee 1364 Stargard

1363 Prenzlau 1368 GoUnow

1377 Angermunde 1369 Schivelbein

Havelburg Helgard

1390 Treuenbriezen Colberg

Seehausen Rugenwalde

Frankfort a. O. Byritz

Konigsberg i. Neum. Damm
Muncheberg Treptow a. R.

Orderberg Wollin

1553 Kyritz Uckermunde

1 2 14 Breslau Pasewalk

1 261 Bunzlau Greifenhagen

1264 Gorlitz

1273 Brieg 1242 Elbing

1275 Glatz Thorn
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i?63

1240 Ulm
1258 Biberach

Rotheaburg a.-n.

Kirdiheim

Mergentheim

i?9i Wimpfen and Reutlingen

1323 Markgronnigen

1223 Memmingen (loio)

1252 Augsburg
1281 Rothenburg a Tauber

1291 Munchen

1319 Wurzburg

Nuraberg

1349 Melrichstadt

Weilheim

1355 Aub
1358 Passan

Straubing

Dinkelsbebuhl

1451 Eidistadt

1278 Frankfort a.-M.

1358 Limburg a. L.

Fritzlar

12 18 Hpxter

1280 Dortmund

1290 Steinau (1209)

1296 Glogan

1302 Ober-Benthen

1320 Freistadt

1343 Strehlen

145 1 Kohen

Namslau

Luben
1268 Moroclaw (?)

1209 Wien
Brixen

Sterzing

547

1292 Sangerbausen

Eisenach

Naumbutg

1301 Wittenburg

1256 Hanover

1300 Gottingen

Northeim

1236 Bramen

1247 Hamburg
1465 Rendsburg

1334 Lubeck

1218 Parchim

1250 Wismar
1260 Rostock

1298 Schwerin

Mollen

Oldeslo

Ratzeburg

1299 Ribnitz

1 36 1 Gadebusch

1363 Stargard in Mekl.

1370 Plau

Fourteenth century Sternberg

'555 Neu Brandenburg

1577 Rebel

1256 Konigsberg

Danzig

Marienburg

1396 Pr. Holland

1 5 10 Ricsenburg

1225 Riga

1376 Reval

During the Reformation many of these houses were changed

into municipal hospitals (Burgerspitader). The Buigerspital of

Wurzberg, Bern and other cities were formerly Holy Ghost Hos-

pitals. In some cases the original name was retained. The Holy
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Qiost Hospital of Berlin, which until 1885 occupied a site on the

Heiligen strasse, is an example.

Houses were not necessarily laicized by the change of the direc-

torate. The ecclesiastical authorities of Basel, for instance, directed

the H<dy Ghost Hospital of that city to be handed over to the secu-

lar administration.

Even before the sixteenth century cases are on record where the

civil authorities took a part in the management of hos{Htals en-

trusted to the Hospitallers. In 1487 tlie municipality of Schassburg

(Liebenburgen) and the officials of the Antonius Orden of Hun-

gary agreed that after the death of the rector the city council he

empowered to name his successor.

The Hospital of Hermanstadt (Liebenburgen) and the Council-

lors of the city clashed during the administration of Pietro Mattei

de Capucinis (1443- 1478). The master general appealed to the

local Bishop, who took up the case in 1456. Peace was tempo-

rarily restored. Later Matthew, King of Hungary, also intervened,

taking the side of the city against the rector.

Ahother case is found in the history of the Holy Ghost Hospital

of Rostock. The canonical rights of this house were supplemented

by additional favors granted it by the Prince-Bishop Hermann von

Schwerin. The rector of Rostock could invite any clergyman he

wished to preach on feast days, which was a restriction, of course,

on the local chaplains.

In the course of time a number of suburban hospitals were

changed into retreats of well-to-do, retired persons. Thus origi-

nated the "Pfrunderanstalten." People of means selected these

houses to spend the evening of life. Vacancies were quickly pur-

chased as soon as available. Some of the hospitals were con,vierted

into lazar houses.

For exact information on the conditions of each house, the indi-

vidual charters and annals must be studied. The earliest houses in

Germany depended on Montpellier, and with it, when it lost its

self-government, they passed under the authority of Santo-Spirito

in Rome. The Italian commander appointed the local superiors and

rectors. As a tdcen of dependence a small annual tribute was imposed.

A record dated 1207 states that Innocent III. confirmed the

foundation of the Hospital of Zurich and imposed an annual tax

of oat gold gulden to be rendered to Santo-Spirito.**

The same Pontiff in 1209 confirmed the Holy Ghost Hospital of

Halberstadt. It was the gift of the Count of Blankenburg. A tax

of two silver marks was imposed.*^

««Schopflin, HIatoria ZarinKo; Badenais V., p. 131.
*t Eplat. Innoc. III., p. 164, lib. XI., Bp. (>.
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A tribute of one mark was paid by a Holy Ghost chapel near

\'icnna.**

The house of Pforzheim was founded September i6, 1323, by

the Margrave Rudolf and his wife. It was under the direct juris-

diction of Santo-Spirito.

Tribute was sometimes paid by branch houses to the parent hos-

pital. The Hospital of Hermanstadt, already alluded to, was sub-

ject to the house of Ofen, and with it, under the jurisdiction of Vi-

enna, to which it paid an annual tax of "one mark or four ducats.

The insane asylum of Stephansfelden, in Alsace, was formerly a

Holy Ghost Hospital. The Counts of Werdlen erected a house for

indigents and foundlings sometime prior to 1220. At an early date

it was entrusted to the Hospitallers.'* A number of filial houses

depended on Stephansfelden. Among them was Memmingen.*'

Memmingen, in turn, assumed the management of Wimpen about

the year 1650. An annual tax of seven pieces of gold was paid

for the two houses.*'

The oldest Holy Ghost Hospital of Germany is that of Branden-

burg. It is mentioned as early as 1204." Zurich was founded in 1207,

Halberstadt and Wien in 1209, Spandau and Breslau in 1214, Riga in

1225, Lubeck in 1234 and Hamburg in 1247. would seem that

there were some in the Duchy of Baden prior to 1204, but the

claims cannot be sufficiently substantiated by records. A review

covering the territory now embraced by the German empire shows

that there were at least fifty Holy Ghost Hospitals in 1291.**

But to return to France. By the end of the fourteenth century

there were, it is claimed, over 400 houses of the order. Their his-

tory was never written. Rorbacher, for instance, does not even

mention this great movement, though his history consists of twelve

large volumes. Information from other sources is likewise deplor-

ingly scant. The Sardinian troops looted the archives of Santo-

Spirito on entering Rome in 1870 and destroyed many documents

that no doubt contained much valuable information.

The French Hospitallers were chiefly disturbed by the evil of

lay intrusion. Sixtus IV. managed to check it in 1476. But then

came the Reformation, which in France took the form of

Calvinism.

"EplBt. Inn. m., p. 219, Ub. XI, Ep. 1«9.

«• Fried. JduUer. Oeschichte der Ltebenburrischen Hospitaler bla Sum
Yahre. 1825 : WIen. 1S68: S. 27.

•'iSehopflin. A'satia lllustnita. 17S1; T. H., p. 451.

*i Cf., Schelhorn. Klelne Hlstorisch* Schriften, Memmlns. 17S», 8. ttT.

»- BrockK>. Holstc-nil Cod. rcgul. V.. p. 602.

Rledol. Cod. diploin. Bd. Vin. Abth. I. S. 4S.

MVIrchow. op. clt.. Vol. 2, p. 41.
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In 1559 the fcrilowers of Calvin had seventy-two places of wor-

ship. They muhiplied with gfreat rapidity. Within two years they

had over 2,000 churches. Men of the greatest prominenc<i, such

as Cond6, Anthony of Bourbon and De G>Ugny, joined the ranks

of the heretics. Within thirty years France had eight so-called

"Wars of Reli^n." In the very first of these (March, 156*) the

venerable foundation of Montpellier, the cradle of the Hospitallers,

was mercilessly plundered and destroyed by these polished Htins.

Nearly a century later, in 1660, an attempt was made to rebuild

it. But the work never went beyond the first stage. Grass and

moss-coprtered patdics of stonetnasonry—^pathetic traces of an

abortive effort—were all that modern investigators could find.**

During the civil-religious war that rent France over the succes-

sion of Henry III., the order was sorely afflicted. In 1593, when

Henry IV. abjured heresy and peace was restored, the French

Hospitallers had lost nearly all their houses and were practically

ruined.

Among the surviving members, Anthony Pons distinguished him-

self by his efforts to restore their lost fortunes. He seems to have

been as injudicious as he was zealous, for his methods of recruit-

ing members and raising funds aroused public indignation.

Spasmodic efforts were made by various individuals, always \vell

intentioned, but unsuccessful in the end. On September 4, 1617,

Oliver Trau de Tarrada secured the commandership for France

and Navarre. He displayed great energy and determination. In

1619 Paul V. ratified his nomination on condition that he would

make profession in the order. He was also encouraged by Greg-

ory XV., and in 1625, aided by Louis XIII., who induced Urban

VIII. to gi(vte back home rule and self-government to the French

Hospitallers.

Unfortunately for De Tarrada, he sacrificed too much of the re-

ligious character of his society to secure its restoration and re-

habilitation.

He revived the "Kni^ts of the Holy Ghost" and also counte-

nanced other irregularities, notably that of receiving members of

other religious societies.

On September 25, 1646, Innocent IX. instructed the vice legate

of Avigfnon and all Bishops of France to oblige such regulars as

had joined the Hospitallers to return to their own orders."

SBCf., Publications de la Societe archeologlque de Montpellier, 18S9. No.

27; De la Charlte publique et hoapitallere a Montpellier au moyen-ag*.

602, par M. A. Germain; also Ouy de Montpellier; etude hlstcrtque par

I'Abb« Paulinier, Montpellier. 1870.

>• Bullarlum, Tom. XV., p. 65.
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In 1656 M. Desecures was n<Hninated master of M<MitpeUier.

His nomination was contested, but after some delay Alexander

VII. approved it and he entered on office in 1659. He became in-

volved in difficulties with the government and was finally exiled in

1668. It was during his administration the Hospitallers attempted

to rebuild the archhospital of Pyla-Saint-Gely.

Desecures was banished, but could not be silenced. He clung

to his title and defended it agfainst Campon and De Bazoche, two
rival claimants. De Bazoche had the support of the Crown.

To clear the situation a general chapter was convcJced for April

27, 167 1, but before it was held the Gcjviemment nominee departed

this life. Cement X. now took matters in hand, and in February,

1672, appointed Du Colombier on the condition of joining the order.

His appointment nettled the king. Taking advantage of the

chaotic state of the order, he declared it extinct and assigned its

revenues to the military order of St. Lazarus and Mount Carmd.
Francois Marie Phoebus was commander of Santo-Spirito dur-

ing these events. Early in 1673 he a{>pointed Du Colombier his vicar

for P'rance. The new vicar, a man of uncommon courage and

energy, entered the lists against his royal antagonist and fear-

lessly attacked the decree of dissolution.

Finding him a stronger opponent than he expected, the king sent

him to the Bastile for eight years.

Aroused but not frightened by this act of royal tyranny, the va^

rious detached and independent houses of the order united and

under the standard of Parnajon, head canon of the French prov-

ince, continued to fight for their existence. They argued that they

depended on Santo-Spirito and that consequently the Crown had

no jurisdiction over them or their temporalities. They were aided

in their fight by De La Costa, the chief of the lay Knights of the

Holy Ghost.

In 1689 and in 1690 the State reiterated its decree of dissolu-

tion and declared null and void whatever the Hospitallers had done

since 1672. Some of the more resolute heads of hospitals contin-

ued to withstand the execution of the decree, applying to them-

selves that possession is nine points of the law. They admitted

that Monti>ellier was dissolved, but they disclaimed all relationship

with that community.

Their defense was resolute. It was more—it was politic. They

knew the king's weakness for soldiers. They ,vii>lunteered to raise

for him a regiment at their own expense. Louis took the bait and

wonderful to say, immediately saw their case in exactly the light

in which they saw and defended it.

A chapter was convoked for February 15, 1692, at the Grand
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Augustines in Paris, the chapel of the Royal Order of the Saint-

Esprit. The Hospitallers were reorganized and in March of the

following year they were officially recognized, as were their tem-

poralities, by a royal decree.

Thibault de Montmorency, the new commander, perfected the

organization and recast its rules and constitutions. Influenced by

the Knights of the Holy Ghost, who had assisted in gaining the

victory, Montmorency gave the restored order a distinctively mili-

tary character.

Tlie Hospitallers of the Holy Ghost now comprised "Ancient

Knights," "First Officers of the Sword," "Knights of Honor,"

"Knights of Obedience," "Knights Servants" and "Knights Minor

Officers."

An unholy traffic in brevets soon ensued. Diplomas were sold at

fixed prices. It cost £400 to be a Knight Minor Officer or a Knight

of Obedience or a Knight Servant. To be a Knight of Honor cost

three times as much.

\ reaction was bound to come. The old Hospitallers, who had

taken the vows of religion, protested against these innovations.

They denounced the laymen as intruders and innovators and

demanded that a committee be appointed to investigate

matters. Their request was granted. On May 10, 1700, the com-

mittee reported in favior of the religious. Whereupon Louis or-

dered De Montmorency to return his commission and rescinded all

his official transactions.

The cmnmander obeyed, and soon after—^possibly as a result of

the shock—departed this life. But not so the host of tinsel knights.

They contested the latest decree and actually induced the mpnarch

to reopen the case.

On January i, 1701, Louis named a committee of eight to ex-

amine if the Hospitallers were religious in the ordinary sense or

not. The most distinguished members of this commiti^e were

Pere La Chaise, Bousset and Cardinal De Noailles.

They were very slow in their deliberations. In 1707 Paul Sig^s-

mond, a member of the Montmorency family, was authorized to

engage a number of doctors of civil and canon law to study the

same question. It was understood that he ambitioned the com-

mandership. His lawyers gave as their opinion that since the order

was a mixed body, consisting of laymen and religious, it could,

like the military orders, be governed by a lay oommander.

Such was their verdict. It provoked no opposition on the part

of the Hospitallers. On the contrary, for reasons unsurmisaUe,

they supported the candidacy of Montmorency. Their ranks were

henceforth to be open to laymen, who would belong to the order
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on the score of obedience and hospitality and attend to the tem-

poralities. The canons and religious were to continue the specific

work of the society. The Hospitallers proper were to select from

their numbers a grand prior, who was to have special jurisdiction

over the professed and assist the lay commander in the general

government of the society.

They were confident of approval. But, contrary to their expec-

tations, Louis XIV. enforced the decision of May lo, 1700, on the

ground that they were religious in the strict sense. This ended the

controversy.

After the death of Louis XIV., as all students of history know,

the Jtar of French prestige waned with great rapidity. Religion

felt the change. The spirit of darkness displaced the spirit of

faith. Nature asserted herself in her worst moods. Vocations di-

minished. Religious apathy paralyzed the masses.

So impoverished were the Hospitallers in consequence, both as

to numbers and to resources, that in 1760 the male branch became

extinct and their establishments fell under secular control. During

the great Revolution even the names—the last vestiges of the Hos-

pitaller order—were with few exceptions obliterated.

Fortune was kinder to the Italian Hospitallers. Under the foster-

ing care of the Sovereign Pontiffs they prospered and continued

to flourish. Paul III., in 1540, added to the Roman archhospital

the handsome Church of the Holy Ghost. It is a sample of Renais-

sance architecture and was designed by Antonio da Sangallo. It

contains a bronze baldachino, which is ascribed to Palladio. The

facade, with its dove emblem of the Holy Ghost over the entrance

—the work of Mascherino—was built in 1587 by order of Sixtus

V. The paintings and decorations of the interior were executed

by Jacques Zucca, Live Agresti, Marcel Venusti and Paris Nogari.

The brick campanile, with its virile comer pilasters, was erected

under Sixtus IV. It is one of the noblest towers of early Renais-

sance.

These improvements and a notable diminution of alms during

the pontificate of Julius III. (1550-1555) put the finances of the

order into alarming conditions. The preceptor was replaced by a

committee designed to relieve the situation. The new method did

not succeed. On June 13, 1556, Paul V. restored the office of pre-

ceptor and appointed to it Francis Cappellus, a Veronese priest of

great energ>' and business capacity.

In Session XXI. (chap. 8) the Council of Trent abolished the

office of alms cdlector and forbade any one but the ordinaries to

publish and apply to the faithful indulgences in the future. This

regulation, whilst remedying certain serious abuses then rampant,
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htcidenMll; reducM th« ineomtf oi tlumy dcenosynary institutions

F<>r their agents and collectors could no longer distribute sf>trita«l

favet's in return for temporal alms.

The Hospitallers were greatly affected by this regulation, for

their repr^entatives had up to this enj^ed special faculties.

Wdfius di Tabemis, a chronicler of the Sixteenth century, records

for 1435 that cerUin Knights of the Holy C^ost were located at

Grontng, in Wurtenburg ; that they wore the Hospitaller cross ; that

they had faculties to absolve from all cases.

To help the Hospitallers, Pius IV., on October 11, 1564, revived

such of their privileges as did not jar with the Tridentine r^tila-

tions. Two members of any given chapter could collect alms. But

they could receive no fee. The same Pope also reformed the busi-

ness methods of Santo-Spirito and made new refutations for its

notaries. He also canceled tiie privilege of exemption and made
the hospitals dependent on the local ecclesiastical authorities. On
account of the number of its inmates and their diversified conditions

Santo-Spirito was often a party to legal transactions and pro-

cMdings. To safeguard the interests of the institution and remove

certain otherwise unavoidable incon(vieniences, Qement VHI., on

February 10, 1605, exempted it from all civil jurisdiction and

directed that all future cases be tried before the Papal Vicar or his

delegate.

Difficulties arose out of this new arrangement. These were cov-

ered by supplementary regulations put into effect on July 3, 1606,

by Paul V. The same Pontiff, on December 13, 1605, directed Oc-

tavius Tassanus to open a savingfs bank for the benefit of the poor

in connection with the hospital.

The charter of this bank—a document of translucent simplicity

—provides for the safety of the deposits, authorizes certain invest-

ments, requires 2,000 scuti to be always available, forbids credit

drafts on depositors, imposes wedcly and annual statements.

The keys of its safe were three in number and held by the pre-

ceptor, the superintendent and the treasurer. The money chest

could be opened only in the presence of these three officials.*^ This

enterprise was a success financially and otherwise. The income for

the hospital in 1624 was over 100,000 gold crowns (about $180,000).

During the eighteenth century the Hospitallers continued the

even tenor of their good work. The marvelous apostolate of St.

JcAn the Baptist De Rossi (1698-1764) at Santo-Spirito during

this time deserves notice.

De Rossi was idolized by the colony on the Tiber. He was all

.•TBuUarium. Toin. XI.. pl». Ul-tit.
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but worshiped by its ooniumptiTbs, whose d«paftm«it was dedi-

cated to St. Hyacinth. De Rossi had an individual key for their

ward, so that he could enter at will. He spent so much time there

that for a while it was feared that he had contracted the disease

himself. But God spared him.

One day after making the usual rounds of the sick he started

back home. He had advanced about 200 steps—^just as far as the

Bridge Saint-Angelo—when he felt inwardly moved to return to

St Hyacinth. He obeyed the impulse.

On reaching the door he met some men who were carrying^ a

man on a stretcher. The patient was in the last stage of consump-

tioa De Rossi, fixing his eyes on him, said solemnly, "Brother, are

you ready?" With confusion the man answered that he was not.

The saint then took him in tow, helped him to make his confession

and gave him the last sacraments. A few days later the man died

with signs of true compunction and resignation.

On another occasion, having visited St. Peter's, De Rossi started

for La Trinite des Pelerins, which is on the far side of the Tiber.

He did not intend to stop at Santo-Spirito, which is quite close to

the south colonnade of the piazzi, and accordingly started in the

opposite direction.

Strange to say, after having walked for some time, he found

himself in the pharmacy of the hospital. On awakening to the

reality of his surroundings, he noticed a patient who was evidently

very low. Something told the saint that the man needed his ser-

vices. He questioned him and in the end found out that the

wretched fellow had received the last sacraments eleven times, but

every time unworthily, because of a deliberately concealed sin

which he was ashamed to confess. With his usual sweetness and

tact, De Rossi straightened out the man's tangled condition and

moved him to sorrow for the past An hour later the fellow was

dead."

More remarkable still is the following episode. This time De
Rossi started out with the intention of visiting the House of the

Incurables. It was located in old Rome. To his astonishment he

found himself in the Leonine quarter in front of Santo-Spirito. He
did not enter, but once more started for the incurables. He walked

briskly in the proper direction, as he thought, but lo and behold!

he finds himself in the plaza of St. Peter's. This alarmed him.

Was he losing his mind, or what was the matter? He entered

the basilica for a short visit, and then, with his intention well re-

newed, he starts once more for the Hospital of the Incurables.

MP. IM.
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After proceeding for scrnie distance, during which he pondered

on this inexplicable incident, he discovered to his utmost surprise

that he was approaching the main entrance of Santo-Spirito.

No wonder he was dazed. By degrees he mastered his feelings

and paused to reflect. A groan issuing from the vestibule brought

him to his full senses. On approaching he saw a youth with sev-

eral ugly gashes in his head. He was bleeding profusely. To all

appearances he was the victim of a brawl. Some one had dragged

him to the hospital and left him there.

De Rossi summoned help and remained with the fellow until

consciousness returned. His attentions were poorly acknowledged.

As soon as the man realized his condition, he burst into a tempest of

curses and invectives against heaven and earth. De Rossi prayed

and waited until the infuriated Italian cooled down and grew moct

rational. "Forgive the scoundrel that had tried to kill him? No,

never!" De Rossi was not disconcerted by this reply. He had a

special facility to soften obstinate characters. To make the story

short, the man eventually did forgive his enemy, received the sac-

raments and died soon after—sa(V<ed by the mercy of God and the

tact of the saintly De Rossi.**

The miracles of grace wrought by the Divine Spirit on souls

during their sojourn with the Hospitallers would cover many vol-

umes. Two other canonized saints besides St. John Baptist De
Rossi were intimately connected with Santo-Spirito.

One of these was cheerfulness personified. He was a perfect

charmer. Sometimes he would playfully put his old beretta on a

patient and then laugh until every one within hearing distance

would shake with mirth. When he sang, the sick forgot their pains

and smiled with happiness. He had a way of giving people a little

slap on the cheek that almost put them into ecstasy. When he

spoke of the good God he fairly trembled with emotion. He had

a peculiar lump on his left side. The knowing ones whispered that

it came to him in the Catacombs whilst keeping vigil for Pentecost

A globe of fire had embodied itself in his side and pressed out

several ribs. Yes, he was a jovial saint, this warm-hearted Padre

Filipo del Neri.

One Sunday morning Cesare Baronius, the great annalist, came

to St. Philip to go to confession. Philip would not hear him, but

sent him to Santo-Spirito to visit the sick.

Baronius remonstrated, but in vain. Philip made him go. As
he walked through one of the wards he found a dying man who
had not had a chance to receive the sacrament of penance. Baro-

**Pp. i»*-xoo.
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nius heard his confession and gave him Communion. The man
died immediately after.***

St Philip was frequently accompanied in his viisits by another

priest, a man of soldierly bearing. He was not quite as demonstra-

tive as Philip, but he could read the hearts of men like a book.

His knowledge was more than speculative. Some of the old chaps

smiled and gave an insinuating wink. Their surmises were not

altogether unfounded, for Camillus de Lellis before his conversion

had trod for a time the primrose path.

St. Camillus, it will be remembered, founded a society known as

the Fathers of a Happy Death. Like their founder, they were

greatly devoted to the sick at Santo-Spirito and spent much of

their time with them.

During the pontificate of Leo XII. (1823-1829) a school of med-

icine was opened in connection with the archhospital. An idea of

the work done at Santo-Spirito may be formed when we recall, for

instance, that from 1831-1840 134,916 patients were received and

nursed.

Of this number 123,461 were discharged and 11455 died. The
average mortality a year was 8.37 per hundred. During the same

decade the orphan and foundling department housed 31,000 chil-

dren.

Unrest and disaffection seized on the Italians of the Pontifical

States during the early decades of the nineteenth century. In

Italy, as nearly a century before in France, the hospitals now fell

under secular control and the Hospitallers dwindled down to a

oorporal's guard. Monsignor Antoine Qoja, their last master gen-

eral, and Dom Pierre Ziochini, his vicar, realized that their sun was

set. Nobody was surprised, therefore, when Pius IX., on July i,

1847, pronounced the dissolution of the order."

The Hospitallers had directed Santo-Spirito for 643 years. Their

grandmasters, beginning with Alexander Neroni in 1515, were

generally Italian prelates. History has preserved the names of

seventy of these. Peter Barbo, the nephew of Eugene IV., was

the most distinguished of these. As Paul 11. he later ruled the

Church from 1464-1471. During the Papal government Santo-

Spirito was open to all without discrimination. It was Catholic in

its sympathies, like the Churdi that had given it existence.

Twelve canons cared for the spirituaJ needs of the inmater.

Once a month additional priests, mostly religious, assisted in hear-

ing confessions.

•• The Life of St PhlUp Neii. edited by Autrobus, Vol. IL, p. S.

«i Uorichinl, Desll Insituti di Cariut per la suHistensa et reducmiione

del poverl. In Roma; p. 111.
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An atmospherf; of piety Cbritti^m iv^igi^oq pervade tbe

institution. Pictures of a religious and cheerful charsctyi- adorned

the walls. Prayers were said at fixed periods, in which tb^ "s^ign-

ors malades," as the sick were styled, were urged to join.

Every department had its patron saint. The tubercular ward
was named for St Hyacinth. Its itunates observed his feast Iff

special services and a modest banquet. On such occasions woi;dd

be brought into requisition gifts sent by the Holy Father to his

sick children.

There was music thrice a week during meals. On Sundays flow-

ers, fruits and dainties were brought by callers that repre«eqi»d

various benevolent associations.

The dead were laid to rest on the neighboring hill of the Janicu-

lum. Delegates of the Bona Mors fraternity accompanied the body

to the tomb to give it honorable burial.

With the cliange of government in 1870 came a change of ex-

ecutive policy for Sauto-Spirito. Its religious character disap-

peared. It is now conducted on a purely secular basis. It is no

longer a branch of the mighty tree that gave it being. The sap of

Christian charity no longer flows in its limbs and sanctifies its min-

istrations. A staff of mercenaries replaces the community of de-

voted Hospitallers.

They are no more—the Hospitallers of the Holy Ghost—they

have gone the way of all flesh. By the Tiber, at the foot of the

\'atican Hill, stands their mutilated monument. It, too, in the

course of time must disappear. Let it not be so with their mem-
ory. Let civilization remember the debt of gratitude it owes to

these generous pioneers of the great hospital movement. Theirs

was the heaviest, the task of beginning; they laid the foundation

of the new system of aiding the sick and the afflicted. Let theoi

share in the credit of its glory and success.

William F. Stadelman, C. S. Sp.
Cornwell* HeiKhts, Pa.
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THE CATHOUC NOTE IN TENNYSON.

NE of tiie most interesting of studies for the Catholic reader

is to measure the writings of the great masters of literature

by the standard of Catholic belief. In the case of Tenny-
son, all who have read the Victorian laureate even casually have
time and again come across passages or references in his works
that made them wonder at his Catholic sympathies. The general

reader, however, by very force of time atid circumstance rarely is

able te do more than make pleasurable note of the fact that Tenny-
son—the Protestant spokesman of a distinctly Protestant country

—seems often very friendly to us. He cannot investigate into the

why and the wherefore of it, and he may even accept the fact as

a mere accident. Yet there is good reason for it all.

To arrive at a clear idea of the significance of the Catholic note

in Tennyson—or in any other modern writer of English literature

—it is necessary for us first to run through a brief review of the

literature of England, to trace its nature and character from the

beginning, from the time of Caedmon, the poor monk of Whitby
who sang of God ajid the creation and the beauty of Catholic be-

lief, down through the centuries to the Reformation.

And what is the conclusion that such a review brings to us?

Plainly this: that the Catholic note sounds all through our liter-

ature; that whether others like it or not, the Catholic note in the

literature of any Christian country is inevitable. True, judging by

externals, English literature, as we use the term to-day, is not

Catholic ; for, as Cardinal Newman tells us, the Reformation forced

the literature of England away from its ancient holdings and turned

its stream into an entirely new channel. But, if we go up stream,

so to speak, and foliovv this ciiannel back to its first source, we
find not only that it flows originally from the great deep river of

Catholic thought, but that some of the clear waters of the old

stream still pour unsullied along its present course. It is these

sparkling currents that we see running like silver threads through

Tennyson's poetry.

In reality, the Catholic note in literature is inevitable. Trutli

is the essence of Catholic belief and, ^Iso, truth is the essence of

literature; therefore, in die lasc analysis, our literature is and must

be Catholic. In other words, when a poet gets down to the real

foundations of life, down to the basic facts and questions of human

existence, he is forced to turn to Catholic truth for the solution

Tie is seeking. He may do this unwittingly, or he may do it un-

willingly, or he may seize on Catholic traditions and beliefs merely
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to use them for decorative purposes. But Ca&olidty he cannot

escape. This is demonstrated time and again in Tennyson. Tenny-

son did more than sing sweet songs and write grand epics; he

probed down into the foundaticMis of life—he reached for the heights

and tried to measure the sotil of man—and the deeper and the

higher he went, the more Catholic he became.

Now Tennyson certainly was far from being a CathoUc. The
son of a Protestant clergyman, schooled in England's most EngUsh

and most iVotestant university, and eventually made poet laureate

—the national spokesman—of a distinctly Protestant country, he

was one whom we would expect, indeed, to be, if anything, more
anti-Catholic than merely neutral or simply non-Catholic, lie was

the heir to all the bitter prejudices of three hundred years. So
we need not be surprised if occasionally we find things in his writ-

ings unpleasant and unfair to Catholics—references to "Papists,"

and so forth. The wonder is that there is not more of them. As

to this, it is interesting to make note of the words of a Catholic

writer published many years ago while Tetmyson was still living.

"He regards as sacred whatever links the soul to a divine truth,"

this critic said. He has many friends who are Catholics, and we
have heard that he has expressed sincere anxiety to publish nothing

relative to the Catholic religion calculated to give offense to its

followers."*

But whate(ver ill-sounding references to Catholic externals we

may encounter' in Tennyson, in his philosophy and in his feeling

he is very strongly Catholic: and thus, against the tide of all his

environments, his traditions and his prejudices, does he readi back

to the faith of his fathers and pay tribute to our holy religion.

Tennyson lived at a time, we must remember—a hundred years

ago—when science was in a very special manner engfrossing the

mind of the world, and many Christians were excited and fearful

for their ancient faith: in a time when it was not as widely

recognized as it is to-day that between science, properly speaking,

and reUgion (as Catholics of course have always realized) there is

really no clash at all. In his epilogue to "The Idyls of the King"

Tennyson himself describes the time when he says:

. . . "For some are scared, who mark

Or wisely or unwisely, signs of storm,

Waverings of every vane with every wind,

And wordy trucklings to the transient hour.

And fierce or careless looseners of the faith."

Against the materialistic utterances of the scientists of his day

—

•J. C. Earle in "The CathoUc World," Vol. vn., p. 14«.
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the Darwins and the Huxleys, whose declarations were actually

frightening the thoughtless world—against their shattering doc-

trines the poet Tennyson lifted up a strong voice, and, singing the

faith and hope of the common people, he became a veritable bulwark

for them against materialism and infidelity. But whence did all

this strength of his, and this Christian force and conviction, come,

if not from the deep foundations of Catholic truth that lay imbedded

in his faith, no matter how heaped o^ver with latter day error and

misapprehension they might be? When Tennyson seized upon the

staff of Truth and stepped bravely forth to defend the hopes of

his age, it was down to die bedrock of Catholic belief that he struck

that staff for his support. He was a religious man, and his faith

was well grounded—as well as can be the fatih of any good man
who has all things but the one great mainstay of pure unadulterated

Catholic truth ; and so he met iJie scientific doubting^ and question-

ings of his time with daring and force and positive conviction. In

this phase of his life Tennyson was distinctly Catholic; for he did

as any Catholic thinker would do:—what was true in science and

what measured squarely with Christian faith, he accepted and ex-

pounded; but what was false in science he showed to be false and

cried it down.

I have said that the deeper and higher Tennyson goes in his

researches into the meaning of life, the more Catholic he beccMnes.

It is true that at times he seems to resort to that least impressive

use of Catholic coloring, to which I have referred—^the decorative

;

as in "Mariana in the South," where the refrain "Ave Mary" is

repeatedly used with a beautiful effect, it is true, but yet without

intrinsic purpose; and it might be said that sometimes the tribute

he pays to Catholic ideals is an unwilling one. Certainly, whether

he liked it or not, his play " Becket," had to be Cathdic, or not be at

all. But the Catholic note is in him, willing or not. As for "Becket"

—could a Catholic writer say more than Tennys(m put into these

words uttered by St. Thomas of Canterbury, when he defies his

enemies?

"Ye think to scare me from my loyalty

To God and to the Holy Father. No!
Tho' all the swords in England flashed above me
Ready to fall at Henry's word, or yours

—

Tho' all the loud-lunged trumpets upon earth

Blared from the heights of all the thrones of her kings.

Blowing the world against me, I would stand

Qothed with the full authority of Rome
Mail'd in the perfect panoply of faith,
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First of the foremost of their files who die

For God."

That is as Catholic as the Pope himself!

It is in Temiyson's greatest poems that die Cathdic note sounds

the most clearly. All through "The Idyls of the King" we hear it,

strong and sure—for the "Idyls" is almost wholly a Catholic poem.

And in "In Memoriam" and in "The Princess" we hear it again,

at least echoing and reechoing, if not always ringing and definite.

And then time and again in his shorter poems, the Catholic note

unmistakably greets us. Could anything be more Catholic than his

"St. Simeon Stylites?" From beginning to end it is a Catholic

]>oem, such as only a Catholic heart could feel, a Catholic mind
conceive. The picture the poet gives us of the aged saint, wracked

by pains and penances, yet crying out with his last breath the

^lurious lesson of sacrifice and renunciation, is something to thrill

the heart of any Catholic. "Mortify your flesh like me I'' the old

saint cries to the people who gather to venerate him:

"Mortify

Your flesh, like me, with scourges and with thorns;

Smite, shrink nor spare not. If it may be, fast

Whole Lents, and pray!"

The climax of this fine poem, when St. Simeon sees heaven open-

ing to him, and calls for a priest to bring him the Blessed Sacra-

ment, is as fine as anything ever written by a Catholic poet in any

language. Then there is "St. Agnes Eve"—a poem which could not

have been written by any man who did not ccmiprehend the spiritual,

who was not deeply sensitive to the yearning of the religious heart,

and to the heaven-hunger of the saints.

And so we come to Tennyson's three best known and longest

poems, "The Idyls of the King," "In Memoriam" and "The

Princess."

Of "The Princess" (to touch upon it only in the briefest man-

ner) this can be said : that it is very largely Catholic in its philosophy

and its teaching. It sets forth the gre&t fallacy of the day, that

knowledge is all in all; and it shows plainly tliat knowledge and in-

tellectuality are mere empty nothings without moral elevation and

spiritual growth. In this poem Tennyson stands out unquestionably

for a good old-fashioned Catholic belief—a belief that is much as-

sailed at the present time—^that woman's sphere is the home; tliat

woman is at her best when blessed and crowned with motherhood.

When we discuss "The Idyls of the King" we are treating of a

poem so Catholic, not only in its form and its externals, but in its
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very essence and inspiration, that we find it difficult to believe at
'

times that its author is not a Catholic, so sympathetically and so

spiritually does he handle the theme. The two chief sources from

which Tennyson drew his material for his "Idyls" were two historic

priests—GoiTrey of Monmouth, a Benedictine monk, and Thomas
Malory. It was from the chronicles of these two ancient writers

of legendary lore that Tennyson got tlie idea and the story for his

great poem.

Now the question is, was Tennyson in this case merely a sii^r

of songs* and a teller of taled, who simply made good use of a

rich old legend to weave an alluring and poetic story? If this were

so, still we could go on discussing the unmistakaUy Catholic note

in the poem, and show how comprehendingly, how sympathetically

Tennyson was able to write of Catholic knights and Catholic ladies,

of priests and the Mass and prayers, and so on. But we can go
further ; we can ask, did not Tennyson find in the legends of Geof-

frey and Malory something more than simply an heroic tale? Did

he not go deeper than the mere surface and find therein a great

theme of man's immortal soul?

The answer is Yes. To any one who reads "The Idyls of the

King" with thought and reflection it is plain that they are far more

than the chanting of legendary lore. The warfare they picture is a

far greater warfare than that of knights in armor, riding to battle

on noble steeds. "The Idyls of the King" in reality sets forth the

battle of man's soul to win eternal happiness with God in heaven.

It is not by mere speculation that we arrive at the meaning of

"The Idyls of the King." Tennyson himself has told us in plain

words just what they mean. In the epilogue to "The Idyls" he

says, addressing the Queen:

"Accept this old imperfect tale,

New-old and shadowing Sense at war with Soul,

Rather than that gny king

Of Geoffrey's book, or him of Malleor's.

In other words, the story of "TTie Idyls" is not the mere legend

of Arthur ("that gray king"), but the record of "Sense at war

with Soul"—of the spiritual battling for supremacy qver the carnal

and the material. To confirm even further this interpretation so

clearly set forth by the poet himself, we have the evidence of his

letter to one of his critics, Dr. ConAi Fallen, telling Dr. Fallen

that in the latter's book, "The Meaning of the Idyls of the King,"

which elaborates this self-same interpretation : "You see further into

their meaning than most of my commentators have done."

With this all so clearly defined it is not difficult for us to read
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"The Idyls" with eyes open to their high and beautiful significance.

Little by little the whole scheme of the poem reveals itself; and

while the plot of the story is never lost, the inner meaning of it

all is borne home to us with very increasing emphasis.

"Sense at war with Soul" then is the keynote to "The Idyls

of the King." The symbolism is beautifully and consistently worked

out from beginning to end. "King Arthur" is the soul, the im-

mortal and the spiritual man, strong and beautiful and pure, who
comes "from the great deep" of eternity, and whom the warlike

barons—the senses and the passions of man—at first rejected, re-

fusing to submit to the sovereignty of the spiritual.

"Queen Guinevere" is the body, "the fairest under heaven." The
knights are the faculties and energies of man, consecrated to God
and pledged to the soul, their king, by holy vows. The Round Table

is the perfect spiritual organization of man, the soul reigning as

king, the knights infused with his hig^ spirit and lifted up by the

inspiration of his holy purpose. And, finally, the Holy Grail—the

mystic chalice—^is the perfect life of spiritual contemplation which

all strive to achie(ve, but which only the sinless may attain.

From the very beginning of "The Idyls" there is no mistaking

Tennyson's meaning. In the very first idyl he lays the foundations

of this epic plainly and in full view when he tells the story of "The

Coming of Arthur"—that is, of the coming of the spiritual man

—

into the land of Leodegran

—

"Wherein the beast was ever more and more,

And man was less and less, till Arthur came;"

and we hear Arthur, the soul, speaking thus of Guinevere, the body

:

"Shall I not lift her from this land of beasts

Up to my throne, and side by side with me?"

This is Catholic poetry of the very highest and finest kind; and
when further we come to the story of the founding of the Round
Table we reach a richly Catholic note in that scene where the

knights with their king are gathered about the Table Round :"

"I beheM
From eye to eye thro' all their order flash

A momentary likeness to the king;

And ere it left their faces, thro the cross

And those around it and the Crucified

Down fr<Mn the casement over Arthur, smote

Flame color, vert and azure, in three rays.

And falling upon each of three fair queens,
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Who stood in silence near his throne, the friends

Of Arthur, gazing on him, tall, with bright

Sweet faces, who will help him at his need."

The scene is plain to us—Arthur and his knights gathered there

in the spacious hall; above the king's throne a great wmdow of

stained glass pouring its rich light down upon them, haloing and
glorifying them with that mystic illumination of "flame color, vert

and azure," that reveals the "three fair queens"—the three theological

virtues. Charity, Hope and Faith—come to pledge the knights to

high and holy vows and disclosed to them only in the light that

flows from the Divine atonement of Our Saviour, Jesus Christ.

Even the liturgical colors are brought out
—

"fiame cdor, vert and

azure," the red and green and blue of Charity, Hope and Faith,

And then comes the climax of this purely Catholic symbolism, the

vision of "The Lady of the Lake," the spirit of Religion, who gives

to the soul the "cross-hilted sword" of spiritual weapons to fight

the passions of the body and to "drive the heathen" of sin out of

the world:

"Qothed in white samite, mystic, wonderful;

She gave the king his huge crOss-hilted sword

Wherewith to drive the heathen out : a mist

Of incense curled about her. . . . She dwells

Down in a deep calm, whatsoever storms

May shake the world, and when the surface rolls

Hath power to walk the waters like our Lord."

Thus, as we follow the poem through, we see the whole story

of the human soul played out like a great drama. We see the king-

ship of the soul undermined and attacked by the false and treason-

ous knights of sin. We see sin creep in to destroy the perfect

order and harmony of that charmed order where only the virtues

should reign. We see the guilt of Guinefvtere, the queen, t3rpifying

the sins of the flesh, while in the fall of Merlin—the spirit of Wis-

dom—is pictured the sin of the mind. In the allegorical character

of Vivien, who causes the downfall of Merlin, Tennyson denotes

with unusual strength and emphasis the sin of impurity, "the bit-

terest enemy the soul can have. Justice, knowledge, harmony, order,

truth, true love, man's energy and woman's insight, all go down

before the attack of impurity," says Stopford Brook. "Vivien is

set against the tender innocence of Elaine; Enid, the true wife,

against Guinevere, the false." In Lancelot is depicted the man who

though remorseful for his sin still tempts God, still plays with the

occasions of sin—the man who has not the spiritual strength to
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wholly give up evil, much as he desires to be pure. But Galahad

is the spotless (me, the virgin knight, the utterly pure, the per-

fectly spiritualized man, whose armor is never tarnished nor even

shadowed. He alone it is who achieves the Holy Grail of spiritual

life, the goal all would win. There is Percivale, too ; but Percivak,

though given a momentary glimpse of the Holy Grail, was still

guilty of one sin—the sin of pride. The virtue of humility—^the all

essential to spiritual insight—was not his.

Thus the "Idyls" bring us to "The Last Tournament," in which

the final battle between Sense and Soul, between Good and Evil

—

is fought, and then to the "Passing of Arthur," in which one of tlte

most Catholic of all Tennyson's utterances appears. It is the dying

king who speaks:

"Pray for my soul," he says

:

"Pray for my soul. More things are wrought by prayer

Than the world dreams of. Wherefore, let thy voice

Rise like a fountain for me, night and day.

For what are men better than sheep or goats

That nourish a blind life within the brain

If, knowing God, they lift not hands of prayer

Both for themselves and those who call them friend?

For so the whole round earth is every way
Bound by gold chains about the feet of God."

And so "The Idyls" end, sounding, indeed, a triumphant Catholic

note—not only proclaiming our merciful doctrine of prayer for the

soul of man, but crying exultantly of immortality:

"Nay—God, my Christ—I pass, but shall not die!"

If "The Idyls of the King" is Catholic by sympathy, so to speak,

"In Memoriam" is largely Catholic by affirmation. It does more

than sing by inference the beauties and glories of Catholic religion,

for time and again it proclaims distinctive Catholic truth.

"In Memoriam" is a meditation on the immortality of . the soul.

To fully understand this poem we must know something of its in-

spiration—of how it came to be written and why.

It is a remarkable fact that the two gfreatest love poems in th<

English language—^the sonnets of Shakespeare and the "In Mem-
oriam" of Tennyson—found their inspiration not in the love of man
and woman, but in the ideal of friendship, in the love of one man
for another. Those who have studied the sonnets of Shakespeare

cannot forget with what deep passion the poet glorifies the friend

of his heart But Tennyson's love for his friend, Arthur Hallam,

was higher still, and his passion one of the purest ever immortalized
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in verse. His Arthur was more than the friend of his heart—he #as
thethe friend of his very soul, who opened heaven for him and made
immortality and eternity at once the aim and the living motive of

the poet's daily life. Their friendship was, as he himself has sun;

:

"A friendship as had mastered time;"

a friendship that made Tennyson strong to reject all the tempta-

tions with which the Evil One assailed him against the reality of
God and Heaven. It is thus, as Brother Azarias points out in his

"Phases of Thought and Criticism," that Tennyson answered the

doubtings and misgivings of unbelief

:

"What but a murmur of gnats in the gloom, or a moment's anger
of bees in their hive ?

—

Peace let it be I For I loved him, and love him forever; the dead

are not dead, but alive
!"

This wonderful friendship between Tennyson and his Arthur
began in their school days, when they were together in the class-

room or at recreation. And though their friendship, as reckoned

by time, lasted only three or four years—for Arthur died soon after

he left the university—in reality it was an eternal friendship that

endures forever and forever.

But Tennyson's "In Memoriam" is far more than the mere record

of the love of one man for another ; it is an affirmation of the love

of God for man and of man's deep need of God.

The death of his friend was a heavy blow to Tetmyson. He
grieved so deeply that there were times when he feared the actual

loss of his mind. For a time nothing but darkness seemed to en-

velop him. But out of that darkness his soul went groping to the

light. And though he did not ever reach the fullness of that light

which pours out its perfect radiance from the day-spring of Catholic

Truth, he did attain to such a degree of faith and certainty that no

Catholic can read "In Memoriam" without ha,vling his belief con-

firmed, his soul strengthened, his whole being set more firmly on

the path to God—that path which leads so roughly and so narrowly

up the dark hill of Calvary in the shadow of the cross. This is the

great lesson to learn from Tennyson's "In Memoriam"—^that it is

through the desolation of the cross, through grief and loneliness

and sorrow, through negation and denial and sacrifice—that the

soul draws nearest God.

"I hold it truth with him who sings

To one clear harp in divers tones

That men may rise, on stepping stones

Of their dead selves to higher things."
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Just as in "The Idyls of the King," we see played out before us
the drama of "sense at war with soul," so in "In Memoriam" we
witness the great drama of doubt at war with faith. We see the

heart bowed down, the soul sick unto death with a sorrow that

seems cruelly unnecessary and crying out against its suffering ; but
little by Uttle we see that soul rise up from where it lay prone un-
der the weight of its cross and mount its Calvary and win finally

to the glory of its resurrection against all the harassing demons of

doubt and misgiving that scourge it on its way.

The value of Tennyson's argument in "In Memwiam" from the

Catholic viewpoint lies in the proof it gives that it is by Faith and
not by Reason that we may attain to happiness and peace of soul

;

and furthermore that not all the reasoning within the power of the

mind of man will ever lead to faith. Something more than cold

reason and analysis is necessary

:

"If e'er, when faith had fallen asleep,

I heard a voice 'Believe no more.

And heard an ever-breaking shore

That tumbled in a godless deep,

A warmth within the breast would melt

The freezing reason's colder part.

And like a man in wrath the heart

Stood up and answer'd, 'I haivle felt'."

But Tennyson is not satisfied with affirming his \jfm faith—^with

voicing the faith of his people, to confront and dispute the doubt

and questionings of the rationalists of his day. He goes further,

and strong in his belief he denounces those meddlers who would

destroy man's peace of mind and blight his heart with their poisonous

infidelities. Such men, little and conceited and shallowpated, lived

and preached and printed in Tennyson's time as they do to-day and

fitly he calls them

—

"The flies of latter spring

That lay their eggs, and sting and sing,

And weave their pretty cells and die."

At some points of "In Memoriam" Tennyson is not wholly

Catholic—not that he denies, but that he fails to reach the fullness

of the truth. Though he believes with all the faith of the saints

in the soul's immortality, still his speculations on the futui'e state

—

on Eternity and Heaven—will not always bear the searching light

of Catholic teaching. For instance (as Brother Azarias points out),

his belief in the
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"Eternal process moving on,

From state to state the spirit walks,"

is not exactly Catholic, but it is a groping and a searching for the

full Githolic truth concerning heaven and the soul. The points, in

fact, at which Tennyson fails of the whole trudi serve but to re-

flect all the more brightly the light of holy faith to which he attained

through grief and suffering.

In brief outline, then, Tennyson's "In MenuM-iam" leads us from

the darkness of a grief that borders on despair, gradually and by

difficult degrees, into the light of faith and peace. It shows us the

human heart bruised by the cold hand of death crying out for com-

fort and finding it, not in the chill speculations of reason and science,

but in the warmth and light of Christian faith. The poem ends not

so much in exultation as in a deep and lofty calm—a peace that is

sealed with the proof and conviction that there is a loving God
directing all our days:

"And all is well, though faith and form

Be simdered in the night of fear;

Still roars the storm to those that hear

A deeper voice across the storm."

But the exultation is there, too; and it will sing out; and the

Iflory and the joy of immortality shouts like a clarion in every word

as he calls across the barrier of the gra^ve to his beloved Arthur:

"Sweet human hand and lip and eye;

Dear heavenly friend that canst not die.

Mine, mine, for ever, ever mine!

Far off thou art, but ever nigh

;

I have thee still and I rejoice;

I prosper, circled with thy voice;

I shall not lose thee tho' I die!"

The poem ends with a hymn to God—one of the greatest hjmms
ever sung out of the heart of man—a great utterance of the soul,

that compresses into its four brief lines all the light and beauty of

Christian faith—a hymn to Christ, "the lig^t of the world"

—

"Strong Son of God, immortal Love,

Whom we, that have not seen Thy face.

By faith, and faith alone, embrace.

Believing where we cannot prove
!"

These, the opening lines of 'In Memoriam" as it appears in print,

were actually written at the closing of the work. They are the be-
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ginning and the ending of it, as God is the Alpha and Omega of
the soul.

It is a joy to find this Catholic note in Tennyson, and to find him
not pla3ring at it, but living it. He is not like many non-Catholic

writers hawfe been—^willing to don the rich and ancient robes of
Catholic beauty for the sake of effect, but never wearing them with

ease or grace. No; when Tennyson writes as a Catholic he comes
very nearly being a Catholic. He means it; he feels it; he cannot

help it. And it is not only in externals, in sympathy revealed and
in the affirmation of belief, that Tennyson is Catholic; it is in the

purity of his muse, as well, that we feel him truly one of us. N»
page of his, no verse, no line, is sullied by the stain of impurity

—

and that, alas, is something that cannot be said of the literature of

our own day, when writers sell themselves to degradation and de-

liberately sing lewd scmgs with the God given voice of poesy. "Let

it never be forgotten," said one of Tennyson's biographers, "as one

of his chief glories, that Alfred Tennyson, even in the first flush

and fervor of his young manhood, never wrote an tmdean line. He
treated the mysteries of love and passion with an exquisite revter-

ence that was almost awe. . . . All his life Alfred Tennyson main-

tained that noble reticence, that reserved emotion ; passionate as his

poetic nature was, anything like impurity of expression was impos-

sible to him, "because his heart was pure'." As he himself sings in

his beautiful Catholic poem, "St. Agnes Eve:"

"My strength is as the strength of ten

Because my heart is pure."

But why do we seek out the Catholic note in our literature ? Wliat

is the object of such study and research? Surely it is to give our-

selves a new reminder of the riches and beauty of our Catholic faith

—riches and beauty that are ours in a far fuller measure than even

this great poet possessed them. And when we have realized this

we cannot help but wonder how much gfreater would Tennyson have

been—great as he is even now—had he possessed what we possess

—the Truth in all its fullness. If he, then, vouchsafed but "broken

lights," could achieve all that he did adiieve for the glory of God
and the good of men's souls, what limit can the human mind put on

the possibilities of a great Catholic poet singing the glory and beauty

of tfie world, the mystery of life and lo(v1e, as seen with the clear

eye of Faith? We need such a poet to-day—we need a Catholic

Tennyson in America. What he wrote of his day is truer still of

ours:

"For some are scared, who mark

Or wisely or unwisely, signs of storm,
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Waverings of every vane with every wind, ^

And wordy trucklings to the transient hour,

And fierce or careless looseners of faith."

Some little time ago the press was busy quoting the song of a

modem poet—a professor at Yale University—who cried, "Take

away your ivory Christ!" The pagan cult of the god Pan is the

religion of too many of our modem poets. We need a great

Christian poet to rise up as Tennyson arose—strong in his faith and

daring in his strength, pure in his love and ashamed of nothing

but impurity and hating nothing but evil. We need such a poet

—

a great Catholic poet of the common people—to soothe the unrest

and discontent of the unhappy world—not to sing it into the sleep

of a night forespent with doubt and sin, but to wake it to the morn-

ing lift of life-worth-while, to arouse it to the glories of a day of

Faith, that shall be filled with the zest of God's own activities ! And
if we have no such poet of our own to-day, beyond a doubt it ridily

profits us then to study the Catholic note in the works of so great

a poet as Alfred Tennyson

Charles Phillips.

New Richmond. Wis.
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CAVE HOMES AND SHRINES—STALACTITES AND
STALAGMITES.

I HAVE often wondered how many students of the Catholic

Summer School at Qiff Haven and other excursionists who
visit the Ausable Chasm have ever given a thought to anything

connected with it beyond its wonderful appearance as a curiosity

—

a freak of nature—a show place in the Adirondack region. It is

regarded by the mass of visitors very much after the manner in

which tourists visit celebrated art galleries (because it is the proper

thing to do when in their vicinity)

—

look at the works of the g^eat

masters, express the usual stereotyped admiration, but see little or

nothing. It is not our purpose here to write a description of the

Ausable Chasm beyond, perhaps, an incidental reference. We pro-

pose to say a word about subterranean phenomena in a general way.

Now by subterranean phenomena we do not refer to "trenches"

in the war zone, although they may be regarded, in a sense, as a

kind of phenomena which to-day are and to-morrow are blown up.

Our studies in natural history (or even unnatural history) have

never lured us in that direction. Trenches may possess a "strat^c

value," but we are more concerned here with stalactification than

with strategy.

The study of grottoes, caverns, caves, cave temples and cavB

homes and shrines carries the student to the very borderlands of

natural history and archaeology, as well as to those of paganism and

Christianity, and it is under these aspects that we propose to deal

with them.

Caverns occur chiefly in limestone districts, but occasionally they

are found in sandstone and volcanic rocks. They may be divided

into three classes—the first are the narrow fissures, penetrating

deeply into the earth ; the second, tunneled caves, open at both ends,

and the third and the most common consists of a series of cavities

or chambers connected with one another by passages varying in ex-

tent. Eldon Hole, on the peak of Devonshire, England, is an ex-

ample of the narrow fissures, being a limestone chasm 60 feet long

and 20 feet wide. It has been explored to a depth of two or three

hundred feet, but the bottom of the fissure has never been sounded.

The abyss of Frederickshall, in Norway, is one of the most re-

markable. A stone thrown into this fissure did not make its fall

heard until an interval of one or two minutes, which g^ves a depth

of 59,049 feet for two minutes and 39,886 feet for a minute and a

half, or, in other words, eleven and a fraction miles.

A striking example of tunneled caves is afforded by the Moun-
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tain of Torghatten, in Norway. It is pierced by an opening 3,000

feet long, and twice in the year the sun darts its rays through this

shaft from one extremity to the other. Another very curious nat-

ural tunnel is the harbor of Port Lloyd, Benin Islands, which passes

through basaltic rock from the southern head to the beach on the

other side. The entrance is 15 feet wide and 30 feet high, but the

roof within soon rises to a height of 40 to 50 feet and presents the

appearance of an artificial arch. There are several other arches of

this nature—one 150 feet long passes through a headland bounding
the harbor and is constantly traversed by canoes of the natives.

Caverns of this class are most interesting because of their great ex-

tent, the grandeur and variety of their subterranean beauty and the

weird and fanciful forms assumed by their mineral concretions.

Caves are frequently formed by volcanic action, and Fingal's

Cajvte, in the Island of Sjtaffa, is the best known perhaps of caverns

so formed. Another beautiful example of this class is to be found

in Iceland. In the torrent of lava that flowed from Bald Yokul is

a vast cavern 40 feet high, 50 feet broad and nearly a mile long.

Masses of beautiful black lava, shaped like icicles, hang from the

roof; the sides are variegated with vitrified horizontal bands and

the floor is covered with solid ice, clear as crystal.

Caves in limestone districts are distinguished by mineral incrusta-

tions, known as stalagmites, which are formed by water, impreg-

nated with lime, that trickles through the roof. Part of this water

evaporates upon the roof, leaving the lime, which in the process of

time becomes a pendant mass like an icicle—this is the stalagtite,

while that portion of water whidi falls upon the floor also evapo-

rates and the lime that is deposited arises from the floor in pyrami-

dal shapes and thus forms stalagmites. When, as not unfrequently

happens, the ascending stalagmite meets the descending stalactite,

they blend together and form columns, arches and grottoes and

sheets and curtains of translucent stone. Beautiful examples of this

kind may be seen in the Luray Cave, in Virginia. It was here that

during the sessions of the Southern Summer School (the one held

at Harper's Ferry) I had an opportunity of visiting the Luray

Cave and with the suggestions of my guide, of studying these vari-

ous interesting formations. My pupils at home got the benefit of

my observations. We had a fine opportunity to study the forma-

tion of the stalagmite on the spot. It was pointed out to us that

whenever a drop of water trickles down through some of the mi-

nute crevices in the limestone rode, it is sure to deposit some Ume-

itone. This deposition takes place on the circumference of the drop

rather than in the centre and produces a ring of limestone. This
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ring becomes the support of other drops, and the process continues

until a tube from one indi to three feet long, having the diameter

of the drop, is formed, when it htpm to fill up and the water to

tridde down exteriorly and to increase the size of the column. The
process is similar to the formation of an icicle, except that one is

formed by solidification and the other by deposition. They are

larger at the top because the larger part of the lime is deposited be-

fore the end is reached, but there is a constant endeavor to readi

the bottom.

Now, while this is the typical stalactite, we are exultingly in-

formed that in Luray the typical forms are the exception, nature

having reveled in the production of odd forms in these caverns. As
a rule, more water flows down a stalagtite than can be evaporated,

and consequently it drops upon the floor, forming a stalagmite

which continually endeavors to meet its mother abo|v)e. In time the

upward reach of the one and the downward stretching of the other

may unite them both into one column, thidc or slender, single or

double, reaching from floor to ceiling.

The many extraordinary monuments of aqueous energy include

columns wrenched from their place in the ceiling and prostrate on

the floor ; the Hollow Column, 40 feet high and 30 feet in diameter,

standing erect, but pierced by a tubular passage from top to bottom

;

the Leaning Column, very suggestive of Pisa's Leaning Tower,

nearly as large and undermined and tilting, and the Organ, a clus-

ter of stalactites dropped points downward and standing thus in

the room designated as the Cathedral. All these fill the visitor with

admiration. We appreciate still better the fitness of the name Ca-

thedral to this sculptured apartment when our guide, walking up

to the mass of stalactites called the Organ, plays a familiar air upon

this wonderful sheet of rock. Each column has a deep, musical

resonance of varying pitch, whose tones are more like the breath-

ings of an organ than the metallic qualities of the piano or xylo-

phone. The denizens of the cavern not only pose, but speak, and

our admiration is complete and the effect of that melody will not

soon be forgotten.

Luray Caves have been described so often and so fully that we

must content ourselves here with the above brief mention.

The Mammoth Cave in Kentucky, with its 150 miles of galleries,

is another g^'^nd and magnificent example of limestone caverns.

Another beautiful example of this character is to be found in the

Cavte of Adelsburg, some six miles from Trieste, in Austria, which

is remarkable for its length and height. The entrance to the Adels-

burg Cave is through a fissure which seems to have been the result

of an earthquake. This cave consists of several halls and grottoes
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adorned by almost innumerable translucent pillars white as snow.

The bottom is covered with similar concretions, while from the roof

hang numerous stalactites, which under the blaze of torches dazzle

the eye with their radiance. The sides of many of the grottoes are

draped with the same brilliant incrustations, so thin and transparent

that they fall like delicate crystal curtains to the floor. Abysses

SCO and 600 feet deep abound in this cavern, and amid its recesses

a river winds its course, spatmed by two bridges a mile apart and

formed by stalagmites.

A gentleman who visited this magnificent subterranean wonder

told me that "at every step the scene shifts like a panorama. Some-
times the cave is so low that the explorer is obliged to stoop, and

again so high that the roof is lost in the gloom. At one time we
saw the guides lighting up some distant gallery far above our head,

which had all the appearance of a veranda adorned with Gothic

tracery. At another time we came to what seemed the long-drawn

aisles of a cathedral."

One of the many rooms is called the Ballroom, where the inhabi-

tants of Adelsburg and vicinity were wont to assemble cykry Whit-

Monday, on which occasions the "hall" was brilliantly illuminated

for the dance.

Within the darkness of this cavern lives the proteus, a singular

animal, white and transparent, with a shape between that of a

lizard and the eel.

We have said that the study of grottoes, caverns, cave temples

and cave homes and shrines carries the student to the very border-

lands of natural history and archaeology as well as to those of. pa-

ganism and Christianity, and we also learn that caves have excited

awe and admiration in all ages and have been associated with legend

and superstition as well as with the struggles of the early Chris-

tians for existence. They were the abode of the Sybil and the

Nymphs of Roman mythology and the temples of the gods of the

Creeks. Beneath their vaulted roofs the oracle of Delphis, Corinth

and Mount Cithaeron were delivered, and in Persia they were asso-

ciated with the worship of Mithras. Who has not heard of the

Fairy, the Dragons and the Devil's Caves in France and Germany

and the Dwarf Holes in the Hartz Mountains? Was it not on an

island grotto that the Nymph Calypos entertained the shipwrecked

Telemachus, son of Ulysses, and who but for the prudent counsels

cf the wise Mentor would hajve prevailed upon him to forego the

brilliant career that awaited him? Legendary lore tells us that the

Seven Sleepers of Ephesus took their long sleep in a cave, and the

Moorish child still turns its wistful eyes towards the hills of Gra-

nada, looking for the great Broabdil and his sleeping host, who will
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one day awake to restore the glory of the Moors in their beloved

Alhambra.

Caves have been used in all lands for habitations, refuge and
sepulture. Lot dwelt in a cave; five Canaanite Kings fled from
Joshua and David from Saul and found refuge in the caves of

Palestine, and the Cave of Adullam was such a refuge for the op-
pressed that the name has become proverbial, whilst the Aquitani

sought protection from their Roman conquerors in the caves of

Auvergne. As far bade as B. C. i860 we find the Cave of Mach-
pelah made sure unto Abraham for a possession of a burial-place

by the sons of Heth. Here Abraham buried Sarah, his wife, and
here many years afterwards was Abraham laid beside her by his

sons.

The rock-hewn tombs of Palestine and Egypt and the Catacombs

of Rome are further evidences of caves enlarged and made into

burial places. Gongora y Martinez, a Spanish antiquarian, de-

scribes various interments in the Cave of Murcielagos (or Cave of

the Bats), which penetrates the limestone of the grand scenery of

which the southern Sierra Nevada has been to a great extent

carved. In one place was found a group of three skeletons, one of

which wore a plain coronet of gold and was clad in a tunic made
of esparto grass, finely plaited, so as to form a pattern like that

on some of the golden ornaments found in Etruscan tombs. In

another place further in twelvte skeletons formed a semi-circle

around one covered with a tunic of skin and wearing a necklace of

esparto grass, earrings of blade stone and ornaments of shdl and

wild boar tusks. At Mentone, on the Gulf of Geneva, we had

pointed out to us several very celebrated bone-caves which, we are

told, have furnished an abundance of interesting organic and other

prehistoric remains. These caves, which are about eighty-eight feet

above the Mediterranean, are natural rifts in the Roches Rouges,

the mountains over which the Cornice Road passed. In March,

1872, a fossil human skeleton, our guide told us, was exhumed in

one of than at a depth of twenty-one feet below the surface. It lay

on its left side in a natural position, as if death had overtaken the

man during sleep. The skull was ornamented with a number of

shells and with twenty-two teeth of the stag, all of whidi were per-

forated and formed a sort of network about the head. The skele-

ton, which was nearly perfect and indicated great strength, was

placed in the Museum of Natural History in Paris. It is sup-

posed to belong to the palaeolithic age. The cranium was so frac-

tured both behind and in front as to prevent accurate measurement

It is dolicho-cephalus (or long-skulled), arched at the summit, and

the sutures are all consolidated. The facial angle is nearly eighty
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degrees and the height of the man is estimated to have been six

feet. So interested were we in the account of "the find" giv<en us

by our friend at Mentone that on reaching Paris, on our journey

homeward, we visited the Musee and obtained the further details

given above.

Bone caves of note are to be found near Kirkdale and Bristol,

England; in the Valley of the Dordogne, France, especially those

of Monstiers and Cro-Magnon, described by Christy and Lartet,

and in Gailenrenth, in Bavaria. There are others in Belgium or

Sicily, at Gibraltar, in Mexico and Brazil and in several parts of

the United States. The bones most abundantly found are those of

the great carnivora of the quarternary period, the bear, hyena, lion,

etc., with those of the great pachyderms, as the mammoth, and

rhinoceros, and of many herbiverous and rodents.

Remains of man and of his works have been found mingled with

the bones of post-terciary extinct mammals in the caves of

Europe, and especially in the south of France, by Messrs.

Christy and Lartet, seeming to place it almost beyond

doubt tliat man began his existence at this remote period.

The implements found invariably belong to the early stone period,

and the bones of an animal found in one place belong to the species

afterward subjugated by man. The examination of the human
and animal remains found in caverns in different parts of the world

have opened up quite an interesting field of study.

Caverns are even to this day used as habitations. There are

caves fashioned into homes, where gypsies in Spain have dwelt

from time immemorial. Some of these, situated along the side of

a mountain road, would seem to consist of "two stories," one above

the other, the upper floor being reached by a ladder from the out-

side. Here bands of gypsies dwell in OMnmon, and may be seen

sitting along the roadside sunning themselves or engaged in repair-

ing tinware or the like. Their swarms of children sit around the

doors and play in the innocence of childhood, while pigs gpnmt and

root in quest of the scanty food the mountain home affords. In

Southern Italy accidental excavations have been in like manner

adopted as human habitations. Possibly these excavations might

show that prehistoric man once dwelt in the hollows of these rocks.

Among the most remarkable cave temples in the world may be

mentioned those at Elephanta and Ellora. The cave at Elephanta,

a small island of India, in the harbor of Bombay, derives its name,

we are told, from a huge stone elejAant whidi formerly stood on

the shore. The temple, long since abandoned by the priests, is now
frequented solely by sterile women praying for fecundity. (What

a popular resort this would not be in certain parts of our highly
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enlightened and Christian country!) The interior breadth of this

temt>k is I3?3 feet, and its length presents a vast rat^e of columns

cut from the solid rock. The sides of the cavern are filled with

mythological figures, among which may be mentioned the Hindoo
trinity, Brahma, Vishnu and Siva. The scenes in the life of Sira

and Parvati seem to have givisn free scope to the corrupt imagina-

tion of the native sculptors, who reproduced them with all their

revolting indecency, and we are fai from joining in the almost uni-

versal condemnation heaped upon the Portuguese of the sixteenth

century by fanatical archaeologists for having destroyed them.

This temple is generally considered to be the most ancient rock-

temple on the Indian peninsula.

More beautiful and far more striking than the temple at Ele-

phanta are the subterranean temjdes of EUora, near the city of

that name. They form galleries of not less than six miles in ex-

tent, which in certain places are built in stories communicating with

one another. The "Kailasa" or "Kela^a" has been carved out of

solid rock and completely detached from the mountain and forms

but a single block. It has all the appearance of having been built

stone upon stone. It covers an area of about 400 feet in length by

190 feet in breadth. Within the granite gateway there is a mag-

nificent court some 230 feet long by 100 feet wide, with walls 140

feet high. Beyond is the chapel of Nandi, the companion of Siva,

and still further in is the principal temple. This is supported by

enormous square pilasters arranged in four rows. Those at the

corners and at the circumference, twenty in number, are supported

by elephants, which appear to raise the enormous mass on their huge

backs. The temple is 500 feet in circumference and is flanked by

porticos, terraces, basins and chapels, and the court which surrounds

it on every side is decorated with obelisks and gigantic elephants.

The walls are decorated with innumerable statues and bas-

reliefs. These temples, as has been seen, were all dea-oted to the

worship of Buddhist deities.

Paneas or Banias, anciently known as Caesarea Philippi, is a

village of Palestine some forty-five miles west-southwest of Da-

mascus and near the headwaters of the Jordan. Here is a vast cav-

ern, the "Panium" of Josephus, in which may be found the traces

of the temple Built by Herod in honor of the Ertiperor Augustus.

This grotto, nestled beneath the great Hermon, was with the sur-

rounding forest dedicated to the god Pan. Greek inscri|>tion*

carved in the rock near the entrance, and some 6f them stiH legible,

bear evidence of this worship. Herod was careful that the work

should be complete in every pattictilai- and the matoial u^d was

marble or some white stone. At the entranc* of tiie frUttfl there
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was formeriy a reservoir of great depdi; it ia now choked op wifti

rubbish and serves as a reftigt for cattle ih the winter. On the

west side of Hit grotto may be seeA niches, some of which are in a

fair state of preservation, and which were once filled with statues

•of Pan. Qose by the grotto the waters oif the Jordan may be seen

forcing their way through a mass of ruins. Above the entrance of

the grotto is a little Christian chapel dedicated to St. George, and

close beside it a Turicish mosque. The good Dominican father to

whom I am largely indebted for the above details smiled signifi-

cantly when he mentioned the proximity of the Turkish mosque
to the Christian chapel. CMypfaant, a noted explorer, found many
caves hitherto unexplored in and near Mount Qmnel, on the sllores

0/ the Mediterranean.

Buddhist cave temples are to be found nestled away under moun-
tain and hill wherever Buddhism has existed. We find the riiins of

their cave convents at Hadah and in the vicinity of Jelalabad. Soine

of them bear traces of their former splendor. Statue, altar and
niches tell the genius of the sculptors of long ago; half obliterated

inscriptions give us an insight into tint deities whose praises re-

sounded through these caverns and the manner in which that wor-

ship was offered. Their history is the history of the rel^on of

far-off India, and, though fraught with the deepest interest, would

carry us far beyond the limits of a magazine article. * We cannot

take leave of India, however, without a word about the cave temple

of Bisma Kurm which is interesting not so mudi on account of its

dimensions as for the el^;ance and orig^inality of its execution. It

will be remembered that Bisma Kurm, or Vishna Karma, is the

personification of Buddh considered as the primitive architect.

This temi^e is excavated in the rock at a depth of about 166 feet.

It consists of a long gallery, with a circular ceiling, sq>arated lot^-

tudinally into three aisles of two rows of twenty-eight octagonal

pillars about 23 feet in circumference.

The statue of the god represented as the primitive architect is

enthroned in a niche ; at his feet are two lions, symbolizing Power

and Force, while two of his attendants stand beside him, one of

them holding the lotus flower, the symbol of creation and produc-

tion, as well as a small staff or sceptre representing the power of

sovereignty ; the other attendant appears to be hanging a triangular

"'l«\tel" on a species of column. Above Bisma Kurm glows an eye

emblematic of penetration and administrative wisdom. Above this

eye we discover a woricmon's pltmimet, which, descending upon a

horizontal line, forms two right angles, the absolute principles of

all kinds of creation, formation and regular construction. It is
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probable that this remarkable temple was constructed in the centu-
ries immediately preceding the Christian era.

Religion here seems to have given its inspiration to art, as it has
done in all dimes and in all ages. We have seen it manifested in

the cave temples of India, and it is no less evident in those of far-

off and ancient Egypt. In these latter temples we get an idea of a

hig^r standard of morality than appears to have been recognized

in the grotesque and often unclean monsters which embody the

Hindoo conception of divine attributes.

The Great Temple at Ipsambul seems to bring to light a magnifi-

cent specimen of Egyptian art—one that, with Champollian, we
may confidently attribute to the palmiest epoch of Pharaonic civi-

lization. In the larger of the two temples, consecrated by Rameses
II. to the sun god Phrah, or Osiris, whose statue is placed oyfcr the

entrance doorway, we find an area of about 187 feet wide by 86

feet high excavated from the mountain. The sides are perfectly

smooth except where ornamented by relievos. The fagade con-

sists of four colossal statues of Rameses II. in sitting posture, each

about 65 feet high, two being placed on each side of a narrow gate.

From the shoulder to the tiara that adorns the head the distance is

16 feet 6 inches ; the ears measure 3 feet 6 inches ; the face 7 feet

;

the beard 5 feet 6 inches; across the shoulders 25 feet 6 inches.

The moulding of each stony countenance is exquisite, while the

beauty of the curves is surprising. The rounding of the muscles

and the flowing lines of the neck and face are executed with g^eat

fidelity. What is most stu^rising in this wonderful work is the fact

that the artist could have been guided by no model, as are the sculp-

tors of to-day. Between the legs of these gigantic Ramessids are

placed four statues of greatly inferior dimensions—^mere pigmies

when compared with their colossal neighbors, and yet considerably

larger than ordinary human size.^

In another apartment—"a vast gloomy hall such as Eblis might

have givien Vathek audience in"—^is a vast mysterious aisle, whose

pillars are formed by eight colossal giants, on whom the rays of

heaven's bright sun have never shone. "They stand erect with

hands crossed on each stony breast ; fig^ures of the all-conquering

Rameses, whose mitre-shaped headdresses, each wearing in front

the serpent, the emblem of royal power, nearly touch the roof. They

are all exactly alike; all carry the crosier and flagellum; every

face is characterized by a deep and solemn expression." Miss Mar-

tineau describes them as "vigilant, serene, benign." Here they

stand, teaching us to inquire reverentially into the early powers and

1 ChAmpoUion'B 'litres tcrltea d'Esypte et de Nubie," Lenormant's

"BaqulMe de la Basse Nuble," Harriet Marttneau's "Eastern Ufe."
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conditions of the human mind which was capable of such concep-
tions of abstract qualities as are represented in their forms. What
chapters could be written on the symbolism they portray! And a
long series of "surprises awaits us if we follow these symbols down
through the ages! These gigantic Egyptian statues are the very
types of conscious power, of calm and passionless intellect—as far

removed from the petty things of earth as are the stars of heaven
from "the worm that crawls beneath the sod."

Besides the veneration which many a mountain cavern has
awakened in the minds of the masses of the people because of the

religious rites performed within their precincts, many others have
created no little awe and curiosity and have given the writer of

legends a fruitful field for his imagination. Who has not heard of

the optical phenomena of the Ali>s, the Hartz and the Cevennes

Mountains? How many simple folk have told with solemn faces

about the "Spectre of Brocken," which plays such an important part

in Goethe's "Faust?" Who has not often been amused in reading

about the dwarf holes and the glittering fairy homes whidi the

popular tales of Germany tell us about in the depths of the Hartz

Mountains ?

The student of Grecian mythology will recall the story told by

Pausanias concerning an oracle of Delphos. "For two years," he

says, "no rain had fallen in Boeotia. In despair the inhabitants sent

deputies from each of their towns to Delphi to implore Apollo to

put an end to the drought. The Pythian ordered them to repair to

Trophonius, at Lebadeia, assuring them that they would obtain

from him a remedy for their ills. Accordingly, they went to Leba-

deia, but could not find the oracle they sought. During the search,

however, Saon, of the town of Acropolinum, the oldest of all the

deputies, caught sight of a swarm of bees, and the thought struck

him that he would follow them wherever they flew. Suddenly he

saw the bees direct their course towards a mysterious grotto, which

he entered with them; the oracle was discovered." Many other

stories are told about the august dweller of this grotto.

In the Cevennas we find the Grotto of tlie Fairies, said at one

time to have been the refuge of the Camisards. Let us enter with-

out fear. Passing through a funnel-shaped apartment we discerned

a rope-ladder about 50 feet long and came to a hall in whidi we be-

hold a line of pillars 30 feet high, shaped like palm trees and form-

ing magnificent galleries. Pushing further on through narrow pas-

sageways we come to another hall mudi larger than the first. Here
we are delighted by the sight of an enormous curtain of stalactites

gracefully draped so that its ends barely touch the ground. Around
us are petrified cascades and tall obelisks, upon whidi the refIecti<Mi
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of tor^h«s creates Ui^tq an<l shadows which th« una^natiMi soon

mekis int9. 9pifit« and fairks. If we contmuct our journey we shall

P4^4 fvom ^^pher to chamber, one more heautiful than the otb«r,

wUb 9i>«r](;ha8[ cascades and curious stalactites.

We bare qitoiwn of caverns fonoed by the continued actiqii of

water. A beautiful «wnple o| this hind, is to be found near higle-

boFous^ Yorkshire, England. This famous cavern has been ex-

plored for over 800 yards, but bow SAudi further it extends or what
it contains has yet to be learned. Its existence was long known, but

h had received little attention until one day a gardener with an in-

quiring mind broke through the barrier of stalagmites and pene-

trated the various rooms and passages beyond. Two years of care-

ful explorati<m revealed a large, irregular grotto, with here and

there the sounds of falling waters breaking upon the ear from sul>-

terranean recesses further inward. The water was found to plunge

into a deep reservoir, forming a sort of lake. The intrepid owner,

a candle in his ap, after the fashion of our miners in the coal re-

gions of Pennsylvania, and a rc^ around his waist, vi^tured to

swim across the lake in the hope of discovering an outlet, but all in

vain. He was rewarded, however, in his researdies through this

grotto with the discovery of a magnificent curtain of stalactites

covered with dub-like bodies, eadi consisting of a dr<^ of water

including a minute fungus.

At Dudley, in Worcestershire, England, there are limestone

quarries which are very remarkable. The stone is usually exca-

vated from the solid rock, leaving vast caverns, the ropfs of which

are supported by limestone pillars. One of tiiese caverns i^ two

miles long and is traviersed by a canal, by means of which the stcme

is carried away. Here, too, may be seen the trunks of trees in a

state of petrifaction.

Defiles or passes in mountain ranges may be regarded as akin to

the subterranean world, some being deep and open all the way up,

while others are partly open and partly tunnels. Among the former

may be classed the Ausable Chasm, in the northern part of the State

of New York, in the Adirondack region, near historical Lake Cham-
plain. It is a gorge two miles long and from ten to fifty feet wide,

200 feet deep in some places, with beautiful rainbow falls .'evoity

feet high. Visitors to the Catholic Summer School at Qiff Haven

never fail to visit this natural wonder, and their powers of imagi-

nation are often "taxed to the limit" to recognize such resemblances

as the Horseshoe Falls, Fulpit Rock, Elephant's Head, Devil's Oven,

Jacob's Ladder, the Fernery, Devil's Punch Bowl, Jacob's Well,

Mystic Gorge, the Grotto, Smuggler's Pass. The Post Office may
be recognized by the number of visiting cards to be found along
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ledge, l^ut the H»Dg|ng Qar^ens, to some obtuse minis, arc as

frr aw»y as (hose that h»stflry t^Us qs once adorned the banks of

the Euphrates. The boat ride thrtms^ the Grand Flmue, however,
js the real thing. Aqsable Ch^sm nevertheless must be recognized

fis one of the gre^t Jind awe-inspiring natural wonders of the world.

Another of the partly open and partly tuniieled grottos is the

famous Posilipo Grpt^q. The ppsilipo (Monte di Ppfi(ipfo} is a

mountain in ancient Campania, one side of which faces the Sea of

PozzuoU and the other th^ city of Naples. It is pierced from one

end to the other by ^ grottp pr tunnel some 3,000 feet long by 30
to 80 feet high and 28 feet broad. The road from Naples to Pom-
peii passes through it and it forms a delightful promenade, marred

somewhat by the necessarily limited view it affords and that the

tourist is often choked with dust, while, as the road is not very

wide, he is compelled to keep ,>4ery close to the side so as to avoid

collision with vehicles coming in an opposite direction. Twice a

year, in the months of February and October, the last rays of the

sun sweep through the entire length of the grotto, but only for a'few

minutes. The effect is then very beautiful and impressive and seems

to be produced by some magical incantation. At all other times a

gloomy twilight pervades by day. At night, however, a. sufficient

illumination is produced by lamps which hang at intervals from the

roof of the tunnel. The visitor cannot hear at first without a feel-

ing of disquiet the rattling of vehicles of all kinds, the clash of

horses' hoofs and their frequent neighing, the shouts of the drivers

and peasants—all these confused sounds rebounding upon the roof

and echoing again and again in the deep depressions and fissures

which occur here and there on either side.

It seems impossible to find the date or the architect of this curi-

ous work. Classical students will remember that the Greek geogra-

pher Strabo, who died |n the reign of Tiberius (about 35 A. D.),

and Seneca, the Roman {diilosopher (65 A. D.), both refer to it in

their writings. Originally it s^ems to have been a quarry, which

was subsequently converted into a practicable tunnel. The mouth,

once choked up with weeds and brambles, was cleared and en-

larged by order of Alphonso I., King of Naples, and Aragon, who

also ordered the construction of the airshafts.

Above the grotto is found a Roman tomb, in which tradition tells

us repose the ashes of Virgil (b. B. C. 40, d. B. C. 19), as told in

our article on Pompeii in a recent number of this "Quarterly." As

stated in that article, the authenticity of this interesting monument

has been despoiled, but the precise indications furnished by the

classical writers and the unbroken chain of confirmatory e|VSdence,

extending from the death of the poet of the "^^Ineid" to our own
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days, one would think sufficient to satisfy the most incredulous.

Formerly a laurel planted by Petrarch flourished upon the tomb,

but it fell victim to the iconoclast tourists of all nations, who are

ever in quest of souvenirs and to whom nothing is sacred. Another

laurel planted by Casimir Delavignc has shared the same fate. But

many passersby, filled with charity and reverence for the dead,

never fail to say a prayer for the departed, even though he died be-

fore the dawn of Christianity.

Many mountain passes have a historic celebrity. The Dariel

Pass, or Caucasus Gate, as it was anciently called, at the southern

frontier of Russia and the Caucasus, tells many a tale of heroic

struggles for Caucasian independence from Russian rule. This

pass is the only carriage communication between Russia and her

Transcaucasian possessions, opening as it does the way from Moz-
<Iok to Tiflis and the Valley of Terek. Russia has endeavored to

guard against further trouble by the erection of strong fortifica-

tions at either end of the pass. No reader of current history will

fail to notice the important part played by mountain passes on the

eastern front in the present world-war.

Caverns were burial-places as well as places of worship. In some

cases both requirements are combined. An illustration of this may
be found in the beautiful Grotto of St. Rosalia, at Monte Pel^rino,

some distance from Palermo. St. Rosalia, a Norman princess, as

pious and charitable as she was beautiful, retired from the world

to lead a life of contemplation. She found a suitaUe retreat in the

recesses of what was once known as Mount Erecta, memorable in

history as the stron^old where Hamilcar held out for five years

against the legions of Rome. Here her life of prayer and medita-

tion was spent unobtrusively, and in 1159 she passed to her heav}-

enly reward. Tradition kept the memory of her deeds of charity

in the minds of the good people of Palermo, and 500 years after her

death, when the city and surrounding country were desolated by a

plague, the people, as is the custom in many parts of Central and

Southern Europe, made pious pilgrimages to celebrated sanctuaries

to implore the mercy of heaven. A devout citizen remembered the

story of holy Rosalia and organized a pilgrimage to her long-ne-

glected cavern-tomb. Her bones were found, carefully gathered up

and carried around the city three times in solemn procession with

prayer and chant. The wail of the distressed was heard, the plague

ceased and St. Rosalia became to Palermo what St. Januarius

is to Naples. As an act of thanksgiving her long-neglected grotto

was transformed into a chapel. Here, too, was erected a beautiful

statue of the young virgin, kneeling at the foot of a cross, with

clasped hands as if pleading for the people of Palermo. So unex-
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pectedly and mysteriously does this figure break upon the visitor

that even at a few paces it could be easily mistaken for a pious

daughter of Palermo in deep prayer and meditation. A number of

little lamps suspended at intervals shed a faint light which enhances

the illusion, while their shifting, wavering rays seem to communi-

cate their movements to the sacred effigy. The head and hands

have been sculptured in fine Parian marble, the draperies are of

gilded bronze and sparkle with the costly gems with which they arc

incrusted. Meyerbeer, in his opera of "Robert le Diable," has trans-

formed this chapel into a monastery supposed to have been founded

by St. Rosalia, and here Robert, guided by Bertram, comes in

search of

"Le rameau toujours vert, talisman re doute.

Qui donne la richesse et Timmortalites."

The Grotto of St. Rosalia is reached by a magfnificent road, the

Scala, built at State expense, and whidi rises like a staircase ( from

which it takes its name) from terrace to terrace to the very entrance

of the grotto far up the mountains. Adjoining the entrance was

erected the monastery for the monks in charge of the shrine.

The cave of Jedburgh, with those of Crickup Linn, in Dunfrie-

shire, Scotland, are often visited by the curious from their pictu-

resque and romantic position and the story which Walter Scott has

told about the Covenanters.

A writer in the "London Daily Chronicle" mentions some very

interesting facts connected with Thiepval, the fortified village on

the Somme, which has figured so prominently in the British reports

since the beginning of the July-August offensive undertaken by the

Entente Allies.

Putting aside all sensational and legendary stories that are now
in circulation concerning the Chateau of Thiepval, suffice it to say

that it was built in 1725 and that it lately became the property of a

M. Henri Portier, a member of the Ecole Normale, officer of the

Legion of Honor and a retired officer of the French army. After

acquiring the chateau, M. Portier made a great many alterations

in the building and employed none but French mechanics from

Paris to do the work. It was only in June, 1914, that he and his

family were able to take possession, but their stay was of short

duration, for they were glad to escape from it on the morning of

August 27, 1914, just as the German Uhlans were entering the

village.

The German commander who came to inspect the chateau ex-

pressed surprise at the limited extent of the cellars and insisted

that there were others. A writer in the "Gaulois" tells us that the
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wh«)» rffgioQ o| tbc SooMH, e^acially in the oi TIM^al,
WM ful] of sut>t«rraocan pa««a§ies. Aocordbflr to the legends, tliMe

f«s«»gM M fron tfa« ruinc ol an ol<^ feudal castle to the nurfhes

9f Bcaucourt. Tb«y were dosed up same three centuries ago to

prevent the vilUge children from losing themselves in Ac bbyriaths.

It is more than probable that some such passages still exist and

that the Germans wer^ aware of the fact. "What is beycmd ques-

tion," says the writer in the "Gaulois," "is that in the whole r^ion,

from Doullens to Bray, ComUes and Albert, traces can be found

of vast caves and fissures known in the dialk prdiistoric rivers

whose courses can still be traced by geologists."

The writer goes still further and mentions the underground city

of Naours, the caves of Behancourt, the subterranean passages of

Engleheimer and Rossi^^l, which, although unknown to the inhab-

itants, can yet be explored by people of a venturesome spirit They

were the work of men, intending in many cases to serve as shelters

and hiding places for the inhabitants during the successive inva-

sions which the region has seen since the days of the Romans. Ger-

man tourists before the war frequently "visited" Naours and the

other subterranean vestiges of the past*

In fine, the primitive refuges of man and beast whidi kind

Mother Nature has provided are storehouses for the ethnologist and

antiquarian ; they are monuments that outlast the works of human

hands whidi crumble and perish. While the caverns of Palestine,

devoid of stalagtite and stalagmite, could not suggest to the

Canaanite wanderers the images of sylvan deities which the shep-

herds of ancient Hellas naturally found in the grottoes of Parnassus

and Hymetus, yet from other points of vision the Biblical student

especially can never lose sight of them. In these countless rents

and cavities and holes, as we have indicated in different parts of this

paper, we see the origin of burial places which to this day, partly

natural and partly wrought by the hand of man, penetrate the rocky

walls of the valleys of the Jordan. We see the long Ime of tombs

beginning with the cave of Machpelah and ending with the grave

of Lazarus—whidi was "a cave and a stope upon it"—and "the

sepulchre hewn in the rock wherein never man before was laid."

We see how the people of the land sought shelter during the ter-

rible visitations of their day, when "Lot went up to Zoar and dwelt

2 since writing the above, reports come to us from "the front" telling-

us that the Oermans availed themselves of the caves around Thlepval

during a recent battle; that from time to time their heads appeared

above ground like woodcbucks as t))ey apivsed themselves "sniping" the

^nemy Their sport was soon spoiled, however, by the newly invented

British "caterpillars," better known as "tanks," which .routed them out

of their hiding places.
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ia a cave," or as when in the day U??iah, King of Jvi4»tf, they "ftsd

befor« the earthquake to the rs^vines of the iQoantains:" to the

rocky fissures, saf«r, even though they themselves were r^nt by the

convulsions, than the habitations of man. Again, we see the He-
brews pursued by Herod's hordes seeking refuge in the lofty moun-
tain caverns of Palestine, only to se« their cruel pursuers let down
fsom overhanging cliifs in hug«, solid caissons su^p^ndfd by mes^s

of iron chains until they reached the level of the refuge—caverns

of their victinu whom they slaughtered mercilessly, npt «ven spar-

ing their wives and children.

Again, we see these caverns as the hiding-places which at one

time served for the defense of robbers and insurgents, and yet

again as a refuge for those "of whom the world was not worthy,"

the prototype of the Catacombs of the early Christians.

Though the subject of Cave HooMS and Shrinea is an interesting

one, the limited space of a magazine article precludes us from en-

tering still further upon its consideration, or we might show bow
the caves of Germany and Switzerland were likewise a.reftige of

the oppressor when the RcMnan legions extended the supremacy of

Rome from the Apenines to the Black Forest and from the Tiber

to the Elbe.

Marc F. Vallette.

Brooklyn, K. T.
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THE PROBLEM OF THE INTERCOMMUNION "IN
SACRIS" BETWEEN THE ANGLICAN AND THE

EASTERN ORTHODOX CHURCHES
DURING THE YEARS 1866-1870.

*-»-*HE movement towards a recognition of the validity of An-

glican orders by the Eastern Churdies, a movement which.

as we said in a previous article, was inaugurated in Eng-

land by the Eastern Church Association founded in April, 1864,

and in the United States by the Russo-Greek committee in 1862,

began to attract the attention of Russian Churchmen and divines.

In 1864 Anglican theologians who were in favor of the approach

of their own Church towards the Eastern Orthodox invited to

London the archpriest Joseph Vasilevich Vasiliev (1827-1881),

the learned chaplain and founder of the church of the imperial

Russian embassy at Paris. Vasiliev was known at that time as

the brightest representative of the Russian Church abroad, and as

the converter to orthodoxy of a French priest, Francis Xavier

started publishing at Paris a sectarian paper against the Church of

Guettee, who, after his apostasy, took the name of Vladimir, and

his priesthood, "L'Union Chritienne" (1851-1893). Vasiliev was

very pleased with the proposals of union of Anglican theologians,

although he did not believe that they could be realized. He prom-

ised his support to his new friends of England, and discussed the

problem of the relations of Anglicanism to Russian Orthodoxy in

a series of papers inserted in the "Union Chr^tieime."'

A more prominent actor in the history of the relations between

the Anglican and the Eastern churches was Eugenii Jvanovich

Popov (d. 1875), the archpriest of the Imperial Russian Embassy

at the Court of St. James.* In 1865 he published at Moscow a

pamphlet entitled "The Origin of the Movement of the Anglican

Church Towards Its Reunion With the Eastern Churches." He
wrote also a memorandum discussing the opportunity of accepting

Anglican priests and faithful into the communion of the Orthodox

Churches. A copy of Ais memorandum, with manuscript notes

and objections by Philarete, metropolitan of Moscow, is to be

found among the papers left to the ecclesiastical academy of Petro-

1 Rodossky A., "Biographical Dictionary of the Students of the Bcclesl-

aatlcal Academy of Petrograd" (In Russian). Fetrograd, 1907, pp. 67-68.

J. Vasiliev, "Poiedza v AnglU dlia sobesiedovanlla o soedinenll angUkanakol
tzerkvl s pravoslavnoiu" ("A yisit to EIngland for a conference on th«
union of the Anglican Church with the Orthodox Church"). "Chtenl»
(Lectures) of the Society of History and Russian Antiquities of Moscow,*'

1866; Vol. I., pp. 142-169.

2 Rodossky, pp. 378-874.
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grad by Isidor (formerly Jakov Sergeevich Nikolskii), metropoli-

tan of Petrogfrad (1799-1892). Archpriest Orlov championed also

the cause of the union and discussed the problem of the validity of

Anglican orders in many papers inserted in the "Pravoslavnoe

Obozriene" ("The Orthodox Review"), Moscow; the "Dukhovnaia

Bcsieda" ("The Orthodox Conference") and the "Strannik" ("The

Wanderer") of Petrograd.

On the 15th of November, 1865, a meeting of prominent mem-
bers of the Russian and Anglican Churches to draw closer the

bonds of love between the two communions was held in London.

The meeting consisted of eighty members of the Anglican Church,

including the Bishops of Oxford, Lincoln and Edinburgh, and of

three members of the Russian Church, viz., Archpriest Popov,

Count Alexi Tolstoi and Prince Nicholas Orlov, Russian Ambas-
sador to the Court of Brussels.

The meeting was a complete failure. Its members confined them-

selves to academic logomachies about the cordial relations between

England and Russia. The truth of our statement is made plain

by a letter of Prince Nicholas Orlov, dated from Brussels, Febru-

ary 4, 1866, and printed in the "London Times." No engagements,

no illusory promises, were made on either side, all of us being

aware that the character of the meeting was to be perfectly infor-

mal and that the sole object of the meeting was to try and ascertain

by what means the Churches to which we severally belonged might

some day be brought near together. Two distinct opinions were

in favor of immediate intercommunion without waiting for dog-

matic unity. Others felt that dogmatic unity must naturally pre-

cede intercommunion. All, however, were agreed upon one point

—that it would be both useful and necessary to promote on both

sides a careful study of the history and doctrine of the two

Churdies and to work out as clearly as possible the wide extent of

Gospel truth held by them both, as well as to limit and facilitate

the discussion of all points of doctrine and practice on which they

may differ. The impression left upon my mind by this meeting

was that a deep feeling of Christian love had brought together per-

sons of different countries assembled in Christ's name, who, after

some hours of conversation, carried away with them the conviction

that, let the results be what they might, they at least had fulfilled

their duty as Christians in striving earnestly to find a means for

bringfing nearer to each other two important and severed branches

of the Church of Christ*

Journal of the proceedings of the Bishops, clergy and laity of the Pro-
tMtant B)piacopal Church assembled in a greneral convention held in the

city of New Tork from October 17 to October 2>, inclusive, in the year
of Our Lord 1868. Hartford, 1>6*; pp. 4S1-482.
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Thi» letter wts suggteted by the dteire of answering' the datnors

of RoMtan thedogians, who accused and Maitied the Or^odox
membctv of the aiiov4 mentioned meetii^ as having participated in

tfie pHtyers of Anglican heretics.* "The Eastern Orthodox Church,"

Oriov remai-ked, "has nevet- forWdden its mendiers from joinnig

in any form of prayer with other Christians, more especially with

those who pray for the peace of the whole world and the onion of

divided Christen^Mn."

To forward ttie cause of the validity of their hierardiy, Anglican

theologians had recourse to tfiree difi^ent ways : ( i ) The publica-

tion of pamphlets and books, either defending their daiins or ac-

quainting English readers with the history, liturgy and teachit^

of the Eastern Churches ; (2) the visits of their Brehops Or dele-

gates to the Russian and Greek Churches; (3) the opening of

direct relations with the hierarchies of both the Churches men-

tioned.

In 1866 the Eastern Church Association inaugurated a series of

"Occasional Papers" on various topics connected with the Eastern

Church. The first published was "The Apostolical Succession in

the Church of England—A letter to a Russian friend," by the RtV.

William Stubbs, M. A., librarian to His Grace the Archbishop Of

Canterbury and Vicar of Navestock, London, 1866. "The pur-

pose of the treatise is to vindicate the claims of the Anglican Church

to be regarded as an integral part of the One, Holy, Catholic and

Apostolic Church, and, as such, entitled to recognition and foil

spiritual communion with all other Churches wbicb hold the essen-

tial points of doctrine and discipline which together ccmstitute the

faith once delivered to the saints."

The example of the Eastern Church -Association was followed by

the Russo-Greek committee. Before his election to the episcopate

of Florida, Rev. John Freeman Young published a series of tracts

and documents bearing on the faith and worship, the principles and

practices of the Orthodox Church of the East and on the measures

for reunion. Some of these documents concern tiie relations b<e-

tween the British clergy and the Eastern Patriardis and the Holy

Synod in the reign of Peter the Great. A vt4umfe of the second

series, which was interrupted by the consecration of Bishop Young,

appeared in 1867.*

* Fo povodu Londonskago mitinga o soedlnenii tzerkvei. (On the occa-

sion of the London meeting for the union of churches.) Moskovskila Vie-
domosti, 1866; n. 10.

8 We grlve here the list of the "Occasional Papers" issued during: the
years 1864-1874. They are now out of print and very rarely to be found
In American Ifbrarles: (1) Stubbs Williams, op. cit. (2) B. B. Pusey: Tlw
essential unity of the Christian Church. (3) Teaming of the unity In the
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The saw* year two phjhilh«ttt rtefnberi 6f th* EAstem Ghordl

Association Visited the OHhbddx Chifaiei ib Sti*dy the feelmgs

of Eastern prdates towirds the An^liWm riicnltthy. According

1o A themorial of th<* EA«t«!hi 'ChUtHi ASibcisltiAn \*rifh thfc date of

September 19, 1868, and the signature of Geoiige F. Boyle, chait-

man, the Primus of the Church of Scotland, Robert Eden, at the

request of the Bishop of Moray (1852-1886), and in the place of

-the Bishop of London, held eonfirmations at St. Petersburg and

Moscow, and the welcome which he received as a Bishop from the

tainted Metropolitan Philaret and other leading prelates was most

ikffectionate. One and all expressed the deepest intirtet in the pro-

posed reunion of the Churches, introducing the subject themselves

and often showing an astonishing knowledge of the Anglican

Church.*

Philarete declared to him that theologians on either side would

be able to reconcile the differences between the Eastern and the

Anglican Churches, but that the obstacles to the reunion woiild be

with the people. The Primus answered that the Church of Eng-

land would have to face the same difficulty, for the people in Eng-

E^Bt; from the writings of the Metropolitan of Chioa; translated by <3«orv»
Williams. (4) Union between the Anglican and the Orthodox Church
of the East; the Metropolitan of Chios, with Introduction by George Will-

iams. (5) Impression of a recent visit to Russia; a letter from the

Primus of Scotland. (6) Church government In Russia; by a lay member
of the Orthodox Church. (7) Edmund S. Ffoulkes on the Fllloque. (8)

A catechism of the Armenian Church; translated by C. S. Malan. (9) The
Helletilc spirit; the Metropolitan of Chios; translated by George Williams.

(10) William Fraser: The Patriarch of Rome and the Patriarchs of the

East. (11) Reports of the committee of convocation on intercommunion
with the Orthodox E^astem Churches. (12) The Liturgies of St. Baall,

St. Gregory and St. Cyril; translated from a Coptic MS. of the thirteenth

century by the Rev. J. M. Rodwell. (13) The difference between the Greek
and Armenian Churches. (14) A collection of documents relating chiefly

to the visit of the Archbishop of Syros and Tenos to EIngland In 1870.

(15) A sermon preached In the Church of the Presentation of the B. V.
Mary at Constantinople by Cleobulos, Metropolitan of Caesarea of Cappa-
docla, on occasion of a thanksgiving service for the recovery of the Prince

of Wales; translated by Rev. G. Williams. (16) Report of the commute*
of Canterbury convocation cn intercommunion presented July 10, 1874;

a new series of occasional papers started in 189S after a long interruption

of twenty years. Among the papers edited by the Russo-Greek committe*
during the years 1865-1867 we mention the following: (1) Comparative
tatement of Russo-Greek and Roman Catholic doctrines. (2) Sermons and
addresses by highest dignitaries in the Russian-Greek Church. (3) The
divine liturgy of St. John Chrysostom. (4) The offices of Holy I3aptism

and Confirmation, Ordination and Confession In the Orthodox E^astem

Church. (6) The Encyclical Epistle of the one Holy Catholic and Apostolic

Church to the faithful everywhere, being a reply to that Epistle of Pitis DC
to the Eistems.

• Journal of the general convention, p. 428.
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land were convinced that the Eastern Churches did not greatly

differ from the Roman Churdi. "If the people of England," Phila-

rete replied, "think that the Eastern Church is like the Roman, I

am not surprised that th^ should entertain a strong feeling

against it."'

The second "missus dominicus" of the Eastern Church Asso-

ciation was the Rev. George Williams, of Kings College. He vis-

ited the Patriarchs of Constantin(^le, Antioch and Jerusalem, the

theological schools of the Greek Church, and the Metropolitan of

Chios, Gregory of iiyzantium, a warm defender of reunion. Ac-

cording to a report of the Russo-Greek committee, he found that

an earnest desire was everywhere manifested for frequent inter-

course between the two Churches, and only in one instance had he

reason to believe that it was thought that intercommunion involved

the condition of submission to the Orthodox Church of the East

'

For the sake of truth, however, we need to say that the optimism

of the reports of both the Anglican Associations rested upon no

lolid ground. Even the chairman of the Eastern Church Associa-

tion, George F. Boyle, felt obliged to avow in his report of the

year 1868 that Russian Bishops considered the doubts as to the

validity of Anglican orders as one of the chief obstacles to reunion.

No wonder, then, if the association charged Archpriest Popov

to set such doubts at rest by means of historical explanations. They

requested him to present to the Holy Synod a facsimile copy of

the record of Archbishop Parker's consecration, preserved in the

library of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, together with a for-

mally attested transcript of the register of the consecration now ex-

i<!ting in the archives of Lambeth.

I do not know for what reasons the ruling members of the asso-

ciation placed their reliance on the Russian archpriest. Probably

they were not able to follow the c(mtroversies of Russian theolo-

gians in Russian periodical reviews. Archpriest Popov agreed with

Metropolitan Philarete in doubting the validity of Anglican orders.

The reasons for his doubts, or rather of his disguised denial cf

that validity, were put forward in a paper inserted in the "Khris-

tian;koe Chtenie" ("The Christian Reading"), the ofticial organ

of the Ecclesiastical Academy of Petrograd.*

Tn»ld., p. 484. Impressions of a recent visit to Russia; a letter from
the Right Rev. L«rd Bishop of Moray and Ross, Primus of Scotland.
L«ndon, 1867; p. 10.

* Ibid., p. 483. A letter from the Most Reverend Metropolitan of Chios
on the project of union between the Anglican and the Orthodox Church
of the Etast. Liondon, 1867.

s Ntechto o preemstvie apostolslcago rulcopolosheniia v Angllkanslcoi
tserkvi. (Some words about the succession of the apostolical consecration
in th« Anglican Church.) Khristiansltoe chtenie; 1870; I., pp. 188 -1>8. Th*-
paper is directed against the validity of the consecration of Parlcer.
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Ihe reports of the High Procurators of the Holy SjTiod for

1868, 1869, 1870, toudi upon the Anglican proposals with the

sole view of magnifying the power and truth of Orthodoxy whidt

reveals itself in dearer rays and wins irresistibly the most sincere

sympathies. According to the report of 1865, the tendency of the

Anglican Church to approach the Orthodox communion was to be

looked upon with the most sincere attention. The Holy Synod

declared itself to be ready to facilitate the means for the reunion

of the Anglican Qiurch with the Orthodox. The reports lay stress

upon the fact that the Anglican and tlie American Episcopal

Churches recognize the purity of the Orthodox faith and the urgent

need of revising their beliefs in accordance with those of the

Orthodox Church. They magnify the conversion of some Angli-

cans, including priests, to Russian or Greek orthodoxy, and in

veiled terms they explain Anglican proposals for intercommunion

as a preliminary step to the submission of the Anglican Churdies

to die Eastern Churches.*"

There were also Russian priests or divines who suggested set-

ting up a branch of the Eastern Church in England, with a view

of proselyting from the English Church. Anglicans were not back-

ward in protesting against sudi attempts. A report, indeed, of the

Russo-Greek committee read at the General Convention of the

Protestant Episcopal Church held in Baltimore, Md., in 187 1,

reads as follows: "It is to be hoped that the intention of setting

up a branch of the Eastern Church within the jurisdiction of An-

glican Bishops (which would be rightly styled schismatical), if

ever entertained, has been quite abandoned. To authorize proselyt-

ing from the Anglican Church would be an act of hostility to her

—
^it would tend to retard the work of imity and inflict a new wound

on Catholidty. Yet can we say that even such a step would en-

tirely frustrate the hopes of future reunion? No. We believe

that the false step taken would soon be retraced and that God
would overrule all for good. Our longing for unity is not from

OMisiderations personal to ourselves, but we know the unity of His

Church is according to the mind of Christ, and we seek the fulfill-

ment of our Saviour's prayer on the night in which He was be-

trayed, that "all may be one.""

Already in the report of the committee of the Convocation of

the Province of Qmterbury, dated from June 7, 1867, it was

pointed out in clearest terms that the Anglican Churches were de-

i»A. Dobroklonsky. Rukovodatvo po Utoril russkol tMrkvl. (Handbook
of hUtonr of the RuMian Church.) Hoocow, 18»1; Vol. IV., pp. 281-181.

11 Journal of the fonenU convention of the Protestant B^Ucopal Church
hold in the city of Baltimore In 1871. Printed for tho convention. 1178;

p. S77.
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cidedly opposed to any absorption by the Eastern Churches. They
desired only the recognition of their sacraments by the Orthodox

hierarchy, with the express condition that such a concession would

not involve the blotting out of Anglican religious traditions, cus-

toms, liturgy and theological beliefs. "Intercommunion is not, as

many persons imagined, the fusion of one Churdi into another;

there is no question of submitting ourselves to tlie authority of the

Orthodox Church of the East or requiring such submission from

her. Neither is it on the (me hand to engraft into our own Church

any of the doctrines, rites or ceremonies peculiar to other Churches,

nor, on the other hand, to require them to abandon what may seem

to us superfluous and to conform themselves to the measure of our

simplicity. No; the intercommunion which we seek is simply the

mutual acknowledgment that all Churches which are one in the

possession of a true episcopate, one in sacraments and one in their

creed are, by their union in their comm<m Lord, bound to receivte

one another to full ccmununion in prayers and sacraments as mem-
bers of the same household of faith.""

The most important step for the acceptance of the validity of

Anglican orders by the Eastern Churches was taken in 1869. Tlie

convocation of the Vatican Council by Pius IX. was looked upon

as a favorable occasion for a closer friendship and alliance between

the Anglican and the Eastern Churches. They both considered the

Papacy as the greatest obstacle to the reunion of Christendom, and

the Vatican" and the council as a challenge to the principles of the

unaltered Christian faith embodies in their own confessions. As is

known, the Oriental Patriarchs refused to accept even the letters

of invitation to the coundl presented to them by the representatives

of the Holy See in the East. Their example was followed by the

Anglican Churches. The Right Rev. Christopher Wordsworth,

Bishop of Lincoln (1807- 1885), famous for his anti-Latin attitude

and his controversial writings, published his "Responsio Anglicana

litteris apostolicis Pii Papae IX. ad omnes protestantes aliosque

acatholicos." The tone of the answer is sc»newhat bitter, es-

pecially in its close. The reasons for which the Protestant Epis-

copal Church could not participate in the Vatican Council were

explained by the Right Rev. Arthur Qeveland Coxe, Bishop of

Western New York (1865-1896)."

Anglican Bishops appealed to the Eastern Churdies against the

13 Journal of the general convention (1868); p. 48S.

IS The answers of the Anglican and the EJastem Churches to the letters

and appeals of Pius IX. were translated into Italian and published In a
volume: Risposte orientall e ocddentali all' invito papale pel future eon-
cilio vatlcano. FIrenze, 1869.
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Roman Church. If, following her ecclesiastical policy, Anglican

divines argued, the Roman Church reaches the ultimate outcome

of her doctrinal evolution or deviation and centralizes the supreme

authority of the Church in the hands of the Pope, why could not

the other branches of Catholicity fuse together against such an

increasing of Papal usurpations? The Vatican Council deserved

a practical answer on the side of the Churches that rightly claim

to themselves the title and the privileges of Catholicity, and a re-

union of the Eastern and the Anglican Churches on the common
basis of intercommunion and Christian fellowship would have been

a counterpoise to the boundless authority of the Popes and a wall

built up against the flood of invasion of Roman Catholicism.

In the report of the joint committee of the Lower House of the

Convocation of Canterbury, dated June 15, 1869, we read as

follows

:

"It is impossible to estimate too hi^^ly the importance of inter-

communion between these long-severed branches of Christ's Uni-

versal Church at a time when the Bishop of Rome has convoked,

on his own authority, what he calls an Oecumenical Council, at

which none of the patriarchs or other prelates of these Churches

can be present consistently with canonical order and primitive

precedent. The answers of the patriarchs and other prelates of the

Orthodox communion to the summons addressed to them have suf-

ficiently vindicated their grounds of refusal, while the now famous

"Responsio Anglicana" of the Bishop of Lincoln equally establishes

our own.**

The ccmunittee asked the Bishops of the Upper House to take

steps toward opening direct negotiations with the Eastern patri-

archs and metropolitans with a view to establish such relations

between the two communions as shall enable the laity and clergy

of either to join in the sacraments and offices of the other without

forfeiting the communion of their own Church. It was recom-

mended that the effort should be made to obtain from the Eastern

Churches

:

1—That the rites of Christian burial should be accorded by the

local Orthodox clergy to the members of the English Church in

danger of death without the possibility of receiving religious offices

from their own clergy.

2—^That the diildren of English parents born in the East might
be able to receive the sacrament of baptism from Orthodox priests,

especially in the case of danger of death and in the absence of an
English chaplain. It was observed, however, that the relations of

>« Journal of the convention (1871); pp. S6S-S66.
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such children to the Anglican Giurch should not be considered

modified or changed by their Orthodox baptism.

3—^That Eastern clecgymen might be allowed to celebrate mar-

riage between Eag^sh people or where one party only was English.

4—That Eastern clergymen might administer the Holy C<Hnmu-

nion to Anglicans dying or in danger of death, or traveling and at

a distance from an English church. Here it was observed that 'It

would often be a source of deep comfort and a work of the great-

est Christian benevolence if such persons, when earnestly desiring

Holy Communion, being previously furnished with commendatory

letters from their clergyman and their Bishop, could in their need

receive that Blessed Sacrament from the hands of the Eastern

clergy."

5—That in return for these concessions the English Church

would be ready to minister the same offices of religfion, of charity

and Christian relationship to the members of the Eastern Church.

The Archbishop of Canterbury, the Most Rev. Ardiibald Camp-

bell Tait (1868-1882), agreed to the request of convocation and

wrote to the Patriarch of Ccmstantinople a kind letter, full of

praises and laudatory expressions towards the most ancient and

unadulterated faith of the Eastern Church and the Oecumenical

Pariardiate.

The Church of Constantinople was governed at that time by

Gregory VI. (1835- 1840, 1867-1871), a strong asserter of the Or-

thodox beKefs against the novelty-loving Western Qiristians. Dur-

ing his first Patriarchate Gregory \T. had published an encyclical

letter (1836) against the calamitous heresies of Luther, Zwingli

and Calvin and the translations of the Holy Scripture made by

Protestant wolves, and another invective of the same kind (1838)

against the pernicious, cankering and pestilent blasf^emies of Latin

and Papistic spoilers of the Christian faith. The style of both the

documents is exceedingly virulent, and it is to be hoped, for the

sake of the good Christian name, that the violence of those speci-

mens of controversy will Ibe in the future a sad memory of the

past."

Such being the trend of mind of the Patriarch, it was hardly to

be expected that he should favor with his authority the proposals

of the Anglican Cl\urch. He answered, liowever, the letter of the

Archbishop of Canterbury, who had also presented him with an

J»SokoIov Ivan Ivanovlch. Kcnstantinopolskaia tzerkov. The Church
of Constantinople.) Petrograd, 1904; pp. 599-632. Id. Borba Origroiila VI.

a inoalavnoitt propacanMv na Vostokie. (Th.e struggle of Gregory VL
agrainst the Heterodox propaganda In the East.) Khrlstlanskoe ChtenU,
1909; pp. 908-9S1; 1148-1179; 1313-1341; 1433-1451; 1636-1732; A. Palmleri.
Theologia dogmatica orthodoxa, Florentlae, 1911; Vol. I., pp. 632-634.
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artistically bound copy of the Prayer Book and the Thirty-nine

Articles.

His answer, written in a gorgeous style, contains little concession

to the Anglican requests and many recriminations against Anglican

novelties. In this respect it sounds like the old answer of the East-

em Patriarchs sent to the Bishop's Non-Jurors in 1716."

The Patriarch starts with asserting against some statements of

the Thirty-nine Articles that the true faith of Oirist has been de-

livered to the Eastern Churches through the apostles, heralds of

God, and the God-inspired fathers and the seven venerable and

God-moved Oeainieiiical Councils. Then he expresses his willing-

ness to oflfer every facility to bury English strangers in the Ortho-

dox cemeteries, for in the East, "as everywhere under the sun, the

earth is the Lords and the fullness thereof."

The concession is granted, however, on the condition that no

private right of property be in any case acquired in the ground in

which they are buried.

As concerns the prayers to be said by Orthodox priests in tl'c

case of the burial of deceased Anglicans in Orthodox cemeteries, the

Synod of Constantinople, in full accordance with the will of the

Patriarch, sent a letter to the Metropolitans of the Patriarchate to

exhort them that if there be no Anglican priests at hand to bury

a member of their own Church, two Orthodox priests may accom-

pany the corpse, saying the Trisagion Hymn, the ii8th (Septante)

Psalm, the Epistle (Thess. iv., 13-18) and the Gospel (St. John v.,

24-31) of the funeral order. This document is dated from October

II, 1869. It illustrates the rigorous discipline of the Greek Cliurch

as to her relations to the so-called Western heterodoxy. In fav t. a

letter of Callinikos II. (1694-1702), Patriarch of Constantinople,

dated November, 1701, declared as impossible (adynaton) the

burial of Western heretics by Orthodox priests.'*

The letter of the Patriarch keeps silent as to the celebration of

marriages of Anglicans by Orthodox priests and the participation

of Anglicans in the Holy Communion of the Orthodox Churdi.

Several documents issued by Greek Patriarchs and the Patriardial

Synods of Constantinople forbid expressly the administering of

>«Palinterl, Op. clt., pp. 628-629; E. Mtchaud, TJne tentative d'union

entre Anglicans et Orthodoxps de 1716-1726, Revue Internationale de the-

oloKie. 1906; pp. 330-S32; Chrysostomos Papadopulos. (An attempt to the

union between Non-Jurors and the Orthodox Churches) (in Greek); Alex-

andria, 1911.

I'Tbeotokas Mlcha*'!, Nomologla of the EJcumenlcal Patriarchate (In

Oreek); Constantinople, 1897; p. 863. I. Sokolov, In Pravoslavnaia bogo-

rtovskaia entiiklopediia. (The orthodox theolostcal encyclopedia): Vol.

Vni.; Petrograd. 1907; col. 36.
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Communion to Western Christians, whether Catholics or Protest-

ants, even in danger of death, and also the celebration of tlieir

marriages by Orthodox priests."

According to the canon law of the Orthodox Churches, der-

matic unity of faith is needed as a conditio sme qua non for par-

tidpaticm in the Orthodox sacraments, and that condition was

practically denied by the teaching of the Thirty-nine Articles.

In his letter the Patriarch declared that he found "too much of

novelty" in the confession of the Thirty-nine Articles. The novelty

concerns the eternal existence of the Holy Spirit, the Divine Eu-

charist, the number of sacraments, apostolical and ecclesiastical

tradition, the authority of the truly genuine Oecimienical Councils,

the position and mutual relations of the Church on earth and tl:at

in heaven, the honor and reverence due to the contemplative and

active heroes of the faith, and to the martyrs and ascetics, and

the assertion of the nineteenth article that the Church of Rome as

well as those of Jerusalem, Alexandria and Antioch have erred

not only in their living and manner of ceremonies, but also in mat-

ters of faith. The Patriarch branded this last statement as an

intrusion, a depreciation of the faith of the most ancient Patriarch-

ates of the East, a denial of the soundness and perfection of their

teaching. He concluded his letter with a vaporous aspiration to-

wards reunion in the meaning which the Orthodox prelates attach

to the word : "We will pray with our whole soul to the Autiior aad

Finisher of our salvation to enlighten the understanding of all with

the light of His knowledge and to make all nations of one speech,

one faith, and one love, and one hope of the Gospel; that with

one mouth and one heart, as compassionate children of one and tlie

same mother, the Church—^the first-born and Catholic Church—we

may glorify the Triune God."**

The tone of the Patriarchal answer was more than discouraging.

The Patriarch did not alter any word about the main purpose of

the Anglican requests. It is therefore astonishing that the johit

committee of both Houses of the Convocation of Canterbury ex-

pressed feelings of satisfaction with it and drew out of the cautious

phrases of ihe Patriarch the most favorable auspices for the re-

alization of their plans. In fact, the report of the committee of

the Lower House of 1870 asserts that the reception of a letter con-

ceding with so much charity and cordiality the request of the

Anglican Primate as to the burial of Anglican dead "indicates a

most friendly and Christian-like recognition on his part of the po-

sition of the Church of England as a branch of Christ's Universal

1* Theotokaa; pp. S64-8C7.

1* Journal of the Convention (1871); p. S88.
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Qiurch and a liberal-hearted willingness to proceed to more inti-

mate relations with the Anglican communion."

The report insists again upon the meaning and limits hi the

intercommunion longed for, the object of which is not the adop-

tion of any parts of the ritual or of the ecclesiastical institutions

of the Eastern Churches, but the mutual recogfnition of tlie sacra-

ments and rites of either Church within their respective juris-

dictions.

The great blunder of the Anglican hierarchy was the sending

to the Patriarch of the Thirty-nine Articles as a specimen, author-

ized or not, it matters little, of the religious beliefs of the Church

of England. The Eastern Churches assign a great value to their

symbolical books and consider their confessions of faith as the

genuine expression of their teaching. No wonder, then, if the

Thirty-nine Articles officially presented to the Patriarch by Angli-

can theologians assumed, in his eye, the character of a genuine

confession of faith of the Church of England.

Anglican divines tried to repair the breach widened between the

two Churches by derogating from the authority of the Thirty-nine

Articles. The report previously quoted declares that the articles

are not strictly a confession of faith, but are, as their title de-

clares, articles of religion, drawn up more than three centuries

ago, in special relation to the controversy of the Church of Eng-

land with the See of Rome in regard to the novelties introduced

into Christian doctrine by the latter. "In order to avoi»l novelty,

they declare (Art. VI.) that Holy Scripture is the basis of all

dogmatic teaching. In this the Orthodox Church would agree

with us, as they would agree with us in maintaining that Chris-

tian antiquity is the true interpreter of Holy Scripture."**

Unfortunately the Eastern Churches were not able to agree with

the unsatisfactor}- explanation of Anglican divines. They did not

pay attention to the historical origin of the Thirty-nine Articles and

the influence exerted upon them by contemporaneous circumstances,

attention being paid only to their contents. The Anglican Church,

they remarked, had no right to rise up against Roman novelties by

introducihg more wicked novelties in the field of Christian doctrine.

If Roman formularies of faith have their wrongfs and stains, that is

no reason for which the Anglican Church should reach the other

extreme and throw overboard some of the dogmatic teachings of

the primitive Catholic Church—for instance, the Real Presence of

Jesus Christ in the Holy Eucharist, the septenary number of sacra-

ments, the worship of the Blessed Virgin and so on.

Besides, Anglican theology has not defined the true position of

z*Ibld., p. 569.
"
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the Thirty-nine Articles in tlie theological system and in the beliefs

of the Church of England. On this point the conduct of the Amer-

ican Episcopal Church ha« f v.v ; the in'^piration of a more log-

ical and practical spirit, and for this reason American Episcopalians

rightly claim to be in a better condition tiian the Anglican Church

to carry on the movement towards reunion." After the war for

independence, in 1789 and 1792, the American Bishops of the Prot-

estant Episcopal Church discussed the opportunity of superseding

the Thirty-nine Articles, above all, for political reasons. In 1789

Bishop Samuel Seabury (1784-1796) declared that he doubted

whether there was need of that standard of faith in the national

Church."

The conservative wing of the Episcopal Church had the ascen-

dency over the radical one and the doctrinal inheritance of the An-

glican Church was preserved. The conservative movement was

headed by Bishop William White (1787-1836). In 1801, we read

in his "Memoirs," it was found that the doctrines of the Gospel,

as they stand in the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of Eng-

land, with the exception of such matters as are local, were more

likely to give general satisfaction than the same doctrines in any

new form that might be devised. The former was therefore adopted

by the two houses of the general convention without altering the

obsolete diction in them; but with a few changes, including a

change of situation which had been rendered necessary."

"The purpose of the maintainers of the ancient confession of the

>i In a letter addressed by Charles Chapman Grafton (18S0-19U), Bishop
of Fond du Lac, to Antonil (Basil lovlevich Vadfcovsky), Metropolitan of

Petrograd (1898-1912), we read as follows: "In the approachment of the

two cummunlons, that portion of the Anglican Church which is in the

United States stands the nearest to your venerated body. Politically the

goverrments of the two countries, Russia and the United States, have
always maintained most happy relations, and our Church here in America
is unlike the Church in England, in being free from any State control,

and so free to act In Its reco\ery of Catholicity and its intercourse with
other Churches. The Thirty-nine Articles do not form a portion of our
Prayer Book, though bound up with It, and subscription to them is not
required by us as it Is in Ki.gland. Our Liturgy and EXicharlst differs

from that In the English book in that the doctrines of the Priesthood,

Altar and Sacrifice are more explicitly and fully stated."—B. Talbot Rogers.

Bishop Grafton and the Eastern Orthodox Churches, Internationale

Klrchllche Zeitschrift, Bern, 1616, pp. 251-252; Mary Nikolaevich Berchen-
Bona, Antonli, mitropolit S. Peterburgskil i Ladoshskii, Petrogr&d, 1915,

pp. 123-131.

22 E. H. Browne: An Exposition of the Thirty-nine Articles, Historical

and Doctrinal; New York, 1865; pp. 16-17.

23 W. White: Memoirs of the Protestant E}piscopal Church in the United
States of America; third edition; De Costa; New Torlc, 1880; pp. 210-221.

W. S. Perry: A Handbook of the General Convention of the Protestant
Bpiscopal Church; New York, 1881; pp. 98-103.
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Church of England was to identify the American branch of Angli-

canism doctrinally with the Mother Church."'*

Yet the victory of the conservative wing was far from being

complete. Some alterations and additions were adopted by die

general convention of 1801 in order to adapt the Thirty-nine Arti-

cles to the ideals and tendencies of the American Church, and in

the convention of 1804 a canon requesting the subscription by the

American clergy to them was not enacted.**

Hence it follows that the Thirty-nine Articles have no binding

force upon the individual conscience in the American Episcopal

Church. They have to be considered as a theological monument of

a past age, as tlie product of a theological school which woriced out

its tenets under the influences of the time. According to an Episco-

palian theologian, Samuel McConnell, "They are a section of six-

teenth century thought transferred to the nineteenth. They have

never exercised any appreciable influence upon the life or belief of

the Protestant Episcopal Church. Like all contemporary confes-

sions, they have largely ceased to be intelligible. They are a water

mark of a previous tide. The current of the Church has flowed

on unmindful of them."'*

On the contrary, the position of the Church of England towards

the Thirty-nine Articles is exceedingly puzzling. Officially, they

are considered as the genuine profession of faith of the Church of

England. Since 1604 all the clergy at. the time of their ordination

and when receiving licenses are obliged to give their assent to the

Thirty-nine Articles and to believe the doctrines set forth therein."

Notwithstanding the attempts made in 1689 and 1772 to relax or

to annul the rigor of the subscription of the clergy to them, in it%5

s« Charles C. TlfTany: A History of the Protestant E^plscoital Church In

the United States of America; New York, 1896; pp. 399-400.

2* William Stevens Perry: Journals of Qeneral Conventions (178S-1821);

Claremont, N. H., 1874; p. 301.

2« Johannes, Bishop of Izistoril rellRionznykh sekt v Amerikle. (Prom
the History of the RellKlous Sects In America). Moscow, 1882; IV., p. 327.

The Liturgy and the Articles: The American Quarterly Church Review,
New York; XXI., 1870; pp. 690-607. The declaration to be subscribed by
the candidates to holy orders In the Protestant Bplscopal Church reads

as follows: '1 do believe the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Tes-

tament to be the Word of God, and to contain all things necessary to

salvation; and I do solemnly engage to conform to the doctrine, discipline

and worship of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States."

See also A. Rozbdestvensky, Simvollscheskiia 1 bogoslushebnyia knigl

angltkanskoi tzerkvi, kak vyrasbenie ela vierososnanlla, (The symbolical

and liturgical books of the Anglican Church as expressing her religious

beliefs.) Kiev, 1908.

" P. W. Worsley : "The Theology of the Church of E^ngland.'' New
York, 1913; p. 18. B. J. Kldd: "The Thirty-nine ArUcles: Their History

and Rxplanation," Rivlngton, 1899; I., PP. 62-53.
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the Church of England established that a clergyman on the first

Sunday that he officiates must publicly and openly in the presence

of his congfregation read the whole Thirty-nine Articles of Relig-

ion and, immediately after reading them, make the declaration of

assent to them.**

We must admit, therefore, that they have the value of an authen-

tic rule of faith in the Church of England, at least for the members

of the clergy. It may be granted, as Worsley observes, that the

assent of the clergy is given with some reserve ; that the subscri{>-

tion is made with the qualifications necessitated by the new lig^t

thrown upon certain doctrines in recent times.*'- Yet it rcmaitu

true that crfficially they continue in force. They represent in Eng-

land the Magna Charta of the doctrinal constitution of the Angli-

can Church and the foundation of its sundering irom Rome.

This being so, it cannot be denied that Gregory VI. acted pru-

dently in refusing to agree to the proposals of the Anglican divines.

The sacramental life of the Church is inseparably connected with

the body of her doctrinal tenets and the rules of her faith, and the

Eastern Churches with good reason claimed that they could not

allow participation in their sacraments to the followers of a differ-

ent credo. As yet the Thirty-nine Articles have been the chief

obstacle to a rapprochement between Anglicanism and Orthodoxy

and the main cause of the lamentable failure of all the attempts to

establish intercommunion between them. We can add that the

practical abandonment of the articles as a standard of faith by the

American Episcopal Church explains to some extent the gfrowing

sympathies of Russian divines for her.

Vladimir Kerensky, a learned theologian of the Ecclesiastical

Academy of Kazan, points out that American Episcopalians, freed

from the yoke of the Anglican confession of faith, deserve a greater

confidence from the Orthodox Church and gain credit with her as

zo Edmund Tyrrel Green: "The Thirty-nine Articles and the Age of th«

Reformation," London, 1896; p. 17. In the "Times" of October 1, 191S.

Dr. Charles Gore, the Bishop of Oxford, and the most Influential theologian

in the English Church, declared that the laity of the Etagllsh Church aie
never called on to approve or to assent to the Thirty-nine Articles, and
that their subscription by ttit clergy no longer binds them to more than
a general assent: "Since 1865 what the clergy have done is to give a.

general assent to three formularies—that is, the Articles, the Prayer Book
and the Ordinal—and to declare, the doctrine therein contained to be
agreeable to the Word of God. This Is a very general form of assert

to the doctrine contained in the three formularies. It is quite obvious
that no one would describe this as signing the Articles, and that this It

an antiquated phrase which has survived much too long." "Blrene," the
yearly magazine of the Anglican and Eastern-Orthodox Churchea Union;
London, 1914; pp. 6-7.

»Op. cit., pp. 22-28.
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to the proposals of union. He declares, however, that the negative

attitude of the American Episcopal Church is not a reason strong

enough to remove the difficulties with which the problem of reunion

is bristling. The doctrinal standards of American Anglicanism

oug^t to be clearly defined. The competent authority is bound to

get out of the ambiguousness of style and to affirm by a decisive

statement that the Thirty-nine Articles are void of any symbolical

value in the Protestant ^iscopal Church. It is also desirable that

the same Church, following in the steps of the Eastern Churches,

sets the task of laying down a revised confession of faith.*'

It is hard to foretell whether the demands of the Russian theo-

logian will be practically answered by the Anglican Church. Be
that as it may, we are finally convinced that the Eastern Churches

will never yield to the Anglican Churches on the question of inter-

communion as long as these have any hold upon their articles of re-

ligion.

Besides the symbolical motive for the denial of intercommunion.

Patriarch Gregory VI. brings into relief the dogmatic divergences

between Anglicanism and Orthodoxy. The Eastern Church cannot

agree to a religious alliance with a Western Church which sub-

scribes to the doctrine expressed by the Filioque. The language of

the Patriarch is of a remarkable clearness and precision and cuts

out every subterfuge. The Eastern Churches do not tolerate any

shifting interpretation of the Filioque or any statement concerning

"the eternal existence (?) of the Holy Spirit." These words of

the patriarchal letter refer to the eternal procession of the Holy

Spirit from the Son.

A great friend of the Anglican Church and a warm promoter of

intercommunion between Anglicans and Orthodox, Alexander Ly-

curgus, Archbishop of Syra and Tenos, in a report to the Holy

Synod of the Hellenic Kingdom (1870), frankly admits that the

Filioque presents a serious and confessedly formidable difficulty to

the establishment of the religious fellowship of the two Churches."

"Amerlkanskata eplakopaliiala" tzerkov: eia proiskhoshdenle, 1 sos-

tolanle prelmu8hch«8tvenno v vieroispovlednom otnoshenli. (The Ameri-
can Bpiscopal Church: Her origin and state, especially from the point

of view of her Confession of Faith.") Kazan, 1906; pp. 4S2-4SS.

31 The same pessimism is also expressed by Anglican divines: "The
revelation of the mind of the late general convention upon the subject

of intercommunion with the Elastern Church must have inflicted severe

disappointment upon the friends and promoters of this movement; and
we beliew we do not venture too much in thinlUng that aufllclent ground

was furnished for the fear that the disappointment is destined to be an
enduring one. Instead of indications of dissolving prejudice, growing

earnestness and ripening dispositions upon the subject, there were pltlnly

to b« discerned variously unfavorable moods of aversion, IndlfFfrence,

diatrast and reserve, as its friends sought to engage for it the sympathies
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"The English theologians, on the one hand, acknowledge diat this

addition is unfortunate and that some unknown hand has pot it

into the Creed; but still they very mudi hesitate to expunge
it, fearing lest by so doing the consdenoe of men may be

troubled and may then begin to doubt respecting other dogmas of

the Church. They accept, indeed, the Monarchia in the Trinity and
that the Holy Ghost proceeds eternally from the Father alone; but

say that He proceeds also from the Son, meaning in the progress

of time at His mission; they ask whether, if the Ang^can Qiurch

gave such an explanation, it would not be considered satisfactor> ?

It was not, certainly, for me to anticipate the answer of the Church

to this question."**

We are, in truth, asserting that the answer of tfie Eastern

Churches will be a negative one. Since 1870 the Filioque has been

the stumbling block of intercommunion bet\veen the two Churches.

Anglican divines go astray by supposing that Eastern theolc^ians

object only to the insertion of the FUioque into the liturgical Creed.

While finding the Papacy guilty of the adulteration of the Cadiolic

faith by the affirmation of the dogmatic character of the FUioque,

the Eastern Churches long since proclaimed as a true dogma the tem-

poral procession and mission of the Holy Spirit from tfie Son. The

legitimacy of the addition in the Creed of the Filioqu* is considered

of a far less importance than the doctrine which is involved. Al-

though no Oecumenical Councils have settled the problem of the

Filioque, the Eastern Churches are accustomed to raise the teach-

ing of their divines to the dignity of a dogma of the "Universal

Catholic Church." To foster, then, their good relations witii East-

em Christianity, the Anglican Churches should abandon the com-

mon doctrine and belief of Western theology as to the eternal rela-

tion of the Holy Spirit to the Son. The question now is whether

the Anglican Churches will carry her "comprehensive spirit" as far

as to comply with such requests.

No doubt an ever-growing party of Anglican divines would not

make a stand against the withdrawal of the Filioqtte from the Creed.

The most authoritative of them, the Right Rev. Charles Chapman
Grafton, Bishop of Fond du Lac (1889-1912), writes: "If the two

Churches are to enter into recognized fellowship, the old barrier

of the convention. The one fact, however, upon which we chiefly rely-

to Juatlfy theae observations Is the invincible repugnance that met every

disposition, or the appearance of a disposition, to reform our version of

the Nicene Creed in the Oriental sense.—The late general convention,

the Filioque and intercommunion, the "American Quarterly Church Re-
view," XXI., 1869: p. 238; the Procession of the Holy Qhost, n>ld.: pp.
244-262.

"Journal of the Convention (1871); p. 68S.
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about the Filioque must in some way be removed." The words

"from the Son" in the Nicene Creed were inserted in the West by

the Roman Church after the Oecumenical Council of Ephesus had

declared that no further addition should be made to it. As a part

of the Western Church we inherited this interpolated and uncanon-

ical additicMi from Rome. It is certainly a g^eat satisfaction that

between ourselves and the Eastern Orthodox Church there is no

differenoe in the doctrine involved.** The term Filioque is patent

of an <»ihodox meaning. But the question with the East is not

whether it is true, but what right has it to be made a dogma and

inserted in the Creed without the consent of the Church Catholic.

There are a good many other doctrines which may be true, but

have no place in the symbol of faith. This article was put in by

no Oecumenical Council, and stands there on the authority of the

West alone and of the Pope. The East's whole position and exist-

ence is involved in this controversy, If the Pope has a right to

sanction one article of faiA in the Creed, then he has others. If

we admit, they say, the Filioque, then logically we should admit

the Papal infallibility and the Immaculate Conception. It all hangs

together. It is im|X>ssible, therefore, for the East, after their 900

]rears of protest, to accept it** How, then, we must ask ourselves,

can they enter into communion with us if we retain it? There is

no Oecumenical authority for it. It is the one remaining shackle

that marks our former Roman servitude. May God in His great

mercy so enli^ten His Church that this cause of division may be

removed. "••

II It ! to be observed that even for some learned Catholic theologian*

the divergence between the Catholic Church and the Orthodox Churches

Is rather verbal than substantial. It is rooted In the terminologry of th«

Oreek Fathers, which, in the theology of the Trinity, differs considerably

from that of the Latin Fathers. A little more good will on either side

and the long-spun-out question of the Fllioaue would meet a satisfactory

solution. The best essay on conciliation between Eastern and Western
theology as the procession of the Holy Spirit from the Son has been
written by the learned Bollandlst, Victor de Buck, S. J. (1817-1876): Essal

de conciliation sur le dogme de la Procession du Saint; Esprit, Paria,

1857. The tennlnologlcal divergences between Eastern and Western Trini-

tarian theology are explained in a masterly manner in the admirable

work of Theodore de lUgnon, S. J. (1831-1893). Etudes de thtelogie positive

aur la Salnte Trinit«; Paris, 18»1-18»2.

i« For the same reason It is impossible for the West, after their 900

years of unquestioned teaching of the Filioque, to accept the Antl-Filioque,

or the Procession, a aolo Patre of the E)astern Churches. It is true that

the Eastern Churches have not inserted the Anti-Fllioque in the Creed,

but tlieir theologians have made a dogma of It, both in their formularies

of faith and in their private writings.

••The Reunion of Oriental and Anglican Churches. Milwaukee, Wis..

1904, pp. 86-36; the American Catholic Church, in the "American Quarterly

Cburoh Review," XX.. 1869, p. 597.
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As is quite plain from the just quoted passage Bishop Grafton

belongs to the school of those Anglican divines, who, for the sake

of intercommunion, would not hesitate to blot from the Nicene

Creed what they consider an utterly unjustifiable Papal aggression.'*

His views, however, fail to have the majority of the suffrages of

Anglican divines; above all, of those of the American Episcopal

Church."

"Our situation is this," writes a well-known theologian of that

Church, Dr. Francis J. Hall : "An addition which was made irr^-

ularly in the first instance has come through centuries of use to

be bound up with the maintenance of the true Godhead of Our
Lord Jesus Christ. Its rejection now, unless some adequate sub-

stitute were agreed upon, would strengthen very much the Unita-

rian heresy existing in England and America, which treats Christ

as a mere creature. Obviously the maintenance of the faith is a

primary obligation not to be waived even for the sake of canonical

regularity. It is to be admitted that the short and blunt Filioque,

which neglects to specify the difference in the manner of the pro-

cession from the Father and the Son, might be improved upon.

When the glad day of a new Oecumenical Council arrives, no doubt

some ampler phrase can be agreed upon which will satisfy both

East and West. Meantime we retain our phrase for a reason

•which Easterners should respect—that is, lest the consubstantiality

of the Son with the Father and the perichoresis should seem to be

obscured, while in nowise forgetting the sole principatus of the

Father."»»

The only way to ward off the thorny question would be the ac-

knowledgment by the Eastern Church of the Filioque as a free

opinion of the theological system of Western Christianity. The
compromise has been suggested by Basil Bolotov (1853-1900), the

giant of the Orthodox theology, in his famous Theses Uber das

s« Owerbeck: "The tPiUoquc and the American Church," "The Orthodox
Catholic Review" (London, 1867). t. I., PP. 248-252; Nealy, "A Historr

of the Holy Eastern Church." t. 11. (Lmidon, 186»), p. 1188; Howard, "The
Schism Between the Oriental and the Western Churches" (London, 1892),

p. 88; Ibid., "An English view of the Filioque question as bearing upon
the reunion movement," Revue Internationale de th^ologie, t. V., 1897, p. <7.

We have refuted them In our "Theologla dogmatica orthodoza," t. I., pp.

346-352, apd In our treatise: "Ltgltimltd de I'insertion du Filioque au
Symbole, Dlctlonnaire de thtelogle catholique," Vol. V.; Paris, 1913; colL

2309-2348.

'1 Kerensky, Op. clt., pp. 70-76.

s»"Thi8 Church and the East: An Explanation," "The Living <3hurch,"

September 14, 1901.

'•"Revue InternaUonale de Theologle," 1898; pp. 681-712; A. P&lmleri.

O. S. A., "Nomenclator litterarius theologiae orthodozae rusalcae," t. L;
Pragae, 1910; pp. 237-241.
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Filioque.** But Bolotov was a layman, and his solution of the

controversy of the Filioque had a flavor of novelty to the palates

of the orthodox prelates, who cling firmly to the dogmatic charac-

ter of the Anti-Filioque.*'

Hence it follows that as concerns the problem of intercommunion

the position of the Eastern Qiurches towards Anglicanism is quite

identical with that towards the Roman Githolic Church. The
Eastern Churches cannot receive the members of the Anglican

Churches to participation in their sacraments, unless these deny

the truth of the Filioque, professedly admitted by Roman Catholics,

Old Catholics, Protestants and Anglicans, and in turn subscribe to the

orthodox truth of the Anti-Filioque.

A strenuous defender of the Bolotov's theory and of intercom-

munion between die Anglican and the Orthodox Qiurches, General

Alexandre Kireev (1833-1910) rightly observed, regarding the

Filioque, that this dogm& being the very essence of revealed trudi, it

could neither be modified nor accepted with reservation. It is ab-

solute truth, and as such admits of no variations. Unity of doctrine

is a conditio sine qua non of the unity of the Church, and conse-

quently also of intercommunion in sacris. Wherever there is con-

tradictory dogmatic teaching, there must also be separate Churches

which cannot be united. Churches may be altogether self-governed,

may have different rites, different liturgies, independent hierarchies

and yet form but one Catholic Church, providing that as to dogma
they are the same. Dogma must be the same in every Church.

Whatever latitude may be granted to freedom of thought, it must

never be permitted to transgress these limits; to do so would not

be charity towards each other, but unfaithfulness to one's Church

—

3 ea, to the eternal truth which she represents.**

Finally, the Patriarch of Constantinople could not conceal his

bitter disappointment at the suspicions of error thrown by Anglican

divines on the teaching of the Orthodox Churches of Jerusalem,

Alexandria and Antioch. Soundness and perfection of faith are

the exclusive monopoly of Eastern Christianity. To suppose, there-

fore, that the Patriarchates of the East may have deviated from the

apostolic and God-delivered faith by uttering "vain babblings and

*« A. Palmierl, O. S. A.. "L'areromento ontotoglco del FlUoqua • 1*

obbiezlonl di un teologo russo;" Roma, 1S02.

«i Sochlneniia (Work*), Vol. 1. (Petrograd, 1»12), pp. 78-79; 86-87; A.

Talmlerl, O. S. A., "t» teorie del generate Alessandro Kireev suU' union*

delle Chtese" (Beaaarione. 1»12). UI., 9, pp. 200-207; 287-298. Accordiac

to Klreey, Intercommunion between the EJastem and the AnsUcaa
Churchea will be a golden dream aa long aa the problem of the valldltr

«( Anglican Ordera haa not reached a aatiatactory aolutlon.
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new dogmas is a depreciation of Eastern Christianity, an abase-

ment of die Eastern Churches to the level of the Roman.
The theologians of the Eastern Church Association were not at

a loss to answer the Patriarchal laments and querimonious protests.

They had even recourse to arguments which always meet with the

warmest approbation of Greek polemists. The XIX. Article of Re-

ligion contained no allusion to the patriarchal See of Constantino-

ple, and at the same time it purposed only to crush the pretenses of

the Churdi of Rome to inerrancy. The XIX. Article, we read in

the report of 1870. contains a controversial argument against the

claim to inerrancy and infallibility made by the Pope and the See

of Rome as being founded by St Peter. The See of Antioch was

also founded by St. Peter, yet that fact conferred no privilege of

inerrancy or infallibility upon its Bishop, for Peter the Fuller and

others who filled the See of Antioch fell into grievous error. In

the same way the See of Alexandria was founded by St. Mark, the

disciple of St. Peter, yet the Bishops or Popes of that see were not

thereby secured from error, as is shown in the case of Diosoorus.

Nor had even the See of Jerusalem, first filled by "the Lord's

Brother," the privilege of inerrancy, for Sallustius, Bishop of the

see, signed the Henoticon. In the same way it appears to us to be

the intention of the article to argue that the See of Rome, although

founded St. Peter, has not on that account any supernatural

privilege of inerrancy or infallibility, nor can its Bishops claim

such either in faith or ceremonial,** for Nonorius erred grievously

respecting the two wills in Christ, and E^igenius IV. declared, ex

cathedra, that the character of the priesthood was conferred by

the delivery of the instruments—^a doctrine repugnant to tfie tra-

dition of the Eastern Church and of our own alike.** In confirma-

«2 The difficulty lies in the fact that from the earliest age of the Chris-

tian Church, practically and theoretically, the Bishops of Rome claimed

the prerogative of Inerrancy, and as it is thoroughly demonstrated br
Alexis Lebedev, a famous Russian historian of the Church, he was the

only Bishop of the Best and the West to vindicate to himself the right

of solving, in the last resort, the controversies of faith. "Istorlcheskoe
razvUle lerarkhicheskago rlmskago prlmatsva" ("The historical develop-
ment of the Roman hierarchical primacy") in "Dukhovlenstvo drevnei
vselenskol tzerlcvl" ("The Clergy of the Ancient Catholic Church'"), Mos-
cow, 1906; pp. 228-244.

** Wc do not tarry to answer objections which are exploded in every
handbook of Catholic theology. We ought only to point out that according
to the views of the most authoritative Catholic theologians tire "Decretum
pro Armenls" does not aim at an infallible solution in the fleld of sacra-
mental theology. This is the opinion even of Cardinal von Rossum:
"Constat Ehigenlum TV. in decreto pro Armenls nihil deflnire Intendiase.
aut allquid statuere volulsse infalllblli auctoritate circa essentiam sacra-
raenti ordinis; verum solummodo auctoritate sua ordinaria doctrinank
tradidlsse, quam ilia aetate communlus doctores profltebantur.—De essen-
tia Sacramenti Ordinis; dtsquiaitlo historico-theologlca;" (FtiburgL 1*14):
pp. 1M-1S7. Sea also William Stevens Pwry, "me Reunion Conference-
at Bonn" (1876). A personal BAimtive (privately printed); 187C; p. IS.
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tion of this view, we think it important to notice the significant fact

that the Church of Constantinople, the chief of the Eastern Patri-

archates, is omitted in this article. And, as the censure was evi-

dently designed against the assumptions of the Roman Patriarchate,

we cannot but hope that the Oecumenical Patriarch would believe

that it was by design that our English Reformers, at a time when
all intercourse with the East had been so long interrupted, abstained

from passing any censure of his own Patriarchal See."

In their answer to Gregory VI., Anglican divines had the happy

opportunity of corroborating their arguments with the authority

of an authoritative Greek theologian, Nicholas Damalas (1842-

1892). As it is customary in the Greek Church, lay theologians

who lightly sport with polemical theology lavish so many contu-

melies and gibes on their adversaries as to deserve the epithet of

"shameful" controversialists by Alexis Lebedev.**

According to the Greek theologian, the assertion of the XIX.
Article is most true. "As individuals in many things offend all,

so also every particular Church may err and often has erred and
been deceived, and, above all, the Roman, which from the addition

of the FUioque to the Creed, has gone on to the voiding of ancient

apostolical doctrines and traditions and to the fabrication of other

new ones, arbitrary and contrarient both to the Scriptures and to

the Catholic Church, such as the fooUsh and most unevangelical

dogma*' of the Immaculate Conception of the Mother of God, the

prohibition of the sacred chalice to the laity and many other like

fantasies, which at her Synagogue ( !) of Trent she dared to im-

**lxt our opinion, the omUuton In question U wholly unjustified. Th«
See of Conitantinople haa tiren teaa secured from error th&n the othar
patriarchal sees of the 'EAut. Monslgnor Duche*ne« counts nineteen heret-
ical Patriarchs who spread their errors in Bysantium before the con-
summation of the schism by Michel Cenilarlus, vis., Buaeblus, Macedonlus,
Budoxius, Demophltus, Nestorius, Acacius, TImotbeus, Anthimus, SerKius,
Pyrrbus, Paul, Peter, John V., Anastasius, ConstanUnus, Nlcetaa, Theodo-
tus, Antonlus. John Vlt ("EKUaea aepartes"); Paris. 1896; p. 7S.

••"Istorila Qreko-vostocbnol tserkvl pod vlastlu Turok" ("History ef
the Oreco-Oriental Church Under tb« Toke of the Turks")- Ptttroxrad.
1»0J; p. 5(8.

«Por tb« sake ot truth, we note here that this "foolish and most un-
•vansellcal dotma" Is deeply rooted In the Greek liturgy and in the teach-
ln» of Greek Fathers, and It was asserted even toy PhoUus. In the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries the orthodox theological school of Kiev
and one of the most famous saints of the modern Russian Church',
Dmitrt of Rostov, strenuously defended the dogmatic character of the
Immaculate ConcepUon of the Blessed Virgin. Jugle. "Photius et rim-
maculAe ConcepUon. Bchos d'Orient, 30111;" IJIO; pp. 198-201; Id., "De
concepUone immaculaU B. Maria* Virglnis apud Russos, saeculo XVn.,AcU academlae Velebradenais, VIL; Mil; pp. 8-16; Palmieri. O. 8. A.,
"I/imm*ooUta Concesione • I'Aecademia dl JSSw," Besaartone, 1»0»; ppil-e.
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poae oa pain of anathiema. Not only did she most gravely err at

that epoch, but also in the times of the ancient Catholic Church

—

witness the Popes whom the holy Fifth and Sixth Synods anathema-

tised a6 Monothelites, etc.*' And not only the particular Church

of Rome, but also every other, may err and has erred->witness Nes-

torias of Constantinople condemned by' the Holy Third Oecumen-
ical Synod and other such. In fine, the Spirit who teads the Church

into all truth is not to be sought in any particular Church, all the

rest being excluded, but is ever in the one Holy, Catholic and

Apostdic Church, in which—and not in the Alexandrian or Ro-

man—we have been baptized and do believe. On this point, there-

fore, the Anglican Qiurch speaks well and evangelically.*'

The style of the Patriarch becomes, however, milder after a loi^

sojourn of Lycurgus, Archbish<^ of Syra, in Londcm. The Gredc

prelate had frequent intercourse with Anglican Bishops, assisted

at Anglican services, especially at consecrations of Bishops, at the

administration of the Holy Communion, at morning and evening

offices, etc The acts of friendship shown to him and the conspicu-

ous honors received made a deep impression upon han and gave

rise in his heart to strong feelings of sympathy towards the Angli-

can Church. These feelings were expressed in a v.ery interesting

report to the Holy Synod of Greece. I cannot resist quoting here

a long passage of it. It has the flavor of a document for the

present time, in view of the recent attempts by the so-called World

Conference to realize on a new basis the reunion of Churches.

"The Anglican Church," says the Greek Btshop, "though gen-

erally enumerated with the Protestant Christian communities, dif-

fers, however, from them for the following principal reasons:

Other Protestants, having shaken off the tyrannical rule of the

Roman Pontiff ( ?), imagined that they were able to aboli^ at the

same time the hierarchical system established in the Church from

its commencement and to proclaim an universal priesthood. Into

this g^eat error the Anglican Church fortunately did not fall. She,

after having rejected the Pope, not only maintained the system of

Episcopacy, but also the various traditions and customs of the

ancient Catholic Church. In this manner this Church attached her

it The assertion Is wholly without truth. The 8ixth EScuraenic&l Council

condemned Honorlus, "qui," according to. a. letter- of J<eo IL, "flamman'

haerectici dogmatls non ut decult apostoUcam auctorltatem, Inclpientem

extlnxit, sed negrllgendo confovit" See on this subject the diacuaalon. ifMI

supported by documents, of Monslgnor Hetele, "Hiat<Mr» A.*m ConcUea,"

ed. Leclerq. t. in„ 1; Paris, 1909; np. 615-eSS.

«*On.the relation of the Anglican. Church. tO' the Orthodox, "Tb» Ortho-
dox Review." 1868, pp. 177-186; 1871, 32.~4S; "Peri- tie iriMMoa tl»

angllKIs EatkllBias pros tin orthodozon;" Londen, 1M7; piL 19-20.
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bark by a strong cable to the ship of the Catholic Church, whilst

the other Protestants, having cut this cable, drifted out to sea and

wandered away. Whilst on the one hand the other Protestants, be-

ginning with the principle of free inquiry, ended by centring every-

thing in the mere letter of the Bible in the Anglican Church, on

the other hand, there was gradually developed a feeling of rever-

ence for religious ordinances, the depth and warmth of which are

felt not only in the Qiurch, but also in public as well as in social

and in family life. I do not believe that the union of the two
Churches can be the work of the present day. Besides, this union must

not be made mechanically, but truly, and on full and complete per-

suasion. It is therefore necessary, before such an union can be

effected, that there should exist a similarity of opinions which can

-only be expected to take place after a mutual and careful investi-

gation and inquiry—a matter which will require no little time.**

For the present, in order to prepare for this work of union, a

friendly approximation of the two Churches is both possible and

desirable. It is a great and most distressing misfortune for all

Christendom that the former one and undivided Catholic Church

has been split dogmatically, first into niunerous other sections. It

is, moreover, a still greater, a more grievous misfortune, that these

various Christian communities have become hostile, mutually op-

posing and clashing with each other. Must, therefore, the Christ-

tian world entirely and forever despair that their mutual animosities

will not some day cease? If it is not possible at the present time

that all should be of one mind, is it not possible for these various

Christian bodies to offer to each other the right hand of fellowship,

leaving it to God alone to decide wherein they are not like minded,

according to the holy apostles? I think that this most desirable

Christian work, so abounding in true charity, can only be practi-

«*The views ot this report look strangely like the views set forth in

the report of the Joint Commission to the General Convention of the

Protestant Episcopal Church (ItlS) with regard to the World Conference'

for the consideration of questions touching faith and order. It suffices

to quote the following passage^ "That the thinkers and Investigators of

all Christian bodies are learning more and more to compare notes with
each other, and that a scholarly and capable presentation of Christian

truth, from whatever quarter. Is apt to secure world-wide consideration

can hardly be denied. A new Christian cosmopolitanism has arisen,

accompanied, no doubt, by the exploiting of many destructive vagaries,

but certainly affording conditions which must facilitate the victory of

truth and the bringing about in God's time of substantial agreement
concerning Christian faith and order. Our part seems to be not to force

things and not to formulate schemes for reunion, but to help on this

growth of mutual friendliness and of mutual understanding." (P. II.) See
especially the pamphlet entitled "The Object and Method ot the World
Conference;" (Gardiner, Maine, V. S. A., 191S.)
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cally brought about between the two Churches in question—that

is to say, the Orthodox Eastern and the Anglican. For on the one

hand, the Roman Church has always adhered to diat old and in-

temperate anti-Christian claim of unrestrained rule over the

Churches as lord over God's heritage—a pretension which has

forced her to promulgate the impious ( !) dogma of the infallibility

of the Popt. Protestants, on the other hand, regarding Christen-

dom not as a Churdi, the head of which is Christ and the members

all true believers in Him, and therefore subject to the canonical

successors of the apostles, but looking upon it as a principle or

idea, are not only indifferent to any union, without which the foun-

dation and preservation of every Church is impossible, but are

generally opposed to every attempt at the same. The fellowship

of the two Churches will not only conduce to their preservation, but

will establish for the rest of Christendom a common standard of

fellowship and, God willing, of union. This approximation con-

sists in the recognition by each Church of the other as a Christian

community, having the same Lord and the same hope of salvation,

and in the exhibition, from time to time, of proofs of mutual love

by intercommunication between the Bishops of both Churches and

by the grant of certain simple privileges to the members. As, for

instance, His Holiness the Piitriarch has given direction that Chris-

tians of the Anglican faith should be buried by our priests in the

absence of an Anglican priest, so may other similar priveleges here-

after be given. Thus means might be found to grant permission

that English children should be baptized by the priests of the East-

em Church where there are no Anglican clergy, etc. This approxi-

mation will only tend to facilitate the work of a true and complete

union. Perhaps at the outset this great and pious woiic may ap-

pear to some difficult, if not impossible, owing to the differences

which exist between the two Churches; but the more the scheme

is ventilated, the more the hope is increased that these differences

will be smoothed away."

00 A feeling of pessimism as to the successful establishment of Inter,

communion between the two churches pierces already in a highly interest-

ing paper published about this time by an Episcopalian theologian. I>t
us quote of It the following passage: "So far as our external relaUons ar*
concerned, it would seem that nothing remains for us but to persevere

In a spirit of prayer for unity, to foster a noble charity, to cultivate every
offered opportunity and patiently await the time of heaven in faithful

devotion to our sphere of duty, but never to depart from the flrmnesa
of our convictions, the strength of our position, and that dignity of con-
servatism which will make no Improper advance and repel no honest
overture. The Church has always sought to avoid the Ice of the bigot

and the flre of the fanatic. Hera is the noble middle path both In doe-
trine, in practice and in polity. "The American Quarterly Church Review,"
XX., 18«»; p. «02.
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The report of the Greek prelate won, it may be granted, some •

sympathies for the Anglican Oiurch, but it had no effective result

upon the main purpose of the Eastern Qiurch Association.*" Patri-

arch Gregory VI. wrote a second letter to the Anglican Archbishop

of Canterbury, calling down the blessings of God upon Christ-lov-

ing, glorious and heroic Albion, which, with such eagerness and in

an unfettered spirit of freedom, niarvelously recurs to customs

handed down from old time and genuinely apostolic.'^ The Holy
Synod of the Hellenic Church recalled the benefits previously con-

ferred on the Greeks by the Christian and magnanimous nation of

tlie Britons. In a letter dated from the iith of June, 1870, The-
ophilus, Metropolitan of Athens, using the classical reminiscences

of the flowery style of Greek divines, wrote as follows : "Their (of

Britons) sympathy with us in our long struggles for freedom and
in our multiform and exhausting miseries; their noble advocacy

of our cause in both Houses of Parliament; their ready aid and

protection in our greatest dangers—these things have not escaped

our memory, nor ever shall they, so long as the wave shall wash
that beach at Pylos, where not long ago the great and most Chris-

tian work of the liberation of the Greek nation was accomplished

by means of Great Britain." Following the example of the Oecu-

menical Patriarch, the Holy Synod of Greece declared that with

regard to Anglican dead, when an "Orthodox" priest of the Angli-

can Church will not be present, the Orthodox priests of the Church

of Greece will count them worthy of their befitting care and of the

prayers of the Orthodox Church in behalf of their souls.'*

In the same style, Cyril, the Greek Patriarch of Jerusalem, wrote

to Archbishop Archibald Campbell Tait, expressing his hearty

thanks to the whole of Christ-loving and powerful Albion, greeting

the dawn of the most sweet morn of the fraternization of the two
Cliurches and praying God that it might be increased to a brilliant

sun, running through the world from pole to pole.**

'1 Journal of the Convention (1871); p. B73.

»Ibld., p. 574.

Mlbid., p. 67S.

M Among the studies devoted to the subject In question by Orthodox
theologians during 1865-1871 we mention the toUowlng: Vaalllev I., "R4-
flezions A propos du disir manltestt par I'Eigllse AngUeane d'entru' m
communion avec I'Eglise CathoUque Orientale, Union Chr<tlenne" (Paris,

18«S), pp. 225-27; 238-35; 242-43; "k voproau o soedin«nU tserkvei" (Tlx*
Question of the Union of the Churches"), "Dukhovnala Besleda" (186C),

I., pp. 153-166; "Ob apostolehlcom preemstvie y angUisItoi tserkvi" ("Ths
Apostolic Succession in the English Church"); Ibid., 18<6, L, M5-71;
321-28; 408-16; "Zaimiechaiiiia o soedinenli protestantsklich episkopaln]rkh

tserkvei s pravoslavnolu katholicheskoiu tzerkoviiu" ("Remarks on tlis

Union of the Protestant Episcopal Churches with the Orthodox CathoUo
Churches"), Ibid., 1866; I., pp. 460-70; 473-79; Popov B., "K voproau o
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Unfortunately the tanp[ible result3 of these poetical missives vuere

very doubtful. Of them, and of the failure which that iirst attempt

aoe^nenU tMrkv*!" ("Tte ^ProbUm .oit Union of Uia iGhurobM")

;

186«: pp. 2>7-|04; Kratkil obsor popytok k aoe^inenlu t^^rkyi APlirico-

palnol anglliricoi i amerlkanskol a pravoalavnoi'u voatocbnolu v posUedniia.

6 Itot^ ("A Short Survey ot the Attempt at the Union of the Eplacopai

C|nyroh, both BifgrU^b and Am^rioan, with the Butecn Ostbodoz Cburch
During the Laat Five Team"); "Voroneshakita eparkblalnyia Viedpinoatl,"

186<, nn. 4-7: "Po voprosu o soedinenli anKHkanskoi epiakopalnol tzerkvt

a pravoslavnolu" ("The Problem of the Union ot the Anglican Episcopal

Chdich with the Orthodox"), NedleUa, 1866. nn. 10-11; "Dviahenle v Anglil

po voproau o tzerkoynoi obriadnofitl" ("The Anglican Moveotent and th*

Question of Eccleeiastioal Ritualiam"). "Uteratumala blbUoteka>" 1><7.

6, pp. S84-S08: "The Church Review po povodu predlogaeraago aoedlnenlia

taerkvi anglikanakol a pravoelavnoiu Toatochnoiu i perevoda angUlakol

Ilturgi' na ruHkil Uiyk" ("The Church Review and the Propoaala of

Union of the Anglican Church with the Orthodox and the Tranalatioa

of the Anglican Liturgy Into Rusaian"), Khriatianskoe Chtenle, 1867, IL,

pp. 4SS-59; nVan Terentlevleh Oainin, "K voproau o abllzhenil pravoalavnoi

txerkvl « angUkanakolu" ("The Problem of the Rapprochement Between
the Orthodox and the Anglican <;;hurchea"), MoakovakUa ViedomoBtl. 1867,

n. 188; "Posliednll mlting v AnglU obahchestva dlla pblixhenlla a voatoch'

nolu tzerkoviu" ("The Laat Meeting In ESngland of the Society for the

Rapprochement of the Anglican and the Orthodox Churchea"), Sovremen-
nala Lletopia, 1867, n. 30; "Sochuatvle Amerlkantaev rellglocnym intereaam

Roa^li" ('The Interest Taken by Americana In the R«IVgloua Needa of

Ruaaia"), Sovremennii Listok, 1866, n. 67; Matycbevpky Ivan, Otkuda
proiakhodiat sochuatvennie otzyvy proteatantov o voatochnol, i oaobenno
ruaakoi taerkvi" ("What la the Source of the Kind and Frtendly Declara-
tions of Protestants About the Bastem Churches and Particularly About
the Russian Church?") Trudy of the Ecclesiastical Academy of Kiev,

1867, t. IV., pp. 293-332; Osinin, "Novii pravoslavnii shurnal v Anglii"

("A New Orthodox Hagaslne in XIngland"). Khristianakoe Chtenle, 1867,

II., pp. 280-295. Concerns the "Orthodox Catholic Review," edited In Lon-
don In 1867 by J. Overbeck (d. 1906), an ex-CatboUc prieat, who followed

In the footsteps of Quettte; Bielorusov N., "Zamletka t>o istorll tzerkvt

V Anglii" ("A Short Notice of English Eccleslaatical History"), Petrograd,

I., 1868; IL, 1869; Fortunxtov B., K voproau o sbllshenll angllkanskot

tserkvl a pravoalavnoiu" ("The Rapprochement Between the Anglican

and the Orthodox Churches"), Dukhovnala beaieda, 1868, IL, pp. 49-51;

66-76; 113-26; O. Kositzyn, "Novala popytka iz sredl anglikanakol tzerkvt

k aoefilneniu s pravoalavnolu vostochnoiu" ("A New Attempt by the

Anglican Church to Unite Herself With the Orthodox-Oriental Church"),

Moskovakyla Viedomostl, 1868, n. 275; Sukhotin, N., "Iz sovremennago
byta anglikanakol tzerkvi" ("The Contemporary Life of the Anglican

Church"), "Strannik," 1871, IL, pp. 71-98; III., 285-803; "K voproau o
v^imnoobchshenil anglikanskoi tzerkvi s pravoslavnyml vostoohnymt

cMrtcvaml" ("The 'Question of Intercommunion Between the Anglican

and the fiSastem Orthodox Churches"), Moskovsklia eparkhlalnlla Vledo-

moatl, 1870, nn. 20, 22, 24, 26, St. 46; "Zaiavenie atroltelila pravoalavnago

khrama v Anglii" ("A Declaration of the Founder of an Orthodox (Aurch
In England"), "Pravoalavnoe Obozrlenle," 1870, IL, 46-47. See alao John
Otiajrlea Barle, "The Ruaao-Greek Church," "The American Catholic Quar-
terly Review," 1886, XE.. pp. S06-S26; Stanlaiaa Tyaskiewl'cs, "Un episode

du jnavement d'Oxford, La miaaion de WilUam Palmer"; "EKudea dea Ptres
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of fraternization of the two Churches met with, we shall discuss in

a io\ke»mg papen-^

F. A, Palmieri, (). S. A.
Liawrence, Mass.

de la Compagnle de J«sua," 1913, CXXXVI., pp. 1>0-210; 329-347; Ouett««,

"Sur les divergences QUt existent entre I'E^llse d'Orlent et eelle d'Angle-

terre. Union ChrMlenne," Vol. V., 18«5, pp. 29-32; 44-46; 61-54; "Ortho-

doay. AnKlicantsm and Romanism." "The Orthodox Catholic Bevlew," 1S68,

Vol. n., pp. 1-68; Nicholas Arnvrasis, "Essay on the Union of Anglican
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WILLIAM WORDSWORTH, THE HIGH PRIEST OF
NATURE.

IT
IS just twelve years since I made a tour of the lakelands in

Westmoreland and Ctunberland, England, glorified by the ge-

nius of a Southey, a Coleridge and a Wordsworth. Goethe

says that if you would truly understand a poet, you must sojourn

for some time in the land of the poet This is certainly true of Wil-

liam Wordsworth, High Priest of Nature, whose poetic genius flow-

ered and ripened within the dales and dells and amid the beauteous

lakes walled in by the Hellvellyn's rugged and ridged peaks.

William Wordsworth is the culmination of the school of nature

and romance in English poetry. His place in English poetry is

sure, but not fixed. The judgment of the world has given Homer
and Virgil and Dante and Shakespeare and Goethe their assured

places—^their thrones in the Valhalla of inspired song, but critics

differ as to the place which should be assigned to the author of the

"Ode to Immortality." So great a critic as Matthew Arnold ranks

Wordsworth after Dante, Shakespeare, Moliere, Milton and Goethe

in the modem world. Yet there are other critics who assign our

author a place below Spenser, Milton, Shelley and Tennyson. After

all, poetry is largely a matter of temperament and taste. It is

enough for us here to know and recognize that William Wordswortli

is one of a g^eat English poetic hierarchy, who in succession have

taken up the sceptre of English poetry from Chaucer to Tennyson.

Wordworth's poetic gospel was the gospel of simplicity and truth.

In him there was a union of the Anglican vicar and the Tory mon-

archist. He lived in an age when the heart of man was being led

back in pilgrimage to the shrine of nature, whose altar lamp had

burned unheeded during the reign of the correct school of poets.

Naturalism at this time in England became so powerful that, as a

writer tells us, it permeated Coleridge's romantic supematuralism,

Shelley's atheistic spiritualism and Byron's revolutionary liberalism.

Brandes, the well-known Danish critic, in his "Main Currents

of Nineteenth Century Literature," says: "The Ejiglish, being at

once the most persevering and the most enterprising people, tfie na-

tion most attached to home and fondest of travel, the slowest to

make changes and yet in matters political the most broad-minded,

the thinking men of the country naturally fall into two g^eat politi-

cal groups—^the one representing the jealously conservative, the

other the daringly liberal tendency."

Moreover, he was of the conservatiye tendency school, and Shel-

ley and Byron of the daringly liberal school. Indeed, the authors
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of "Prometheus Unbound" and "Don Juan" might be rather re-

£:arded as radicals.

But he who would truly assess Wordsworth as a poet, must for-

ffet for the moment his political predilections and take true value

of him only as a poet of nature.

The keynote to the gospel of his poetic mission and message is

found in this sonnet:

"The world is too much with us; late and soon,

Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers:

Little we see in nature that is ours;

We have gi,vten our hearts away a sordid boon

;

The sea that bears her bosom to the moon;
The winds that will be howling at all hours.

And are up-gathered now like sleeping flowers;

For this, for everything, we are out of tune;

It moves us not,—Great God! I'd rather be

A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn;

So might I, standing on this pleasant lea.

Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn:

Have sight of Proteus, rising from the sea;

Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn !"

Perhaps no other English poet was so influenced by his environ-

ment as was William Wordsworth. This is why it is so essential

to the student of Wordsworth that he should, in obedience to the

suggestion of Goethe, visit the poet's land, the better to gain an

understanding of his work.

It was in the second week of June, 1903, that in company with a

friend the writer ran up to the Wordsworth Land from Liverpool.

June is a glorious month in England. This is the month when
Browning wrote frcmi Italy, "O to be in Ejigland now!" A few

hours by train will carry you from Li,vlerpooI, by way of Preston, to

Lake Windermere, whose shores are dotted with grand villages

and pleasant English homes that recall to your mind Mrs. Hemans'

lines, "The happy homes of England—^how beautiful they stand!"

And, by the way, it was in one of these English chateaux that Mrs.

Hemans lived for many years.

On reaching by boat Ambletide, which is at the head of Winder-

mere, a stage or diligence awaits the tourist to take him to Gras-

mere, where Wordsworth lived for many years and where the poet

lies buried.

It was Saturday evening when my friend and I arrived in Gras-

mere, as the sun was just sinking below the western horizon and

gilding the spire of the village Church of St. Oswald. A deep calm
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xeignefl jftvtfyy/bmt. Vn/t little viH«ge wttb its igiay •slate-covewtl

roofs stretched on and on towards the mountamaMe, and itytqA

ijbff clu$tier.(vf village-hotUAs.W^ iwn, the socncof Wradswosth's

tlf»^tiJf^] aoil ]tqqdii|>g id^ll, "MicbaAl" wllich Auae, I .understand,,

the farm bears to-day.

The villajg^ of Grmmrf hw a moot chftrmtog aetting-^eet

abode indeed for a poetic child. There nature whisp«rs ito ttbe «ouI

in healing words of music and mystery, devoid of all harshness and

filled with the sweetness of peace and prayer. It is also an ideal

spot for meditation.

Every Sunday morning before the village folk were astir, and

while the birds with liquid notes welcomed the full tide of mom, I

rambled through the village in search of Wordsworth's graiv«. It

was easily found, for the little cemetery lies hard by St Oswald's

Church, with the Rothay, a clear and gentle stream, humming a low

requiem but a few steps beyond.

I had carried to the g^'^ve a little volume of the poet's work, and

felt it fitting that I should read a poem standing at his grave, but

what poem should it be? Wherever the volume opened, and lot

strange coincidence, it was "A Poet's Epitaph." How much of

the philosophy and spirit of Wordworth's poety is there not con-

tained in this one stanza from "A Poet's Epitaph:"

"In common things that 'round us lie.

Some random truths he can impart;

—

The harvest of a quiet eye

That broods and sleeps in his own heart."

On the grave of William Wordsworth was a bunch of fresh pan-

sies. In the same plot, surroimded by an iron railing, were the

.gr^ives of Mary Wwdsworth, the poet's wife, who died nine years

after her husband ; Sarah Hutchinspn, her sister, who died in 1835,

and Dorothy Wordsworth, the poet's sister, who died in 1855.

As you pass frcmi grave to grave in Grasmere Cemetery, you

levn that here many names well known to English letters are in-

scribed on the tombstones—such, (or instance, as that of Hartley

Gderidge, the gifted but unfortunate son of Samuel T. Qderidge,

and Arthur Hugh Qough, poet and Fellow of Oriel Coll^, Ox-

f<»-d. Poor Hartley Coleridge was not an opium pater like his

fa^er, but he drank. Wordsworth had many a time befriended

him.

Wordsworth came to Dove Cottage in Grasmere in 1799 with his

sister Dorothy, and in several of his po^ms the poet acknowle^lges

4he worth and influence of this good wcmwd, especially in the dM^-
iisna md inspiratiao of his po^c genius. It was in 1803 that
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Wordsyrorth married bis schppkn^^, .Mary IjHtjsbiB^on, ^pd ^if/tr

jiviiw; with his youn^ wife,and sislier Dorothy.^ Po,yie .CoU^e.tiU
iSqChe moved to Allap Bank, a ,re|idenc;e just b»c)c,Q{ tl>e .village,

where he spent two years ; thence to the R^ptftry, p^ St Qswal.d'$

Qiurch, where he spent two years more, going finally to Ryval
Mount in 1814, which. is situated some six miles from Grasmere,

wherc^ he lived till his <kath in 1850. Much of Wordsworth's best

poetic work was done during his -nine years' residence at Dove
Cottage. The great S^glish essayist, De Quincy, was the next

tenant to occupy Dove Cottage after Wordsworth's departure. Here
it was that he wrote his "Confessions of an Opium ^ter."

I visited this historic cqtt^ge, which is now the property of the

lotion and is cared for much in the same way in which Burns' birth-

place in Ayr, Scotland, or Goethe's home in Weimar, Germany, are

looked after. I understand that more than iq,ooo tourists visit the

cottage annually.

Perhaps the most interesting part of Dove Cotti^e is the guest

chamber. It is a tiny rcxHn, with a bright outlook to the east. In

it have slept John Wordsworth, brother of the poet ; Samuel T.

Coleridge, the possible great poet, theologiap and f^ilosopher ; John
Wilson, "Christopher North," Sir Walter Scott and the Coleridge

diildren. There were three chairs in this room of great interest,

seeing that their cushions were the work, respecti,vply, of Dora

Wordsworth, Sara Coleddge and Edith Southey, daughters of the

three great poets—Wordsworth, Coleridge and Southey.

^hind Dove Cottage is the orchard, or garden, and I was shown

there by the cottage attendant—the orchard-seat where the poet

used to sit and where he c(H>iposed the liqes on "The Green Linnet,"

beginning with

:

"Beneath these fruit-tree boughs that shed

Their snow-white blooms on my head.

With brighter sunshine round me spread

Of spring's unclouded weather.

In the sequestered nook how sweet

To sit upon my orchard seat!

And birds and flowers once more to gmt,
My last year's friends together."

To Wordsworth the inner life was everything and the outer of

little moment. In all this High Priest of Nature truly led the artist

life of the soul, and this is a life of growth by an inward secret and

my^^rious pi^ocess. It consists in ,a response of the soul ,to the

spirit in nature. It is contained in the Scriptural lines or iojutic-

tion: "Consider the lilies how they grow; they toil QOt, neither do
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they spin." In the artist life, as George Woodberry has observed,

there is neither toiling nor spinning. This is the "wise pass^veness"

of Wordsworth where the poet reproves the meddling intellect of

the world in these lines:

"Think you, 'mid all this myghty sun

Of things forever speaking,

That nothing of itself will OMne,

But we must still be seeking?"

Of course, it has been charged against Wordsworth that he is a

pantheist, although if I remember correctly his ami intime and po-

etic confrere, Aubrey de Vere, has acquitted him of this charge. To

discuss this subject here, however, would carry me too far afield

and would call for a subtle study and survey of the question as to

what is and what is not pantheism, and tliis would intrench up<Ki

the purpose of this paper.

Among the English poets few have given us such a body of po-

etry marked by so great unevenness as Wordsworth. Side by side

with such glorious creations as the "Ode to Immortality" and

"Michael" and "Lintern Abbey," which are full of

"The light that never was on sea or land,

The consecration and the poets' dream,"

we have inane and bald stuff without a glint or gleam of inspira-

tion in it. But Wordsworth is not alone in this. Some popular

poets of our own day have published far too much for their own

fair name and the surety of their fame. Inspiration does not hal-

low the poet's soul at all times, and it certainly forsook this High

Priest of Nature occasionally and left him with his soul groping on

the earth and his vision not higher than the horizon of the common
day.

But there is enough of genuine poetry in Wordsworth to mala

certain his immortality—^nay, to give him an assured place amonf

the great English poets. Unlike to Coleridge, who really possessed

higher gifts, Wordsworth, by loyalty to his art, lives on in more

than a possible potentiality of English letters. He is on the head

roll of English poets who have husbanded their gifts and opportu-

nities. This, unfortunately, Samuel T. Coleridge never did.

When visiting Grasmere I was fortunate in having met an inti-

mate friend of the Wordsworths, Mr. Edward Wilson, who was a

native of the village, having been born there in 1822. I spent sev-

eral hours with this interesting old man and jotted down in a note-

bode many things about the poet and his family not found in biogra-

phies of Wordsworth. As Wordsworth died in 1850, it will be
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readily seen that Mr. Wilson had every opportunity of knowing the

poet well. Mr. Wilson's father was a joiner, in which was com-

prised in Wordsworth's time that of undertaker, and it was his

father's hearst which conveyed Wordsworth's body to the grave.

Amongfst other things, Mr. Wilson informed me that as there

was no post office in Grasmere in Wordsworth's time, the letters

being brought frwn Kendal, a distance of eighteen miles, by a car-

rier, Wordsworth often went to meet the carrier at midnight in

order to get his lettei's.

As I was anxious to learn first hand something of Wordsworth's

religious attitude of mind, I asked Mr. Wilson if there was any-

thing of the Ritualist or High Churchman in the poet, and he

pTMnptly answered, "Oh, my, no I Nothing of that foolery !" This

fact, it will be seen, but makes his beautiful sonnet on the Blessed

Virgin containing the line "Our tainted nature's solitary boast" the

more remarkable.

Remembering, too, Browning's poem, "The Lost Leader," I was

anxious to know something of Wordsworth's political somersault

from Whig to Tory. Here is a part of Browningf's poem and his

charge against Wordsworth

:

"Just for a handful of silver he left us.

Just for a riband to stick in his coat

—

Found the one gift of which fortune bereft us,

Lost all the others she lets us devote

;

They with the gold to give doled him out silver.

So much was theirs who so little allowed

:

How all our copper has gone for his service

!

Rags—were they purple, his heart had been proud!

We that had loved him so, followed him, honored him.

Lived in his mild and magnificent eye.

Learned his great language, caught his clear accents.

Made him our pattern to live and to die

!

Shakespeare was of us, Milton was of us.

Bums, Shelley, were with us,—they watch from their graves!

He alone breaks from the van and the freemen.

He alone sinks to the rear and the slave
!"

Robert Browning, in a letter to Rev. A. B. Grosart, editor of

Wordsworth's Prose Works in 1875, denied that in this poem he

desired to use "the venerated personality of Wordsworth for other

than a sort of painter's modeL"

Mr.Wilson, however, declared to me that Wordsworth faced about

politically and brrfce from Lord Brougham's Whig Party, becoming

a Tory because the latter threatened to reduce his salary as a dis-
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tributer of stamps at Carlisle. It is just' po^ible; too', that liCr.

Wilson's knowledge of this fkct is mort" accurate and trustworthy

than is diait of the poet Browning.

Wordsworth lived at Rydal Mount, where ht' took up his abode

in 1814, till his death in 1850. Rydal Mount is situated, as I have

already said, some six miles from Grasnfi^re, and for many years

till a church was built at Rydar Mount the poet and his family at-

tended service oh Suildays at St. Oswald's Church, Grasmere. Mrs.

Fisher Wordsworth, a granddaughter of the poet, now lives in' the

Wordsworth home at Rydal Mount. I saw in St. Oswald's Church

on Sunday another gfanddaugfhter of the poet. She is the wife of

Colonel Mair and daugfhter of William Wordsworth, son of the

poet. She bears a striking facial resemblance to her gratidfather.

Lakeland is a haunt for literary pilgrims, every nook and comer

of which contains some memory of the great poet' of nature, who

glorified its hills, its dales and its "meanest flower that blows."

Thomas O'Hagan.
Plantasenet, Ontario.
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SOME NOTES ON HENRY VIII.'S PARLIAMENTS.

AFTER a lifetime spent on the Tudor period, I am convinced
that we know little or nothing of its Parliamentary history

and that the constitfatiotlal history of the sixteenth century
has not been written. Mr. W. S. Dann, of Manchester Grammar
School, tins deposited (in manuscript) his researches on the sub-
ject in the library of London Uhiversity. I have had several stu-

dents working at it for a considerable time, and I have myself kept
the question before me as I havt worked- Tudor manuscripts in con-
nection with other aspects of sixteenth century history. But the
amount of spade work that remains to be done is still enormous.
Porritt's "Unreformed House of Commons" is most inexpert on
the period. Much information can be gleaned for Henry VIII.'s

reign from the "Letters and Papers," the "Domestic State Papers,"

the "History of the Privy Council," the "Lords and Commons Jour-
nals." Even this mass of comparatively accessible material would
not, when carefully worked, warrant a student in laying down any
•dogmatic conclusions, when he remembers that the "Domestic Cal-

endar of State Papers" is practically useless even as an index—as

I have found to my cost; that practically every diocesan library in

England contains unused manuscripts on the subject; that the ref-

erences in the "Reports of the Historical MSS. Commission" will

take him to hundreds of private libraries, and that the Inner Tem-
ple Library, London, alone contains hundreds of volumes of un-

used manuscript material which is full of important and vital de-

tails. In the face of all this collection of originals in English

libraries—^to say nothing of those in foreign collections—^the seri-

ous historian must walk with careful feet. And this care is all the

more necessary when we remember that there has passed into

many of our manuals of history an unqualified and unexplained' .

statement that Henry VIIL unblushingly padced his Parliaments.

Indeed, Brewer lent himself to the support of this position, and he

lias been relied on as an authority on the question, oblivious of the

fact that not only was he not a scientific historian, but was not

•even a reliable and accurate worker among originals.

In this short article I have several objects in view. I want, first

•of all, to challenge the popular conception to which I have just

referred, and to draw the attention of students, especially those

who arc on the threshold of an historical career, to a field of re-

search which I fear I can never fully work myself. Then I want

:»o include here only some sign-posts—if I may so call thetn—fbr

further work, which will serve as pohits of depafturt in elaborat-
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ing the question in detail. I can do no more than this in an article,

but 1 hope in other articles to give further material which I have
gathered. Before beginning, however, there are certain things

which must be kept in view if an objective and judicial estimate

of the question is to be reached, and it seems to me that these are

the very things which many writers in sixteenth century history too

often forget. No just judgment can be pronounced unless a con-

temporary outlo<^ is acquired. For example, it is useless to say

that the Reformation Parliament of Henry VIII. was a packed

house, and at the same time to forget or to overlook the fact that

the evidence for the padcing of Mary's Parliament, which repealed

the anti-Papal legislation of her father, is far stronger than for

any preivaous Tudor Parliament, if we except that which put Lady

Jane Gray on the throne. Indeed, the evidence for the packing of

Parliament in a wholesale way is stronger for the eighteenth cen-

tury than for any other in English history, and the Parliament

which passed Catholic Emancipation was as little representative and

certainly far more packed in the true sense of the word than any

Parliament called by Henry VIII. I am almost at the moment of

farewell to the sixteenth century, and I am profoundly convinced

that half our difficulties in understanding it have arisen from the

fact that we have approached it with modem theories in our mind

and from modem points of view. Thus the i^mstasy of England

—

for I can call it nothing else if I have read the originals aright

—

would never have been exercised under the unscholarly term, "Hen-

ry VIII. packed his Parliament," had not the century been ap-

proached with the Reform Acts of the nineteenth century in view

and with the atmosphere of representative government and politi-

cal and personal freedom still around us. In Henry VIII.'s reign

the Constitution was largely in the process of formation. The rep-

resentative principle was in a ivery undeveloped stage. The rela-

tionship between King and Parliament was not clear cut and defined,

and above all we must not forget that the century was not in ad-

vance of itself and could no more grasp our mode of political

thought than Gregory XIII. could grasp our attitude towards po-

litical murder. Once again we must make a clear distinction be-

tween degrees of "packing"—in other words, we must fully under-

stand what we mean by the word. If the student means by it that

the King had a say—the degree for the moment does not matter

—

in legislation, in the return of members and procedure, then it is

quite true that Henry VIII.'s Parliaments were packed, and it is

also true that every English Parliament was packed before his

reign. If he means by it that there was wholesale bribery and cor-

ruption on the part of the King and his supporters, that there was
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force brought to bear of the electors tliroughout the country, that

the House of Commons merely consisted of royal supporters gath-

ered together by elections which were more farcical Ihan free, then

I believe that the evidence, as far as I have worked it, is against

him. Indeed, I would go so far as to say that the evidence in this

connection is of little importance. If he means that Henry VIII.'s

Parliament was not the institution with which we are nowadays
familiar, he is merely uttering an obvious truth, which is as much
a platitude as saying that Henry VIII.'s navy was not the navy of

George V. The sixteenth century Gxistitution must be judged

from a sixteenth century point of view. Granting, then, that

Henry VIII.'s Parliaments were not in advance of their predeces-

sors from the aspect of free institutions, the question arises. Did

Henry VIII. so qvierdo the traditions which he had received for

dealing with elections as to make the House of C<Mnmons a mere

tool for carrying out the royal wishes? I shall put the question

another way. Was the House of Commons which banished the

Pope from England any more subservient to the royal wishes than

tile House of Commons which restored him a few years later under

Queen Mary? Any more subservient than the one which again

banished him in 1559 and consisted largely of the same members

which liad restored him?

The difficulties of the question have been made all the more

complicated by attempts to read history backwards or by the con-

troversial and argumentative writer who has some axe to grind and

cannot see that as he sharpens one particular axe he is letting oth-

ers rust. I can see one and one only solution for the religious as-

pect of the question—England, generally speaking, did not care in

the least about the religious question in the sixteenth century out-

side a few thousand of Catholics and Puritans who were robbed of

their conscientious beliefs or suffered for them. The great mass

of the people wanted to develop materially and were perfectly con-

tent to let King and Parliament do as they liked, provided peace

and prosperity ensued. The evidence is too strong to believe other-

wise, and, accepting that position, I want now to see whether

Henry VIII. was a George III., as we have been led to believe. I

shall, as I ha,vie said, merely touch on some points, hoping to de-

velop the subject in some subsequent articles.

For the present, then, I shall confine myself to a few broad con-

siderations. Firstly, did Henry VIII. create new Parliamentary

constituencies over whose representatives he could exercise con-

trol? Secondly, was Parliament subservient to the King? Thirdly,

did the King interfere with the established Parliamentory privi-

leges? Fourthly, is there evidence that Parliament lost power
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under Henry VIII. ? The general consideration of these four <|ttcs-

tions will serve to 'introduce the whole subject as weU as provide

clear-cut divisions for the future studj of the question.

In 1535 Wales was brought within the sphere of English ParMa-

mcntary rule and a member was given to each of the twelve Webh
counties and to eleven Welsh boroughs. In 1543 two members are

given to the county and two to the town of Chester. In this way
new members were added to the House of Commons. There is ao

evidence to prove that these new constituencies were any oiore

under royal control than the other and older constituencies ia the

coimtry. I have made as careful researdi as possible in this connec-

tion—for it is obvious that if Henry VIIL wanted to acquire mofc
power over Parliament, the proper place to look for evidence of it

would be in relation to new electoral divisions—and I have fouad

nothing among national or local manuscripts which would prove

that the King was seeking to widen his power over Parliameat

Nor can the creation of boroughs with Parliamentary repreaeata-

tives be brought forward as evidence that Henry wished to padc

Parliament. Here was an obvious opportunity for such a proceed-

ing, as the general rule holding in granting new charters to old bor-

oughs, or in granting creating-charters to newly incorporated bor-

oughs, was to place the right of election in the hands of a small

governing body nominated by the Crown. Henry, in all, only cre-

ated five boroughs—^Berwick, Oxford, Preston, Lancaster, Thet-

ford. When we remember that Edward VI. added forty-eight

members to the House of Commons by creating boroughs, that

Mary added twenty-one and that EUizabeth added sixty, it can

easily be seen that Henry was very far from being as interfering

with Parliament in this connection as any of his children. Indeed,

any one who studies the estimates of population—such as they are

—in different parts of the county cannot but see that Henry

granted representatives to new centres of population, and this can

hardly be said of any of his immediate successors.

Secondly, let us consider the question of the subservience of

Parliament. There is certainly evidence with regard to direct inter-

ference with elections, and Canterbury in 1536 is a clear instance.'

But at present I am disposed to regard such interferesce as the

exception and not the rule. Here in connection with Canterbury

we have dear records, and we should suppose that, had interfer-

ence been g'<Hng on all over the oountry, we should hixvie had equally

clear records, especially as the records as so voluminous and de-

tailed. I have failed to find them even in sufficient extent as to

warrant me in saying that the Caatertwry case was in any degree

iLrtters and Pa|>«n, X., 8St, »».
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common. On the oflier hand, there is plenty of evidence to pravt
that elections were well fought and hotly contested. Norwidi in

1539 is a case in point* The people assem1>led to choose Icnights

of the shire, and there was almost a riot "between Sir Edmund
Knevet, who was there to support one Burgess, and Richard South-
well, who wished to be elected. Finally, the Duke of Norfolk
bound over the contending parties to keep the peace. There is no
question of interference with the result of the electim, for Ridiard
Southwell wrote the next day, "After the writ of election of Imigfats

of the shire openly read, my brother, Edmund Wyndeham, and I

were chosen." Again in 1536 we find Katherine Blunt working in

Shropshire for her son's election,* but as far as I can see this is

merely a private and family piece of canvassing. Nor can I accept

the demand of the Northern Rebels in 1536 "that Parliament be
held as of old, without any servant or paid man of the King's,"* as

conclusive evidence of extraordinary control over Parliament. It

reads to me like a piece of agitators' persiflage, and certaiidy there

never was a time when Parliament was without "servants and paid

men of the King's." The reference, too, has been, I think, over-

stretched. If the Rebels meant anything, they referred to the prom-

inent men who carried out or suggested the royal actions and not

to the knights of the shire. On the other hand, I should "be inclined

to use the demand as a negative proof—if it means anything—that

•commands such as these sent to Canterbury in 1536 were not ccmi-

mon, for had they been, the Rebels would obviously have referred

to them in more explicit terms, and asked that the King should not

exercise such a tyrannical practice among their Burgesses at least,

considering that they placed great faith in the power of Parlia-

ment and in its ability to curb the Kings." Among the many rec-

ords dealing with elections I have failed to find sufficient evidence

to justify the assertion that Henry packed his F'arliaments ; and

even the few references coupled with the Rebels' demand, however

strictly interpreted, would not warrant one in concluding that his

interference in elections was excessive. Indeed, compared whh his

children he seems to have been most self-restrained in this connec-

tion. But grant for the sake of ar,gument that roysd agents con-

trolled the return of knights of the shire throughout the country,

grant that the House of Commons was in this sense "the tool of

Henry VIII.," it remains yet to be seen whether ParKamertt was

servile or not, and to be seen whether it did what Henry wanted in

ilbta.. Toy,, I., 800, 808.

•Ibid., X.. 1063.

«B>ld.. XI., 1204.

«Ibld., XI., 1143, 1045. 1227.
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spite of its own wishes and its own principles. Now, no one can

say that Henry VIII. was lacking in tact or foresight He knew

that he had no army behind him—that is, no standing army, except

A few hundred yeomen and some hundreds of guards in scattered

fortresses. In addition, he never had any money to spare for the

purchase of mercenaries. He was always in debt and always seek-

ing to obtain money by any means. It is hardly likely then that he

would have risked carrying out an extensive policy which would

have alienated from him the entire country. I believe that most of

the measures which passed Parliament with any degree of rapidity

were considered of little moment by Parliament. For example, the

bill abolishing the payment of annates to Rome was passed in 1532

—the year which it was introduced ; but the same year the Statute

of Uses was introduced, and it was not passed till 1536, because, as

Chapuys records, there was popular opposition to it and Parlia-

ment would not go against it, no matter how desirous. Here was

a pet bill of Henry's—a measure on which frcMn the very begin-

ning he had set his heart—a measure which a Venetian correspond-

ent described at its introduction as one of the King's dearest

schemes, to which he had already won over his Council, but one

which "as yet Parliament refuses to admit."*

An obvious question arises. Can we say that this Parliament,

generally supposed to be packed at the elections of 1529, was the

servile tool of the King's when it refused frequently to pass a bill

favored so openly and notoriously by the King? Would such a

measure have received any resistance at all had Henry or his agents

controlled the elections and seen that "royal men" were elected?

Would we have been compelled to go down to the House of Par-

liament and to watch the voting had its members been "place-men ?"

I do not think the history will justify us in saying that Parliament

was packed and servile. I think it will rather confirm the contem-

porary note of Chapuy's, "The King has had the greatest difficulty

with this Parliament"—there has been in it "abominable ob-

stinacy."'

Once more. Parliament seems to hayt lost none of its privileges,

but rather to have established them. In 15 12 freedom of speech

(in the Strode case) was established by statute. Here was a statu-

tory declaration of freedran of debate which appears to have had

some permanence, as we find a Venetian record noting it at a con-

siderably later period as one of the features of the Engli^ House

of Commons : "Concerning His Majesty's demands, any member is

at liberty to state his opinion freely for the benefit of the realm."*

•Venetian Calendar, 1527-laJ8, No. 751.

TJJettera and Papers, XI., 80.
s Venetian Calendar, 1527-1533, No. S94.
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Other evidence is forthcoming in this connection. Two members
in the King's presence spoke and advised the King to take back
Catherine, and the King, though displeased, justified himself to the
House in free debate.* Later we find Henry telling the CcMnmons
to weigh a bill and not pass it merely because he subscribed to it.**

Indeed, discussion reached such freedom that there was almost a
riot during a debate over the marriage question of the Princess

ilary."

Nor is the evidence for freedom of speech confined merely to the

years preceding the Reformation Parliament. In 1541 it was in-

cluded for the first time by the Speaker at the opening as the un-

doubted right of the Commons which they I^;ally claimed from the

King. Indeed, this claim in 1541 is the beginning of the custom

which has continued as a regular practice to the present time. To
the same period (1543 in Ferrer's case) belongs the recc^ition by

the King of a member's freedom from arrest. Even at a moment
in the development of the Constitution when it was customary for

bills to be prepared by the King and his Council, we find evidence

of Parliamentary pressure being brought to change the wording of

the drafts and even of members introducing bills (vide inter alia)."

On the other hand, if privileges were recognized and new ones

were growing up, it is not surprising that Henry, with the traditions

of his father behind him and with the generally wide pleasure pro-

duced by peace and natural detvielopment, should find means to ob-

tain his wishes. There is one clear record of bribery and it must

be mentioned, as the Government of the day seems to have been

singularly free from it. During the divorce proceedings "many
opposed the King in both houses: this was in the first Parliament.

At the second the same thing happened, and the King rose to his

feet, bidding those of his party help him, as he wished to marry.

The opposition to the other party was at last overc(Mne by money
promises and threats."**

The question of "money" and "threats" has had its own histwi-

ans and need not detain us, but the question of "promises" illus-

trates a certain aspect of our subject to which I have cursorily

drawn attention—the King's skill in offering material advantages

to further his own ends. For example, in his justification of him-

self to Parliament in the divorce matter, "he told them it was not a

matter in which they ought to interfere, and in most gracious man-

•liCtters and Papers, V., 989.

i*Ibtd., X., 462.

-iVenetUn Calendar, No. 1486.

i*L<etten and Papers, VI., 120, p. 6.

>»n>ld., VI., 464.
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ncrpw iicd to st^port tiMm agaiast tbi Chatdi and l» kwatiHti

the rigors. o< th« loqtaaitum whkh Aey hawt bcreaad ^iriiidi »9aid

tw b« nun a«v«ni thai kt Spam."^* Nor was tlw King'& cstinis

ol th« matisnal nwid far wro^gf wheit we remoafter that Balnp

TimataU, a man of wide obaenatieB and one o£ tbe eoyal eonBci-

lors, who was not likely to tniderestiinalie pntdk opiakm, wxote m
^53^' ^ King wished to restore die said abolished autbotitjr,

giving the Bishop of Rome his old profits, I think he would fiol

much g*eat«r difficulty than in anytiiitig be qmc proposed in his

Ptu-Hament smce his reign bcgaa."^

For the present I must leave the sobiect here and reaane aqr

considerations later, as I have exceedtd space. Qne obatrvation or

two in conclusion—nobody seems to have been anxious to sit in

Parliament. Membership was an ohivious burden,^ and there was

in the sixteenth century no party madiinery to Mag home to a

member his duties to- a constituency. Again, whatever we may

justly think of tiie drastic Henvidaa Government, we Btust oenrer

forget that during his reign were laid the foundations of the au-

premacy of the law enacted hf King and Parliament—so much so

that Thomas Smith, writing bis "Commonwealth of England" MVf

years later, could speak of the King's supremacy as existii^ only

in PhrHament" The great Rebdlion had to take p^e to settle

finally the Tudor pact and the potttical writer's theory ; but when

one day tht constitutioiial history of the sixteenth century is writ-

ten, there will, I think, emei^ a serious reconstruction oi historical

opinion.

W. P. M. Kennedy.
Toronto, Ontario.

i«Ibi4., v., 989.

M tt)M.. XI., 72, p. >6.

i«Cf. Ibid., VI.. IOC, 112, 386. etc.

I'De Republiea Anslorum, IT., o. 1.
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TWO PRECURSORS OF DANTE.

ST.
ADAMNAIN, tlM great Irish seer, lived nearly sue cen-

turies before Dante Alighieri^ the author of the "IKriaa

Conunedia," as h« was bom between 604 and 627 A. D., for

the date of his birth is given differently by varioiis writers, the Utt*

ter being the more probably correct, according to Lanigan.

He was of very high birth, his father being an Irish nobleman
descended from ancient chiefs. Like many Irish noblemen of that

period, Adamnain became a priest, and about the year 650 he en-

tered the monastery at lona founded by St. CoIumkiU and took

the habit He became celebrated for both his piety and his learn-

ing and on the death of Abbot Failbhe he was chosen to succeed him.

An anecdote' is told of Adamnain when a boy and studying at

one of the so-called Irish universities, where the pupils lived in

huts made of wattle and were inadequately pro>«ded for by the

State. So crowded were these schools that the poor scholars had-

to supplement the food allowed them by the Gonremment by beg-

ging. Adamnain was one day returning from a bulging expedi-

tion carrying a large pitcher full of milk, when he met a company
of horsemen galloping along, and to avoid being run over he step-

ped hastily aside, and in so doing upset the milk. He then ran by

the side of the horsemen until they stopped at the end of their

journey, when the leader entered into conversation with the boy,

and was ultimately induced to offer him and his tutor and com-

panions a home and to provide for them. This leader was none

other than the famous Finnachta, and the tutor prophesied that he

would become eventually King of Ireland, as actually happened,

and that Adamnain wotdd one day be his confessor.

After be became abbot, Adamnain, like other Irish saints, took

part sometimes in political events, and when the King of North-

umbria, Egfrid, was succeeded by his son Alfred, widi whom Ad-

amnain had become acquainted, when as a young man he was exiled

to Ireland, the abbot went to England to interview the new King

and to beg of him the release of some Irish captives, whom Egfrid

had carried away into skrery after a raid he made on the Irish

coast. In this mission Adamnain was successful and took back

with him to Ireland sixty Irishmen who had been in captivity for

some years.

On diu visit to England Adamnain made the acquaintance of the

Venerable Bede, whidi ripened into friendship, and in his history

Bede speaks of Adamnain as "a good and wise man, most excel-

lently instructed in the knowledge of the Scriptures."

1 "An Irish Precursor of IMints." by C. S. BosweU: IMS.
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Two years later Adamnain visited Bede again to discuss two

points of Giurch discipline, in which tlie Irish differed frcwn the

Roman use. One of these points was the time of keeping Easter

and the other was the shape of the tonsure, which in Ireland was

then worn in the form of a crescent. On his return to England

Adamnain traveled about the country endeavoring to persuade his

countrymen to conform to the Roman custom as to the time of

celebrating Easter, and succeeded almost everywhere, except in his

own monastery and the Isle of lona, and no arguments could per-

suade the islanders and his own monks to change, so that the truth

of Our Lord's saying, "No man is a privet in his own country,"

was well fulfilled in him.

Another very important reform which Adamnain undertook by

the coercion of his mother, Ronat, was the emancipation of the

Irish women from military service, to which they were then sub-

ject, although to what extent is disputed. An old Irish treatise

called the "Cain Adamnain" describes how reluctant Adamnain

was to act in this matter and the austerities his mother imposed

upon him until he consented to help in a cause in which she had so

keen an interest. For four years Adamnain endured these rigid

penances, and then an angel appeared to him and promised that

women should be released from this obligation. Adamnain then

set to work to bring it about, and by so doing so offended some of

the Irish princes that they plotted to kill him. Finally an agree-

ment was drawn up and signed, prohibiting in future the employ-

ment of women as soldiers and the slaying of women by men with

impunity.

Adamnain was very ascetic, and it is said that he never ate ex-

cept on Sundays and Thursdays. He was evidently a man with

great influence over others, as witness these reforms, both difficult

to accomplish. He was also very learned and very holy, resem-

bling in many respects Abbot Sampson, of St. Edmondsbury, whom
Carlyle has immortalized in "Past and Present;" but Adamnain,

though not formally canonized, was a saint as well as a great

churchman and powerful abbot.

He was called on account of his learning "the Great Scholar of

the Western World." His most famous literary work was the

'Life of St. Coliinikill." "The Vision," or "Fis Adamnam," although

bearing his name, was not written by him, but is a description of a

vision he had, which some much later writer put into literary form.

Some critics maintain that it is not older than the eleventh century,

but others put it as early as the ninth.* Professor Windisch is one

of these last.

a "An Irish Precursor of Dante," p. 31.
"
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The life beyond the grave has always been a favorite subject in

Irish legend; even in pre-Christian times there were legends of

Elysium and Tartarus, and the pagan hell was more terrible if

possible than either Dante's Inferno or any other Christian hell.

From the earliest days of Irish Christianity visions of Paradise and

Purgatory and hell were granted to the holy hermits and monks,

who made Ireland an island of saints. St. Columkill was fre-

quently visited by angels, who revealed to him many things con-

cerning the good and the wicked after death. St. Fursa was even

more favored with visions of the Blessed Trinity, of the heavenly

host, of heavlen and Purgatory and also of hell. St. L^isren, an-

other Irish saint, left an account of a vision he had of a visit to

Siell, whither he was conveyed by two angels after he had been

fasting for nine days as a preparation for cleansing a church whick

had been defiled by some crime.

But the "Fis Adamnain" is the most celebrated of all these Irish

visions of the world to come.

We find almost invariably that all the saints who have had vis-

ions or trances, in which they have been transported to the world

«f spirits, whether to Paradise or Purgatory or hell, are accompa-

nied by a guide, generally an angel. Dante, as we know, was led

through hell by the poet Virgil, who had himself described the

. Elysian Fields and Tartarus, the pagan heaven and hell, but when
the great Italian poet reached the earthly Paradise, he was handed

«ver to Beatrice to conduct him through Paradise and heaven. The
visions of St. Hildegarde and St. Elizabeth of Schonau were al-

ways revealed to them by an angel, who accompanied them, and

the Irish seers were generally led by their guardian angels when
in spirit they visited the realms of spirits. St. Adamnain was no

exception to this rule—^his guardian angel accompanied him. .

In the Book of Enoch, the earliest of all these visions, the Arch-

angel Michael was the guardian spirit to accompany the seer. In

the vision of the Prophet Esdras, the Archangel Gabriel and twen-

ty other angels accompanied him. St. Fursa had three angels as

his guides.

The excellent translation of the "Fis Adamnain" by C. S. Bos-

well, from whom these particulars of the saint's life were derived,

only occupies about twenty pages of print, divided into numbered

paragraphs which may in the original have been verses, for the

whole is a poem whether written in prose or verse. In the second

of these paragraphs Adamnain says: "There were multitudes of

the saints and righteous ones of the Lord of Creation, unto whom
have been revealed the secrets and mysteries of the kingdom of
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hmymk, and tauSli^ unto- Adaauna, tbe schobn of the woatorn

world, wexc revealttd the things which, are hec« oecard«d."

Unlike Dante, who was taken first to hell and then throng Pur-

gatory to Pasadise, Adamnain went first to the land of the saints,

"a bright land, of fair weather." Between the land of the saints,

and the heaven, of the heavenly hosts, or nine choics of angels (ia

which divisicHi he followed Dionysius, the pseudo-Areopogite)-, is

a crystal veil, but there is no veil between the heavenly hosts and

the bnd of the saints on the angeb' side; it is open and not even

a chnid is between. This seems a beautiful all^rical toueb, sym-

bolizit^ the fuBer knowledge of the angdh.

Ane^er beaatiful though, bodi consoling and of deep meanings

occurs in the sixth paragraph, where it is said: "Now the Twdye
Apostles and Mary, the pure Virgin, form a band apart about the

mighty Lord. Next to the apostles ane the patriarehs and profrfM*

and the disciples of Jesus. On the other side are holy Virgins at

Maay's right hand, and with no great space between."

Music plays an important part in Adamnain's account of the land

of the saints, in which he describes the saints as alternately singing

marvelous music in praise of God and then Kstening tO' the music

of the heavenly host. On the throne befwe the heavenly Kingf

are three wonderful birds, who sing the eight canonical hours with

the archangels, they leading and the angels and saints and virgins

responding, and this music is one of the joys ef Paradise.*

He makes no attempt to describe the Lord Himsdf, for he says>

"None could teS of His s{^endor and loveliness. His mig^ and

power, His glow and brightness, nor of the multitude of archangels

and angels who sing His praise in music sweeter than all the nmsic

in the world."

In his account of the heavenly city, he says it is surrounded by-

seven crystal walls and the fioor ^reof is crystal, shot wMi blue

and green and purple and every color. It is lighted by 7,eoe angels

like great candles, who shine round about it, and 7,000 other ang^
ilhmrinate the midst of it, and these are eternally aflame. Thedioir»

of angels are divided 1^ a scpeen or rail of silver, set with precious

stones, and some of these stones are vocal and make soft, melodiom
musk—an idea which occurs in several Irish l^^ends.

Outside the jMineipal door of this marvelous city are eountles»

souls who ape shut out from its delights by two veils, one of fire

and one of ice, which cover the gateway and cmtinually dash

againet each other, making discord for those outsit and sweetest

music for diose within the walls. This is another chaxaeteristic-

touch oi Adamnain's, whose mind seems to have been cast in a sub-

« "Wfm Adluiiii»ln," p. St.
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jottnte meuld Tbeve we ssvei* htaN«m. in his Ftvadise, all- of

tahidi w« guarded by tw» angsfic bongs, om a£ wrimn acts ae a

warder zmA die e<ker as a porter. As Uw door the first beaven

the archai^el sits with two youtiis by him armed with- iroa rods

to scourge the sioncps wkr pass thrwq^ this rcahn, but permit ttw

rigbleom to pass uatotRhed.

The Ardtangd Ariel sits at tiw door o£ the second heaven, and
a rtv«r of fire lies before tlie dim, in wbkh. the souls «i the right*

eous are purified. A fiery fnmace bams in the third heaven) Ulv

rigliteows. souk pass unscatitcd through it in the twinlding o£ an

eye, but sinners are borat in it for tmkn years.

The fourth heaven is surrounded by a wal 0f five and the right-

eous pass, throt^ it as though it were not Uiere, but the widced

have to remain in it another twehre years suffering torment. la

the filth heaven is a fiery whirlpool, in whidi the. souls of the

wicked are tossed about for sixteen years, but the hcdy souls pass

unscathed through it There is no pain in the sixth heaven, but the

rii^Meous here attain the briQiangF of pvecioos stones, and then the

•gel of the Holy Trinity and the Archangel Michael lead the soul

into the Divine Presence.

The wdcome accorded to the righteous soul by the Lord and the

heavenly host is said to be infinite and beyond all telling, but to

the widKd the Mighty Lord is said to be harsh and ungentle, and

lie orders the angels to deliver the lost sotd into l3ut hands of

Lucifer to plunge him into hell forever. The twentieth paragraph

describiag Ais terrible doom deserves to be quoted:

"Thereopoa liiat wretched soul is parted, fearfully, sternly, aw-

ivXVf, from sight of die heavenly kingdom and God's countenance.

Thai utters he a groan, heavier than any groan, as he comes into

the devil's presence after beholding the Wss of the kingdom of

heaven. Twelve fiery dragons swalkwr up every spirit, one after

the other, until the lowest dragon lands him in the devil's maw.
Then doth he experience the consummation of aU evil in the deviPs

own presence throughout all ages."*

His guardian angel then takes Adamnain to visit hell and its tor-

ments; in die course of die journey an enormous bridge is en-

camtered, such as is frequently described in other Irish Iq^endb.

Thift bridge, which is very wide in parts and very narrow in ether

pfawes, passes over a fiery chasm into wUch die souls of the widced

fal, but die penitent souls pass over in safitty.

Many &t ^e twmeittB of the k>st in Adbmaain's vision resenMi

those of Dante's InfenK>->«osi« sMds stand up ta didr waists in

Uadtest pitch, some are diained to fiery cdumns ; demons armed

Adamnain," p. S8.
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with fiery clubs strike others ; others again are covered with cowb
of ice. If anything the torments described by Adamnain are worse

than those E>ante saw, and it is probable that the author of the

"Divina Commedia" derived some of his ideas from Adamnain's

vision, which was in all probability known to him.

Beyond this land of torment is the nethermost hell, in which no

soul dwells till after the Day of Judgment ; until then it is the abode

of the demons, and it is seven times mwe horrible than the place

of torment, from which a fiery wall divides it.

After Adamnain had passed through the place of torment, his

guardian angel bore him bade in the twinlding of an eye through

the crystal veil to the land of the saints, but he was not permitted

to remain there, as he had hoped to do, for the angel ordered him

to return to his body, from which he had departed, and go and tell

to great congregations of men and women, clerics and lay folk, the

wonders he had seen, with the rewards of heaven and the pains of

hell, just as his guardian angel had shown them to him.

The vision concludes with a beautiful peroration, quoting some

of the sources from which the seer had derived his doctrine and

summing up the delights of the heavenly city. He mentions St

Patrick, the Holy Apostles St. Peter and St. Paul, Pope Silvester

and the Prophet Elias as corroborating his teaching. His allusion

to Enoch is a curious one. He says : "It is easy to mark the look

of sorrow upon the face of Elias and upon the face of Enoch, and

these are the two sorrows of the heavenly kingdom."

That the writer of the "Fis Adamnain" was familiar with the

Book of Enoch and unconsciously influenced by it seems certain,

for the points of resemblance between the two visions are too strik-

ing to be mere coincidences, and there is little doubt that the hook

was known in Ireland in Adamnain'is time. Moreover, other Irish

visions of heaven and hell show traces of its influence.

The best critics and commentators on the Book of Enodi now
place its date in the second and first centuries B. C*

All writers of the New Testament were familiar with it and ap-

pear to have been more or less influenced by it. St. Jude expressly

quotes it in his Epistle, and St. Barnabas called it Slcripture. It is

also quoted in the Book of Jubilees, the Apocalypse of Baruch and

the fourth book of Esdras, none of which are canonical bodes.

The early fathers and some at least of the apostles considered

it a canonical book, but towards the close of the third and the be-

ginning of the fourth century A. D. it b^^ to be discredited and

finally was condemned as uncanonical by the Church.

* "The Book of Bhoeh," translated from the Ethlopic text and edited

by R. H. Charles, M. A.; Oxford, 1898; p. SI.
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From the year 800 till 1773 it was lost sight of, and then a copy

of the Ethiopian version was found in Abyssinia by Bruce, who
bfXHight home three copies. There are now seventeen MSS. of

the Ediiopian version in Europe, of which one is in the Vatican

Library, one in Paris and the rest are in the British Museum. The

Bodlean possesses a copy.

The book has had numerous critics and commentators, especially

in Germany. Fragments of a Hebrew versicwi have been found,

and some critics believe the original was written in Hebrew ; there

are also some Greek versions, and a French commentatoi*, Vernes,

believes the early part was written in Aramaic. Altiiough it pro-

fesses to be the work of Enoch, "the seventh from Adam," it is

now believed to be the work of several authors, which theory the

internal evidence of the book itself confirms. For instance, in the

second section of the book, whenever God is spoken of, with one

single exception. He is called the Lord of Spirits, and this expres-

sion never occurs in any of the other sections. Again, in the fourth

section. He is nearly always spoken of as the Lord of the sheep, and

this does not occur in any other section. In the second and fifth

sections He is spoken of by the unique title, the Head of Days,*

Twice <mly in the whole book, and that in the third and fifth sec-

tions. He is spoken of as the Creator. In the second section only

the Messiah is distinctly alluded to under the titles the Righteous

One, the Elect One, His Anointed and the Son of Man. The Lord

of GlorA^ occurs at least once in eviery section except the fifth, where

the Great Glory is substituted.

There are many interpolations by later writers in the text, most

f' of which relate to a lost Apocalypse of Noah. Some of the writers

of these additions were Christian. Indeed, the final edition is be-

i'' lieved by one critic, Tideman, to have been edited by a Christian

Gnostic in the year 125 A. D.

St. Jerome and St. Augustine both considered the book as apoc-

ryphal. TertuUian, on the other hand, r^rded it as Scripture, and

Origen was doubtful about it

iT St Jude, as we have said, directly quotes from Enoch (Jude v.,

^ 14-15) • Many passages from the Apocalypse are similar to pas-

f
t sages in the Book of Enoch. For example, St. John speaks of the

^; four angels of the winds, and Enoch of the spirits of the winds.

^ Both mention seeing a star fall from heaven (Apoc. ix., i ; Enoch

^ Ixxxvi., i). St. J<4in speaks of the angel of the waters (Apoc. xvi.,

^it 5) ; Enoch of the spirit of the sea (Enoch Ix., 16). St. John says

^t that "the sea and heaven and Hades gave up their dead which

were in them" (Apoc. xx., 13), and Enodi says that the earth and

•iMd., p. 41.
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Sheol and hdl wil do so> or usee wvds t« that cSect •(Enoch i).

St. John says that "the wkked riuOl bt mat iato ifae klee oi fiic"

<Apoc XX.. 15), and £iioch -fhey '^afaall be cast Iato tint tey
abyss" (Enoch xc., a6).

In afaooet all the Catholic Episi^ expressianB are fanad reseoi-

bling closely passages in the Book of Enodi. In tiie New Tcsta-

tneat demons are spoken of as disembodied spirits. Jm Ibe Book

of £noch demoas are die spirits of the giants, mentioned in Genesis

as the offspring of the iaVm angek atal the daaghtars of aien.

St Paol several times ^leaks of tbe angds as princqialities aad

powers. Enoch twice at least speaks o€ "the angds of priacipali-

ties and powers" (Enoch Ixi, 10). They both nse the expressian,

"He Who is blessed forever." St. Paul speaks o( Hke "diildren of

light" and Enoch "of tbe gcneratkn of light" Both use the ex-

pressions "die King of Kings and Lord of Lords" (I. Tim. vi., 15;

Enoch ix., 4).

In the Gospels also expressions and senteiKes ave found which

occur in Enoch. In St. lAds and in Enoch the Messiah is referred

to as "the Elect One" more than once. This evangdist and Enpoch

use the expressian "the Mammon of unrighteousness." In St
Matt, xix., 28, it is said : "When the Son of Man ^taH sit on the

throne of His glory," and in Enoch (Ixii., 5) we find, "When they

see the Son of Man sitting on the throne of His gtoiy."

There can be little doobt, then, that fhe boidc was wdl known
to the apostles and to the early Jewish writers, especially the au-

thor of the Book of Jubilees,' written in the year 70 B. C. It is

the earliest bode of visions known to exist, so that if any part of

it were really by Enoch, whom a Jewish legend regards as the first

person to reduce thought to writing, he might be called tiie first

mystic.

The book is in five sections and is much longer dian the "Vision

of Adamnain," with -winch we will now compare it The first sec-

tion is fragmentary; tin second is called the Simfitodes; the Aird
is known as the Book of Celestial Physics ; the fourth as the Dream-
Visions, and the fifdi as die Apocalypse <yf Weeks, whidi last c»n-

taios a most curious account of the birth oif Noah.

Like Adamnain, Ekioch in his vision is first taken to heaven, aad
the similarity to his description ol the heavaily dty, with its crys-

tal walls and fiery flames, is so like Adamnain's and also so beauti-

ful that we will quote some verses of it:

"And the vision appeared to me tbtts : Behold in the vision -douds

invited me aad a mist iimted me; the icsarae lof the «tan and the

T "The Book OT JublteM, or th« Uttle Oenesla," edtted by R. H. Chartea.
If. A.: London. 1902.
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ligfatniqgs (keve and injpflllad 'lae, <aad >the iwinds in tbe .i4sioa jgave

aw wings and drove me. And tbe^r lifted me ty> toto heaven, and

I came tiU I -drew aear a wall which is buUt of crystals md mr-
rounded by a fiery fiame.; and it b^^an to aScjgfatjne. And I went
into the fiery Aamttt and drew nigli to a .lai^ house which was
iiMt of crystals; and -the walls of that house were -like a mosaic

xryatal £o«r, and the ^grottndwork was of crystal. Its ^reilinf was

like the path of the stars and li^^tnings, with 'fieiy cherubim be-

iwaen in a tranqpanent beamn. A flammg -fire surrounded the

walls of the house and its portal blazed with fire."

Sjnrely this lis not unlike Adamaain's "d^ surrounded by its

«eMen walls and 'its floor of >fatr crystal, with 4he sun's counteoance

aifxm it stiot with blue and purple and green and every hue -beside."

fie, 4oo, was awed by_ the sig^t, for he says, "Awful -is that city

sad wcBiderful to describe." It may be remembered Aat Adam-
Jiain saw in the main doorway of that city a veil of fire and a veil

oi ice clashii^ against each other.

Enoch says : "And I entered into .that house, and it was as hat

4ir fy^e and as cold as ice; there were no del^^fats of life therein;

fear covered me and tremblii^ got hold upon me."

He then enters into a second house, whose floor was fire and .its

«eiling a flaming fire. "And in every respect it so excelled in i^lea-

'dor and extent that I cannot describe to you its splendor and its

extent And I looked and saw therein a lofty throne; its appear-

ance was as hoarfrost, its circuit was as a shining sun and the

voices of cherubim. And the Great Glory sat thereon, and His

raiment shone more brightly than the sun and was whiter than

.any snow." (Enoch xiv., l7-ai.)

Here again we -get this contrast of heat and cold, the hoarfrost

and the shining sun. Adamnam «ays this throne was "fashioned

Kke a canopied chair," and he thus continues : "Over the head of

the Glorious One that sitteth upon the royal throne is a great arch,

like unto a wrou£^<hehiiet at a r«g&l diadem. Six thousand thou-

sands surround the fiery chair, which still urns on without end or

term." (Fis Adam., 9.)

Enoch, speaking of this throne, says : "And from undesneath the

S^aat throne vaaie atteoms of ibuniag fire, so that .it was impossible

to lode thereon. None of the aifiels could enter and could behold

the £ace of the Honored and Glorious One, and no flesh could be-

liold Him. A flamii^ fire was round about Him, and a .great .fire

stood before Him, and none df those who were around Him could

draw nig^ Him : tan thousand ttmes tan thousand-were before >Him,

iMit He stood in 00 need -of jeeaaael." (Enoch xiv., ai->*4.)

AlthotQ;fa'tbetwo.MeK differ «s to details, ior -instance, las to the
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number of thousands of those surrounding the throne, there is a

striking resemblance in their account of this fiery throne itself, ancf

when they come to speak of Him Who sitteth upon this throne, the

same reverence and awe characterized them both.

Enoch after the last quotation continues thus: "And until then

I had had a veil on my face, and I was trembling: then the Lord

called me with His own mouth and spake to me: 'Come hither,

Enoch, and hear My holy word.' And He made me rise up and

approach the door: but I turned my face downwards." (Ibid, xiv.,

24-25.)

Enoch does not here make any attempt to describe this Mighty

Lord; Adamnain says it is impossible to do so. "Now to describe

the Mighty Lord that is upon that throne is not for any unless

Himself should do so, or so direct the heavenly dignitaries. For

none could tell of His vehemence and His might, His glow and

splendor, His rig^tness and loveliness. His liberality and steadfast-

ness, nor of the multitude of His angels and archangels who chant

their songs to Him." Nevertheless, Adamnain a little further on

does try to describe the indescribable, and uses a very original

image in so doing. He says: "Whoso should stand facing about

him, east and west, south and north, would behold on each side

of Him a majestic countenance seven times as radiant as the sun.

No human form thereto with hand or foot may be discerned, but a
fiery mass burning on forever, while one and all are filled with awe
and trembling before Him. Heaven and earth are filled full with

the light of Him, and a radiance as of a royal star encircles Him."

(Fis Adam., 33.)

In the second section of the Book of Enoch, in whidi the ex-

pression the Head of Days is applied to Almighty God, the patri-

arch, speaking of his translation into heaven, also attempts a de-

scription of Him Who sat upon the throne, and, like Adamnain,

finds it impossible.

He says after he was translated into the heaven of heavens he

saw a house built of crystals, and between the crystals flames of

living fire and the seraphim and the cherubim and orphanim guard-

ing the throne of glory, and angels who could not be counted and

the four archangels, Michael and Gabriel, Rafael and Fanuel, and

with them the Head of Days, His head white and pure as wool

and His raiment indescribable. And I fell on my face and my
whole body melted away, but my spirit was transfigured, and I

cried with a loud voice with the spirit of power and blessed and
glorified and extolled." (Enodi, Sec. II., 5-12.)

A little furAer on in this second section of the Book of Enoch
he tells how he saw Our Lord also: "And there I saw One Who
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had a head of days, and His head was white like wool, and with

Him was another being Whose countenance had the appearance of

a man, and His face was full of graciousness, like one of the holy

angels. And I asked the angel who went with me and showed me
all the hidden things concerning that Son of Man, Who He was

and whence He was and why He went with the Head of Days?"

(Sec. n., 46.)

In one respect Enoch and Adamnain differ greatly—Adamnain's

heaven is filled with music, as we have said, but there is no men-

tion of music in the Book of Enoch. The blessed and the angels

bless and praise and extol and glorify God and gfive thanks and re-

joice, but it is never said that they sing or tliat there is any music

in heaven.

It is very beautifully said "that they believe and give thanks

before the Lord of Spirits and glorify Him with ail their power,

and their food is nothing but thanksg^vling." (Sec. II., 69.)

Seven has ever been a favorite mystic number. Adamnain saw

seven heavens, "and hard of essay are they all, nor is one of them

easier than the rest." He also saw seven crystal walls round the

Celestial City, while Enoch saw seven magnificent mountains, on

the highest of whidi was the throne of God. Enoch twice men-

tions that the light of the sun exceeds that of the moon seven

times, and in another place he says that one-seventh of the light

of the sun is transferred to the light of the moon.

In the Book of Enoch Purgatory is called Sheol or Hades, and

the writer of the first section places it in the far west, but in all

the other sections of the book it is situated in the underworld.

There are four divisions in Hades—two for the righteous and two

for the wicked. The final abode of the wicked is hell, an abyss in

the midst of the earth, a furnace of fire into which the incorporeal

spirits of the wicked are cast Sheol is described as an abyss full

of fire and flaming and full of pillars of fire. (Enoch, S)ec. IV., 90.)

Adamnain also mentions a fiery furnace in the third heaven,

"kept ever burning, its flames reaching a height of i,aoo cubits,

through which the souls of the righteous pass in the twinkling of

an eye, but the souls of sinners are baked and scorched therein for

twelve years, and then their guardian angel conveys them to the

fourth door."

Adamnain also sees coltmms of fire, to which the souls of the

wicked are fettered, a sea of fire about them up to their chins,

with fiery diains in the form of vipers round their waists. (Fis

Adam., 40.)

Rivers of fire are c(Mnmon to the author of the Book of Enoch
and to Adamnain as part of the topography of the underworld.
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A river of fire is said by Adamnain to lie before the door of tbe

third heaven, of which the Arduuigel Ariel is tfie guardian. Aa-
other angel named Abersetus washes the souls of the righteous and

purges them acccmling to their guilt in this stream whose surface

is an ever-burning flame. A similar stream of fire runs outside

the door of the fourth heaven, and in the third there is a fiery nver

"which is unlike all other ri^rs, for in the midst of it is a strange

kind of whirlpool, wherein the souls of the wicked keep turning

round and round, and there they abide for sixteen years." (Fis

Adam., 37.)

In hell there is, according to Adamnain, a fiery glen, in which

red showers of fire rain day and night upon the widced, which they

cannot ward off, and some of them have streams of fire in the hol-

lows of their faces and fiery nails through their tongues, and a

great multitude of these lost ones were clad in red and fiery man-

tles down to their waists.

In the Book of Enoch it is said in Section I. : "And they took

me away to a place where there were forms like flaming fire, and

when they wished they appeared as men. And they conducted me
to the place of the whirlwind. And I came to a river of fire, the

fire of which flows like water and discharges itself into the great

sea in the west." (Enoch, Sec. I., 17.)

Again, on another occasion, the writer of this book saw tw*

streams of fire coming from out the throne and the light of that

fire shcme like hyacinth, and there, too, he saw the "sons of the

holy angels stepping on flames of fire." This refers to the off-

spring of the angels and the daughters of men mentioned in

Genesis.

In the "Book of Jubilees" or the "Little Genesis," written b>' a

Pharisee who died in 105 B. C, it is said that Enoch was the first

person who learnt the art of writing with pen and ink and learnt

also knowledge and wisdom, and who wrote down all the signs of

heaven. "And he was the first to write a testimony, and what was

and what will be he saw in a vision." (Book of Jubilees iv., 17.)

In contradiction to this we are told in the Book of Enodi that

the art of writing was first taught to man by one of the Satans or

fallen angels, and the name of this demon was Penemue.

"He taught the children of men the bitter and the sweet, and

taught them all the secrets of their wisdom. And he instructed

mankind in writing with ink and paper, and thereby many sinned

from eternity to eternity and unto this day. For it was not in-

tended when man was created that he should give confirmation to

his good faith in this wise with pen and ink." (E^och, Sec. II., 69.)

The learned commentator on this strange passage does not think
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that the writer means altogether to condemn the art of writing,

but "only when it is used as a safeg;uard against the bad faith of

men."

There is a curious contrast between the birds mentioned in the

"Fis Adamnain" and those of which Enoch speaks. In the "Fis

Adamnain" we have seen the birds join with the archangels in

leading the inusic of the Divine Office, while three stately birds

perch upon the throne, symbolizing the Holy Trinity. This

making the birds sing the praises of Almighty God in heaven,

as they seem to us to do on earth, is one of Adaninain's happiest

touches.

In the Bode of Enoch the only birds mentioned are birds of

prey—^the eagle, the ra^vjen, the vulture and the kite, all of which

are extremely unmusical; but the birds and animals mentioned ia

this vision are all used symbolically. The eagle symbolizes the

Greeks or Macedonians, the ravens the Syrians, the vultures and

kites the Egyptians—all enemies of the children of Israel. (Enoch,

p. 248, note.)

The angiology of the Old and New Testament differs, so we are

not surprised to find that while Adamnain follows the teaching of

Dionysius, the pseudo-Areopagite, the writers of the Bode of

Enoch, being all at any rate pre-Christian, follow that of the Jew-
ish dispensation.

Adamnain, although he alludes to the "nine classes of heaven

after their rank and order," does not specify the nine orders of

angels by their particular names—he speaks of the archangels, of

whom he mentions two, Michael and Ariel; the angels, the g^rd-
ian angels, the heavenly host and the angel of the Trinity, and he

says that each "several choir about him chant three thousand dif-

ferent songs, and sweeter than all the varied music of the world

is each individual song of them." (Fis Adamnain, 33.)

He says also "that the unspeakable power of God has set and

keeps them face to face in ranks and lofty coronals all round the

throne, circling it in brightness and bliss, their faces all turned

towards God." (Fis Adam., 34.)

In the Book of Enoch, besides the four archangels, are mentioned

the cherubim and seraphim, the orphanim, the angels of principality,

the angels of power, the virtues, the angel of peace and the angel

-of the Presence.

The angels of pimishment in the Book of Enoch are the de-

mons or Satans, or spirits which according to Enoch are the fallen

angels, who todc to themselves wives of the daughters of men,

and also the spirits of the giants, who were said to be their

progeny.
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The demons of Enoch have three functions—to tempt to evil, to

accuse the fallen and to punish and torment 'the condemned.

in the "Fis Adamnain" hell and the demons which inhabit it

are thus described : "Mountains, caverns and thomy brakes, plains,

bare and parched with stagnant, serpent-haunted lociis are the na-

ture of it. The soil is rough and sandy, very rugged, icebound.

Broad fiery flagstones bestrew the plain. Great seas are there, with

horrible abysses, wherein is the devil's constant habitation and

aUding place.

"Four mighty rivers cross the middle of it—^a river of fire, a

river of snow, a river of poison, a river of black, murky water. In

these wallow eager hosts of demons after makmg their holiday and

their delight in tormenting souls." (Fis Adam., 43.)

The chief function of .Vdaninaiii's demons is punishing and tor-

menting the lost souls.

The interpolations in the "Bo(^ of Enoch," and they are many,

which refer to Noah have no connection with the visions, but the

account of the birth of Noah, referred to above, is so curious diat

we ^vtenture to quote it. In the fifth section of his book Enoch says

:

"And after some days my son Methusaleh took a wife for his

son Laniech, and she became pregnant by him and bore a son.

And his body was white as snow and red as a blooming rose, and

the hair of his head and his long locks were white as wool, and hi»

eyes beautiful. And when he opened his eyes, he lighted up the

whole house like the sun, and the whole house was very full of light.

And when he was taken from the hand of the midwife, he opened

his nioutli and conversed with the Lord of righteousness. And his

father, L^iniecli, was afraid of liim and fled and came to his father,

Methusaleh, and he said to him:

"I have begotten a strange son; he is not like a man, but resem-

bles the children of the angels of heaven, and his nature is differ-

ent, and he is not like us, and his eyes are as the rays of the sun

and his countenance is glorious. And I fear that in his day a won-

der may be wrought on the earth. And now, my father, I am here

to beseech and implore thee, that thou go to our father, Enoch, and

learn from him the truth, for his dwelling place is amongst the

angels.' And when Methusaleh heard the words of his son, he

came to me to the ends of tfie earth, for he had heard that I was

there, and he cried aloud and I heard his voice and came to him."

Methusaleh then repeats Lamech's story and Enoch prophesies

the Deluge, and says that the child is to be called Noah.

There is another curious prophecy in the fifth section of this

Book of Enoch, which might be said to refer to the present art of

flying and to trench warfare:
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"And in the day of tribulation of sinners, your children will

mount and rise as eagles, and higher than the vultures will be

your nest, and ye will ascend as squirrels, and enter into the crev-

ices of the earth and the clefts of the rock before the unrighteous."

This prophecy is the more remarkable when read in connection

with the witness borne to Enoch's prophetic powers in the Book
of Jubilees, wherein it is said: "Enoch was the first to write a tes-

timony, and what was said and what will be, he saw in a vision

of his sleep, as it will happen to the children of men throughout

their generations until the day of judgment; he saw and under-

stood everything and wrote his testimony, and placed the testimony

on earth for all the children of men and for their generations."

If the testimony of the author of the Book of Jubilees is to be

relied on, then Enoch's prophecy may refer to us, who are certainly

sinners, and no less certainly living in a day of tribulation.

The Book of Jubilees, though uiicanonical, was known to and

quoted by some of the fathers of the Church, among others by St.

Jerome, Epiphanius, Didymus of Alexandria, Origen, Severus of

Antioch and Isidore of Seville. It had several other titles besides

the "Little Genesis;" it was also known as "The Apocalypse of

Moses," "The Testament of Moses," "The Book of Adam's Daugh-

ter" and "The Life of Adam.""

Darley I>ale.

Stroud. Gloucestershire.

• IntroducUon to "Book ot JubUeea," edited by R. H. CtaaJiM, M. A.:

Xiondon, IMt.
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CARDINAL GUIBERT.

/~\ OD," wrote the late Cardinal Richard, "has given to the

y-j- venerable Cardinal Guibert the grace of having been in

our time the personification of the moral authority of

the Church in society, an authority at once mild and strong—^mivt-
ter et fortiter."^

At the request of his successor in the ardiiepiscopal See of Paris,

who penned this concise eulogium, which sums up in one sentence

the most striking features of a long and distinguished career, Mon-
sieur Paguelle de Follenay, vice rector of the Catholic Institute, has

told in two large octavo volumes the life-story of this typical Oblate

religious and great prelate.*

A native of Aix, in Provence, in that suhny southern r^^ion of

France where the people reflect in their character the light and

beauty and joyousness of the country and its climate—^where in

olden times their inherent gaieti francaise was melodiously voiced

in the songs of the troubadours—^Joseph Hippolyte Guibert was a

fellow-townsman of the founder of the Oblates, of whom he was

the alter ego, his other self, closely united by racial as well as re-

ligious ties to the missioner-Bishop of Marseilles, both Provencals,

both familiar from their boyhood with the local dialect, the homely

speech of the people, so dear to their hearts. Born on December

13, 1802, he was the son of Herre Guibert, a member of a family

who originally migrated from the mountainous district of Barce-

lonnette, in the Lower Alps. His father was what would be desig-

nated in English a market gardener, a small farmer or peasant-

proprietor, tilling the land he owned, a class essentially omserva-

tive, who are noted for having preserved religious faith, patriarduil

virtues and habits and respect for paternal authority, who give to

the army its best soldiers and to the Church its best priests, an en-

ergetic and hard-working race who laboriously earn their bread by

the sweat of their brows.

His family was of old date attached to the Catholic faith. In the

course of the preceding generations it had givien to the Church an

Augustinian who, under the name of Father Michael, had acquired

a reputation as a preacher until, secularized by the Revolution, he

retired to Aix, where he died in 1821, at the age of eighty-six. The

Cardinal knew him and loved to speak of him, treasuring the man-

iPaatoral Lietter, August 6, 1886.

«"Vle «u Cardinal Guibert. Aroheveque de Parta," par J. Pasuelle de

FoUenajr, Chanolne honoraire, vice recteur de I'InsUtut Catholique de

Paria. Paris: Ubralrie Cb. Poussielgue.
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uscripts of his sermons which had been bequeathed to him and
which he availed of as an oratorical mine upon which he drew
largely.

Pierre Guibert passed unscathed through the great crisis of the

Revolution. Though he was sufficiently well-to-do in 1826 as to be

able to buy another holding, hard times supervened when the family

suffered from real poverty. When, in after years. Father Guibert

was superior of the seminary at Ajaccio, he wrote to a brother Ob-
late, Father Tempier: "I remember towards the close of the Em-
pire, in times of great distress, when I was still very young, my
parents made me take my meal apart along with my sisters; they

took theirs after us and only ate what we left, and I know well that

they had not always wherewithal to satisfy their hunger. I always

recall this touching recollection at tlie refectory door."

Like many others in the Church and in the world, he had been

early trained in the school of poverty. "Attaining to the highest

honors of the Church," said his paneg^'rist, "he will never forget

how, more than once, he had been fed with bread spared through

the privations of his parents. At once by instinct and by virtue,

by respect for domestic traditions, and later by religious vow, he

will love poverty. He was born. lived and died with it. But in his

hands it has become the inexhaustible source of the most abundant

liberality. This poor one has had the honor and the joy to be the

father of the poor. Pauper sibi, divis pauperibus erat."

The whole family lived in the small house, 53 Lisse Saint-Jean,

in Which the future Cardinal was born. There is still there a curi-

ous memorial of the piety of its inhabitants, a wooden statue of the

Blessed Virgin, with the Divine Infant in her arms, of unknown

origin, darkened by age and apparently dating from the fifteenth

century. "It is sweet to think," observes his biographer, "that

Mary smiled at the childish gambols of the gfreat Archbishop, as,

from Notre Dame de Paris, she was to bless his later works."

His grandmother, the daughter of Jean Joseph Pecout, a stone-

cutter, also bore the name of Mary. The diurches were closed

when, in 1798, his mother, before she had completed her fourteenth

year, was privately married to Pierre Guibert, then thirty-one. De-

spite her extreme youth and the disparity of age, she had what in

Prance is considered a numerous family. She was only eighteen

when her illustrious son, Joseph Hippolyte, was bom. He was the

pet of his mother and grandmother. The latter loved to dress the

pretty child so as to attract admiration. Having once gone to visit

a person in the service of the Rigusse family, whose mansion was

near their house, Marie Turcas, who carried her little grandson in

her arms, was met in the vestibule by one of those noble ladies who,
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struck by the child's beauty and his dress, said somewhat ironically,

"What do they want tcmake of this child? Do they want to make
him a Cardinal?" The Regusse family were afterwards intimate

friends of the pretty baby boy, who in process of time actually be-

came a Cardinal.

His home upbringing was in the midst of an honest, sim]rie, af-

fectionate and truly Christian family. We are told how the child

used to play at chapel as other children play at soldiers. In 1881

the mind of the aged Cardinal, then seventy-nine, wandered back

to his happy childhood days, when Canon RoUand, who had founded

a workmen's club at Aix, begged a subscription from the Arch-

bishop of Paris and received a donation of 300 francs in a letter

containing the following reminiscence : "I take a particular interest

in the workmen's club founded in my natifvie country and which

has transferred itself to quite near my humble birthplace in the

former Hotel de I'lntendance. How often, when I was a child, I

went to play with children of my age in the vast courtyard of that

mansion, then occupied, if I don't deceive myself, by the gendarm-

ene.

The old church of St. John of Malta, the sanctuary of the Com-

mandery of the Knights of Malta, built in 125 1, near his birthplace

in the Rue Lisse Saint-Jean, was also the birthplace of his spiritual

life, for it was there he was received as a young boy into the choir.

He had been baptized there, and when, long afterwards, loaded with

years and honors and regarded as the oracle of the French episco-

pate, he entered it, he was seen to remain long on his knees on the

steps of the baptismal chapel, resting his head on the large black-

painted iron railing, as he meditated and prayed, and then, in the

same humble and thoughtful attitude, going to the altar rails where

he made his first Communion. Then, upcMi his return to the great

city of which he was the supreme pastor, his affectionate gratitude

found expression in handsome presents to the humble pari^ of the

faubourg which was associated with unfOTgotten memories of his

childhood days. He had had the happiness of having as confessor

during the months that preceded his first Commtuiion a iniest whom
the town of Aix venerated as a saint. This was the Abbe Denis,

curate of the parish of the Holy Ghost, who did not emigrate dur-

ing the dark days of the Revolution, but remained to secretly min-

ister to the flock. In the most perilous times he went from house

to house disguised as a peddler, laden with a pack of Paris goods,

in order to afford poor, terrorized souls the conscdations and suc-

cors of his sacred ministry. It was M. Etienne Christine, cure of

St. John of Malta, who discerned the vocation of young Guibert,

whom he lived to see Bishop of Viviers.
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"Called to combat for the Qiurch and in the first rank," says M.

de Follenay, "it was good for him to know quite young those who
had struggled and suffered for the faith ; nothing better strengthens

the character than contact with the valiant. Predestined to the

highest ecclesiastical dignities, it was well for him to have before

his eyes from his tender years the spectacle of the sacerdotal life

in its excellence carried out to distinction. Wherefore God put in

the way of this schoolboy, who to-morrow will be a Levite, two rem-

nants of the old French clergy, M. Christine and M. Denis. Very

^nerable in the beginning of this century were the priests who

passed without defection through the revolutionary crisis. Their

fidelity to the faith had exposed them to martyrdom; all had to

make the sacrifice of their security, their ease and their goods;

many had known the hardships and bitternesses of an exile that the

malevolence of their enemies identified with high treason against

the nation. They came before the people purified and ennobled by

suffering endured for a great cause with an aureole on their brows.

And tiien they retained from their early ecclesiastical education, re-

ceived at an epoch when the clergy was the second power in the

State, habits of dignity of demeanor and extreme self-respect which

had nothing in common with the free-and-easiness of our modem
manners. Perhaps they might have combined with their majestic

gravity a little more of evangelical simplicity, and, without deroga-

tion, rendered themselves more accessible to the humble and lowly

;

tiiey would have exercised a larger influence upon our democratic

age. I grant it, man is not perfect ; it is difficult for him to strike

the happy medium. It is none the less trae that intimate associa-

tion with them must have been very good for a young lad of the

working classes whose destiny was to wear the purfrfe and rule one

©f the greatest dioceses in the world."

The Abbe Donneau, one of the dispersed Canons Regular of the

Blessed Trinity, admitted him and two cousins to a class of thirty

fwpils whom he prepared for the seminary, having often observed

him in diurch and being much struck by his great piety, reflective

character and love of study. We have it on his own authority diat

he was self-taught, as all who early learn to use their powers of

observation and reflection are. "I educated myself," he said. "M.

Donneau only taught us grammar; but he had a very fine library,

whtdi we went through eagerly, my cousin Mitre and I. We thus

formed ourselves. When I was from fourteen to fifteen, I went

with my classic authors to the cemetery of St. John on Poor Hill,

near Aix, and studied alone." He also made good use of the library

«f his maternal grandunde, the Abbi Allies, professor at the petit

jeminaUre. His bi(^;rai^er ascribes to this method of self-education
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his independence and powerful originality. It did not beget in him;,

as it does in persons of inferior mentality, that self-assertive sdf-

suffidency and those ang^ularities which contact of mind with mind

improves away; neither did it make him imsodable, though it bred

in him a love of retirement "He never," says M. Follenay, "had

the morose piety and sullen asceticism which emanate from

pride and foolishness, sometimes from both. Even in his

old age the joyful rays of the Provengal sun did not

cease to shine in the inner cloister of his soul." In 1819 he left

M. Donneau to enter the Grand Seminary of Aix, "one of the most

ecclesiastical souls our age has known."

Feeling a strong attraction towards a wider apostolate, he first

thought of offering himself for the foreign missions. He was in a

state of uncertainty as to which order or congregation he would

join, when the striking success of the Abbe de Mazenod and his

first companions at the Cathedral of Aix fixed his rescdution. Is

the Missioners of Provence, as the Oblates of Mary Immaculate

were first called, he found near at hand what satisfied his apostolic

aspirations, an active missionary life, intermediary between the free

life of the secular priest and the evangelization of distant lands.

Father Marcou, one of the small group of zealous priests who joined

De Mazenod in his local apostolate in Provence, wrote him glow-

ing descriptions of the missionary campaign they were carrying on,

of the happiness they enjoyed in their community, of the spirit of

their institute ; how they were all intent on attaining to the perfec-

tion of the religious life, laboring with cwie heart and one mind for

the greater glory of God and the salvation of souls. During the

first years of the Restoration there was a great religious movement
in France, upon which high hopes were founded, popular missions

leading the way. At Aix in particular they did great good and

made a great stir, although th^ encountered some opposition from

old conservative canons who did not relish their new style of preach-

ing. Qinging to the traditions of the past, they did not see why
the Church should not move in the same grooves after as before

the Revolution, failing to perceive that the old order had changed^

giving place to a new one; that the Church was face to face with

a new generation, and that new methods should be adopted to reach

the masses of the people, too long neglected.

At the beginning of 1823 Guibert left the seminary to enter the

house of the Missioners of Provence as a simple postulant before

his admission to the novitiate on January 23. It was a derelict

Carmeliate convent suppressed during the Revolution. They gave

him a little cell on the ground floor, ill-lighted and very poor, like

all those occupied by the spiritual daughters of St. Teresa. The
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founder of the Oblates was wont to invoke the memory of the Car-

melites and plabe himself and his brethren under the patronage of

those who had inhabited and were buried in the house where his

congregation had found its first shelter. He made it a rule for the

whole community, on every recurring All Souls' Day, to go in a

body and prmiounce an absolution over the graves of those holy

nuns; and under certain circtunstances to recite prayers in honor

of St Teresa, regarded as protectress of his work. Cardinal Gui-

bert's biographer notes as a strange turn of events that his piety

was born upon tombs, those of the Knights of Malta, and that

his religious life expanded upon other tombs, those of members of

an order which, like the former, had been swept away by the revo-

lutionary storm, the Carmelite tombs.

During his nofvitiate he underwent interior trials which tested the

strength of his vocation, but after ^e ordeal he ga,vie himself up
wholly to the service of God without any further trouble of mind.

When Guibert was pursuing his {^ilosophical and theological

studies the influence of Felicite de Lamennais was in the ascend-

ant. The brilliant author of the "Essay <mi Indifference," then re-

garded as quite orthodox and in the plenitude of his intellectual

vigor, was drawing to his side many of the most gifted of the

French ecclesiastics, who looked up to him as a new Father of the

Church and the originator of a new school of apologetics. This

was before the suspension of the Avenir and the appeal to Rome.
No one as yet discerned in De Lamennais a modem Tertullian ; the

luminary that rose so rapidly to its zenith had not yet fallen as

rapidly below the horizon like a falling star—a fall precipitated,

like that of Lucifer, by pride, pride of intellect, the most baneful

of all. He was still the formidable opponent of Gallicanism and
the exalter of that Pontifical authority he was afterwards to scout

The young Oblates at Aix were easily drawn into the current of

opinion which swept over the Church of France, awakening to new
life. Guibert, like many others, thought the future of religion was
intimately bound up with the success of the Lamennasian propa-

ganda. To the last he was faithful to the sympathies of his youth.

"We have heard him ourself," writes M. de FoUenay, "speak with

emotion of the Scale mennaisetme and of the prcmiises it had given

to the Church; we have seen him read with the greatest interest

the biographies of his chief adherents. He then heaved a great

sigh, declaring it very sad that things had ended so badly. This

fidelity of the memory does not belong to a common mind; it is

toudiing. We have been tdd that when younger he somewhat pas-

Monately defended the opinions of that school, and that in a house

of which he was superior he refused to let the work of Pere Ro-
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saven against Monsignor Gerbet be placed on the library shelves."

He came under safer influence and sounder teaching when the

saintly Don Carlo Albini, henceforward known as Pere Albini,

joined the OUates at Aix in July, 1824. He was truly a gift of

God to the nascent congregation. Imbued with the spirit of Li-

guori, whose mild theology now prevails, he imparted it to the stu-

dents, who not only had in him a model of holiness, whose very

presence was a teaching, but a learned professor, when he was en-

trusted with the ofHce of training them in moral theology. Young

Guibert, who, like De Mazenod, was happily free from the Jansen-

istic and Galiican influences which still dominated the greater por-

tion of the French clergy, was an apt pupil and thoroughly assimi-

lated the ideas of the master. "I leave Don Albini's class," he

wrote, "with my head full of Italian ideas." By "Italian" is to be

understood Roman ideas, as distinguished from Galiican—wider,

more tcJerant, more reasonable; in a word, more Catholic. Later,

as missioner and teacher himself, he became the chamfHcm and

propagator of those ideas. The Oblates not only adopted the doc-

trines of St. Liguori, but invoked him as the patron of their sdiool

and dedicated a diapel to him in their church, until devotion to the

founder of the Redemptorists became one of the favorite devotions

of the Missioners of Provence.

Guibert was a born student ; study was in him an instinct, a pas-

sion. He loved knowledge, not as an end merely, but as a means

to an end; not to solely gratify intellectual curiosity, but to sub-

serve the interests of the Church. He was all his life a great

reader, a lover of books, and, as his letters and other writings tes-

tify, possessed the literary g^ft in a high degree. He only relaxed

his interest in them when the higher interests of his diocese, of the

Church and of France claimed and absorbed all his attration, all

his activity.

Nimes, where a new foundation was being made, and to which

he was sent along with two other Oblates in May, 1825, was the

first sphere of his missionary labors. It was the menoorable year

of the gfreat jubilee. Like Monsignor Tadid, who was sent to the

Red River settlement in Canada when only a boy-novice, Guibert

was only a deaoMi of twenty-three when he was sent into tfie mis-

sion field. He threw himself heart and soul into the work, whidi

was only interrupted in obedience to a call to the priesthood, Mon-

signor de Mazenod having to get a dispensation from Rome for

his ordination. Though young in years, he was old in sfMritnal

knowledge and was already looked up to as something of a sage.

It is not years that always brings the philosophic mind ; there are

those whose intellectual develc^xnent keeping pace with their spir-
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itual growth anticipates the wisdom that usually accompanies ma-
turity.

Ordained on August 14, 1825, in the episcopal chapel at Mar-
seilles by Monsignor de Mazenod, who liked to impose hands on

all his subjects whenever possible, he said his first Mass the next

morning in the Calvary chapel.

The success which crowned the labors of the Oblate missioners,

their sermons, the conversions they made and the growing influence

they acquired among all classes inflamed the anger of the Protest-

ants at Nimes, where the odium theologicum was then very rampant,

accentuated by political hostilities. It was almost as bad as Bel-

fast on July 12, when memories of the Boyne fan into a flame the

smouldering bigotry of the Orangemen. Songs were sung under

their windows, in which expression was given to a pious wish to

hang them up to the next lami^xMt. "But, thank God," wrote Pere

Guibert, "up to this we have been only hanged in song ; that doesn't

do us any great harm or even prevent us fnrni sleeping soundly as

we have always done. For several nights we have gone to rest,

without knowing it, under guard of a thousand Catholics who keep

watch aroimd our house ; it is their zeal and attachment to us which

lent some importance to the thing. These kind of persecutions,

which do much harm to the Church, do good to those who are their

particular object. Ont puts himself in a disposition in which he

would wish to be if danger was near and real ; one makes in spirit

the sacrifice of his life to God, and the soul is fortified and pre-

pared for more real dangers. For my part, I am glad to be here

on diis fortunate occaskm." <

The fruits of the retreats to men g^ven at Nimes established the

reputation of the Pro|Men9al religious, who were mistaken for

Jesuits, which they esteemed an honor. But they were only first

fruits; as time went on, and tfie sphere of their missionary labors

was enlarged, they were to reap a vast harvest of souls, not only in

France, but in two hemispheres. Six months after the Nimes founda-

tion was made invitations to give missions poured in upon them.

Enforced rest, imposed bj- overstrain, was the only interruption to

the many missions in which Pere Guibert took part.

He hjtd also his share in the work of the renovation of the

Frendi sanctuaries of Our Lady and die revival of pilgrimages

thereto, which the OMates undertook and which was fittingly en-

trusted to an order specially devoted to the Blessed Virgin. Notre

Dune-dtt-Laus, or Our Lady of ttie Lake, was the shrine to which

he was sent in 1828 as rector and superior of the missioners, who
also did parochial duty there. It is situate in a remote mountamous

region "far from the madding crowd," the church and residence
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of the tnissioners, being green-walled by the surrounding moun-

tains, forming a natural enclosure. Its origin dates from an appa-

rition of the Blessed Virgin in the seventeen^ century to a litde

peasant girl named Benoite Rencurel, who, like Bemardette Sou-

birous in the last century, was instrumental in bringing about the

accomplishment of Our Lady's wishes in the erection of a large

church, with a house for some resident priests. Many sinners, she

was told, would be converted there. Miracles, verified by investi-

gation, were wrought and pilgrimages multiplied, so that in die

second year Laus was visited by 30,000 persons, who came from

the south of France and north of Italy, wending their weary way

along a difficult route across steep mountains, whole parishes going

in procession preceded by their banners. This comer of the Alps

was for a long time perpetually en fete.

In 1666 the church was built according to the instructicms of the

Blessed Virgin, except the belfry, the completion of which was

reserved for Pere Guibert. Sister Benoite, as she was called, this

humble peasant girl who, taught by infused light, attained to a

high degree of religious and ascetical knowledge—astonishing

theologians by her proficiency in the science of the spiritual life

—

was only nineteen when this marvelous work was finished.

The great Revcdution, in its devastating course, had put an end

to the pilgrimages. The church and priests' house were sold to

the Abbe Reymond, cure of Tallard. In 1818 it was proposed

to establish there a house of retreat for aged and infirm priests,

but Monsig^or de MioUis, Bishop of the diocese, decided to restore

the pilgrimages. On September 20 of that year it was formally

taken over by the Missioners of Provence.

Pere Guibert's occupations at Laus were multifarious. He acted

as cure, or parish priest, as well as an active missioner, giving

missions in town and country. The dominant thought in the nund

o{ the foundress of the sanctuary was one of inspiring penitence.

Many persons went and still go there to make novenas and gen-

eral confessions. As many as thirty parishes at a time would

<:ombine in a joint pilgrimage, headed by their cures, particularly

at Pentecost, Corpus Christi and on the feast of the Natijvity of

the Blessed Virgin. All this imposed great labor on the few

priests. Guibert on his arrival had at once to go mto the ccmfes-

sional, in which he passed the whole of the first two days. "I

reached Notre Dame du Laus," he wrote, "at a favorable time

to enjoy all the pious sentiments that this sanctuary inspires. In-

•dependently of the traditions, one is sensible of the supernatural

m the establishment of this devotion. The concourse of the faith-

ful has been very considerable, and we have been obliged to accom-
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anodate them in the church during the night I could never tire of

seeing these good pilgrims coming down the mountain ravines

-everywhere and convergfing at a given point to perform their devo-

tions to Our Lady. The diversity and singularity of their costumes

is quite charming; even in their shrill voices there is harmony;

sonorous and melodious voices would be out of harmony with the

place. I am so delighted with this sojourn that I would like with

all my heart to be able to say : Hac requies mea, hie habitabo."

Notre Dame du Laus, however, was not to be a place

of rest, but of trial to him. Many abuses and laxities had crept in;

mles were discarded; pious practices had fallen into disuse. Pere

•Guibert was too thorough a religious to tolerate such a state of

things. He had been sent to restore order and he resolved to do

:So. It was an arduous undertaking, rendered more so by the fact

that he was junior in years to a colleague who did not share his

views. Hence divided counsels, opposition and the cross. Another

'Cross he had to carry was a divergence of theological principles

and disciplinary practice which brought him into conflict with Mon-
signor Miollis, Bishop of Digne, and Monsignor Arbaud, Bishop

•of Gap. The province was one that was most troubled by the in-

vasion of Jansenism, and, although after the Revolution the new
•opinions on grace had been sincerely abandoned by the clergy, their

after effects were felt in the severity which characterized the inter-

pretation and application of moral theology and a very pronounced

Gallicanism. A quite unnecessary number of reserved cases were

withheld from the jurisdiction of confessors; penitents had to go
«e\eral times to confession before they could receive absolution,

and they were practically deprived of their legitimate freedom of

-choice in selecting confessors. Many who would willingly be con-

verted and reconciled gave it up through dread of the conditions

that would be imposed on them; others, in larger numbers, no

longer approached the sacraments and fell into indifferentism

;

while among others, whom human respect or other reasons com-

pelled for appearance sake to be outwardly observant, some cloaked

their timidity with sacrilege. This seriously impaired the influence

and paralyzed the action of missioners. At a country parish in the

Diocese of Digne when the official notification of the limitations

imposed upon coilfessors, sent from the Bishop's house in a sealed

packet, was read to Phrt Guibert, regarding these restrictions as

humiliating to the missioners, embarrassing to their ministry and

discouraging to penitents, he at once rose and addressing the cur^

who was his host said : "Please, monsieur le cure, let our horses be

saddled ; we are going. It is impossible for us to give a mission

-under these conditions; we haven't come into your parish to hear
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and absolve the devout ; since they refuse us sinners, we are going!"

Accompanied by the vicaire or curate he rode all night and early

next morning reached the residence of the Bishop, only to receive

from that prelate a formal refusal to alter his mandate. "Qmi

scripsi, scripsi" was the curt response. A vicar general, however,

whom he met on his return, recognizing that the wish of the mis-

sioners was very reasonable, accorded them the fullest faculties.

"We are every moment gfricved by sinners whose confessions we

have heard," he wrote to Monsignor de Mazenod, "and who come

with tears in their eyes to ask fr<»n us an absolution we cannot

give them, because they do not belong to this parish. This good

Bishop, with the best intentions, gives the devil cause for mudi

laughter." After the dose of the mission he wrote: "I was Icmging

to get out of this place whence common sense is exiled still more

than from certain otlier countries. You cannot think how mudi

the interdict of the Bishop of Digne oppressed me. I could take no

interest in the mission, although it did much good. One could only

count one solitary man in the parish who let the grace pass with-

out profiting by it St. Paul said ; 'Gratia Dei mecutn.' We may

say this time : 'Gratia Dei sine nobis.'

"

Pere Guibert was in the second year of his sojourn at'Laus when

"the three glorious days" in July, 1830, put an end to the Restora-

tion or the reign of the elder branch of the Bourbons, which had

to yield place and power to "the citizen monarchy" of Louis Phil-

ippe. It was a movement directed as much against religion as

against the dynasty of Charles X., as the sacking of the palace of

the Archbishop of Paris testified. It appeared to involve the exist-

ence of the Oblates, who anxiously debated the questitm whether

their missionary work would be possible under the new gov-

ernment.

It had been openly and strongly supported by the fallen mon-

archy. The missioners were prepared to endure courageously any

suffering. The superior, above all, gave a grand example of cabn-

ness and firmness. "Quite young," says his biographer, "he aireadj

possessed in its plenitude that virility of soul, that civic vak>r, which

was one of the finest features of his diaracter and later gained for

him the admiration of his contemporaries." The situation was very

grave. In the Upper Alps, not far from the frontier, a foreign

invasion, it ^^'as feared, would follow civil war. "However it n»y

be," wrote Guibert, "we are ready for everything. What is one

combat more in a war of eighteen centuries, and what has one to

dread when, in order to conquer, it suffices to die ? I wilUngly call

to mind those words of a writer I much esteem : "I hope to be the

last at my post and not to leave it except in the extremity.' It
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seems to me that like those who showed so much courage during

the other revolution, we should not abandon the Gttholics until our

ministry shall be quite useless to them." Writing under date of

September 5, 1830, he says: "The concourse has much diminished

here. The Catholics are downhearted. They wanted to crucify the

cure of Thuis ; it had been a grand death. You see that the tem-

pest is approaching us." Priests were obliged to put oflF their cler-

ical costume; many cures had to leave their parishes; four or five

priests who were dining together ran a risk of being killed by the

National Guard, who accused them of conspiring against the State.

Pere Guibert attributed to the particular protection of the Blessed

Virgin the tranquillity they enjoyed at Laus, where they expected

to be the first victims. It did not last long. A missioner inadver-

tently dropped one or two letters he had received from Pere Dupuis

dated frmn Nice. Although they were very insignificant, some ma-

levolent persons into whose hands they fell spread a nunor that

they contained plots against the Govemmeitt. For a whole week it

was the subject of conversation in Gap and its neighborhood. The
secretary of the prefecture, in the absence of the prefect, caused a

search to be made for the letters, got a copy of them, read them

and found that they contained nothing oompromtsing. As, however,

the rumor might have disastrous consequences for the mission, to

efface any injurious impressions, aoo copies of an explanatory let-

ter signed by Pere Guibert were printed and circulated. Great

uneasiness prevailed at Aix on their account. It was feared that

these poor priests, strangers in that part of the country, isolated in

the mountains, attention drawn to them by the very signal success

of their missions, would easily fall a prey to popular passions.

Guibert's parents sent him secular clothes to facilitate his escape.

In thanking them he said: "I am quite decided to remain at my
post as long as prudence does not compel me to leave it. If that

should occur, I cannot tell you at this moment what part I should

take; but I hope it wiU be always that which the interests of re-

ligion, honor and prudence will command."

The conduct of the Oblates during the cholera epidemic, which

subsequently ravaged the Upper Alpine regions, regained the sym-

pathies of the people and the good will of a power which was more
distrustful of than hostile to religious institutions. When all hearts

were frozen with fear, when all who could deserted the country,

when none were left to tend the sick, P^re Guibert placed himself

and his religious at die disposal of the prefect, ready to fulfill any-

where the functions of infirmarians under the doctors' direction.

The prefect's secretary, who, as well as dtlef, was deeply moved by

their devotedness and zeal, in the course of his reply said: "In
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devoting yourself to the succor of those whom the cholera may
attack, you do not attach to your pious determination any condition

of time, person or place, but only that where the greatest dangers

are to be run. There, sir, are the characteristics by which Christian

charity exercises its empire over generous hearts."

The reviolution of 1830, thou^^ it did not efface, rendered more

difficult the work of the missioners. MissicMis were no longer in

vogue as they had been ; they were no longer encouraged by the civil

power; it was feared that the adherents of the old regime would

use them in some way as a means of reaction against the new gov-

ernment. In addition to this, the Bishop of Gap, Monsignor Ar-

baud, who at first was well di^iosed towards the fathers of Notre

Dame du Laus, now displayed towards them a coldness, the ex-

pression of a divergence of theological opinions, he being GalUcan,

while they were, as they have always been, ultramontane. Mon-
signor Arbaud had vigorously assailed the doctrines of De Lamen-

nais, later condemned by Gregory XVI. in the Encyclical of Au-

gust 15, 1832, while, as has been noted, the Qblatcs rather favored

them before they had become heterodox. The reputation of the

latter for perfect orthodoxy suffered in consequence, though no

one could be more Catholic and Roman than De Mazenod, whose

spirit and teachings were faithfully refffoduced by his missioners,

and by none more than Guibert. There were strained relations,

therefore, between the rector of Notre Dame du Laus and Mon-

signor Arbaud, a learned and pious prelate, whose good qualities

he esteemed, but who was unbending in his Galilean rigorism.

Hampered in the exercise of his ministry by the hostility of the

Galltcan Bishops and the disfavor which popular preaching had to

contend against on tfie morrow of the revolution, Pere Guibert

again turned his attenticm to foreign missions, for whidi he early

experienced an attraction. At this time the congp-egation was

founding its first establishments in America. "His imagination and

his heart," says M. de Follenay, "often turned in this direction. He
put it to himself if it would not be wise and generous to leave old

countries which had become inhospitable to carry the Gospel light

to a young nation where our narrow prejudices wrought no rav-

ages. There at least he would not stumble against the barrier of

Galilean rigorism. The American spirit, energetic, ardent and en-

terprising, charmed and allured him. It seemed to him that the

future reserved what it promised of best for those immense and

still virgin lands. Upon that point, moreover, as upon many oth-

ers, his affections have been faithful and abiding. We have been

told that the last words addresstd by the dying Cardinal to the ven-

erable M. Icard, superior general of the Con^ny of St. SulfMce,
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-was a warm recomtnendatiofi in bvor of the Ameckan establiah-

jn«nts."

In a letter to Pere de Maaenod in 1833 Pixt Guibert said: "If

our African mission does not succeed, we entreat you, very rever-

end father, to think of those of Asia and America. It is a real ne-

cessity of the times : scope is needed for the zeal of a nascent con-

fr^^ation ; repose would be fatal to us. America, reascm of its

daily intercourse with France, is as near to us as Africa. I have

read with pleasure that in the United States religions are free and

that the Githolic religion is every day progressing rapidly. Ah!
if one only saw a beginning of the execution of oar project, you

"would see what enthusiasm there would be I No force in the wwld
could any longer restrain it. Young priests are tired of the steril-

ity of the ministry in France, and if they do not go to distant coun-

tries, it is because they lack the poitU d'appui our establishment

Aould offer them." Encouraged by his superior, Pere Guibert car-

ried on a campaign on behalf of tiie American missions in the neigh-

boring dioceses, crossing mountains and, to save expense, riding

from church to church on a wretched nag. "All along the journey,"

he said, "I was dreaming of the poor American Indians, and was

happy that God has inspired me with the thought of doing some-

thing for those abandoned souls." They were no longer aban-

doned when the same thought that moved Pere Guibert stirred into

action the burning zeal of his indefatigable brethren in reUgion,

Tache, Grandin, Lacombe, Grollier and others who spent their lives

in the Christianization and uplifting of those hitherto neglected

races, the native Indians and half-breeds.

At a time when the French diocesan seminaries were, as he ex-

pressed it, "gorged with students," he wrote : "I have read that the

Bishop of New York, after vainly seeking throughout the world for

some missioners, returned to his diocese to establish there a semi-

nary where he will try to form natives for the sacred ministry.

What a shame for a clergy of 36,000 priests not to be able to g^ve

a single missioner to the Catholics of the United States I It is worthy

of our society to efface this shame by responding to the destinies

God has reserved for it in these latter times. Couldn't one offer

to the Bishop of New York to found and direct the seminary he

has projected? It would be our first foothold there, and one could

-expand in proportion as the circumstances and number of subjects

would permit. When I set foot on the land of America, I can never

leave that enchanted country."

The question of widening the sphere of their misuonary enter-

prises and recruiting subjects for that purpose was one that always

engrossed him. "I wish to work and to consume myself for the
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good of the society to which I have the honor to belong," he wrote

to the founder. Even when he was young in religion, recruiting

vocations was his constant preoccupation and special attraction.

When he was giving a mission in Digne in 1828 his quick eye dis-

cerned in a boy of ten aptitudes for the religious state. After the

mission was over he took him to Marseilles. Father de Mazenod,

at the sight of his little companion, exclaimed with a good laugh:

"Ah I Guibert, what is this you have brought us?" "It's a little mis-

sioner, father." "Well, then, you should have brought his nurse

with him." This very juvenile subject eventually became the re-

markable missioner Pere Aubert, whose career is part of the early

history of the congpregation. The cure of Barcelonnette called

Guibert "the recruiting captain." When he discovered a future

subject he did not content himself with merely introducing him

to his superiors, but his solicitude followed him everywhere. He
looked more to the quality than the quantity of subjects.

He was keenly alive to the intellectual needs of the priesthood

in our epoch to keep pace with the advance of scientific and literary

culture, as they have to preach to a more enlightened and educated

age. A priest who was simply a theologian seemed to" him to

live like a stranger among his contemporaries, incapable of under-

standing them or making himself understood; useless for the heal-

ing of their intellectual wounds. To a young religious who was

turning his attention to scientific projects he wrote: "Yes, you are

quite right; the priest, paiticularly nowadays, needs science: the

world in the midst of which we are obliged to live only possesses

a superficial science, it is true, but yet varied, and it is necessary

that the priest should be foremost everywhere. Besides, the study

of human sciences, pursued in a spirit of faith, brings us nearer to

God. Is it not always the truth, eternal need of our souls, which

is the object of all our researches, and what is the natural eager-

ness to know but the movement by which God Himself impels

our minds towards Him ? I know that it would be sweeter to enjoy

the Divinity in prayer and meditation, but apart from the fact that

culture of the intelligence is the expiation of a crime, it is necessary

in order that we may bring the truth within reach of the sick minds
of our epoch." Pere de Mazenod likes to place his religious under

the firm and enlig^itened direction of Pere Guibert. Despite malevo-

lent efforts which were made to impede his recruiting for the con-

gregation, numerous fervent novices came to Laus from various

parts of France and abroad.

In 1835 he had to leave Laus, withdrawn four years later from
the Oblates, to undertake the foundation and direction of a semi-
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nary in Corsica. He had gathered around him in his mountain

retreat zealous, well-informed priests who, in accordance with the

desires of the Blessed Virgin, communicated to Sister Benoite,

formed a hospitable community, ever ready to dispense the benefits

of divine mercy to those who came there to make novenas. Laus

had become what it had been before the Revolution, when it was a

dependency of the archdeaconry of Embrun, a guesthouse open

to all the spiritual infirmities of the country, according to the words

of Our Lady to the peasant girl: "The proof that I abide in this

place and that I wish to be honored here, is that sinners will here

be converted." The power of the Immaculata made itself sensibly

manifest, many ex-votos placed in the sanctuary recording as

many miraculous cures. Pere Guibert loved Laus; he often, later

on, returned to it ; it was his favorite retreat during his sojourn in

Corsica. "I am myself again in this delightful solitude," he said,

"and I am not here, as formerly, burdened with a thousand affairs,

but free, able to enjoy at leisure the peace, silence and all that is

heavenly in this sanctuary. How willingly one would spend his

whole life in this holy place!" When the superior general selected

him, as the only one in the society possessing all the qualifications

that fitted him to make the foundation in Corsica, what induced

him to interpose no obstacles was the hope held out to him of

going back to Laus. "I was happy beyond expression in my
present position," he wrote to Pere de Mazenod. "I would have

wished to hide all my life in this sanctuary, where the presence of

the E'essed Virgin is so sensibly felt, but I willingly accept the

hope you g^ve me of a return to this holy isle. But before all the

good of souls and of the society!"

It was the great reforming work he did in Corsica that marked

him out for the episcopate. He had to evolve order out of an

ecclesiastical chaos. The island, from a moral viewpoint, was an

unweeded garden; its condition was deplorable. Guibert had, to

start with, to establish a seminary and form a new body of clergy.

The education of the younger clergy had been most rudimentary

and superficial. After a few lessons in Latin and sometimes in

philosophy from the parish priest, the aspirant to the priesthood

went to Ajaccio, Bastia or Calvi to get a slight tincture of sacred

science. What was called a course of theology was oral instruction

in casuistry, the students being free to attend or absent themselres

from the lectures, after which they went home to forgfet, amid the

distractions of secular life, most of what they had been taught.

The student was his own master in dogmatic, the diocesan

catechism being his only classic author! The examination they
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imderwlmt just before ordination involved the tnuulatioo (rf ft

p»ge of titc "Catediistn of the Council of Trent" or a canonical

epistle, coupled with the solution of a case c( conscience and a

question on the diocesan catechism. A certificate of good conduct

from the cart was the only credential required to guarantee the

vocation and fitness of the ordinandi, upon whom the Bishop tiien

imposed hands. The soutane was almost everywhere discarded,

even at the ^tar, while the tonsure had fallen into similar disuse.

The newly nominated Bishop, Monsignor CasanelH, a realons

prelate who had been one of the most ^brilliant students in the

Roman University, habituated by a sojourn of several years on

the Continent to the spectacle of a clergy regularly formed in the

great French seminaries, resolved from the start to establish in

his diocese an institution deemed by the Council of Trent the most

necessary and effective means of restoring ecclesiastical discipline

and fostering the growth of sacerdotal virtues. To realize his

design he appealed to Monsignor de Mazcnod to send him a priest

to preside over his projected seminary. The choice fell upon Pirt

Guibert, to whom his superior wrote : "A vast horizon is openingf

before us; we are perhaps called to regenerate the clergy and the

«*ole population of Corsica." Considering the few subjects he
then possessed, it was a bold undertaking to which De Mazenod
put his hand, but it was characteristic of him not to be dismayed

by the magnitude of a work or any difficulties and obstacles. So
he wrote to the Bishop: "I shall send you as superior the most

distinguished priest in our part of the country, both by his deep

piety, the extent of his knowledge and the polish of his cultivated

mind." Monsignor CasanelH, who was in Rome, showed the letter

to the Pope, who took the liveliest interest in the project and was

touched by De Mazenod's apostolic zeal, blessing the beginning of

a great work to which the founder of the Oblates and the future

Archbishop powerfully contribute^d.

In March, 1835, Pere Guibert set sail for Corsica in company
with the Bishop. For the first time the Oblates of Mary Im-

maculate, in his person, quitted the French continent and preluded,

in a way, the work of distant missions which some years later

became their most important, most glorious and most fruitful min-

istry. A social as well as religious work lay before them in Corsica.

The island, long devastated by wars, was only half-civilized. The
vendetta, the wild justice of revenge, was the unwritten, traditional

law of the country, where bandits ruled supreme,.having on their

side the sympathies of the populace, who protected them and gloried
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in their txploits, die very police, who were powerless to suppress

them, being often in league with these dariqg outlaws. But wild

and untamed as the people were, they were brave, energetic and

faitiiful to onei another. Heaven left some remnant of the angel

in them; beneath this rough exterior there lay hidden a religious

sense, a good seed choked by weeds, "The Corsican," said Mon-
signor Casanelli, "is too proud to yield to violence; he has faith

enough to submit to the influence of his priests." This gave him

a leverage to work upon in his grand scheme of social and eccle-

siastical reform. Native bom, he knew his people, their evil habits,

their undeveloped goodness, their vices and their virtues. It has

been said that such as the priests are, so will the people be. He
grasped the situation like a sound churchman, a clear-sighted

statesman and an ardent patriot. "I shall have to struggle almost

alone." he told the Abbe Sarrebayrouse, "without resources; but

my way is mapped out; I shall follow it; it is the right line; my
duty is not to deviate from it." Before he put his reforming hand

to things he said: "Alas! I do not lack priests, but I have no

clergy." In his old age, before he passed away—^he died in 1869—
after years of strenuous labor not unmixed with danger* he had

at his command a fine body of well-trained, zealous clergy, the

creation of his apostolic zeal. Pere Gitibert was his equally zealous

codperator, his firm right hand in the accomplishment of this great

achievement. Everything had to be done de novo; he had not

only to build from the foundation, but he had to lay the founda-

tion whereon to build. He succeeded, despite many obstacles,

many difficulties, in establishing two seminaries, a grand seminary

and a petty seminary, subsequently provisionally merged under

one superior when his missionary work and incessant activities

prevented him giving his constant personal attention to the latter.

In addition he founded a missionary residence at Vico, from whence

missioners were sent out to awaken into new life the dormant faith

of the people. In the beginning pecuniary resources were wanting.

He had to make long journeys on horseback, because there was

no diligence service, covering 135 miles in three days without

sleeping, as he could not get a bed anjrwhere, and had nothing

to "at but a few eggs. Despite police vigilance, the roads were

not safe, and he was often stopped by brigands who lived ambushed

in the thickets. A bandit in his time shot a pnest dead while

I Hia rpKOIute r«J«ction of undesirable or unauitabte seminaritU ralaed
ueh family feuda that taia Ufe at timea waa In dancer. They had to aa-
Bign to hia protection a brave gendarme, who accompanied him on hia

Joumeya and at night reated outaide the door of hia. room.
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celebrating Mass and was allowed to leisurely traverse the country

in the midst of an impassive population.

Only thirty-three, he had the difficuh duty imposed upon him

of reforming a whole body of clergy, most of whom were old priests.

His comparative youth was a serious obstacle to the success of

such an undertaking. Churchmen do not like innovations, par-

ticularly when they are white-haired. Then as to the people, mat-

te* t w"re worse. "My God I" he writes, "the state of this poor

people is well calculated to move the zeal of apostolic men. They

are ignorant of the first principles of reHgion, and when one an-

nounces the Word of God one runs a great risk of not being

understood, through the lack of those primary notions one pre-

supposes in the hearers in a public discourse. Our sacred cere-

monies are regarded with indifference and often with contempt

Hardly a certain number of persons go to Mass on Sundays;

Vespers are only frequented by the clergy and a few black-robed

women, full of superstition, called biguines. How could it be

otherwise among the people, when the priests themselves are with-

out faith and only value holy things for what money they can

bring them? Up to this they face our censure with silent submis-

sion; it will be necessary to take many precautions, for they are

incredibly touchy. . . . To make up for this the priests about

Monseigneur are very edifying; the Bishop has really the spirit

of God and cannot fail to do good to his diocese." Of the young

seminarists who came to them first, he says: "The young fellows

are so new, such strangers I don't say to piety, but to the simple

practices of Christianity, we have to teach them to make the sign

of the Cross! With regard to studies they are not much better.

It must, however, be admitted that there is stuff, as they say. They

are generally docile, but we must explain everything to them."

They were coarse and ignorant. Of the youth who came to him

from the interior he says: "C'est utte vraie motive brute brute qu'il

faut fofonner."

A g^nd seminary at Ajaccio had long been projected, but it

only esxisted in. theory and not in reality until Guibert came. Au-
gustin Spinola, elected Bishop on March 30, 1716, thought of

giving visible prominence to the idea of a seminary entertained

by his predecessor, Pietro Spinola, a Genoese Franciscan of the

Strict Observance, who had got so far as to lay the first stone

on February 23, 1710, but the work was carried on no farther, as

funds were wanting. Augustin Spinola built it near the sea with

stones from the old city ramparts. An inscription incrusted in

the walls upon a marble slab informs us that the edifice had been
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placed under the invocation of the Immaculate Conception ol the

Blessed Virgin 150 years before the definition of the dogma. Fran-

ciscan convents were then numerous in Corsica, and the friars of

the Franciscan Order, it is well known, were among the earliest

champions of the unique prerogative of the Virgin Mother. Pere

Guibert, when he saw the slab, regarded it as a providential indi-

cation that his religious brethren, the Oblates of Mary Immaculate,

weie destined to have the ditection of the seminary. The old

seminary building had been alternately an episcopal palace, a

barrack, a court of appeal, a municipal library and the official

residence of the prefect. Towards 1795, during the British occu-

pation, a statue of Our Lady Immaculate, which the piety of former

Bishops had caused to be erected in this house, was left in the

'dust like lumber in the midst of the incongruous surroundings

•of a barrack until North, the secretary of Elliot, the Governor,

at the request of the chapter and the Irish officers, had it trans-

ferred to the Cathedral, where it now is.

Both Monsignor Spinola and Pere Guibert were inflexible in

rejecting any candidates for the ministry whose vocations were

not inspired by supernatural motives, the Bishop setting his face

as hard as flint against the admission of any where family or

material interests were the underlying motives. This procedure,

in sharp contrast to the laxity that previously prevailed, produced

a profound and salutary impression. The expulsion of a student

belonging to one of the best families created an indescribable sen-

sation; in the memory of man they had never heard it said to

any one: "You are not called fo the priesthood." Sometimes the

irritation felt by the relatives of the rejected candidates imperiled

Pere Guibert's life, as when his own physician, whose brother hci

had rejected, when called in administered volleys of abuse instead

of medicine, and in place of using the lancet threatened to use a

stiletto in true Corsican - fashion, while the brother of a student,

the nephew of a curi, who had been sent away on account of

incapacity, wanted to shoot him.

He not only drew the attention of the French episcopate and all

generous Catholics to the religious needs of Corsica, particularly

the need of a well-equipped clergy, in a printed document widely

circulated, but occasionally went to Paris and interested royalty

and ministers in his work of reform, getting a Government subsidy

«r grant in aid for the new seminary. Betteir than all, he procured

Ihe invaluable cooperation of the saintly Oblate, Father Albini,

tvho aimed to make it a model seminary, and who« not so much by
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his toacbiti( as professor of theology as by bis personal holiacM,

bis «BissioB6 and his nuractos, which gaiaed him the name ^ the

Biodera Apostle of Corsica,* became a powerful auxiliary in the

moral regeneration ol the wbole island. "It is a real marvel ; the

iager of God is dure," wrote Gtiibert. Old men blessed and

praised God that they had lived to see such an adnurable, such a

wonderfiil change before they died. "One pauses astounded as

before a gigantic work," says M. de Follenay. "Founder, seminary

superior, builder, ecclesiastical administratCH*, preacher, he under-

takes everything, and nowhere shows himself unequal to his task.

On the contrary, he succeeds in what he undertakes, and the success

he obtains is not a fleeting success, an ephemeral recompense ac-

corded to his zeal; it is an emduring success which insures the

future as it sheds lustre on the present All the works of that epoch

subsist . . . Nothmg is changed; the missioners of Vice are

still the apostles of Corsica."

At Y\co, where the missionary residence was fixed, they were

again treading in the footprints of the earlier Franciscan missioners.

The convent of which the Oblates got possession, perched on a

height, backed by the Cuma Mountain and looking towards the

snowy summits of Rotondo, had been built by Franciscan Recol-

lects, who had then most of the Corsican monasteries. Its founda-

tion dates from the pontificate of Sixtus IV. (1471-1484). The
monastery annals record its restoration in 1627. In the church

there is a krge miraculous Crudfix; much venerated by the people,

while under its flagged flooring repose many Fr^iciscan religious

and distinguished personages, nigh whom rests the saintly Oblate

who during his all-too-brief apostolate was the wonder-worker of

Corsica. Pere Guibert worked hard in adapting this convent to the

requirements of a mission house. "Pity me, father," he wrote to

Monsignor de Mazenod ; "I am leading the life of a mason rather

than the life of a priest. When shall I be able to lay aside stones

and mortar and get back to my books and collect my thougiits?"

Father Albini, a learned theologian, an eminently holy priest and

a zealous missioner, was the superior of this house. The good he

wrought was not interred with his bones; it survives like his

memory, which is still a living force, particularly among the faithful

Corsican mountaineers, who in their recollections of him always

couple his name with that of Pere Guibert. There are few houses

in Corsica, we are told, that do not contain his image^ before which

iflie cause of hla tieatiflcatlon is at present before the Apostolic Tri-

bunal tn Rone.
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novenas «pe nude to obtain spintMal and temporal favors. What-

ever relicB the ^et^e oeuld procure, sodi as {tontions of the nusskm

cross he erected, are carefully and revereintly preserved. They

speak of htm as il beoto ptdrt AS>m. Pin Gatbert said he was

the hcrfiest man fae ever knew.

It was not noerely as the reformer of the diocesan clergy, as

the fomider and organizer of seminaries and as director xrf missions

that Pere Gnibert shone. He showed himself a skillful and tactful

diplomatist when the relations between the founder of the Oblatcs

and the French Government became painfully strained. By his

judicious intervention be succeeded in releasing him from a very

difScuh position and reconciling him with the new regime. His

unde, Monsignor Fortune de Mazenod, Bishop of Marseilles, to

whom he was vicar general, had at first refused to take the oath

of fidelity to the July government, and only yielded at the pressing

instance of the Pope. Both were very warm partisans of the doc-

trines and person of M. de Lamennais, who was strongly opposed

to the new power. The municipality of the city was very hostile

to the founder of the Congregation of Mary Immaculate, who
firmly reused to remove a mission cross, the sight of which was

utspleasisg to those who called themselves "liberals," and despite

them maintained the procession of the Exaltation of the Holy

Cross. They had voted the suppression of the episcopal see ; only

tolerated tiie retention of it by the aged Bishop until his death,

which could not be far off, should take place, and required that he

dioiild have no successor. Monsignor Fortune de Mazenod pos-

tulated the Holy See for the devation of his nephew to the epis-

copate with a view of resigning in his favor, a plan of which

Gregory XVI. approved, nominating Pere de Mazenod Bishop of

loosia, «n partibus infideHum, with the title of Apostolic Visitor of

Tunis and Tripoli. The Minister of Public Worship declared him
de(H-ived of the title of vicar general, with interdiction of every

ecclesiastical function in the kingdom for having received episcopal

consecration without the approbation of the French Government.

"Singular legislation !" observed Mons^or de Mazenod. "I might

become a MusBulman without an offense against the laws of my
country, but I cannot be a Bishop!" Hie Pope suggested his

making an inspectkm of the Barbary Coast as Apostolic Visitor,

but he would not avail of this politic concession, which would

have been very i^^reeable to the French Government, but would
have compromised his congregation by making its superior general

appear like a rebd. On August 12, 1834, a Prefectorial decree
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otified him that he was deprived (rf the quality and rights ol a

French citizen. He at once appealed to the royal court ol Aix

and protested in a letter addressed to the French Bishops, a pro-

ceeding which was considered in Paris an act of rebellion. Mon-

signor Casanelli, then in Rome, where he had great influence, took

in hand the defense of his friend, and elicited from Gregory XVI.

this significant expression of opinion: "He has done very well, and

in his place I would not have acted otherwise." The crisis had

reached its acutest stage, and the Government was actually deliber-

ating on having the Bishop of Icosia sent across the frontier

accompanied by a gendarme charged with his expulsion from

France, whe;n Pere Gutbert, as the issue of a series of delicate and

difficult negotiations with the King and his Ministers, brought

about the reconciliation of the Bishop with the Government and

his authorization to bear the title of Bishop of Icosia. In January,

1836 Monsignor de Mazenod went with him to Paris and took the

oath of allegiance, when he was graciously received by Louis

Philippe. The next year Monsignor Fortun6 de Mazenod resigned,

and his nephew was nominated to the See of Marseilles. Pere

Guibert, who in this affair not only rendered a personal service to

his superior, but a signal service to thei Oblate Congregation and

to the Church, was persona gratissima at court and cordially

greeted by the King, to whom the French Ambassador, the Mar-

tinis de la Tour-Maubourg, said: "I met at Ajaccio a seminary

superior who is a very capable priest, the Abbe Guibert ; he should

be made a Bishop." Monsignor Casanelli in 1837 proposed him

for the Bishopric of Gap. But the providential time had not yet

come. The next year he was in Rome, where his work in Corsica

was well known. "It was on Monday evening," he wrote to the

superior, "I had the happiness of being received by the Holy

Father with that kindliness with which every one is acquainted.

He absolutely would not let me remain on my knees a single instant.

His Holiness asked me many particulars about Ajaccio. He was

charmed with all that is being done there, and, above all, that they

are done in part by our congregation."

The "sights" of Rome, the historical ruins which vividly recall

the vanished past of that "lone mother of dead empires," had no

attractions for him unless they were associated with religion.

"What to me," he writes, "arc the trunks of columns or the remains

cf the amphitheatre of pagan Rome unless they are dyed with the

blood of martyrs, and these famous obelisks unless they are sur-

mounted by the statue of St. Peter or St. Paul? I have seen,
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en passant, the beautiful and rich Church of the Annunziata at

Genoa
;
my time was too short to visit the three magnificent monu-

ments in Pisa, placed triangularly in an immense square. To

receive the sacrament of regeneration in this baptistry, unique in

the world, to be fed with the bread of the Word and of Com-

munion in this superb temple, to rest in this Campo Santo, in

earth brought from Jerusalem by the Crusaders, was the sublime

ideal of religion; and what must have been those men who con-

ceived and realized it! I thought I had exhausted my admiration

on the way, and when I have seen St. Peter's all the rest appeared

very little to me, like the stream compared to the ocean. After

praying at the tomb of the holy Apostles, I would not have felt

the least pang in resuming my journey without seeing anything

else."

Religious seclusion was what he looked forward to, not elevation

to the episcopate. In the midst of his active work and frequent

journeys he writes : "I feel an insatiable need of repose and study."

The superior general at one time thought of recalling him from

Corsica in order to have him as assistant or confiding to him the

direction of the novitiate, for which he was admirably fitted. la

this, as in other things, he subordinated his own wishes to those

of the founder. "All I can understand," he replied, "is that it

concerns the good of the congregation. That is enough for me.

The desire of seeing it prosper has been the passion of my whole

life." "Pere Guibert," observes his biographer, "was a religious to

the inmost fibres of his soul. Behind the will of his superiors

he saw that of God. It is this sweet vision; fruit (A the purest

spirit of faith, which sustained and consoled him amid the trials

inherent to his laborious ministry." To Monsignor de Mazenod
his faithful disciple wrote : "You see, my beloved father, that trials

are not wanting to us in this country. I hope thety are the measure

of the love God has for us. I say to Him a hundred times a day,

and it is all that I can say: Won stent ego tlolo, sed sicut tuf I

say this to you with the more simplicity that I feel myself in the

disposition to go or to remain, to die or to live, only attaching

any value to one thing, that the last act of my life may be an act

of obedience." A celebrated French writer who described his

career when he was Archbishop of Paris, said : "C'est un moine."

The term was not inappropriate. He was interpenetrated with the

monastic or religious spirit, a cenobite to the finger tips. The
Church's greatest men have come out of the cloister, and he was
one of them. "It is because he was a holy religious," says M. dc
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Folkoay, "that he has beea a great Bistuop. He ascoidod the

step« of the episcopal tfarone like those austere mea o£ the Middle

Ages they sought in the sechisioo ot the cloiater to impoae upon

them the duty of defending the interests of the Church, and who

were astonished that they should place the mitre on their brows

and pot a crosier in their hands."

In a letter to Monsignor de Mazenod announcing his approach-

ing clevatioai Monsignor Casanelli wrote: "I am threatened with

the loss of M. Guibert, who is my right arm atid the principal in-

strument of all my works. I don't dissemble from you, Mcmseig-

neur, that I was the first promoter of the blow I af^rehead. Con-

vinced as I was, and as I still am, of the eminent qualities which

distinguish M. Guibert, and appreiciatiiig^ the signal services he

has rendered to my diocese, I have regarded it as a duty of justice

and gratitude to designate him to die Government as a subject

capable in every respect of fulfilling^ the functions ol the episcopate.

It was in 1837 I first spoke of him to the Minister of Worshq>;

later, in 1839, I confirmed in an official letter tiie information I

had verbally given." He concluded by asking as a favor to be

permitted to retain bira for two years longer. "The delay I ask

for," he adds, "will only serve to increase M. Guibert's merit; he

will leave Corsica with more glorious antecedents, if he g^ves the

finishing touch to the holy undertakings which were the object of

our common solicitude." Pere Guibert on his part left himself

entirely in his superior's hands. "I have never done except what

you willed," he wrote to Monsignor de Mazenod, "and I wish to

follow it as my sovereign rule to my last breath, but I desire that

in coming to so grave a decision you should decide only for the

l^eater good of the congregation. It is for it I have lived up

to this ; I wish to live and sacnfece myself for it to the end." Mon-
signor de Mazenod, with his wonted perspicacity, had long dis-

cerned in him a vocation to the episcopate, and had two years

before actually suggested his nomination to the Sec of Gap, which

would have had the double advantiige of giving- the Church a wise

prelate and the congregation a protector in a diocese vrhere it5

interests were menaced.

When Pere Guibert received official mtimation of his nomination

to the See of Viviers he wrote : "Corsica is now preparing to cele-

brate an event which I ^all regref all the days of my life if it

takes place." And when Monsiffnor de Mazenod received the letter

of the Papal Internuncio, Monsignor Geuibaldi, who asked him
not to intcrpo!»e any obstacle, he noted in his journal : "Poor Gtti-
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.>ert is overwhelmed by the blow. Is it for me to counteract the

designs of ProvideBce? Whatever want this dear child may cause

in Corsica, whatever may be the; gap he will also make in the

congregation, I wo»ld be acting against my conscience it I opposed

his acceptance of the burden the Lord places on him. This sacriice

which I shall make to the Church will draw down new blessings

on the congregation. How not see the hand of God in these

events? . . . After such a letter from the Pc^'s representa-

tive^ is there anything else than to submit to the will of God?

I shall never take it upon me to offer the least obstacle." Writing

the same day to Father Courles, he said: "I am getting old;

besides, I can no longer bear, I should not say the burden, but the

whole responsibility and weight of my position. I shall be obliged

lo retire from the world before the time. It will be useful to the

congregation to have a protector in the Church of France, above

all a prelate who will be such an honor to it."

When the Bishop-designate was just about to set out for Paris

he wrote to the founder : "Bless me once more before my departure,

my beloved father. Formerly when I left for Paris I felt so ligfht-

hearted, so full of courage ! It was because I was going on other

people's business; it is not so this time: I am a victim you are

sending to the sacrifice !" To a young religious he wrote : "After

all, if I only consulted my interests, my ease and my tranquillity,

I should remain what I am. I do not rest my gaze on vanity,

and I often place myself in thought at the moment of death. What
a happiness to g^ve up one's soul to God in a little cell, on a

humble pallet, surrounded by one's friends and brethren ! So I hope

that God, who has given me so many tokens of His merciful

goodness, after having used me to do some good in the new
apostolate I am entering on, will lead me back to the simplicity

of my first state. I even hope not to withdraw myself too far from

it in the exercise of my new ministry ; I wish to be a simple, poor,

missionary Bishop, that my manner of life may remind me of

what I have been, what I have not ceased to be, what I wish to

be at the moment of my death." To another of his brethren he

intimated that he accepted his ncnnination in obedience to the

command of the Holy Father. "An order emanating from a higher

authority and to which all wills must yield, even that of the Bishop

of Ajaccio, who was the most interested in warding oS the dangler,

arrived," he says, "three days before the ordonnance."

When the Bishopric of Viviers became vacant by the resignation

of Monsignor Bonnel de la Barthe, a nominee of Monsignor Frays-
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sinous, the choice of the Government wavered as to which of th»

numerous candidates it would select. The King, bored by the

delay, in any angry mood ordered the Minister to bring him a list

of the candidates. The first name that met his eyes was that of

Fere Guibert. "Que diablel" said Louis Philippe. "What are you

thmking of to be looking for another? There's the man we want

for Viviers."

Tlie consecration took place in the Church of St. Catinat, at Mar-

seilles, an old Dominican chapel used by the chapter pending the

building of the new cathedral. The day chosen was very appro-

priate, Friday, the iith of March, the feast of the raising of St

Lazarus, the first Bishop of Marseilles. Then began an illustrious

episcopal career of forty-two years, which was to reflect such dis-

tinction upon the Congregation of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate,

who gave to the Church in France one of its brightest ornaments.

R. F. O'Connor.
Dublin, Ireland.
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Tht Veins of the Divine Whisper.

THE VEINS OF THE DIVINE WHISPER.

Beatae aures quae venaa divlnl siuurri suBCipiunt, et de mundl hujus
uiurrationibiia nihil advertunt.—De Imitatione Christi, IS., L, 1. (Happy
ears, which receive the veins of the divine whisper, and take no notio*
of the wbisperinga of the world.—Challoner'a Translation.)

^ , T "T "T HAT does Thomas k Kempis me&n by 'the veins of the

YY divine whisper' in this verse?" The question was ad-

dressed to me by a Catholic lady whose thoughtful

piety, not unmingled with keenness of literary observation, doubtless

had wrestled long with the peculiar phrase before it was thus sub-

mitted "for decision to a high court of last resort." Although the

English expression in question must have passed dozens of times

through the portal of eye or ear into my brain, it seems clear that

the brain had not fully reacted to the stimulus of the words, for I

was nonplussed by the question, and, after the fashion of high

courts, determined not to commit myself to a hasty decision, but to

take the matter under advisement.

At this point in my story it is perhaps in form to request the

gentle reader's forbearance for an occasional use of "the personal

note." It is not intruded for any other purpose than to make the

argument clearer, as may be seen in the sequel. Certainly it is not

egotistical to confess oneself baffled by an expression which, in a

book of Catholic piety like the "Imitation," one might well be ex-

pected to know by heart and to have heard with the understanding

as well as with the ears. Apropos of this, however, Percy Fitz-

gerald gives' us, in a personal anecdote, an illustration of the un-

observant manner in which people are wont to read even a book of

profound wisdom couched in sententious lesscms. One of the most

striking thoughts of the "Imitation" is: "If thou canst not make
thyself such as thou wouldst be, how canst thou expect to hawie

another exactly to thy mind?" Dr. Johnson quoted it with much
satisfaction as a forceful utterance. "This," comments Fitzgerald,

"shows the value of criticism from such an intellect as Johnson's,

which, almost without effort, always seized on what was most strik-

ing or telling. Many persons who have studied their 'Imitation'

may have overlooked this pregnant saying, or perhaps have not

noticed its extraordinary force. They have read the book as they

would any religious work of meditation, or have been attracted by

1 "Thonchts on Tha Imitation of Chrtrt.'" In "Ttf Month," May, 1114.

p. 117.

I.
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other passages of a more conventional kind . . . When repeating

tliis saying to friends, I have always noted how much they are

impressed, as by some novelty."

And so, when the perplexing expression, "the veins of the divine

whisper," passed before the eyes of my newly awakened interest,

it struck me as a kind of novelty. What, indeed, does it mean?

The Latin original might give an appropriate answer, and I ac-

cordingly begged my questioner for time to consult a volume con-

taining it which was enriched with copious references to the Sacre<l

Scriptures and the Fathers of the Church, and which was (by good

fortune, as I mistakenly thought) among my books. The volume

was edited by V. Postel, canon and vicar general of Algiers and

doctor of divinity, and was published in 1867 at Paris in handscane

form. I found it easily enough, but the infcHinaticHi sought in it

was not found. It furnished, indeed, no less than twelve references

to or direct quotaticms from the Bible in order to illustrate the few

and brief verses in this one chapter of the "Imitation." The editor

had obviously applied himself with both learning and industry to

his task. But he gave no reference or quotation whatever in illus-

tration of the verse placed at the head of this paper, nor did he at-

tempt any explication of the mysterious words that had puzzled

both my questioner and myself. Similarly, the volume* which had

furnished the English translation to my questioner offered no ex-

planatory reference, quotation or gloss.

Was the verse, then, whether in the Latin original or in its literal

translation by Bishop Challoner, so simply self-explanatory as to

permit of no interpretative footnote? Amongst the millions of

readers, Protestant as well as Catholic, of the golden book of

Thomas i Kempis, were there only two persons of such humble

mentality as to find the words obscure in meaning?

The question seemed sadly pertinent, and in the search for a

definitive answer I accordingly placed the Latin text and Challoner's

rendering of it before several judges who were competently

equipped, Iwth in ascetical lore and in Latin idiom, for a clear

solution of the difficulty. I felt reassured when I found the judges

either silent or prolific in mutually exclusive interpretations. The

sense of the passage was, then, really obscure. At all events, it

was sufficiently refractory not to yield its meaning to any casual

investigation.

But perliaps other editions of the Latin text would condescend

with a commonly acceptable interpretation? Assuredly, the passage

was difficult enough to justify annotation or commentary. But

>It was, of course, an edition of Bishop Challoner's translation of the

"ImltatioB (or FoUowlns) of Chriat."
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here the mystery deepened. I consulted a fairly portly volume* of

464 pages, giving the Latin text together with "Considerationes,"

taken from other works of Thomas, appended to each chapter.

These "Considerations" were not infrequently of much greater

length than the text which they illustrated. A new hope naturally

arose within me. It would be truly appropriate that Thomas should

himself explain Thomas ! The event destroyed the hope. Now, the

strange part of this business is that the volume in question was
published in 1889 and was reissued in 1900, the demand for it

justifying its reissue. Had not any of the readers of its first edition

found any mystery in the words :
"Venas divini susurri ?" Or were

its readers of a much finer mental equipment than the competent

judges whom I had already consulted?

Another Latin edition publi^ed at Turin in 183 1, "Ad fidem

Autographi anni mcdxli per Heribertum Rosweydum, S, J.," gave

no better results, although it did pause to givie a "Collectio

locutionum quae Teutonicam phrasim redolent"—^a list of expres-

sions smacking of Teutonic idiom. And it added a chapter which

admirably summarized the ascetical teachings of the "Imitation."

Much editorial care had evidently been devoted to this edition.

But having looked carefully through it, I perceived that either no

difficulty in our verse had been noticed or that it was considered

trifling on the one hand or quite insoluble on the other hand.

Of course there are well-nigh innumerable editions of the Latin

original. I shall not weary my readers with further illustration,

however. We shall see what we shall see in respect of some of

these. Let me add that none of the editions of Otalkmer's trans-

lation into English which I locJced up referred in any way to this

puzzling verse, although the volumes had various additions of pious

considerations, practical reflections, prayers, indicating no lack of

(.ire in the editing of this allcgether wonderful bock of the "Imita-

tion."

II.

I have said that the judges before whom the passage was placed

either gave variant interpretations or none at all. Meanwhile, some

reply—it should hardly be styled an answer—must be giiMten to my
questioner. Perchance the "Glossarium" of Du Cange would offer

some mediaeval examples of the uses of "vena" or of "susurri"?

(Thomae ft Kemi>U De ImltaUone Chrtati Ubri Quatuor. Textum

4>dldit, Conrideratlones ad culusque Ubri alnffula capita ex ceteria «tuad«m

Thomae k Kempls opuacuUn coUeKit et adtecit Hermannua Qerlach, Can-

•nicua Eiocl. Cathedr. Umburg., lur. Utr. Dr. Opua poathumum. EMltla

altem . . . Fribursi Briagovlae . . . IIDCOCC. The work waa

adited by Dr. Laurentlua W«rthinann, Conailiariua ecclealaatlcua.
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It did furnish several such, but none that fitted the present case.

If the words were Scriptural, they might be found in Cruden's

"Concordance" ? It was a far shot, for he dealt with the Authorized

Version and not with the Doway Version. Nothing dealing widi

veins or whispers that could help to a solution! Unfortunately, a

Latin concordance which I had several times found serviceaUc

could not be presendy located. A search throu^ approved Latin

dictionaries (including Forcellini) did not produce results that

looked promising. However, there was one tropical meaning of

''vena" which might serve a useful purpose: "The interior, the

intimate or natural quality or nature of a thing." The "vena

susurri," the "vein of a whisper," might possibly be interpreted as

the inmost meaning, the inner burden or content of the message.

"Happy the ears that receive the inmost message of the divine

whisper and give no heed to the whisperings of the world." I ac-

cordingly suggested this as a possible interpretation, in a letter to

my questicMier, and embellished the interpretation with a further

comment that Thomas was probably thinking of the wondrously

beautiful narrative in the Third book of Kings (chapter xix., verses

11-13) ; for when Elias had journeyed to the mount of God, Horeb,

he was bidden to leave the cave and to stand upcm the mount and

witness the passing of the Lord. How should the prophet recognize

Him? There was first of all a great and strong wind that over-

threw the mountains and broke the rocks into pieces ; but the Lord

was not in the whirlwind. And then, after the whirlwind, an earth-

quake; but the Lord was not in the earthquake. And after the

earthquake, a fire ; but the Lord was not in the fire. And after the

fire, there was "the whistlmg of a gentle air." And when Elias

heard this, "he covered his face with his mantle," for he knew

that the Lord was in the gentle whisper of the air—in die still, small

voice, and not in the tumultuous hurly-burly of hurricanes, earth-

quakes, conflagrations. And if we are to hear "the veins of the

divine whisper"—^"the inmost message of the divine whisper"—we

must resolutely close our ears to the innumerable buzzings of earthly

interests. "Non in commotione Dominus!"

My questioner professed herself delighted with the tentative

solution of the difficulty and with the illustration from the history

of Elias. Not satisfied, however, I determined to look up different

translations into English and foreign languages for other interp^^

tations. I found very many variant ones, some of which will be

spread out for the gaze of my readers. But it was only towards

die close of a l<Mig hunt that I came upon a Latin edition whidi

gave my own illustration from Elias. I was delighted at finding

even one editw who had anticipated me. This was a sfrfendid edi-
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tioD published in 1761 at Turin, which gives both the Latin and an
Italian translation, together with pious considerations and practical

reflections, a prayer after each chapter, a sununary at the end of
each hock and citations and notes throughout, "ad oggetto di ren-

deme piu utile la lettura"—for the purpose of making the work
more useful in the reading. This is the interpretative rendering of
the Latin verse: "Beate le orecchie, che odono il dolce mormorio
delle divine ispirazioni: e sono sorde ai susurri confusi di questo
mondo!" ("Blessed are the ears that hear the sweet murmur of the
divine inspirations and are deaf to the confused whisperings of this

world!"). Under the heading, "I^flessioni, e Pratiche," we find:

"Not in the midst of the tumults and cares of the world does God
make His voice heard. . . For the Sa,vliour is not in the great and
strong wind; not in the midst of the earthquake; not in the fire

... but in the soft whispers of a gentle wind." And here a foot-

note refers to the Third Bode of Kings, chapter the nineteenth,

verse the twelfth. Finally, there is another enlightening reference

whose consideration the plot of my story compels me to defer for

the present. The edition is beautifully printed and attractively

bound. An idea of its proportions may be gained from the fact

that a good-sized volume of 463 pages is devoted to the Third

Book alone of the "Imitation."

It is not the purpose of this paper to contend for the desirability

of this interpretation or to comment favorably on the illustration

from the history of Elias. For those who are interested in this

present story there are perhaps a few surprises in store. But it is

not amiss to note here the unsatisfactory, albeit prodigious, labors

of editors like V. Postel. They cloud clear issues with many com-

ments and pass over in silence the issues that are really obscure.

They are like the patrons whom Johnson scored in his famous letter

to Lord Chesterfield, who throw no rope to the drowning wretch

as he struggles in the water, but cumber him with congratulations

after he has managed somehow to reach the shore.

Now the Italian translation just quoted gives the reader an in-

telligible rendering of our verse. There still remains the difficulty,

nevertheless, of accounting for the "venas divini susurri." Why
should this expression be considered equijVBlent to "the sweet mur-

mur of the divine inspirations?" The word "vena" might indeed

be considered an apt word to image rivulets whose murmuring is

soft. At all events, the Italian editor furnished the Latin original

in parallel form, and no reader can fairly quarrel with a rendering

beside which the original is conscientiously placed.

Well, the obscurity of the passage still remained. Doubtless

other translations would, like this Italian edition, implicitly acknowl-
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edge the difficulty and endeavor to meet it manfully either in the

English rendering or in an enlightening footnote. Every good

translation is, in a sense, an interpretation. But there are many
occasions—and this was undoubtedly one of them^—^where an edi-

torial interpretation of the original text should frankly confes*

itself to be uncertain. The Latin text should be given in a foot-

note and the reason for the English rendering should be intelligibly

stated when, as in the present case, the English word is not a trans-

laticHi, in a self-explanatory fashion, of the original. Now, the

Latin word "vena" means a "vein." If, then, "vein" would leave

the passage wholly unintelligible, and some other word (such as

accent, or breathing, or pulse, or echo, or throbbing—all of which,

as I discovered, have been employed) be used as an interpretation,

this fact should be clearly stated somewhere. In the English ren-

dering, "venas" mig^t be placed in brackets after "accent" or

"rhythm," or whatever word is used. Or a footnote should state

the difficulty and the reasons for its present solution. We shall

see with what light-hearted freedom the translating editors have

ignored this requirement.

III.

There have been many translations of the "Imitation of Christ"

into English, not all of which will be considered here. Enough of

them, however, will be quoted to illustrate conclusively the obscure

character of the Latin original [^rase, "venas divini susurri."

Lovers of the incomparable volume of Thomas a Kempis will per-

haps be as amused—^not to say instructed—as I have been, by the

wonderful variety of English renderings, which illustrate widely

differing interpretations of the veins of a whisper. It will make
the task of comparison somewhat easy if distinctive headings be

given to the translations and the verse be quoted in full. Follow-

ing the plan of Carl Hirsche* with respect to this verse, the hem-

istichs will be printed in versified form. The context will be thus

more apparent, while the occurrence of our puzzling phrase in the

first hemistich will be more clearly realized. Hirsdie thus

prints the verse:

Beatae aures quae venas dlvlnl susurri susclplunt:
et de mundi hujus susurratlonlbus nihil advertunt.

The rhymic cadences of "suscipiunt" and "advertunt" illustrate his

* Thomae Kempensls De Imltatione ChriatI Ubrl Quatuor. Teztum
ex autographo Thomae nunc primum accuratissime reddidit, dlstinxit, noT»

modo dlsposult; capitulorum et llbrorum ar^menta, locos parallelos

adleclt Carolus Rlrsche. Edltio altera, correcta et aucta. Inest facsimil*

antographi Thomae. (Berlin, 1891; p. 131.)
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theory of the rhythmic punctuation and rhymic cadences which, it

is contended, caused Adrian de But, a contemporary of Thmnas,
to declare that the "Imitation" was written "metrice," or in rhythm.

It will also facilitate comparison if the English renderings be

grxMiped roughly into classes, rather than chronologically,' in order

to illustrate the idea of the meaning of the original Latin which

seems to have guided the pens of the translators. The process of

comparison will doubtless be further Ughtened if some interesting

details (or, at least, details which gave me much pleasure in the

finding), ordinarily dear to the heart of wortliy bibliomaniacs, be

given concerning each translati<Mi.

VEINS.

Happy ears, which receive the veins of the divine whisper:
and take no notice of the 'whisperings of the world.

In some editions "happy ears" is found as "blessed ears," and
"whisperings" as "whispers." In his "Thoughts," Percy Fitz-

gerald says: "The favorite Catholic translation was issued in

1744, and was the work of Dr. Challoner, whose well-known in-

itials, 'R. C.,' are attached to it. This, I presume, is the popular

version now in use. It was fortunate that it was attempted thus

early, though scarcely early enough, for it is cast in a rather antique

and quaint phraseology. Our modern familiar tongue would never

suitably present the author's ideas." This is the whole treatment

which he accords to Dr. Challoner's version, and the account is

sufficiently vag^e and, in respect of the assigned date, is erroneous.

Burton says: "In 1737 Dr. Challoner turned a little while from

controversy to bring out an entirely new translation of the 'Imita-

tion of Christ,' the older version then in the hands of Catholics

having become antiquated in style. The book was a favorite one

with him, and he wished it to be widely spread, so that his task

was a labor of love. His rendering fulfilled his hopes, for it soon

became the standard version; it has been reprinted a countless num-

ber of times and still remains in popular use."*

s Burton, "The Ufe and Times of Bishop Challoner," I., p. 281. The flnt

edition was that published by Thomas Melghan (Ix>ndon, 1737), who in 1744

issued a second edition. Then, according to Burton, Coghlan, of London,

brought out a flfth, sixth, eighth and ninth edition in 177S, 1789, 17*8 and
1796, respectively. In 1800 Thomas Haydock (Manchester )lasu«d it, and In

1810 the "thirteenth" edition was Issued by Keating (London). In 1814 aa
edition, revised and corrected, appeared at Corlt. In 1826, Coyne, of Dublin,

Issued what is styled by him the "Vrteenth" edition. Keating, London, la-

sued in 182$ and 1829 the seventeenth and eighteenth edition respectively.

"Subsequent editions" (says Burton) "become too numerous to mentioa

In detail, e8i;>ecial]y as some i^-ere Issued without date. . . . Other
editions were printed In Paris . . . 1884 and 188S; ... in Phila-
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PULSES.

Blessed are the ears that gladly receive the pulses of the divine whisper:
and give no heed to the many whispertnga of this world.

This translation is given in an edition of the "Imitation" pub-

lished in London in 1894, with a preface by Archdeacon Farrar

and with five illustrations by C. M. Gere. It was reissued in the

following year, and a third edition appeared in 1905. In the eleven

years intervening between the first and the third edition, zppax-

ently no reason was discerned for altering the translation of venas

by pulses. The same translation appears, undated, as "a newly re-

vised translation" in the series, entitled "The Ancient and Modem
Library of Theological Literature," published by GrifiFeth, Farran

& Co., London. This edition has a preface signed with the initials

"W. T. B.," who says of the "Imitation" that "its powers seem to

lie in its transparent thoroughness and simplicity." The "simplicity,"

meanwhile, is not very obviously shown in the puzzling phrase,

"venas divini susurri." The simplicity was undoubtedly in the mind

of Thomas; it is not very apparent in the English renderings of

the phrase.

Although the pulse depends on arteries and not on veins, no one

will feel like quarreling with the translator on this score; for, in

Latin, vena was sometimes indifferently used by the ancients for

both artery and vein. But did Thomas a Kempis have any such

thought in his mind as "pulses?" What, indeed, are the pulses of

a whisper?

With the word "veins" we are permitted to associate many things

that might find metaphorical scope in connection with a whisper.

But, after all, a vein is not a pulse—another is an artery. The meta-

phor found in "vein" has now become a meton3rmy in "pulse," and

figure is piled upon figure, Pelion upon Ossa.

delphla by Cummiskey, 18S$; and several editions have been issued by
DuRy, of Dublin, and Bums & Oates, of lA>ndon." This is obviously a
most incomplete list of the early editions. Lowndes, in his "Bibliographer's

Manual," mentions an edition issued at Manchester In 1744 with the title

"Imitation of Christ." One might gather from Burton's list that the first

appearance of an American edition was that of Cummiskey In 1838. Flnottl,

however. In his "Bibliographia CathoUca Americana," notes the "Ist

American ed." as issued by Matthew Carey, Philadelphia, as early as

1806, under the title of "The Imitation of Jesus Christ;" what is styled by

its publishers "the thirteenth edition," at New Tork in 1808, under the

title "The Following of Christ;" and, under the same title, a Baltimore

edition, in 1810. (Flnottl brings bis work down only to the year 1820. How
many editions have since appeared in America! Challoner's translation

has indeed been the popular one amongrst Catholics in EMgllsh-speaklng

lands; and many millions of readers have doubtless wondered as to the

meaning of "the veins of the divine whisper."
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The same, rendering of venas by pulses is given, in a slightly dif-

ferent setting, in a volume issued in London in 1902 : "Of the 'Imi-

tation of Christ'—^Revised Translation. London: Henry Frowde."

The volume is furnished with an Index of Scriptural Quotations;

but it may be noted here for future reference that the Index does

not contain any mention of the Book of Job—an exceedingly signifi-

cant omission, as will appear further on in a discussion of the

Biblical source for our phrase. The preface, too, remarks: "All

direct quotations from Holy Scripture are printed in italics; mar-

ginal references are given not only for these, but for all allusions

to or direct quotations from the Bible." If the translator had

known that the verse of the "Imitation" takes the very phraseology

of Job (in the Vulgate Latin), doubtless he would have hesitated

before rendering the venas once more, in a "newly revised transla-

tion," as pulses.*

It may also be noted here that in the Frowde edition "receive"

is replaced by "catch :" "Blessed are the ears that catch the pulses

of the divine whisper ..." A footnote refers to Matt, xiii.,

16-17 ("But blessed are your eyes, because they see, and your ears,

because they hear. For, amen I say to you, that many prophets and

just men have desired to . . . hear the things that you hear,

and have not heard them"). It is clear that the reference has

nothing to do with veins or whisper. The statement of the preface,

"The present translation is absolutely faithful to the origfinal Latin

of Thomas k Kempis" (sic), is to be read in the light of the decla-

ration which immediately follows: "No word or phrase has been

omitted in the interests of any school or party."

If by "venas susurri" is meant an exceedingly faint sound,

"catch" is better than "receive," for it implies concentrated effort

to gather some of the fleeting and faint sounds of the whisper.

Was this implied by Thomas a Kempis? I'think not.

THROBBING.

Blessed are the ears that ratch the throbbing whisper of the Lord:
and turn not to the buizlnKs of the paasing world.

What was apparently a Ritualist's translation of the "Imitation"

into rhythmic sentences was published in London in 1889. Its

translator was anonymous, but a preface was contributed by Canon

• The rendering "pulses" is also found in the edition published by Walter
Scott (London) In the "Canterbury" series of B^llsh classics: "Blessed

are the ears that gladly receive the pulses of the divine whisper, and listen

not to the whisperings of the world." This edition puts Scriptural ex-

tracts within quotation marks, but has none for our verse. There are no
Buorglnal references or notes of any Und, and there Is no preface.
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Liddon. It was reissued in America in 1895 with a preface signed

with the initials "D. F. R.," and this editicHi included also the trans-

lator's preface. These two prefaces explained briefly the strange

title given to the volume: "Musica Ecdesiastica—^The Imitation of

Christ. By Thomas a Kempis. Now for the first time set forth in

rhythmic sentences according to the original intention of the au-

thor." The matter is interesting and was succinctly set forth. A
larger treatment of it may be found in an article entitled "New
Ljght on an Old Question," in the April number of the Dublin

Review for 1880 (pages 382-409). We may not turn aside to dis-

cuss the matter here, however, for we are now concerned rather

with the rhythmized rendering quoted above. Two interesting

facts may nevertheless be passingly noted here. The first is that

the text of the "Imitation" is divided up into portions assigned

consecutively to all the days of the year. If such a brief portion

were thus daily read and meditated upon, the spiritual gain would

obviously be great; for annually the whole "Imitation" would be

read, and the common and careless trick of opening the volume

anywhere for spiritual reading would be avoided. The whole chap-

ter which includes our verse is thus assigned to July 8. The sec-

ond fact of undoubted suggestiveness (and great appropriateness

to our present inquiry) is that the translator ends his preface with

a quotation from this chapter, and that our verse is found therein

beautifully enshrined as it were at the very gateway of the paradi-

siac volume written five centuries ago.

In the rendering quoted above, "the veins of the divine whisper"

is turned into "the throbbing whisper of the Lord." The allusion

is pretty clear, but again we have an interpretation rather than a

translation, and we are tempted to ask, Why? The Latin is no-

where given, nor is there any note or comment explaining the

strange rendering. Nor, withal, is the meaning made any clearer.

The pulse (vena) throbs, indeed, and so the allusion is fairly to be

gathered. But does a whisper throb? The translator has poetized

as well as rhythmized his rendering of the Latin. He has done still

worse. He has sentimentalized a work, at least in this verse, whose

author was the farthest possible remove from a sentimentalist in

religion or in asceticism. The crowning glory of the "Imitation" is

the wonderful combination it exhibits of simplicity and directness

of utterance, of depth of meaning, of truth to the facts of the hu-

man heart and of practical common sense. It deals indeed with

thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears; but it does so with

the matter-of-fact directness of a surgeon amputating a leg and not

with the hysterical sobbing's of the wife whose husband is thus

being operated upon. Throbbing whisper? No, no! Thomas a
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Kempis would regard such sentimentality with amazement and ia-

credulity.

A new and Catholic revision^ of the rhythmical translatibn was
published in 1908. Its editor says: "The translation here pub-

lished was . . . chosen because it reproduced well the spirit of

the original, even so far as to copy its rhythmical structure. . . .

Every line, indeed every word, of the English has been accurately

compared several times with the corresponding line and word of

the superb Pohl edition (1904) of the manuscript of the author."

The result of this repeated comparison of the anonymous English

translation with Pohl's Latin edition is a changing of various words

and expressions. With respect to our verse, however, only the sec-

ond line is slightly altered, the words, "the passing world," beinf

simplified into "this world." The important point is that the ren-

dering of "venas divini susurri" by "the throbbing whisper of the

Lord" remains uncorrected. Neither the original English transla-

tion nor its American revision indicates the reason for the render-

ing, "throbbing whisper." And yet we have already collected sev-

eral curious renderings: Veins, pulses, throbbing. All of them

appear to be interrelated figuratively. Can we say the same thing^

of our next illustration, wherein "venas" is rendered by "in-

stillings"?

INSTILLINGS.
I

Blessed the ears which receive the InstllUflKa of the divine whiaper:
and take no notice of the whisperings of the world.

The pulse might be popularly understood as an external evidence

of the work of an artery which, as it were, registers the throbs ef

the heart in its endeavor to drive the blood through its channels,

and the blood thus driven might be conceived (popularly) as forc-

ing its way onwards, drop by drop. Whence we arrive (perhaps)

at the idea of the instillings. Veins, pulses, throbbing, instilltngs

may thus be looked at as efforts on the part of the translators to

render the thought suggested by the "veins" of a whisper. But

again we have metonymy founded on metaphor. And one may
doubt that any clear notion is conveyed to the reader by the instill-

T«The SodaUafs Imitation of Christ ... an EinKlish translation

reproducing the rhythm of the original, revised, corrected and edited by
Father Elder Mullan, S. J., New Tork, 1908." It was a happy thotight

so to revise the work for Catholic readers, who were thus enabled to see

concretely the theory of rhythm in the Imitation as propounded by HIrsch*

in 1874, and to look at the ascetlcal labor of Thomas In the light of this

new theory of his loving anxiety that the rhythmic cadences of his laa-

guage should render his work more attractive to those for whom It waa
written.
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ings of the divine whisper. The ear perceives smnething that

sounds poetical in phrase ; but the intelligence remains inquisitive, if

not querulous. Did Thomas i. Kempis mean that the inward speak-

ing of God to the soul is a slow process, such as the word "instill-

ing" would naturally suggest?

A translation of the "Imitation" c(Hitaining this rendering of our

verse was published by Murphy in Baltimore in 1886 without indi-

cation of the translator, or preface, or notes of any kind, or any

indications whatever of Scriptural extracts. The same translation

was published in L/>ndon by Kegan Paul in 1892 with the imprima-

tur of Cardinal Manning, similarly without notes, preface, etc., and

was evidently intended few the devout use of its readers rather

than for the satisfaction of any scholarly inquisitiveness ; for in the

same year Kegan Paul issued a much larger edition giving both the

Latin and its English translation on pages that faced each other.

The Latin text employed was that of Hirsche, with its interesting

divisions of paragraphs, sentences, and even clauses, based on

Hirsdie's theory concerning the punctuation, rhythms and rhymic

intentions (or coincidences, as the case may be) of Thomas a Kem-
pis in the autograi^i of the year 1441. With respect to the English

translation that acccHnpanied the Latin text, page by page, it may
be said that its similar divisions into paragrai^is, sentences and

clauses made the reading of the translation an un^deasant task save

for a patient scholar who was willing to toil much in order to com-

pare the Latin with its vernacular rendering. A publisher's note

informs the reader that this English translation is "based on that

by Bishop Challoner (1744), modified by comparison with every

known version in English, and many in foreign languages. In

some few cases a new rendering has been adopted." Kegan Paul

had pubUshed several variant editions of the "Imitation," and I

suspect that this one of the year 1892 simply used, with perhaps

the "new rendering" in some cases (of which the publisher's note

speaks), one of his older editions. If diis be true, it is important

to notice that our puzzling text did not receive, in the edition of

1892, any new rendering, so far as I can judge. But it is still more

important to notice that the extensive comparisrais made with all

the known English translations down to the year 1892 and with

many in foreign languages resulted in no additional clarification of

the "veins of the divine whisper." This is the phrase of Bishop

Challoner in his literal rendering of the Latin original. Kegan

Paul's edition professes itself to be based upon the Bishop's trans-

lation, and thus implicitly acknowledges that "the veins of the

divine whisper" called loudly for interpretation. But is "instillings"

an intelligible interpretation of "veins"?
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SECSET BREATHINGS.

Blessed be the ears that hear the ae:ret breathings of Jesu%
and heed not the deceitful whisperingrs of this world.

We have seen that whereas Challoner thought it best to translate

"venas divini susurri" literally into "the veins of the divine whis-

per," others have endeavored to interpret the "veins" in some intel-

ligible fashion. Thus we have considered "pulses" (for a vein or

an artery may be supposed to suggest a pulse), "throbbing" (a de-

rivative of "pulses"), and "instillings" (an idea similarly connected

with pulses).

A vein, however, may properly suggest other things metaphorf-

cally. The veins are hidden within the encompassing flesh and

may be seen only in rare lines of tracery underneath the skin. They

are mostly hidden or "secret," and possibly this thought is implied

in the translation given above, which is that of Richard Whytford,

first published in 1556 and again in 1585 and subsequently. In

1872 Dom Wilfrid Raynal, O. S. B., edited the work, modernizing

the spelling, altering somewhat the punctuation, but preserving the

text unaltered except, as he remarks in his introduction, "where the

overcrowding of particles rendered the meaning very obscure."

After his death, his edition was reissued with an appreciation of

Dom Raynal's work contributed by G. Roger Hudleston, O. S. B.

With singular infelicity, the beautifully printed and exquisitely

illustrated edition now lying before, me uses the words of the Au-

thorized Version for most of the Biblical texts, although this "Au-

thorized Version" appeared more than half a century after Whyt-

ford had published his work. He had stoutly resisted the religious

encroachments of Henry VHI., must have been an octogenarian

when Queen Mary began her short reign, and "had in all proba-

bility sung his Nunc Dimittis ere Elizabeth ruled the land" (Ray-

nal). He could have known nothing of the "King James Version"

of the Bible.

From Dom Raynal's historical introduction we learn that Whyt-

ford was in all probability chaplain to the Bishop of Winchester at

the time that the Countess of Richmond, mother of King Henry

VII., died. Her name is almost romantically, as well as most pi-

ously, associated with the first publication of the "Imitation" in

English; for not only did she translate the Fourth Book (on Holy

G)mmunion) and have it printed by Richard Pynson, the king's

printer, in 15Q3 and again in 1504, but it was at her "spedall Re-

quest and Coounandement" that Wynkyn de Worde, in 150a? ( ?),

printed the first three bodes of the "Imitation" as translated by

"Mayster Wyllyam Atkynson, Doctor of Diuynyte." It was also

"at the commaundement and instaunce of the ryght noble and ex-
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cellcnt prynces Margarete moder to our soverain lorde Kynge
Henry the. VII. and Countesse of Rych mount and Derby" that

Pynson printed the first three bodes in "the yere of our Lord MD.
iii." "Bishop Fisher, her confessor, has so beautifully drawn her

character in the funeral oration he delivered at her death, that we

at once recognize in her a htunble soul thoroughly imbued with the

Apirituality of 'The Imitaticm of Christ'" (Raynal). The strong

character of Whytford is illustrated by the advice he gave to his

young friend, afterwards Sir Thomas More, to resist a certain un-

just attitude of the king. ThcHnas followed the advice of his spir-

itual counsellor! Both were strong men, indeed, in the after times

that were so sadly out of joint. We know the splendid fate of the

chancellor of England ; and Dom Raynal pictures for us the patient

but always resolute resistance of Whytford to the alternately brutal

and cunning measures of the emissaries of Henry VIII. The story

cannot be rehearsed here, but if the attention I have thus solicited

to this volume should lead any reader to become more familiar with

its pages, I may be pardoned the digression I have so far indulged.

For it is a beautiful book even in its externals of paper, printing,

binding and illustrations, although it suffers from the officious

handicap of having altered the words of Whytford in order to

make many of his Biblical texts conform to those of the authorized

version of English Protestantism.

"rounynge."

Blesald be the eres that receyue of goddea rounjmge:
A taklth non hede of the roumrnge of this worlde.

The verb "roune" means "whisper," and "rounynge" is there-

fore "whispering." The rendering is declared to be the earliest

made into English and is supposed to date back to 1450-1480. In

1893 Kegan Paul published {iot the Early English Text Society),

and John K. Ing^ram, LL. D., senior fellow of Trinity College, Dub-

lin, and president of the Royal Irish Academy, edited (with preface,

notes and glossary), a translation of the first three books of the

""Imitation" found in a manuscript of Trinity College Library,

Dublin. The editor compared the manuscript with another found

in the University Library, Cambridge, noting the variant readings.

I cannot here reproduce all the quaintness of the printing, but the

extract as given above is sufficiently faithful for our purpose. The

Third Book is headed : "Here begynneth the third parte of inwarde

conuersacyon. Of the inwarde spekynge of crist into a soule.

C(apitulum) p(rimum)." And the text itself of the translation

forthwith begins: "I shal here what oure lord god spekith in me.

Blessful is that soule that herith our lorde spekynge in him, & tak-
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ith of his mouthe the word of OHisolacion. Blessid be the eres that

receyue of goddes rounynge, & takith non here of the rounynge of

this worlds." The work itself is headed: "Here begynneth the

tretise called Musica Ecdesiastica."^

The unknown translator of the "Imitation" into this early Eng-

lish was apparently not ill-advised in omitting all mention of the

veins of the whisper. It is curious, meanwhile, that he should not

have followed the example set by a still earlier rendering* of the

Vulgate Latin of Job (iv., 12) into English, which faithfully pre-

serve the "veins." He is satisfied with "the whispering of God" as

a rendering of "venas divini susurri"—and the experience we have

thus far gained of recent English renderings will hardly lead us to

quarrel with him.

"STYLL SPEKYNGE."

Blessyd be the erls that here the styll spekynge or ro'wnynKe of almychtr
god:

and pondereth nat the dysceytfull callynge or pryue raouynse of the world*.

Wynkyn de Worde was the first to print the "Imitation" in Eng-
lish. His edition was reprinted, under the editorship of Dr. Ingram,

by Kegan Paul in the year 1893 volume already cited here. The
earliest English manuscript of 1450-80, which gave us "rounynge"

or "whispering" as a translation of our "venas susurri," contained

only the first three books. The whole four books Were printed in

1504 by Wynkyn de Worde. Of these, the first three were ren-

dered by William Atkynson, D. D., and the fourth, by the Lady

Margaret, mother of King Henry VII. and Countess of Richmond

• In the Chronicles ur .'vuiius de But, a Cistercian who was a con-

temporary of Thomas ft Kempis, occurs a note referringr to the y«ar 14Bt.

praising the ascetlcal worlcs of Thomas ft Kempis and mentioning casually

that Thomas had written "metrically a certain volume on the words 'Qui

seauitur me' " ("Quoddam volumen metrice super iUud 'Qui sequltur

me' "). Qui sequltur me, "he that followeth me wallceth not In darkness,"

begins the Imitation or "Following" of Christ. This allusion Is clear

«nough, but the "metrice" puzzled commentators on the Imitation until

Carl Hirsche propounded his theory. "This latter term might have re-

mained an inexplicable puzzle were it not for the discovery made about
1872 by Dr. Carl Hirsche, that the Imitation of Christ, as well as moat
of the other writings of Thomas ft Kempis, is written and punctuated
so as to be rhythmical. Herein, too, is found the explanation of the
tact that certain old manuscripts of the book bear the title 'Musica Bcele-

slastlca.' " Thus Cruise, Thomas ft Kempis: Notes of a visit to the seen**

In which his life was spent, with some account of the examination of his

relics. (London, Kegan Paul, 1887; p. 166.) Pohl, however, in his edition

of the (LAtin) Imitation (1904) prints the text in solid block tOrm, whilst
noting in an appendix the curious punctuation marks on which, apparmitljr,

hirsche based his theory.

• Walter Hilton's "Scale or Ladder of Perfection" (Book IH., aset. I).
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and Derby. The title runs: "A full deuoute and gostely treatysc of

the imytacion and folowynge the blessyd lyfe of our most mercifull

saviour cryst: compyled in Latin by the right worshypfull Doctor,

Master John Gerson, and translate into englissh the yere of our

lord, M.d.ii. by mayster wyllyam atkynscm, doctor of diuynyte at

the special! request and conunandement of the full excellent pryn-

cesse, Margarete, moder to our souerayne lorde Kynge Henry the

VII., and Countesse of Rychemount and Derby." The third book

begins: "Here bcgynneth the iii. boke. The firste chaptre contey-

neth the inwarde spekynge of our lorde Jesu crtste to mannis soul

that he hath specially chosen: Lo, sayth sucfae a feythfuU soul, I

shall attende and here what our lorde shall speke in me." Dr. In-

gram tells us that Atkynson's translation was not made from "the

French," as the "Dictionary of National Biography" asserts. Atkyn-

son died in 1509. He was canon of Windsor, 1506-7. The title

ascribes the "Imitation" to Chancellor Gerson. Dr. Ingram fol-

lows the almost universal view that it was composed by Thomas
a Kempis.

The "rounyngc" of the earliest English translation now appears

as "the styll spekynge or rownynge"—in brief, the whispering.

THE SOUND OF THE DIVINE VOICE.

Blessed are those ears that receive the sound of the divine voice;
and listen not to the whisperings of the world.

In 1654 Dr. John Worthington, Master of Jesus G>llege and
vice-chancellor of the University of Cambridge, issued a transla-

tion which he entitled "The Christian's Pattern." The rendering

throughout is practically that of "F. B." (generally identified with

Anthony Hoskins, S. J., whose translation, printed first in 1613,

became virtually the basis for all those which have been subse-

quently issued in English), but omits certain passages which did

not please the theological views of Dr. Worthington. The firs*

edition is not extant, but the edition of 1677 exhibits a work which,

thinks Copinger (in his "Bibliographiana, No. 3"), is "no doubt an
excellent translation, but the idc^ of there being anything of par-

ticular value in it is a delusion."

An edition of 1705 bore the title, "The Christian's Pattern
; or, a

Treatise of the Imitation of Jesus Christ . . ." It was re-

printed by T. C. Hansard in 1831. We read in the preface that "it

hath been endeavored generally to keep as close to the Latin as

might be without clouding or perfJexing the sense. . . . That

this endeavor of bringing this edition nearer to the simi^idty of

the author's sense and notion in the Latin, and withal of correcting

such passages in former editions as did not only not come near to
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the words of the author, but were also too much at a distance from

his sense ; I say that such an endeavor as this might the better suc-

ceed ; several Latin editions have been consulted." After such em-

phasis upon "the sense of the author," we find the "venas divini

susurri" rendered as "the sound of the divine voice"—a clear eva-

sion both of the 'Venas" and of the "susurri." Also, the antithesis

apparently implied by Thomas a Kempis between "susurri" in the

first hemstich of the verse and "susunrationibus" in the second, goes

without any English equivalent The "rounjrnge" of the earliest

English translation at least included the idea of the "susurrus."

WBISPERS.

Blessed are those ears that receive the whispers of the divine volee;
and listen not to the whisperings of the world.

I wondered for some time whether Mag^e Tulliver really read

these words in the copy of the "Imitation" that George Eliot pic-

tures her, in her loneliness and desperate distress of mind, as find-

ing in the heap of books that had been brought to her by the admir-

ing Bob. I had thought that the words simply recorded an attempt

made by George Eliot herself to supply a new. and reasonable ren-

dering of the Latin verse. I have found, however, that the verse

had been thus translated by John Wesley in his "The Christian's

Pattern," issued in Baltimore in 1813 ^ "from the twenty-first Lon-

don edition." It seems probable to me that George Eliot had Wes-
ley's translation (or an edition based upon it) under her eyes when
she drew so pertinentiy from the golden book pf Thomas a Kempis

for the gentle instruction of Maggie TuUtver's impatient soul.

The first edition of Wesley's translation appeared in London (C.

Rivington) in 1735, with the l^iend, "compared and corrected

throughout" It is based on the previous translation by Worthing-

ton, which has just been noticed, and in the preface gives wise

directions for those who read the "Imitation" how best to draw
spirittial nourishment from it, refers to Wortfiington's edition

(without, however, namit^ the author, as Wesley af^>ears not to

have known the name), and gives an accpuat of the idea that shaped

the new translation : "Of all the paraphrases, none is more destruc-

tive of the senrc, none more contrary to the spirit of this autitor,

than that which attempts to polish his s^le aod refine his sim-

plicity into eloquence!" Commenting upon this view, Copinger

says: "Had this sentiment been more universally accepted, the

Latin of Castalio and the English versions of Stanhope and Payne
might have been spared us." Wesley complains that Worthington's

edition (1677) "is in many places rather a paraphrase than a trans-

lation : by which means not only much of the beauty, but of the
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strength and spirit of the original is lost. These para[^rastical ex-

pressions, so highly injurious to the nervous brevity of the author,

are here removed, and the words rendered in as liberal a manner

as the nature of our tongue will bear."

Wesley merely changes "sound" to "whispers," retaining all the

rest of Worthington's rendering of our verse ; but the slight change

effects a splendid amendment, for it preserves the antithesis of

susurrus and susurrationes, and replaces the nerveless word

"sound" by the keyword "whispers," thus harking back to the Vul-

gate of Job iv., 12. By his faithfulness so far forth to the Latin

of Thomas a Kempis, Wesley builded better than he knew—for

doubtless he was quite unfamiliar either with the Latin of the Vul-

gate or with the English rendering of the verse in Job by the

Doway translators. He evades, nevertheless, the word "venas."

It seems to me highly interesting that George Eliot should have

included, in "The Mill on the Floss," this puzzling verse of ours

amongst the few excerpts from the "Imitation" selected for Mag-
gie's reading, and that, following on with the next verse, she should

have placed a dash in order to permit of her immediate comment:

"A strange thrill of awe passed through Maggie while she read, as

if she had been wakened in the night by a strain of solemn music,

telling of beings whose souls had been astir while hers was in stu-

por." The brief and scattering extracts are skilfully introduced by

the novelist: "At last Maggie's eyes glanced down on the books

that lay on the window-shelf, and she half forsook her reverie to

turn over listlessly the leaves of the 'Portrait Gallery,' but she soon

pushed this aside to examine the little row of books tied together

with string. . . . She took up the little, old, clumsy book w^ith

some curiosity : it had the corners turned down in many places, and

some hand, now forever quiet, had made at certain passages strong

pen-in-ink marks, long since browned by time. Maggie turned

from leaf to leaf and read where the quiet hand pointed." The
whole chapter ("The Voice from the Past") that closes the fourth

book of "The Mill on the Floss" is a classic. With its powerful

description of the desolate states of Maggie and of the miraculous

effect the reading of a few passages in the "Imitation" had on her

newly awakened attention we have here, c' rourse, nothing to d >.

But my readers will perhaps indulge me with a quotation from

George Eliot's own reflections: "I suppose that is the rca.soa why
the small old-fashioned book, for which you need only pay sixpence

at a bookstall, works miracles to this day, turning bitter waters

into sweetness, while expensive sermons and treatises, newly issued,

leave all thii^ as they were before. It was written down by a
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a solitary, hidden anguish, struggle, trust and triumph—^not writ-

ten on velvet cushions to teach endurance to those who are tread*

ing with bleeding feet on the stones. And so it remains to all time

a lasting record of human needs and htunan consolations—the voice

of a brother who, ages ago, felt and suffered and renounced—^in

the cloister, perhaps, with serge gown and tonsured head, with much
chanting and long fasts and with a fashion of speech different from

ours—but under the same silent, far-off heavens, and with the same

passionate desires, the fame strivings, the same failures, the same

weariness."

The "rounynge" of the earliest English version is virtually the

"whispers" of John Wesley's translation. If we do not admire the

literary stoicism of Dr. Challoner in simply placing before us, with-

out any attempt at elucidation, an English literal rendering of the

^'venas divini susurri," we shall probably admit that "rounynge"

and "whispers" are as serviceable translations as we may h<q)e to

find. Any adjective placed before them would be either an ambigu-

ous interpretation or a piece of purely "poetical" sentimentality.

Let us consider some of these questionable adjectives.

SOFT AND GENTLE.

Blessed are the Bars, which, vv-ith a greedy Attention, drink In the soft
and gentle Whispers of his Spirit:

while they continue obstinately deaf to the treacherous Insinuations of this
deluding World.

George Stanhope, Dean of Canterbury, published (London,

1696') what some critics would probably call an alleged translation

of the "Imitation" under the title of "The Christian's Pattern." A
specimen thereof is quoted above. One may form a fair estimate

of its literary style from the extract ; but it will not be amiss to add

his translation of the following verse: "And doubly blessed are

they, who hear the Sound of Truth, not only in the Outward Ad-

ministration of the Word, but by the Inward and Familiar Commu-
nications and Motions of infused Grace." The developing and en-

veloping process will stand out clearly if we compare with this

Challoner's simple and literal rendering: "Happy ears indeed which

hearken to truth itself teaching within, and not to the voice which

soundeth without."

The author of the translation, however, foresaw no criticism on

the score of literary elaboration. He rather feared that a charge of

unfaithfulness would be preferred. He professes to follow the

Latin of Castalio, who, as he declares, "hath taken some liberty in

places peculiarly relating to the Romish Superstitions" and con-

fesses (or professes) that he himself "hath not only trodden in his

Steps thus far, but, in the Chapters which concern a Monkish Life
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particularly, hath endeavoaF«d to express himself, for die most

part, as that such Meditations might be accommodated to the Cir-

cumstances oi any Pious Christian, who declines the iMeasures wi
Business, and other Intem^ons of the World, aRd sequesters him-

self to the Exercise of Devotion and severer Virtue." He further

alleges that "In order to preserve the Zeal and Spirit of the Author,

it was found necessary sometimes to abridge, and at etiters to en-

large a Thought, and carry it a little higher. All which- the Reader

hatfi this Warning of, to prevent any Objections which m^t
otherwise be raised, against the Faithfulness of an Undertaking, in-

tended, not so much to acquaint Ei^lishmen what Ketnpis thought,

as to convey those Thoughts with some D^ee of that ^>righdi-

ness and Affectionate Warmth, which the Origins^ Composer at

first felt for them." It is at all events an htwiest avowal of unfaith-

fulness to the original, however we may smile at his confidence that

he was able at times to enlar^ the thought of T1ioma& i Ken^s
and "carry it a little higher." How much "^righdiness and Affec-

tionate Warmth" he has added to the dull and fvigid language of

the "Imitation" need not be pointed out

The success of "The Christian's Pattern" is to me one of the

curiosities of literature. Of its many English and American edi-

tions I will not speak ; but that it should have been thought a suffi-

ciently renoarkable classic to warrant its inclusion in Morley's Uni-

versal Library (London, Routledge, 1886) is to me a very wonder-

ful thing. Henry Morley does not include the delightful preface of

Stanhope in this modem edition, but conchides his own introductkni

(giving an account of the "Imitation" and of its author) wiA a

paragraph dealii^ with Stanhope and his translation. Movley tells

us that the "Pattern" went through seventeen editions from 1696

to 1809. I think this an understatement even for the one country

of Great Britain. But it had several editions in America also, two

of which are noted in Finotti's "Bibliographia Cathotica Ameri-

cana." The volume frcMn which I myself have quoted was puMished

in Dublin in 1766, and beatcs on its title-page the legend.: "The

Thirtieth Edition," and this was only seventy years after first

London edttion of 1696.

It should be noted that Stanhope italicizes what he recognizes

as Scriptural extracts and gives marginal' references, but does not

do so foD our verse^ which nevectheless quotes Job (iv., 13).**

>« American readers will be Interested to learn that StanliORe's Torl(
was. r«prlnt«cl in aenBanlio«ui (Philadidplila) fay C^rlsto^ksr Sowr In VH»,
with the cuBious st^teiQ^nt o| the title sage that it was an "Abridgement
of the- Works of Thomas ft Kempts. By a Female Hand." Oar verse is

rendered Miaous' in tba (Station given above. A oap^ at tb4 wUtloa
of $owr is In the library of the American Catholic Historical SocietJS
Two other oople» a>« in tbe library of the Pennsylvania Historical Society.
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SOFT WHISPERS.

BlMHMd are the eara that receive the soft wfalapers of the divine breath:
and exclude the noise and tumult of the world.

This is the rendering of John Payne (London, 1763), who in the

preface to his own translation of the "Imitation" reaiarfcs: "As
'The Christian's Pattern' by Dean Stanhope has claitned a place

among the translations of this excellent book ... it will be

asked, what occasion was there for attempting a new one?" He
answers his own question as follows : "It was attempted to do some
justice to the sense of the original ; which is almost lost in the loose

paraphrase of Dean Stanhope, and almost deprived of Its spirit by

the literal and inelegant exactness of others." He follows the di-

visions and titles of the edition of M. J. Valart (Paris), and de-

clares that his quotations from the Scriptures are more numerous

than they are in the original, quoting from "our English Bible." It

is doubtless due to this last fact that he does not recognize any

Scriptural language in the first chapter of the third book (which

has our verse)—not even the quotation frcMn Psalm Ixxxiv., 9,

which begins the chapter, and, of course, not that from Job iv., 12,

which furnishes the verse of the "Imitation" with the veins of the

whisper.

The same rendering as I have quoted above is found in the trans-

lation of Thomas Frognall Dibdin, D. D., F. R. S. S. A.—"that
worthy bibliomaniac," as Fitzgerald styles him—which was issued

by Pickering in 1828 in a manner "worthy of the translator's taste

in typography." Dibdin bases his version on that of Payne, "but

with such modifications and corrections as may probable entitle the

present [version] to the distinction of a New Translation." Dib-

din has more references to the Bible in our chapter than Payne,

but he does not recognize Job iv., 12. He comments on Stanhope's

translation and says : "As die very opposite of this version of Dean

Stanhope, the recent literal one of the Rev. and Ven. Dr. Challoner

may be recommended," but questions "whether its literal fidelity do

not give it a somewhat bald and arid character."

ACCENTS.

Happy «ar8 which receive the accents of the divine irhl«iMr:

and take no notice of the vrhisperlnsa of the world.

This is a translation virtually identical with that of Challoner.

The title-page directly ascribes it to Clalloner, and nevertheless the

yolume (which bears the imprint of a New York puUkher, white,

curiousty enough, the reverse ol that page has tlie imprimatur of

tiw vicar general of Toumai, dated Jtme 6, 1902) nowhere indicates

that occasional alterations have been made in Chaltoner's text. We
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have here an interpretation and not a translation of our verse. Why
should venas be rendered by accents? The obscurity of the Latin

is indeed largdy dispelled, but, for all one can OHijecture, is re-

placed by a false glare. Of course, an explanation is not vouch-

safed. One grows still more impatient with the editor (unnamed)

for changing the original English text without notification to the

reader.

BI«s*e£ are the ears that gladly receive the accents of the divine whisper.

This is apparently a compound version made out of Challoner

and the translation we have already noted under "pulses." It was

edited by Brother Leo, F. S. C, and issued in 19 lo by Macmillan

(New York) as one of the "Temple Classics." Why "gladly" is

inserted one can only conjecture. It has a preface and notes, but

does not realize anything peculiar and worthy of note or com-

ment in our verse.

BREATHINGS.

Bleseed are the ears which catch the breathings of the dlylne whisper:
and pay no heed to the whispers of the world.

This translation appeared in New York (White, Stokes & Allen,

1886). No explanation is anywhere given of why "venas" should

be rendered by "breathings." What, indeed, are the breathings of

a whisper other than the whisper itself? The verse in Job was ap-

parently unknown, in its Vulgate Latin form, to the translator.

"Breathings" must have become quite popular in Catholic circles,

for it occurred in a "new translation" published by Bums & Oates

some years ago: "Happy ears, which receive the breathings of the

divine whisper, and take no notice of the whisperings of this world."

This reappears in "a new edition" bearing the imprint of a Catholic

publisher in Philadelphia. Thus it circulates among Catholics on

both sides of the ocean. Again, of course, there is no indication

of the reason for "breathings" as a rendering of "venas." The
volume contains 864 pages made up most largely—since the volume

is intended solely for devotional purposes—of excellent "reflec-

tions," "prayers" and appendices which indicate many ways in

which the "Imitation" may be made to serve the most varied uses

of piety. But one is inclined to indulge the fancy that, in such a

chubby book, a very few pages might be unobtrusively slipped

in, which should exhibit briefly the texts of the Latin which have

been doubtfully or ambiguously translated. It may properly be

noted here that one of the appendices refers to the chapters of the

"Imitation" "arranged according to the Gospel of all the Sundays

of the year," and that the chapter containing our verse is thus
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assigned to the second Sunday in Lent, whose Gospel presents us

with the narrative of the Transfiguration of Christ and records

the "voice out of the clouds, saying: This is my beloved Son, in

whom I am well pleased; hear ye Him." The reference is very

appropriate, for the chapter of the "Imitation" is devoted to "the

internal discourse of Christ to a faithful soul," and begins with

the words of the Psalmist: "I will hear what the Lord God will

speak in me."

HEAVENLY.

Blest are the ears by heavenly whispers thrilled.

But deaf to those by which the worid is filled.

It IS sufficient to say that the versified translation of the "Imita-

tion" was achieved by Henry Carrington, M. A. (London, 1889).

We must not hold a poet down to the limitation's of arid ques-

tioning, such as: Why does he omit "venas?" There have been

metrical versions into Latin, Italian, French. We shall consider

Corneille's rendering elsewhere.

ECHOES.

Blessed' are the ears which receive the echoes of the soft whisper of God:
and turn not aside to the whisperings of this world.

This is the rendering in the' translation made by the Rev. W.
Benham, B. D., rector of St. Edmund, King and Martyr (London,

1874). Canon Benham disputes, in his preface, the ascription of

authorship to Thomas a Kempis, and argfues for that to Gerson,

chancellor of Paris. It is worthy of note that he gives Biblical

references, but has none to illustrate our puzzling verse. His

translation is incorporated with the "Confessions of St. Augustine"

in a volume of "The Harvard Classics," edited by Dr. C. W. Eliot.

Veins are here interpreted as echoes. The rendering seems at first

sight to be quite fanciful, but if the views of commentators on

Job iv., 12, are correct, tiie present rendering comes pretty near

being correct. The echoes of a soft whisper must indeed be hard

to catch by an ear that does not shut out rejsolutely all the whis-

perings of the world."

" In his Introduction to Elliot Stock's facsimile reproduction of the flmt

edition of the Imitation, printed at Awsburg in 1471-72, Canon Kaoz
Little very well remarks (p. 18) that we can read the Imitation '*wlth

a sweet sense and a perfect certainty that there is no mere sentimentality,

or unreality, or straining too far, or—that "prima, materia' of the Devil

—

Cant, but the real, solid, serious fact of beautiful and spiritualized human
Love going out towards God and, for Qod's sake, towards man." TransUt*

tors should have this thought constantly before their minds in rendering

the sententious texts of the Imitation. Canon Benham's rendering of "rtaum

divini suBurri" by "the echoes of the soft whisper of Ood," and Stanhope's
"soft and gentle whisper of His Spirit," come perilously near to a phraaal
sentimentality which is wholly remote from the literary style of ths
Imitation. 1
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AT LEAST A FAIKT SOUND.

BI«Med ar* the tmn that catch at least a faint aeund of th» AlTln« whlaper:
and hear nothlnc of the whlnperinn of the world.

This is found in a translation of the "Imitation" edited by Father

Thaddeus, Friar Minor, and published by Bums & Oates in 1908.

A note refers to Job iv., 12, and to the translation of the Bible into

French by Father Carrieres. "Vejias susurri, i. e., parum ex eo."

The "veins of a whisper" is, then, an expression meaning' "a little"

of it; as the authorized version of English Protestants has it, "a

little thereof." The true meaning is here formally declared by the

translator as he apprehends it, and one acknowledges with grati-

tude his laborious editorial care and exactness, even if one ventures

to dissent from the view expressed both in the note and in the

translation itself. But why "venas" should indicate "a little" is

not explained. It may prove interesting, in a succeeding article, to

consider other translations of the verse into English and some
foreign tongues.

H. T. Henry.
Orerbrook, Pa.
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'¥hb SociaIi LdcaiBLATioN or THK Primitite SeKiteb. By Aeo. ffmry
Sttuuirer, Ph. D. Tate UaiTeraity Press, 1916. 13mo., cloth binding; S46
pages; index. Price, $2.35 net, postpaid.

The author modestly tells us that the present woric, grown out of

a thesis presented to the University of Pennsylvania, lays no claim

to great originality in views set forth ; it is designed to present "as

clearly as possible the leading facts of a most interesting study."

As a matter of fact. Dr. Schaeffer has made a thorough investiga-
"

tion of the various topics which he takes up in his book, and shows

himself well acquainted with all the customs and laws of the Semitic

world. In a sdiolarly way he treats successively of Matriarchy,

Patriarchy, Agnation, Ge'ulla, Slavery, Interest, Pledges, Poor

Laws, Sabbatical Year, Yea of Jubilee and Taxation. Frcun the

contents it is evident that, although not written professedly as a

^blical contribution, this work will appeal to the Scripturist no less

than to the sociologist and the economist.

In order to find out what the conditions of the primitive Semites

were, the author has considered tiie records of the three main rep-

resentatives of early Semitism>-Hebrews, Babylonians and various

Arabic tribes. In dealing with his sources he manifests a truly

scientific conscience, being careful not to assert more than is war-

ranted by the evidence. In fact, it is a pleasing feature of this little

volume that the author carefully avoids all exaggeration in handling

his material. The subjects are to arranged as to show tiie relation

between them, thus the tribal unit and the sacredness of family

property naturally lead to many enactments,with regard to the Lev-

irate, Ge'ulla, Slavery, Year of Jubilee, etc.

Although the space allotted to each topic is necessarily short, yet,

thanks to an excellent power of discrimination, the leading facts are

clearly stated and emphasited, thus rendering the work a very cor-

rect and up-to-date synopsis of the results of research. It may

ttrve also as a basis for more ctetailed study by students, and as

such will prove most valuaUe in the Biblical classnxxn.

In connection with the chapter on Interest, we would have liked
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to find a mention of Dr. Hcjcl's sdiolarly monograph, "Das alttesta-

mentliche Zinsverbot im Lichte der Ethnologischen Jurisprudenz,"

etc. Likewise, when dealing with the Marious property rights of

wives and daughters, the author might have called attention to the

conditions prevailing in the Jewish colony of Elephantine under

the Achemenidac. There may be here and there other little defects,

but these are mere details. The work of Dr. Schaeifer is full of genu-

ine information; it is methodical, accurate and scholarly. It will

render great service to our Catholic students and should form a

welccMne addition to their library.

ROUAIN BUTIN, S. M.

BTUDIE8 ITS TnDOR HiBTOBT. By P. M. Ktnnein, M. A., St. MichMl'*
College, Toronto UnlTcndty, duutda, anthor of "A Life of Parker,"
"Parish liife Under Queen BUsabeth," etc. Itina, pp. 840. Liondoa:
Constable ft Co.

"My object in publishing this collection of studies in Tudor his-

tory is to present to the general student and reader some material

connected with only acts which must be treated very briefly in the

general histories of the period. The specialist will find little new

in this volume, but I venture to hope that those for vrhom it is writ-

ten will get a better insight into some of the OMnplicated aims and

intricate problems of sixteenth century life. There is a general

unity in the studies which I may call the ideal of Tudor government.

This ideal can be traced through the entire ages, and it will serve

to connect the studies."

The author further informs us that he differs from other writ-

ers on sixteenth century history, and even from his own previous

work as an Anglican. He assures us, however, that he has consci-

entiously re-worked the materials, and that his conclusions have

been arrived at independently as an outcome of this re-working. He

adds that he has done his utmost to lift the book out of the atmos-

phere of controversy which unfortunately has gathered around

Tudor history. The ten chapters begin with "The Policy of Henry

Vn." and end with "Reservation Under the Anglican Prayer-Book."

The result is a work of real historic value, well worthy of a place

next to that other sterling book by the same author, "Parish Ljfe

Under Queen Elizabeth."
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The writer not only gets the narrative before his readers, but h«

makes it a living narrative, and he enables one to catch the sequence

of events, that make up the story while he is searching out the noo-

tives that move the actors. An interesting as well as instructive

book.

MOTHEB Mabt Vebonica, Foundrea of the Sisterhood of the Divine Com-
passion: A Biography. By Beo. Hwman J. Heuter, D, D. New York:
P. J. Kenedy & Sons.

Won into the Church from Protestantism by the forcible preach-

ing and logical teaching of the late Monsignor Preston, himself a

convert, a former leader of the High Church party in Hartford,

Conn., Mary Caroline Dannat, who in religion became Mother

Mary Veronica, of the Sisterhood of the Divine Compassion, was

born in New York city in 1838. Her parents were zealous Protest-

ants, who became members of the Baptist aMnmunion, and she

eagerly adopted the tenets of that body. In 1857, when she was 19,

she married Mr. Walter S. Starr. Her religious beliefs were not

quite settled at this time, and her mind was in quite a receptive

condition when she got hold of a book relative to the Schoenberg

Cotta family, in which a vile attack was made upon the religious

beliefs of Catholics. This work had exactly the opposite effect

from that which the author intended : it set her thinking and read-

ing for herself. The result of her mental conflict was that she de-

termined to get instructed in the principles of the Catholic faith,

and to Father Preston, of St Ann's, New York, she went to attain

her object. In 1868 she was baptized and received into the Church.

Her humane and tender nature was profoundly moved by the direful

conditions of poverty and its frequent concomitant, depravity,

which she found surrounding the parts of the city where they re-

sided. In a short time after (her husband having died), with the

aid of Father Preston, she had founded the Association of the Holy

Family, with a house at 316 West Fourteenth street. New York.

After a while the name of the society was changed, in order to give

a clearer idea of its aims and its mission in the city. The name

chosen was the "Association for Befriending Children and Young

Girls." In the course of years the work grew and burgeoned out.
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uatil ft becaaie in time the Convent of the DiviQe Compassion, on

Second avebue. In 1890 the society was enabled to pardiase twelve

acres of land at White Plains, N. Y., for the purposes of a "mother

house," at a sum of twraty-five thousand dollars. There was a fine

old mansion on the land, with lawns and shade trees and orchards.

This was renovated, and then the Sisterhoods took possession, giv-

ing the house the name of "Good Counsel." The Good Counsel

Training School, and (what followed soon after) the founding of

a Catholic Girls' High School in New York city and a new convent

at White Plains were the visible marks which Mother Mary Ve-

ronica left behind her to halo her memory when ^e died. The story

of her noUe achievements for God's cause is amply and touchingly

narrated by Father Heuser in the bo^ published by the Kenedy

firm. Several fine plates embellish the work.

imHOLOoT or Au, aAtnts. in thtrtaen vviaroea. lioula H«rtMrt
Gray, Ph. D., Bditor; George £bot Moore, D. D., Consulting Bditor.
Volume I., Greek and Roomn. By "WiOktm iSMnoMMi Fom, Th, 0„ A*-
iatant Professor of Classics, PHneeton University. Volume X.. North
American. By ffordsy Burr Aietamier, Ph. 2>., FrofeoMr of Phlloao-
pby, University of Nebraska. Boston; Marshall Jones Co.

This is a pretentious work indeed. A glance -at these two royal

octavo volumes of over three hundred pages eadi, with their wealth

of illustration and the evidences of scholarship on every page, is

enough to convince one of the importance of the undertaking. It

is the first time that a oonqu-cbensive collection by conpetent edtol-

ars of myths from all quarters the ear^ and all «£«e6 has been

attempted. For several important parts of the fidd no satisfactory

works exist in English, while in some tb«-e is none in any hmguage.

There can be no question, therefore, as to the value of an under-

taking like the "Mythdogy of All Races."

The selection of illustrations is a veiy impcHtant .part of the un-

<iertaking. As the editor says : "It would have been a very easy

matter to present fancy pictores or to reproduce paintings of great

modem artists. Instead of that we have deemed it vaott in -har-

mony with the -purpose of the series to ichoose for <each section pic-

tures of the deities or of mythic incidents as delineated by the

pe(q>le who thMoselves believ«d in those deities or ioddents. This

will have the added advantage of extendit^ ssxat -knowledge of the
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art of early times and more primhiTe peoples, as well as of

such highly developed arts as those of the Orient."

THE Shebhbkd of Mt Sotti. By Rev. Charles J. G<UUm, O. P. Baltlmor*:
John Murpby & Co.

A most timely reminder, in these days of strife involving half

the civilized world, to the timid soul that there is -something beyond

all the cruelty of war; that the Good Sh^ierd lodes with sorrow

on the sheep fighting madly and blindly among themselves, that

once again they sbaU. be gathered into the fold.

An able reviewer said lately:

"The Holy Scriptures are full of similes and parables relative to

the place which gentle sheep and lambs, and their shepherds and

guardians, fill in the religion that is professed by that large portion

of the human race which professed belief in God, whether under

the New Dispensatiim or the Old, The fact that the Divine Saviour

of the human race is pictured, in painting and in writing, as the

"Lamb of God," even so far back as the days when the Church

was in hiding in the Catacombs, shows with what affection the

simile was cherished as most apt and emblematic of the Paschal

Lamb, the highest (Bering of the Jewish race to the Lord and

Guide who. led them out of the house of bondage into the Promised

Land, flowing with, milk and honey. The mode in which Father

CaUa,n makes use of this fdicitous tradition of Jew and Gentile to

impress us all with the lessons on noble living which it conveys, is

in the highest degree profitable and practical."

Clebioal Cau^o<)vn:ft: Bomjt* <M>A Di*loSN«* «A Sitfijecta Sao«rdot«L By
Arthur Barn/ O-lfetU. 0. S. 0.. author of "PrlesUy Practice," "B«twe«n
Wbllea," ate. UsWevittx Praaa- F. O* Boo» MA, N«Mn B»iBa, IndUna.

This work is a companion volume to "Priestly Practice," the clor-

ical bestseller of 1914, ao gemeally and hig^y praised by Cardinals,

Ardibishc^, Bishope, rectors ot seminaries^ preachers of priests'

retreats^ and tiie rank aad fil» <rf the clergy. In nutter and form, in

the practicajity of its topics and tiie grace of its literary style, the

new book it fully equal to its predeceaacM', of which the best critics

have said : ". . . The Idnd of book of which you say at once that
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no one can afford to be without it; certainly no priest or clerical

student. A nice combination of humor and comnum sense and the

wisdom of experience. . .
."—^"A thoroughly satisfactory work.

Priests in search of a really good bode on priestly fife and duties,

full of sound advice conveyed in an attractive iorm, should lose no

time in procuring a c<^y of this publication. . .
."

Its interest may be surmised from a glance at its contents : "Minor

Devotions of the Priestly Day," "The Priest a Gentleman," "Father

Tom Says the Dry Mass" (a Rubrical Dialogue), "The Priest and

the Press," "A Qeric's Correspondence," "Qerical Wit and Humor,"

"Our Queen and Mother," "The Priest's Visits" (a Conference Dis-

cussion), "The Priest in the Sick-Room," "Spiritual Outings," "The

Longevity of Priests," "Priestly Loyalty to Mother Church," "The

Violet Stole," "At the Qerical Qub" and "The Priest's Exemplar."

OoD's OOLDEN GIFTS. By FtOTo lAtcn Frtemon. With a Preface by the
late Monsignor 'Robert Hugh Benson. N«w York: P. J. Kenedy ft

Sons; 76c.

A little treasure of a book, and rendered more interesting by the

preface of the late Monsignor Benson.

In these times when the Golden Gifts of God mean to so many

the luxuries of this world, when those who fail to receive them feel

n^lected, this little book will prove a useful reminder that the real

Golden Gifts are the graces by which God smooths the rough way

of life and lightens the burden of the heavy-ladened, and open up

a view not easily perceived in the turmoil of everyday life.

BRIEF DIBC017B8E8 ON THE GOSPEL FOB ALL SUNDAYS AND FESTTVALa OF
THE Tear. Bev. PMU1>ert SeOoek, O. P. U. Translated by R Leahy.
12mo., pp. 287. Ft. Pustet A Co., New York and Cinolnnatt.

"It may be said with confidence," says Father O'Neill, S. J., in

Ws foreword to the translation, "that one of the most urgent needs

oi the Church in our day is the multiplication of short sermons.

Hence it is a great pleasure to come upon such a treasury of excel-

lent models and sources for brief talks from the altar as is given

us in the volume of Father Philibert Seebock, O. F. M., now trans-

lated into excellent English by E. Leahy. So much solid and useful

matter is here set forth that it might serve as a basis, if need were.
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for much longer discourses than are named in the title. The tone

and spirit of the little sermons are admirable: they are clear, prac-

tical and devout. It is to be hoped they will prove immensely useful

to priests in charge of souls."

While every priest should prepare his own sermons, whether long

•or short, there often—we had almost said always—comes, from one

cause or another, the time when such a volume as this is necessary,

and for that time of need Father Seebock's "Brief Discourses" will

be admirably adapted.

Majuk of the H10U8B D'Amtsb*. By Rev. if<okae( Eari«, 8. J. 8vo., cloth,
colored Jacket and frontispiece net I1.S5. Postage, 10 cents extra.
New York: Senziger Brothers.

This book is more than a story of compelling interest ; it is a

living arraignment of some salient features of American life.

Written in a delightful vein, carrying with it at times a spirit of

refreshing raillery, it nevertheless has a dash of apologetics that by

no means detracts from, but rather adds immensely to the interest.

THK Shepherd of the Nobth. By Richard Aumerle Maker, author of "The
Heart of a Itfan." New York: The Macmillan Company.

Father Maher knows the Adirondack country and the people who

live there. He also knows the conflicting interests of capital and

labor, individual and corporation. The country is so comparatively

primitive, the characters so various and the interests so vital that

dramatic situations are frequent. "The Shepherd of the North"

l>rings all these things before us in narrative form and tells a story

full of interest. The title refers to an apostolic Bishop who is in

touch and sympathy with his people at all times; he weeps with

them, laughs with them, struggles with them and triumphs with

them. The unscrupulous efforts of a railroad company through un-

-prindpled agents to gain unlawful possession of land; the deeds

of violence which ensue; the forest fire which furnished one stage

setting, and the trial which furnishes another, and the very pretty

love element running through it all, furnish the ingredients of an

interesting novel. Many perso^ns will think it more interesting than
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the author's previous story of this rtgiotk, because there is tnorc of

the human in h.

OiaT Amoc: A M*ir«L By /mM O. VUtrke. With ooI«r«4 Jacket aad tron-
tiapiece; net, $l.tS. New York: Benziger Bros.

In "Only Anne" Miss Clarke has produced a wholesome, satisfy-

ing and very entertaining book. The limpid beauty of her style has

nevier appeared more charming than in this sweet love story, and
the delicate sense of humor that she displays in the delineation of

some of the characters will be highly appreciated.
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